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Regrettably, the pages of this letter, from Fred and Sue Lawrence,

were to be theopeningpages ofthe Rome volume.It was inadvertently
left out in the long production process, and I insert it here with many

apologies.

Regina G. Knox

LONERGAN WORKSHOP
FRED LAWRENCE, DIRECTOR

405 Carney HalL Theology Department
Boston College, Chestnut Hill, MA02467

617 ?82 7319 (Home, evenings) FAX 617 552 0794
email : Lawrence@-be-edu

Dear Friends:

In spring 1997 I was a McCarthy lecturer at the Gregorian
University. We were living on Via del Seminario next door to the

Beltarmino (the original Greg Lonergan attended), near the Pantheon,

theTazza d'Oro, Sant'Ignazio, Piazza Navona, and walking past the

Trevi Fountain to classes and the CaIB Bar at the Greg' Sue and I
imagined a Lonergan Workshop in Rome. We thought of Workshop
participants staying in the heart of Rome, visiting the significant
places in Lonergan's life as a Jesuit student and teacher, and sharing

the variety of their expertise and interests with the intemational

student body of the Gregorian.

When we came home, trusting the idea was providential, we

announced a Lonergan Workshop in Rome in 2001 (not a little scary,

but thinking you have to jump in). Encouraged by our friend Paul

McNettis, SJ, the first step was to ask permission to use a large

halt at the Gregorian. The rector, Fr Imoda, responded with an

offer that confirmed for us the rightness of the venture. He asked

if the Workshop might be part of a series of events honoring the

450'h anniversary of the Greg's predecessor, the Collegio Romano.

Another gift was further confirmation. We were invited to spend

last Easter in Rome with the Community of Sant'Egidio. Paolo



Mancinelli (of that Community) shepherded us and we stayed with
Fr Bob Maloney, CM, at the Vincentian Generalate. This gave us

the opportunity to talk about the Workshop with them and with
Jesuit fathers at the Greg, Louis Caruana (Fr Imoda's representative
and coordinator with us), Salvino Biolo, John Navone, and Kevin
Flannery.

We agreed on the week of 7-12 May, 2001.

The Workshop will commemorate the Gregorian ministry of Fr
Lonergan, with speakers mostly from his students (or their students)
at the Greg. The title of the Workshop will be "Lonergan and
Loyola: 'I will be propitious to you in Rome'." It will be in honor of
Maureen McCarthy, who with Gene conceived and established the
Joseph Visiting Lectueships at Boston College and the Gregorian.
Her warm and lively presence epitomized the generosity and vision
of this merrorial to their son.

Adapting the Workshop to the Gregorian schedule (they

will still be having classes) and to Italian life, speakers will be in
the afternoon and early evening, leaving time for those who wish to
meet for 8:30 evening prayer at San Bartolomeo on Tiber Island or
Santa Maria in Trastevere with the Community of Sant'Egidio, and

for late Roman suppers. We will have the two surrounding weekends
for day-trips led by John Navone, SJ, to beautiful hill towns and
other explorations.

Andrea Riccardi (History Dept, Univ. of Rome), the founder
of Sant'Egidio and past president, who is active in international
peacemaking and helped organized the Assisi Prayers for Peace

(October 1986), will speak on Interreligious Dialogue. The other
speakers now invited are: Salvino Biolo, SJ, David Burrell, CSC,
Patrick H. Byrne, Ivo Coetho, SDB, Frederick E. Crowe, SJ, Robert
M. Doran, SJ, Mary Ann Glendon, Ulf Jonsson, SJ, Archbishop
Anthony Kelly, Arthur L. Kennedy, Joseph A. Komonchok,
Matthew L. Lamb, Richard Liddy, Thomas McGrath, SJ, Muhigirwa
Rusembekas Ferdinand, SJ, Robert Maloney, CM, Sebastian
Moore, OSB, William E. Murnion, Saturnino Muratore, SJ, Bishop
Mlliam Murphy, Hermarur Josef Pottmeyer, Francisco Quijano, OP,



Francesco Rossi de Gasperis, SJ, Giovanni Rota, Giovanni Sala, SJ,

Natalino Spaccapelo, SJ, and David W. Tracy.

Many of the rest of us will offer small discussion groups on
as many topics and in as many languages as we represent (papers

related to the small groups will be made available and collected
in a supplementary volume of the Lonergan ltorlcshop). It's an

adventure, and the possibilities are up to all of us.

We think of travel plans and housing mostly organized by
regions. Joe and Eileen Fitzpatrick and Fr Phil Egan are investigating
housing (maybe the Venerable English College, the Irish College)
and transportation for the British Isles contingent. ... Paco and

Genny Gakin, Martin and Gabi Lopez-Calva with Armando and

Linda Rugarcia are doing this for Mexico and South America. Greg
classmate Tom Halloran and Fr Tony Kelly, CSsR, will work with
the Australians. Sr Maria Fe told us that Sonny and Armi Garcia

are thinking about the Philippines, and she will investigate Convent
guest housing in Rome. Our friends from the Community of
Sant'Egidio and from the Vincentian Generalate will also help us.

Examples of the sort of help we will need from you are ideas

ofpossible housing and reasonable travel, topics you would be able

to offer for discussion groups, and any suggestions you think ofthat
might enhance and encourage.

We have high hopes, and want to think of it in the words of a
hymn: "Thou art coming to a King. / Great petitions with thee bring.

/ For his power and glory are such / None can ever ask too much."

Love,

Fred & Sue Lawrence

.l( b. Lonergan Workshop 28 at Boston College will be

held 18-23 June 2001. The tentative theme is "Radical Openness:

The Relationshop between Philosophy, Religion, and Theology in
Lonergan.



PREFATORY NOTE:

I WILL BE PROPITIOUS
TO YOU IN ROME:

THE LONERGAN WORKSHOP
AT THE GREGORIAN

UNIVERSITY

[Letter from Cardinal Carlo Maria Martini]

I learned to appreciate Lonergan above all inthe 1970s, when, having
dedicated much time to the analytic study of the Scriptures, I felt
more greatly the need for elements of synthesis and for reflections
on language and its diverse types and aims of comprehending
reality. I then found in Lonergan a sure guide for integrating the
different analytic discoveries within an organic framework ofhuman
knowledge and of being. When I became Archbishop of Milan,
I continued to read and reread many pages of Lonergan, always
finding help. Although I regret not being able to be present for the
Rome Workshop, I will follow the results of its labors attentively.
In fact the thought of Lonergan permits one to reconstruct ever
new syntheses arising from new experiences of life and of thought.

In lieu of the customary Editor's Introduction to the Lonergan Workshop
Journal, there follows my account of the Workshop as it occurred back in
2001. I apologize for the length of time that has intervened between the
event and the publication of the papers. For one reason or another, we
are not able to publish certain papers delivered in Rome. Hence, in what
follows an asterisk appears after the names of the persons whose papers
are not in this volume. A version of missing papers may appear in a later
volume of Lonergan Workshop. Patristics scholar, Hilary Mooney's paper,
and that of Michael Mclaughlin (whose Gregorian doctoral dissertation
was on Sri Aurobindo), were the basis for their Rome workshop/discussion
groups, and appear in this volume. Finally, a special note of thanks to our
manuscript editor, Regina Gilmartin Klox, who has patiently shepherded
this volume into existence, with the assistance of Kerry Cronin.
Fred Lawrence
Boston College



It is a matter of syntheses that permit a contemplative view of
reality, even more that help us to apprehend both the mystery of
the transcendence of God and that of the transcendence of man
and of his paths of knowing and loving. I maintain that Lonergan
suggests interpretative keys capable of always doing justice to the
new horizons of reality. - Cardinal Carlo Maria Martini

From May 7-l I the First International Lonergan Workshop took place
in the Aula Magna of Rome's venerable Pontifical Gregorian University on
the occasion of the 450th anniversary of the Collegio Romano the first
educational institution founded by St Ignatius Loyola.

The theme of the Workshop, "I will be propitious to you in Rome"
is rooted in the life-stories of both Ignatius and the Jesuit philosopher and
theologian, Bernard Lonergan who was a Visiting Distinguished Professor
at Boston College from 1978 to 1983. Lonergan spent almost two decades

at the Gregorian University as a theology student (1933-37), a doctoral
candidate (1938-40), and a professor of theology (1953-65). But his early
years as a Jesuit did not presage such a career. In a letter written a year
after beginning his Roman studies, he said that before being sent to Rome
he regarded himself as "one condemned to sacrifice his real interests and,
in general, to be suspected and to get into trouble for things I could not
help and could not explain." Unexpectedly, three vacancies at the Gregorian
precipitated his Canadian provincial's decision to send him to study theology
in Rome. Lonergan's reaction was unequivocal: "Here was a magnificent
vote of conlidence ... and with the words over the high altar in the church
of St Ignatius here I will be propitious to you in Rome was consolation
indeed." These words come from a vision Ignatius had on hisjourney from
Spain to Rome in the tittte town of La Storta on the outskirts of the city
when the Lord said to him, "I will be good to you in Rome." Perhaps this
motto Lonergan took to be addressed so personally and consolingly to him
would also hold true for all the Workshop participants.

At the Gregorian's own special celebration of this anniversary April
2-4, Jesuit General Hans-Peter Kolvenbach explained why, in the l6th
century, St Ignatius moved from his original vision of the Society as a
band ofwandering knights of the faith to establishing a stable institution of
education.

He sensed intuitively and apostolically that anyone who could not
have recourse to letters and the sciences does not have much possibility
of playing an active part in the dynamisms in his time that were available



for changing the world and healing the Lord's church. Instead ofregarding
them as an obstacle to his mission, Ignatius discovers in the knowledge of
letters and the sciences a concretization of his vision that humane letters
and the sciences are means that one who believes in the Creator ofall things
ought to be happy to put into practice, treating them as "things which,
practiced in the love of God, without doubt cooperate for good, and in no
small measure."

This attitude used to be associated with what was known as lhe
"intellectual apostolate." The late, saintly Father General Pedro Amtpe and
the 32nd General Congregation ofthe Society wanted to correct a narrowly
academic and "ivory-tower" construal of that apostolate with a resolution
to strive for social justice. The catholic faith's evangelical exigence for
Christians to play leadership roles in bringing aboutjustice and peace in the
world is acknowledged as a legitimate goal of Catholic and Jesuit education.
Noq in a postmodem and globalized culture, the deepening realization is
abroad that a vital intellectual vocation is integral to establishing justice.

It was perhaps emblemalic of the integral vocation of today's
university that the rector of the Gregorian University, Franco Imoda" SJ,

invited Boston College's Lonergan Workshop (now in its 28th year) to be
the final part of the Gregorian's observance of this notable anniversary of
its foundation.

The Workshop adapted to the Gregorian's schedule, where classes and
seminars were still in session and the more advanced students were finishing
their tesinas. Workshop events occurred in the aftemoons and early evening:
discussion groups from I to 2:45 pm, and then lectures from 3 to 5 pm, and
a longer evening lecture from 6 to 7:30 pm. Most ofthe speakers from Italy
spoke in ltalian.

Day One The Gregorian's Rettore Magnifico, Franco Imoda, SJ,

inaugurated the Workshop with the following welcome.

RECTOR'S WELCOME TO LONERGAN WORKSHOP
GREGORIAN UNIVERSITY 7 MAY 2OOT

It is a pleasure to welcome here today the Workshop "Lonergan and Loyola:
I will be propitious to you in Rome" in honor of Maureen McCarthy and
on the occasion of the 450th Anniversary of the Foundation of the Roman
College.



Fr Lonergan is a glory of this University as he studied here, taught
from 1953 to 1965, and here he matured and produced some of his most
important works.

Just a few days ago there was in this very room a presentation of a

Festschrift lor Cardinal Walter Kasper, Divinarum rerum nolitia. Teologia

fra.filosotia e slorio. One of the speakers started from some traits of so-
called postmodem culture, singling out a keen attention to diversity and to
subjectivity. He then proceeded to reconcile diversity and unity. subjectivity
and truth. The work of the author being honored was taken as an example
of a stimulating and rich response to these challenges. Theology between
philosophy and history-a challenge that started many years ago, but
continues today and I thought ofthe life ofLonergan, a major figure in our
times, whose work was to face but also to guide generations through this
challenge.

Not an expert in Lonergan, but a modest readet I recalled some
passages which seem to outline one of his major contributions:

I have been contrasting two different apprehensions of man. One
can apprehend man abstractly through a definition that applies
omni et soli and through properties verifiable in every man. In this
lashion one knows man as such; and man as such, precisely because
he is an abstraction, also is unchanging. It follows in the first place,
that on this view one is never going to arrive at any exigence for
changing forms, structures, methods, for all change occurs in the
concrete, and on this view the concrete is always omitted. But
also it follows in the second place, that this exclusion of changing
forms, structures, methods, is not theological; it is grounded simply
upon a certain conception of scientific or philosophic method;
that conception is no longer the only conception or the commonly
received conception; and I think our Scripture scholars would agree
that its abstractness, and the omissions due to the abstraction, have
no foundation in the revealed word of God. On the other hand.
one can apprehend mankind as a concrete aggregate developing
over time, where the locus of development and, so to speak, the
synthetic bond is the emergence, expansion, differentiation,
dialectic of meaning and of meaningful performance. On this view
intentionality, meaning, is a constitutive component ol human
living; moreover, this component is not fixed, static, immutable, but
shifting, developing, going astray, capable of redemption; on this
view there is in the historicity, which results from human nature,
an exigence for changing forms, structures, methods; and it is on
this level and through this medium ofchanging meaning that divine
revelation has entered the world and the Church's witness is given



to it. ["The Transition from a Classicist World-View to Historical-
Mindedness," A Second Collection, 5-61

Though in different ways and from much better positions, we are still
facing some of the challenges that modernity brought about. As Lonergan
said:

The Modemist crisis was twofold: The Modernists didn't know
much about philosophy and theology and the Catholics didn't know
much about history and didn't have enlightened views on what
history is. [Caring about Meaning, 123]

His work can be a wonderful guide through these challenges. His
concem for the concrete, the historical, which was shown in so many ways in
his attention to educational, economic, and cultural issues was well indicated
in the words, "De Guibert said about giving spiritual advice: 'The problem
is not to teach the major premises, it is to find the minor premises that will
enable the persons to say, That means me"' [Caring about Meaning, 172].
Though an innovator himself, he knew that change comes about slowly, and
we need patience: "Centuries are required to change mentalities, centuries.
You don't get a change of mentality by introducing a few fads" [Caring
about Meaning, 1731.

We are grateful to Prof. Fred Lawrence and those who, with him,
have organized and made this workshop possible. We are all confident that
the contributions of this symposium will add constructively, through its
character, to the task of the Church to continue to find ways to announce
a Word which, being Etemal and Final, is however in time and in the
contingent.

After the Rector's speech, Kevin Flannery, SJ (a classics professor
trained at Oxford), the Dean of the Philosophy Faculty, gave us a warn
welcome, referring with approval to Patrick Byme's book interpreting
Aristotle in light of Lonergan's thought. Fr Flannery took time from a busy
schedule to attend many Workshop sessions; he also arranged a reception
for us on Friday evening in connection with the McCarthy lecture by Oliver
O'Donovan.

The leaders of discussion groups then gave brief accounts of what
they would be discussing Tuesday through Friday. Among the groups
during the week were "Lonergan, Mysticism and Negative Theology"
with Hilary Mooney of the University of Freiburg, "On Interreligious



Dialogue" with Michael Mclaughlin of Siena College, "The Stages of
Education" with David Fleischacker. Dunstan Robidoux, OSB, and Phyllis
Waltbank, "Illuminating the Spiritual Exercises" with William Walsh, SJ,

and "Lonergan and Hartshome" with Tom McPartland and George Shields.
Thanks to the good offices of Fr Joe Tetlow, SJ, (head of the Center for
lgnatian Spirituality) Fr Willie Walsh was joined by Fr Dick Liddy to lead
sessions on Lonergan and Ignatian Spirituality ofTuesday and Wednesday
mornings at the Jesuit Generalate on the Borgo Santo Spirito near St Peter's.

Salvino Biolo, SJ, who had Lonergan as a teacher and as the director
ofhis doctoral dissertation, gave the first lecture. His speech-sprinkled with
imitations of Lonergan-was really a keynote because he had been a pioneer
among Lonergan's Italian students in realizing why Lonergan disagreed
with the Thomistic school's standard metaphysical approach to Aquinas.
Lonergan discovered that Aquinas could transform Aristotle's thought
because he had appropriated Augustine's breakthrough to interiority--our
own spontaneous self-awareness and internal experience of our conscious
knowing, feeling,and loving. ForBiolo Lonergan's retrieval and transposition
olThomas Aquinas is "formally postmodem and fundamentally classical."
What is central for Lonergan and hence postmodern is the understanding
of consciousness not as perception but as a strictly intemal experience of
itself and its own acts. This notion of the subject as subject displaces the
postmodernists' b te noire, the subject as the primary object olphilosophic
reflection. The subject as subject (not object) is the primal, unformed,
awareness that is open to self-transcendence. to the other, and finally, to
God. As an immanent source of transcendence. the subject as subject only
receives form through the conscious and intentional acts of understanding,
knowing, evaluating, and loving.

'fhe rest of Monday's talks were on education. Rosanna Finamore,
professor of pedagogy and philosophy of education at the Gregorian and
author ola book on the aesthetic philosophies of Luigi Pareyson and Jacques
Maritain, spoke on "University and Meaning." She placed Lonergan's
idea of the university as a "reproductive organ of cultural community,"
in its right context. Lonergan distinguished among the dimensions of
community as intersubjective, civil, and cultural. Finamore explained that
the "university has nothing to do with all that is stereotyped. mechanical,
repetitive, and standardized: it is a vital organ and not a merely instrumental
one. with a continuous function of' generating community as cultural.
In "the intellectual life of its professors," the university is "called upon
constantly to raise questions about its received wealth, to press toward a



renewed expression ofits contents by a revision ofthem by the subjects who
constitute the community." Finamore related understanding to developing
meaning as technical and scientific, and as linguistic and artistic. She closed
by outlining the specifically dialectical tasks of the University.

In his lecture, the director ofSeton Hall's Center for Catholic Studies,
Richard Liddy, focused on what Lonergan called 'Newman's theorem"
about the role of theology in the university. Using the essay "The Role of
the Catholic University in the Modem World," Liddy portrayed Lonergan's
approach to Catholic university education as rooted both in the tendency
toward self-transcendence built into the dynamisms of the human mind and
heart and in the redemptive gift ofconversion. The resulting orientation of
the university as Catholic is a conversational and interdisciplinary quest for
academic integrity both in its comprehensiveness and in its quality.

Phyllis Wallbank ("1'm old but I'm keen," she said when we first met
her) was one of the last assistants and companions of the world-famous
educationist Maria Montessori. She founded the Gatehouse School in
London. Combining insights from Montessori, Lonergan, and Newman, she

spoke in down-to-earth and original ways about the stages in educating the
young between the ages of4 and 24. Her vast experience and research was

evident throughout her talk. She asked, for instance, why not have leaming
centers for people at different stages of development, where experts can
make available just the media and contents to which people will be able
to go freely as soon as they themselves realize they are interested in these

matters?
Monday evening Lonergan's intellectual biographer, William Mathews,

SJ, from Milltown Park in Dublin, recounted the events surrounding
Lonergan's first coming to Rome until his abrupt departure on the eve of
the outbreak of World War II in 1940. Quite affecting was his account of
Lonergan's futile efforts to get back to Canada before his mother's death.

Mathews underlined the providential character ofthe accidents that shaped

Lonergan's Roman sojourn. He wondered whether the interplay of fate and

fidelity to his lifelong task in the twofold agenda of Insight and Method
in Theology illustrates what classical authors spoke of as "application."
Lonergan often spoke of the tuming points in his thinking as a matler of
"luck," notably the books that he happened upon as he worked on certain
problems.

Day Two
The lectures on Tuesday, May 8 related Lonergan's thought lo



historicity, history and religious experience and expression. Giovanni
Rota is a young priest who teaches at the seminary in "good Pope John
XXIII's" home, the northem Italian archdiocese of Bergamo. His lecture
showed the compatibility of Lonergan's ideas with the poslmodern thought
of the French-speaking Rumanian and Jewish philosopher, Emmanuel
LZvinas. Our conscious living is central to our being persons. However, our
conscious living encompasses the innumerable things that occur to us and
not just the things we do. Most crucially, the "we" is prior to the "1," and
affects us constitutively. If personal responsibility is always a combination
of passivity and activity, our vaunted autonomy is always conditioned,
especially by our interpersonal relationships.

Arthur Kennedy, theologian lrom the University of St Thomas and
now Auxiliary Bishop in Boston, spoke on one of the earliest important
influences on Lonergan, the English cultural and anthropological historian,
Christopher Dawson. Lonergan's statement in 1980 that "all my work has
been introducing history into Catholic theology," suggests how free from
ahistorical orthodoxy he was, and shows why there was such an affinity
between him and Dawson. Lonergan's later definition of theology as

mediating between a faith and the culture in which it is embedded is clearly
indebted to Dawson.

ln I 977 Sebastian Moore, OSB, monk of Downside in England, wrote
a key book in the theology of spiri tluality, The CrucifiedJesus is No Stranger.
He revisited that work in light of the work he has been doing during the
last several years on the psychology of feelings of Chicago practitioner and
theorist Eugene Gendlin and on the literary critic and philosopher RenZ
Girard. Spontaneously, Sebastian always heeds Ezra Pound's dictate-"Make
it new!"-by plunging us affectively and intellectually into the meaning of
our religious experience.

Ever since Vatican II's Nostra Aetate and its declaration on non-
Christian religions, interreligious dialogue has become an exigence for
Catholic Christians. The rector of Divyadaan (the Salesian philosophate)
in Nashik, India, Ivo Coelho, SDB, is involved daily in an interreligious
situation. With great brevity and clarity he set forth a basic issue at stake in
such dialogue the relationship between religious experience and religious
expression. Coelho explained that "the great advantage of Lonergan is that
he not only advocates a sane balance between experience and expression,
but also invites theology to move into the realm of interiority." He helped
us to see that we may not be able to understand the valid roles ofexperience
and expression unless we are able first to sort out the questions What is



being? What is truth? and What is objectivity? In other words, besides being
religiously converted, theologians have also to be intellectually converted.

Natalino Spaccapelo, SJ, who is on the theology faculty in Cagliari and
at Rome's Oriental Institute (because of his expertise in patristics), pointed
out in his evening lecture that St Ignatius defined the issues ofthe spiritual
life concretely and operationally, not abstractly. The spiritual operations that
constitute his structured exercises leading to and flowing from a fundamental
experience of conversion are prayer, examination of consciousness,
discemment, and election. Spaccapelo showed the parallel relationships
between Ignatius's method for spiritual experience and Lonergan's method
for reflection on spiritual experience. The piece de resistance of his talk
was his interpretation ofthe famous Ignatian phrase for experiencing God's
gift oflove, "consolation without a previous proportionate cause," in which
he clarified the difference between Karl Rahner's and Lonergan's ways of
construing this experience.

Day Three
On Wednesday, May 9, a Swedish Jesuit lrom the University ol

Uppsala's theology faculty, Ull Jonnson, SJ, began by specifring several
different kinds of "foundationalism"-which has become almost a swear-
word in the postmodem philosophical vocabulary. "Foundationalism" has

to do with well-defined ways of supporting claims rationally. The point of
this exercise was to show that Lonergan's foundations for knowing God are

not loundationalist in any of the senses specified. Jonsson thus illustrated
Fr Biolo's point on Monday that Lonergan is "formally postmodem and
fundamentally classical."

One ofthe ways ofbeing "foundationalist" in a manner objectionable
to postmodem thinkers is conceptualism, which analyzes human knowledge
by putting all the stress on static universal concepts and paying little il
any attention to the prior act of understanding that concepts are intended
to express. Boston College theologian Louis Roy, OP, a Dominican from

Quebec, suggested in his engaging, humorous, and gentle lecture that Karl
Rahner is a conceptualist. In light of this insight into Rahner's cognitional
theory Roy contrasted both Aquinas's and Lonergan's approach to the
philosophy and theology ofGod with Rahner's. To my knowledge, this has

never been done before.
British positivist and analytic philosophers have been in the

vanguard of "foundationalism." Their stock-in-trade, conceptualism

and perceptualism (the opinion that we know the real only by "taking a



look" at it), leads to an exaggerated appraisal of the importance of logic in
science and philosophy. Joseph Fitzpatrick (a British schools inspector who
attended the Scots College and had Lonergan as a teacher at the Greg before
going on to the University of Cambridge), gave an erudite and frequently
funny talk, showing how Lonergan's shift from logic to method is partially
congruent with the later Wittgenstein's insight into the limitations of the
logic and picture-thinking, which he had championed earlier on in his career
in his Tractatus. Wittgenstein's stress upon "language games" at work in our
"forms of life" introduces as a basic tool ofphilosophy and theology what
the continental philosophers and Lonergan call horizon analysis.

In the world of Roman Catholic theology, a classicist mentality
dominated post-Tridentine Catholic thought. This was partiatly a defensive
response to modemity's wholesale rejection of anything that is not
"evident to the senses, self-evident, or else derived from such propositions
by a process of reasoning." German theologian Hermann Pottmeyer had
Lonergan as a teacher and as the director ofhis doctoral dissertation about
the section of Vatican I's Constitution "Dei Filius" devoted to the issue of
faith and reason. After conveying his relationship with Lonergan as a teacher,
Pottmeyer's paper shared how his doctoral students at Ruhr University's
Theologische Fakultiit in Bochum uncovered Lonergan's unpublished
notes for a 1952 course on the analysis of the act of faith. With their help
Pottmeyer demonstrated that Lonergan's analysis.fidei was faithful to
Vatican I's insistence on the reasonableness of that act but transposed the
entire problematic ofthe beginning olfaith into the postmodem contours of
existential gifl and conversion.

Having come to Rome from the Theodore Hesburgh Ecumenical
Center at Tantur in Jerusalem, Notre Dame University's David Burrell, CSC,
adopted a more informal and conversational style on Wednesday evening.
He spoke about the importance offriendship in the quest for truth. He nudged
us towards a more adequate understanding of the relationship between
faith and concrete human traditions. The discussion that followed was a
group meditation on our religious experience "as lived in a development
from elementary intersubjectivity ... to intersubjectivity in Christ... on the
sensitive (extemal church, sacraments, sacrifice, liturgy) and intellectual
(faith, hope, charity) levels." as Lonergan wrote in a 1958 letter. Bunell has
lived out inteneligious dialogue both in his scholarship and his praxis, and
so he could bear authentic witness to the way our experience ofinterreligious
dialogue is grounded in friendly trust without a need either to pretend we
understand things fully or to relativize the truths olour faith.



Day Four
On Thursday, May l0 the first speaker was from Kinshasa, the director

and coordinator of Jesuit social justice projects in much of Africa. In an
English flavored with the overtones of one whose first European language
was French, MuhigirwaR. Ferdinand, SJ, explained the two vectors in human
development worked out by Lonergan: the way from above downward-a
way ofgift, tradition, and healing; and the way from below upward-a way of
achievement, creativity, innovation. Both ways are united in integral human
becoming, yet for most of his life Lonergan was preoccupied chiefly with
the way up from experience through inquiry insight, and formulation and
reflection, then indirect understanding of the sufficiency or insufficiency
of the evidence, and judgment of fact, to deliberation, practical insights
and formulations of possible courses of action, judgments of value, and
decisions. Only after Method in Theology in 1972 did he begin articulating
a fuller account of the way down.

There followed an abrupt change of pace when Valter Danna, of
the theological faculty at the University of Turin, read a paper on the
development of the notion of science in Lonergan's thought. This is a
complex and lengthy topic, involving notjust the intricacies ofthe shift from
Aristotle's logical and static ideal of science to the modem empirical and
dynamic notion, but also all the nuances ofheuristic structures (i.e. different
techniques for naming what you want to discover in any investigation) and
of classical, statistical, genetic, and dialectical methods. These schemes are
then vastly complicated when you shift into the empirical human sciences.
Lonergan apprehended a methodical order in this complexity, which he
named "functional specialization." Lonergan was concemed that because
of modemity's anti-clerical, anti-Catholic, and secularizing orientation, the
church had taken so long to come to terms with modem science, in particular
its stress on comprehensive understanding ofall data and its notion oftruth not
as absolute necessity and certitude bul as verified possibility. Danna showed
that Lonergan both appreciated modem science and shared the postmodem
opposition to the positivist, materialist, or idealist misinterpretations of
science that have led to the contemporary dialectic of rationalism ("Prove
it!") and irrationalism ('Nothing can be proved!") reflected in even Catholic
universities today.

A highlight of the entire week was the lecture by the founder of the
Community of Sant'Egidio, Andrea fuccardi (who is also a Professor
of History at the University of Rome). He made a special effort to fit us



into his crowded schedule just before going to be honored in Barcelona.
The Community helped make this Roman Workshop possible by otTering
hospitality to Sue and me during two Holy Weeks while we explored
possiblities and planned.

Alier Vatican II the Community of Sant'Egidio emerged in 1968 when
Andrea started a the Bible study and prayer group with a few Roman /iceo
(high school) students who wanted to live more groundedly in the Gospel. In
its 30-plus years ofexistence, it organized schools. ongoing meals. and many

other programs for the poor and elderly olthe poorer sections ofRome; and

it eventually spread through the rest of ltaly and Europe to span the globe.
Its upwards of 40,000 members and 6.000 communities extend as far as

Bolivia, the Cameroon, and Indonesia. Its evangelical mission grew naturally
into peace-making ventues. Following great successes in Mozambique and

Algeria, the Community plays key long-term peace-making roles in such
places as the Sudan, Somalia, Kosovo, and most recently, in Burundi. In
October 1986, the Community's dedication to the poor and to peace led to
their organizing participation in the Assisi interreligious prayer for peace

led by John Paul II, which they have carried on ever since.
Rome, Sant'Egidio. and the World (a book of interviews with

Andrea Riccardi) makes unmistakable how Andrea and his Community
have spontaneously operated in accord with the vectors of development
articulated by Lonergan. The central role of communal prayer, reflection
on the Gospel, and lriendship in their lives instantiates the way from above
downwards, while the flexible and resourceful service fbr the poor and
elderly, work for peace, and interreligious dialogue illustrates the way from
below upwards characterized by self-correcting creativity.

Afier the last evening session each day, some Workshop speakers and
participants walked from the Piazza della Pilotta across the Tiber to Santa

Maria in Trastevere to share the Evening Prayer with the Community of
Sant'Egidio. Some have said it was a highpoint oftheir week.

Riccardi used an ethnic and religious demographic description
of today's city of Istanbul in Turkey as a springboard for unfolding the
contemporary paradox of the 20th century: never have so many diverse
people oldifferent religious faiths been brought into such regular proximity
and conversation, yet never has there been more bitter and violent strife
among them. As a counterpoise to conflict, Riccardi pointed to the post-
Vatican II exigence for interreligious dialogue, citing John Paul II's
remarkable correlation: the more you have genuine interreligious dialogue,
the more you have real knowledge and appreciation of the Christian faith,



and vice-versa. Riccardi beautifully wove the story of the evolution of the
Community of Sant'Egidio into an account of the meaning of the Assisi
experience of interreligious prayer for peace. He stressed that interreligious
dialogue is not just a matter of encounter among the leaders of various
religious faiths, but of day-to-day conversation among people in ordinary
life-

Patrick Byme, who teaches philosophy at Boston College, then spoke
about Galileo, whose teachings once caused such a stir at the Collegio
Romano. He sketched various "figurations" of Galileo as a context
for exposing Lonergan's analysis of him. This was part of Lonergan's
comprehensive coming-to-terms with the new sciences ofnature. Lonergan
cultivated careful "attention to (the) ongoing creative dimension to the
practice of scientists" in order to articulate a humanistic vision of science.
Byme explained how Lonergan's account of science reverses Galileo's
counterpositional distinction between primary and secondary qualities that
has caused such havoc in modem philosophy, and overcomes his mechanistic
determinism with a theory of emergent probability.

In the Thursday evening lecture, William Mumion, who attended
Lonergan's courses on the Trinity and on the Incamate Word, and worked
with him for almost a decade ofgraduate studies, revisited after forty years
all the Latin works Lonergan published to help students in these courses.
In hindsight these works and lecture courses can be seen as "experiments
in theological method." Mumion suggests they also be remembered as a
great mind's edifuing grappling with the central mysteries of the Christian
faith. In his summary of Lonergan's achievement at the Gregorian, he
bore witness to the way Lonergan demonstrated how faith and reason can
be reconciled, and the intelligibility ol the doctrines can be apprehended
through an imperfect (because analogical) yet most fruitful understanding
to wave after wave of many of the Church's most talented seminarians who
had been sent to Rome for theological studies from all over the world.

Day Five
Friday, May I 1 was the last day ofour Workshop. The first speaker was

Giovanni Sala, who was also taught by Lonergan at the Creg and went on to
a teaching career in Germany where he is recognized as one ofthe world's
leading Kant scholars. He made it clear that Lonergan's epistemologn as

grounded in a return to interiority and personal appropriation of rational
self-consciousness, parts ways with the modern "tum to the subject"
undertaken by thinkers such as Descartes, Locke, Hume, and Kant. In this



way he uncovered the key to answering correctly the question about why
our acts of knowing attain the truth: our reflective acts of understanding,
which discem whether the data warrants claims (or not), grasp not absolute
necessity, but the virtually unconditioned. This basis lbr judgment takes
the contingency and historically conditioned character ol matters of fact
seriously without sacrifi cing truth.

Neapolitan theologian and editor of the Rassegna di Teologia,
Satumino Muratore, SJ, tumed our attention back to the field of science in
relation to philosophy and theology. Muratore confronted Lonergan's theory
ofgeneralized emergent probability as the general form ofthe intelligibility
of our empirical universe with recent scientific cosmology's theories about
the origins of the universe. According to Muratore, Lonergan's "anthropic
finality" that allows for the appearance of more developed living beings
is based on a metaphysics methodically grounded in the dynamisms of
intentional consciousness; but it can be transposed into an anthropic
principle coordinate with recent scientific theories. For example, Lonergan's
metaphysical idea of finality can be related to a similar notion implicit in the
theory of the Big Bang.

The next speaker was the Mexican Dominican, Francisco Quijano,
OP He played a central role in translating Lonergan's lnsight into Spanish.
For the past few years he has been an assistant to the Master of the
Dominicans, Timothy Radcliffe, with a special mission of oversight for
Central and South American countries. His lecture, "Desire in Quest of an
Object," drew on the poetry of e. e. cummings, Octavio Paz, and Czeslaw
Milosz to discuss Christian meanings and values in a globalized economy
and culture. Aristotle had feared that the transition from traditional barter
economy 10 the admittedly more efficient system ol monetary exchange
would disorient people's apprehension of the hierarchy of goods. In order
to diagnose the disease known today as "alfluenza," Quijano cited the
lollowing phrases of Gabriel Zaid: "The will to explore every possibility,
to realize all potentialities: an unlimited appetite for being and ior power: a
lull accomplishment that demands and deserves everything." Paradoxically,
the transition from market economics to the gigantism underlying
globalization poses a great threat to human freedom. This threat can be
analyzed normatively in terms of Lonergan's notion of the human good,
with its contextualization of particular goods and goods of order in terms
of terminal values. Social and political analysis can neither overlook the
feelings by which people are oriented to their ultimate ends, nor fail to point
out that when people's de facto ends are less than ultimate, they are no



longer free.
Fittingly, after a week of presentations ranging over such an array

of topics, Michael McCarthy (Vassar College, Philosophy, and Fellow
of the Woodstock Institute at Georgetown) brought things together in
a vision of a "Christian center of integrated studies designed to meet the
critical ethical requirement of practical wisdom." Such a center "would...
respond simultaneously to the modern democratic demand for informed
and responsible debate, and the eminent scriptural imperative ofjustice and
neighborly love." McCarthy's lecture might be regarded as a contemporary
restatement of the need that inspired St Ignatius to found the Collegio
Romano.

Our final lecture was given by Joseph Komonchak, ecclesiologist
from The Catholic University of America and distinguished co-editor of
the multi-volume History of the Second Vatican Council. The burden of
his presentation was to articulate the nature of the church in relation to
the contingent created outcomes of the twofold sending by God of the
Word and the Spirit. He opposes any "reification" or "hypostatization"
of the church that would separate the core reality of the church from its
concrete membership in the whole Christ throughout time. This theme is
controversial because modem Catholic ahistorical orthodoxy, in its effort to
resist both Protestantism and secular anti-Catholicism, has at times fallen
into that mode of speech. After giving us the interpretative background
for Vatican Il's use of the expression "subsists in," Komonchak laid great

stress upon the statement in Lumen Gentium that speaks of the church as

constituted of those in union with the Holy Spirit. He also cited Cardinal
Ratzinger's comment on this passage to the effect that this transforms the
entire discussion of church membership. On this evening Komonchak had
time only to give us "hints and guesses" of what will surely prove to be an
exciting and radical conclusion to the theology of the church already set

forth in his Foundations of Ecclesiology.
As Fr Imoda mentioned in his words of welcome, this Workshop was

dedicated to the honor of the late Maureen McCarthy, who with her husband

Gene, has been a benefactor of both the Gregorian University and Boston
College. By all accounts it was a fitting tribute. Anyone from Rome and the
Gregorian who wished to attend our sessions were free to do so, and as word
spread more and more did so. Over 150 people came to the Workshop from
outside Italy. Bishop Essien from Ghana was one of four Africans. There
were several Filipinos. Four studenls from Japan attended and four from
India. Besides the twenty-two Italians closely involved with the Workshop



there were twenty-tbur Europeans, including Belgians, Cermans, Austrians,
French, and a Swedish person attended; there were thirty-nine from the
British isles, nineteen from England, ten from (south and No(h) Ireland.
Two came all the way from Australia, and from forty-five to fifty Americans
crossed the Atlantic to join us.

For those who had attended the Gregorian and been students of
[-onergan, the trip was a kind of homecoming; those new to Rome's ancient
city were overwhelmed by the many strata of Roman history and architecture
and by the overall atmosphere olthe Eternal City. Significantly. quite a few
said that the experience had been "healing." For all it was an adventure.

The Workshop was graciously assisted by members of the Gregorian
University laculty and staff. Fr Franco Imoda, who made us welcome and
arranged for the Aula, appointed Fr Louis Caruana, SJ, to be our liaison with
the Gregorian. A philosopher of science trained in Cambridge, England, Fr
Caruana helped us at every tum, and put us in touch with the kind and
solicitous staffpersons, Dr. Beatrice Mirelli of Public Relations and Eugenio
Birris, a former philosophy student from Romania, who is in charge of the
maintenance staff, rooms, and equipment. Prof. Rosanna Finamore literally
put herself at our disposal, giving us timely aid with communications in
the months preceding the Workshop and with numerous practical details
throughout the week. Sr Maria Fe Mendoza, Good Shepherd Sister from the
Philippines who is doing her doctoral work on Lonergan in Missiology, aided
us with endless patience for many months in advance, gave us the hospitality
ofher community, and labored to find wonderful places for participants to
stay. We also thank Fr Paul McNellis, SJ, (then of the Gregorian's Philosophy
Faculty, and now at Boston College's), who did all he could to make this
dream become a reality. We are grateful to Fr Robert O'Toole, SJ. (Rector
of the Biblical Institute) for working with Kerry Cronin, (Director of BC's
Lonergan Center) in arranging and selling works by and about Lonergan
and the conference papers throughout the week. Auspiciously, thanks to Fr
Spaccapelo's yeoman work ofproofreading during Easter, the first copies of
the Italian version of Me1hod in Theology arrived in time for the Workshop.

Finally, we must acknowledge the Lonergan Workshop's crucial
link to the Community of Sant'Egidio, John Turner, to whom we are most
grateful. While he was doing his doctoral studies at BC, John became friends
with Cynthia Errico, a student in one of my classes he attended, who later
joined the Community established in New York City by Andrea Bartoli and
Paola Piscitelli. After becoming lriends with the Community there, John
introduced it to his PULSE students, some ofwhom became the nucleus of



the still extant BC Community of Sant'Egidio. It was John who arranged
our invitation to spend Easter in Rome by the Community.

STATEMENT ON THE ROME LONERGAN WORXSHOP
7-ll MAY200l

Sebastian Moore, OSB

It is lovely to be again in the Lonergan community, and in Rome! There is
an intellectual joy, an opening of intelligence in all its virtuosity, to prayer
in all its unknowing. What is the secret of this? Quite simply, it is the
consciousness of the mind as undivided. Science and poetry acknowledge
the same grounding in the interplay of image and insight. When Louis Roy
told us that Rahner has as his starting-point the concept, not the birth of the
concept from the light-bearing image, he was showing the brilliant world
of Rahner as cut off from joy, doomed to the seriousness of modemity.
For to remember how concepts were born, and to see this birth process as

not accidental to the concepts as meaning-bearers, is to know why good
minding is fun.

To accept revelation in Christ is to know the mind's infinite desire
as obscurely fulfilled. But what kind of an account of this fulfillment shall
we give if we do not deeply and rationally know mindwork as joyous? We
shall build no doubt a cathedral ofthe mind, but with the well covered over.
And the light in our building will be the dead light of modemity. If we do
not know that poetry and science are both grounded in a mutual interplay
of image and insight, we cannot have a happy science, to borrow the phrase
that Nietzsche borrowed from eleventh century Toulouse and the revolution
in feeling that C.S. Lewis saw as a ripple in the surface. Of course, the
joyous science grounded by Lonergan is not the same. But it is different
in going deeper. The gai savoir was self-consciously in contrast with the
sedate Aristotelian order. For Lonergan there is no such contrast, Lonergan,
who dared to identifo a notion (of being) with a desire (to know). When
he understood in all its depth Aristotle's point de depart as insight into the
image, he saw all true knowing as joyful, and false knowing as giving itself
away as joyless. And then, when we look at the great mass of reductionist
scripture study and the dogmatised unknowability ofthe Jesus ofhistory is



it not the joylessness of it all that stands out?
Joylessness very easily becomes a categorical imperative. I know this

very well, as I at last begin to emerge from a lifetime of self-punishment.
Every assistance ofa psychological kind is offered to religious doubt today.

I still treasure the following moment of discovery. In a footnole to Gilson's
book on Scotus, there is a quote from the master, who is asking whence

comes the intellectual content in our knowing. One source, one place for
the arising of understanding, is dismissed out ofhand. This is the image or
phantasm. "De phanlasmalis nihil. Patet." Thus does the self-scrutinizing
mind turn its back, in all innocence, on its poetry and sheer fun. Thus does

our theology condemn itselfto an orthodoxy with no bounce in it.
This bounce factor puts us in a relationship with the pronouncements

ofthe Roman authority that is often puzzling to our contemporaries. We can

all agree that current pronouncements on homosexuality are at the very best

unhelpful, but what of the strictures on R. Haight's book, Jesrls lhe Symbol
of Gotfl I haven't read the book, and it is getting very favourable reviews.
But what if it is offering a Unitarian Christology? There's no fun in thatl
Not perichoresis. not wildly erudite Florensky, who says we are faced with
the alternatives of Trinity (if truth exists and proves itself) and insanity (if
it doesn't). And while the CDF shows no signs of being fun-loving, the

o(hodoxy to which they bear an unpopular witness is full offun.
That's the point about Lonergan. And when I hear that he's "out" at the

Gregorian today, I feel like the psalmist in his "How long, O Lord" mood.



THE FIGURE OF GALILEO

Patrick H. Byrne
Boston College

C he stnut Hill, Massac hus e t ts

'W'r 
cuvE roct.-nrER this week to join in the celebration of the 450s

anniversary ofthe founding ofthe Collegio Romano. As my contribution
to this celebration, I would like to speak about a figure whose renown is
intertwined with Collegio Romano, Galileo Galilei, and a man who taught
at its successor institution at the height of his career, Bemard Lonergan,
S.J. In this article I would like to raise the question, what was it about
Galileo that made him such an important figure, and in answering that
question, I will be leaturing the historical role Bemard Lonergan, S.J.

assigned to his work.

GALILEO AS *FIGURE"

Everyone has a Galileo, it seems. Because of his historical stature,
Galileo, like Socrates, has become a "figure." Indeed Galileo has become
one ofthe defining figures of modemity.

I am using "figure" here in the sense that Pierre Hadot develops in
his essay "The Figure of Socrates."r There Hadot explores how
Plato, Kierkegaard, and Nietzsche mimic the ways that Socrates
"figured" himself. "lt was from him that they got the idea both
to mask themselves and to use Socratic irony as a mask."2 These
portrayals of Socrates are intended to draw their readers into an
encounter with themselves. As Hadot puts it, Socrates is figured

I See pages 147 -'78 in Pierre Hadot, Philosophy as a Way of Life, tans. Mi-
chael Chase and ed. Arnold I. Davidson (Cambridge, MA: Blackwell Publish-
ers, 1995). See also Charles H. Kahn, Plato and the Socrotic Dialogue: The Philo-
sophical Use of a Literary Form (New York: Cambridge University hess, 1996).

2 Hadot, Philosophy as a lUay of Life, 149.

Lonergan Workshop
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2 The Figure of Gulileo

as taking on the mask ofhis interlocutors. and his "erotic irony
consisted in pretending to be in love until, thanks to the reversal
brought about by irony, the object of his amorous afl'ection fell
in love with himself."r This means, ol course, that there is a
"selfl'to fall in love with. The authenticity of these figurations
ol Socrates rest upon the deep insights into human selfhood,
and into the perennial need for deception as a means "to bring
into the truth one who is in an illusion."l (lt is noteworthy that
Lonergan likewise claimed that the interpretation ought to "force
out into the open" the selfofthe interpreteq5 and that methodical
interpretation would ultimately demand conversions.) Although
Nietzsche himself had such great insights into human selfhood,
his deliberate avoidance ofany unambiguous account ofthe self
has led lesser thinkers to proclaim that there is no self, only an
ever changing random sequence of masks.

By means of"figuration" an author or reader renders an account of
the figured person as the source ofa profound historical movement, and
simultaneously constitutes himself or herself in an intensely personal
way in relation to the figure and to the movement.6 An individual refracts
and amplifies and situates himself or herself in history by means of
the act of figuration. "Figure" therefore also means mask, with all the
complexities ol meaning involved when one individual uses an Other
both to reveal and to conceal.T Galileo has become a figure in this sense

many limes over in modemity.
First and perhaps most familiar is the figure of Galileo as

3 Hadot, Philosoplry as u llay ofLiJe,l59.
4 Hadot, Philosophy os o ll/uy of Life, quoting Kierkegaard, 150.

5 Bemard Lonergan, lnsight: A Stud), oJ'Human U nderslanding,,tol. 3 ofcollect
ed Works ofBernard Lonergan. ed. Frederick E. Crowe and Roben M. Doran (Toronto:
University of Toronto Press., 1992), 603.

6 A similar observation was made in characterizing the pioneering biography of
Galileo by Pio Paschini, although without the nuances I develop here: "Pachini...will
give us not just a life, but a 6gure of Galileo by situating his work in the historical
fiamework of the knowledge of his time." Quotation of Agostino Gemelli in Annibale
Fantoli, Gqlileo: For Copernicunism an<lJbr the Church: Studi Golileiuni, vol.3.lrans.
Ceorge V Coyne (Vatican: Vatican Observatory Foundation. 1994),480.

7 Regarding Galileo's Dialogue Concerning the Two ChieJ World S),stems. E.

J. Dijksterhuis wriles, "there are actually several Galileos, and the difficulty of read-
ing the Dialogue is [because] ...they sometimes speak together." Quoted in Jerome J.

Langford, Galileo. Science and the Church (Ann Arbo( Ml: University of Michigan
Press, 197l). 120.
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Enlightenment Reason's Rebel and Martyr: Galileo "come to grief as
'the scientist' facing a religious credo," "a matter of'science' versus
'prejudice."'E As Dava Sobel observes:

There was only one trial of Galileo, and yet it seems there were a
thousand - the suppression of science by religion, the defense of
individualism against authority, the clash between revolutionary
and establishment, the challenge of radical new discoveries to
ancient beliefs, the struggle against intolerance for freedom of
thought and freedom ofspeech. No other process in the annals of
canon or common law has ricocheted through history with more
meanings, more consequences, more conjecture, more regrets.e

In a recent, masterful essay Michael Segre has traced the origin and
historical unfotding of this figure of Galileo in relation to several other
figurations.r0 From the beginning Galileo was figured both as a hero and
as a villain. The earliest of Galileo's supporters cast him in the role ofa
hero, modeled explicitly upon the "prototype" of Michelangelo.rr After
the infamous trial of 1633, on the other hand, church officials cast Galileo
in the role of a villain who brought on his own downfall and who in the
words of Pope Urban VIII "had given such universal scandal [to the
Church] with a doctrine that was condemned."r2 This despite the fact that
Galileo claimed he was only trying to protect the Church and Catholics
in general from being accused of ignorance.rs Segre narrates how these
polar oppositions, hero and anti-hero, evolved and transformed into other
figurations over the next three and a half centuries.

The transformation of Galileo as hero into Galileo as martyr was
surprisingly gradual. Segre attributes the first public and influential

8 Grigorio de Santillana The Crine ofGalieo (Chica cgo: University ofChicago
Press, 1955), Yii, ix.

9 Dava Sobel, Calileob Daughter (New York: Penguin Books, 2000), 23 l-32.
l0 Michael Segre, "The Never-ending Galileo Story," in Peter Machamer (ed.), i"he

Cambridge Companion to Golileo (New York: Cambridge University Press, 1998),
3EE..416. See also his ln the lhke of Golileo (New Bruns\,vick, NJ: Rutgers University
Press, l99l ).

I I Segre, op. cit.. 390-91. Even the original design of Galileo's mausoleum was
modeled on that ofMichelangelo. The mausoleum itselfhas a controversial history. See

Fantoli, op. cit.,466-69 and Sobel, op. cit., 362-68, and Paolo Galluzzi, "The Sepul-
chers of Galileo: The 'Living'Remains ofa Hero ofScience," in Machamer (ed.), op.

cit..417-4'7.
l2 Quoted in Fantoli, op. cit.,468.
l3 See for example Sobel, op. cit.,74, 140.
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such portrayal to John Milton's Areopagilica Speechfor the Liherty oJ

Llnlic'enc' 'd Printing ( I 644). This figure of Galileo as marfyr grew over
the next century, fueled by the anticlericalism ofthe Enlightenment. As
Segre notes. the figuration in this period "reflects fashion rather than
documentary evidence."ra

Pervasive though the figure of Galileo as scientific martyr is in
our own time, it has a curious history. fbr it seems that Descartes rather
than Galileo was originally portrayed in this fashion by the founders of
the French Enlightenment. Herbert Butterfield narrates how, in the first
wave of French p hilosophes. Fontenelle played an especially critical role
in forming this figure. Fontenelle conducted "a kind of propaganda on

behalf of the scientific movement."

It is all like the Christians recounling conversions in the early
stages of a religious movement. when one man after another
sees the light and changes the course of his whole life. And the
movement generalises itself in those people who represent a new
generation, glad to be emancipated from the burden or routine or
prejudice of the old one... a pa(icular agent ofthe transition is
geometry, especially the influence of Descartes.

Once Fontenelle had prepared the way, the second generation
of philosophes expanded this figuration, especially in what has been
called "the manifesto of the French Enlightenment," Jean D'Alembert's
Preliminary Discourse to the Encyclopedia of Diederot.tb The character
of this figuration is capsulated in the recent translator's introduction to
D'Alembert's Discourse:

As we have seen, [D'Alembert] demanded nothing less than
the freedom of scholars to establish most of the intellectual
disciplines upon a "natural" and secular foundation, untrammeled
by the dictates of Religion and Authority. Clerical control in the
intellectual domain was in his opinion the chief enemy. (p. xlv)

D'Alembert himself does refer briefly and indirectly to Galileo
(without mentioning him by name: "A tribunal whose name still cannot

l4 Segre, op. cit.,393-96. See also Fantoli. 476.
l5 Herbert Butterfield, The Origins oJ' Modern Science: I 300-1800. rev. ed. (New

York: fhe Free Press. 1957), l7]-75.
l6 Jean D'Alembert, Prelininary Discourse b the Enqtclopediq of Diederol,|rans.

Richard N. Schwab (Chicago: University ofChicago Press, 1995). See Schwab's intro-
duclion. xi-xv.
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l7 Quoted in Ulrich Im Hof, The Enlightenment (Oxford: Blackwell Publishers,
t994),200.

18 Discoveries and Opinions of Galileo, translated by Stillman Drake with intro-

5

be spoken without fear in France ,,, condemned a celebrated astronomer
for having maintained that the earth moved and declared him a heretic,"
73). Curiously, the Encyclopedia itselfcontained no entry for "Galileo,"
although the article on "Copemicus" does cast Galileo in the role of
martyr. However, it is Descartes that D'Alembert figures as the persecuted
rebel and champion of Reason.

Descartes was the heroic rebel who first dared...to show
intelligent minds how to throw offthe yoke of scholasticism, of
opinion, of authority - in a word, of prejudices and barbarism.
(xlvi)

Given the fact that Galileo, rather than Descartes was found guilty
of "vehement suspicion of heresn" this is an odd ranking of the order
of the heroic rebels. Perhaps chauvinism was a factor; perhaps the fact
that Galileo abjured made him seem a tainted martyr. Be that as it may,
this figuration has since been largely transferred to Galileo himself. The
earliest source I have found which explicitly casts Galileo himself in this
figure is that of Johann Jakob Scheuchzer who wrote in l72l, "Galileo
Galilei, who successfully revived the theory of Copemicus with his new
telescopes, that same excellent individual who was persecuted by the
Roman priesthood."tT (More on this allegation later.)

As is the case with all figurations of Galileo, this one has some
basis in his writing and work. In his famous Letter to the Grand
Duchess Christina of 1615, Galileo argues vigorously for independence
of science and tradition. He writes, for example:

I shall therefore discourse of the particulars which these men
produce to make this [Copemican] opinion detested and to have
it condemned not merely as false but as heretical...Contrary
to the sense of the Bible and the intention of the holy Fathers,
if I am not mistaken, they would extend such authorities until
even. . .purely physical matters. ..

...Copernicus never discusses purely matters of religion or
faith...He always stands upon physical conclusions pertaining
to the celestial motions, and deals with them by astronomical
and geometrical demonstrations, founded primarily upon sense
experiences and very exact observations.tt
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ln remarks such as this Galileo masks himself as Copemicus.
and therefore as the founder of the experimental methodr') (or what is
sometimes called the "hypothetico-deductive method"). lndeed, there

is an intimate connection between the figuration of Galileo as martyr
of science and that of him as originator of modem scientific reason.

The Enlightenment's figuration expands when reason itself is figured
as exactly equivalent, no more no less, to this simple method. Galileo
himself originates the impression that his conclusions were arrived at

solely by mathematical reasoning and sense experience. which is not in
fact the n'hole story. As Segre points out. the Enlightenment's figurations
paid little attention to Galileo's actual scientific works. Galileo's
"scientific reasoning," therefore, became identified with whatever model
ofreasoning that the Enlightenment authors embraced.

It was the carelul historical researches of Alexandre Koyr6 that
began to break with these earlier figurations and bring to light the

complex mixtures of experiments. intuitions. arguments. and rhetorical
devices that Galileo actually used. Koyr6 began a line ofmodem critical
historical research that has been extended by such scholars as I. Bemard
Cohen, Stillman Drake, Thomas Settle, William Sea, and William
Wallace.2o Even so, as Segre notes, the tendencies to cast Galileo in
the figure of hero or anti-hero persist, in dialectically modulated form,
among these twentieth-century scholars.

For these and other reasons, almost no professional scholar accepts
the figuration oiGalileo as Reason's Hero and Martyr, although it persists

firmly in the cultural imagination of the modem and postmodem West.

Among the difficulties is the fact that Galileo did not really have solid,

duction nd notes (Garden Cify, NY: Doubleday Anchor Books, 1957), 179, emphasis

added.

l9 See Segre. op. cit.,397-98. This figuration ofGalileo is taken up, for example, in
John Paul II, "Lessons ofthe Galileo Case," Origins: CNS Documentary Semice, uol.
22.no.22 (1992),37l.

20 Segre aftributes the beginnings ofthis style ofclose, non-aprioristic atlention to
the actual research activities to William Whewell's studies of Kepler and Newton, ibid.,
400-405. See Alexandre Koyrd, Colileo Studies,trans. John Mepham (Hassocks. Sus-

sex: The Harvester Press. 1978); William Shea, Galileo s lntellectual Revolution (New
York: Science History Publications, 1972); William A. Wallace, Galileo s Logic of Dis-
utvery and oJ Proof: The Buckground, Content, und Use of His Approprioted Treutises

on Aristotle s Potiterior (Dordrecht and Boston: KluwerAcademic, 1992). See also his
Galileo And His Sources: The Herituge of the Collegio Romano in Gulileob Science
(Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 1984).
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scientific support for the Copemican hypothesis. In fact, the theory that
best explained the data available at the time was neither that of Ptolemy
nor Copemicus. It was the theory ofJohannes Kepler. But it is unlikely
that Galileo actually read Kepler's work, Astronomra Nova (although
Kepler did send him a copy). But he did know of another theory that
also fit the data better than either the Ptolemaic or the Copemican: that
of Tycho Brahe, the so-called Geo-Heliocentric theory. Brahe knew
that if the earth really did revolve around the sun, then there should be
a shift in the angular position of the stars between the spring and the
fall - a "parallax shift." He also made the most painstakingly accurate
astronomical measurements of his day, but found no observable
change in the parallax angles. (lt was not until 1838 that astronomical
instruments were able to accurately measure these minute angles).2r His
conclusion: the earth is at rest; the sun revolves around the earth, and
all else revolves around the sun. This did a better job of "saving the
phenomena" than did the Copemican hypothesis. So Galileo's support
of the Copernican hypothesis was not purely and solely a matter of
scientific reason and evidence.22

Among those who contributed to a reaction against the
Enlightenment figuration of Galileo is Grigorio de Santillana. He
debunks the idea of Galileo as the rebel against tradition, characterizing
him, instead, in the following terms: "the actual conflict reveals Galileo,
like all free thinking men, seeking a support in established custom,
credit and tradition" (ix). Had he not done so, claims de Santillana,
"he would have escaped all trouble" (vii). But "Both his friends and
his enemies saw in him a unique type of creative personality, whose
essential achievement might very well be conceived to stand or fall
with him" (vii). Contrary to the Enlightenment's rationalist figuration
of Galileo, de Santillana claims that Galileo's downfall came, not from

21 Somewhat earlier, in 1728, empirical evidence for the motion ofthe earth rela-
tive to the stars was obtained in the measurement of aberration of starlight by James
Bradley. This finding, however, depended upon the subsequent developments in the
theory oflight. Neither the theory nor the instrumentation were available to either Bra-
he or Galileo.

22 For further details regarding additional scientific flaws in Galileo's supporl of
the Copemican hypothesis, see Langfotd,4l -49,68-69,81, 123-28. For an immoderate
denunciation of Galileo in reaction to his elevation by this figurdtion, see Arthur Koes-
tler, The Sleepwol*ers (New York: Gosset & Dunlap , 1975),353; Koestler classifies
Galileo as a "moral dwarf."
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real opposition between the new science or traditional Catholic religion,
but from "third parties," Galileo's actual enemies who orchestrated
a case against him, including a crucial forged document, that led to
the guilty verdict. Had Galileo not ambitioned an integration, such
attempts would have led nowhere. Jerome Langford, in turn, surveyed

documentary and historical investigations to argue against the credibility
of de Santillana's forgery hypothesis. Langford thereby paints a figure
of tragic mutual incomprehension combined with lack of temperance,
humility, and critical self-understanding on both sides.rr

In addition, developments in twentieth-century philosophy of
science, especially problems regarding the language of reports on
perceptual experience, have fu(her problematized Galileo's simple
account of scientific method as "geometrical demonstrations, founded
primarily upon sense experiences and very exact observations." Ifone
adds to Galileo's overly simple account the pathos of the subsequent
actions ofthe Holy Office, one has the makings of Galileo, Enlightenment
Reason's Rebel and Martyr.

This does not mean, ofcourse, that the Sacred Congregation ofthe
Holy Office did not transgress its legitimale authority.2r ln condemning
the Copemican propositions that the earth moved and the sun stood still
as "formally heretical," the Holy Office moved out of the realm of faith
and morality proper and into the arena ofphysical, scientific explanatory
structures. \n The Assayer Galileo cited no lesser an authority than St.

Augustine himself in support of his contention that interpretation of
Scripture must be cautious in relation to the science ofnature:

It often falls out that a Christian may not fully understand some
point about the earth, the sky, or the other elements of this world
- the motion, the rotation, the magnitude and distance of the
stars ... Now it is too absurd, yea, pernicious and to be avoided
at all costs, for an infidel to find a Christian so stupid as to argue
these matters as if they were matters of Christian faith.r5

The failure of the Holy Office on this score was certainly tragic.
Yet this was not a simple matter of religious prejudice suppressing the

23 Langfotd,92-97.
24 Langford points out that the Consultors were clearly influenced by an earlier

"faulty exegetical opinion" on this matter by Robert Cardinal Bellarmine, 90.

25 Quoted by Galileo in Discoveries uncl Opinions.207-208. Drake atributes the

remark to Augustine's De (ienesi ed Literam.
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truth ofscientific reason. Galileo's reasoning was brilliant in many ways
but also flawed in many ways. Moreover, in Galileo, reasoning was only
beginning to become scientific in the precisely modem sense. Galileo's
arguments in support of the Copemican system were still an admixture
of rhetoric, ad hominem arguments, appeals to authority, imaginative
examples, reports of observations and experiments, and mathematical
illustrations (more often than actual mathematical demonstrations). To
figure Galileo as a champion of scientific reason, defeated by religious
prejudice, was an exercise in creating rather than reporting history.

On the other hand, reversal of the Church's position on this
matter has been long and agonizing.26 Important steps were taken
already in 1741 under the leadership of Pope Benedict XIV. In 1757 the
decree against Copemican propositions was deleted from the Index of
lorbidden books, although remarkably Galileo's Dialogue Concerning
lhe Two Chief World Systems was not removed until I 835. Of course the
Church's position has reached a definitive reevaluation in the cunent
Pontiffs address to the Papal Commission on the Galileo Case. John
Paul II explains how the complexity of newly emerging sciences required
of both Galileo and Church theologians philosophical distinctions and
methods not yet available.

The birth of a new way of approaching the study of natural
phenomena demands a clarification on the part olall disciplines
of knowledge...The majority of theologians did not recognize
the formal distinction between Sacred Scripture and its
interpretation, and this led them to transfer into the realm of the
doctrine of thq, faith a question that in fact pertained to scientific
lnvestlgatlon.

ln The Letter to the Grand Duchess Chrislina. Galileo is in fact
arguing for a distinction between the method ofnatural science and the
method of theology. It is a distinction not easily made, and Galileo's
simple statement obscures the difficulties.28 It is a distinction that even

26 Drawing upon the significant scholarship ofthe recent decades, Fantoli, metic-
ulously narrates and stemly rebukes the slow process by which Church has come to
terms with this €Iror. See op. cit.,463-48, and especially his footnote comments,488-
510.

27 John Paul II, op. cit.,372.
28 The difficulties involved in clearly distinguishing properly natural scientific

from properly theological and dogmatic issues were intensified in the historical context
of Galileo's times. See Richard J. Blackwell, Galileo, Bellarmine, qnd the Bible (Notre
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Galileo himself did not always observe consistently.2e John Paul II
draws attention to the complexity of this distinction in his "Lessons of
the Galileo Case."ro It is a distinction Bernard Lonergan dedicated his
entire life to sorting out.

More recently, the Modem Enlightenment has begun to lose its grip
on Western culture with the onslaught of postmodern criticism. Most
influential in this regard was Thomas Kuhn's seminal The Structure of
Scientifc Revolutions.lt Kuhn's thought was influenced by the studies
ofhistorians such as Alexandre Koyr6 and l. Bemard Cohen, as well as

the later philosophy of Ludwig Wittgenstein and W. V. O. Quine. The
result was a devastating atlack on the hypothetico-deductive account
of scientific method. According to the hypothetico-deductive account,
modem science begins with formulation of general hypotheses (axioms,
premises) which must include "observation terms," lollowed by rigorous
deduction of empirically verifiable conclusions. Kuhn argued that the
actual historical practices of natural scientists did not substantiate the
hypothetico-deductive view ol science. ln particular, following the
work of N. R. Hanson, Kuhn argued that unmediated observation is an
illusion. All empirical observation is determined by a "paradigm" which
itselfis impervious to refutation by empirical observations. In the hands
ofauthors such as Richard Rortyr2 and Jean-Francois Lyotard.I Kuhn's
criticism became a tributary to the postmodern critiques of modemity.
Nor is it difficult to discem the reason for this confluence. At the heart of
the hypothetico-deductive account of modem science lie "foundations":
the privileged access to objective reality provided by immediate sense

data, and the model of rigorous reason given compelling expression
by modern symbolic logic. These loundations constituted the early

Dame, IN: University of Notre Dame Press, l99l),ll-22.
29 Se€ Langford, 58-78, especially 64 and 73. Langford eplains how Calileo himself

provoked an unnecessary confrontation, raising the ante for evidence to a level that he

could not fulfill.
30 John Paul ll, op. cit. See also Paul Cardinal Poupard, "Calileo: Report on Papal

Commission Findings," Origins, v. 22., 3'14-7 5.

3l Thomas S. Kuhn, The Structure of Scientilic Revoluliors. 2"d ed. (Chicago: Uni-
versity ofChicago Press, 1970).

32 Richard Rony, Ptilosophy and tle M irror of Netute (Princeton, NJ: Princeton
University Press, 1979\, 335-45.

33 Jean-Francois Lyotard, Reporl on lhe Poslmodern Condition: A Report on
Knowledge, (Minneapolis: UniveBity of Minnesota Press, 1984)i see for example p.

26.
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twentieth century's reformulation of the Enlightenment displacement of
tradition via scientific reasoning, The deconstruction ofsuch foundations
is a mark of postmodem figurations.

Kuhn's work set the stage for a series of movements studying the
"social construction" and the cultural determinants of what is granted
the status of scientific knowledge. Feminist, Marxist, psychoanalytic,
post-Nietzschean studies focus upon power as the determinant of what
counts as science. ln this genre, we have the example of Mario Biagioli's
Galileo Courtier: The Practice of Science in a Culture of Absolutism.la
Biagioli probes behind Galileo's scientific observations and writings for
the factors that made his work "socially important," and especially what
happened socially to win acceptance of his innovative extensions of
mathematical practices. Biagioli claims that "Galileo's courtly role was
integral to his science" (1). Explicitly acknowledging his indebtedness
to the work of Michel Foucault, he explores the network of social and
power relations in Italian courts. These relations, he writes, "played
a crucial role in...the cognitive legitimation of the new science by
providing venues for the social legitimation of its practitioners."
This social legitimation, in tum "boosted the epistemological status"
of the new science (2). In his account, Biagioli criticizes yet another
figuration, that of Bertolt Brecht and others that stressed Galileo's role
in the revolution ofthe artisan class over the aristocracy.

Another contemporary refiguration of Galileo is that of Dava
Sobel's Gali/eo 3 Daughter: A Historical Memoir of Science, Faith, and
Zove.35 Sobel's figuration is markedly different from that represented by
Biagioli. Sobel's book took its inspiration from her reading ofthe thirty
odd letters to Galileo from his daughter Virginia who became Suor
Maria Celeste of the Order of the Poor Clares. It is clear that Sobel was
deeply moved in reading these letters, brought to her attention by Silvio
Bedini. The letters constitute almost the entirety of the documentary
sources we have about Maria Celeste herself. The book is entitled
Galileo b Daughler, and it is indeed, overwhelmingly, a portrait of Suor
Maria Celeste. Yet the text of the letters make up only fifty of the book's
almost four hundred pages. For the most part, Sobel's writing is devoted
to narrating the facts ofher father's life as well as the cultural, political,

34 Mario Biagioli, Galileo Courtier: The Praaice ofScience in a Culture ofAbso-
/arisrr, (Chicago: University of Chicago ftess, 1993).

35 New York: Penguin Books,2000.
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ecclesiastical, and even medical history of the period. Yet the figure ol
Maria Celeste emerges powerfully out of the way Sobel has composed
the book, and hers is a figure of unconditional love. She was the eldest
of Galileo's thee illegitimate children, born of the same mother whom
Galileo never married. While Galileo did assume responsibility for the
rearing ofhis three children, the two girls were unmarriageable because

oftheir illegitimacy. In order to provide for their security into adulthood.
Galileo arranged lor them to be taken at ages twelve and thirteen into
the Convent of San Matteo in Arcetri. The letlers and Sobel's narrative
reveal how the Order's Constitutions, laid down by St. Clare, meant that
the inhabitants of the convent lived precariously at the edge ofphysical
survival. They were ofien cold, undernourished, and consigned to live
with many women who were ill-suited for religious lif'e, some bordering
on insanity. Yet these many sullerings are transformed in the words and
life of Maria Celeste into a spirit of unconditional love. especially for
her l'ather, Galileo. who was responsible for putting her into such a

situation. Suor Maria Celeste writes. for example. as Galileo undergoes
his trial before the Holy Office:

Dearest lord father, I wanted to write to you now, to tell you I
partake in your torments, so as to make them lighter for you to
bear. (243)

Sobel herself remarks that "These letters.. .recast Galileo's story"
( I I ). Indeed they do. While it is true that Maria Celeste emerges as the
compelling figure of Sobel's book, it is also true that she presents us

with a new figuration of Galileo as well: Galileo as forgiven and loved
unconditionally, not for his scientific achievements, not for his rebellion
against authority, but for himself in spite of his real failings.

The great interest and response these recent publications have
enjoyed are significant of something stirring in our present era. Both
Sobel's study and the postmodemist figurations (so-called science
studies) offer the enriched figurations of Galileo and his scientific
legacy. They seem to fill a need for a figuration of Galileo and his
project in terms of a fuller humanity as a culturally and politically
situated being on the one hand, and as a sexual being, the tender and
perhaps guilt-ridden father of an illegitimate daughter who incarnated
God's unconditional love lbr him, on the other. The appeal of these
figurations is that they displace the emasculated, "view from nowhere"

The Figure of Galileo
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Galileo rising above his inherited traditions to view the cosmos and the
earth objectively. These figurations respond to a desire for a science
more richly human than the Enlightenment's modemist science. The
responses to them and their appeal remain, even if it should prove true
that studies like Biagioli's are ultimately motivated by new forms of
reductionism - to reduce Galileo and his science, and every form of
objectivity, to nothing more that the play ofpower relations constituting
Galileo's role in a cultural matrix and its replacement by a new regime.

HUSSERL'S GALILEO:
DISCOVERING AND CONCEALING GENIUS

In some ways more interesting still is the figure of Galileo drawn by
Edmund Husserl inhis Crisis oflhe European Scien ces.36 Husserl places
Galileo in reliefagainst a background ofperilous loss: the loss of"what
the science in general,had meant and could rnean for human existence,"
and indeed the loss of human meaning generally in European culture
(5-6). According to Husserl, Renaissance European humanity sought
to "shape itself anew in freedom." In order to do so, it looked back to
ancient Greece and found in its philosophy a model of what humanity
could be, a model it strove to reproduce. In ancient Greece, Renaissance
humanity found the ideal ofa theoretical system in which both merely
empirical questions and the "ultimate and highest" questions are
brought into a "meaningful order" - a "theory [that] frees" by means
of a unifuing (8-9). To this ancient ideal, Renaissance philosophy
added its own innovation, namely "the true, universal method through
which" such a unity could be brought about (9-10). The "energy" ofthis
method manifested the true and admirable "spirit" or "telos" (15-17) of
Renaissance (and Enlightenment) European humanity.

Husserl lamentsthe loss ofthis meaningful, unifiing scientific when
the narrow merely positivistic notion ofscience became dominant. Yet,
he contends, "the genuine ideal ofuniversal philosophy [is]...a meaning
which [the positive sciences] continued to bear within themselves"

36 Edmund Hussetl, The Crisis of Europeqn Sciences and hanscendental Phenom-
enologt: An Inlroduction to Phenomenological Philosophy, Translated, with an inho-
duction, by David Carr (Evanston, lL: Northwestem University Press, 1970). Page ref-
erences given in parentheses.
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even though their practitioners had become "unphilosophical experts"
( I 2, 1 I ). Husserl's r(rrsrs is a work of phenomenological retrieval that
endeavors to discover how this integral vision was lost, and from what
sources in the present day it might be restored.

The first step in this phenomenological recovery is his meditation
on the figure ofGalileo. Husserl regards Galileo in terms ofhis role as the
originator ofthe most decisive transformation of European civilization,
namely the "mathematization of nalure" (24). Galileo himself did not
bring to completion the movement that he set in motion, but he gave it
its distinctive character. The "process of method-transformation, carried
out instinctively. unreflectively in the praxis oltheorizing. begins in the
Galilean age" (45).

A phenomenological investigation is needed to uncover the
meaning of this transformation, because according to Husserl, Galileo
himself and his progeny lacked full reflective awareness of all the
dimensions of this transformation through a "fateful omission" (49).
In Husserl's view Galileo relied upon a tacit dimension in his "guiding
model of mathematics, [but] because of the direction of his interest, it
was kept hidden from his view." In fact Galileo was actually drawing
upon an old, richly constituted inherited tradition - an "ideal praxis"
of "pure geometry" - but he lacked reflective awareness of this tacit
dimension. For him it was merely "pre-given," "obvious," and "taken for
granted" (24-25). This pure geometry was a science of"pure idealities,"
namely ideal shapes. Husserl offers his account ofthe origins ofthis pure
geometry and its subsequent role in the transformative mathematization
ol nature.

(1) The most primordial stage is that of appearance to human
consciousness all sorts of "shapes that are sensibly experienceable and
sensibly-intuitively conceivable" (27). Husserl remarks that in this
prescientific stage "in every-day sense experience, the world is given
in a subjectively relative way. Each of us has our own appearances"
(23). However, in our dealings with one another, we become aware of
the discrepancies between our various perceptions, and this awareness
oflsets the presumption that there are many worlds. Instead, we come
to construct, or to "believe in l}e world whose things only appear
to us differently but are the same." Husserl uses the term Umwe
or "surrounding world" to refer to this intersubjective horizon of
things which comes to be given along with and constitutive of these

The Figure of Galileo
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37 Later in his reflections on Galileo, Husserl will introduce the famous term. Zeb-
errpelr, which is close to but not precisely the same in meaningas Umwelt.

subjective appearances.rT To Husserl's way ofthinking, this primordial,
prescientific, intersubjective, Umwelt background provides a deeply
sedimented meaning element in what ultimately becomes Galileo's
innovative transformation of the mathematization of nature.

(2) Eventually people developed the art of surveying and
measuring. The concem ofthis art is the sensibly given "body shapes of
rivers, mountains, buildings, etc. which as a rule lack strictly determining
concepts and names" (28). The irregularities in the sensible appearances
of the shapes of these bodies pose real practical challenges for
intersubjectivity. In order to meet these challenges, the art of measuring
and surveying "discovers practically the possibility of picking out as

[standard] measures certain basic shapes." The determination of the
inegular shapes is then provided by means ofthese standard shapes and
the relations between them. For example, one measures the height of
a building with a standard length, or the relative location ofa bend in
the river by means of standard lengths and standard surveying angles.
Husserl's analysis thus reveals that at the root ofthese developments in
the practical realm lay the need to determine shapes "intersubjectively
and in practice univocally" (28).

But even with regard to these basic, measuring shapes, "their
identity with themselves, their self-sameness and their temporally
enduring sameness, are merely approximate, as is their likeness with
other things" (25). The exact likeness oftwo sensibly appearing shapes,
therefore, is of greater or lesser perfection according to whether it
"satisfies special practical interests. But when interests change [and
technology progresses], what was fully and exactly satisfactory"
likewise changes. The determination ofthe degree oflikeness becomes
ever more refined, and there is established an infinite "open horizon
of conceivable improvement" (25). So the spirit of intersubjective
determination leads to technologies that become ever more exact, yet
always only approximately so. This open horizon of approximation
toward exactness is, therefore, rooted in the intersubjective Umwelt.

(3) Next, according to Husserl, this "praxis of perfecting" gives
rise to a new noemalic appearancg namely that of the "limit-shape" or
"ideal shape" (26). For example, an ideal straight line, ideal point, ideal
circle, or ideal triangle is the limit of an increasingly refined series of
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rough, bumpy, imperfect lines, dots, closed curves, or three-sided shapes

as they are actually given in a series ofacts ofsensation or imagination.
But. as Husserl notes, no matter how we "transform these [empirically
givenl bodies in fantasy [i.e., imagination], the...'ideal'possibilities we

thus obtain are anything but geometrical-ideal possibilities." The limit-
shape as such never actually appears to the sense intuiting consciousness

immersed in the technological "praxis of perfecting" approximations
toward exactness in measuring and surveying. The ideal limit-shapes
remain always beyond that which does appear to consciousness in this
practical praxis.

However, this practical praxis of approximating to limits itself
gives rise to a dramatically new and pure "mathematical praxis." When
consciousness is engaged in this mathematical praxis, it constitutes
the ideal limit-shapes as such. Exactness is genuinely possible only
in this pure mathematical realm of ideal, limit-shapes. This means,

of course, that when certain ideal limit-shapes are selected as basic
(e.g., ideal lines, triangles, circles) these, too, are exact. When these

basic ideal shapes are employed in pure geometry, this opens up the
possibitity of producing "constructively and univocally, through an a
priori, alf-encompassing systematic method, aii possibly conceivable
ideal-shapes" (27). This possibility can never be fully realized in
practical measuring or surveying because of the irregularities, both in
the standard shapes and the measured shapes. But it is possible in the

systematic melhod of a pure mathematical unification of all conceivable
ideal shapes. This systematic method ofunifying idealities provides the
paradigm that, according to Husserl, Renaissance humanity so admired
in ancient Greek thought.

(4) Because of their origin in the practical praxis of measuring
and surveying, these ideal-shapes and their science always are given

as possibilities capable of being "practically applied to the world
of sense experience" (24). But despite this intimate connection of
practical application, Husserl insists upon the radical distinctness of
this ideal world from the Umwelt of lived experience. This systematic
mathematical realm is a purely ideal realm, radically distinct from the

sensible realm. No amount of imaginative variation grades over into
the ideal. The neither the world ofexperience alone nor the ideal world
alone is as yet the amalgam ofthe mathematization ofnature.

(5) After making explicit what Galileo unreflectively took for
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granted, Husserl identifies what he regards as Galileo's great and
portentous innovation. This "pre-given" possibility of applying ideal
mathematics to the world of sensible shapes, suggested "to Galileo
the idea of a nature which is constructively determinable in the same
manner in all its other aspects" (32). The spirit of geometry idealizing
and thereby making possible systematic unifring, is taken over and
transformed into "a rational infinite totality of being with a rational
science systematically mastering it." This mathematical praxis soon
"overtakes natural science and creates for it the completely new idea
of mathemqtical natural science - Galilean science" (22-23) "Tfuough
Galileo's mathematization of nature, nature itself is idealized under the
guidance of the new mathematics."

This Galilean innovation is possible only if the methods of
measuring under the guidance of pure geometry can be applied to
"all real properties" (33). This especially includes what Husserl calls
"specific sense qualities" (or sinnliche Fnl/e) such as color, sound,
smell, and so forth (30). These sense qualities "concretely fill out the
spatio-temporal shape-aspects of the world of bodies." However, these
qrte,lities "cannot be directly treated as are the shapes themselves" (33).
Hence, the mathematization of the natural world becomes auainable
only when those qualities are abstracted away and treated as indirectly
mathematizable (34). This is accomplished when, for example, "what
is experienced in pre-scientific life, as colors, tones, warmth" are now
regarded as derivative from... "tone-vibrations, warmth-vibrations, i.e.,
pure events in the world of shapes" (36; Husserl says that the sense
qualities come to appear as "indicating" events in the world of pure or
ideal shapes).

(6) According to Husserl, this move toward an indirect
mathematization of "intuitively given nature" (38) entails the
presupposition that "universal causality" obtains in the world of
experience.r8 That is to say, not only all shapes but also "all specifically
qualitative events" are systematically related to (i.e., "function as
indices for") "precisely corresponding constellations and occurrences

38 Husserl prefers the phrase, "the peculiar universal inductivity" over,.universal
causality" (39). He also claims that Galileo was unaware of the merely hypothetical
(and I might add, a priori, heuristic) character of this presupposition which .,precedes

and guides all induction of particular causalities" (39). Galileo, rather, took this ,.hy-

pothesis" as a kind of given, which subsequently served to deepen the hiddenness of
what Galileo set in motion.
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of shape" (38). Galiteo was aware that the mathematical methods
that he inherited, even as supplemented by his own innovations, were
not yet up to the task of this comprehensive systematic relating of all
qualitative contents to occurrences ofshapes. But this delect did not deter
Galileo's confidence in his presupposition of the total mathematization
of nature. In effect, Husserl contends, by his anticipation that the
whole of qualitative experiences could be indirectly mathematized,
Galileo set in motion an historical succession of "farther reaching and
ever more perfectible" mathematical developments such as analytic
geometry (and the calculus). As Husserl puts it, Galileo's contribution
was not merely to determine "the free fall ol lhis body." It was. rather,
to inaugurate an infinite historical process of "a method for improving
method." This method of method gives rise to an endless series of
"laws of nature" in fte form of "general numerical formulae" which
tend toward "better and better'representalion' lvorstellungl" (41-
42). As Husserl puts it, it is "the peculiar essence ol [modem] natural
science...a priori its way of being, to be unendingly hypothetical and
unendingly verified" (42). Hence, the interest of the natural scientist
who stands in the line of Galileo is concentrated on acquiring these
formulae, and upon "grounding them logically and compellingly for
all" (43). Fatefully, however, this concentration misled natural scientists
into mistaking the formulae "for the true being of nature itself." This
oversight "unavoidably accompanies the technical development and
practice of method" (44).

(7) The mistaken identification ol formulae with nature itself
is due to the fact that as measurement becomes more exacl. attention
is focused upon the numbers arrived at by measuring. However, this
increasing focus upon numbers, like the atlention to shapes, regards
natural appearances not in themselves, but rather in a universal and

infinite context of "numbers in general, stated in general propositions
which express laws of functional dependencies" (44). With the
subsequent rise of algebraic methods, this "arithmetization of geometry"
brings about an immense transforming effect upon the thinking that was
handed down from antiquity.re It greatly expands and enriches the range

ofpractices in service ofthe goal ofattaining ever greater exactness. "lt

39 For a detailed and in many ways more positive evaluation ofthis development,

see Carf Boyer, The History of the Calculus ontl lts Conceplual Development (New
York: Dover Publications, I 959), espec ially I 9 4-2 I 6, 261 -98.
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becomes ftee, systematic, a priori thinking, completely liberated from
intuited actuality, about numbers, numerical relations, numerical laws"
(44). But at the same time this arithmetization of geometry leads "to
the emptying of [the] meaning" (44) of geometry. By transforming the
pure intuitions of ideal shapes into "pure numerical configurations" and
"algebraic structures," the connection between the mathematics ofideal
shapes and the qualitatively experienced shapes is radically tom asunder.
Husserl acknowledges that this movement of the arithmetization of
geometry was not directly the work of Galileo himself.ao But it is clear
that he regards Galileo's a priori presupposition as having made this
development itself inevitable (45). There is, then a transformation of
the "experiencing, discovering way of thinking...into a way ofthinking
with transformed concepts, 'symbolic' concepts" which "depletes" the
meaning of geometrical thinking (48).

For Husserl, then, the figure of Galileo is the figure "at once ofa
discovering and a concealing genius" (52). He is the discovering genius
who set in motion a vast, powerful, culturally transformative trend that
"continually achieves undoubted results" (52) in an infinite open horizon
of conceivable improvement. It is the impressive, successful "method
of method" of endless mathematical and symbolic innovation in quest
ofever greater exactitude of measurement. Galileo stands "at the top of
the list of the greatest discoverers of modern times" (53). But Galileo
is at the same time a concealing genius who unleashed a trend which
inevitably and almost of necessity abolishes reflective consciousness
of the meaningful origin of this science. As a resul! it leads to "the
surreptitious substitution of the mathematically substructed world of
idealities for the only real world, the one that is actually given through
perception, that is ever experienced and experienceable - our everyday
life-worldf,Le be nsw e ltl" (48-49). This unrefl ective substitution produces
the illusion that geometry possesses a "self-sufficient, absolute truth"
(49). In fact, argues Husserl, the "truth" of geometry (and of Galileo's

40 Husserl acknowledges that Francois Vieta, who preceded Galileo, was already
a source of this way of thinking. He also sketches out successive stages, beginning
with Leibniz's notiot of a malhesk universalis and leading through the highly abstract
theories ofmanifolds (sets). Here he claims that immersion in the techniques ofoperal-
ing with the symbols, and indeed its very successes in reflecting back upon themselves,
make retrieval ofthe "original b€stowal ofmeaning" (47) upon which Galileo himself
depended nigh impossible. Husserl's remarks on these topics, however, raise questions

regarding historical complexities that are beyond the scope ofthis present paper.
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subsequenl mathematization ofnature as well) is not self-sufficient at all.
Its truth is founded in sensible intuitions and in intentions a.r embedded
ln the life-world. Galileo, then, is also the concealer ofthe dependence
ofscience upon the Lebenswelt of intersubjective concem and ofthe real
world ofperception. Husserl regards his phenomenological mission as

the retrieval ofthe connection between contemporary scientific practice
and this original, meaning-bestowing source.rr

GALILEO AND THE DISTINCTION BETWEEN PRIMARY
AND SECONDARY QT]ALITIES

4 | Husserl later goes so far as to assert that even "ancient [Euclid's?] geometry was,

in its way, reXvrl, removed flom the sources of truly immediate intuition...[from which
itl at first derived its meaning (49)."

42 Langford. op. cit., 103. For the question ofthe mysterious document conlaining
a stronger injunction, see 93-97.

As with other figurations of Galileo, there is indeed a basis in Galileo's
work and writings for Husserl's account of the bequest to European
civilization. The relevant remarks appear toward the end of what has

been called Galileo's scientific manifesto, The Assayer. Here the
connection with the Gregorian University and its predecessor comes
to the fore. Galileo composed The Assayer as his definitive statement
in a series of exchanges with a Jesuit priest of the Collegio Romano,
Fr. Horatio Grassi. The Italian title of Galileo's work, 1/ Sdggiotore,
is a pun. It refers, on the one hand, to the stellar constellation, Libra
("The Balance"), where three new comets appeared in 1618. (Grassi
erroneously thought the comets originated there.) But simultaneously
it refbrs to a more accurate assayer's (il saggiatore) balance on which
Galileo wilt weigh Grassi's arguments and find them wanting. Grassi
and other Jesuits of the Collegio Romano considered that the comets
provided the bases for the best arguments against the Copemican
hypothesis. Two years earlier Galileo had been forbidden to "defend or
hold"ar the Copemican hypothesis. Hence. his response to Grassi needed
to be subtle. It was, however, a quite polemical and sarcastic response,
and it certainly alienated other Jesuits at the Collegio who might have
been sympathetic to Galileo's views.

ln The Assayer Galileo attempts to argue the quite erroneous
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idea that comets arise from terrestrial vapors. Toward the end of the
essay, Galileo takes up the question of heat, since it is relevant to
his account of the origins of comets. He writes, "lt remains for me
to tell...some thoughts of mine about the proposition, 'motion is the
cause of heat."'43 Galileo attempts to disprove this proposition, which
nevertheless eventually gained almost unanimous scientific acceptance
in the nineteenth century. In place of the idea that motion is the cause
of heat, he argues that heat is caused by fire particles. In doing so,
he offers perhaps the first modern articulation (later developed more
systematically by John Locke) of the distinction between primary and
secondary qualities.e

[W]henever I conceive any material or corporeal substance, I
immediately feel the need to think of it as bounded, and as having
this or that shape, a being large or small in relation to otherthings,
and as being in some specific place at any given time; as being in
motion or at rest...and as being one in number or few, or many.
From these I cannot separate such a substance by any stretch of
my imagination. But that it must be white or red, bitter or sweet,
noisy or silent, and ofsweet or foul odor, my mind does not feel
compelled to bring in as necessary accompaniments.a5

That is to say shape, size, place, time, motion or rest are primary
qualities, intrinsic to every body ("corporeal substance'). On the other
hand, Galileo believes that it is possible for a corporeal substance to
exist without possessing the secondary qualities of color, taste, sound,
smell (or, as he will later argue, touch). Here we find an unmistakable
elevation of the status of shape, but Galileo has not yet articulated the
position that Husserl will claim is the origin of the mathematization of
nature. In fact at one point Galileo speaks in a way that could have come
straight from Husserl himself: "l think that tastes, odors, colors, and so
on are no more than mere narnes so far as the object in which we place
them is concemed, and that they reside only in the consciousness."a6
(Husserl, likewise, regards tastes, odors, colors, etc. as "specific sense
qualities" (or sinnliche Fiille) given in acts of consciousness.)

43 Disctneries and Opinions,2'13.
44 For Locke's technical meaning of"idea," see his An Essay Concerning Human

Understanding,voL l, ed. A. E. Fraser (New York: Dover Publications, 1959), 169-82.
45 Discoyeries and Opiniorc,214, emphasis added.
46 Discoveries and Opinions,Z14, emphasis added.
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Yet Galileo is not content to leave stand the simple affirmation ol
"secondary qualities" as appearing to consciousness. Rather, he takes

the lurther step, as Husserl claims, of attributing the cause of these
qualities to changes in the shapes (the primary qualities) that are "really
already out there now."a7

To excite in us tastes, odors, and sounds I believe that nothing is
required in external bodies except shapes, numbers, and slow or
rapid movements.a8

From his statement of this general doctrine, Galileo gives very
brief suggestions (rather than full-blown arguments) that the secondary
qualities of most ofthe senses are attributable to changes in the shapes

of particles of earth, water, and air. He then retums to the specific
issue of heat, arguing that heat is caused in us by a multitude of
minute fire particles "having certain shapes and moving with certain
velocities."ae From this assertion, it seems, it would be a short step
to the mathematization of nature - to systematic demonstrations of
correspondences between changes in the basic ideal shapes and the

shapes ofthe earth, wateq air, and fire particles. Once the demonstrations
ofthese basic correspondences are established, the road would be paved

toward a total, infinite systematically constructable horizon of causality
(or inductivity as Husserl prefers).

Oddly, however, Galileo's claim that secondary qualities are

derivable from the motions of shapes (primary qualities) plays little or
no role in the argumentation of the Assayer itself. This is so, despite

Galileo's strong claim in that work that

The book [of the universe] cannot be understood unless one first
leams to comprehend the language and read the letters in which
it is composed. It is written in the language of mathematics, and
i1s characters are triangles, circles, and other geometric figures.50

While Galileo does briefly dispute with Grassi as to whether the

paths of the comets are "irregular lines" (where he infers that Grassi is

ignorant ofthe geometry ofthe "regularity" ofspirals and ellipses), this

47 "When Galileo pronounced secondary qualities to be merely subjective, he

meant that they were not'already out there now real."' (/ru i9h1,277)
48 Discweries and Opinions,276.
49 Discoveries and Opinions,277.
50 Discoveries and Opinions,278.
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is about as close as Galileo comesinThe Assayer to any employment of
the mathematical language in which the book of the universe is written.
In fact, geometrical demonstrations play virtually no role in any of
Galileo's major astronomical writings, from his Starry Messenger to
his Letters on Sunspots, to his Letter to the Grand Duchess Christina.
Among his writings on astronomical matters, only in the Dialogues
Concerning the Two Chief World Syslarrs does systematic mathematics
enter, and even there only sporadically. Moreover, in the relatively few
passages where properly geometrical arguments enter in, Galileo's
employment of mathematical reasoning in the Two Chief World Systems
is much more a matter, as Husserl put it, of being "practically applied to
the world ofsense experience" (24) than ofthe "idea ofa nature which is
constructively determinable in the same manner in all its orrer aspects"
(32). Hence, we are left to ponderjust how central was Galileo's ideal of
the mathematization of nature to his actual science of astronomy.

The Assayer itself, however, enjoyed immense popular success.
It was dedicated to Galileo's friend, the recently elevated Pope Urban
VIII, who was delighted with it. Ironically, both the popular success
and the Pontiffs reaction may well have led Galileo to abandon caution
in the composition of his fateful Dialogue Concerning lhe Two Chief
ll/orld Systems published nine years later.

LONERGAN'S GALILEO:
DIALECTICAL FIGURE OF POSITION

AND COUNTER-POSITION

Finally, we tum to Lonergan's figuration of Calileo. Lonergan also
paid considerable attention to the importance of the primary/secondary
qualities distinction in Galileo's bequest to history. Like Husserl,
Lonergan also found something deeply problematic in Galileo's
distinction as the source ofa concealment (or "cover story" as I would
call it). Lonergan paraphrases Galileo's articulation of the distinction in
the following terms:

Galileo distinguished between secondary and primary qualities.
Secondary qualities were merely subjective appearances that
arise in an animal's senses as a result ofthe action ofotherprimary

23
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qualities; such appearances were illustrated by color as seen,
sounds as heard, heat as felt, tickling as experienced, and the
like. Primary qualities, on the other hand, were the mathematical
dimensions of the real and objective, of matter in motion.5r

llowevel Lonergan detects in Galileo's distinction a cover story
that operates so as to subtly conceal something of great importance.
According to Lonergan, the so-called mathematical primary qualities
are not genuinely mathematical at all. They are "impoverished replica"
shapes (,Izsr'gy'rt, 1l l), and as such, they are to be classified as "specific
sense qualities" (sinnliche Fril/e in Husserl's terms) just as much as are

color, sound, odor, taste, heat, and texture:

For us, on the other hand, there is to be drawn the same distinction
between extension and duration...as there is to be drawn
between. . . colors or sound or heat...As experiential conjugates,
extensions and durations are defined as correlatives 10 certain
familiar elements within our experience (108).

Shapes as such are simply components of the objects of visual,
sense-consciousness. Galileo's shapes are the outline of what things
"look like." To proclaim them as "primary" is, in Lonergan's view,
merely an arbitrary privileging olone type ol"secondary quality" over
all the others.5r

If some data are to be understood, then all are to be understood;...
it follows that no exception is to be made for experienced
extensions [shapes] or for experienced durations; and this
conclusion implies a shift from a Galilean...viewpoint.5l

Lonergan is able to detect this arbitrary privileging and

51 Insight, page references hereafter cited as lrslfl in parentheses. Lonergan's in-
clusion oftickling in this account demonstrates that either he was reading directly from
The Assayer, or else that he was relying upon an exceptionally exact paraphrase. See

Discoter ies and Opinions, 2'7 5.

52 While Lonergan's discemment of the subtle difference between sensible shape

and intelligible content enabled him to recognizs that Calileo had arbitrarily privileged
extension, shape, etc., in order to explain w&y, one needs to refer to Lonergan's dialec-
tic ofbody and thing. See lnsight,270-79.

53 lnsight, 127. See also 108: "The explanation ofdata consists in a process fiom
experiential conjugates towards pure conjugates. Therefore, fiom extensions and dura-

tions as experienced, there must be a process to extensions and durations as implicitly
defined by empirically established laws."

24
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54 See for example lrcight,32-37,4043,57 -60,334-39, and also "A Note an ceo-
metrical Possibility," 92-107 n Collectioa, Collected Works of Bemard Lonergan, vol.
4, ed. Frederick E. Crowe and Robert M. Doran (Toronto: University ofToronto hess,
r988).

concealment because ofhis breakthough discovery ofthe distinctive act
ofconsciousness that he called "insight." In brief, Galileo was guilty of
an "oversight of insight." while this concealment was given a fateful
twist by Galileo, it neither originated nor ended with him: perennially
the act of insight "seems to merit the little attention that commonly it
receives" (Insight,3). In his own phenomenological investigation of
the structure of consciousness (or "intentionality analysis" as he later
called it), Lonergan explored the subtle but pervasive role insights play
in the whole ofhuman consciousness, their paftern ofrelationships with
a wide variety of other distinctive acts of consciousness, and especially
the unique character of the noematic contents of insights. First and
foremost, neither the act of insight nor ils noemstic content is reducible
any act of sensation or imagination ("fantasy" in Husserl's terms).
Rather, insight is a "supervening act" (Insight,3), which is to say that
it operates with a quality ofconsciousness discontinuous with the type
of consciousness characteristic of sensation or imagination. (Lonergan
repeatedly invokes the metaphor of "levels" and characterize insights
as occuring on the "second level" of consciousness; acts of sensation
and imagination occurring on the "first level." See for example Inslgfrt,
29e.1

Because the noetic act of insight is discontinuous with acts of
sensation and imagination, so also is its noematic content. The content
(or "object") of an insight is radically non-sensible, non-imaginable,
non-representational; the object ofinsight is "reached only by severing
the umbilical cord that tied them to the matemal imagination" of
humankind (Insight, l5). In order to maintain this radical distinction
between lhe noematic contents of insights and the contents of other
acts of consciousness, Lonergan uses the terms "intelligibility" or "the
intelligible."

Lonergan applied his intentionality analysis and these findings to
the fields of mathematics.54 Among his results: what is properly and
centrally matlematical, is a non-sensible, non-imaginable intelligibility.
Mathematics is overwhelmingly concemed with the investigation of
intelligible relations. In particular, geometry is not a study of shapes.
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Shapes are intrinsically sensible or at least imaginablel but "points and
lines cannot be imagined" (lnsighr,32, emphasis added). On the other
hand, points, lines, and other geometrical magnitudes are intrinsically
intelligible. and as such lhey can be understood and conceived.
From Lonergan's perspective, Galileo's great failure is his failure of
differentiation. He is like the succeeding generations of mathematicians
and "physicists [who] move easily and unconsciously back and forth
between the use of experiential and [purely intelligible] conjugates"
(lnsight, 104). As a result. Galileo overlooks the numerous imaginative
residues, for example, in the geometry of Euclid's Elemenlsjt lhat,
as Husserl points out, formed the inherited background of Galileo's
thought, and he privileges these imaginative residues as the "really
real. "

These imaginative residues had to be weeded out in the unfolding
of the history of mathematics. Lonergan regarded David Hilbe('s
method olimplicil definition as the culmination in the twentieth century
of this process of severing the illegitimate and concealing dependence
upon the non-intelligible to characterize the intelligible (lnsight.37).
The philosophical significance of Hilbert's achievement was to reveal
that mathematics is overwhelmingly a mafter of the investigation of
intelligible relutions; it is not primarily or foundationally a study of
ideal-shapes from which relations are then derived. As Lonergan puts it.

fNlo insight can be expressed by a single term. ..lbr every basic
insight there is a circle ofterms and relations, such that the terms
fix the relations, the relations fix the terms, and the insight fixes
both (/r.r'gftt. 36).

In this refined investigation of intelligible relations, the "terms"
so defined are what Lonergan calls "explanatory conjugates." "Pure
(or explanatory) conjugates ...are correlatives defined implicitly by
empirically established correlations, functions, laws, theories, systems"
(lnsight, 103). Set against the background of Lonergan's analysis, it

55 See. for example the notes on Euclid's demonstration ofProposition l.l in Thom-
as Heath, ed., Erclrd s Elements, vol. I (New York.: Dover Publications, 1956),23443.
More telling still is the difficulty in defining "straight line" in strictly intelligible terms.

Heath remarks that Euclid's own definition appears to be a new departure from an ear-
lier definition that "implicitly appeals to the sense ofsight," although I would claim that
Euclid had not yet successfully executed a complete break with sense and imagination
(see 165-66).
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is clear that Galileo went too far in surreptitiously assimilating shapes
(primary qualities) to the exalted "mathematical language of the
universe."

This is not to say that, for Lonergan, the intelligible is limited to
the realm of mathematics while "our everyday life-world flebensweltf"
is merely, as Husserl puts it, "the one that is actually given through
perception, that is ever experienced and experienceable" (1(rrtls, 48-
49). For Lonergan the life-world of corrmon sense and description itself
is also permeated by insights and intelligibility. The life-world cannot
dispense with insights nor with non-experienceable intelligibility,
because intersubjective communication relies upon intelligibility.
Communication of descriptive orexperiential language depends not only
upon contents ofacts of sensation, but also upon insights that grasp the
"relations of things to our senses" and interests.56 As Husserl implies, the
sensible content ofmy act ofsensation is not as such necessarily given
to the consciousness of another human. Therefore our intersubjective
communication requires something that rises above merely individual
sense consciousness, namely consciousness of intelligibility in insight.
Yet in commonsense descriptive and experiential language, the sensible
and the intelligible remain fused and undifferentiated.

Experiential conjugates are correlatives whose meaning is
expressed, at least in the last analysis, by appealing to the content
ol some human experience.

Thus 'colors' will be experiential conjugates when defined by
appealing to visual experience... For the experiential conjugate
is either a content of experience, such as seen red or touching
extension, or else a correlative to such a content, for instance red
as seen or extension as touched, or finally . ..the red that could be
seen or the extension that could be touched (lnsight, 102- 103).

What Lonergan says elsewhere regarding the distinction belween
nominal and explanatory definitions (35) can also be applied to that
between experiential and explanatory conjugates: it is notthat explanatory
conjugates suppose insight and intelligibte content while experiential
conjugates do not. Both are conjugates; as such, both are constituted
by conjoint, intelligible relations with their partner. What is different

56 See lnsifll, 536, 201, emphasis added. Lonergan uses the phrase "experiential

conjugates" to refer to this dimension of language.

Byrne
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is the kind of intelligible relation and the paired term. Commonsense,
descriptive, and experiential conjugates rest upon insights that grasp

things as intelligibly related to our senses and the concems of our
everyday life-world. Hence it is easy to notice the experiential elements
and overlook the intelligible elements in the Lebensv'eh. (To anticipate.
this constitutes a major difference between Lonergan and Husserl and,
hence, in their figurations of Galileo.) Explanatory conjugates, on the
other hand. rest upon insights that grasp things as intelligibly related to
one another. Explanatory relations include but go beyond relatedness to
direct sense experiences and practical interests olthe lile world (In.r'gftt,
419, s36-37).

Lonergan nevertheless held Galileo in the highest esteem for a
quite distinct achievement, one that was fatefully hidden by Galileo's
primary/secondary qualities distinction.

Where we distinguished between experiential and pure
conjugates, Calileo distinguished between secondary and
primary qualities. . . Hence, while we would place scientific
progress in the movement from experiential to pure conjugates,
Galileo placed it in the reduction of the merely secondary
qualities to their real and objective source in primary qualities
(Insight,l07).

This comment on Galileo also points to a subtle ditierence between
Husserl and Lonergan. For Husserl the advance of modem science
consists in the approximation toward exactness ofthe measurement or
re-construction of the sensible by the ideal. But complete exactness is
only obtainable in the realm of ideal shapes. Ideal shapes are "limit-
shapes" to which sensible and imaginative (fantasy) shapes approximate
but never attain. For Lonergan, on the other hand, exact measurement
and re-construction of sensible shapes is not the objective of scientific
method. Rather, measurements are sleps along the way toward the
genuine objective of classical science, namely the discovery of
explanatory conelations among data (including the data of extensions,
i.e., shapes themselves) (lnsight, 68).

It is perhaps surprising to leam, therefore, that Lonergan regards
none other than Galileo himself as the originator of the quest for
explanatory relalions. "Galileo's law of falling bodies...is a model of
scientific procedure... Galileo supposed that some correlotion was to
be found between the measurable aspects of fatling bodies" (lnsight,
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57-58, emphasis added). Moreover, Lonergan regards Galileo as
bequeathing not only some vague quest for explanatory relations, but
just as importantly Galileo inaugurated a methodical, heuristically
structured way of seeking insights into explanatory relations. Lonergan
calls this heuristic "classical." It begins with and takes its direction
from the heuristic suppositions and anticipations of an undetermined
correlation to be found. From its inception in the work of Galileo, this
heuristic develops into a long and rich heritage.

Such in brief are the anticipations constitutive of classical
heuristic structure. The structure is named classical because
it is restricted to insights of a type most easily identified by
mentioning the names of Galileo, Newton, Clerk-Maxwell, and
Einstein ( I ns i ght, 69).

In his own investigations, including but extending beyond his
investigation of the classical correlations constitutive of natural free-
fall, Galileo himself drew upon the theory of proportions to structure
his heuristic anticipations and methodical his search. The theory of
proportions permeates his greatest contribution to modem science, his
Discourses and Mathemqtical Demonstrations Concerning the Two New
Sciences.sl This is already evident in his first rigorous demonstration of
the proposition that:

Ifa movable equably carried with the same speed passes through
two spaces, the times of motion will be to [are proportional to]
one another as the spaces passed through ( Insight, 192).

Today we would express this theorem in algebraic symbolism
by saying, "lt : t2 :i s, : sr. for a body moving with constant velocity,
v." Galileo, however, did not yet have modem algebraic methods at
his disposal. He relied, instead, upon the geometrical conelations

57 Galileo Galilei, Two New Sciences, trans. StilLnan Drake with inroduction and
notes (Madison: University of Wisconsin Press, 1974). The two new sciences are his in-
vestigations "mechanics and local motion." Later Nemon would redefine .,mechanics,'

to be precisely the study of motion. See Isaac Newton, Tre Principia: Mathematicql
Ptinciples of Nqturql Philosophy,I, trans. Bemard Cohen and Anne Whitman (Berke-
ley: University of Califomia Press, 1999), 381-82. (lt should be noted that the preoccu-
pation with "exactness" that Husserl traces to Galileo is given perhaps ils first explicit
articulation in these pages of NeMon's text.) However, for Galileo himself, the science
ofmechanics is the study of snuctural features of matter, especially their capacities to
support weighl.

29
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found in Euclid's Elemenls and Apollonius's Conic Sections, as well
as certain innovations of his own (in some cases adapted or borrowed
from his contemporaries). His reliance on lhe Elemenls is apparent in
his demonstration ofthe foregoing proposition. He begins by saying

Let the moveable equably carried with the same speed pass
through two spaces AB and BC; and let the time of motion
through AB be DE, while the time of motion through BC be EF.
I say that space AB is to Space BC as time DE is to time EF [i.e.,
AB: BC :: DE: EFl.58

Galileo's manner of stating what is to be demonstrated and his
manner of proceeding conforms precisely to the six components in
the stereotyped format of an Euclidean demonstration.5e More to the
point, in his demonstration of this theorem, Galileo invokes exactly the
definition ofpropo(ions found in Definition 5, Book V of the Elemenls.
As Stillman Drake observes, Galileo's use of this generalized definition
of proportion permits Galileo a considerable advance over Aristotle's
analysis.60 Originalty developed by Eudoxus and preserved in Euclid's
Elements, this definition conelates and compares given magnitudes
within a wider horizon of magnitudes constituted by "any equimultiples
whatever."6r (Note that "magnitude" here corresponds to what Lonergan
calls an "explanatory conjugate," and not at all to the "experiential
conjugate" or primary quality of "shape.")

Following this theorem, Galileo proceeds in a lour de./brce to
demonstrate a vast array of propositions, including: that the time to
traverse a distance by uniform acceleration from rest is equal to that
by uniform speed at halfthe final velocity; that the distance traveled in

58 Two New Sciences. 192. To be precise, this is the converse ofwhat he said was

to be demonstrated. Howeyer, since proportions convert validly, the demonstration is

valid if not rigorous. For the diliculties and possible resolution of treating time as a

measurable magnitude, see Patrick H. Byrne, "What Is Science? A Contribution 1o Dia-

logrc" in The Dialogue Belween Science and Religion: llhal We Hqve Learned from
One Another (Scranton, PA: Scranton U n iversity Press, 2005 ), I 20- 123.

59 See Heath, vol. 1,129-31. Seealso Ian Mueller. Philosophy of Malhemqlics qnd

Deductive Structure in Euclid\ Elements (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press. 198l), I I .

60 Two New Sciences, 148.
6l For a detailed discussion of this definition of proponion in relation to the less

general Pythagorean definition. see Patrick H. Byme. Anolysis and Science in Aristotle
(Afbany, NY: SUNY Press, 1997),137-42. See also Wilbur Richard Knon, The Evolu-

tion of the Euclidean Elenents (Dordrecht. Holland: D. Reidel Publishing Co., 1975).
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natural free fall (i.e., uniform acceleration) are in the same proportion as
the squares ofthe times; the proportions between times and distances for
a complex series of ramp arrangements; and that the natural motion of
a projectile is parabolic.62 Indeed, Galileo's deployment ofthe theory of
proportions in lhe Two New Sciences, lnlike any of his earlier writings
including The Assayer, displays the "fiee, systematic, a priori thinking"
that Husserl sees as so valuable in the Renaissance spirit.

Galileo's mathematical science underwent extensive subsequent
refinements, first by the transformation from a geometrical conception
of the theory of proportions into an algebraic, analyical geometry by
Descartes, Wallis, and Newton, and then later into far more general
theories of functions and differential relations.63 But the establishment
of a heuristic anticipation (or "classical heuristic structure") of an
unknown correlation from within some field of systematically related
explanatorily correlations was Galileo's lasting achievement according
to Lonergan.

What is to be known inasmuch as data are understood is some
correlation or function that states universally the relations of
things not to our senses but to one another. Hence the [classical]
scientific anticipation is of some unspecified correlation to be
specified, some indeterminate function to be determined; and
now the task of speciSing or determining is carried out by
measuring, by tabulating measurements, by reaching an insight
into the tabulated measurements, and by expressing that insight
through some general correlation or function that, if verified,
will define a limit on which converge the relations between all
subsequent appropriate measuremefis (lnsight, 68).

Regrettably, thisgeat "positional" achievement was concealed and
distorted by Galileo's "counter-positional" distinction between primary and
secondary qualities.s

Calileo discovered our law of falling...Conectly he grasped that
explanation lies beyond description, that the relations of things
to our senses must be transcended, that the relations ofthings to
one another must be grasped, and that a geometrization of nature

3l

62 Two New Sciences,165-224.
63 See Boyer, op. cit., 165-74,251-66. See also Yehuda Elkana, The Discovery ol

the Conservation of Energt (Cambidge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1974),3041.
64 On lhe meaning of"position" and "counter-position" for Lonergan, see Insight,

4t3. .
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is the key tool in performing this task. Still, Galileo did not cast
his methodological discoveries in the foregoing terms. lnstead
of speaking of the relations ol things to our senses, he spoke of
the merely apparent, secondary qualities of things. Instead of
speaking of the relations of things to one another, he spoke of
their real and objective primary qualities, and these he conceived
as the mathematical dimensions of matter in motion.

Thus Galilean methodology is penetrated with philosophic
assumptions about reality and objectivity and, unfortunately,
those assumptions are none too happy (lnsight, 153).

(l would go beyond Lonergan's own words and say that Galilean

methodology was inlected with counter-positional philosophic assumptions.)

Most fhtefully, in Lonergan's view, is that this counter-position gave

rise to the ideology of mechanist determinism. "Mechanist determinism
had its scientific basis in the Galilean concept of explanation as the
reduction olsecondary to primary qualities" (Inslgftl, 138; see also 128).

The reason lor this, according to Lonergan, is that "Galilean laws ofnature
are not conceived in abstraction from sensible or, at least. imaginable
elements and, consequently that the Galilean law stands in the field...
in which abstract laws and imaginable elements can [unconsciously[
combine" (lnsight, 153). This leads to the illusion, the "extra-scientific
opinion," (lnsight, 109, 424) that the laws of physics, the classical
correlations alone, adequately and comprehensively explain and govem
the entirety ofall natural phenomena.

From this concreteness ofthe conception ofnatural laws...there
results a mechanistic view of the universe. For. in the abstract,
classical laws possess universality and necessity. The Galilean
acknowledges this universality and necessity but cannot
recognize its abstractness. For him, it is attached immediately
to imaginable pa(icles. . . For him it is already concrete, and so it
is not in need of further determinations to reach concreteness. . .

A machine is a set of imaginable parts, each of which stands in
determinate systematic relations to all the others. ln like manner,
the universe. implicit in Galilean methodology, is an aggregate
of imaginable parts and each is related systematically to all the
others.. . apart from the universe of imaginable elements, what
imaginable interventions can arise? Mechanism accordingly
becomes a determinism (lnsight, 153-54).
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By referring to the "abstractness of classical laws" Lonergan
intends to contrast the difficulty of coming to understand classical
correlations with the far greater difficulty involved in reaching correct,
complex understandings ofthe data delivered to our senses by the natural
processes of the universe. It is not that the classical laws constitute
"impoverished replicas" of the richly detailed intuitive contents of
our sense experiences (Insight, I I l). To the contrary, the insights into
classical correlations enrich the field of sensible data by going beyond
and adding intelligibility to what is known in sense perception alone
(Insight, I l2). Yet it remains that even the enriching of sense data by
the intelligibility of classical conelations is still only abstract. This is
because additional insights and intelligibilities are needed to achieve
adequate understandings of concrete natural occurrences.

[]t will be well to ask just how far the full realization of classical
anticipations would bring the scientist towards an adequate
understanding of data... discussions of this topic seem to have
suffered from an oversight of insight....[for insight] is needed
in the reverse process that applies known laws to concrete
situations (lnsight, 70).

Lonergan's keen intentionality analysis discems the presence
of additional insights in scientific thought, over and above insighls
into classical correlations. These additional insights are needed to
determine which laws should be selected and applied to concrele data,
how those laws are to combined, and what measurements need to be
preformed to particularize the selected and combined laws (lnsight,
70). It is commonly assumed that the explanation of every natural
process is already "implicit" in such laws. All that remains to be done
is "working out logical consequences." This assumption is quite flawed
and misleading. No one would accord either Galileo or Newton the
high esteem they enjoy if they had done no more than announce their
basic laws ol motion, and then stop with the remark "the explanation
of the universe follows logically." The mere enunciation of their
laws would occupy no more than a single page. It is the hard work of
working out of detailed implications that earned the great reputations.
Yet "implications" can be a misleading word because it suggests results
that come from these laws (classical correlations) solely by means of
the deductive procedures of formal logic. In fact when scientists work
out implications, both the laws and the strict procedures of formal logic
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must be supplemented, sometimes extensively, by insights into concrete
situations. These fu(her insights are required to understand how the

laws have to be combined. In most cases of concrete application,
the very same law has to be reiterated many times in ever varying
combinations; it is these further concrete insights that guide such
assemblies. When Galileo demonstrates that the motion of terrestrial
projectiles follows a parabolic path, for example, his success depends
upon the concrete way in which he combines his law of uniform motion
with his law of uniformly accelerated motion (as well as with several
less obvious conelations). If classical correlations enrich mere sense

data, insights that combine and apply classical correlalions enrich both.

These additions are needed because even simple projectile motion or
simple orbital motions are already intelligibly complex. and natural
reality, in all its inteltigible concreteness, is still more complex.

Lonergan's attention to this ongoing creative dimension of the
practice of scientists - ever adding concrete insights - humanizes the
figure of the scientist as subject. In this fuller figuration, the scientist
is not merely bound by the iron laws of logic, nor does he or she arise
above his or her concrete subjectivity to a "view from nowhere." In
this figuration of the scientist, he or she ever creatively and hopefully
seeks understanding she or he does not yet know. In this way, something
like what Husserl called the Lebenswelt is recognized, not only as the
forgotten origin and meaning of scientific practice, but as actually alive
and operative in and through scientific practice itself but unnoticed.

The counter-positional primaryisecondary qualities distinction and
its mechanist determinism conceal the ways in which actual scientific
practice is constituted by these insights into the concrete. The counter-
position leads to "oversight of insight." As a result, both the concreteness

"attached immediately to imaginable pa(icles" and also the additional
concrete inteltigibilities are regarded as "implicit" in the classical
correlations themselves. But intentionality analysis grasps the classical
correlations for what they are in themselves, as distinguishable from
the additions of imagination and concrete insights. This distinctness,
their own proper contribution to the enrichment of knowledge, is what
Lonergan has in mind in referring to classical laws as "abstract."

The counter-position of mechanist determinism propagates

oversight ofthe proper nature and quality ofclassical correlations. This
overvaluation of classical correlations, in turn, led to the assumplion

34
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that all nature can be explained as "systematic process." Lonergan's
separation of classical laws from the accompanying elements from
imagination and concrete insights, however, frees thought for the
realization that "a quite diflerent [non-systematic] type of process not
only can be constructed" from classical correlations "but also probably
can be verified" (Insight,71).

As with Husserl, Lonergan's Galileo is also concealer. His account
of the primary qualities grounds a broad, ideology of a totalizing,
self-sufficient "mechanist determinism" that is largely responsible
for the "oversight of the insight." This also means that Galileo is at
least implicitly responsible for concealing the need for, and even the
possibility oi a second scientific heuristic, namely statistical heuristic
method. Worse still, once that method did arise, the legacy of Galileo
obscured its true scientific character, and suppressed the way it would
call for humility on the part of scientists by minimizing and limiting
classical method. The ideological counter-position of mechanist
determinism was responsible for a delay and a devaluation of statistical
heuristic method. As a result, mechanist determinism repressed the non-
systematic dimensions of that Lonergan called the "womb of novelty"
so intrinsic to nature (lnsight,75). One way of critiquing modemity
is to say that it consisted in the assumption that classical method was
the only method needed. But classical method makes no provision
for the non-systematic negativity of the statistical, or for the creative
dimensions of emergence and development, or for the deeper negative
absurdities of the dialectical human condition. Modemity led to a great
deformation of Westem culture by its unintelligent endeavors to force
these non-systematizable aspects of natural and human existence into
too narrow a mold. Postmodernity, with its harbingers in Romanticism
and Expressivism, is the cultural attempt to break out of this iron cage
of modernity. But we may be justified in worrying about the ways that
postmodemity's ways of critiquing modern science are unintelligently
sweeping away the normative, positional achievement of the classical
research tradition that is also part of Galileo's legacy.

Once intentionality analysis had freed it from the counter-positional
elements, Lonergan could take Galileo's classical heuristic method to
be the first of the four great heuristic methods of modern thought that
pertain to "any field of data" (lnsight, 509-510). But Lonergan was well
aware that these four heuristics alone would not be sufficient to offset
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the counter-positional dangers set in motion by the primary/secondary
qualities distinction.

If the sciences of nature can be led astray by the blunder that
the objective is, not the verified, but the 'out there', so also can
the human sciences; but while this blunder in physics leads
to no more than the ineptitude of Galileo's primary qualities
and Newton's true motion, it leads to zealous practitioners of
scientific method in the human field to rule out of court a major
portion of the data (lnsight,260).

It is for this reason that Lonergan added to the four methods an
"integral heuristic structure" grounded in a self-critical intentionality
analysis (or "self-appropriation") that is needed to meet the contemporary
challenge of history Qnsight,509, 416-17). Moreover, lor Lonergan,
what is most fundamental and common to both the practices of these
scientific methods and 1o the Lebenswelt itself is the pure, unrestricted
desire for being and the good that is manifested in human questions
(lnsight,372). For Lonergan, therefore, the figure of Galileo stands as

the head not only of the classical heuristic method itself, but even as

a tributary to Lonergan's own project to provide a method to mediate
the finality ol the universe and human history, in lnsigftt and beyond
to Method in Theologt. Where Newon, Langrange, D'Alembert,
Euler, Clerk-Maxwell, and Einstein successively transformed classical
heuristic method itsell; Lonergan transformed the entire tradition into a
method adequate to the mediations ofthe human sciences, philosophy,
and theology.

CONCLUSION

It is perhaps surprising that both Lonergan and Husserl pass over in
silence the conflict between Galileo and the Roman Catholic authorities.
It may be that each, in his own way, recognized the ideological
dimensions of the Enlightenment's figuration of Galileo as concealing
the deeper and more ominous dialectics. The closest Lonergan comes

to commenting on this controversy is in his suggestions that regarding
either the earth or the sun as "the true center" ofthe cosmos misses the

point. It is the rise of a de-centering explanatory exigence that poses
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the deeper challenge.65 Like Lonergan, Husserl regards the unresolved
cultural consequences of an illegitimate privileging of primary qualities
("shapes") as among the most serious challenge and source of decline
for contemporary humanity,

While there are striking parallels between Lonergan's and
Husserl's figurations ofGalileo, there are also important differences. For
one thing, Husserl's account ofthe figure of Galileo forms an unbroken,
continuous whole through some forty pages, while Lonergan's account
is discontinuous, parceled out into various parts of Insight, and must
be reconstructed. Once that reconstruction is completed, one finds that
for Husserl what makes the objects of mathematics be ideal is their
impossibility of exact construction from sense perceivable shapes,
and in addition, the "open infinite horizon" of their own properly ideal
realm. What makes the intelligible be intelligible for Lonergan, on the
other hand, is the disproportion between the level of experiencing and
that of intelligence. Thus, with Husserl by comparison, one is always
left with the sense that the ideal-shape isjust like the sensible shape in
the sense of being a shape, but only highly refined - merely a highly
"impoverished replica" in Lonergan's terms (Insight, I 1 1). For Husserl
a "perfect" circle or triangle which (a) cannot be constructed out of
actual (real) uneven sensible shapes and (b) no finite combination of
ideal shapes could exactly reproduce or reconstruct the inegularities of
sensible shapes.

From this, it seems, follows a crucial divergence between
Lonergan and Husserl about the status of mathematical sciences and
their relationships to human life. For Husserl the only real world is "the
one that is actually given through perception, that is ever experienced
and experienceable - our everyday life-world fLebenswelt)" (48-
49). For Lonergan, on the other hand, the real world is "what is to be
known" in the totality ofcorrect understandings and true, unconditioned
affirmations. The real world is itself intrinsically and completely
intelligible (if not "ideal" in Husserl's exact sense). Experienceablility
is a factor, but not the decisive one in what counts as real. Objective
reality ofthe natural world is whatever is the actual intelligibility ofthe
experienceable data, known in any and all unconditional affirmations
of insights into sense experiences. This means, first of all, that the
everyday life-world (Lonergan's "common sense as object") itself

65 Insight, 319-24, 498.
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has intrinsically intelligible ("ideal") components. It also means
that the intelligibilities of mathematical physics, to the extent that
they come to be unconditionally verified, are also constituents of the

"only real world" that is. Where Lonergan converges with Husserl
is in the recognition that the concreteness of the real world differs in
profound ways from the abstractness of Galileo's merely classical and

systematic intelligibility. His is in solidarity with Husserl's lament over
the reduction and concealment ol the intersubjective, complex, non-
systematic, unpredictable, and tragic dimensions of the Lebenswelt.

It is well, then, that we reflect upon the figure of Galileo. In many
ways he is the figure of the modem subject, a subject we ourselves
embody. The figure of Galileo shows us who we are, discoverers and

concealers, selves living out a dialectical mixture of position and
counter-position in a culture irreversibly permeated by the achievement
as well as the cover story ofmodern science. hoping to live authentically
in a scientific culture and simultaneously alienated from the sources

that would enable us to do so. Such reflections, especially as guided
by Lonergan's life's work. ground a hope for living authentically in a

scientific or any other culture that searches not for a human figure such
as Galileo, but for the Transfigured One.
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My rulerurrol rN this article is to study the topic olreligious experience
and its relationship to expression in the thinking of Bemard Lonergan.
Let me begin, however, by drawing attention to a clear privileging
of religious experience over expression over a wide spectrum of
thought: Protestant liberalism, Catholic modemism, Indian religions,
contemporary Christian thinking in India.

The problem ofexperience and its relationship to expression is right
at the center of Protestant liberalism and Catholic modernism.r Kant had
reduced faith to an exercise ofpractical reason. Against such rationalism,
Schleiermacher re-established the value of sentiment and religious
experience. It would seem, however, that he ended up reducing the Bible
and the Church to mere symbols of the interior religious experience.2
In the context ofthe liberal theology that followed, there arose biblical
criticism and history of dogma. Critics rapidly came to the conclusion
that the Bible was a purely human work, crystallization of the religious
experience of the primitive Christian community. Historians began
claiming that the dogmas and institutions of the Church were a product
of a purely human evolution, and even an adulteration of the original

I Alessandro Maggiolini, "Magisterial Teaching on Experience in the Twentieth
Century: From the Modemist Crisis lo the Second Vatican Council," Comtnunio 23
(1996):22'l-28.

2 Robert Rouquette, "An Audit of Modemism," Theolog/ Digest 5 (1957): 141ff.

I. THE PRIVILEGING OF RELIGIOUS EXPERIENCE
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gospel message.r In this context, Catholics like George Tyrrell began
suggesting the need to clarify whether revelation consists "in certain
divine statements, or in certain spiritual experiences about which man
makes statements that may be inspired by those divine experiences, yet
are not divine but human statements."{

Liberalism and modernism find surprising echoes among Indian
religions. Thus, for example, Advaita Vedanta is largely understood as

teaching that when one attains the Supreme Experience, one must drop
the sphere of expression - creeds, codes, cults, community structures,

even the scriptures themselves.5 Radhakrishnan notes that religion
is the direct experience of the divine.6 and that it cannot be expressed

logically or verbally.T Every expression of truth is therefore relative.

"However perfect and final the revelation may be, when once it enters
the realm ofhuman apprehension, it is subject to all the imperfections of
the human mind."E One who has had the experience no longer belongs

to a particular religion, but transcends it. He belongs to an "open
community," an "invisible church."' In a more extreme way, Vipassana,

the ancient Buddhist technique of meditation, teaches that the mind is a

liar: get rid of images, concepts, words, propositions; stay at the level of
pure experience, stay with your breathing, stay with your sensations; the

awareness of your breath and the awareness of your sensalions cannot
be wrong.

The emphasis on experience in the Indian religions and the recovery
of the term "experience" in Vatican II have come together to create a

Rouquette, "An Audit of Modemism, l4l ft.
Cited in Maggiolini 230; ibid., 231: Tyrrell conceives ofrevelation as an interior

personal experience to which every exterior factor, whether historical or theologi-
is subordinate.

The French monk Dom Henri Le Saux. who took the name Abhishiktananda, un-

derwent a severe crisis, when after years of practising Advaita he was told by a Hindu

fiiend that he was on the threshold ofthe final experience: all he had to do was to let go

ofhis Bible, his mass, his rituals.
6 Thomas Paul Urumpackal, O4gan ized Religion According lo Dr S. Radhukrishnan

(Rome: Universit?r Cregoriana Editrice, 1972), 169. The essence of religion, says Rad-

hakrishnan, is personal encounter with the supreme. (S. Radhakrishnan, "The Essence of
Religion." Presldent Rarlhakrishnun's Speeches and llritings [New Delhi: Patiala House,

19691, I t 3- 14.)

7 Radhakrishnan, "The Essence ofReligion," I 14.

8 S. Radhakrishnan. Recovery of Faith(New Delhi: Orient Paperbacks, 1967),141.

9 Urumpackal, Organized Religion, 169.
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l0 Peter Lourdes, "Less Religion More Experience," Divyadaan: Journal of Phi-
losoplry and Education 13, no.3 (2002):327.

ll Lourdes, "Less Religion More Experience," 331.
12 Joseph Ratzinger, "Current Situation of Faith and Theology," L'Ossematore

Romano, Weekly English edilion (6 November 1996), 5: "The Absolute is not to be
believed, but to be experienced. God is not a person to be distinguished from the worl4
bul a spiritual energy present in the universe."

l3 John Paul ll, C'ros sing the Threshold of Hope (London,l994), 90.

great emphasis on "God-experience" in the Indian church. Peter Lourdes,
an Indian priest-psychologist, expresses the common (theological) mind
when he notes that the four C's - Creeds, Codes, Cults, Community - are
not the essence of religion, but merely a human necessity. "A religion
of four C's is the outel more superficial core of religion. The inner and
more essential core of religion is the religious experience."ro "The four
C's have a purpose. I do not think they are unnecessary: I think they are
expendable. Once the purpose is served they can be handled lightly, not
with care. Beginners may need the whole gamut of four C's, but only as
a starting point not as a destination. Once they reach their destination,
they will use the four C's as tools not as lifeboats."rr

The perlect symbol of this emphasis on experience is New Age,
with its interesting combination of Westem rationalism and Eastem
mysticism. Experience and intensity of feeling are all important for New
Age.r2 Revelation and authority are out: New Age co-opts within itself
all religions and all movements that have no place for revelation and for
authority. John Paul II himself has noted that New Age is really a new
gnosticism, "that attitude of the spirit that, in the name of a profound
knowledge of God, results in distorting His Word and replacing it with
purely human words."rl

What I am trying to say is summarized very well by Charles Hefling
Jr., who draws a line from Schleiermacher to contemporary theology,
Protestant and Catholic, and then goes on to point out that an emphasis
on experience fits well with the Zeitgeist of modemity, and also with
current ecumenical and interreligious sensibilities:

That all religion is founded on an experience, or a dimension
of every experience, with which virtually everyone has some
acquaintance and which has come to be expressed in a variety of
rites and symbols, stories and doctrines - that, or something like
it, is a theme which harmonizes nicely with the privatism that
is modemity's leitmotif. It allows Christian denominations, not
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to mention different non-Westem traditions, to be regarded as
so many brands of the same generic product...Not surprisingly,
then, variations on this theme make up the standard repertoire of
religious professionals, clergy and academics alike. It is, after
all, what the audience likes to hear.ra

The question of the relationship between religious experience
and expression then is complex and momentous. It is complex. for
experience, expression, and religion are primitive terms which are widely
controverted. It is momentous. for it has to do with the encounter of
cultures and religions, which Joseph Ratzinger has called the intellectual
critical point in the new millennium.r5 If. further, this question and fiis
encounter are linked to questions about the limits and possibilities of
reason,r6 then we can expect an exploration ol Lonergan's thinking on

these issues to be both rewarding and illuminating.

II. LONERGAN ON RELIGIOT]S EXPERIENCE

2.1 The Early llritings: Grace as Conscious

Lonergan's early Latin course De entc supernuturuli(1946) contains
a discussion about whether or not grace is conscious and seems 1o

conclude that it is. Quesnell observes:

Lonergan...uses the theorem of the supematural to account for
divine love in human experience and to explain the relation ol
that love to other conscious. deliberately chosen, morally good
actions. He rejects the traditional, almost universal. extension
of it to a world of unknowable (unconscious) human spiritual
realities. 'lt is hard to admit some quality within our own acts
ol knowing and willing which is unknowable to us except by
divine revelation. Knowing and willing by their nature are
klowable and known to the one who is knowing and willing.'

14 Charles Hefling Jr., "Tuming Liberalism Inside-Out" [review of George Lind-
beck's The Nature of Doctrinel fuIETHOD: .lournal o/ Loneryun Slrrr/ies 3 ( 1985): 5l .

l5 James V. Schall, "Ratzinger on the Modern Mind," Homiletic and Pastorql Re-

vier, (October 1997) l0; cf. Ratzinger, "Cunent Situation of Faith and Theology." 5.

l6 Ratzinge( "Current Situation of Faith and Theology," 4-5.
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(Third thesis, second scholion).'7

That grace is conscious is ofcourse not surprising for anyone familiar
with Method in Theologt. However, a peculiar problem is presented by
some oflonergan's writings of 1963. The substance and subject passage
is rather well known: from the being of "substance," says Lonergan, we
can move through prayer to being subjects in Christ Jesus.r8 But what
is this being of substance? "The Mediation of Christ in Prayer" says
clearly that grace or the life offaith is basically something nonconscious,
a "vegetative" life.re

2.2 Insight and Atter: Religious Expericnce as Experiential Conjugate

Lonergan's later thinking on religious experience needs 1o be read
in the light of the distinction made in Insight between experiential and
explanatory conjugates. Religious experience is an experiential conjugate,
where the correlatives are persons or subjects. It should not be surprising
then that Lonergan repeatedly speaks about religious experience in terms
of intersubjectivity. In a 1954 letter to Crowe, he distinguishes between
the viewpoint oftheology and the viewpoint ofreligious experience:

From the viewpoint of theology, it [the order of the universe]
is a manifold of unities developing in relation to one another
and in relation to God, i.e., metaphysics as I conceive it but
plus transcendent knowledge. From the viewpoint of religious
experience, it is the same relations as lived in a development

l7 Quentin Quesnell, "Grace," The Desires of the Hunan Heart: An Inlroduction
to the Theologt of Bernard Lonergan, ed. Vemon Gregson (New York and Mahwah:
Paulist Press, 1988), 176. Quenell's quotations are from De ente supernalurali n.56.
Cf. also J. Michael Stebbins, The Divine lnitiqtive: Grace, llorld-Order and Hunan
Freedom in the Early l(ritings of Bernard Lonergan (Toronto: University of Toronto
Press, 1 995), l l0-l l, 122-26, 138.

l8 Bemard Lo]netgan, " Existeru and Aggiornamento," in Collection, vol. 4 ofCol-
lected Works of Bemard Lonergan (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1988), 230-
31. "Substance prescinds fiom the difference between the opaque being that is merely
substance and the luminous being that is conscious. Subject denotes the luminous be-
ing." (lbid. 223). Stebbins mentions this passage in a footnote, without however enter-
ing into a discussion whether it contradicts the earlier thesis that grace is conscious
(Stebbins 334 n. 122). His bibliography shows no mention however of Lonergan, .,The

Mediation ofChrist in PrayeL" METHOD: Journal ofLonergon Studies2,.ro.l (1984):
I -20.

l9 "The Mediation ofChrist in Prayeq" 16.
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from elementary intersubjectivity (cf. Sullivan's basic concept
ol interpersonal relations) to intersubjectivity in Christ...on the
sensitive (external Church, sacraments, sacrifice, liturgy) and
intellectual levels (faith, hope, charity).20

Echoing this, "Theology and Understanding" (1954) contrasts the

objective categories of scholastic thought with the more spontaneous
intersubjective categories of ordinary human and ordinary religious
experience.2r "Openness and Religious Experience" (1960) describes

openness as gift as "the self entering into personal relationship with
God."2r "Natural Knowledge ofGod" ( 1968) speaks of complete being-in-
love, the gift of God's grace, as a religious experience by which we enter

into a subject-to-subject relationship with God.']3

2.3 Method in Theologt: Religious Experience as Conscious Though

Not Necessarily Known

The 1968 course Transcendental Philosophy and the Study of
Retigion speaks about being-in-love as unrestricted, as the ultimale in
self-transcendence, as other-worldly, but does not mention religious
experience.r{ By the 1969 course, however, Lonergan clearly speaks ol
being in love with God as an experience, as a conscious dynamic state of
love. joy, peace.25 The important thing here is the use of the distinction
between consciousness and knowing: religious experience is conscious
but not necessarily known.26

20 Cl Bemard Lonergan, "Fragment l: Method of Theologl," Lonergan Studies

New;leuer l4 ( 1993): 8.

2l Bernard Lonergan, "Theology and Understanding," in Collection,l2T.
22 Bernard Lonergan. "Openness and Religious Experience," inCollection, 187.

23 Bernard Lonergan, "Natural Knowledge ofGod," h A Second Collectrbr, ed. W
F. J. Ryan and B. J. Tyrrell(Philadelphia: Westminster, l9'14),129.

24 Bernard Lonergan, Transcendental Philosophy and the Study of Religion (lnsti-
tute at Boston College, Boston, 3- I2 July 1968) Graham ranscript 290-96.

25 Bemard Lonergan, Method in Theology (lnstitute at Regis College, Toronto,

7-18 July 1969) Craham transcript 176. The 1968 course contains a chapter on reli-

Bion, with a section on religious values and another on religious expression. ln the 1969

course, the section on religious value is replaced by two sections on self-transcendence

and religious experience. With this, the structure and contents of the chapter match

those ofchapter 4 of Method in Theolog".
26 Bemard Lonergan, Method in Theolopy (Torcnlo: University of Toronto Press,

19721, 106. My references will beto ltlethod in freologv. since the 1969 text is identi-
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How does this compare with a position such as that of Jean
Mouroux?27 In the conclusion to his famous book, Mouroux makes a
distinction between Christian life and Christian experience: Christian life
is being in relation to God, whereas the Christian experience is grasping
of oneself in relation to God.2E Lonergan instead holds that the state of
sanctifuing grace is already conscious, that it is precisely an experience, "
and that with sustained prayerfulness and guidance one might move from
this state to a recognition of this state, and to a reaffirmation of one's
commitments. Does Mouroux's position echo at least Lonergan's 1963
distinction between the being of substance and the being of subject in
Christ Jesus? Not really, because Lonergan's distinction here is between
what is not conscious and what is conscious, where consciousness is
understood as infrastructure, whereas Mouroux's distinction is between
what is not conscious and what is known only through faith and hope.
Mouroux does in some way admit that an experience is implied in the life
offaith and charity, but he adds immediately that faith and charity are not
in the first place an experience, rather they are a mysterious divine life
inserted into our souls to lead us to God.ro

Both Mouroux and Lonergan make a distinction between ordinary
Christian experience and the mystical experience. The penalty for not
doing so, says Mouroux, is either that mystical experience is sidelined,
as among Catholics, or that it is made too cheap, with the danger of all

cal to thal of Method in Theologt
27 Jean Mouroux, The Christian Experience: An Inlroduction lo a Theologl (Lon-

don and New York: Sheed and Ward, 1955). It is generally accepted that it was Mour-
oux's book that was responsible for having broken the silence that had descended on
the concept ofexperience in Catholic circles after the condemnation of modemism: cf.
Maggiolini, 226.

28 Mouroux, The Cfuistiqn Experlerce, 363. Thus the Christian life is simply lov-
ing God, while the Christian experience means knowing through faith and hope that
we love God. (lbid.) The Chdstian experience is integral, in the sense that it embraces
the whole ofChristian life. (Mouroux, The Christian Experience 43-44,363. Mouroux,
"Religious Experience," Sacramentum Mundi: A Theological Dictionary [Bangalore:
Theological Publications in India 19751 5:292-93.) It is composed ofa network ofre-
lationships by which man grasps himself as being in contact with God (Mouroux, ..Re-

ligious Experience," 292). It is not something static and simple, like the experience ofa
feeling, but rather something dynamic and structured (Mouroux" The Christian Experi-
ence,38).

29 Method in Theologt, 107.
30 Mouroux, The Christian Erperience,363.
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sorts ofillusions and pretensions, as among Protestants.rr Both Mouroux
and Lonergan also insist on a continuity between the mystical and the

Christian experience. In fact, Mouroux even goes on to insist that there
is a sense in which we can speak of knowledge and consciousness

even in ordinary Christian experience.r: I tend to think however that
Mouroux's concerns are better met by Lonergan's position, chiefly by
the distinction between consciousness and knowledge. This distinction
allows Lonergan to affirm that the gift of God's love is something
conscious but not necessarily known. It allows him to asse( that the gift,
though conscious, remains nonetheless shrouded in mystery. It allows
him 1o maintain, perhaps more harmoniously than Mouroux. that there is

both a continuity and a distinction between the mystical and the ordinary
religious experience.

Von Balthasar on his part insists on the importance olthe concept of
experience in theology.rr He makes approving reference to Mouroux's
"penetrating work,"ra and along with Mouroux he seems to hold that
grace, while it can become conscious, need not always be conscious. Thus
he can say: "Because this grace is promised and given, the praying person

ought indeed to trust even in aridity and in abscnce of experience."3s ll
seems to me - but I stand open to correction - that von Balthasar does

not have Lonergan's distinction between consciousness and knowledge.
Lonergan's careful analysis of e.rp erienlia-conscier?/ia as opposed to

experientia-perceptiot1 also sets him apart from theologians who hold

3l Mouroux, The Christian f-xperiencc. 45-4'1.

32 Mouroux, The Christian Experience, 45: lhe mystical experience is "a supreme

experience that deepens and puri6es, clarifies, ranscends, and crowns a fundamental

experience ofa more humble nature manifesting itself in a diversity ofways."
33 H. U. von Balthasar, The Glory o/the Lord: A Theologicul Aesthetics. l. Seeing

the Form (San Francisco: lgnatius Press. 1985),219. Regardless how problematic the

concept of experience has become in theology, von Balthasar says, it nevertheless re-

mains indispensable when faith is understood as the encounter ofthe whole person with
Cod. God wants for his Word the response ofthe whole man . Fi.les ex quditu is not the

exclusive model of faith. He maintains that experience is not a state but an event. lt is
not man's entry into himself (Einfuhren) that can become an experience (Erfohrung\,

but rather his act of entering into the Son of Cod, which becomes the experience that

alone can claim his undivided obedience.

34 Von Balthasar.222.
l5 Von Balthasar.4l8. emphasis mine.

36 Bemard Lonergan. De constilulionc ('rlrtli... (Rome: Cregorian University

Press. 1956) n 75-82, 102. Cf. also Bemard Lonergan. "Christ as Subject: A Reply," in



that the immediacy of experience is a question of the subject being in
direct contact with the object.

Lonergan's distinction between consciousness and knowledge is
perhaps his key contribution to the contemporary discussion of religious
experience. It is this position that allows him to regard grace or the gift
of God's love as conscious, and yet shrouded in mystery. It is this that
allows him to admit the possibility of a genuine religious experience in
all people, even when not recognized or properly named.

III. LONERGAN ON THE STATUS OF
RELIGIOUS EXPRESSION

lf it is true that Lonergan spent all his life introducing history into Catholic
theology, then following him in his thinking about the status ofreligious
expression will be a rather complex affair. I take the artifice therefore of
lollowing his comments on rationalism, liberalism, and modemism. This
dialectical exercise will lead to a consideration of genetic factors and to
the synthesis achieved irt Method in Theologt.

Lonergan's thinking on the question of rationalism is simple. He
maintains that there is an analogy of truth: truth includes not only what
human beings can naturally know, but also what exceeds the natural
capacity of human intellect.rT Further, we naturally desire more than
what we can naturally attain: there is a disparity between the proper and
the formal objects of human intellect, and this creates an openness for
accepting a properly supematural divine revelation.38 Rationalism instead
affirms that only that is true which arises from human understanding and
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3.1 Counlerpositions

3.1.1 Rationalism

Collection, 153-84.
37 Cf. Bemard Lonergan, De intellectu et met odo (Student notes fiom the course

given at the Gregorian University, Rome, Spring 1959), 66.
38 The Method ofTheology (Summer lnstitute at Regis College, Toronto, 9-20 July

1962) Graham transcript 246.
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reflection and from them alone.re It therefore excludes the possibility of
a divine revelation, in the sense of truths which exceed the capacity of
human or created intellect."{0 The Catholic therefore cannot admit the
exclusive rationalism of the Enlightenment.r I

Already in Insight Lonergan notes that a supernatural solution to the
problem of evil involves a transcendence of humanism, that the hitherto
bipolar dialectic becomes tripolar, and that the humanist viewpoint
loses its primacy by submitting to its own immanent necessities.a2 Since

however not everyone will accept the solution, he projects that there
will be a humanism in revolt against the proffered supematural solution.
Such humanism, which rests "on man's proud conlent to be just a man,"
is obliged to forsake the openness of the pure desire and take reluge in
the counterpositions.ar

3. 1.2 Liberalism and Modernism

Lonergan's earlier writings are punctuated by comments on
liberalism, modemism and rationalism. Insight, for example, declares

clearly that modemism, pietism, etc. are rooted in the counterpositions.
"[A]s the philosophic counterpositions appeal to experience generally
against the yes of rational consciousness, so they appeal to religious
experience against the yes of articulate laith."{{ They fail to grasp that
the real is being, and that being is known by the rationally uttered yes

ofjudgment. They insist that we contact reality only on the level ofthe
experience that is prior to all questions and answers.a5

39 De intellectu et method,66.
40 The Method of Theology (Regis, 1962), 245: "For the rationalist it cannot be a

good for the human intellect to hold as true something that no man can possibly know to
be true....The mysteries are not to be believed; Cod is not to be believed when he reveals

to us something that lies simply outside lhe field of possible knowledge." Cf. also Ber-

nard Lonergan, Topics in Education, vol. l0 of Collected Works of Bemard Lonergan
(Toronto: U niversity of Toronto Press, 1993),24243: People are mtionalists "insofar as

they refuse to submit theirjudgments to the wisdom ofGod and the enlightenment that

God can give us by revelation."
4l Bemard Lonergan, lntighl: A Stu$, 01 llrrm UnderstandinS, vol. 3 of Col-

lected Works of Bemard Lonergan, ed. F. Crowe and R. Doran (Toronto: University of
Toronto Press. 1992), 754.

42 lnsight,748.
43 lnsight,749-50.
44 lnsight,756.
45 "Truth, well, it has a certain symbolic value, and the propositions such as the
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ln De methodo theologiae (1962) Lonergan takes issue with "people
like Marcel" who insist on some deeper reality of inner experience
which is expressed in the articles of faith, and also with "professors of
theology" who think that theology needs to be purged of hellenistic and
medieval ontology. Such people exemplifu what Lonergan calls a new
form of immanentism, which strenuously opposes idealism, not because
it has reached the urconditioned, truth, and being, but because it identifies
the real with what is experienced.6 However, and this is important to
note, Lonergan accuses these "new immanentists" not of theological
error but of a lack of development, of intellectual conversion. For error
consists in denying what the [First] Vatican Council teaches, but "lack of
development or of intellectual conversion consists in the fact that people
think it extraordinary, indeed incredible, that they really know the really
real" simply by true judgments. This defect is quite rarely and only with
considerable difficult amenable to correction. By some ineradicable
instinct, we consider to be absolutely sound and solid that sense of reality
that we formed as little children before attaining the use of reason. After
all, both animality and rationality enter into the definition of man."a7
Liberalism, modemism, and the "new immanentism" seem to be inbuilt
tendencies in human beings.

What is at stake here is the distinction between metaphysics and
myth.aE

two natures in one person in Christ - no doubt helped the Greeks ofthe fifth and sixth
centuries in their religious experience, but they aren't very helpful today, and so we
can forget about them. Truth is not the decisive thing in the modemist, it is religious
experience - intense religious life and you adapt these propositional symbols to the
exigencies of the age." (Bemard Lonergan, lJnderstanding and Being, vol. 5 of Col-
lected Work of Bemard Lonergan [Toronlo: University of Toronto press, 1990],279.
"Take such a view ofreligion as developed in the nineteenth century, under the influ-
ence of Schleiermacher: the religion ofthe heart. Ifyour heart is all right, your religion
is all right; that is the only thing you need bother your head about.,, (Bemard Lonergan,
Philosophical and Theological Popers 1958-1961, vol.6 of Collected Works ofBer-
nard Lonergan [Toronto: University ofToronto Press, 1996'1, I19.)

46 Bemard Lonergan, De methodo theologiae (attogmphtypescript ofnotes for the
course given at the Gregorian University, Spring semester 1962, LRI Archives Batch
V l.c.), 45. Lonergan goes on: these people identi8, reality with what is experienced, and
they are ofthe opinion that they k-now God, not because they app€hend being by a true
judgment, nor because they know Cod through an intellectual assent of faith to dogmas,
but because for them their religious life is as real as all the other aspects oftheir life.

4'7 De methodo theologioe (attogmph 1962), 45 .

48 Cf. Bemard Lorrergan, De Deo trino: l. Pars dogmatica (Rome: Gregorian Uni-

49
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versity Press, 1964), 107 f60: B. Lonergan, The lloy to Nicea: The Dialectical Devel-
opment ol Trinilqriqn Theologt (London: Darton, Longman & Todd, 1982), 130 n. 60.

49 lnsight 561: Cf. Lonergan's remarks about Dewart: "Dewart does not want prop-

ositional truth and so he does not want 'being'or'existing'or 'that-which-is' or assent

to propositions orjudgments issuing in propositions. He does very much want the reas-

suring sense of present reality that can be savored in the earlier phases of cognitional
process and, I have no doubt, is to be savored all the more fully if the unpleasant and

tiring business of questions, investigations, and possible doubts is quietly forgotten."
(Bernard Lonergan, "The Dehellenization of Dogma," in Second Collection,28-29.)
"But it is also obvious that one can have the feeling that someone is present when no

one is there. Especially in a world come ofage such feelings should be examined, scru-

tinized, investigated. The investigalion may result in thejudgment that someone really
is there. It may result in thejudgment that really no one is there. It may result only in an

unresolved state of doubt. But in any case, what is decisive is not the felt presence but
the rational judgment that follows upon an investigation of the felt presence." (lbid.,
28)

50 lnsight,743-44. Understanding and Being notes that modemism makes reli-
gious experience the ultimate in religion. while it regards the truths, the dogmas ofthe
church. as only symbols. "So long as these symbols serve the experience which is the

ultimate criterion, well and good; but when they are out of date, they are simply to be

forgottenl the emphasis is on experience (220)."

5l De Deo trino:,I 106 = Lonergan, Wqy lo Nicea, 129. Cf. "The Dehellenization
of Dogma," in Second Collectio4 22: "lt is...quite unhistorical to suppose that the de-

velopment ofCatholic dogma was an effon ofChristian consciousness to elaborate, not

the Christian message, but Christian consciousness."

Mythic consciousness experiences and imagines, understands
and judges, but it does not distinguish between these activities,
and so it is incapable of guiding itself by the rule that the
impalpable act of rational assent is the necessary and sufficient
condition for knowledge of reality. For it the real is the object
of a sufficiently integrated and a su{nciently intense flow of
sensitive representations, feelings, words, and actions.4e

If the real is an object of feeling, the truths of faith can be regarded

only as mere words or mere symbols. and the Church has to be denied

any validity and competence.so De Deo /rino: 1 discusses the question
whether the Church at Nicea went beyond the categories of religious
experience to embrace a hellenistic ontology. Such a question. Lonergan
points out. has its own presuppositions: "leaving out ofaccount the word
of God. i1 makes a disjunction between religious experience on the one

hand and hellenistic ontology on the other."5r Such presuppositions are

proper to rationalists and liberal theologians who regard the word of
God as an archaic and perhaps mythical mode of speech; they cannot be
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admitted by anyone who accepts the word ofGod in faith; neither can they
be accepted by an honest historian who seeks to understand the mentality
of another age.52

For what Isaiah felt compelled to announce, and Paul to preach,
and Athanasius to defend, was not just a personal religious
experience, but the word ofGod, and the categories ofreligious
experience are not the same as those contained implicitly in the
word ofGod. Forthere is no doubtthat the categories derived from
religious experience will contain a reference to the subject who
has the experience, but 'the word ofGod is not tied', restricted to
speaking ofthings as related to us and unable to speak ofthings
as they are in themselves. For one cannot exclude, o priori, from
the range of God's word anything that can be affirmed or denied
through human words, on the ground that a particular kind of
affirmation or denial does not fit into the categories of what we
call religious experience.5l

Lonergan comes back again and again in his writings to the point
about judgment. In "Theology as a Christian Phenomenon" (1964), he
points out that the revelation given us through Jesus Christ is a revelation
given us through statements, and that one can accept those statements
only if one is thinking, not on the level of experience or on the level of
understanding, but on the level ofjudgment.5a In the "Dehellenization of
Dogma" (1967) he notes that Dewart does not want propositional truth,
but very much wants the reassuring sense of present reality that can
be savored in the earlier phases of cognitional process.sr But Dewart's
views on truth are not defensible, for "what is decisive is not the felt
presence but the rational judgment that follows upon an investigation of
the felt presence."56 In "Unity and Plurality" (1982) Lonergan observes
that absence of intellectual conversion leads to misapprehensions not
only of the world mediated by meaning but also of the word God has
spoken within that world.57

52 De Deo trino: l, 106= Way to Niceq, 129.
53 Deo Deo tino: I, 107 : lfqy b Nicea 130. Compare "The Dehellenization of

Dogna," in Second Collection,22: "lt is... quite unhistorical to suppose that the deyel-
opment of Catholic dogma was an effort of Christian consciousness to elaborate, not
the Christian message, but Christian consciousness."

54 Philosophical and Theological Papers I 958- I 964, 260-61.
55 "The DehellenizAtion ofDogm4" in Second Collection,2S-29.
56 lbid.,28.
57 Bemard Lonergan, "Unity and Plurality," in A Third Collection: Papers b) Ber-
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In "Philosophy and the Religious Phenomenon" (1977178),

Lonergan recalls that the problem of the relationship between scriptures
and dogmas surfaced both in liberal Protestantism and in modemism
and adds that it is surtacing for a third time in the wake ol the Second
Vatican Council, "when even Catholic theologians find the definition
of Chalcedon questionable and wish to change both our traditional
understanding of Christ and our profession of faith in Christ."58 But
where earlier he had accused liberalism and modemism of mythic
consciousness. of being rooted in the counterposilions. or as suffering
from a lack of intellectual conversion, now he takes up another of his
favourite themes, that the problem or crisis is one of understanding, and

that problems of understanding are problems of method. He goes on
to indicate briefly the ancient roots ol the problem: the shortcomings
of scholasticism, the sixteenth-century incomprehension of doctrinal
development. Catholic opposition to advanced scholarly methods, and
the uncritical transposition of scholasticism into the milieu of modem
thought. He concludes by noting that what is needed is a methodical way
ol handling value judgments, as well as an ordering of dift'erences due
to development.5e

Lonergan's complaints against rationalism, liberalism, modernism,
and contemporary theology can be summed up in two main points: they
lack intellectual conversion. and they lack an adequate understanding
of development. They manilest an inability. in other words. to handle
genetic and dialectical factors. Philosophy of God, and Theologt makes
the point very sharply:

People generally no longer accept or even consider a scholastic
metaphysics. The consequence has been that they water down or
reject the truths oltheir faith. This they excuse on the ground that
the early church at Jerusalem, Antioch, Corinth, Rome had no
interest in metaphysics. This they further excuse on the ground
that they have no idea how there could be any development of

nord J. F Lctnergan, ed. F. E. Crowe (New York and Mahwah: Paulist Press; London:
Ceoffrey Chapman, I 985), 248.

58 Bemard Lonergan, "Philosophy and the Religious Phenomenon," METHOD:
Journal of Lonergan Studies 12, no.2 (1994), 143. Cf. Bemard Lonergan, Philosophy
tl God, and Theologt (Philadelphia: Westminster, 1973), 57: "People generally no lon-
ger accept or even consider a scholastic metaphysics. The consequence has been that

they water down or reject the truths oftheir faith."
59 "Philosophy and the Religious Phenomenon." 143.
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revealed 1ruth. But a lack of understanding proves nothing but
one's own incompetence. Before one can judge whether or not
a development of revealed truth is possible and legitimate, one
had best understand how it could be conceived to be possible and
legitimate. . ..This possibility of a development in doctrine arises
whenever there occurs a new differentiation of consciousness,
for with every differentiation of consciousness the same object
becomes apprehended in a different and a more adequate
fashion.@

3. 2 Diffe re ntialions of Co nsc io us ness

The consequences of a lack of intellectual conversion have already
been handled in Lonergan's discussions of rationalism, liberalism,
and modemism. The implications of an adequate understanding of
development may be handled under the rubric of differentiations of
consciousness.

"Theology and Understanding," the review of 1954, distinguishes
two pattems ofhuman experience, an experiential mode and a theoretical
mode, exemplified in the contrast between feeling compunction and
defining it. These two modes set the methodological problem, which
consists in determining "the precise nature of each, the advantages and
limitations of each, and above all the principles and rules that govem
transpositions from one to the other."6r

I . Such transpositions are relevant to positive theology, "to a study of
Catholic tradition, for a great part ofthe evidence for the truths offaith, as
they are formulated leamedly today, is to be found in documents not only
written in a popular style but also springing from a mind that conceived
and judged not in the objective categories of scholastic thought but in
the more spontaneous intersubjective categories of ordinary human
experience and ordinary religious experience."62 De intelleclu et methodo
(1959) notes that the problem of the investigation of the prescientific
stages of theology is the biggest problem facing theology today, the
fundamental methodological problem.63

2. A study ofthe transpositions is also relevant to speculative theology:

60 Philosophy ofGod, and Theologt, 51-58.
6l "Theology and Undentanding," in Collection, 127.
62 "Theology and Understanding," in Collection,l2T.
63 De intellectu et nethod,65.
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it helps us understand that, while experiential modes ofthinking have their
place not only in religion but also in theology, they cannot be allowed
to take over the whole of theology. It is not the task. for example. of
speculative theology to stimulate religious feeling; but nonetheless it has

the ineplaceable function of knowing God and all things in relation to
God, and for this, the human mind "must ellect the dillicult shift lrom the
familiar categories of intersubjective living to the objective categories in
which the notion of being is potentially both completely universal and
completely concrete."G

The question about the usefulness and value of scientific theology is
taken up again in De methodo lheologiue (1962).65 Lonergan notes that
iitheology renounces its speculative aspirations, three "rather awkward"
consequences follow: its position coincides (l) with Protestant liberal
theology such as that of Troeltsch; (2) with the rationalism of Dumdry,
who declared dogmatics a practical science. and wanted to inaugurate a
strictly philosophical critique of religion, especially of Cathoticism; (3)
with modernism.66

3. A study of the transpositions between modes is relevant to the
relations between speculative and positive theology. For a personal grasp

ofthe shift lrom the prescientific to the scientific, from the experiential
to the theoretic. will help solve the fundamental problem of the relation
between theology and its sources.6'

Where earlier he has been speaking ol two modes, in the courses
of 1962 Lonergan makes a distinction between the worlds of common

64 "Theology and Understanding," inCollectkn. 128.
65 De methodo theologiae (aulograph 1962), 10.

66 De methodo theologi.re (autograph 1962),20-21 . Referring to a quotation he has

given earlier from Marcel, Lonergan asks: "What is the difference, for example, between

the above quotation fiom G. Marcel and Modemism? Both positions insist on some deep-

er reality of inner experience which is expressed in the articles of faith. Modemism recog-
nizes this inner exp€rience to be the sole origin and cause ofreligion, Catholic and others.

Marcel certainly does not draw this conclusion: that besides what he himself is, there exist

those things that he has; as to what he is. there is that deeper reality by way of which he

apprehends God as a person and converses with Himi as to what he has. he recites the for-
mulas offaith. Briefly, ifone ignores being, ifone ignores that true assent ofthe intellect
in which one says 'lt is,'then there is no apprehending the divinity ofchrist that is.the
truth of the assenion, 'Jesus of Nazareth is God."' (De methodo theologiae [autograph
r9621.2l)

67 De intelleclu et method, 59,5'1.
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sense, theory and interiority.6s My hypothesis is that the symbolic or
intersubjective or commonsense mode of De intellectu et methodo 6e is
now differentiated into the world of interiority and the world of common
sense. This is a differentiation between the world of immediacv and the
world mediated by meaning.

3.3 Theological Method as Dilferentiation and Integration

De methodo theologiae (1962) suggests that the solution to the
problem of antithetical worlds lies in the direction not of suppression
but of integration of worlds. Practically half this course is dedicated to
working out the differentiation and integration.

The solution of Method in Theologt runs basically along the same
lines: acknowledgement of the differentiation of consciousness, and
integration from the world of interiority. Such integration is a question
ofconstructing the common basis oftheory and of common sense that is
to be found in interiority, and using that basis to link the experience of
the transcendent with the world mediated by meaning.T0

Method provides hints about the differentiation. The shift from a
commonsense mode of religious expression to a theoretical mode is
necessitated by the tendencies to myth and magic to which common sense
is prone.?r The world oftheory however brings in problems of its own, and
these necessitate a shift to the realm of interiority. A first problem is lack
of intellectual conversion. "When the realm of theory becomes explicit,
religion may take advantage of it to bring about a clearer and firmer

68 De methodo theologiae (afiogaph 1962), l2-13; Lonergan, The Method ofThe-
ology (Regis, 1962\, 73-7 8, 220-27.

69 De intellectu et nethodo (1959) also speaks oftwo modes, the symbolic and the
theoretic, plus a "mixed mode," which Lonergan does not name, but which seems to
be common sense. This mixed mode is bom ofthe dialectic between the two principal
modes. In another sense, it may also be seen as an extension of the symbolic mode,
which is temporally prior. (Lonergan, De intellectu et merlodo [3 l -35]) After having
made these distinctions, LoneBan tends to refer to the nrst mode indifferently as the
symbolic or the intersubjective or even the commonsense m ode- (De intellectu et melh-
odo. 56, 57 , 59)

70 Merhod in Theologt, ll4.
'll Method in Theologt,258: "lf man's practical b€nt is to be liberated from magic,

if his critical bent is to be liberated fiom myth, if his religious concem is to renounce
abenations and accept purification, then all three will be served by a differentiation of
consciousness, a recognition ofa world of theory."
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delineation ofitself, its objectives, and its aims. But in so far as intellectual
conversion is lacking, there arise controversies."T2 A second problem is
the defbcts of scholasticism. Aquinas had adopted and adapted Aristotle
in his effort to systematize theology. Aristotelianism was integrated but
incomplete, especially in its concept of science. Again, scholasticism
could not know the importance ofhistory in theology.Tr A third problem
is developments in science and scholarship. Cultural changes in the
notion ofscience, in the notion ofscholarship. in philosophy, have made
scholasticism no longer relevant. These changes were accompanied by a
lack ol intellectual conversion and so were commonly accompanied by
a hostility to Christianity.T{ As Lonergan remarked already in '1960, the
philosophies stemming from the Enlightenment are not open to revealed
truths because they lack an adequate concept oltruth.

All these impel philosophy to migrate from the world of theory to
the world of interiority. "ln this situation philosophy is left with the
problems of truth and relativism, of what is meant by reality, of the
grounds of theory and of common sense and of the relations between
the two. of the grounds of specifically human sciences...."75 They call
for the development of a new theological method and style, continuous
with the old, yet meeting all the genuine exigences of Christian religion
and ofup-to-date philosophy, science, and scholarship.?" Until that need
is met, undifferentiated consciousness will always want a commonsense
theology. Scientifically differentiated consciousness will drift towards a

secularist rejection of religious experience and ol religion. Religiously
differentiated consciousness will wobble between an exclusive stress

on experience and an immanentism or a rationalism. "But the worthy
successor to thirteenth-century achievement will be the liuit ofa fivefold
differentiated consciousness, in which the workings of common sense,

science, scholarship, intentionality analysis, and the life of prayer have
been integrated."TT

As Lonergan says in his remarks on Dewart, maturity is comprehensive:
"As it does not deny propositional truth, so it does not disregard or

72 Method in Theologt, ll4.
73 "Unity and Plurality," in Third Collection, 246-4'1 . Cf. De merhodo theologiae

(autograph 1962),18.
'14 Method in Theolog,317.
75 Method in Theolog',, 259.
76 "Unity and Plurality," in Third Collection, 24647 .

77 "Unity and Plurality," in Third Collection,24647 .
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3.4 Religious Experience and Expression

From within the realm of interiority, then, Lonergan proceeds
to construct an account of religious experience and expression. He
distinguishes between the religious experience that is the "inner word"
of God's love poured gratuitously into our hearts, and the outer word of
religious expression that moves through the different realms ofcommon
sense, theory, interiority. He repeatedly acknowledges that religious
experience can become so overwhelming as to lead to withdrawal from
the world mediated by meaning. Images and symbols, thoughts and
words lose their relevance and even disappear.E3

Still, Lonergan insists that words, expressions, language are
not something merely marginal to religion. Experience is only an
infrastructure within knowing, so while experiences named religious
commonly occur, without an adequate interpretative context, they
may not even be recognized as religious. Even when one is bom into

7E

79
80

260.
8l
82

83

"The Dehellenization of Dogma," in Second Collection 29.
"The Dehellenization of Dogma," in Seco nd Collection 29.
Bernard Lonergan, "The Origins of Christian Realism," in Second Collection,

Bemard Lonergan, "Theolory in Its New Context," in S€cor1d Collection,6l-62
Method in Theologt, ll4.
Method in Theologt, l12.
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belittle religious experience."TE It is ready to claim with Rahner that a
mystagogy will play a greater role in the spirituality of the future. It is
aware that spiritual advance brings about the diminution and at times the
disappearance of symbols and concepts ofGod. Still, this differentiation
and specialization ofconsciousness does not abolish other, complementary
differentiations, and multiplicity is notopposed to integration.Te The world
of immediacy and the world mediated by meaning are both essential to
Christianity.80 Words are vehicles of meaning; revelation is God's entry
into the world mediated and constituted by meaning.8r Thus religious
experience belongs to the world of interiority, the scriptures belong to
the realm of common sense, and dogmas and theology belong to the
realm of theory. Integration is a question of constructing the common
basis oftheory and of common sense that is to be found in interiority, and
using that basis to link the experience ofthe transcendent with the world
mediated by meaning.s2
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a religious tradition and community, religious experience is not usually
objectified. "Perhaps after years of sustained prayerfulness and self-
denial. . . experience of the mystery [may] become clear and distinct
enough to awaken attention. wonder. inquiry."* Here the importance of
the word becomes clear: existing religious expression is a help towards
identification ofwhat is happening, celebration ofthe gift, and a renewed
response to it. Like human love, religious love also grows and enters a

new phase when given expression.E5

For many religions. the outer word is a human objectification, a

human attempt to give expression to the inner word of Cod's love. But
for Christians the outer word has an additional importance. Christians
believe that not only the inner word, but also a specific outer word comes
from God.86 "What distinguishes the Christian, then. is not God's grace,

which he shares with others, but the mediation of God's grace through
Jesus Christ our Lord."Er For Christians then. God not only gives his
love in the heart. but also expresses that love outwardly in a concrete
historical person. lfa man and a woman are not fully in love until they
express that love to each other, then Christianity believes that God brings
us to the fullness oflove by expressing his love to us in Jesus Christ.88

There is therefore an intimate interaction belween religious
experience and expression. In the general case, the experience engenders
the expression, and the expression in tum plays a crucial role in the
identification, celebration, cultivation, and integration of the experience
into the rest of human living.8e

In the particular case of Christianity, however, the interaction
between experience and expression takes a diflerent turn. While all that

84 Merhod in Theolog, ll3.
85 Method in Theolog,, ll2-13.
86 Method in Theolog,t, 119.
87 Bernard Lonergan, "The Fulure of Christianity," in A Second Collectkn, 156.

Cf. Bemard Lonergan, Method in Theology (lnstitute at Milltown Park, Dublin.2-14
Augusl l97l) Graham transcript, 588-89: lvterhod in Theolog,, 32'1, Loneryan. Phi-
losophy oJ God, and Theologt, 10,67; Third Collectktn, '11 . Cf. also F. Crowe, "Loner-
gan's Universalist View of Religion," METHOD: Journul of Lonergun Studies 12,no.2
(1994): 169.

88 Cl Bemard Lonergan, Faith and Beliefs (Leclure at the meeting ofthe American
Academy ofReligion, Baltimore, 23 October 1969. Lonergan Research Institute, Toron-
to, Library LB 217.1), I l.

89 Bemard Lonergan, "First Lecture: Religious Experience," in Third Collection,
|9-22.
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90 Bemard Lonergan, "A Post-Hegelian Philosophy of Religion," in Third Collec-
tion,22l.

9l Bemard Lonergan, "Openness and Religious Experience," n Collection, 186-87.
Lonergan also defends the thesis that historically, Christian revelation has given rise to a
critical realism.

92 "Openness and Religious Experience," in Collection 186-87.
93 Richard D€ Smet, SJ, an eminent Indologist, used to point out that Indians are

closed to revelation because of certain philosophical positions. Rather than trying to

is true in the general case remains true also in the case of Christianity,
Christianity, as we have said, also claims that some part of the outer
word is God's own word spoken to us. Divine revelation, as Lonergan
puts it, is God's entry into man's making of man, into the world mediated
and constituted by meaning and motivated by value. The responsibility
for the objectification of the religious experience is God's, though the
objectification itself will bear marks also of its human origin, and the
"ontological status of the symbols is both human and divine," in the
words ofVoegelin quoted by Lonergan.e0

But there is yet another factor to be taken into consideration in the
particular case of Christianity: the two-way interaction between the
formulation ol a "sound philosophy" and divine revelation. Intellectual
conversion, or the formulation of a sound philosophy, is conditioned by
moral and ultimately by religious conversion. For the formulation of
a sound philosophy is a question of successive enlargements of one's
actual horizon; "[b]ut such successive enlargements only too clearly
lie under some law of decreasing retums," for human beings are flallen,
and there is need ofgrace that heals, gratia sonans.nt On the other hand,
intellectual conversion also conditions the acceptance, understanding,
and reexpression of revelation. For a supematural revelalion cannot be
accepted unless the pure desire is given complete freedom; but for this
desire to function fu[[y, there are needed not only precepts, methods,
criticism, but also a formulated view ofour knowledge and ofthe reality
our knowledge can attain. Thus, for example, Lonergan remarks acutely
that "the crop olphilosophies produced since the Enlightenment are Isic]
not open to revealed truths because they possess no adequate account of
truth."e2 Again, intellectual conversion and a sound philosophy condition
the understanding of revelation, for in the absence of intellectual
conversion, the word ofGod is misunderstood and distorted. A less than
adequate view of knowledge can impose restrictions on the way the gi1I
finds expression.e3 Finally, a sound philosophy and an adequate melhod
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condition the subsequent expressions ofrevelation: as we have seen, the
shift from description to explanation is essential if we are to overcome
the tendency to mythic consciousness, and intellectual conversion is
essential if we are to overcome the problems that arise in the wake of the
emergence of theory.

IV. LEARNING FROM LONERGAN

fish, change the water, he would say. The task ofChristian philosophy is to change the
water In some such way, though less ecumenical, Lonergan was fond of narrating the
story about how a Japanese village converted when they b€came convinced ofthe prin-
ciple of noncontradiction. My point is that ifthe view ofknowledge is not adequate,
there will be no place for meaning in its cognitive function, no place for true proposi-
tions, no place for revealed truths.

As far as Christian life is concemed, Lonergan's teaching on religious
experience helps in avoiding the two extremes mentioned by Mouroux:
total neglect of experience in Christian life as has been a tendency in
Catholicism, and the temptation to experience-on-the-cheap as in
Protestant fringes. We are invited to stop hankering after the powerful
experiences of God: they will come when they will, when God wills, if
God wills. We are invited instead to discover the religious experience that
we already have, the gift of God's love that we have already received,
and to allow this love to carry out its transformation ofourselves and ol
the world.

As far as theology is concemed, the great advantage of Lonergan
is that he not only advocates a sane balance between experience and
expression but also invites theology to move into the realm ofinteriority,
which is the realm of experience. We have in Lonergan a call to a truly
experience-based theology. where experience is taken in the totality of
its aspects, emotional, intellectual, moral, and religious. What is even
better is that Lonergan does not presuppose a nonexistent Cartesian
direct access to experience. The only access we have to experience is a
hermeneutical one. It is in and through appropriation of a tradition that
we move towards appropriation of the self and of selves-in-communion.
In Fred Lawrence's words, the coming to light of the concrete self is
at once the coming to tight ol the tradition. And the fact that all such
appropriation is the work of a community militates against the privatism
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that is the Leitmorlof modemity. So it is perhaps not without reason that
Lawrence refers to Lonergan as the integral postmodem.ea

As far as Christian theology in India is concemed, we must recall
the surprising echoes that we noted in our introduction between the
Enlightenment and the religiosity of the Indian subcontinent. Given the
great emphasis on "God-experience," we need to ask: is there perhaps a
corresponding watering down ofdogmas, and perhaps also ofrevelation?
What is the notion oftruth, ofbeing, ofobjectivity that is operative in any
given instance? Is there perhaps lack of intellectual conversion? Is there
need ofa far closer collaboration between philosophy and theology?

From another angle, we might ask aboutthecrisis ofthe Enlightenment
that goes by the name of postmodemity,e5 and the challenge that this poses

to any theology that shares the presuppositions of the Enlightenment.
At least in Indi4 the exact nature of the crisis has not yet become
evident. But perhaps we can indulge in guesswork. (1) If all access is
to experience is through the mediation of a tradition, there is a very
intimate interrelationship between experience and expression.% (2) Ifthe
history of effects is the only way we can get to the meaning of a text, it
follows that there is no direct access to the pasl. But if that is true, then
there is a point to what John Paul II is trying to say in Fides et rotio, thal
there is no way a new inculturation of the faith can bypass or otherwise
wish away the earlier inculturations.eT (3) The liberal, modemist, and
contemporary tendency to highlight experience at the expense of
expression is therefore questionable. (4) The recovery/discovery of the
constitutive role of meaning and ofhistory is not ofcourse enough. One
has to explicitly exclude rationalism and immanentism, and affirm the
possibility of a supematural revelation. Postmodernity is itself under
the sign of rationalism, immanentism, agnosticism, and relativism,

94 Frederick Lawrence, "Lonergan, the Integral Postmodem?" METHOD: Journql
of Lonergan Studies lE (20OO):95-122.

95 Fred Lawrence has pointed out that Nietzsche and Overbeck, followed by Hei-
degger, registered the Grundlagenlaisis ofthe Enlightenment. (Fred Lawrence, "Criti-
cal Realism and the Hermeneutical Revolution," paper at the Lonergan Workshop, Bos-
ton College, 1990, 6).

96 On the importance oftradition, cf. Gerhard Ebeling, "Die Bedeutung der histo-
risch-kritischen Methode fllr die protestantische Theologie und Kirche," Ze itschrilt liir
Theologie und Kirche 47 (1950): 146.

97 Cf. fvo Coelho, "lnculturation in Fides et rotio." Divyadaan: Journal of Philoso-
plry and Education 10, no. 2 (1999): 254-78.
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I would like to end by gathering together a few stray thoughts on the

theology ol religions in the light of our exploration of the theme of
religious experience and expression in Lonergan.

The problem of the relationship of Christianity to other religions is

not going to be solved by throwing out of Christianity all that seems to
be problematic. F'irstly, that would be unlair to Christianity. Secondly, it
would amount to an elimination rather than to a solution of the problem.

I propose that the theology of religions be based on a careful
phenomenology. This will avoid the dangers of mental laziness, the a
priori tendency to level down all religions, speaking glibly of many
saviors, and so forth. It is simply too inexact and too crude to speak of
all religions as having saviors or savior-figures. They do not. The claims
made by Hinduism, Buddhism, Christianity, and Islam for Rama and
Krishna, for Gautama the Buddha, for Muhammad. and for Jesus, are

simply too different to be classified under one category. As Lonergan has

said in a slightly different context, "to me it seems a mistaken method to
seek generalization before one has tried to understand the particular.""s

Lonergan assumes that the inner word of God's love is given to all.
"[T]his gift as inf'rastruclure can be the Christian account of religious
experience in any and all men.""e "From this basis one may proceed

to a general account of emerging religious consciousness, whether
universalist, or ecumenist. or 'bottled effervescence.' or alienated by
secular orecclesiastical bureaucracy, orseekingthe integration ofreligious
awakening with a luller development oi the second enlightenment, or

98 Bemard Lonergan, "First Lecture: Religious Experience," in Third Collection,
125.

99 Bemard Lonergan, "Prolegomena to the Study ofthe Emerging Religious Con-
sciousness of Our Time," in Third Collection, 7l .

and so, as Lonergan himself has pointed out, one cannot indulge here
in half-measures. At any rate, theology in India must engage in a post-
Enlightenment, postmodern reflection on the limits and possibilities
of reason: what are its Selbsryerstdndlichke iten? What does it take for
granted? What basic assumptions must be questioned? What is needed,

in other words, is something like dialectic and foundations.

V. POSTSCRIPT
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distorted by human obtuseness, frailty, wickedness."rm
It seems to follow that differences in religions are differences in the

outer word.
A key difference is between outer words which claim to be human

formulations of the inner word, and outer words which claim to be divine
formulations of the inner word. I use the word "claim," because this is
still a question of phenomenology, of research, interpretation, history
if you please. We need to ask: What does each religion claim about its
outer word? What does each religion have to say about the inevitable
component of expression?

I anticipate that certain religions will be willing to relativize religious
expression, whereas certain others will not.

Within the latter group, a frrther question becomes relevant: Does
this religion contain truths that exceed the capacity of human reason? Is
there anything in them that really challenges human reason? Do these
religions fit into a "natural theology"? The issue here then is the same as
in rationalism: are we willing to allow God to be God? Or will we a priori
block off the possibility of truths which exceed the capacity of human
intellect? The real problem then seems to be intellectual conversion:
What is being? What is truth? and What is objectivity?

The former group is not without its dimculties, however, for
besides considering its own expressions as relative, it would go further
to consider all religious expression as relative. But can we a priori
exclude the possibility of the Absolute entering into human history? Is
this not where Indian religions tie in with Westem tendencies rooted
in the Enlightenment? Advaita rightly relativizes all its conceptions
of God, to remain content with the "dissolution into Brahman." But I
would take seriously the possibility of the Absolute beyond name and
form intervening in lhe vyavaharika. That is the possibility witnessed to
by Christianity, and it is merely abandoning this radical claim when we
want to water it down to make it more acceptable.

A theology ofreligions will probably have a Trinitarian structure. As
Crowe has suggested, we must appeal to the two divine missions, and
we must also leam to work out the relevance and the implications for
theology of the constitutive function of meaning.

All this is of course a very a priori way of proceeding. Lonergan

100 "Prolegomena to the Study of the Emerging Religious Consciousness of Our
Time," in Third Collection 71.
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would probably advocate beginning with the phenomenology: research,
interpretation. history. He would maintain that the problems which
are to be expected, which should not be denied. avoided. neglected, but
rather faced squarely - will surf'ace at the level oi dialectic. He would
presume that dialectic would, in an irenic atmosphere, transform itself
into dialogue. At the level ofdialogue, ofcourse. all the questions about
intellectual, moral, and religious conversion would have to be faced.

What I have been doing is perhaps anticipating, quite unilaterally. some
of the thinking that might emerge. Is this illegitimate? Perhaps not. There

is always a dialogue going on within us the conversation that we are, the

ongoing dialectic ofquestion and answer. I have been trying to lay bare,

Iirst olall lor mysell, but also for others, some strands in this dialectic.
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THE DEVELOPMENT OF
BERNARD LONERGAN'S

NOTION OF SCIENCE'

Valter Danna
Facoltd Teologica dell'ltaliq Settentionale, sezione di Torino

1. INTRODUCTION: THE EMERGENCE OF THE "NEW
KNOWLEDGE' INTHE MODERN EPOCH

LoNcnc,rN's rNrERrrsr lN the notion of science pervades his entire
intellectual life in his double role as student and teacher of theology
and as admirer and autodidact in various fields of knowledge: besides
philosophy in general and epistemology and methodology in particular.
there are youthful engagements with the exact natural science ol nature
and the later interests in the human and social sciences (especially Piaget).
Already from the doctoral thesis' ( 1938-40), Lonergan in search ofa
method for leading the mind toward a renewed theology - discovered
a point of convergence and of analogy in the natural sciences that get
their objectivity from the general a priori schemes of mathematical
knowledge, a fundamental premise for the extraordinary progress in the
natural sciences, as ifthe demonstrable pattem ofthe nature ofthe human
"mind" will be the underpinning for a contemporary theology at the level
of its times.'To this investigation Lonergan will devote more than thi(y
years ofhis life (1938-72). Moreover, in the articles on the Verbum in St.

I Contribution made by the author on the occasion of the First Intemational Lo-
nergan Workshop in Rome at the Pontifical Gregorian University, 7-l I May 2001.

2 Bemard Lonergur, Grace and Freedom: Operative Grace in the Thought ofSL
Thomas Aquinas,vol. I ofCollected Works ofBemard Lonergan (Toronto: Universify
of Toronto Press, 2000).

3 Cf. Frederick E. Crowe, The Lonergan Enlerplr'se (Cambridge: Cowley, 1980),

16.

Lonergan ll/orkshop
22 2017
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Thomas.' Lonergan studies at length the Aristotelian notion of science
expounded in the Posterior Analytics and prepares the ground for the
transition to the heuristic methods proper to the modem sciences, whose

structure. as we shall see, contains elements of similarity (the analogy of
proportionality) with Thomist philosophy.

It isawell-known fact that with the modernepoch (lrom the sixteenth
to the seventeenth centuries) the so-called new knowledge has arisen: the
modem kinds of mathematics. the natural sciences. and the new human
sciences. The expression "new knowledge" is intended to indicate not
simple additions to already existing disciplines, but a transformation of
the ancient conception of the scientific system itself, such that there is

constituted a new structure in which the basic concepts of knowledge
have undergone a tolal transformation. Such a transformation, which
precisely justifies the use of the term, new knowledge. brings about a
change in the very mode of understanding science and in the manner
of operating and that is conducive to considering the operations of the
modern sciences, in the wake of modem mathematical group theory, as

isomorphic groups of operations.
Lonergan assembled and developed this kind of idea in his

epistemology, which fumishes an interesting complementary
proposal to that of Popper. ln his chief philosophic work, 1r.rift, the

examination ofstrategic examples drawn from the new knowledge really
permits Lonergan to evince the centrality of urulerstaruling in human
consciousness and of the nature of its activity as ineducible to that ol
perception and as prior to rational judgment. In particular, mathematics
is an expression of human intelligence developed in so far as the review
ol the various types of mathematics does not touch on their essential
aspects but enlarges a viewpoint; in this sense, the mathematical gains

are definitive, and one can speak of mathematical systems. In contrast,
empirical scientific knowledge is rather an expression of intelligence in
its evolution through an empirical method that is intrinsically dynamic
by means ofthe twofold "scissors" procedure that is used in it (i.e., from
observable data to laws, and liom theoretical hypotheses expressed, e.g.,
in differential equations to empirical verifications). and hence its results
are provisional and continually subject to revision.

ln Insight Lonergan offers an epistemological framework to a

4 Bemard Lonergan. Verbum: l|lord qnd ldeu in Aquinas, vol. 2 of Collected
Works of Bemard Lonergan (Toronto: University ofToronto Press).
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great extent articulated from such knowledge, because his interlocutors
typically are, on the one hand, Kant and his critical philosophy elaborated
in the context ofthe first modern scientific revolution, and, on the other,
the new knowledge that has emerged from the second scientific revolution
due both to Einstein (the theory ofspecial and general relativity) and to
the discoveries in physics of quantum mechanics.

The epistemological analysis of the new knowledge, however, is
repositioned within a broader philosophical finality: the self-appropriation
of one's own rational self-consciousness, that is, the recognition and
the possession of those operative structures that characterize subjects
as cognitional and existential, which is to say, recognizing and taking
possession of our conscious and intentional dynamisms. This goal, as
Lonergan expressed it in the original preface to Insight, is like "a peak
rising above the clouds,"5 a new beginning for an authentic development
of the human subject.

In this article we gather together Lonergan's principal conclusions
aboul the structure of modern scientific systems, although we do not want
to miss the opportunity to show the connection ofall these conclusions to
the philosophical goal of self-appropriation.

LONERGAN'S NOTION OF "SCIENCE"

The term "science" is associated by Lonergan with the idea ofa logically
structured "system," that is, with a basic group of terms and relations that
are defined implicitly by each other (expressed in a different modality:
closed circuit, progress in development, open analogy) and from which
it is possible to derive other secondary terms and relations that are

linked with the data of experience. Basic terms and relations make way
for a series of analytic propositions (true by definition); derived terms
and relations make way for analytic principles (subject to empirical
verification).

A definition so general, applicable in different cultural contexts,
leads to identifu "scientific systems" characterized by a diverse level in
the differentiation of consciousness.6 Based on lhe resources of his own

5 Bemard Lonergan, "The Original Preface of lnsight," Mrrrun: Journal of Lo'
nergan Srudies 3 (1985):3.

6 Loneryan speaks in different writings about "differentiations of consciousness"
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connecting the cultural and scientific acquisilions of a period in various manners to a
different level ofdifferenliation ofconsciousness. For instance, in Topics in Educotion:
The Cincinnati Lecnres of 1959 on the Philosophy of Educarion, yol. l0 ofCollected
Works of Bemard Lonergan (Toronto: Uniyersity ofToronto Press, 1993), 73 ff., speaks

about four levels of integration in the historical/cultural development of humanity (un-
differentiated common sense, differentiated common sense, classicism, and the differ-
entiation ofhistorical consciousness). ln Method in Theologt (London and New York:
Darton Longman & Todd- Herder & Herder, 1972), "Meaning") there is talk of"stages
ofmeaning": primitive language, the Greek discovery of mind, second and third stages.

We refer in particular to Philosophy ofGod ond Theoktgt: The Relationship be*'een
Philosophl, of God and lhe Funclional Specialty, Systematicr (London: Danon Long-
man & Todd, 1973): in this last writing Lonergan deals with transition from ordinary
and literary language to a systematic one and presents the general characteristics of a
logical system in three different contexts: the Aristotelian (metaphysical) context, the
modem context (empirical science), and the transcendental conlexr (analysis of inten-
tionality). For a comment on this, cf. the already cited book of Crowe, The Lonergan
Enterprise.

7 The Aristotelian notion of science is taken up again in the still classical Latin
expression: "scientiq est cerlo rerum cognilio per caasr.rs." Indeed, Aristotle amrms:
*We think of knowing a single object absolutely nol in the already Sophistic acci-
dental way when we retain the tnowledge ofthe cause, in virtue ofwhich the object
exrirs, knowing that it is lhe cause ofthat object, and we believe that with regurd to the
object il cannot occur to behqve dillerently...we call knowledge knowing by means of
demonstralion. On the other hand by demonstation I mean the scientific syllogism,
and I call scientifc then the syllogism in virtue of which, by the fact of its possession,

we know." "lt will also be necessary for demonstrative science to b€ constituted on the
basis oftrue, prime, immediate premises, more known than the conclusion, anterior to
it, and that they be the cause of it (Anqlitici Posteriori,l l, 2, 7l b 8-25; italics ours). For
an analysis ofthese aspects see l/erbum: Word and ldea in Aquinas, op. cit.

personal itinerary of self-appropriation and of the progressive filling-out
of his own cultural horizon, Lonergan at first assumed, and labored in
accord with, the general characteristics ofthe Aristotelian (metaphysical)
system; gradually he reflected upon and thematized the modem system
of empirical sciences and concomitantly with this he elaborated his own
systematic viewpoint based on the analysis of intentionality.

As is well known, the Aristotelian system of science was the basis
for the traditional science of theology that Lonergan taught for many
years: he became steeped in its characteristics on the occasion of his
doctoral thesis and above all in the articles on Verbum in St. Thomas.T

The system of the sciences that arose in the modem epoch became the
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object ofstudy that pervades all the works of Lonergan, but especially in
Insight he presents a rather fully articulated framework. The elaboration
of "generalized empirical method" or of a transcendental method can in
the end be considered as the point of arrival for a new scientific system
adequate to the contemporary context: by means of the intentional
analysis of interiority the generalized empirical method offers an
invariant base for an ambitious project ofa "general philosophy" capable
of overcoming the current fragmentation of knowledge and of giving a

new scientific guise even to theology.
In any case Lonergan himself worked out8 this schematization.

We do not intend to penalize the wide scope of Lonergan's horizon,
nor to rigidiry his rich flexibility in passing over to new viewpoints
that integrate past ones. Still, as Crowe so well highlighted in recalling
the debate that emerged at the Lonergan Congress of 1970, Lonergan's
contribution on the level of methodology and theology is certainly a
path of intellectual liberation that places the subject at the center ofany
elaboration ofa scientific kind, but it also offers an open, coherent, and
above all verifiable system.e

THE ARISTOTELIAN "SYSTEM"

The first type of system that Lonergan studied at length is then the
Aristotelian one, in which the basic terms and relations are metaphysical
(potency and act, substance and accidents, mafter and form, the four kinds
of causes, etc.). Metaphysics is the basic and total science of principles
and necessary conclusions regarding being inasmuch as it is being, while
the other sciences (physics, biology, psychology) depend on metaphysics
for their terms and their relations (which handle the proximate causes of
changes of certain kinds of "things" and study the genesis of various
accidents in the substances, etc.).

Greek science studies realities (all that enters into the ten categories)
through their causes (the principles ofthings: matteq form, agency, and

8 See in particular Philosoplry ofOod and Theologt, op. cit.
9 Cf. The Lonergan Enlerprise, op. cit.,60 ff: Crowe's interlocutor is David

Burrell, according to whom Lonergan's speculation would not offer a system, but only

a way. Crowe has an opinion that integmtes Burrell's: the Lonerganian organon is si-

multaneously a "way" and a system.
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end) by means of the two procedures of analysis (from things to their
causes) and synthesis (from causes to things). Aristotle constructs his
science by adding to ordinary language an appendage of the type, "a.r
s&ch," thus transforming the explicit common meaning into a systematic
meaning. Il is a maner of a descriptive system.

Deductive logic is the basic instrument Qtrgunon) because science
for Aristotle is "knowledge by means of demonstration," and this is none

other than the scientific syllogism "in virtue ol which, by the very fact
ol its possession. we know."ro To such an instrument is added in the
medieval epoch the technique of lhe quaestio, which is the examination
ofa problem through all the argum ents pro and conlrd in order to reach a

solution: according to Gilbert de la Porre6, a quaestio exists if. and only
if, there are two good reasons to alirm or to deny the same proposition.
The Aristotelian system thus constituted is rigorous, coherent, and clear,

although it is also static, because all that is rigorously logical and abstract
is immobile and static, and hence immutable.lr

Moreover, this system offers certain, true, and absolute items of
knowledge that have to do with causal necessity (i.e., only knowledge of
that which is necessary and ofthe universal and not ofwhat is contingent).
From the logical point of view Aristotelian science is an absolute system

of the categorical-deductive type constituted by deductions that start
from demonstrably known premises with other premises in order to
attain first principles that are no longer demonstrable. Here objectivity
is guaranteed by the immediate experience of the firsl principles and by
the validity of the syllogism. In particular. this science becomes wlsdr.rz
when it reaches first principles and knows the ultimate causes ofbeing
and can also become a habitus (habitual disposition) in the mind of a
single individual.

The truth and the certainty constitute the Aristotelian system of
knowledge a permanent acquisition because such truth relers to the
immutable and etemal structure ofthings. and nothing is possible except
a material development ofknowledge, that is, an enlargement ola purely
material horizon to include new objects that ought to be integrated into
the complex system already attained. These characteristics remain even

l0 Cf. n. 5.

I I Cf. "The Future of Thomism (1968)," in A Second Collection. Papers by Ber-
nardJ. F Lonergon, S.,t, ed.William F. J. Ryan and Bemard J. Tyrrell (London: Darton
Longman & Todd, 1974),47 ff.
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beyond the classical and medieval epoch to such an extent that in its
more complete formulation, which we find in Kant, classical science,
fundamentally based on the Euclidean/Newtonian system, is a coherent
and systematic (architectonic) collection of knowledge, such that they
can be deduced in an equally evident way from immediately evident
principles.

Such a Greek ideal of knowledge brings with it enormous
consequences for the elaboration of the notion of culture. Logic is
the chief instrument for bringing about a precise systematization of
knowledge according to a hierarchical scheme llom lowest to highest
end:r2 the productive sciences or arts (whose end is productive), the
practical sciences (ethics and politics whose end is human action), the
theoretical sciences (whose end is purely contemplative, or cognitive).
Within the theoretical science is established a further hierarchy based
on the degree of abstraction and so based on the degree of universality
(formal object): (i) physics or the philosophy of nature, (ii) mathematics
or the philosophy ofquantity, (iii) first philosophy or the science ofbeing
inasmuch as it is being (meraphysics). This hierarchy ofthe sciences will
be maintained and deepened in the medieval period and taken up again
with some adjustment by Neo-scholasticism (one thinks, for instance, of
Jacques Maritain).

In this cultural scheme no demand to change forms, structures, and
methods is felt, because any change would arise in the concrete, which is
overlooked by this mentality. All this was at work in the origin of the ideal
of"classical culture." This is a quite determinate vision ofreality, of man
(a metaphysics of the soul and of the meaning of the humanity via the
idea of nature), and also of society. At the basis of this ideal, everything
essential is already given by the wisdom of the ancient thinkers, and one
tries to find the appropriate modality for communicating such a study of
man already established in its essential lines today.

THE "SYSTEM" OF THE MODERN EMPIRICAL SCIENCES

Modemity has worked out a second type of system, one constituted first

l2 Cf. for example, Atistotle, Metaplrysica,Yl,l,1025b -1026a; XI,3-4, l060b3l-
l06l b 33.
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by the empirical sciences ofnature and then by the human sciences. Each
science has its own terms and relations that are fixed by laws established
empirically. and all of these are in turn independent and autonomous
from any metaphysical superstructure: for example, mass is fixed by
the Newtonian law of universal gravitation, the electromagnetic field is
defined through Maxwell's equations, Mendeleev's periodic table defines
all the fundamental chemical elements.

Each science, then, is autonomous in the definition of its proper
terms and fundamental and derived relations. In "Aquinas Today"tr
Lonergan, recalling the argument. affirms that science is autonomous
because it overcomes the ancient division of knowledge based on the
moterial objects andJbrmal objecr.r olthe sciences (connected to ce(ain
kinds of essences), in order to conceive each science as a closed circle
olbasic terms and relations that are fixed by laws verified empirically.

The result of classical science is the transition from a descriptive
knowledge ofphenomena (still present in the Aristotelian categorization)
that based its categories in relation to the sensible experience of the
observer (empirical conjugates: sounds, colors, geometric forms...)
to an explanatory knowledge based on the relations of things to each

other (pure conjugates: mass, charge. electric field...) expressed in
abstract laws, states, and probability: an explanation olthe world quite
different from commonsense description or from Greek science, with a

technical language gradually worked out and recognized by the entire
scientific community (i.e., something that does not occur in the sphere of
philosophy where problems are related to the polymorphism of human
consciousness).

However. the instrument that modern science uses to obtain its
successes is not mainly logic, but a quite precise operative empirical
method of recurrent operations guided by canons that agree to assume a

dynamic viewpoint: "For in science a single method operates towards a

variety oldifferent goals, but in philosophy a single all-inclusive goal is
sought by as many different methods as arise lrom different orientations
of the historically developing but polymorphic consciousness of man."ra

l3 "Aquinas Today: Tradition and lnnovation (1975)," in.4 Third Collection: Pq-
pers by Bernard J. E Lonergan, Sl, ed. Frederick E. Crowe, S.J. (London and New
York: Geoffrey Chapman-Paulist Press, 1985),43 t

f4 Bernard Lonergan, lnsight: A Study of Hunan Understqnding (1957), vol.3 of
Collected Works of Bemard Lonergan, ed. Frederick E. Crowe and Robert M. Doran
(Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1992), 453.
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The goal of scientific research is ambitious: the knowledge of the
laws of nature in the most precise manner possible and the complete
explanation ofall the data, or the investigation into the total intelligibility
of the empirical universe as at least an ideal limit: Lonergan speaks of
the canon of complete explanation ofall the available data as well as of
those that can gradually emerge.

In the sciences of nature such intelligibility is formulated through
mathematics, which supplies science with the system of equations and
functions by which the laws of nature and the relations between laws
are expressed in the most precise manner possible, and fumishes the
statistical procedures and the calculus of probabilities that permit the
understanding and explanation of concrete and particular cases.

The totality of empirical methods is studied anply in Insight.
Lonergan shows howthe heuristic structures ofthe classical and statistical
type are not isolated processes, but are correlative and complementary
not only in the cognitional process (with its heuristic anticipations, its
procedures and formulations, with its modes of abstraction, of veriffing
and mastering the data) but also in the results attained, that is, in the
known: the two manners ofinquiry are constituted in a precise worldview
according to the concept of "emergent probability." It is of interest to
explicate the dynamic process of scientific knowledge.

The scientific process is a "scissors" process: it is a movement from
below upwards (from the data, to the measurements and cataloguing,
to discrete and continuous graphs until the attainment of a better
formula); and an inverse movement from above downwards, which is
the more important process for grasping, for instance, what is proper to
contemporary physics. In this second movement one works out one's
differential equations whose mathematical solution fumish a series of
functions utilizable for the law being sought. Another aspect of this
second scissors movement is the postulate of the invariance of physical
laws over parlicular places and times: such a postulate is shown forth
in all its generality by Einstein's theory of general relativity. For this
reason physics often solves problems in a manner adequate for its goals
without arriving at a determination ofthe function one had been seeking.
Science can advance without knowing certain laws explicitly, simply by
making use ofthese differential equations.ri Hence, we can take up again
the fundamental assumption of the empirical method of the sciences of

73

15 Cf. fitpics in Educarion, 138-39.
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l6 Ct./r.rArl,318f

nature.
First. the goal of science is the investigation in a mathematical

manner ol an intelligibility (about which knowledge is needed); but
mathematics is not the science of quantity (as it was forAristotle and the
Greek world), but in the modern view it is the science of groups and of
intelligible relations among quantities.

Second, mathematics supplies science with a rich range of
equations and possible functions, which fumish the system that allows
the scientist not only to extract the correct expression for the case under
examination (namely, a particular explanatory law of a phenomenon),
but it also puts the scientist in the position of being able to use many
laws simultaneously, or to know the relations among the laws. and so of
having a system at one's disposal.

In the third place, just as with the first procedure from below
upwards, scientists put measurements in relation one to another, so

too when they seek some indeterminate function, it also puts things
in relation to each other. This procedure differs from that of common
sense that understands things in their relations with us (common sense

is egocentric). It follows that there are two approaches to the real, which
should not be in conflict, in principle, because they are speaking aboul
the same thing but from different viewpoints.r6 Lonergan often speaks

about the two worlds of Whitehead or about Eddington's two tables (the

one ofcommon sense is solid, colored, and large, while the other one is

constituted mostly by a vacuum in which the electrons and atomic nuclei
of physics move about).

In the lourth place, the quantitative theory adds an important
novelty: the system of laws, in fact, constructs ideal cases (on the
supposition that the structure of the real is simply the realization of
these ideal cases, and so is connected with a determinist view), but not
everything conforms to these ideal cases, and so it is necessary to adopt
the procedures of statistics.

If the canon of complete explanation manifests the ambition of
science, still, empirical verification leads to knowledge that has the
truth-status of probability alone, as opposed to the vulgar opinion that
whatever is scientific is absolutely true by definition. Indeed, scientific
intelligibility regards that which is as a motter o.f.fact, or happens to be
the case: modem science, that is to say, is not about what is necessary
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but about verified possibility; and it sets out to know and control the
concrete ever more proximately. In modem sciences the scientific
hypothesis is simply an object ofthought, and so it goes on to verifu facts
that are of interest to science alone, and in this fashion the hypothesis
become a scientific law. Science is rightly quite rigorous in this, because
an unverified or unverifiable hypothesis must be discarded as extra-
scientific: as Lonergan repeats, that is what makes the difference between
chemistry and alchemy, astronomy and astrology, medicine and magic,
history and legend. Constant critical control (there is also a canon of
parsimony!) demands that to data are added only those correlations and
probabilities that have been verified or that have not yet been falsified,
as Popper has shown.

Scientific objectivity is always the fruit of empirical verification of
that which has been grasped in significant empirical data: "(objectivity)
is experiential, normative and tending towards an absolute."rT Hence,
the cognitive atlainments of the sciences are always on the way to the
truth: it is a matter of a process of development toward a cognitional
ideal which is always pushed forward while it is being actuated through
a series of provisional systems that ever better satisff the need for
verification in their data. This asymptotic approximation to truth does not
keep scientific systems from functioning! Modem scientific systems are
continually evolving (prexinding here from the ethical problems that are

ever more dramatically affecting the human horizon). A scientific horizon
expands when there is a crisis ofexisting methods, procedures, theories,
assumptions that become inadequate. From the conflict arising from such
a crisis is derived a radical revision of concepts, postulates, and method;
and there is thus formed a new mathematical or scienlific structure.ThirlJr.
for example of the revolutions of Copernicus, Darwin, Freud, of the
revolutions of Galileo, Newton, Einstein; of quantum mechanics; of the
revolutions in mathematics (analytic geometry, differential and integral
calculus, non-Euclidean geometries, Galois's developments in algebra).
Naturally, there are resistances because the human subject is afraid of
change: Max Planck said that a new scientific theory comes to be affrrmed
when the older generation of professors retires. Still, after a relatively
brief delay, the resistance is overcome, whether universally, in the sense

that an enlargement of the scientific horizon comes to be accepted by
all scientists, or permanently in the sense that all the earlier positions

17 Cf.Insight,449 f.

Danna
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do not retum (there is no regression, but an integration into a higher
viewpoint). It is this property of scientific development that merits the
high regard in which science is held. The scientists can be in disaccord,
they can fight each other; the period of crisis and ol reformulation can
manifest insecurities; but within a relatively sho( time, the problems are
overcome, and definitive attainments are added.

If the Aristotelian system of knowledge was of the categorico-
deductive type, the modem scientific system tums out instead to be a
conditional hypothetico-deductive type: in its structure the scientific
system still satisfies the logical principle of deduction, but the basis of
the system is founded upon intersubjective experience capable of being
checked, and in this sense science is a system hypothetically conditioned
by empirical verification, or, better. by falsifiability. Scientific verification
is founded on probable judgments, because it moves from the affirmation
ofverified implications (consequent) to the afnrmation ofthe hypothesis/
theory (antecedent), and not vice-versa. The scientist reasons in the
following manner: (l) if my theory is true, then it conlorms to the data;
(2) but such a theory is in conformity with the data (the affirmation of the
consequent), even if it cannot exclude the possibility that it is possible to
discover another theory in the future that could grasp these data betteq
and explain other matters that at the moment we do not have; (3) hence.
it can only state lhat.for now this theory is a sufficiently good explanation
(il is probably true). From the logical standpoint, the argumentation,
which is an approximation to the complete demonstration of the theory,
is a conditional syllogism ofthe second figure. the modus ponens, which
notoriously does not reach a conclusion.r8

This is all entirely in line with the epistemology of Popper for
whom, however, science belongs to the so-called World 3 of everything
independent of the knowing subject. Lonergan is rather removed from
this view, because for him the fundamental term of his epistemology is
the typically human fact of understanding. as well as verification: there
is no epistemology without a conscious subject! The great importance
accorded to scientific knowing, the study of mathematical, scientific
procedures, and of the knowledge of common sense is assessed in
view of the self-appropriation of oneself, in which direct and reflective

l8 Cf. Bernard Lonergan, Understanding and Being: The Hali/izt Lectures on ln-
sight. vol. 5 of Collected Works of Bemard Lonergan, ed. Elizabeth A. Morelli and
Mark D. Morelli (Toronto: University ofToronto Press, 1990), 125 ff.
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understanding have a central role. What is particularly decisive for
philosophy is the sphere of interiority that confers on it its cognitional
specificity and refers the pluriformity of the kinds of knowing and the
multiplicity of methods to the conscious intentionality of the subject.

In its epistemological elements, the scientific framework articulated
by Lonergan h Insight responds on the one hand to the Kantian critical
turn performed in the context of the EuclideanNewtonian scientific
system, and on the other hand to the second scientific revolution that,
departing from the classical physics of Galileo, Newton, Laplace, and
Maxwell, is fully realized with Einstein's theory of relativity and with the
quantum mechanics that arose in the first qua(er ofthe twentieth century
through the work of physicists such as Planck, Bohr, Heisenberg, de
Broglie, Dirac, Born, and Schrddinger. With these kinds of instruments,
science understood that "the objects of its inquiry need not be imaginable
entities moving through imaginable processes in an imaginable space-
time."re The old eighteenth-century mechanism and determinism (with
its ingenuous imaginable model of the world) has yielded to relativist
models about the space-time continuum and to quantum mechanical
models about the basic processes of matter, which can no longer be
illustrated by the imagination.

This evolution has given notice that "to know the real does not mean
simply representing it by an imaginative synthesis." In it Lonergan finds
a confirmation of the correctness of his heuristic definition of reality:
not that which one can see or imagine (the object of "picture thinking")
but "what which is," that which one can know by means of intelligent
understanding and reasonable affirmation. This is Lonergan's answer
to Kant: through the physical and mathematical science of his time, he
aspired to knowledge ofthe real in itself that his transcendental critique
rendered completely unattainable for the human mind. Lonergan makes
evident instead that modem science with its methodical procedures
attempts to pursue and arrive at the real, even if with only probable
judgments, clarifying also the question about a duality in human knowing:
there is a simple, extroverted knowing as "taking a look" at the world
"already out there now"; and there is knowing in the full sense, which
is only given when one completes all the operations that ground rational
judgment. But there remains the fact "that the empirical methods in
particular sciences are not capable of resolving the ultimate questions in

19 lnsight,15
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cognitional theory, in ethics, in religion."ro There is a need to go fu(her,
but not before having briefly recalled some of Lonergan's observations.

The complex operative/methodical structure of modem science
constitutes the a priori ol empirical science, that is to say, the precise

modality with which the scientist as such must operate. But such an a
priori, which anticipates the general characteristics ofscientific knowing
and of the object progressively known on the explanatory level. is of
a categorical kind, that is, it depends on the conceptual and cultural
instruments worked out in a determinate period, that is, on the level ol
differentiation ol consciousness achieved in that historical epoch. In
that way Lonergan could confront the various worldviews of Aristotle,
Galileo, Darwin, and of the contemporary indeterminists and could
give elements for evaluation for a balanced view of the world. Just as

the Aristotelian notions of science lead to a hierarchical cosmological
vrsion (the incomrptible and elemal heaven, the comrptible and mutable
sublunary world), just as the Galilean reduction of secondary qualities
(the proper sensibles) to primary qualities (the common quantitative
sensibles) leads to mechanistic delerminism, in the same manner the
complementarity ofclassical and statistical investigations lead to a global
vision that can be named emergent prohabiiily, which, overcoming the

unsalvageable counterposition between determinism and indeterminism,
is better adapled to the complex evolution of the universe from the

viewpoint of cosmology, chemistry, and biology.
Finally, it remains to note that in the modem system ofthe sciences,

complete knowledge of a discipline is never the sole possession of an
individual any longer, but is the total resource for an entire scientific
community. Lonergan agrees with Kuhn on the role, not only of the
individual but also ofthe scientific community, in scientific development.2r
Historically, in the transition from the medieval to the modem epoch, the

community of the learned, at first closed in upon itself, recognized the
importance ofthe public character ofscientific research; and the ancient

20 Bemard Lonergan, "Questionnaire on Philosophy," 4.3. We are dealing with one

of the last of Lonergan's writings: it is the response to a questionnaire sent to twenty-
three Jesuits. professors of philosophy and theology, preparatory lo a S)'mposium de

Philosophie. which took place near Rome from 8-18 September 1977. lt is now pub-

lished in Mt, ttrott Journal of Lonergan Studics 2 (1984\:l-35.
2l Cf. "Questionnaire on Philosophy,"3.1l2; and also the article, "Aquinas Today:

Tradition and lnnovation," in A Third Collectioz, ed. Frederick E. Crowe (New York/
Mahwah. NJ; Paulist Press, 1985),35 ff.
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KNOWLEDGE AS ISOMORPHIC GROUPS OF OPERATIONS

Modem science with its methods offers Lonergan (as he affirms in the
preface to Insight) the most exact, accessible, and definite example of
human consciousness that allows a clear and distinct apprehension ol
the fundamental cognitional facts, especially giving evidence of the
centrality of underslanding as well as of verification (which last was
already underlined by the Neo-positivist school). This familiarity with
scientific understanding and its method is an important stage in the

22 Lonergan often cites the historian, Herbert Butteffield: The Origins of Modern
Science 1300-1800 (New York: Macmillan, 1960). Ci also, "Questionnaire on Philoso-
phy," 2.2. According to Butterfiel4 the modem scientific revolulion would be the true

origin ofthe modern world and ofour mentality to the point that even the importance of
the Renaissance and ofthe Refomation is overshadowed.

wise man has therefore been transformed into a researcher, and each
research group or scientific community has its own meetings and its own
specialized joumals. Moreover, this complex transition to the modem
era has brought about the complete transformation not only ofthe Greek
ideal of science but also of the notion of classical culture. Beyond the
quantitative fact ofthe enormous comprehensiveness attained by modem
science regarding the universe ofobservable being, there are totally novel
qualitative aspects that have determined a radically new conception of
science and ofculture. The modem world has gradually and irreversibly
abandoned the notion ofa unique and permanent "culture" derived from
the classicism that immutably founds a conception of the human world
of meanings and explicit values on the basis of the Greek conception
of reality. ln Topics in Education, as we have seen, Lonergan speaks
expressly of the "new knowledge" as of new structures in which the
ancient conceptions have undergone a complete transformation on the
part of basic concepts, while the relevant aspect for Lonergan (and lor
good reason), is that such a transformation brings with it a change in
the very manner of understanding science and its ways of operating: a
change in the character of the habitual mental operations of the human
being, and ofthe way ofintending both the physical universe and the life
of the human being itself. Such a scientific revolution, along with the
modem advertence to the historical dimension, is the most basic cultural
novelty ofthe modem epoch.z2
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project of self-appropriation. He will repeat many years later: "in the
contemporary context method is the norm and measure of science,
and so it is from an understanding of methods, in their similarities and
their diflerences, that one attains the basic and total science [of human
living]."n But the centrality ofunderstanding leads Lonergan to consider
science in terms ofa group ofoperations, directly inspired by Piaget and
his genetic epistemology (elaborated precisely from the perspective ol
the modem mathematical group theory).rr

"The principal characteristic of the group of operations is that
every operation in the group is matched by an opposite operation and
every combination ofoperations is matched by an opposite combination.
Hence. inasmuch as operations are grouped, the operator can always
retum to his starting-point." The notion of group offers Lonergan the

opporlunity to notice interesting performative analogies among the

different scientific as well as philosophic disciplines, precisely insofar
as the collection of the methodical operations of the various modem
sciences constitute isomorphic groups.r5

In any system that enters into the mathematical definition of a
group, the pertinent characteristic operations are what are important.
not the terms of the given system. In fact, there are direct operations,
inverse operations, and null operations that constitute a group; the

23 Cf. "Questionnaire on Philosophy," 3.121.
24 Cf. Lonergan, Topics in Education, 19 f.,76 f., l2'1 ff. 198 ff., and Method in

Theologt (London and New York: Danon Longman & Todd/Herder & Herder), 1972, 5

f ., chap.2,2'7 ff.
25 Cf. Method in Theologt, op. cit.,27 ff.; and Topics in Educqtion, 127 f.:

Operations form a group when their relations with one another are

such that you can go anywhere and come back again.... The terms
qre nol imporlanl: il is lhe group of operalions form a group. The
terms are whatever is presupposed or generated by the operations...
You think ofthe identity operation, the operation that leaves things as

they were. You deflne'zero'as what you add or subtract to get what
you already hadl with this you have already defined one basic term.
Similarly, you define 'one' as what you multiply or divide by to get
what you already had. And with the zero and one you can go on to
construct all the numbers. But what comes firut are not the numbers.
but the operations. A number is whatever you can derive from the
operations.

Note Lonergan's extraordinary capacity for knowing how to ex-
press complicated mathematical concepts in a clear way and not too
technically.
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null operations define the basic terms (like zero for addition and one
for multiplication), from these then all the other terms are then derived
by means of the operations (for which a lerm is something generated
by the very same operations). This absolute generality of group theory
explains Lonergan's attention to this notion and allows him to speak of
an isomorphism among the various systems, because the same basic
form is in play in them, and therefore the same basic insight.

Different mathematical systems characterized by operations
that are more or less concrete or abstract (such as operations on pure
symbols) are isomorphic groups. Pure mathematics does not assign
some interpretation to the symbols because they can be interpreted in a
geometric sense, or in terms of space/time, or in a physical sense, and
so forth. The different scientific systems are also isomorphic groups if
the group of operations on its adopted symbols is the same, although
the symbols may be differently interpreted in a physical sense, a
geometric sense, or a numerical sense. There is also an isomorphism
between scientific thought and Thomist philosophy, as Lonergan already
asserted in a 1955 article,26 in which there is no talk ofany group theory
whatsoever, bul of isomophisn in accord with the classic analogy of
proportion: there is the same structural similarity that abstracts totally
from the materials that enter into the structure. lt is worth recalling those
considerations here fully at this tuming for its pertinence to our theme.

In that article Lonergan examines the similarity in operations
belween the various levels of scientific procedure and that of Thomist
philosophy. There is an isomorphism between the relations hypothesis/
verification of science and the relations definitior/judgment in Thomism,
because in both cases one passes from an object ofthought to an object of
knowledge; between the empirical verification ofthe scientific hypothesis
and the judgment given by the Thomist on a definition, because for both
what counts are the things as they de facto are, or as God made them to
be; between the process that originates the formulation of a scientific
hypothesis and that which originates a Thomist definition (both start
from an examination ofsensible data along with acts that can be placed
in a parallel order.)

Still more, there is an isomorphism between lhe abstraction from

26 Bemard Lonergan, "The Isomorphism of Thomist and Scientific Thought," in
Collection,vol. 4 ofCollected Worts ofBemard Lonergan, ed. F. E. Crowe and R. M.
Doran (Toronto: Univenity ofToronto Press), 1988), 133-41.
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the material conditions of space and time (Thomism) and lhe invariunce
ofphysical laws with respect to (inertial and continuous) transformations
ofthe reference systems ofspace and time (science); between the modesty
of the scientist who by heuristic anticipations arrives at knowing only
ever more precise approximations ofthe laws ofnature and the modesty
olthe Thomist who does not pretend to possess the essential definitions
ol anything (which he also knows does exist) because we do not know
many things and many properties of things; between the heuristic
anticipations of science (functions and differential equations) and the

Thomist real distinction between essence and contingent existence as

regards the thing, and between matter and form as regards the essence,

for which the scientific ideal ofthe "knowledge oftheories verified in an

indeterminate number of cases" corresponds to the contingent existence
(verification) of essences and forms (theory) in some matter (reference

to concrete cases).

Finally, the isomorphism subsists between the indispensable use

ofthe imagination and the senses by the scientist, who has passed from
imaginable theories of the world (determinism. mechanism) to new
conceptions that completely transcend the imagination (relativity and
quantum mechanics) and the Aristotelian-Thomist conviction regarding
the immanence ofintelligibility in the sensible ("our intelligence abstracts
intelligible forms lrom the images..." Summa theoktgiae, l, 85, l. ad
5m) and olthe fact that our intelligence has a moving object (inasmuch

as it is a passive potency) and a terminal object or end (inasmuch as it is
an active potency). To the scientist's question about what he knows u'ith
his ever more abstract theories when he joins his symbols with the data
of measurements, the Thomist can reply that he knows being (terminal
object of the intellect), because mathematical symbols are also extemal
words that mean internal words. and these are the medium in which
reality is known.

All the preceding analogies are based on a still more basic analogy,
which is a precise aspect ofour minds, the act of understanding. For St.
Thomas the human soul understands itself (in its nature and capacity)
by means of his understanding of the activity of insighll21 .fbr a scientist
it is a matter to understand and explain all the phenomena of nature
completely; all the rest of his activity is preordered. come to term, or
subsequent to this unsubstitutable pivot and moment ol knowledge (it

27 Cf. Thomas Aquinas. Summa Theologiue,1,88,2, ad 3n
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could be said that understanding or comprehension is the basic term
of the entire group of operations of scientific knowledge). And so
Lonergan concludes to a fundamental agreement between the constant
methodical structure of science and the constant Thomist metaphysics
of potency, form, and act, hence "contemporary science finds itself
compelled to relinquish its traditional naive realism and to come to grips
with philosophical issues,"28 for the goal intended by understanding
(beyond the quiddity/spe ciesleidos that emerges from objects as sensed
or imagined which is its moving object) is being in all its fullness.

The material differences that exist between Thomism and science
are explainable from the different ways in which each is founded on
understandingand utilizes it: whiletheThomistrefl ects upon understanding
by means of a rational psychology coherent with metaphysics, the
scientist performs a great number of acts of understanding and offers
in practice the possibility of providing evidence of an invariant method
within in the process of knowing.

The operative structure of knowing and the ontological structure
of the known are also isomorphic groups. lnsrgfrt itself is considered by
Lonergan as a study ofoperations, in which the basic operation is insight
and "everything else is defined in terms ofone's experience ofinsight."2e
After all, then, in Insight Lonergan implicitly uses group theory to work
out a philosophy based on his discovery that the structure of human
knowing is a well-defined group of operations.

Among other things, considering science from the perspective of
a group of operations, one can come to grip with the problem of the
division and integration of knowledge in a new away as the division/
integration of groups, and also in a manner altemative to the traditional
approach. For this last point our discourse will become clear and
concrete only in comparison with Method, in which Lonergan recalls
three possible ways of classifuing and correlating specializations in
theology.3o T\erc are field specializations, attained by the successive
subdividing of the data such that each specialist is concerned with his
or her own part (e.g., the studies on Scripture, the Fathers, the Middle

2E "The Isomorphism ofThomist and Scientific Thought," 140.

29 Cf. Topics in Education, 13l: "1 may tote, finally, that my book /ruigi, is a study
of operations. The fundamental operation examined there is the act of undentanding,
insight. Everything else is defined in terms ofone's experience ofinsight....You can see

from this how group theory can be used as a presentation ofa philosophy."
30 Cf . Method in Theolog, 125 f .
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Ages, the Reformation become divided into species and subspecies; Old
Testament is subdivided into the Law the Prophets, and the Writings).
Then there are specializations qf department or subject (of teaching),
which is obtained by dividing up the results of inquiries in different
subjects in such a manner that it is possible to hold difterent courses

on different subjects (e.g., Semitic languages, Hebrew history. Christian
theology...). Finally - and this is Lonergan's methodological novelty
there are the.functional speciulizations obtained through the distinctions
and the separation of the successive stages of the process that moves
from data to results (e.g., textual criticism that determines what has been

written, interpretation that searches for meaning, history that places

interpreted texts together and gives them a unique vision...).

THE "SYSTEM" OF TRANSCENDENTAL METHOD

All these accomplishments that Lonergan knew how to thematize in an

original and prolound manner are but the premise for the elaboration
of a further system that rigorously thematizes the basic group of those
operations ofthe subject that constitute one's own personal interiority.

We can then inquire how the methodology ofscience is connected with
this exquisitely philosophic/introspective objective of arriving at one's
own conscious interiority. Lonergan has shown that self-appropriation
is gained in three successive steps:rr (l) making explicit the methodical
performances of mathematics and ofphysical science, ofcommon sense,

and of other kinds of knowing; (2) the understanding of the structure
(on three distinct levels of consciousness) that govems all the various
cognitional operations of scientific method; (3) the recognition of such
structures by self-affirmation ofourselves as knowers.

From the observations of the preceding paragraphs the clear result
is that Lonergan's strategy explains the importance of the changes in
the science of the modem epoch. If this is true, then to attain familiarity
with scientific understanding and with its method is an important stage

in the personal project of self-appropriation. This will be repeated later
in the responses given to a questionnaire on the teaching of philosophy
that was distributed to various Jesuits teaching in universities: "in the

3l Insight, 12 f.
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contemporary context method is the norm and measure ofscience, and so
it is f'rom an understanding of methods in their similarities and differences
that one attains the basic and total science [of human living].''2

Above all, the examples of mathematical and scientific knowing
allow a clear and distinct apprehension of basic cognitional facts that
occur in anyone's consciousness: inquiry about empirical presentations,
insight, the accumulation and development of insights, formulations,
and definitions, the transition to higher viewpoints, inverse insights,
abstraction from the empirical residue. Their apprehension takes place in
three transitions: ( I ) the awareness of such acts, (2) the understanding of
their notion, (3) the identification ofthese acts and notions within one's
own personal intellectual experience. In this effort of "introspection,"
especially in the first five chapters of Insight, Lonergan attains his own
self-appropriation in order to explain why modem scientific methods
work, why they refer to objective reality, why they follow the rules they
themselves construct, and what the implications of such procedures are.
All of this makes Lonergan one of the few thinkers to truly articulate
the foundations of modem science in an authentic and innovative
"phenomenology" of natural science.rl

In the second place, empirical science is the mostexact, accessible, and
definite example of human knowing, because it proceeds methodically,
and scientists have faith in the validity ol method beyond their actual
(and indeed always provisional) explanations of the world. The steps of
such a method are recurrent: (l) attending to the data, (2) asking how
they are explained and formulating the explanation, (3) asking whether
the explanation (: the conditioned) is correct and finding the motives
for responding affirmatively (the transformation of the conditioned into
a virtually unconditioned). Science manifests that method is a precise
group ofoperations lhal are structured among themselves, recurrenl antl
rich with progressive results.The empirical scientific method in its clarity
brings to light the operations that are none other than the specialization
of the natural operations of human intelligence. For Lonergan, one
identical theory ofknowledge lies at the basis ofscience and of common
sense, because it is the same basic dynamism oJ consciousness in both
cases. Nevertheless, to begin with an analysis of commonsense knowing

32 "Questionnaire on Philosophy," n. 2, 3. l2l .

33 Cf. Patrick H. Byme, "The Fabric of Lonergan's Thought," Lonergan ll/orkshop
Journal, vol.6, ed. Fred Lawrence (Atlanta, Georgia: Scholars Press, l9E6): 66.
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would mean taking on a multitude of complications deriving from the
complexity of everyday knowing that is tied to practical living and to
all the cultures springing forth in space and time. As paradoxical as this
can appear to anyone having trouble coming to grips with examples
from algebra or the physics of motion or of quanta. science with its
operative method furnishes precious starting points for understanding
the functioning of understanding and of consciousness; concrete

examples drawn from science favor the self-appropriation of one's own
conscious dynamism; and finally, the role of science provides the basis

ofthe analogical formulation ofa new method (the generalized empirical
method) that alone is able to go to the roots of ultimate questions in
cognitional theory, ethics, and religion.s{

A third important motive tbr relerring to the empirical sciences is the
fact that only in the twentieth century have we grasped that the reality
of the known universe of being cannot be adequately formulated in
imaginative terms. Science is therefore helpful for resolving the problem
of the nature of our knowing and of the correct notion ol reality, thus

overcoming the Kantian difficulty with the conditions for attaining the
real object. As is well known, Lonergan answers with his original theory
ofthejudgment ofexistencers that allows us to attain reality in itself.

The notion of science is thus expanded, already in lnsight, into a

generalized empirical method that permits the construction of a general

philosophy capable of dialoguing with contemporary knowledge and

theology, and of integrating them in a complex vision, and so avoiding
the risks associated with excessive specialization and fragmentation. The
third type of system, also called transcendental method, lies at the basis

of "the total and basic science of human living."r6 In it the basic terms
are the conscious and intentional operations of human knowledge, and

the relations among them are fixed by the conscious dynamism that gives

rise to, guides, and assembles the various operations among themselves.

The derived terms and relations are the pertinent procedures of common

sense, mathematics, the empirical sciences, interpretation, history,

philosophy, and theology. Here, in contrast to the Aristotelian system,

basic terms and relations are cognitional (the data of consciousness) and

not metaphysical, so the transition from the conceptual/linguistic level to

"Questionnaire on Philosophy," 4.3.

lnslgir, chaps.9 and 10, but also Topics in Education, 133-57

"Questionnaire on Philosophy," 3. l2l.

34
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the preconceptual/prelinguistic level of the same performative interiority
of the subject is very important.3T This kind of learning does not occur
by means of memory but it is achieved by means of a lengthy study
of oneself (with whom the teacher can collaborate only by opportune
means and strategic invitations).

In brie{ the tasks of"the total and basic method,"that is, ofgeneralized
empirical method, are the following:r8 ( 1 ) the execution of the operations
in particular disciplines (mathematics, the natural sciences, common
sense, human studies); (2) attention to the same operations; (3) attention
to the dynamic assembling of such operationsi thematization of these
same operations; (4) thematization ofthe dynamism that assembles these
operations; (6) attainmenl of anormative pattern for each ofthe particular
methods; (7) attainment of the common nucleus for all the methods, that
is, ofthe dynamic structure of human consciousness that lies at the basis
ofall knowing and deciding. The immense labor accomplished it Insight
is the synthesis ofthis scale oftasks. Such labor constitt*es anew method
inasmuch as there is a group of structured operations; such a method is
empirical in the measure that the operations are immediately accessible
through our own consciousness (they are Ihe internal duta or data of
consciousness), and in the end this method is a generalized empirical
method in relation to the empirical method of the natural sciences (that
start from the erternal data of the senses), but also because it is a matter
of the operations that are constitutive of the human being (experience,
understanding, judgment, and free choice).

It is then starting from understanding ofthe methods ofthe sciences
in their similarities and differences that the transcendental method
is acquired and this explains the importance Lonergan assigns to the
empirical sciences. The complicated and fascinating exercise of self-
appropriation of one's own conscious intentionality allows one to
highlight a "transcendental a priori," that is, to individuate the condition
of the possibility of any particular cognitional method in any cultural
and historical epoch and to identif it within our conscious intentionality.

31 Understanding and Being,l4 f.: "The trick in self-appropriation is to move one
step backwards, to move into the subject as intelligent asking questions; as having
insights being able to form concepts; as weighing the evidence - b€ing able to judge.
We want to moye in there where the ideal is functionally operative prior to its being
made explicit in judgments, concepts and words."

38 This scale oftasks is expressed in this manner in "Questionnaire on Philosophy,"
4.22.
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Nevertheless. the attainment of the conscious structure is achieved
empiricttlly in virtue of the analysis of the data of consciousness to
which each one can have immediate access as soon as one follows the
normativity ofthe so-called transcendental precepts (which is none other
than the self-transcendent dynamism olour experience, our intelligence,
our reasonableness, and our liberty).

Moreover. in the measure that it is scientific. the transcendental
method has for its object a veriJied possibility: the fact that I am one w-ho

is conscious in the precise sense thal intentionality analysis reveals, not
as a matter of necessity, but de ./itcto. Still, it is a matter of an empirical
verification that is complete in itself. As a matter of fact, while scientific
verification only issues in the acquisition of a probable judgment. in
generalized empirical method both the antecedent (the intentional
operations and processes) and the consequent (the operative methods
of particular disciplines) are data of intemal experience (the data of
consciousness) and so are both verifiable. namely. the operations ol
experience. understanding, judgment, and decision exist and are verified
in accord with the pattern indicated in Insight and then in Method.'e

One problem is to establish with certainty whether the cognitional
system at work in oneself is present in the interiority of others in the
same manner. Crowe{0 responds affirmatively, setting the operations of
common sense and those used in the system in relation to each other: as

we discuss this theme, each ofus "knows" (common sense) that when
the others put queslions and objections, weigh our answers, they are
performing experience. and are having insights and making judgments.

We know all this through cor nonsense judgments without any need
of having access to the other person's interiority. Such a complete
verification allows the attainment of a normative and invariant structure
(the transcendental a priori). This does not mean that one's linguistic/
conceptual lormulations cannot ultimately be perfected on the basis of
deeper selfl-appropriation. also in relation to the level ofthe differentiation
of consciousness attained by one's culture and civilization. It is a
matter of distinguishing between "the normative pattem immanent in
our conscious and intentional operations and... objectifications of that
pattem in concepts, propositions, words":ar the revision will regard only

Method in Theologt, l6s.
Crowe. The Lonergon Enterprise,62
Method in Theologt, l8 f.
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the objectification ofthe pattern, but not the dynamic structure ofhuman
consciousness, otherwise one would have to have arrived at a new kind
of consciousness.

CONCLUSIONS: A NEW O|\G,{NON FOR KNOWLEDGE

The normativity of generalized empirical method and the historical
variability in the categorical methods ofthe sciences enable Lonergan to
define the notion of culture in a dynamic and pluralist manner: il grows
and develops in accord with a dialectic parallel to that which is initiated
in the polymorphic consciousness of the human being.

Naturally, generalized empirical method is merely the beginning
of a development of the man as a philosopher, because "philosophy is
the flourishing of the rational consciousness of the individual in one's
arriving at taking possession of oneself." What is important about this
proposal is the focus for a new instrument by which it pursues concretely
and realizes today the ideal of a truly scientific knowledge, and which is
therefore an instrument on the level ofour times.

In this sense, Frederick Crowe speaks of Lonergan's works as an
Organon for a new epoch of history. Aristotle worked out an instrument
for the mind and for the exercise of thought contained in the Logical
Worl<s (that only came to be called Organon in the sixth century), such
that they do not enter into the subdivisions of the sciences (theoretical,
practical, and productive) but constitute the necessary premise (for
the scientific demonstration based on the syllogism). Analogously,
Francis Bacon speaks of a Novum Organum in polemical contrast to
Aristotle, that is, of instruments adapted (for the mind) with which to
reconstruct all the sciences, arts, and human knowledge from top to
bottom: instruments that posit its new and better foundations, namely,
upon induction as the effectual means of analyzing experience. So too,
Lonergan's methodological investigation is an Organon because it is like
these attempts at organizing knowledge and of renewing intellectual life,
but also it is similar in its goal and in its undertaking, but not in the
manner olconceiving the mind (at least in respect ofBacon).

The transition to this new plan does not eliminate the achievements
of the history of thought, but integrates them in surpassing them: for
example, the supremacy of method does not exclude having recourse
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to logic just as human historicity does not keep us from speaking about
"nature" as a heuristic notion; and a philosophy of self-appropriation
of the subject leads to a heuristic metaphysics able to integrate current
knowledge. Lonergan's proposal is concretized in a "basic and total
science': no longer a metaphysics (as in Aristotle), but a combination of
cognitional theory, epistemology, metaphysics of proportionate being,
and existential ethics. The dependence of metaphysics (or "general
philosophy" as affirmed in the "Questionnaire on Philosophy") on the

other fbrms of knowledge is not the dependence of a conclusion on its
premises. but rather the dependence of a generative, transformative. and

unifying principle upon "materials" that it generates. transforms, and

unifies.a2 This kind of "general philosophy" is capable of performing a

threelold function.
Above all, it can exercise a critical function vis-d-vis the various

kinds of knowledge. Philosophy determines the scope of competence

and the limits of common sense and of the sciences, assessing their
respective methodologies. Again. it helps to overcome the possible

counterpositions/competitions due to misunderstandings, closures, and

uncritical positions. It therefore verifies the coherence ofresults ofscience
and of common sense with a cognitional theory and self-appropriation.
eventually revealing latent counterpositions due to a misunderstanding
oihuman cognitional structure and ofthe correlative notion of reality. In
particular, it scrutinizes such "science" to reveal the evidence for their
heuristic structures yielding knowledge, tha1.is.the acquired a priori that
indicates the direction olresearch: we recall the elaboration in lnsight of
the lbur classical. statistical, genetic, and dialectical heuristic methods.

They are the methods carrying empirical investigation, based on some

basic heuristic anticipations, and allow the lurther enrichment of
discourse about the whole. The philosopher therefore ought to be current

with the verified scientific theories or at least more "corroborative." For
example, on the basis of the results what we today have at our disposal

regarding cosmological evolution (the theory of the "big bang" and of
cosmogenesis with certain characteristics), the philosopher also cannot

ignore that the "stationary state" cosmological theory of the I 950s (also

used by Lonergan) is totally surpassed today.

There is then the function of integration in the current context

ol specializations of knowledge (that run the risk of dangerous

Lonergan \ Nolion oJ Science

42 lnsight.418.
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fragmentation). Exercising this task of integration, "general philosophy"
does not omit the legitimate autonomy and the correct methodological
controls ofthe sciences, but accepts and utilizes the competencies ofthe
other experts without substituting for them, but assuming their results.
Still, it is the role ofthe philosopher to elaborate scientific results into a
unity, clearing away the reductionisms, and bringing to light within the
positive results ofthe sciences the concrete prolongations of the integral
heuristic structure of proportionate being.

There is finally the function of mediation philosophy has to perform
between theology and the other sciences, between cultures and human
society, because it is not simply a methodology ofthe sciences.ar General
philosophy as an originating and total way olasking questions will not
be the definitive system of knowledge, because knowledge is always
evolving; rather it has a heuristic character (it anticipates something not
yet known). Its role consists instead in leading the particular sciences
back to the human subject, introducing them in this way into the realm of
being that the cognitional intentionality ofthe subject itself individuates
and toward which it constitutively tends.

Lonergan's proposal as an analysis ofone's own interiority is nothing
other than a replay of the Socratic "Know thyself': it is fundamentally
an invitation to retum to ourselves to regain the basic human dynamisms
of intelligence, reasonableness, liberty, and love as ultimate and
intrinsic existential norms for our own personal self-transcending self-
development. This is the foundational basis, a method of methods
(Organon, precisely) what can open the path for a true anthropological
revolution. Any time, indeed, can also be judged on the basis of what it
says about the human being and we can also read our own time according
to what it says and understands about the human being.

The invitation that emerges from Lonergan's work is that of
apprupriating of that oneself which we are, with all the richness of one's
interior dynamism, for the sake of a life of collaboration and creativity.
Lonergan had the courage to work out not only a theory but a concrete
itinerary (or "method" that, in Greek, contains the word "way") to
pursue by means ofa new "Know thyselfl'and in order to live in accord
with this self-knowledge. This Organon of Lonergan is not the content
of his works (while being, to be sure, his own extremely rich, open, and
dynamic thought), but it is a preciseway of self-appropriation. This is not

43 Cf. "Questionnaire on Philosophy," 5
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conceived at the writing desk or in an abstract mode but is the innovative
and creative discovery of the resources of one's ou.n conscious and
intentional interiority. Hence, the invitation is to be creative and personal

even in one's acceptance of Lonergan's proposal, with a view lo one s

own personal realization of this method. For teachers, in particular. it
is a matter of formulating an adequate educational proposal that helps

students to think and to be themselves in finding their own way of human
leaming and maturation.
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UNIVERSITYAND MEANING
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Rome, Italy

Fnou rHe nME of its origins the university has been affirmed as the
eminent locale for the elaboration of knowledge and formation, and it has

carried out its mission in relation to the historical and cultural contexts
in which it arose and evolved. At the start of the third millennium the
dignity of its historic heritage is no less present than the expectations
called forth by the current changes in the culture, in the university the
institutions, in the disciplines taught, and in the communications of the
teachers. New attention has again been drawn to who is called to learn;
changes in the students, in their courses of study, in the levels ofaccess
to knowledge have been noted. Changes in relation to the faculty and
the institutes have repercussions on the activity of formation, questions
about the evaluation of university performances, and about the profile
of the university teacher. Investigations about formation, its systems of
relations and values, about the fragmentation of knowledge, about the
need for the integration of the areas of knowledge, about the culture
and its models multiply. Particularly on the philosophical level, there
come to the surface, among other things, fundamental problematic nodes

surrounding subjectivity and objectivity, freedom and responsibility; to
make room for them does not mean escaping what is contingent and
variable, but rather to rediscover interpretative keys for confronting
the current needs in light of the cumulative patrimony of humanity, to
discover and to activate dynamisms that, by heightening the reflective
and operative powers ofpersons, lead to liuitful changes.

Challenged by the just mentioned expectations that require
philosophic reflection about the worth of ascribing to knowing and to
the subject's possibility of aniving at the meaning of reality and ofhis or
her personal development within it, we confiont the thought of Bemard
Lonergan.
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University and meaning are two distinct and relevant themes that do
not seem to converge arbitrarily, and they are the objects ol Lonergan's
reflections on different occasions: for the first there was the publication
of an article and for the second three lectures separated in time.r These
texts reveal some fundamental nuclei ofthe Canadian maestro's thought,
the depth oi which goes beyond the circumstances by which they
were confronted, and they attest to the broad engagement in academic
teaching, at the service of knowledge and of general human fbrmation.
I shall recall the texts from this article and from those lectures: besides
being evoked by the event ofthis Lonergan Workshop and by the theme
on which it is based, I shall also recur to a course that Lonergan held at
the Gregorian University. De intellectu et melhodo, which amounts to a
pointed explication of a decline in meaning within this University.

I. REALISM OFTHE GOOD

The brief essay, "The Role of the University in the Modem World,"
written at the beginning of the 1950s offers a clear orientation: in the
measure that one can understand the role ofthe university 10 lhal extent
one will keep abreast of the present world, in the situation in which
it currently finds itselt in any case this demand reduces to a primary
instance, which at the same time constitutes the basic goal toward which
the forces of human community tend - the good notwithstanding the
blows of resistance or the contradictions of history. The notion of the
good comes to sight as the generative nucleus of his entire reflection and
reveals a trajectory of Lonergan's thought in the I 950s that he presents in
/nsrgfit and in his seminar on education at Xavier University in Cincinnati
and that he will reappropriate in what follows.

It is with the notion ofthe good that the multiple human resonances!
along with its original implications, borne by the very same university

I "The Role of a Catholic University in the Modern World" was a l95l article
published in French for Relalions, a monthly review ofthe Montreal Jesuits, in view of
a special 1952 meeting on the theme. "Time and Meaning" was a lecture given initially
in 1962 at the Thomas More lnstitute, then represented elsewhere; it was part of the
course, "To be a philosopher." The next year. 1963. again at Thomas More Institute
the lecture, "The Analogy ofMeaning" was held. "Dimensions ofMeaning" was a dis-
course o[ 1965 held at a Marquene Universiq course.
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can be grasped. In its intemal articulation, this nofuon of ihe trurn.an
good corresponds to the structure of knowing. Just as knowing is
distinguished by the experiential (the data ofsense and ofconsciousness),
intelligence (insights, postulates, systems, definitions), and reflective-
rational (udgments) levels, so too on the empirical level the good is
the object of desire; on the intelligent level there is the good of order
that is pursued technologically, economically, politically; on the level of
deliberation there is the judgment ofvalue that puts one in the condition
for appreciating and being critical, for fulfilling the consequent choices,
consenting to being a "radically free" subject and acting consistently
with that.

To consider the university in relation to the human situation clears
the field of emphatic or the opposed minimalist considerations precisely
because it views it in terms of its lofty formative task departing from
the notion of the human good without avoiding the difficulty that can
be involved. This viewpoint is not therefore dictated by the preferences
of one who today is the prisoner of his or her needs, detached from
the received cultural patrimony and from responsibility for future
generations, in a sort of "present-ism," whose outcome will be limiting
or avant garde as do the "archaist" and "futurist"2 opposites that tend to
flee the present by polarizing attention either on the traditional heritage
or upon utopian projects. Such a task cannot prescind from historical
attention for the world, which for Lonergan is "the cumulative product
of centuries of ambiguous development and change. It is the threatening
precipitate of civic and cultural progress and decline solidified in
hypotheses, mentalities, interpretations, philosophies, inclinations,
habits, hopes, fears,"3 by which therefore the crisis in which it verges
due to the incomprehension and the inadequate actions of human beings
is constantly evaluated. At the same time this is to be confronted in order
to be resolved.

Human beings can be helped to overcome the vacuum of their
incomprehensions, to replace blind evaluations others assessed by critical

2 Bernard Lonergan, Topics in Educqtion, vol. 10 ofCollected Works of Bemard
Lonergan, ed. Robert M. Doran and Frederick E. Crowe (Toronto: Univenity of To-
ronlo Press, 1993),61; Italian translation, Sull'educazione, ed. Natalino Spaccapelo
and Satumino Muratore (Rome: Cifie Nuova, 1999), l0l.

3 Bemard Lonergan, "The Role of Catholic University in the Modem World,"
Collection, vol. 4 of Collected Works of Bernard Lonergan, ed. by Robert M. Doran
and Frederick E. Crowe (Toronto: University ofToronto, 1988), I l0- I l.
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knowledge, to take action to overcome carelessness and lack ofcuriosity.
From the negativity of the crisis, from the risk of aggravating it, one
can move on to the positivity of a situation that has found within itself
the possibility of bringing about a transformation: instead of a "major
crisis" there is "a commensurate task."a The task is directly aimed at the
difficulty, and it can be addressed thanks to the investment ol human
forces, such as "available power and resources;" the engagement lavished
upon us is such that it is able to transform in proportion to the "decline,"
to generate a new way ofknowing, evaluating, acting.

2. COMMUNITYANDVALUES

The above mentioned task is addressed within the cultural community,
but the affirmation of Lonergan needs to be located in its context:
"The university is a reproductive organ ol the cultural community."
The university has nothing to do with whatever is stereotypical,
mechanical. and repetitive, standardized: it is a vital organ, and not
merely instrumental, whose functions are continually generative of the
cultural community itself, which is constantly called upon in tum to
raise questions for reflection about whatever presents itselfas novel and
about the received patrimony, to give rise to a renewed expression olthe
cultural contents because oftheir having been reworking by the subjects
who comprise the community.

It is not so much a matter ofcultural objects'having to be reproduced
in multiple transmission codes as that the plural and complex subjectivity
be promoted so that it be dynamically aflirmed as cultural: this needs to
be rediscovered above all "in the intellectual lives of the professors"
capable of nourishing a formative communication with the students.
Among the various functions that can be attributed to the university, a
central one is: "the communication of intellectual development," or the
communication about whatever distinguishes the human subject in its
intellectual attainments, through the differentiations of consciousness
in the various periods of history, rigorously linked to the achievements
of the operations that progressively characterize it. But the "intellectual

4 "Role ofthe Catholic University," ll l.
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5 "Role ofthe Catholic Uniyersity," I09.
6 "Transversality" is the more recent category recurring in the European context,

bul it is also more amply intemational for indicating the degree to which something
can be considered common (values, objectives, methods) within the differentiated dis-
ciplines and which constitutes their principle of integration, attesting to the unity of
knowledge, although to varying extent. ln the last thirty years of the nineteenth cen-

tury, there was no particular advertence given to the need to meet the problems on the

multidisciplinary, interdisciplinary, or transdisciplinary level, and transversality can be

properly considered in line with this last level.

tifb" of the professors, nourished indeed by the personal research that
each one cultivates, is not reducible to an individual labor exhausted in a
private sphere; it both springs forth from and is at the same time destined
for the "cultural community."

The cultural community, inserted in the broader context of the
human community that responds to the exigence of leading a life in
solidarity, is preceded by the intersubjective community and by the civil
community. Nourished by experience and by the desire for the particular
good is the intersubjective community; sustained by insights, by the act
and the result of understanding, by the search for and the realization of
the good oforder is the civil community; supported by valuejudgments
is the cultural community. This last, olcourse characterized qualitatively

- each cultural community has its peculiar traits and constitutive
differences - is animated by instances of transcendence, and does not
remain a prisoner olgeographical confines and historical periods; this is
cosmopolis.

With this term, Lonergan does not mean to express "a political
ideal" of the good that is difficutt to attain (bonum arduum) or something
impossible to achieve, but a "cultural fact" that is already configured by
time: "lt is the field ofcommunication and influence ofartists, scientists,
and philosophers. It is the bar of enlightened public opinion to which
naked power can be driven to submit. It is the tribunal of history that
may expose successful charlatans and can restore to honor the prophets
stoned by their contemporaries."5 Cosmopolis then is inscribed by certain
intellectual and moral values: the communication between those leamed
in different fields ofknowledge capable ofgenerating a field ofinteraction
in which the single competences are deepened to teach transversality6
and not the nanowness of single epistemologies. Cosmopolis stands for
the critical and formative repercussions that cultural elements have upon
public life to the point where they become a reformative and orientating
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force; it is honorable, not factious, conduct evaluating words and deeds

equally.

3. THE DIALECTIC OF HISTORY AND
THE PROMOTION OF HIGHER SYNTHESES

Even the above-mentioned instances, shared or diffused at the individual
or social level, are at the root of changes that have a double valence:
they can lead to the "development" or "decline" what has arrived and
still arrives in history and converges with the characterization of its own
"dialectic" within it.' In their practicality human beings make way for
manifold and ambiguous changes, that provide the data one can inquire
about, seek their intelligibility, or also wonder about the good that could
be brought about. One encounters this ambiguous change inasmuch as it
involves a cumulative attainment in the speculative order that has brought
about the mastery of science, or a cumulative practical achievement that
has brought forth the civil community. Both offspring can become an
object of verification, in which the first is verified experimentally, the
second historically. The diverse stages of the human community (its
origins, development, achievement of power, dissolution, decadence),
the plurality of its components (parties and factions, privileged and
oppressed classes), its motivations (Realpolitik and revolution), testify
to discordances, and counter-positions within human experience, that is,
"a common origin in commonly indeciferable ambiguity."E

Yet it is not to be thought that such an affirmalion is a species of
surrender to the ineluctible, since there is a need to pass from theories to
facts, to formulate a different kind ofquestion that agrees to reflect, weigh
the evidence, and to be critical, and this is the good that properly occurs
in the cultural community. Stilt, this too is not exempt from ambiguity.
It does not pertain to "another universe;" "in the universe that exists
man suffers from moral impotence;"" reason itself is abdicated, "higher

7 ln this essay Lonergan does not express himselfexplicitly in this way (the title of
the third paragraph is actually redactional); he prefers to speak of"ambiguous change,"
*ambiguity," which denote the preference for an ethico-philosophical reading ofdeeds
and of historical eYents.

E "The Role ofthe Catholic Univeruity," ll0.
9 "The Role ofthe Catholic University," III.
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syntheses" are replaced by "lower syntheses," which are further from
intellectual and moral progress and determine the course of"decline" in
society and culture.

But, through the university, the cultural community can have the
organism capable of immunizating it against intellectual and moral
decadence due to the "communication of intellectual development" that
will lead the professors by their teaching to hold ambiguity in check, and
to favor the inrus legere in the students that is the hallmark ofintelligence
in act.

It is an intelligence that does not expect to passively assimilate
from others prefabricated syntheses, but that strives to comprehend the
multiple aspects of the truth or truths, and to construct syntheses that
arise from understanding them.

It is an intelligence that knows how to work out classifications,
to construct series of concepts, safeguarding their intemal unity, and
demonstrating the intelligibility of their relations.

It is an intelligence that is not set on a particular aspect, on a unique
unity of meaning, but moves agilely within various unities of meaning,
even those that are counterposed or syntagmatic (abstracVconcrete,
universal/particular, speculative/practical).

To favor intelligence in act with its intus legere is to promote
comprehension, that is, to help understanding to develop. Lonergan
showed such an interest in the manifestations of understanding in the
activity of teaching and learning that in Insight he has set forth the
explanation ofthe dynamics ofhuman understanding as a basic method
for making explicit every other method, indispensable for stemming the
fragmentation of knowledge, for integrating knowledge from diverse
and manifold areas, to appreciate the vitality of the human community,
for reading and rewriting history. In different ways, every proposal of
the teacher is covered with negative traits inspired by ambiguity: "the
explanations," Lonergan asserts, "are of hypnotic drugs by their vrrtrzs
dormativa, truths become uncomprehended formulas, moral precepts
narrowed down to lists of prohibitions, and human existence settles into
a helpless routine without a capacity for vital adaptation and without the
power of knowledge that inspires and directs the movement from real
possibility to concrete achievement."r0

The function of the Catholic universities is not different from

l0 "The Role ofthe Catholic University ...," I I l.
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that olevery other university, they all ought to face up to "changes," to
the "dilemma" involved in reconstructing the maps of leaming.rr The
thought of Bemard Lonergan efficaciously meets the need to construct
a "map" that guides the recognition of the intertwined currents in the

various areas ofknowledge and to undertake the "right direction." rl

This does not yet touch the fact that Catholic universities can
combat social and cultural ambiguity better than others due to the final
otherworldly orientation linked with the theological virtues of faith,
hope. and charity, whose exercise redounds to the total benefit of the

society: taith lrees human reason from the narrownesses ol worldly
ambiguity; hope puts the brakes on practical egotism and battles against

economic determinism; charity impedes the continual explosion of
tensions provoked by a faithful application ofthe law, which stops at the

level ol retributive justice.
In Catholic universities, the care put into teaching and leaming,

the appreciation of the value of knowledge tbr its own sake, as we will
say later on. is called to express the intellectual and cultural relevance
ol faith and thus to combat social and cultural "decline." To this
relevant task Bernard Lonergan, philosopher, theologian, twentieth-
century methodologist, was dedicated, which, while accommodating
the exigencies and the attainments ofan epoch, passes through it while
casting light on the dynamisms of the human subject, and at the same

time delineating a method of human knowledge valid ior any time.
because it is based on the structure ofthe human subject.

ll See J. Turner, "The Catholic University in Modern Academe: Challenge and Di-
lemma." Catholic Etlucation: A Journal of lnquiry qnd Prqctice, l, no. 3 ( 1998): 252-

62.
l2 See Richard M. Liddy. "Bemard Loneryan on a Catholic Liberal Arts Educa-

tion." Cqtholic Education: A Journal of Inquiry and Proctice, lll. no. 4. (2000): 521-32.
For the author an "integrated vision" of sciences and disciplines is favored, promoted

by Lonergan's thought, read in terms of"liberal education." He afnrms at 526: "Such
a vision of how the sciences and disciplines are linked in an integrated way to human
self-understanding and the progress of human culture is a high goal of human under-
standing. lt does not come easily and without dedicated study ofthese methods and the
basic method ofour own spirit. Still, a liberal education is on the way to such achieve-
ment."
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4. REALISM IN KNOWING AND MEANING

If the intellectual vitality of teachers will agree to clear the field of the
dangers ofthe virtus dormitiva, ofthe vacuousness of incomprehension,
of dealing in precepts for their own sake, it would amount to saying
that the university is attentive to its students, to the activity ofstudy and
research they undertake. If one could initially direct one's attention to
the students, keeping in mind that the goal of university formation is
knowledge, one should not think that this is implicit or simply ideal.
As John Henry Newman, of whom Lonergan was a careful reader,
authoritatively asserted, this goal is "quite concrete, real and adequate;"
it is not vague and diffuse, but intensive since "Knowledge is capable
of being its own end. Such is the constitution of the human mind,
that any kind of knowledge, if it be really such, is its own reward."rs
Newman thus referred to every kind of knowledge and in particular to
philosophical knowledge that he recalled consists "in a comprehensive
view of truth in all its branches, ofthe relations ofscience to science, of
their mutual bearings, and their respective values."ra Hence, knowledge
cannot be considered on an instrumental level, it is not a means that
should serve something else, a preliminary path for the exercise of a
skill into which it dissolves, it has no interest extraneous to itself, it
is headed toward the pursuit of its own sake. Undoubtedly there will
be advantages that derive from it, but what is primarily considered is
that, independently ol its exlemal advantages, with knowledge "we are
satisffing a direct need of our naturef'r5 this, even if one is not capable
of immediately attaining its perfection, is affirmed in gradual objectives,
thanks to which we feel knowledge present, operating in us. Knowledge
"viewed in relation to leaming" focuses subjects, their "cultivation ofthe
intellect" also considered "an end distinct and sufficient in itself'r6 that
can be expressed as an "enlargement of mind,"r? and which is "the power
of viewing many things at once as a whole, ofreferring them severally to

13 John Henry Newman, The ldea of a University Q.lew York: Doubleday & Com-
pany, 1959), 130.

t4 Newman, 1dea, 130.

l5 Newman, /dea, l3l.
l6 Newman,ld€a, 150.

l7 Newman, ldea, 149. This "enlargement of mind" also is presented as

"illunination;"elsewhere he speaks of"the expansion ofthe mind, and ofthe insnument
ofattaining to it" (Id€a, 152), in opposition to a "narrowness of mind" that knows linle.
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their true place in the universal system, of understanding their respective
values. and determining their mutual dependence."rs

A renewed attention to the subject committed to knowledge, and at
the same time to discovery, reading, reexpressing the meaning present in
the various forms ofknowledge, is present in Lonergan, who in the first
years of the 1960s tumed his attention repeatedlyre to explaining what
the meaning and the significance this assumes in the life of the subject,
of the human community, and of the culture, is.

A first consideration regards the possibility ofconsidering meaning
as something dynamic, developing; from this viewpoint this has to do
with time and with the life of any subject, above all with his capacity
to discover relationships. In contrast, aridly conducted study, lacking
engagement and motivation, increases the distance from objects and in
this way makes room for fragmentation. "The study of literatures, of
cultures, ofphilosophy, ofreligion can become simply an archipelago of
islands with no relations between them"20 and - continuing the metaphor

-renders them inaccessible or, conversely, impenetrable. Yet before
explicating the characteristics of meaning, Lonergan is concerned with
individual cultural positions spread about that suffocate it or hinder it,
and that are held in check and divided by meaning.

These are provincialism, incapable ofenlarging one's own horizon
and of accommodating anyone or anything different; c/a.r'.ricl.sz, which
does not know how to read the importance ofchange and tends to affirm
only what is consolidated; romanticism, which is enthusiastic about
the concrete, the individual, the personal, the historical, but falls into
fragmentation; the cult of the universal thal recurs to the norm, the ideal,
and ignores things in their particular reality. The notion of meaning is

studied by sta(ing from this "variety" of meanings corresponding to the

existential dynamics encountered both in the hislory of persons and in
that of peoples.

The first kind ofmeaning presented by Lonergan is intersubjective,
acknowledging the contribution of Max Scheler on human sympathy;
the Canadian maestro considers the phenomenology of the smile2r as

l8 Newman, /dea, 158.

l9 The different lectures thematize meaning in complementary perspeclives.

20 See B. Lonergan, "Time and Meaning," Philosophical and Theological Papers
1958-61,vo1.6 of Collected Works of Bemard Lonergan, ed. Robert C. Croken, Freder-

ick E. Crowe, and Robert M. Doran (Toronto: University ofToronto Press,l996),94.
2l It is "one incamate intelligence making itself known to another." "Time and
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an "irreducible" and compact form; it is also recalled in the course De
intellectu et methodo, as we shall see later on. There follow then symDolic
meaning or "the meaning of affect in its most elementary form," by which
the subject can orient himself in life, and is able to act in the world;22 and
incarnate meaning, which is the meaning of existence experienced by
every person through the choices, the actions of his life.'l

Finally, there are added artistic arld linguistic meaning. In their
activity, artists live an experience ofthe liberation oftheir own sensibility
"from every instrumentalization, all subservience to further ends:"2a
they are committed to transforming their own worlds, even ol quotidian
activity, and so to transforming themselves. Linguistic meaning provides
an existential significance for every subject, as is attested to by the
resonance for every person words and names possess, to such a point of
even structuring life; it is distinguished from other modes of meaning by
the precision, but also by its richness.

The analysis achieved amounts to affirming that meaning is
constitutive ofhuman life in all its forms, on individual and social levels;
without it we find ourselves confronted by the destruction ofpersonal and
communal life, by moral annihilation, by the barbarization of society,
by the impoverishment ol the institutions of culture. In terms of this
proposal, Lonergan affirms: "To eliminate meaning is to eliminate all
human institutions. Again, to eliminate meaning would be to eliminate
interpersonaI relations, symbols, art, language, literature, religion,
science, history philosophy, theology."25 One ofthe most frequent errors
is to consider meaning as something unreal or opposed to reality, but
in that case one ignores what "real being" is and one would need to

Meaning,"98.
22 Beyond the Freudian examination of the symbol there is the study of Gilbert

Durand ofthe dominant reflexes connected to symbols that valorize basic physiological
or psychic facts, for example, ofthe reflex for maintaining one's balance expressed in
ascensional symbols (rising, exercising control or power, going upstairs) or offire (St.
George and the dmgon).

23 Quite differently fiom Heidegger, who puts the question in an agnostic or athe-
istic manner, Georges Morel studied the meaning of the life of St. John of the Cross,
whose mystical experience is "experience ofreality in its totality." ("Time and Mean-
ing," 102.)

24 "Time and Meaning," 103, finds illuminating the study by Susanne Langer on
the nature ofart, on lhe sensibility ofthe subject capable ofconstruing, sel€cting mean-
ings, working on its proper forms in a vivid and liberating way.

25 "Time and Meaning," 104.
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reestablish the difference between "natural" and "intentional." Meaning
is real according to the intentional order, and such intentionality is that
which characterizes life as properly human.

The subject lives in time, within which it constitutes and maintains
its identity; the person he/she is stays the same, even ifone's own presence

to oneselfis intermittent or undergoes changes. One's intentional acts in
time render one who one is; one cannot be outside of time, but above
all, one's time is the "time of meaning." "The time of meaning is not
a succession of mathematical points, such as is the time ol mechanics.
There is a now...of a subject that is not confined. in his considerations,
to meaning things that are present; he means equally well the things that
are past and future."26

Meaning, like the subjecl, is always considered in development.
"Because there is human development there is temporality - the
historicity...of human life and because development occurs principally
in the field of meaning, the development is principally the development
of meaning."27

Lonergan read development in light olthe analyses ofJean Piaget,
as the interaction among the dynamisms of adaptation (or assimilation,
adjustment),2E of combinations of differentiated operations, of the
regrouping of groups ofoperations; but a1 the same time he makes good
the distinction between some fields that are not able to be regrouped with
the others and goes along with the deepening the study of development
in general, as well as the development of meaning. Such are the fields
of common sense and of theory, the fields of the external world and of
the interior world, the fields of mediation and the field ofreligion. These
four sets of worlds, or "types of world," are not the same for all, and they
change according to the differentiation ofone's consciousness.2e

Meaning cannot prescind from reality, but one needs to attend
to the "human reality" and this is "in large part constituted by acts of
meaning"ro that the subject masters during its growth, and this in fact
does not correspond to experience or to the sum of experiences which
it can have. "lt is this addition of understanding and judgment that
makes possible the larger world mediated by meaning, that gives it its

"Time and Meaning," l0E.
"Time and Meaning," 109.

Topics in Educ*ion,29l ff.
"Time and Meaning, ll6-7.
"Dimensions of Meaning, C ollect ion, 232

26
27
28
29
30
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structure and its unity, that arranges it in an orderly whole of almost
endless differences: partly known and familiar, partly in a surrounding
penumbra of things we know about but have never examined or
explored, partly in an unmeasured region of what we do not know at
all."31 The world of meaning is the world mediated by other subjects, by
the human community, by the culture, and is much more vast that that of
immediate experience, and as different from it, requires understanding
and judgment. 32Such a world, although more vast and nourished by the
works of many, is indeed not secure, but it is constitutively 'insecure:"
"besides truth there is error, besides fact there is fictions, besides honesty
there is deceit, besides science there is myth."r3

But the world of meaning is not only that of knowledge, it is
also that of action, of projects with choices of ends and means, of the
collaboration required by the transformation of nature; it is "the man-
made , artificial, world, [that] is the cumulative, now planned, nowchaotic
product ofhuman acts ofmeaning." It can happen that one mistakes these
transformations as the most important to which the human being can be
dedicated, but there is another that has priority, that of the human being
who actuates himselfthrough the processes ofeducation, of instruction,
of formation that mark the various stages of life and make room for the
differences constitutive of the subject.

These are individual goods; they are characterized by the time and
place they emerge, "[b]ut the difference produced by the education of
single human beings is only the recapitulation ofthe longer process ofthe
education of mankind, of the evolution of social institutions, and of the
development of cultures."3a Not only knowledge in its various religious,
artistic, scientific, philosophic, historical forms that has undergone
transformations (every form is bom, evolve, reaches a culmination,
declines, gets rebom), but also institutions change over time, can be the
objects ofnew ideas, the community can reinscribe their meaning.

What would the university be were it not to grasp its profound
relationship with the reality of meaning? The change in meaning certainly
has its importance, but the control of meaning has still more. An example

3l "Dimensions of Meaning," 233. [Ed. note: ln Professor Finamore's ltalian text
this essay is cited here and in what follows in the Italian translation by Giovanni B.
Sala, in Ragione efede difronte a Dio, (Brescia: Queriniana, 1977), 105.1

32 "Dimensions ofMeaning," 233; Sala, t05.
33 "Dimensions ofMeaning," 233; Sala, 106.

34 "Dimensions of Meaning," 234; Sala, 106.
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is noted from the history of philosophy: Socrates put questions to his
fellow citizens who responded in a primary, immediate language, without
reaching a level ofreflection that landed at a definition. Another example
is treated in the history of humanity: primitive peoples were intelligent,
knew how to solve practical problems but were dominated by myth
and magic. People of the first great civilizations notably transformed
their living conditions but still were prisoners oi myth and magic. It is
necessary to acknowledge that the Greek mediation of meaning made

way lbr classical culture and that this has been replaced by modem
cullure, although the latter cullure has not yet reached the level of
maturity and so has instead produced forms olblind acquiescence from
which situations ofvaried misery are derived. "The classical mediation of
meaning has broken down; the breakdown has been effected by a whole
array of new and more effective techniques; but their very multiplicity
and complexity leave us bewildered, disoriented, confused, preyed

upon by anxiety, dreading lest we fall victim to the up-to-dale myth of
ideology and the hypnotic, highly effective magic ofthought control."35
The breakdown of the classical mediation is confirmed by the field of
science, which has not only succeeded it, but radically changed the very
conception of science. The new science is no longer expressed in terms
of "knowledge" but of "hypothesis, theory, system, the best available
scientific opinionf it no longer speaks of the constitutive elements of
science as " truth, certainty, knowledge, necessity, and causality;" the

modem ideal has substituted "something less arduous, something more
accessible, something dynamic, something effective. Modem science

works."ro
The new science has brought along with itself a different optic

through which to read human life the attention to the essential, the

universal, the necessary has been replaced by attending to the accidental,

the particular, and the contingent. Lonergan underlines lavorably the

new scientific interest in man, or better in all human beings on the

level of history and geography - in every human phenomenon, it wants

instead to compare the classical and the modem ideal ofscience because

they are both subordinated to judgment, since one can no longer think

35 "Dimensions ofMeaning," 238; Sala, ll2.
36 "Dimensions of Meaning," 239; Sala, ll3.In Lonergan's originaltext: "Modem

science works," the "works" points to eflective results; the modem ideal is that ofpro-
duction, ofthe multiplication offunctions in a contexl that pays attention to experimen-

tal results, not speculation.
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of science in terms of imagining the data. This is "an ongoing process
that no library, let alone any single mind, is expected to encompass"3T
and precisely for such a processual dynamic cannot be content with
grasping the meaning: it has to be verified. The cognitive sphere, on
the other hand, is not exhausted in the context of classical science that
worked out "a somewhat arbitrary standardization of man''38 the literal
meaning is neither unique nor primary and Lonergan shows that he is a
good connoisseur and appreciator of Giambattista Vico who defended
the priority of poetry, and, as well, the vitality of symbols, opening the
way for a different definition of man that will eventually emerge: no
longer the rational animal but the symbolic animal.

Not only poetry, but also the rediscovery of myth under its
various forms, in the twentieth century, has highlighted the power of
the incamate spirit, of the psycho-physical unity of the human subject,
of psychic mechanisms, of cultural heritages, and at the same time, of
the anteriority of intercultural language: the attention Lonergan pays to
Freud, Jung, Ludwig Binswanger, Rollo May, Gilbert Durand, Mircea
Eliade is not only of the bibliographical kind, but feeds a profound
existential reflection on the human subject, who perceives his body,
who grasps the preconceptual dimension of intelligence, is solidified in
"vertical liberty":e on which his human forces pivot. This liberty is not
given, nor can we possess it on the ideal level, since it is that by which
"we may emerge out of prevoluntary and prepersonal process to become
freely and responsibly, resolutely yet precariously, the persons we choose
to be. Still, what are we to choose to be? What are we to choose to make
of ourselves? In our lives there still comes the moment of existential
crisis when we find out for ourselves that we have to decide for ourselves
that we have to decide for ourselves."

To comprehend the characteristics of the modem mediation of
meaning, to compare it with the classical one, is a task entrusted to those
dedicated to stud, to the cultivators of the different disciplines, to the
leamed, to as many as avail themselves of their works in the libraries,
to university students through the courses they pursue, so as to be able
to elaborate in as personal a form as they have made their own, and to

37 "Dimensions of Meaning," 241; Sala, I16.
38 "Dimensions ofMeaning," 24l; Sala, I17.
39 "Dimensions of Meaning," 243; Sala, I19. Lonergan takes this concept llom

Joseph de Finance. See J. De Finance, Saggio sul'agire umano (Citta del Vaticano: Li-
breria Editrice VaticarB, 1992), 273.
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become capable of reaching judgments and decisions. "There is far too
much to be learnt before he could begin to judge. Yetjudge he must and
decide he must if he is to exist, if he is to be a man."ro

Lonergan does not tire of insisting that meaning is a "reality" of
human life. Already the simple question, "What is meaning?" implies
the will to get an answer, but this is not superadded from outside or
superimposed to the meaning, because the meaning is self-explicating,
"the meaning of meaning is a meaning. The question answers itself."ar An
analytic approach allows one to consider the mind ready to be applied to
everything and to be able to give explanations at the level ofexperience.
understanding, judgment. Meanings therefore are related to these three
levels, which are not to be thought closed in on themselves, with one
separated from the other; by confronting and comparing them, we can
grasp "the analogy of meaning."a2

With a different approach, we can describe diverse types olreality
in order to discover meaning in its constitutive elements. They are reality
as countersigned constitutively by meaning:|

Human communication: everyday language. intersubjective
relationships, the incamate existence of each person, symbols and their
affective charge, art, literature, forms oftechnical language;

Human potentiality: to be men and women. affective and aggressive
symbols; tactics and strategies, plans and counterplans, goals, objectives,
ideals, intentions; ambitions and achievements; questions, acts and
habits of understanding, explorations ol possibilities; love, loyalty, faith,
deliberations and decisions: all the forms oldifferentiated consciousness
and subjective attitudes;

Human knowing: the complex activity that unites three components
the experiential, the intellectual, the rational; man can humanly say that

he experiences, understands what he has experienced, judges as right or
mistaken that which he has understood;

40 "Dimensions ofMeaning," 242; Sala, I19.
4l "Dimensions ofMeaning," 244; Sala, 121.

42 "The Analogy of Meaning," Phllosophical and Theological Papers
184.

43 See "The Analogy ofMeaning," 185-201.

1958- 1961,
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Human living: the human potentiality that is actualized, the subject
is involved in acts of will, chosen works, actual decisionsl

Community: humanpotentiality is also actualized by communication
with which knowledge and modes of living humanly are passed from
one person to another; human potentiality is also that ofthe community,
persons are a potential community when they can reciprocally understand
each other and understand what means whatl

Human sciences: scientific knowledge of man in his personal
and communal human reality; such knowing studies not only data,
but interprets the human dimensions as such and as historical. Human
science is also specified as an interpretive or hermeneutical science and
as reflection for education and formation, ultimately to communicate
meanings and techniques relevant for them;

Theology: knowledge of the word of God with all its validity and
truth is a new datum and a new meaning; the revelation of God enters
into human reality as "its most significant and most important level'"aa
the word ofGod is not just a datum as is given for the human sciences,
but has a value and a truth that mounts to God himself.

The techniques, the new forms of myth and of magic cannot be
informed by meaning; meaning is disclosed in the specificity of seven
realities just mentioned as a generative force and characteristic of the
human inasmuch as it is human, as a liberating instance of human
development. So we can affirm that meaning is the humanizing factor; it
is the process of attaining the human, of the maturation of the human as
starting from an activity oriented to uncovering the analogy of meaning,
starting from the three levels of knowing to grow in so far as one is
human and humanizing one's own life.

"Meaning is a formal and constitutive element of human living, and
to remove meaning is to remove art and symbol, literature and history
natural and human science, families, states, religions, philosophies, and
theologies."a5All the above-mentioned realities concur in humanizing, are
the privileged means of humanization; their removal, while it destabilizes
the meaning in its objective dimension, threatens the integrity of the

"The Analogy of Meaning,"206
"The Analogy of Meaning,"l85

44
45
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human subject and the human community.
The university, as a place ol research and formation, is called to

locate itselfat the intersection ofthe objective and subjective dimensions,
to be the center of a field in which meaning is studied, that is, reality
in its diverse areas, with their dynamisms and their changes, in order
to become familiar with them and to re-work them. and to attain self-
knowledge and humanization.

ln so lar as Lonergan has written about the role ofthe university
and on the reality/notion of meaning, his point has been validly embodied
and re-expressed in a course from 1958-59, which we will now discuss.

Lonergan's teaching in the course De inlellectu et method could serve to
exemplifo the contextual and methodological options that turn out to be
profoundly consistent with the examples that have emerged until now
The course was held at the Gregorian University in the second semester
ofthe academic year 1958-59; the data has been made available due to
various students'notes that have been assembled and ordered;{6 its title,
and Crowe affirms, shows "the two poles olthe tension that animates his
thought."ll

lnsighr had barely been published (1957), the Halifax seminar
on lnsight was held in the previous summer (1958). In this course he
wanted to throw light on the question ofmethod, and so above all on the
irrevocable advantage that theology derives from philosophy. Interest in
method had deep roots in Lonergan; we cannot forget that the first course
he held at the Gregorian University in 1953-54 had the study of method
in its generalitya8 as its theme. lt was divided into four parts: "1. The

46 The course notes were gathered and put in order by some auditors ofthe course,
and then published by Francesco Rossi de Gasperis and P Joseph Cahill; in point of
fact, Frederick E. Crowe was informed that Rossi de Gasperis revised the text with
Lonergan. See Frederick E. Crcwe, Bernard J . E Lonergan. Progresso e tappe del suo
pensiero. ed. Natalino Spaccapelo and Satumino Muratore (Rome: Cifte Nuoya, 1995),
I 19. The notes cover 72 pages oftypescript. utalian translation ofFrederick E. Crowe ]

47 Crowe, Lonergan, 118.
48 The Liber annualis aftests the title ofthe course: De methodis universin inquisi-

5. THE PROMOTION OF INTELL[,CTUAL DEVELOPMENT
AS AN ACHIEVEMENT OF MEANING
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notion of the question. 2. The notion ofscience. 3. The twofold mode of
human thinking.4. Method and its precepts." If one went no fu(her than
the subtitles of the parts it could seem that a good deal more space was
allotted to intelligence than to method, or that the intellectual dimension
was more important that the rational-operative one of method, which
seems to be superadded only at the end. In fact, this is not the case:
the first three parts are deeply pervaded by epistemological examples
in relation to relevant kinds of content, but they are presented in such a

mediated manner that a gradual deepening introduction to method itself
can be retained.

Here we do not intend to analyze a dense network of contents that
emerge in an ordered series; intheeconomy ofthe present communication,
we limit ourselves to those aspects that allow one to notice both this
communication of intellectual development, considered by Lonergan a
central function of the university, and the meaning that permeates the
cultural quest, but no less, the subject's existential search for its identity
and the development of its own human maturity.

5.1 Questions and lhe Potential of Human Intelligence

After having adduced the premise that every question arose and is
fed by reasons adopted to affirm or deny the same proposition, the first
part is occupied with a point-by-point historical analysis of authors and
texts, aimed a documenting the argument in its manifold aspects.

Each question has a meaning in itself which has to be faced, so too
the series of questions that always follows a question once it has been
resolved has to be considered;ae the order ofthe answers must be logical
because it manifests the technique devoted to terms and propositions,
and coherent because it contains no contradictions.

Propositions are meant to have a real meaning and one and the
same totality can be ordered in different ways, can be named with
equivalent systems; series of responses to all questions are composed,
they are ordered while they continue to arise. Not only will there be found
something novel that is opposed, but the novelty will mark progress if

lio theoretica. See Crowe, Lonergon, 108.
49 It goes beyond the economy ofthis study to recall the thick network oftexts cited

by Lonergan. I must underscore the fact that these citations, while they meet the need of
scholarly documenlation, assume the pedagogical insistence expressed by Newman of
"enlarging" the mind ofthe students.
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50 Lonergan speaks of the problema chasmatis. recalling the derivation of chqsma
ftom ciaos, a word used by Luke in the parable of the rich man and the impoverished
Lazarus ( Luke | 6: I 9-3 I ) at verse 26: Abraham replies to the groan ing of the rich man

who discovers himself in hell, saying that it is the "great abyss" ofthe "voraciousness"

which places him at a distance. Prctblemo chusmulis is lhat ofthe abysmal differences
between words. concepts, notions as reflected in the followinB note.

5l When first a problem arises within the system that finds no solution within the

system ilself, the need lhen arises to pass from an old order to another new one, whether
it be in relation to a parlicular syslem pertaining to a single author, or whether it be lo
a general system (e.g., to the teaching ofthe Vatican in the 1800s); the history ofphi-
losophy and of theology is riddled by this problem. The problem of historicity is read

in relation to the diflerent order of the causu cognoscendi, which is first in relation to
us and in the way of discovery (via izventionis), and in the order of the causa essendi,

which instead is first relation to things in themselves and in the way of teaching (via
doctrinae); such a problem is noticed especially in the difference between speculative

theology and positive theology and does not require an integration between the two,
inasmuch in the statement of their foundation with a relative theoretical justification,

is a problem conceming the continuity between one order and another. The problema

chqsmqtis,trunslated in the Italian version with "alienation," mounts to a diverse use of
\ryords, notions, technicalterms in doctrinal lbrmulationsi medieval theologians sought

a systematic solution, but they also introduced into theology logical and metaphysical

categories that Aristotle had used in the sciences of naturel the controversies between

Aristotelian and Augustinians were in quite a rage in the thirteenth century. The Re-

formers reacted to systematic theology, seeking to retum to the gospel, subsequently

Baius and Jansenius both claimed to be following Augustine totally. Lonergan recalls

the reality ofthe twentieth century in which the need to make all the faithful enter into

theology in is various forms (syslematic, positive, moral, ascetic) is feh. and there is

some conditions will be taken into account: that the ability to answer
a new question depends on an order that is not statically repetitive
but evolves or changes into something else; that the above-mentioned
evolution of a pervious order is not up to solving the new problems,
requires the intervention ol schools of method, the new questions will
see their solution by changing the way of ordering the answers; all the
proposition shall be ordered in accord with a new method, with new
techniques. there will be a new principle ofdevelopment.

It is not to be thought that this will come about withoul creating
new problems; Lonergan indeed offers evidence for a threelold problem:
the problem of foundations, related to the transition from one order to
another; that of historicity. related to the continuity among orders; and
that of the "chasm"5o or abyss related to the progressive multiplication
of ever more organized of orders in time and simultaneously their ever
greater distance from the sources.5r These three problems are nothing
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but "three logically distinct aspects ofthe one real problem of method."
Before coming to delineate the solution, Lonergan directs the

students to a j oumey of gradual and systematic approximation to the same
solution. The joumey is articulated in three directions, corresponding
to the three problems, and of this we indicate here only the structure
of the first, the salient traits of his analytic argumentation, in order to
concretize the exploratory dynamic set forth by Lonergan in this initial
part of the course, and which concludes in the second and third part,
grasping "intelligence," and the fourth getting to "method."

The Possibility of Solution of the Problem of Foundatians

Individuation of the Genus into which Foundations Is Placed

The possibilities vary according as the kind of foundations; the
solution is not total, complete; it is limited by its very conditions, or to
the degree that it is marked by difficulty.

The foundation can be extrinsic: if it refers to names, propositions,
terms. It is satisfactory inasmuch as its terms and propositions agree at
a first level, but no question is asked about why they agree; hence, its
limits.

The foundation can be intrinsic: resides in internal concepts and
judgments. This is enough when the terms are conceived in the same
way, and thus limited.

The foundation can be within the intellect and in intellectual habits:
they recur in differentiated forms: in science as a process that leads
from principles to a conclusion; in intellectus (zroas) which is a habit of
intelligence; in wisdom which is: the principle ofjudgment regarding
understanding; the principle ofjudgment pertaining to its reasoning; the
principle of the judgment conceming the ordering of the virtual, multiply
orderable totality. It succeeds when the preceding two foundations come
into play less, but it equally encounters a twofold difficulty: it would
suffice if men were wise, but not everyone is capable of being so: the
number of the stupid is infinite.

much discussion ofpastoral theology, ofthe theological meaning ofthe litugy, ofker-
ygmatic theology, ofexistenlial theology (De intellectu et merhodo,ll-15).
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Advancing Toward the Initial Solution of lhe Problem of Foundslions

The solution is not immediate, easy if the abyss would not have
given rise to the problem of method. The path to the solution by means

of a gradual sifting ofobjections, arriving at a clarification that solicits a
position different from the others.

) Knowledge is not increased by addition or extemal provenance;

rather what is little known was first completely unknown. The increase
comes about by dividing the whole that already precedes (: ens, being);
that is, what becomes progressively known, little by little, resides in
being. Intellectual progress is a movement from the amount already
known to the amount that has to be known more explicitly.

) We make progress toward wisdom through the division ol
heing. the completeness and security of which is based on the principle
of non-contradiction. The Tree of Porphyry by the process of setting
up dichotomies of'fers a complete division, validly and permanently
schematic and abstract. from which some judgments can arise.

) Wisdom grows out of always more numerous divisions and does

not reside in the indivisible; nor is it possible to acquire it simply inasmuch
as one can increase the number and so it is in relation to wisdom that one
already possessed it in some measure. God alone is simpliciter supiens,
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) By participating in the divine wisdom, man progresses toward
wisdom, but also knows the limits of his wisdom, judges only about what
he knows, and not about many other things he does not know; this is the
root of his humility. But man can also exaggerate his knowledge and
pretend to give judgments about everything. Only the wisdom of God
is absolute; the human kind is differentiated into the various kinds of
judgments (general, determinate).

) The manifold conceptions of being would seem to render the
foundations of wisdom instable and from this the many kinds of wisdom
are derived. There is however the natural notion of being which is the
same in all human beings, distinct from the reflected upon, analytic notion
that is formulated in different ways by philosophers and theologians.

) The natural notion of being is implicit and identical in every
human being; there is not a different kind of foundation in the authors
of the Sacred Scripture, in scholastic theology, and in the conciliar
definitions.

) The notion ofscience evolves. Today the sciences are many and
the examples are far clearer the further they are from the past. There are
elements ofAristotelian science (such as necessity and certainty) that are
no longer tenable today, but others still recur.

It is not so much the notion of science that evolves as science
itself. The question conceming what remains stable and immutable in
the evolution ofscience has been solved.

Solulions lo lhe Objections
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All the solutions, corresponding to the objections, although they
have a speculative weight, have a no less formative one for the students.
The solution to the third objection has the pa(icularly challenging
effect of promoting efficacious leaming, as Crowe indeed underlines
in commenting on this part of De inlellectu et methotlo: it is not what
is familiar that develops leaming, but what creates embarrassment,
discomfort, diffi culty.5']

Unity of the Solution

After having gone through the itineraries in relation to the three
problems, Lonergan comes to the point of proposing "the unity of the
solution." He retums to the human intellect that is in potency, without
thereby sacrificing whatever is specific or different for the ambit ofeach
problematic.

lnasmuch as the human intellect is in potency, its scientific and
sapiential quality can grow; from the progress made by the human intellect
springs forth the initial solution to the problem of foundations. In so far
as the human intellect is human it is joined profoundly to the sensitive
part, and from this union one can look for the solution to "the problem of
alienation." Finally. in the measure that the human intellect progresses to
the scientific, intellectual (having the habit of intellectas). and sapiential
level and is at once profoundly united to the life ofthe senses, one can
form different syntheses at the intellectual and sensitive level. The more
the habits of science, intelligence, and wisdom are involved, the more
it supervenes on sensitive living, and the mode of conceiving is tied
to sensations, provoking crises and transformations that require ever
diverse solutions. Precisely in this context is the problem and the notion
of method located.

His speculation is concemed with an extremely fertile outcome for
reflection on the university, on its difl'erentiated realms of study, on their
common exigence for method.

52 Frederick E. Crowe, Old Things and New: A Stategt Jbr Education (Atlanta,
CA: Scholars Press, 1985),84.
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5.2 The Varieties of Science and of the Notion of Science

The notion of method can be introduced as well by departing from
the notion of science that evolves; if Aristotle and Thomas spoke of
science, the modems prefer to speak in terms of method. Such evolution
is faster in the practices of science than in the reflection upon them,
which feeds conflicts and raises the problem of method. Science can be
conceived in a multiplicity ofways, and so can have different notions of
science, which are sifted through. We express again such notions starting
from some incisive Latin utterances by Lonergan.

"Cognitio essentiae rei, qua cognita cognoscantur rei proprietates."
Knowledge of essence brings with it knowledge of the properties of a
thing. Lonergan reveals the limits of such a notion. This has a logical
foundation, recuning in the divisions of the Tree of Porphyry, but is not
applicable to the knowledge that God has of himself (in him there is no
distinction between essence, properties, or attributes) or to the knowledge
what we can have ofGod in terrestrial life. If the definition regards the
universal, and is applied rigidly, it can lead to the determinism ofSpinoza
or to the moral optimism ofLeibniz. Ifthe knowledge ofessence and of
properties is considered only an abstract matter, the science of concrete
things is limited, as occurs in Scotus, who does not relate science to the
concrete world, to this existing world, but to every possible world. If
then we inquire whether we really know the essences ofthings, we have
to admit that our knowledge is descriptive, classificatory, explanatory.

"Certa rerum per causas cognitio." Knowledge of things through
their causes is certain. That is the Aristotelian notion ofscience: things are
inserted into the ten categories ofbeing (but neither matter nor form are
among these), and correspond to the four kinds ofcause (final, efficient,
material, and formal). Lonergan does not bother much with each ofthese
as with the notion of motion or change that requires the categories that
are connected and interrelated and then the same formula in accord with
the twofold process of analy sis per viam resolutionis (starting from the
things until ascending to the causes, which can be logical, physical,
or metaphysical, and of synthesis, per viam compositionis (from the
known causes until returning to the things). In contrast to this analytic-
synthetic structure is chemistry with its periodic table of the elements:
the elements arising from scientific investigation are defined by terms
and relationships mutually related to each other and the definitions ofthe
compounds arise from the elements.

Finamore
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"De legibus in aliquo systemate adhibentur." The system is
composed by laws that are demonstrated within it. This is the modern
notion of science, which proves the laws through some system such as

mathematics. The law is a basic element in Galileo and Kepler, while the

systematic element was introduced by Newton. But there is no scarcity
of oppositions; to the just described notion there is opposed that of the
science proportionate to states and to probability; classical laws come
to be replaced by the theory of relativity, the deterministic schemes by
quantum theory and probability theory.

"Deductio ex principiis analyticis." Deduction avails ilself of
analytic principles. The analytic principle has a predicate arriving from
the subject's reason. Lonergan distinguishes between analytic principles
and analytic propositions; the first goes beyond the second by not
only characterizing the relations among the elements in accord with
grammatical and logical rules, but by the concrete existential judgment

about concrete realities. The necessity of wisdom that selects principles
and terms is the judgment about actual existence.

"De necessariis." Science regards the necessary. It is theAristotelian
conception according to which the world is etemal, is not created in
timei there is determinism in the case ofthe celestial things, but not in
that of terrestrial things, and the causes per accidens do not impinge on
the determinism; the whole world is pervaded by contingency. But no

science is possible in relati on to the per accidezs; science regards genera

and species. Contrary to Aristotle who did not possess a notion of divine
providence, for St. Thomas there is science even of lhe per accidens, nor
inasmuch as there are natural agents given, but inasmuch as the one acting
by its intellect and its will is God, who eternally knows and wills the
links between the effects and is the cause ofevery object that will occur
in the world. For Aristotle. furthermore. there is no science of historical
matters that can be explored in poetry. Even Toynbee gets the categories
for his study ofhistory from Greek or Shakespearian tragedy. The notion
ofscience is enlarged by distinguishing in the universe what is necessary

from what is not; there is no science of redemption or of the Church,
as the mystical body. In time, the notion of science has changed, so

Aristotle's notion is not Aquinas's (absolute and hypothetical necessity),
just as the latter differs from those operative in the sixteenth-century
controversies conceming the reconciliation between human freedom and
divine providence; moreover, we can speak ofmetaphysical, physical, or
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moral necessity. The Aristotelian notion of science is reduced to the field
of natural sciences, to scientific laws, to the theory ofprobability, but it is
not able to define every science. With the evolution of science the same
notion of science develops; no branch of science is science simply, the
science varies in relation to the subject matter.

5,3 The Two llays of Knowing: Symboliaing and TheoriTing

There are two ways ofexperiencing, conceiving, thinking,judging:
the symbolic way, which is natural, universal, and temporally prior, and
the theoretical way that comes to be discovered gradually with purpose
and will. Each way is limited in itself, they are complementary, but the
differences between them make it so that dialectical oppositions arise,
giving rise to a third way.

If the symbolic way is absolutized, it falls into the aberrations
proper to a mythic, magical, superstitious mentality, which does not
prevent one from having to recognize its meaning.

The different expressions on a human face are carriers of symbolic
meaning: "they are something intentional, not just combinations of
muscular movements; and so there are the various forms: Iaughter, the
smile, derision, the welcoming smile. This intentionality is perceivable
beyond the perception of material movements. The perception of
movement is recognized according to the light, the color, and varies as
they vary. This act of perceiving is an activity that occurs in the field
ofpsychological awareness, where only those things that consciousness
itself is able and wants to form. (...) This intentional element contained
in these movements is natural and spontaneous. We do not learn to laugh,
just as we do not learn to eat."sr It is simple, immediate, emotional,
does not need words; it is polyvalent in the use of signs and therefore
can be ambiguous, does not use abstract signs, nor does it distinguish
between that the person knows, wishes, wills, in contrast to the sort of
discursive signs that use a unique sign for each concept, distinguishes
among moods (inticative, optative, cognitional, voluntary). Discursive
meaning is objective, while the symbolic meaning is intersubjective, not
only revealing one's situation, but creating it; thus it occurs in art, and
manifests what an abstract concept cannot show.

The use of language represents a second stage that pertains to the

53 De intelleclu et methodo,3l. B.

Finamore
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symbolic mode of knowing that evolves and enlarges; it is attached to
a symbolism but its operation is intellectual, there emerges an act of
intellectual recognition and with a sufficiently developed language a
rational operation. In this way the logos arose in Greece and in India.

By means ofproper and common names the language expresses the
act of intellectual recognition and is destined to talk about everything;
the Aristotelian and Thomist notion of intellect and the notion of the
world as the totality of objects about which one can speak, but also as

part ola closed universe, delimited by its own horizon.
Within it the subject develops a common intelligence (vulgaris,

proper to the people to whom is pertains, popular), but also a conception
of time that is one's own, psychological, the time of which one speaks.

Language does not pull apart symbolism, but rather increases it, as

happens in poetic art, in which words have an altogether particular force
because they resonate within consciousness. Common intelligence also
evolves, which occurs only as ordered to general utility and not for the
consideration of universal principles, to be deployed in deductions,
the evolution in accord with a scientific structure does not necessarily
happen. Common intelligence does notjoin in speaking universal truth,
but is expressed in proverbs that teach whatever can be commonly useful
and comprehensible by all thanks to common sense. Thus there were the
first civilizations ofentire peoples (Egypt. Babylonia, India, Maya, lnca)
and the first philosophic development (800-200 BCE), in China, India,
Persia; a more individual type of thought is encountered in the Hebrew
prophets and the Greek philosophers.

With these peoples - Lonergan recalls Husserl's reflections -
arose a new way of thinking and of understanding, which agrees to
attribute a new sense to the words that were already in use, such as

sophia. logos, aletheia. episteme; Socrates inaugurated the change with
the logti epaktikoi, inductive discourses what made explicit what had
been implicit, that introduced the logical ideal: everything designated
by a common name had to be conceived in a way that was capable of
bearing the weight ol logical deduction. The logical structure in which
everything is connected was anticipated, with the fixity of the terms
remaining firm. Socrates accepted the value of individual thought;
for him no opinion should have been tolerated without having been

examined making explicit what hitherto is known as implicit entails a
new actuation ofthe intellect. In the measure that something is explicated
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already always depends on preceding thought, and hence the limit of its
value is recognized. Whatever holds true for logic, ethics, metaphysics
cannot hold good in the same way for the natural sciences (physics,
chemistry biology) or the human sciences (sociology, history, economy,
psychology). The problem of the method of proceeding in the sciences
is posed in the Renaissance. In all of modem philosophy the question
of method is always more intimately connected with gnoseological and
metaphysical questions.5a

6. THE EXISTENTIAL NATURE OF
METHODICAL OPERATIONS

Lonergan treats method in general, his notion is practical, and is
constituted by five precepts, indicating what has to be done or avoided,
accompanied by the relevant reasons handled in the theory ofknowledge.
The notion of method is inscribed by a manifold and ordered set of
operations: the five precepts resemble a series ofstages that are going to
be followed, the trace a path (in Greek, meta hodos) for going tfuough
the whole.

These precepts are general because they regard all the sciences and
are adapted to the diverse material of each science; one can speak of
a unity of method because it attends to the unity of the human mind
that grounds it; and on this basis we can understand why the sciences,
however diverse, tend toward unity and all of them are involved in
conllonting meaning.

The.firsl precepl is "Understand." This is a precise act, the actus
intelligendi, "the act of understanding," a basic act that is the key to
all discoveries. This act precedes any words, sentences, judgments, and
any other datum of intemal or extemal experience. It does not belong
to a pa(icular species but is the act uniquely sought that has great
meaning; each act of understanding contributes to the advancement of
understanding, to its progress; its greatness depends alone on the historic
moment at which it occurs.

54 Lonergan recalled Cassirer in his wo*, Das Erkenntnisproblem in der Philoso-
phie und llissenschaft der neuere Zeit, 3 yolrmes (Berlin, 1922-1923); in particular
he refers to the positions of Descartes ( Rules for the Direction of Genius), of Spinoza
(U n it er s al C har act er is t ics of Mqt hem at ics).
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There are no true acts of understanding; the truth is able to be

found only with the judgment. In an act of understanding, hypotheses,
definitions, theories that can be true or false are formulated, but the act

of understanding is neither true nor false. It always occurs in situations,
and cannot prescind from what we are and so too from our prejudices or
from our previous choices; we are not primitive human beingsor tabulae
rasae,we cannot be nourished on doubts. nor can we doubt everything.
Lonergan recognizes the problematic aspect not just in the partiality in
which it can be impeded, or in the closed mentality olwhich one is aware,
but in that which is unconscious, either an aberration or a prejudice, and

can be corrected as the intellectual habits grow that promote the acts
of understanding preceded by acts of attending. of observation, and

of investigating its data. Still, these things are not exaggerated in their
importance, for they cannot keep attention to the data from growing or
favoring the act of understanding, and ifthe contrary is true: whoever is
under the pressure of interests and of the desire to understand observes
and inquires more deeply.

Understanding is not uniquely bound to what is necessary universal,
abstract, even il we use abstract or necessary concepts (reason, cause,

point) when we describe the act of understanding.
Understanding regard that which is fundamental in science, which,

and St. Thomas affirmed, is the intellectual habit. But to begin with
science is not a habit related directly to the subject; this is considered in
a mediated way: it is what is in a book, what is studied as an assertion
contained in a book; only by progressing in knowledge do we understand
that the science is in us and not in the book.

The second precepl is, "Understand systematically." The systematic
character is given by the subject's intention to attain the ideal purpose

of intelligence, his or her intentionality will constitute the means for
attaining that end, and once the end of a particular science is reached,
relations with other sciences can be established. One can speak of the
ideal of intelligence inasmuch as this tends toward completeness, seeks

the complete explanation of all the phenomena, desires to understand
everything; its aim is to single out such a network of relations that the
entire universe can be comprehended. Systematic understanding has

nothing to do with seeing with systems of abstract propositions from
which one thinks to deduce everything; it has to do with understanding
the concrete universe, in all its aspects and in all its relationships. At the
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same time the ideal is a means that impels one toward a further and more
perfect end.

Lonergan characterizes a "heuristic structure that is valid for every
science and for every problem."r5 It is to be found in the structure of
our consciousness, constituted by acts of experiencing (experience),
understanding (intelligibility), and finally the act ofjudgment (rationality).
What is comprehended in intellection, in the actu intelligendi" that is
"the center of the network of human operations"56 is expressed with a
concept, what is comprehended furthermore in reflection is expressed in
a judgment.

The third precept is, "Reverse the counter-positions," and
the fourth ls', "Develop the positions." The two are interconnected.
Systematic intelligence arises a bit at a time in the subject, just it does in
history. However, not all developments are equal: the objectification of
interpersonal symbols what occur in art is different from that ofuniversal
concepts; popular intelligence develops with a determinate horizon, in
concrete situations, and in its evolution it makes the transition to the
universal. Such development happens in subjects, who thereby undergo
a conversion: if at first they only care about themselves and their own
worlds, now their horizon is the universe; if in the past they followed the
popular criterion ofutility, now they pusue a scientific criterion.

Lonergan invites usto come to grips with chapters I l, 12, l3,and
14 of lnsight, in which the notions ofknowledge, reality, and objectivity
are treated. It is necessary to distinguish the criteria ofknowledge: there
is the criterion for knowing the truth that is evidence, and there is the
criterion lor knowing reality that is contact, presence, in accord with a
twofold orientation: toward the truth and being (ens et verum formaliter
convertuntur) and toward the thing and the object. In one and the same
subject both can be present, as occurs in Descartes: the cogilo is orientated
toward the truth. the substantia and,lhe res extensa are orientated toward
the thing. All that is the fruit of "true intelligence" of the first or the
second orientation is maintained, but there is a need to distinguish that
which is coherent with systematic understanding (the positions) from
that which is not (the counter-positions). Method demands that one pass
from the counter-positions to the positions and that the positions be
developed further.

55 De intellectu et methodo,42-43.
56 De inlellectu el methodo,43.
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The fifth precept is, "Accept the responsibility for judgment."

By the first two precepts the subject is challenged to understand and

to sustain the commitment to systematic understanding, and if, with
the third and the fourth, one advances toward judgment, remaining in
the orbit of understanding, with the fifth one is asked to arrive at the
truth, something thal is more profound than understanding, which it also

involves in a major way: it is not only a matter ofjudging, but of assuming
responsibility forjudging, and this is supported by the will. The transition
from intelligibility to judgment occurs with the differentiation of
consciousness, from intelligent consciousness to rational consciousness.
It is not possible to have judgment without developed understanding,
but certainly there are different kinds of judgment: a judgment about
experience differs from a mathematical or scientific judgment.

Personal experience enters in to play a role in eachjudgment, which
pertains completely to the human capacity in such a way that it demands

all one's responsibility, which cannot be resolved by the intervention of
method; if the latter can aid in making one's own judgment, it is certainly
not to be substituted for by any surrogate. Nevertheless in the history of
philosophy there are many currents of thought that relieve the human
being of his responsibility. "

To understand the real is to advance in the cognitional itinerary,
but this is not complete ifone does not arrive at ajudgment that requires
one to go beyond the simple use ofpropositions, to be engaged with the

satisfaction ofthe act and in the activity ofjudgment in view ofa critical
capacity attentive to the truth ofthe propositions.58

57 Such, for Lonergan, are rationalism, empiricism, Kantian criticism, idealism,

relatiyism, the natural sciences. The flight from the responsibility ofjudgment is not

only found in the philosophies and in the modem sciences. It has roots in scholasticism,

especially in the Scotist doctrine for which propositions are necessary and absolute,

univenally valid for every human being, in every pan of the world. In Scotism, the

rationalist insistence is fused with empiricism. the intuition ofwhat is contingent, rather

than the possibility ofjudging the truth offacts.
58 Frederick Crowe expresses pointed indications that are pertinent: "in the univer-

sity the focal interest is in the content ofjudgment;the main concem is with the materi-

als to be j udged, and not with the form in wh ich one expresses one's judgment. (. . . ) A
feature ofjudgment is the exercise ofthe critical capacity. not in the sense ofpraise or

blame that belongs to the fourth level but in the sense of exam in ing propos itions for
their truth, checking one's assumptions lbr their validity, and the like.(... ) My sugges-

tion is that, where earlier pupils were taught to critique their own judgment, with the

emphasis then on the activity, now at university they will learn to critique what is prof-

University and Meaning
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Lonergan finds four allies in support of his thesis about the
importance of judgment: St. Augustine, for whom the fundamental
category is the truth; St. Thomas Aquinas, who works out the category
of being in addition to the Aristotelian categories; John Henry Newman,
who insists on the unconditional character ofthe act ofassent; and Joseph
Mardchal, who defends the absolute character ofjudgment.

Method has nothing mechanical or necessary about it; its validity is
not ofa logical kind; it is related strictly to the personality ofthe subject
and remains always and solely a personal act, which does not prejudice
the fact that the personality of the subject makes the sciences advance
through the judgments of single individuals and pushes toward the unity
of method. Husserl's critique ofthe multiplication ofthe sciences, is well
motivated in its denunciation, while Lonergan looks to the solution of
this problem: just as specializations do not impinge on the unity, on the
basis ofa cognitional theory an epistemology, a metaphysics.

The link of university and meaning from which we started has
found confirmation and motives for deepening in the nexus of"intellect
and method" just analyzed. The appropriation of the dynamisms of
consciousness, the investigation ofthe intellect as "self-affirmation ofthe
knower,"5e method in terms of the methodological precepts as stages of a
personal itinerary, which harmonizes with discovering and reexpressing
the meanings that humanize on the personal and communal level are

fered as tnre, with the emphasis on the content ofthe judgmenf'fOld Things and New,
I l5- l6l. Judgment, indeed the supreme act ofthe coBnitional process, has within it dif-
ferent levels; it is the act or activity lhat is perfected along with the maturity ofthe sub-
ject, with the attainment of"an authentic subjectivity." Crowe himselfevinces the prog-
ress ofcritical activity as a retum to the critique ofone's own subjective condition even
after having arrived at the critique of tradition that cannot prescind from putting the
subject in question: "the question ofwho it is that offers the critique, what the horizon
of int€rests and concems within which it is offered, how authentically attention, intel-
ligence, reflection and deliberation are exercised in offering it" I l6]. Judgment cannot
do without wisdom, which is not regarded as most p€rfect; there pertains to wisdom the
recognition of degrees, and Lonergan resolyes the first objection following "the initial
solution ofthe problem of foundations" lDe intellectu et methodo, l9-2 t] and recalls
"the first degree ofwisdom sufficient for making progress" then adds "according to the
degree of one's own wisdom the human being judges lhat which he knows, and does
notjudge that which he does not know" [21].

59 Insight, chap. I l. A relevant profound study is available in Joseph Flanagan,

Que* lor Self-knowledge: An Essoy in Lonerganb Philosoplql (Toronto: University of
Toronto Press, 1997), especially chap.5.



the objectives ofa university formation that invests in meaning and the
subject, and both in development.

Every university teacher, belonging to any disciplinary area can
be encouraged and supported in their work by the following words of
Lonergan, which can also constitute an omen lor the fecundity of this
First International Lonergan Workshop:

To know the human potentiality is to know potential meaning.
To know human knowledge is to know meanings that are true.
To know human living is to know meanings that inform, that
are constitutive of modes of human living. To know human
communities in their potential in so far as they are communties
of knowledge, academic communities or in so far as they are
communities of commitment. again is to study meanings as
they are effective in groups of human beings. Precisely in the
measure that meaning is constitutive of human living and of
human commitment, human science is a study of meaning.oo

t26 University and Meaning

60 "The Analogy of Meaning," 203. The phrase comes from the section, "The

Meaning of the Human Sciences," but we think it can be extended to other fields and

can contribute in particular to understanding the link between the university and mean-

ing.
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RENlen,tsErur.rc rHE lEslMoNy of St. Ignatius's presence in Rome and the
providential character of that time; the gift of a mystical experience of
that providence giyer. alLa Storta; remembering as well the providential
assignment ofFr. Bemard Lonergan by his Jesuit superiors to teach at the
Gregorian University in 1954, all of this draws one into the long history
of Catholic spiritual, ecclesial, intellectual, and cultural life. The promise
"l will be propitious to you in Rome" took many detours in both their
lives. Sufferings, as both were to make known in their writings, were part
of the way in which what was "propitious" in their lives would be lived
"ad maiorem Dei gloriam."

Some papers of this conference are focusing on the specific
relationship of Ignatius and Lonergan, but my own task is to move to
a different, and more modem, influence on Lonergan's work. In doing
so, I wish to tum specifically to that area wherein he spoke ofone of his
contributions to Catholic theology, namely in bringing history, as its own
field and specialty, into conjunction with biblical, foundational, doctrinal,
and systematic forms of knowledge. Recognizing this modem influence
on his work offers a context for a fuller appreciation of the historical
dimension ofLonergan's contribution to Catholic theology and provides
a significant approximation and example of what Lonergan proposes
in Method in Theologt as critical history or history as it explains the
meaning going forward in a tradition.
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I.1 CHRISTOPHER DAWSON'S BACKGROUND
AND METHOI)

The particular influence that I wish to examine comes from the work of
Christopher Dawson, the British cultural historian and philosopher of
history. Dawson was bom on 12 October 1889 in Haye-in-the-Wye Valley
on the British Welsh border to an Anglo-Catholic family of decent
wealth. He studied at Winchester, was privately tutored in Bletsoe by a
retired public school master and parson, read history at Oxford w-here his
tutor was Ernest Barker.l His university contemporaries included Edward
Watkin2 a scholar in the history of Christian mysticism, the historian of
world civilizations, Amold Toynbee, and the humanist and theologian,
Martin C. D'Arcy, S.J. He served briefly as a lecturer in the History of
Culture at Exeter University and in 1958, at the age of68. was appointed
to the Chauncy Stillman Chair in Catholic Studies at Harvard Divinity
School.3 He died on the f'east ol St. Bede, 25 May 1970. As historian of
world religions and the Christian sources ofthe spiritual unity that created
Europe, and as an historian ol culture, Dawson published twenty books
between I 928 and 1972, the last one being published posthumously. His
articles number in the hundreds.

The initiation of his lilelong project had its promising start in Rome.
During Holy Week, 1909, at the age of 20, when still a student at Oxford,
Dawson joined his longtime friend Edward Watkin, a recent convert to
Catholicism, for his first visit to Rome. Having attended the Holy week
Triduum ceremonies at different basilicas, he was stunned by the synergy
olthe ambience of Roman pagan antiquity and the living Catholic faith
that he found there. He was already 1'amiliar, and agreed, with Lord
Acton's hypothesis that "religion is the key to history." There, in Rome,

I Emest Barker, a Balliol scholar, not only encouraged Dawson's wide reading in
historical fields but also encoumged his interest in the philosophy of history. His esti-
mation of Dawson was that he was "a scholar ofthe same sort of quality as Acton and

von Hiigel." Christinascott, A Hisbrian qnd His World: A LiJb oJ Christopher Dowson
(New Brunswick, NJ: Transaction Publishers, 1992), I 10. For an early account of Daw-
son's work in religion and culture cf. Phillips Temple's briefessay, "Christopher Daw-
son, Philosopher of History," in Sheed arul Wardls Own Trumper, l, May. 1943, l0- I l.

2 Watkin remained a lifelong friend ofDawson's and is well known for his critical
analyses and histories of mysticism.

3 The oflicial invitation from the dean of the Harvard Divinity School identified
the chairas the "Cuest Professorship ofRoman Catholic Studies."
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the immediate sense of the flow of historical existence awakened in him
the desire to serve the important recovery ofthe step-by-step process by
which Christianity had transformed the collapsing world of the empire
into the new creation ofa Christian culture.

Dawson was both familiar and impressed with Edward Gibbons's
Decline and Fall of the Roman Empirea and had a keen appreciation of
Gibbons's style and of his wide sense of historical knowledge.s While
rejecting Gibbons's claim that Christianity had been the cause of the
collapse ofthe empire, Dawson had not yet worked out what Lonergan
would come to name the "upper blade" ofhistory that was necessary for
translating Acton's vision into practice. On Easter Sunday he climbed
the steps to the church ofAra Coeli, situated on the Capitoline hill, where
Gibbons had stood when he was inspired to take up his own project of
writing the history of the Roman Empire.

Christina Scott, Dawson's daughter, reports that there is a joumal
entry sometime late in 1909 recalling "a vow made at Easter at the Ara
Coeli" and that Dawson had been thinking of how the vow might be
fulfilled, noting that he had in the meantime gotten '.great light on the
way it may be carried out. However unfit I maybe, I believe it is God's
will I should attempt it."6

It would be four difficult years before Dawson would follow the
steps of Newman, and his friend Watkin, and enter the Roman Catholic
Church, being baptized on the feast of the Epiphany, 6 January I 914 by
Fr. O'Hare, S.J. at St. Aloysius Church, Oxford.T

Of his conversion he wrote:

It was by the study of St. Paul and St. John that I first came to
understand the fundamental unity ofthe Catholic life. I realized
that the incarnation, the sacraments, the extemal order of the
Church and the intemal working of sanctifying srace. were all
parts of one organic unity. a liv'ing tree whose-r6ots are in the
Divine nature and whose fruit is the perfection of the saints...

4 Decline and Fqll ofthe Ronan Enpr're (London: J.M. Dent & Sons; New york:
E.P. Dutton Co., 1934).

5 In his introduction to the Eyeryman edition of Decline andFal/, Dawson applied
to Cibbons the words of Gibbons'ss favorite emperor, Julian: ..perfidus ille Deo qua-
mvis nonperfidus Urbi."

6 A Historian qnd His lVorld,49. Mrs. Christina Scott, Dawson,s younger daugh-
ter. died in London on May 25, 2001.

7 A Historian and His lhrld,65.
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This fundamental doctrine ol sanctifying grace, as revealed in
the New Testament and explained by Saint Augustine and Saint
Thomas in all its connotations, removed all my diftculties and
uncertainties and carried complete conviction to my mind.8

Dawson's image for fulfilling his plan was taking shape as a result
of his research and reading as he prepared a study of world civilizations
with the intention of writing a five-volume history of culture. While
working on this he knew the necessity of publishing a few essays that
would introduce his studies to academic audiences. Furthermore, he was

also being invited to contribute essays to projects being developed by

other new converts to Catholicism in Britain. It was such a request that

led to his first major essay, philosophical and anthropological in scope,

entitled "The Nature and Destiny oflMan," which was published in 1920

in a collection edited by Fr. Cuthbert, O.F.M.e
By 1922 he had worked out a theory ofthe cycles ofcivilizations before

having read Oswald Spengler's work on the same lopic, The Decline of
the LYest,withwhich he was in serious disagreement because of its failure
to grasp the dynamic interactions of diflerent cultures. His own theory
was based on a schema that would analyze the dynamic interconnection
of civilizations from 4000 BC to the twentieth century. His conclusion
was that civilizations were the result ofparent (often primitive) cultures,
which had distinct stages ol origin, progress, and maturity, leading, in
tum, to the emergence ofnew cultures. This heuristic had been identified
by means of the massive research that he had done for his first major
book published in 1928, The Age ol the Gods: A Study in rhe Origins of
Culture in Pre-historic Europe and the Ancienl Easl.ro In preparation

for almost fifteen years, this work he considered to be the first ofa five-
volume projected work to be entitled The Life of ()ivilizalions.

The following year his next book, Prrsgress and Religion: An

Historical Enquiry into the Oauses and Devektpment of Progress and lts
Relationship to Religion, was published. This was the methodological
analysis of the whole project, and a summation of Dawson's wider
cultural vision.rr It is in the second chapter ofthat work that he presents

8 Watkin, The Conmonweal, l8 (Oclober 27, 1933): 608.

9 God ond the Supernqtur(rl, ed. Cuthbert, O.F.M. (London: Longmans Green &
Co. 1920).

l0 The Age ofrhe Gods (London: J. Munay, 1928).

11 Progress and Religion (London: Sheed & Ward, 1929). Originally Dawson's
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a critique of idealism in the writings of both Oswald Spengler and R. J.

Collingwood as limiting their ability to understand the organic flow of
cultures and of following Hegel in overestimating the meaning and role
ofthe State in the understanding of human progress.12

Among the key elements in Dawson's articulation of a history of
culture and civilization is the method that accompanied his heuristic
synoptical account of the history ofthe West in Progress and Religion.
He adopted and adapted some ofhis insights from the French sociological
tradition, particularly liom August Comte and Pierre Frederic Le Play, a

Catholic thinker who belonged to the Comtean School of social analysis
but who nonetheless did not accept Comle's positivistic ideology. What
interested Le Play in Comte was that he had shifted the focus of a

theory ofprogress away from what had been predominant in the various
accounts ofthe early French Encyclopedists, namely that an improvement
in material well- being led to an automatic increase in freedom and
enlightenment. Comte, as Dawson notes, "...had made the discovery
that all social development is the expression ofa spiritual consensus and
it is that which creates the vital unity ofsociety...ln other words, in order
to construct a genuine sociology, the study ofsocial institutions must go

hand in hand with the study ofthe intellectual and spiritual forces which
give unity to the particular age and society in question."l3

But it was Le Play, in Dawson's view, who was the first thinker to
connect social science with the concrete historical conditions of living.
Thus he broke with the social philosophers and engaged the empirical
conditions ofdiscrete social worlds in so far as they could be identified.
He was dedicated to analysis ofthe regional geography and environment,
to the natural conditions that allowed the emergence of certain kinds
of work and economic exchange, to the exact thinking and planning

program called for three other volumes that would treat the formation of religion and
culture in the West. The proposed works were: Vol. 2, The Rise of lltorld Religiors;
several essays were published on this topic, but the book was not completed; Vol. 3, Tre
Making of Europe: An lnlroduction lo lhe History of European UriDl (London: Sheed

and Ward, 1932); Vol. 4, Mediqevql Religion and Other Essrg,,s (London: Sheed and
Ward, 1934).

12 Progress and Religion, 27-46. The problem regarding Collingwood, he notes,
is thal "the conceplion of culture is purely subjective, and owes its existence to the ob-
serving mind." (44)

l3 "Sociology and the Theory of Progress," in Dynonics of lltorld History, ed,- John
J. Mulloy. (La Salle IL: Sherwood Sugden & Company, Publishers, 1978), 38.
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that led to particular arrangements of goveming. His method, Dawson
remarks, had been suggested by Fontenelle, and Le Play used it as the
motto ol his major text: "He enquired with care into the value of soils,
and their yield, into the aptitude ofthe peasants, their common fare and
their daily eamings - details which, though they appear contemptible
and abject, nevertheless belong to the great art of govemment."ra Thus,
for Le Play, progress can only be understood where there is established
the interplay of the natural environment and the spiritual sources of
intelligence, anthropology, and religion. Furthermore, the underlying
unity that holds together the conditions of human living and the natural
response ordered by intelligence is more deeply ordered by religion to
a spiritual unity both within its own region and in relationship to other
regions. This holds true in societies that are ordered by the most primitive
as well as the most systematic of religions. Whereas Comte had hoped
to create an instrumental rationalistic spiritual unity that would shape

social meanings, Le Playrs recognized that the source was already
present within the religion of the social community itself. In addition
he had begun a task that Dawson himself continued, namely the effort
to find local variant social elements and the sociological categories that
would link them with world types. This study could give new terms and

relations to the task of history and provide a first step in clarifying the

meaning of progress.

From within this context, Dawson identified the ideological threat
that came from abstract speculations of progress employed by some of
the Enlightenment thinkers. Such theories, on the one hand, were due to
the loss ofa philosophical grasp ofhuman nature as a result ofDescartes's
bifurcation ofbody and spirit, and on the other hand, to the ideology of
the perfectibility ofa neutral state of nature that was identifled already
as good and needed only the help of human engineering. Dawson,
saw that a genuine empirical investigation demanded the study of the

regional communities and their gradual interaction with other regions
as various civilizations emerged. Thus his interest touched the specific

14 $'numics of llbrld History',39.
l5 Le Play's six-volume opus. Les Orv riirs Europein. published in I 85 5. was com-

posed ofthiny-six monographs on individual families scattered throughout Europe in

the first halfofthe nineteenth century. Each family account is accompanied by detailed

information on local economic conditions, historical traditions, associations, ecology,

and relations between workers and employers. A second edition was published 1877-79

and included fi fty-seven monographs.
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local aspects of human living that participated in, and partially created,
the movements of historical events and meanings. These realities are
constituted by primary social groups in their relations to their geography
and to other local groups. This linking of social constituencies offered
converging evidence that permitted one to identiff the broad cultural
unities emerging, and then constituting world history.

Thus, for example, in The Age of the Gods, he is concemed with
the influences generated by peasant and tribal societies in forming a
culture based on the specific place, economy, social interconnections,
anthropology, and religion. He points to the fact that the ..Archaic

civilization of Egypt-Mesopotamia results from the ethos of a unique
peasant society" that, in tum, prepares for later great achievements. Or
again, he notes that the classical civilization ofGreece and Rome cannot
be understood without grasping them as forming a unity with the older
city civilization ofthe East with its tribal structures of barbarian warriors
who invaded the Mediterranean at the end of the second millennium.
Thus there is always an organic connection that underlies not only the
constancy ofregion and place, but also an organic emergence ofhistory
and social life.r6

Inan essay published six years after The Age ofthe Gods, he developed
his insight into the fact that history and sociology are complementary
spheres of understanding in a single science ofsocial life. Here he notes
that sociology offers "a general systematic analysis ofthe social process,,
and history provides "a genetic description ofthe same process in detail.,,
His analogy is that sociology is related to history as ..general biology is
related to the study of organic evolution."l7

In fact he wamed about two dangers here that present clear concems
for the contemporary setting, the first is that sociology has been
"indifferent to the facts of history, and... has tended to invent a history
of its ownf'the second is "the real danger of the sociologist trespassing
on the territory of the other Geisteswissenschaften and attempting to play
the part ofa theologian or a philosopher."rs Regarding such a relationship
ofthe philosopher and the theologian to the history and culture, it is time
to tum-

16 Cf. The Age ofthe Gods: A Study in the Origins ofCulture in prehisroric Europe
snd the Ancient East (London and New York: Sheed & Ward, 1933); cf. g7-164.

l7 "Sociology as Science," in Dynamics of l(orld History, ed. by John J. Mulloy
(La Salle, IL: Sherwood Sugden & Compefl,y,l97E), t2-33.

l8 "Sociology as Science," 28.
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I.2 DAWSON ON HISTORYAND RELIGION

Dawson had begun his analysis of culture with a study of religion as it
shaped the foundational reality that ordered all the natural and spiritual

elements together. In the introductionlo The Age oJ the Gods,he says:

Every religion embodies an attitude to life and a conception
of reality. and any change in these brings with it a chang:.in
the whoie character of tfie culture as we see in the case of the
transformation of ancient civilization by Christianity, or the
transformation of the society of Pagan Arabia by Islam. Thus the
prophet and the religious reformer' in whom a new view of life
i new revelation - becomes explicit, is perhaps the greatest ofall
agents of social change. even though he is himself the product
oisocial causes and th'e vehicle of a-n ancient cultural tradition.rn

In this matter of religion and its influence on culture, Dawson was

most deeply influenced by St. Augustine's City d God. He notes that

Augustine's work was the counterbalance to Gibbons's Decline arul

Fall.ln 1930 he had written a critical analysis focusing on this work

in an essay entitled, "St. Augustine and His Age'"2o Here he developed

a number of the central issues that Augustine had proposed and which

were perennially important for relating Christian faith, beliei and life
to the formation of culture. Written over the fourteen-year period of
412-426, the work, he remarks "developed from being a controversial

pamphlet into a vasl synthesis which embraces the history of the whole

human race and its destinies in time and eternity. It is the one great

work of Christian antiquity which professedly deals with the relation

ofthe state and ofhuman society in general to Christian principles; and

consequently it is has had incalculable influence of the development of
European thought"2r

Dawson defends the claim against certain German scholars of the

time, that Augustine's work is a philosophy of history but also affirms

that The City of Godisnot a "philosophical theory of history." This is so

because Augustine does not arrive at it through an induction ofhistorical

19 The Age cfthe Gods,xx
20 A Monument b St. Augustine: A Symposiuu by Martin C. D'Arcy ctnd Others

(New York: Dial Press, 1930).

2l "St. Augustine and His Age," in Enq uiries inkt Religion and Cz'&are (New York:

Sheed and Ward, 1937),223.
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facts, "but sees in history the working out of universal principles." In
other words:

What Augustine does give us is a synthesis of universal history in
the light of Christian principles. His theory of history is strictly
deduced from his theory ofhuman nature, which, in turn, follows
necessarily from his theology ofcreation and grace. In so far as it
begins and ends in a revealed dogma, it is not rational theory, but
it is rational in the strict logic of its procedure and it involves a
definitely rational and philosophic theory ofthe nature ofsociety
and law and ofthe relation ofsocial lile to ethics.22

For Dawson then the originality of Augustine's understanding of
Christian life develops as he integrates the philosophical, theoretical
tradition of the Greek world, which while lacking a "theory of history,"
had its theory of society and politics, with the Christian tradition that
had no philosophy of society or politics, but had a "theory of history."
In fact Christianity knew itself not through theogonic symbols and
mythology but through a sacred history. Furthermore this history was
not focused simply on the past intervention of God in human living, but
rather as a plan that embraced all times and peoples. Indeed the Christian
transformation of the Old Testament prophetic "theory of history" meant
not only that no division any longer existed between Jew and Gentile,
but also that now there was a new human solidarity brought into being
by Christ who makes "the fullness of times, reordering humanity into
an organic spiritual unity." Christ restores all things in himself. Thus
Dawson recognizes that Augustine's insight identifies Christian reality
as the effecting transforming of the soul, the meaning of history, and the
goal of common human nature.

As grace informs the soul, it begins in the individual the reversal ofthe
concupiscence that leads human intelligence and decisions toward sin and
thus it enters into individual historical events, and affects the conditions
of human solidarity or the community of mankind. For Augustine,
Dawson notes, the two Cities "had acquired a philosophic meaning that
had been related to a rational theory of sociology... (Augustine) defines
a people as a multitude of rational creatures associated in a common
agreement as to the thing which it loves."23

Not only do the two loves, that of God and of self, create different

22 Enquiries,224
23 Enquiries,240
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persons, they also create two types of society based on the loves
functioning as the principles of living. From these principles and their
making of societies, the historical theory is lormed and understood. For
these two cities "have been running their course mingling one with the
other through all the changes of times from the beginning ofthe human
race, and shall so move on together until the end ofthe world, when they
are destined to be separated at the last judgment."2a

The human will, broken and disordered in injustice, creates a history
of deformed institutions in which recovery is always ambiguous, and
so it requires a redemption to create a new order from the residue of the
old debris. Even the virtues ofthe earthly city must be burned away for
they require the proper foundation and motivation that only grace may
convey to them.

Dawson recognizes that the crucial issue of how Christian faith and
lile act in both history and the social world provides the community with
the intetligibility thal flows lrom the Christian mission of self-sacrificing
love. This intelligibility needs to be available in each new age and thus
can allow the Church to be more engaged in self-consciously ordering
the means of redemption to the crises and dangers ol every age. The
relationship ofa theory ofhistory and ofsociological knowledge advance
the understanding of the Church in its past, and just as importantly in
understanding its responsibility and the practical emergent probabilities
of addressing the world in its own dialectical condition. It was such a
translation that Augustine had identified and advanced in the crisis of
and for the Church in the Roman Empire. The ability of members of the
Church to identify what responses were needed over more than a dozen

centuries created what was called Christendom namely a way for the
Christian spiritual actions to give some concrete guidance to the world
and so to bring into history a spiritual unity that brought peoples within
local regions together and who, in tum, created the bonds with other
localities so as to forge a common way of life and a solidarity of hope.

I.3 DAWSON AND DIALECTICS

There are two dialectical fields that are important in Dawson's work

24 Enquiries,24l
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which relate to further development that witl take place in Lonergan's
thought. The first is the dialectic within and between cultures. The second
is the notion of world history and the dialectic oftheories of history.

First, Dawson points in his study of regional peoples, and the
meaning of their way of life, to the fact that the development of the
intellectual aspect which sets forth the possible emergence of social
change needs to be integrated with the vital spirit of the culture if it is
to be a principle of progress and not decline. Thus in the organic sense
of cultural history, the emergence of a genuine development must arise
within the cultural soil and experience, and thus it must grow out ofthe
conditions that already exist. Ifthe change is a revolutionary overthrow
ofthe culture, it may lead to its death. This can be true ofa technological
invention that disturbs and endangers primitive cultures flooded with
advanced Westem material technologies, or of intellectual revolutions
that shred the meaning ofan ancient culture as occurred with bolshevism
in Russia.2s If the culture is stable enough it may be able to wait out the
sources of decline. Eric Voegelin claimed that the time needed for that
was equivalent to three generations or about seventy-five years.

In the interconnection of cultures, strains of common meaning can
antagonize the community into outward acts ofaggression or defense. In
this dialectic of cultures it can often happen, as it did with the classical
Greeks that "their standards of life, their ideals of civic and individual
liberty and enjoyment, were too high to stand the strain of political
competition and they went down before the ruder and harder peoples
like the Macedonians and the Romans, who asked less of life and got
more."26

It is possible for a culture to be destroyed and yet have its cultural
influence continue. One of the difficult assessments to make is how the
traditions and meaning ofa vanquished culture may return centuries after
their original connection with the new dominant culture. Dawson claims
that the classical civilizations in which the world religions appeared
were constituted in such a manner. In such cases two peoples were
brought into some common meaning and their cultural traditions were
gradually united to bring forth a new culture. Thus ancient resources

25 Christopher Dawson, The Gods of Revolution (Lotdon: Sidgwick and Jackson,
t9'12\.

26 Christopher Dawson, The Modern Dilemma: Essays in Order (New York: Sheed
and Ward 1935),3'7 .
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are transformed so as to open up a wider range olreality as for example
what Karl Jaspers sought to identif, in what he calls "the Axial Age,"27
or it means drawing prior social forms into a new situation of meaning
as Christianity did in bringing the pagan Celtic tribes into the form ofa
massive monastic movement.2s

As cultures have their own pattem of emergence, groMh and
maturity, eruptions of deformation and frailty, so they can change
through both progress and decline. Both progress and decline could be

going simultaneously in the same culture as for example when there is
advancement in material aspects ofculture and a decline in the spiritual
resources of culture. Often the times of greatest opportunity and greatest

danger are when cultures meet each other like shifting tectonic plates in
something ofa chaos of meaning, or when they begin the task of making
connections in moments of new creativity. Often what will guide the

outcome are the spiritual visions that uphold the core reality of common
meaning that grounds all the tasks of living. Insightful in Dawson's
studies are the dialectical histories of Islamic-Christian cultures in
medieval time in the Iberian Peninsula.

The second dialectic regards the question of world histories and

theories of history. First on the possibility ola world history Dawson is

doubtful, given the need to know the details of each cultural tradition,
its emergence, and history. However, given the possibility of focusing
again on sociological types, it may be possible to identify the stages of
great ages. Dawson identifies four over against Jaspers's single "Axial
age." Dawson's work suggestsjust such a possibility, and the hints of its
structures and movements fill the pages of his writings. ln particular, he
points to the dialectical character of the major world religions in terms
of their dynamic sources that always keep them meeting new situations
as is the case of Christianity with its consistent knowledge and action,
ordered through creation fall and redemption through the lncarnation and

the manner in which the Church strives to live out that mystery faithfully
in any age.2e Because of this eternal dynamic ontology, Dawson finds

27 Cf . Karl laspers, The Origin andGoal oJ History (New Haven: Yale University

Press, 1953), l-8. Jaspers's work was published in Cerman in 1949; Dawson had wriG

ten about the same period in 1929, cf. Progress and Religion, I 19-21 .

28 Christopher Dawson, Relryion qnd the Rise of Western Culnre: Giflbrd Lec-

tures, 1918-1919 (London: Sheed and Ward, 1950),chaps.2and3.
29 Cf., for example, "Chrislioniq' in the New Age," Essays in Order, ediled by

Jacques Maritain, Christopher Dawson, and Peter Wust (New York: Sheed and Ward,
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that the formation ofthe reality called "Europe" and its Westem culture
came into being as Christian faith was lived into its local worlds, and
not by some explicit cultural design of Christian thinkers and monks.
Precisely because of its origin and missionary call it is the only culture
that consistently reaches out to other cultures and is the one culture by
which other cultures meet each other, save for places where the tectonic
plates rub againsl one another.

Finally there is the dialectic oftheories of history. Here he personally
enjoyed engaging in serious dialogue with those who were part of the
academic study of cultures and civilizations, which were popular in
the middle third of the twentieth century. As noted above, he engaged
Spengler, and found him lacking in the data of his project in that he
treated every culture as if it were a closed system, not understanding the
organic complexity and historical transfers which cultures make with
one another.

He also found Toynbee's project both deeply fascinating and
substantively flawed.3o Briefly, the differences with Toynbee include
notions of culture, wherein Dawson includes the most primitive culture
as exhibiting the same type of effort in social formation and response to
the environment as do the more systematic civilizations. For Toynbee the
primitive cultures are considered to be basically static because he does
not grasp how they require and manifest a basic dynamic and developing
intelligence in order to keep the culture going with new workers and with
some form of education that instructs the young in the order needed for
continued existence and meaning. His most serious critique of Toynbee
was aimed at his proposal, which has been taken up by large body of
Western intellectualist scholarship, namely that the religious forms for
the world that is coming into being should be a syncretist world religion.

But for Dawson the source of that type of vision which sought to
formulate a secularized religion is tied to eighteenth-century liberalism
with its reduction of meaning to material progress and the exercise
of techniques to find resolutions of human imperfection. This led
to a new creed that employed many of the elements of .,the despised
religion" that it was going to replace, but in order to do so it had to

l93l); Understanding Europe (London: Sheed and Ward, 1952); and Medieyal Reli-
gion and Other EssaJr (London: Sheed and Ward, 1934).

30 Amold Toynbee,A Study of History,l2 vols. (London: Oxford University press,

r934-l%l).
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II.I LONERGAN AND DAWSON

Fr. Lonergan often acknowledged the liberating influence that Dawson's
work had on him as a young scholar. Obviously he was one among
many, but I think that Dawson when connected with Newman provided
a major invilation to Lonergan in his struggle to integrate history into
the philosophical and theological life of Catholic intelligence. Further

more I think that Dawson remains an example and one of the best

approximations of the kind of academic work that is necessary to meet

the standards that Lonergan has called for in advancing this integration
between theology and critical history. Lonergan was a philosopher and

theologian. not a cultural historian; Dawson was a cultural historian,

not a philosopher or theologian. Yet when one engages them together

one can grasp the profound order ofknowledge and living that underlies

Christian revelation and Catholic tradition, with its potential for guiding
persons in shaping a history that is worthy of their nature as it is being

redeemed in Christ.32

3 | Dawson, Progres s und Religion,lSS-201.
32 While it has been known for sometime that Lonergan was deeply influenced by

Dawson's work, The Age olthe Gods, it is only recently with the publication of Loner-

gan's economic studies that we leam ofhis references to Dawson's essay"'Karl Marx

have apparently similar features. While imitating certain Christian
forms, all of the supematural sources of Christianity were stripped
away and a recapitulation of all things was to be accomplished in this
world. Here the private reason of the individual asserted itself against

every tradition. and reordered the culture according to new definitions
of nature (Rousseau) and of Reason (the Encyclopedists) and history
(Lessing).3rReligion would now be a private domain of human opinion
and solace and it would have no influence in the public extemal world
of power and technical control of cultural meanings. This dialectic that
Dawson found between philosophical liberalism and historical Christian
faith, effectively removed that faith from being properly identified as the

spiritual unity of the West. For Dawson it would either be recovered, or
in the long run, the spiritual vacuum grounding the culture would both
create and reveal the decay that would yet again require healing from the

only source of redemption.
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and the Dialectic of History," published in 1935 in Lonergan's essay "Healing and Cre-
ating in History." Cf. Macroeconomic Dynamics: An Essoy in Collected llorks of Ber-
nard Lonergan'. Yol. 15: Mqcroeconomic Dynanics: An Essoy in Circulation Analysis,
edited by Frederick G. Lawrence, Patrick H Byme, and Charles C. Hefling, Jr. Toronto:
University ofToronto Press, 1999, 104-105.

33 "f nsight Revisited," in ASecond Collection, ed. William F.J. Ryan, S.J. and Ber-
nard J. Tyrrell, S.J. (Philadelphia: The Westminster Press, 1974),264.

34 Frederick E. Crowe, S.J., "Notes on Lonergan's Dissertation," 5
35 In addition to Dawson, there were contributions by Edward Watkin, Martin C.

D'Arcy, S.J., Henri Marrou, and others.
36 Second Collection,2T l.

In his reflection on the history of his own development of the
intellectual operations that constitute philosophy, theology, and history,
he recalled, "In the summer of 1930 I was assigned to teach at Loyola
College, Montreal and despite the variety of my duties was able to do
some reading. Christopher Dawson's The Age oflhe Gods introduced me
to the anthropological notion ofculture and so began the correction ofmy
hitherto normative or classicist notion."33lt wasn't until the publication
of the materials found after his death that a fuller clarification was made
available as to the kind of work that Lonergan was pursuing in the area
of history and sociology from about 1933 to 1938. In a letter to his
superiot Fr. Keane, S.J. he had indicated an interest in the phitosophy
ofhistory but understood that it did not have as yet a significant place in
Catholic intellectual life. But he continued, "l wish to ask your approval
for maintaining my interest in it, profiting by such opportunities as may
crop up, and in general devoting to it such time as I prudently judge can
be spared."3a

In the 1920s and 1930s the influence olCardinal Newman's insights
into the historical context and condition for theology was beginning
to have significant impact on scholars in the Catholic and Anglican
communities. Simultaneously, as noted above, there was renewed interest
in St. Augustine's reflection on the meaning of history.3s

Lonergan notes that his interest in the concreteness of historical
knowledge had deepened and that he had made some headway in
comprehending the knowledge reached by historical leaming. "lt was
about 1937-38 that I became interested in a theoretical analysis of history.
I worked out an analysis on the model ofa three fold approximation."36
It seems that the work that he had done in this regard was first employed
in his own dissertation on Grace and Freedom in the Theologt of St.
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Thomas Aquinas.3T Lonergan mentions this briefly in his 1960 essay,
"The Philosophy of History," where he speaks of the kind of history
he was pursuing as "technical history" and goes on to provide the links
that allow one to grasp the developing intelligence ofAquinas. "....[T]he
movement itselfand the interlocking olthe data provide an understanding
of St. Thomas as thinking, as developing, as changing his opinions that
is exceedingly difficult to interpret in different ways." And again ". . .you
could almost see him think."38 Here already implicit is the subject-as-

subject ofthe later years. Furthermore, a dift'erentiation is made between
types of historical knowledge, identified as occasional, technical, and

explanatory. The additional use of the sphere of "technical history," as

he calls the history ofdoctrines, is found in any number ofthe works that
follow his thesis.3e

It must be noted that this shift to "historical mindedness" was

considered from the start as being tied to the basic constitution and

mission of the church. It was further tied to the important ongoing grasp

ofthe intelligibility ofthe mystery ofRevelation, Incamation, Trinity, and
particularly. Redemption. In his 1976 responses to questions regarding
the role of philosophy in modem Catholic thought, Lonergan presented

his own understanding both ofthe situation of the times and part of his
own eflorts to respond to them.

It has long been my conviction that if Catholics and in particular
Jesuits are to live and operate on the level of the times, they
must not only know about theories of history but also work
out their own. The precepts of the moral law while rich and
detailed in prohibitions (malum et quicumque defectu) are ot
extreme generality in their positive conlenl (bonum ex integra
causa). B]ut what moves men is the good; the good is concrete;
but what the concrete good ofChristian living is, we shall come
to know only in thematizing the dynamic of Christian living in
this world in itself and in its relations to liberal progress and

37 Published as Op erative Grace in the Thought ofSt. Thomas Aquinas (New York.
Herder and Herder, l97l ). This has been published as Volume I in the critical edition of
The Collected Works of Bernard Lonergan.

38 "Philosophy of History" in Philosophical and Theologicol Papers, 1958-1964,

vol. 6 of Collected Works of Bemard Lonergan (Toronto: University ofToronto Press,

1996), 58.

39 Cf. Verbum: llord and ldea in Aquinas, vol. 2 of Collected Works of Bernard

Loneran floronto: University ofToronto Press, 1997); "Praemittenda," in De Deo Tri-

no, vol. I (Rome: Gregorian University Press, 1964).
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Marxist dialectic. To put it bluntln until we move onto the level
of historical dynamics, we shall face our secularist and atheistic
opponents as the Red Indians, armed with bows and arrows,
faced European muskets.ao

He had sensed and a(iculated this crucial character ofthe Church's
mission in the earliest texts that were found in the famous "File 713 -
History" some of which have appe ared in METHOD: Journal of Lonergan
Studies.4t The first document of this file, flavtov Avxego).rrroo6, written
in 1933, Lonergan offers a summary account ofthe need for developing
a philosophy of history. The rationale given in 1933 is strikingly similar
to that given in 1976.

Any reflection on modem history and its consequent "crisis in the
West" reveals unmistakably the nec essity of aSumma Sociologica.
A metaphysic ofhistory is not only imperative for the church to
meet the attack of Marxian materialist conception of history and
its realization in apostolic Bolshevism: it is imperative if man is
to solve the modem politico-economic entanglement, if political
and cultural values and all the achievement ofthe past is to be
saved both from the onslaughts of purblind statesmen and from
the perfidious diplomacy of the merely destructive power of
communism.a2

The problem that is coming into clarification is the Church's practical
transmission ofthe grace ofredemption and the power ofthe resurrection.
At various times of the Church's history the individuals who created
social and historical actions had effectively transmitted this reality of
Christian truth and living that responded to a wide variety of situations
in need ofhealing. But in other periods such responses were not present.
Absent from the theological foundations that grounded and mediated
the intelligibility of grace and freedom, the incamation and the Trinity,
as realities known through faith, and examined through metaphysical
knowledge, was how these mysteries could bring effective intelligibility
into concrete and cultural needs.

Dawson had presented evidence and identified the historical fact
that religion is the dynamic source that created the underlying spiritual

40 "Questionnaire on Philosophy," l4-15.
4l Cf. vol. 9, no. I (October l99l) and vol. I l, no. I (April 1993).
42 "Lonergan's llcwov Avoregalcrooq (The Restoration ofAll Things),', METH-

OD: Journal of Lonergan Sudies,9,no. I (1991): 134-72.
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unity of peoples, shaping and sustaining traditions that supported a wide
variety of human solidarity and approximations of human dignity. While
he could argue for the facticity of such realities, it was Lonergan who
realized the depth ofthe problem and the possibilities that Dawson's work
revealed. He understood more fully the need to address the philosophical
foundations underlying theology, history, and the social complexity for
bringing them into an integral intelligibility and thus overcome the
weakened situation for the Church's mission.

In a variety of works, he notes that the centuries during which
theologians were laboring from within forms of nominalism, and then
later in the conflicts ofthe reformation, work could and should have been

underway addressing the absent mediation between the metaphysical
account of Christian truth and the influencing of the structures of daily
living in specific human societies. In the flavr6v, Lonergan takes up
Dawson's insights into this dilemma, even to the point of including
remarks about Le Play, and points to the emergence of the signs of a
new attention to this matter arising from theological considerations of
the meaning of the Church from within the categories of "the mystical
body."

Another issue that Dawson recognized as problematic in the absence

of an integral connector between philosophy, theology, and the social
sciences was the meaning of "progress." It was, he noted, the dominant
idea olthe modem age. It was the optimistic faith that was at first not
so much ol interest to historians and anthropologists but "to political
theorists and revolutionaries whose whole attention was concentrated
on the immediate future."a3 Following Newman, Dawson referred
to the system that entered into the vacuum of an integral intelligence
for Christian faith by the name philosophical liberalism. It was this
phitosophical form that developed and defended the emerging social
sciences and it excluded any connection with the metaphysical accounts

of human nature and God. In this context, "progress" was defined in
a manner that not only could not account for grace, but also denied
its existencel it was replaced by a sweeping mechanistic providence.

Progress then was considered an advance in extemal, material, technical
goods and in the power and control over their creation and benefits. At
the same time the benefits of the widespread humanitarian movements
of abolition of slavery and barbarous punishments, the development of

43 Progress ond Religion,5.
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universal education and improvements in standards of living were solid
realities in history. At the same time these advances were not sufficient
of themselves to provide a culture that was fit or sufficient for the totality
of the human self or community.

With philosophical liberalism's reconfigured understanding of
human nature through the elimination ofthe Fall, there was no longer any
need for grace, or any other Christian reality. It asserted the individual
intellectual as the absolute norrn over all communities of knowledge in
their historical unfolding through a tradition in time. It knew the fact of
religious traditions based on revealed truth and it affirmed them as the
enemy ofprogress; it assigned to religion the room ofprivate opinion and
repudiated it as a retrograde influence in the new enterprise ofperfecting
human existence. It arranged the fumiture of the new historical world,
requiring that academic historical research and knowledge abide by
its arrangement according to the three ages of classical medieval and
modem, assigning enlightenment to the first and third ages and deforming
ignorance to the second.aa

From the essays that we have from "File 713 - History,"as we know
something of how Lonergan began the task that he consistently saw as

central for the Church and culture through his entire life. The central
issue was how to form an integral structure of human intelligence that
could hold together the particular concems of the social sciences and
the universals of philosophS and as sociologists such as Michael Z6ller
have argued, how to allow the social sciences to benefit from the kind
of universal knowledge that governs terms and relations for the social
sciences themselves.a6 Zdller's work provides two critical clarifications.
The first is the establishment of sociological terms and relations that
permit the move toward the emergence of an explanatory history. The
second is that the sociological terms and relations are not derived

44 Cf. Dawson's "The Six Ages ofthe Church," in Ciris tianity and European Cul-
ture, ed. Cerald J. Russello (Washington D.C.: The Catholic University of America
Press, 1998),34-45.

45 For a thorough study of the documents in this file see Michael Shute, The Ori-
gins ofLonerganb Notion ofthe Dialectic otHistory: A Study of Lonergan's Early Writ-
ings on History (Larham, MD: Univenity ofAmerica Press, 1992).

46 Michael Zoeller,ll/ashington and Rome: Calholicism in American Culture, trans.
Steven Rendall andAlbert Wimmer (Notre Dame, IN: University of Notre Dame Press,
1999). See especially the preface, "Catholicism in America: A Cultuml ImpossibiliB,"
chap. 6, "On Being Catholic in America," and the afterword.
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ll.2: "THINKING A WAY THROUGH"

In 1935 Lonergan had already indicated that there was a basis in Aquinas
for integrating concrete historical events and their emergence, particularly
as that tradition could be related to Newman's account ofintelligent acts.

One ofthe earliest efforts that he made was to explain authentic progress

by transposing the Aristotelean-Thomistic understanding of physical

change by means ofcauses to the situation ofthe causes ofhuman action.
The causes he looks at are material, formal, and efficient. The material
cause is an outer flow of change; the formal is the intelligent form that
shapes the outer flow and the efficient is the control ol the will as it is
ordained by human reason.

The transposition then follows. An action is constituted by three

47 Topics in Educqtion: The C incinnqli Lectures of 1959 on the Philosophy of Edu-

cation,24'7 - Amongthe works of Dawson's cited in chapter I 0 are The Age ofthe Gods,

?511The Dynamics of World History,253', and Understanding Euntpe,254.

from the usual ideological lorms of power and domination that control
sociological thought, but actual institutions that carry the structure ofthe
good, including the common good and the terminal good.

In [.onergan's synthesis there is the possibility ofkeeping the genius
ofthe classical accounts ofknowledge, God. and theological knowledge
of the Christian reality available to the community, while explaining the
transpositions that permit the new knowledge of the social sciences to
add their differentiations, however dialectically, to the understanding of
how Christian faith both has and continues to inform human cultures

In the Cincinnati lectures on education in 1959. Lonergan
summarized his concems about the relationship of theology and history.

There is a corollary that follows from what I have said about
theology. namely, that the teaching of religion and theology is
an enornous problem, and particularly at the present time. It is
at the present time that the full impact of the development ofthe
historical sciences during the past century is hitting theology,
and theology has not thought its way through the problems
yet. So there will be a difficulty finding satisfactory books and
satisfactory ways oftreating the matter.aT
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48 Cf . Ilaww,140-46.
49 "Crisis in the West," n Essays in Order: l0l - 102
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causes: I - the material given as predetermined; 2 - intellectual grasp
of the given and its potencies: and 3 - the will as moving to the true
good that transforms the given into intelligent and rational good. What
leads to failure of such control of the givens is sin - the abandonment
of effectively following intellect's grasp of the truth. In this account, the
givens and the two spiritual actions provide a norm for grasping both
human nature and the human shaping of historical events and meanings.
The causes offer the intelligible grasp of what human nature is and the
individual actors are simple matters of fact, and as individuals with the
common human nature they possess a common unity that includes their
capacity for abandoning norms. Thus there is already a statistical flow of
human action that brings the events and meanings into being.

The relation of freedom to the givens is understood in that freedom
does not eliminate the predetermined elements of existence, for they
are the preconditions for the possibility of freedom to emerge within
the conditions. Furthermore because these actions are performed in the
context of a common unity, there exists the historical effect of earlier
generations as they become the givens for later generations, leading to a
unity of human effort.aS

After proposing the form of history, he tums to the goal of history.
Taking over a term developed by Peter Wust in the essays that he

contributed with Dawson, Maritain, and others, he indicates that the
answer to the question the goal is to be found in the development ofa
"metaphysics of history." ae In the chapter entitled, "Humanity during
the Classical and Christian Eras. The First Two Phases of Decline." Wust
remarks:

We are today, one and all, too apt to forget the fact that history, in
its deepest sense, does not consist merely ofsecular happenings.
but that it is always at the same time a sacred process, a
spiritual happening. For it is only at the surface that history is
a molio physica of wars, battles, national disorders, political
calastrophes, and so on. Below, in the depths that are accessible
to the mind alone, it is a truly majestic motio metaphysica
voluntatis, a passionately stirring will-drama of the spirit. And,
if this is so, then the really decisive factor in this will-drama will
be that tremendous tension which continually exists in one form
or another between the organism, compound of all human wills
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and the absolute Will olGod.

He continues his opening ofthe historical dialectics:

The truly epoch making occurrence of that sacred history which
is wrought in the depths of the human spirit, the action that was
to bring this state oftension to an end. took place in the midst of
time. lt was Christ's act of redemption. Since, however, we have
lost our understanding of the metaphysics of history, this fact of
redemption - in reality of central historical importance - will
scarcely appear to us as historical. This was not always the case.

For Lonergan that recovery will need to address the differentials of
history, which, when they are grasped, allow fbr a control ofthe direction
ofactions fbrming history either for progression in intelligence, freedom,
truth and good, or a decline in the same. It is this that is also linked to
"the metaphysical principle of Redemption."s0

Progress requires advancement in intelligence as it sets up the

conditions lor lreedom to lorm the ouler action that either continues,
transforms, or reverses historical flows. As the process recurs in
individuals in communities it is also normative. As opposed to liberalism's
assumption that progress is measured in the minds ofce(ain individuals,
"the best and the brightest," Lonergan notes that advancement or progress

is said ofthe species, for it is constituted by the unity-in-intelligence that
guides the freedom ofmany to common goals and actions.

In "Philosophy of History," he presents two distinct orders of
intelligence which prefigure the realms of common sense and theory as

ways that there develop concrete flows of history. The first he names
"automatic," and the second. "philosophic." The former he connects with
Dawson's account ofthe existence and development of primitive cultures
as they manifest "a series ofbrilliant flowerings and failures." The latter
phase provides a fundamental reflectionthat seeks to overcome the failures
by guiding historical events through advancement in intelligence. As a
result ofa double dialectic the first one within philosophy and the second
between the "automatic" and the "philosophic" one can identiff four
historical periods: l) the automatic;2) the emergence ofthe philosophic
and its failure;3) automatic cultural expansion, and 4) the future. As
a result of the failure of the dialectic ol historical f'act on its own to
provide a consistent exercise of human intelligence through the actions

50 llmr6v.l50.
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of freedom, he indicates that history as both automatic and philosophic,
must be included within a larger dialectic. Thus there is a third dialectic
introduced as a result of sin and the need for redemption. To the dialectic
of fact and thought he adds the absolute dialectic that is established by
"revelation, prophecy and development of dogma."

This opens both the realm of fact and thought in new directions for
the future. Now the dialectic of fact includes 1) mere fact; 2) sin; and
3) revealed fact. The dialectic of t}ought includes l) natural reason;
2) rationalism; and 3) faith. Within this expanded view of the causes

of human action and their effects, "the hope for the future lies in a
philosophic presentation of the supematural concept of social order."

The theological connection with history is concemed to examine the
account ofthe supematural agency in history through the intelligibility
of the Mystical Body of Christ. This reality reorders the whole dialectic
of history as it holds together in its account both the proper and the
deformed elements of the dialectics of fact and thought. They do so in
the context of a common human nature wherein Christ's action reorients
the conditions ol human nature, and the action of grace reorders human
freedom in its effective making of history.sl

In the "Analytic Concept of History,"s2 Lonergan presents a second
schema for considering the structure of history and its dialectical
character. Here we find him not eliminating the insights from the
Aristotelean-Thomistic account ofcauses, buttransposing them into what
looks like the beginning of his work in intentionality analysis. In part I,
"Analytic Concepts," there is a move from material causality to concepts
ofapprehension, or as is indicated by his inclusion ofthe structure of the

definition ofthe circle, an implicit definition. This is followed by acts of
understanding that proceed from many abstract instances and those that
proceed from many instances that are particular, the former are named

analytical and the latter, synthetic. Examples ofthe latter he indicates are

5l Cf. Lonergan's account of this development in his thought in "lnsight Revis-

ited," 2'l l-'12.
52 Lonergan's "Analytic Concept of History" ed. by Fred Crowe. METH)D: Jour-

nal of Lonergan Studres ll (1993): t-35.

II.3 A FURTHERADVANCE
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in "Christopher Dawson's historical essay and Newman's illative sense."
Added is that these acts can be distinguished so as to provide logical and
real definitions.

Understanding as it develops is able to grasp change. and so progress
or decline; or it may be static as in the logical definitions. Therefore
analytic concept of history is ordered by a synthetic understanding that
is real and dynamic. The dynamism allows one to engage the dialectic of
nature, sin, and grace. It is analytic because it moves from abstract terms
of human nature and sociological constructs to the terms of historical
events.

A distinction follows between the historian and the theoretician of
history. The former is engaged in history that is written; the latter with
history that is written about. The work is synthetic as it identifies and
unites the data ofevents and actions. The historian is unable to account
for the total meaning ofhistorical aggregates which constitutes history as

a science. That kind ofhistory proceeds analytically as it unifies the data
on human action and its effects.

In order to comprehend the situation of history in both its forms,
Lonergan again tums to the importance of dialectics. He specifies the
difference the meaning of dialectics has for him in comparison with Plato,
Hegel, and Marx. For him it is "something like a series of experiments,
a process of trial and error...rather an inverted experiment, in which
objective reality moulds the mind of man into conformity with itself by
imposing upon him the penalty of ignorance, error, sin and at the same

time offering rewards of knowledge, truth, righteousness."
As concrete and dynamic it can hold together the material aggregate,

intelligence in its unifoing action and the social bond ofsolidarity. It can
proceed in a way that will either overcome the consequences ofignorance
and deformed freedom or move in the opposite direction. The factual
dialectic is established by the choices people have made in creating the
actual situation that makes a culture what it is.

The dialectic reveals three types ofhuman action - that which follows
humans' understanding of their nature; that which operates contrary to
nature and is unintelligible; and that which is above human nature or is
an intelligibility that transcends human nature. The ideal line of history
is a state in which humans in all conditions of their knowing and doing
would be in attunement with natural law without supematural assistance.
Giving this image of an ideal line of how history would be a continual
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growth and progress in human intelligence and resolutions of prior
failures and evils, he tums to the facts of history and to the deviations
from the natural order of human existence. This he calls decline; its
principle is sin, which is systematically turned into principles or rules
that lead history and culture into massive forms of disorder. It is the
systematic repudiation of human intelligence in act and "Decline realizes
this repudiation. The cumulative effects of systematic sin empty out of
the world's philosophy every principle that raises man above the beast."

Major decline "terminates in the emancipation of man from reason
and his enslavement to the accidental causes of history." Here we have an
analytic comprehension of what writers such as Dawson and Wust were
presenting in a synthetic understanding of the "Crisis ofthe West." Now
it is expanded into the general condition of human nature as it comrpts
its own structure of intelligence and freedom.

Finally, because human intelligence cannot grasp the unintelligibility
of sin, it is not able to provide a solution to the crisis. What is left to
it is a supernatural solution that he refers to as "a renaissance." He
distinguishes an "accidental" and "essential renaissance;" the former
is a correction that occurs because of the passing of time. The latter is
what emerges from the supematural order that restores the dialectic of
progress and decline.

For humans it is both knowable and a mystery. He identifies its seven

characteristics that allow it the consistent agency needed to meet the

concrete decline.s3
The solution originating in the Trinitarian life and made known and

given in history through the Incamation and Redemptive suffering of
Christ, is mediated into the ongoing historical condition through the
Mystical Body of Christ. Because the natural human order, both on its
own terms of limited intelligence and because the decline within it often
stands in opposition to the solution. Even, or especially, that resistance

Lonergan notes, is met in the solution of the Divine self-sacrificing love
where what is found in human vision to be a failure becomes a triumph.

In one sense it is strange to see the implications of what would
become his theology ofthe Law of the Cross presented here so early in
his thinking. The new solidarity created in this action by which God is
Lord ofhistory arises for Lonergan through the recognition that religious
truth is the intelligibility that grounds the fullest expansion of progress

53 Lonergan's "Analytic Concept of History" 25.
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and that transforms the living of people in the common meanings of the

cultures which they cause to come into being.
Dawson had long written about the necessity of linking faith with the

concrete actions that constitute the meaning of life in cultures. He knew
of the fact of decline and the conditions that allow it to arise and that
maintain it over time. He once wrote of this in terms of the importance
of Christian education in mediating the knowledge of these dialectics as

existential in the lives of individual Christians and ofthe Church.

The vital problem ofChristian education is a sociological one;how
to make students culturally conscious oftheir religion; otherwise
they will be divided personalities - with a Christian faith and a
pagan culture which contradict one another continually. We have
to ask ourselves are we Christians who happen to live in England
or America, or are we English or Americans who happen to
attend a church on Sundays? There is no doubt which is the
New Testament view; there the Christians are one people in the
full sociological sense, but scaltered among different cities and
peoples. But today we mostly take the opposite view so that our
national cultures are the only culture we have and our religion
has to exist on a sectarian sub-culture. Thus the sociological
problem of Christian culture is also a psychological problem of
integration and spiritual health. This is the key issue...We must
make an effort to achieve an open Christian culture which is
sufficiently conscious ofthe value olits own tradition to be able
to meet secularist culture on an equal footing.sa

54 Christopher Dawson, "The Enlightenment and Technology," Communio XXll,
no. 4 (Winter 1995):726.
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IGNATI US, LONERGAN, AND
THE CATHOLIC UNIVERSITY

Richard M. Liddy
Seton Hall University

Never has adequately differentiated consciousness been more
difficult to achieve. Never has the need to speak effectively to
undifferentiated consciousness been greater.'

IN nscsrl vr:nns, especially since the publication of Ex corde ecclesiae,
much has been written on the nature of the Catholic university. Some
light can be shed on this topic, I believe, by recalling the Ignatian and
early Jesuit move from immediate pastoral concerns to the ministry of
education in the context of Renaissance humanism. But the humanism
within which the early Jesuits established their schools is quite different
lrom the historically conscious, pluralist and pragmatic culture within
which Catholic universities labor today. It was to the credit of Bernard
Lonergan to have highlighted these differences and to have created
a refined philosophical tool for thinking about a Gospel-informed
humanistic education today.

In the first part of this article, therefore, we will outline the lgnatian
and early Jesuit move to the ministry of education in the context of
Renaissance humanism. In the second part we will highlight Bemard
Lonergan's contribution to the integration of contemporary pluralist
culture. Finally, in the third part we will draw some concrete conclusions
about the possibilities of the Catholic university participating in that
transformative role today.

I lbid.
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I. IGNATIUS, THE FIRST JEST]ITS,
AND THE MINISTRY OF EDUCATION

Spiritual experience was at the heart of lgnatius of Loyola's own story
and at the heart olthe life of the first Jesuits. John O'Malley in his work
The First Jesuits notes that the experience ofthe early Society was rooted
in Ignatius'ss own story, especially as articulated inhis Autobkryruphy.

...lgnatius's story was somehow the story of every Jesuit and,
hence, revelatory of the deepest meaning of the Society as
a whole. The story was basically one of the inner life of the
soul. It moved in this sequence: a conversion to God from a
previously unsatisfoing or disordered Iife; visitations from God
in the form of consolations, clarification of vision, dispositions
to give oneself in God's service that resulted in an "election" to
follow these dispositions; a period of probation and trial like that
Ignatius experienced at Manresa; and a life thenceforth inspired
by the desire "to help souls." Just as God had guided and aided
Ignatius in this course, so God guided and aided every Jesuit.'

Ignatius wrote his Spiritual Exerciscs out of his own personal

experience. In them he seeks to bring other persons to a radical ooenness
to God's plan both for the world and for oneself. The exercises ofprayeq
imagination, meditation, and contemplation seek to bring a person to
the point where they are genuinely open to cooperating with the coming
ol God's kingdom even at the cost of themselves and their own
riches, reputation, and health. The Exercises are a handbook for hearing
the Gospel message: "Repent! The Kingdom of God is at hand" and
for responding to that message effectively. They set the conditions for
hearing the Word ofGod and responding to that'Word by conversion of
life and by a Spirit-guided "election." Actual and imaginative exercises
in hearing the Word allow one to discem the movement of God's
"consolation" in the soul as opposed to the movements of "desolation"
occasioned by "inordinate attachments" and the "enemy olour nature."
The presence ofa gifted spiritual director allows God to move in the soul
while personally presenting the call of God's external Word, the call of
Christ the King.

From the Exercises flowed a Jesuit "way of proceeding" which the

2 John W O'Malley, The First Jesuits (Cambridge, MA
Press. 1993), 65.
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early Jesuit, Jer6nimo Nadal described as"spiritu, corde, practice" -in
the Spirit, from the heart, practically. "In the Spirit" meant that the Jesuits
were to be guided by a direct and ongoing sense of God's presence.
"From the heart" indicated how they were to deal with others in their
ministries, that is, affectively - bringing their feelings to bear on their
ministries. Finally, "practical" was synonymous with "pastoral:" that is,
always they were to act to "help souls."

In all of ttris it is interesting to note that education was not the first
priority for Ignatius and the first Jesuits. Their ministries developed
organically as they worked in hospitals, taught catechism, preached, and
dispensed the sacraments. Their interest was primarily and immediately
"pastoral" - "whatever worked" to communicate the call ofChrist to souls.
Nevertheless, leaming was always part of the Jesuit "style." Thus, Ignatius
in bts Autobiography relates that after his retum from Palestine in 1524,
he felt inclined to study for some time and it was while studying at the
University of Paris that he met his first companions. Paris is also where
Ignatius was first exposed to Thomas Aquinas's theology, at that time the
major source of theology for ttre Parisian Dominicans with whom lgnatius
studied. In Ignatius's view, intellectual development was not unconnected
to groMh in the Spirit.

Gradually, therefore, a few years after the founding of the Society,
Jesuit discernment led to fie founding of schools.

With the hindsight of over four hundred years, we see more
clearly than they did that the Sprritual Exercises and the schools
were the two most important institutional factors that, when
taken in their full implications, shaped the distinctive character
of the Society of Jesus.,

With the establishment of schools came an intensification of leaming
through teaching. Teaching in tum inserted the Jesuits into the culture
of the day, a culture largely influenced by the Renaissance humanists.
From the time of Petrarch the humanists had attacked the ..scholastic,,

education ol the day as having little relationship to the real lives of
people.' Reacting against a largely decadent and nominalist scholasticism

3 O'Malley, The First Jesuits,372-
4 Cf. Bruce A. Kimball, Orators and Philosophers: A History of the ldea of Lib-

eral Education (New York: Teachers College Press, 1986), 74-l 13.
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of the day, the humanists felt that what counted was virtue - and there
should be a relationship between good literature and vi(ue.

Such humanism resonated with the early Jesuits. The humanistpletas
or upright character cohered with the Jesuit ()hristianitas, and they took
for granted that learning and literacy were good in and of themselves.'
This ideal came to be expressed in the Jesuit Ratfu Studiorum of 1599
that inculcated a classical model of liberal education. beginning with a
"school oflanguages" and culminating in the higher levels ofphilosophy
and theology. The students studied the Greek and Latin classics so that
they might be brought into contact with the noblest minds of antiquity.
They focused on the intricacies of language as expressing the subtleties
of thought and refinements of taste. Such a formation of mind with its
sensibilities and powers of eloquent debate was seen as providing the
preparation for lhe further study of philosophy and theology. The aim
was the production of the cultivated person where "cultivated" meant
a culturally specific model of human perfection. It was a monumental
achievement in its day, frequently bringing order into the chaos of what
previously had passed for education. In its original structure, perhaps

even more so than its content, the Ralio Studiorum provided an integral
vision ofthe connections among the various aspects ofthe world and the
theological contemplation of God and revelation. Only the introduction
of a new historical consciousness in the nineteenth and twentieth
centuries eventually sundered the seamless garment ol this classical
ideal in education.

Furthermore, from the manner of teaching that Ignatius and
the first Jesuits experienced in Paris they took not only the idea of a
classically ordered curriculum, but also the idea ofpedagogy as an active
appropriation of the material taught - an "exercitium."

In an era when the typical schoolmaster was often a feared tyrant
or an untrained novice. the Jesuit instructor described in the
Ratio was committed to motivating students in positive ways,
and appreciating their individual characteristics. He was to be
informative, articulate, and flexible, encouraging classroom
competition while emphasizing social courtesy. There was
even a provision, unheard of in its day, for students to provide
"feedback" to their teachers after their lectureslo

5 O'Malley, The First Jesuits,208-12.
6 Paul Shore. "T\e Ratio Sludiotum at 400." in Conversations on Jesuit Educa-

,ioa," l5 (Spring 1999):37.
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Through it all, the theology that informed the Jesuit curriculum,
especially at the beginning, was described as "mystical" as contrasted
with the "purely speculative" theology of some of their Catholic
contemporaries. According to Jer6nimo Nadal, this meant not ecstasies
and transports but "an inner relish of the truth translated into the way
one lived.", It was also a theology more directly related to ministry than
a purely speculative theology.

According to John O'Malley, the cultivation by the Jesuits of classical
rheloric, the discipline that taught how to touch the human heart, was not
simply conforming to the received wisdom of the day but a pursuit that
correlated with their deepest pastoral impulses..

The Jesuits did not, however, take over the humanist program
uncritically. There was much in the new literary interests that might
encourage a new paganism, and Erasmus had experienced this tension
before them.

Erasmus experienced great tension between his Christian
commitment to humility, and the humanist value assigned to
pride and praise, between the Christian desire for pure, simple
beliefand the humanist respect for sophisticated refinement. He
thus recognized a central difficulty of Renaissance humanism in
the clash between ethical and aesthetic standards, a tension that
was particularly pronounced in the ideal ofthe courtier.e

And so the Jesuit program ofliberal education involved a pruning of
Renaissance excess and a redirection of humanist education in a Gospel
direction. As Bemard Lonergan put it, "The renewal of Greek and Latin
studies contained a threat of a revival of paganism, and the Jesuits
became the schoolmasters of Europe."to

In addition, in spite of current humanist criticisms of scholastic
philosophy and theology, Jesuit education postulated an ultimale
compatibility between an education in "humane letters', and Aristotelian/
Thomistic philosophy and theology. This can be seen in Ignatius's ,.Rules

for Thinking with the Church" in the Exericses...We should praise both

7 Referred to in O'Malley, The First Jesuits,243-44.
8 O'Malley, The First Jesuits, 371.
9 Kimball Orators and Philosophers, 89. The notion ofthe ideal ofthe courtier as

a classical ideal pass€d into the later English notion of ,.the gentleman."
l0 Bemard Loneryan, A Second Collection (London: Darton, Longman & Tbdd,

I 974; reprinted by the University of Toronto press, 1996), l g2.
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positive theology and that of the scholastics." For the humanist current
in education had always been liable to discounting the importance of
"theory." As Bemard Lonergan put it, while Plato and Aristotle had

clearly distinguished the realms of common sense living and theory,

...humanism immediately stepped in and obliterated that
difference. Isocrates said: "What differentiates man from the
animals is speech." And the rhetoricians are the people who
know how to speak. Subsequent philosophy in general with
rare exceptions - has been the work ol people in the humanist
tradition who did not want to have any distinction between the
world of common sense and the world of theory. It is modem
science - with Eddington's two tables - that has lorced that
distinction on us again.rl

lgnatius's praise for both positive and scholastic theology, then, is
not without significance. For the Jesuits did esteem Thomas's Sanma
Theologiae, especially the moral theology of the second part, where
"moderation" was extolled. They also resonated with Thomas's doctrine
on the basic goodness ofcreation celebrated by Ignatius in the Exercises in
the "Contemplation on the Love of God." Finally, a theme later developed
in Bemard Lonergan's doctoral dissertation, the Jesuits believed in the

intrinsic compatibility ofdivine grace and human freedom: an "operative
grace" bringing persons to desire what previously they had not wanted;
and a "cooperative grace" helping persons actually to do the good they

so desired.
The early Jesuit dedication to teaching and leaming, then, was rooted

in the experience of God fostered by lhe Exercises. That experience
informed everything they did. including their founding of schools. This
ministry of education was within their larger pastoral end of "helping
souls." In order to effectively do that, the first Jesuits. while not

condemning scholasticism, took on the Renaissance humanist program

of speaking to the heart of people through literature. They took the best

cultural tools ofthe times and adapted them to their program of human

and spiritual growth. Such education, of course. had social and cultural

ll Second Collection.226. Cf. also ibid., 234, where the danger comes fiom "the

humanists. the orators. the schoolteachers. . . the men who simplified and watered down

philosophic thought and then peddled it to give the slow-witted an exaggerated opinion

oftheir wisdom and knowledge."

r58
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implications. It was education "for the reform of cities.",, Thus, Pedro de
Ribadeneira at the urging of Ignatius wrote to Philip II of Spain in 1556
explaining why the Society was so committed to its schools: *All the
well-being of Christianity and ofthe whole world depends on the proper
education of youth."'l

In November of 1537 lgnatius, on his way to Rome with his companions,
experienced an illumination in prayer at the little hamlet of La Storta. He
was granted a vision ofJesus carrying the cross with God the Father at
his side. "l wish you to serve us," said Jesus to Ignatius, and the Father
added "l will be good to you in Rome" "Romae vobis propitius ero."ra
Almost four hundred years later, Bemard Lonergan was sent to study in
Rome. He had been experiencing difficulty in his life as a Jesuit, and his
superiors' show of confidence was a great "consolation."

It was a magnificent vote of confidence which, combined with
the great encouragement I had had from Fr. Smeaton after years
ofpainful introversion and with the words over the high aliar in
the church ofSt. Ignatius here ",R omae vobis propitius ero," was
consolation indeed.,'

And indeed, it would seem, that the Father was very propitious to
Bernard Lonergan in Rome. It was in Rome that he followed up on the
above "consolation" and dedicated himselfto serious study and reflection.
It was in Rome that in 1936 he was ordained to the Catholic priesthood
in the same church of St. Ignatius. It was in Rome that he experienced
what he called his "intellectual conversion."r6 It was in Rome that he

l2 O'Malley, The First Jesuits, 2ll.
l3 O'Malley, The First Jesuirs,209.
l4 O'Malley, The First Jesuits,34.
l5 Letter ofJanuary 22, 1935, to Provincial, Fr. Heffy Keane, S.J. This letter can be

found at the Lonergan Reseafch lnstitute in Toronto.
l6 "I had the intellectual conversion myself when in doing theology I saw that you

can't have one percon in tlvo natures in Christ unless ther€ is a real distinction between
natures and something else that is one. But that is the long way round." Presumably
"the short way round" would be by reading Insight. (From an unpublished interview

II. BERNARD LONERGAN:
THEOLOGY INFORMING CULTURE
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wrote his doctoral dissertation on St. Thomas's notion ofdivine grace and

human freedom. It was back to Rome where he was sent in 1953 to teach

for twelve years his courses on the Trinity and on the Incarnate Word. It
was while in Rome in 1957 that his classic. Insight: An Essay on Human
Understuruling, was published. And it was in Rome in February of 1965

that he experienced his intellectual breakthrough to the notion of functional
specialties in theology, a breakthrough eventually issuing in his 1972
Method in Theolog,,.

Lonergan's own theology was rooted in his spiritual life. Perhaps a

hint ofthat life can be gleaned from his description of the experience of
the hidden workings of the Lord in the Iif'e of a religious. The religious
begins with what he called the "the being of substance in Chrisl Jesus,"
that is, growth in the spiritual life without awareness ofwhat is going on.

This "being of substance in Christ Jesus" can, however, grow into '1he

being of subject in Christ Jesus." that is. one who is consciously aware
of the gentleness and deftness ofthe Lord's operation within him or her.

...inasmuch as being in Christ Jesus is the being of subject,
the hand ofthe Lord ceases to be hidden. In ways you have all
experienced, in ways some have experienced more frequently or
more intensely than others, in ways you still have to experience,
and in ways none of us in this life wilt ever experience, the
substance in Christ Jesus becomes the subject in Christ Jesus.
For the love ofGod, being in love with God, can be as full and
as dominant, as overwhelming and as lasting an experience as
human love.lT

ln Method in Theologt Lonergan writes about this experience as

"being in love with God." It is the fulfillment of our human capacity
for total self-transcendence and it corresponds to Ignatius's consolation
that has no extemal cause. The appropriation and ratification of such

experience constitutes "religious conversion" and is the principle for the
discemment of moral and intellectual conversion as well.

from the Lonergan Workshop at Boston College. 1978. This interview can be found

at the Lonergan Research lnstitute in Toronto). Cf. also Richard Liddy, Trunsforning
Light: lntellectual Convers ion in the Early Lonergan (Collegeville, MN: The Liturgical
Press, 1993).

l7 Bernard Lonergan, Collection, vol.4 of Collected Works of Bemard Lonergan,

ed. Frederick E. Crowe and Roben M. Doran (Toronto: University of Toronto Press,

1988).231.
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...from a causal viewpoint, one would say that first there is
God's gift of his love. Next, the eye of this love reveals values
in their splendor, while the strength of this love brings about
their realization, and that is moral conversion. Finally, among
the values discerned by the eye of love is the value ofbelieving
the truths taught by the religious tradition, and in such tradition
and beliefare the seeds of intellectual conversion.l8

But the world in which Lonergan followed out his own calling was
quite different than the one in which Ignatius followed out his. For one
thing, a whole new culture, a whole new way of looking at things, had
emerged, and this culture was quite different from Ignatius's classicist
culture of Renaissance humanism. As Lonergan put the issue in 1971:

The Renaissance period was the period of the uomo universale, the
man who could turn his hand to anything. The command of all
that there was to be known at that time was not a fantastic notion.
There was one culture, culture with a capital C: a normative
notion ofculture. That you could acquire it - a career opened to
talent, and so on - was fairly well understood in various ways,
and either you got it or did not. Communication, fundamentally,
occurred wilhin lhal one culture. You made slight adaptations to
the people who were uncultured - and they were not expected to
understand things.re

Such was the "classicist" culture that Lonergan would describe so
frequently in his writings, particularly in the papers gathered together
in his 1974 publication, A Second Collection. There he described
classicism's ancient lineage stemming from the Greek paideia arld
the Roman doctrinae sludium atque humanitatis, as well as from "the
exuberance ofthe Renaissance and its pruning in the Counter-reformation
schools of the Jesuits."2o

The contemporary notion of culture, however, is something quite
different. It is not a normative notion but an empirical one: that is, one that
is aware of the diversity of cultures and their histories. It is historically
conscious, pluralist, and specialized.

At the present time we don't have only to speak Latin, write

l8 Bemard Lonerga\ Method in Theolog (Toronto: University of Toronto Press,
t990),243.

19 Second Collectior* 209-10.
20 Second Collection l0l.
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Greek, and read Hebrew. We have all the modem languages with
their modem literatures; the modem nations and the different
worlds; instantaneous communication, perpetually available
entertainment; tenific development in industry, in finance and all
this sort of thing. No mathematician knows all mathematics. no
physicist knows all physics, no chemist, all chemistry; and, least
ol'all. no theologian knows all theology. With this transformation
that has taken place. the world is a world of specialization.rl

So it is that modem historically conscious culture is the culture that
knows about other cultures. It is also quite aware that each of these

cultures is "man-made." that is, the result of human decisions. In this
sense modem culture is "pragmatic:" its focus is on social and cultural
change.

...modern culture is culture on the move. lt is historicist. Because
human cultures are man-made, they can be changed by man.
They not only can but also should be changed. Modem man is not
concemed simply to perpetuate the wisdom ofhis ancestors. For
him the past is just the springboard to the future and the future,
if it is to be good, will improve on all that is good in the past and
it will liquidate all that is evil. The classicist was aware that men
individually are responsible for the lives they lead. Modern man
is aware that men collectively are responsible for the world in
which they lead them. So a contemporary humanism is dynamic.
It holds forth not an ideal of fixity but a program ofchange.22

Confronted with the f-act of the modern pluralistic and historically
conscious culture, the question for the Christian is how to preach the
Gospel in this culture. "Far more open than classicist culture, far better
informed, far more disceming, it lacks the convictions of its predecessor,

its clear-cut norms, its elemental strength."2r How can the Gospel
call lor conversion, so emphasized by Ignatius's Spiritual Exercises,
penetrate such modem historical diversity and pluralism? How can we
avoid understanding human history as merely a series of unconnected

fragments in which klowledge seems to lie "scattered around us, in great,

unconnected pieces, like lonely mesas jutting up in a trackless waste."rl

2l Second Collection, 210.
22 Second Collection. 93.
23 Second Collection, 92.
24 James Tumer, "The Catholic University in Modem Academe: Challenge and Di-

lemma," paper presented at a conference on "The Storm over the University" at the
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How can we even think about such fragmentation and apparently
incommensurable pluralism? In a word, what "method" can one use in
doing theology today?

Lonergan's solution in Insight: A Study of Human Understanding
(1957) and Method in Theologt (1972) was to create a quite refined
account of the normative character of human consciousness itselfand to
use that account as a way ofaccounting for - and speaking to - the vast
diversity of cultures created by human consciousness. Such an account
is rooted in self-appropriation, a heightened awareness of the levels of
one's own consciousness normatively and invariably operative in all our
human activities. This basic structure is as operative in pleading a case
of law as in coaching a baseball game. It is as operative in the creativity
of one culture as it in another. It is this dynamic structure that makes it
possible for a person of one culture to gradually come to understand a
person of another culture. Living attentively, intelligently, reasonably,
and responsibly is the source of the human family's flourishing; and
failure to live in such a way results in cultural and social decline.

Lonergan's account was theoretical but it was rooted in human
interiority, the source of both common sense and theory. In Method in
Theologt Lonergan extends this analysis to religion and to history. The
core ofreligion is the experience Ignatius pointed to in the Exercises and
that Lonergan writes of as "being in love with God." That experience
finds diverse expression in different culhral contexts and is interpreted
differently according to various religious traditions. The Christian
tradition understands this inner experience as the experience of the Holy
Spirit, the "inner Word," that leads to disceming "the outer Word" of
God's revelation in Christ. The role of Christian theology is to help in
disceming that Word of God so that one may be able to speak that Word
in one's world.

Since theology concems understanding the past as well as taking
a stand in the present, Lonergan conceives theology as a set of eight
functional specialties, four of which deal with history and four of which
concem teaching and preaching the Word of God in the world today.
The first four functional specialties - research, interpretation, history,
dialectic - concem hearing the Word ofGod out ofthe past. The second
four that is, foundations, doctrines, systematics, and communications
- concem discerning, affirming, understanding, and communicating that

University ofNotre Dame, October 13, 1992



Word ol God to our world today. Central to Lonergan's understanding
is that all these various specializations are "functionally" related to
each other according to the dynamic structure of human consciousness.

The personal appropriation of one's own consciousness so stressed in
lnsight is key also to "integrating" all dimensions oftheology: historical,
dialectical, religious, doctrinal, systematic. and pastoral.

In effect, Lonergan's method enables Catholic theology to move out
of a classicist mode into an historically conscious mode. It provides a
way ol integrating the new methods of historical scholarship as well as

the diverse cultures those methods aim at understanding. It enables one

to distinguish differences based on a diversity ofculture from differences
based on a differentiation of consciousness. Most basically, it enables

one to discem those differences based on the presence or absence of
conversion. For "the real menace to unity of faith does not lie either in
the many brands ofcommon sense or the many differentiations ofhuman
consciousness. It lies in the absence ol intellectual or moral or religious
conversion."r5

The key issue then is the one lgnatius focused on in the Exercises,

that is. the issue ofconversion to hearing the call ofChrist and discerning
what Christ is calling one to. That call comes to persons of diverse
backgrounds and cultures. It comes to persons of differing cultural
achievements. The call is to a radical personal conversion involving the

mission to bring the Word of God to wherever one is "being sent." Thus,

Lonergan's theological methodology explicitly includes within its sweep

the final functional specialty of communications, an area the early Jesuits

were well aware ofas they founded their sohools.

Just as theology has to enter into the context of modern
philosophy and science, so religion has to retain its identity yet
penetraie into the cultures of mankind, into the manifold fabric
bf everyday meaning and f'eeling that directs and propels the
lives of men. lt has io know the uses of symbol and story, the
resources of the arts and literature. the potentialities of the old
and the new media of communication, the various motivations
on which in any given area it can rely, the themes that in a g-iven

culture and clais-provide a carrying wave for the message.ru

Thus,.lust as the early Jesuits found in Renaissance humanism

Method in Theologt, 330
Metho<l in Theologt, l4l

25

26
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the themes providing "a carrying wave for the message," so Catholic
preachers and teachers today must seek similar "carrying waves" with
which to proclaim the call to conversion. For, "there are the transpositions
thal theological thought has to develop ifreligion is to retain its identity
and yet at the same time find access into the minds and hearts of men of
all cultures and classes."27 It would seem that the Catholic university is
one place where such a union between Catholic theology and effective
communications would need to take place.

The correlation between the accelerating explosion ofknowledge
and socio-cultural change confronts the contemporary university
with a grave problem. For the university has ceased to be a
storehouse whence traditional wisdom and knowledge are
dispensed. It is a center in which ever-increasing knowledge is
disseminated to bring about ever-increasing social and cultural
change.28

The contemporary university reflects contemporary hislorical
consciousness. On the one hand, it reflects the tremendous specialization
of knowledge; and on the other hand it reflects the consciousness that
knowledge can and should have practical social and cultural effects.
That is why "pragmatism" seems to be the reigning and operative
humanism in America today.2e The university today is not a dispenser
of traditional wisdom in a classicist context. It is rather a "center" for
various specialties, professions, cultures, all in the business ofsocial and
cultural change.

But what ifsuch change is not authentic change? What ifit contributes
to cultural decline rather than to cultural progress? For in many instances
that, in fact, seems to be the case. "Modemity lacks roots. Its values lack

27 Method in Theolog, 132-133.
28 Second Collection, 135.
29 Cf. Bruce A. Kimball, The Condition ol Americon Liberal Education: prag-

motism ond q Changing Trodition (New York: College Entrance Examination Board,
1995). Also Louis Menatd, The Metaphysical C/uD (New york: Farrar, Straus and Gir-
oux, 2001).
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balance and depth. Much of its science is destructive of man."ro
Since so much is changing and moving disciplines, professions.

historical situations - the Catholic university needs a very refined
instrument for linking the basic Gospel message to all of these areas.

That is the point of Lonergan's /r.r ight and Method in Theolog,,: to enable
the Gospel message to link to all areas studied in the university and to
contribute to the purification and integration ofthose areas for the good
ofthe world - or, as Ignatius would put it, "to help souls."

To put it more concretely, we go to great expense to have Catholic
universities, but if our professors cannot be anything more than
specialists in physics, specialists in chemistry, specialists in
biology. specialists in history. if they can search and search lbr
philosophic and theological aids to give them the orientation that
would be specifically Catholic in their fields, and still not find
them, because neither philosophy nor theology is doing its job
of integrating, then we have a problem.rl

The point of Lonergan's Insight and Method in Theologt was
to facilitate an intellectual conversion that on the one hand promotes
radical self-knowledge, and on the other hand promotes the integration
of all areas of knowledge: the sciences, the scholarly disciplines, the
arts, religion, and the various worlds of common sense - including the
various educational ideals, or humanisms.

lntellectual conversion does not hinder you at all dealing with
simple people or ordinary people or anything like that; it helps
you to understand them better, what their difficulties may
be. lt isn't anything nanowing; it is something broadening,
simplifying, clarifying."

The point then, is conversion: the religious conversion so emphasized

by lgnatius in his Spiritual Exercises and the moral and intellectual
conversion that flows from that. This is what should distinguish the

Christian humanism that inspires and informs Catholic higher education

today. To put it in another way, the Catholic university should reflect its
religious roots by lostering the purification and integration ofknowledge

30 Secorul Collection, 99.
3l Understanding and Being, vol. 5 ofCollected Works of Bernard Lonergan (To-

ronto: University ofToronto Press, 1992),98.

32 Notes by Nicholm Graham fiom discussion session at workhop on method in the-

ology, Regis College, Willowdale, Ontario, July I0. 1969.
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for the good of the world. If Catholic theology in its communicative
function is not fostering the transformation of the academic disciplines
and contemporary culture, then it is "fruitless." Conversely, it is in the
Catholic university fulfilling its role as a university that Catholic faith
and Catholic theology can find their cultural fulfillment. "As it is only in
the university that all aspects ofhuman living are under study, it is only
in the Christian university that theology can attain its full development
and exercise its full influence."lr

But how in fact can a Catholic university, and specifically professors
within the Catholic university, connect what they are doing to the
religious origins of the university? Besides generalities, does Catholic
theology have anything specific to offer the various disciplines in the
university, the disciplines as such - history, psychology, sociology,
and so forth? In addressing this question Lonergan once pointed to the
contemporary validity of Cardinal Newman's theorem in The ldea of
a University that human knowing is a whole with its parts organically
related. Newman then asked what would happen if a significant part of
knowledge were omitted, overlooked, ignored, notjust by the individual
but by the cultural community. His response was that there would be
three consequences:

First, people in general would be ignorant of that area. Second,
the rounded whole of human knowing would be mutilated. Third,
the remaining parts would endeavor to round offthe whole once
more despite the omission of a part and, as a result, they would
suffer distortion from their effort to perform a function for which
they were not designed.3a

Lonergan applies Newman's theorem by noting that theology has
in fact for some time been dropped from most university curricula.
Consequently, one may ask whether Newman's inferences have been
confirmed in fact, whether there is a widespread ignorance ofspecifically

33 Bemard Lonergan, "Questionnaire on Philosophy," METHOD: Journol of Lo-
nergan Studies,2, no. 2 (October 1984),9. This coheres with what Lonegan says at
the beginning of the chapter on communications in Method in Theologt, namely, that
theolory "matures" in the functional specialty of communications. .....It is in this final
stage that theological reflection bears ftuit. Without the firsl seven stages, of coune,
there is no fruit to be bome. But without the last the first seven are in vain, for they fail
to maturc." Method in Theologt 355.

34 Second Collection, 142.
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theological areas, and whether this has resulted in a mutilation and
distortion of human knowing generally. In the article we have been

quoting, Lonergan leaves this question open fbr fu(her reflection, but
he does indicate one concrete relevance of theology to the specifically
human sciences. For the human sciences may be and often are pursued

simply on the analogy ofthe natural sciences.

For the human sciences may be and often are pursued simply
on the analogy of the natural sciences. When this is done
rigorously, when it is contended that a scientific explanation of
human behavior is reached if the same behavior can be had in
a robot, then everything specifically human disappears from the
sclence...

On the other hand. when human scientists reject such
reductionism, then not only does the exactitude of the natural
sciences vanish but also the human sciences risk becoming
captives of some philosophy. For what the reductionist omits
are the meaning and value that inform human living and acting.
But meaning and value are notions that can be clarified only
by painstakingly making one's way through the jungle of the
philosophies.r5

'fhat was one point of Lonergan's lnsight and Metfutcl in Theologl:
to provide the hints and models whereby the human sciences might
avoid reductionism without, on the other hand. becoming captives of
philosophical fads. Such theoretical issues cannot help but affect the

humanities and the question of a contemporary humanistic education.
For a humanism is an ideal ofhuman living that can touch the hearts and

minds ofmany people, not only the scientists. scholars and philosophers,

but also the intelligent populace who are influenced by these theoreticians.

...what moves men is the good, and good in the concrete...lfat one
time law was in the forefront olhuman developmenl. . . still' at the
present time it would seem that the immediate carrier of human
aspiration is the more concrete apprehension of the human good
efiected through such theories of history as the liberal doctrine
of progress, the Marxist doctrine of dialectical materialism
and, most recently, Teilhard de Chardin's identification of
cosmogenesis. anthropogenesis, and christogenesis.16

Second Collection, 143.

Second Collection,6-7. Cf. also 93: "So a contemporary humanism is dynamic
35

36
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As is evident from the above quotes, some humanisms, some broad
visions of the human life, are authentic; some are not. Some are open
to self-transcendence and conversion; others consolidate the spirit of
bias and unauthenticity. Some are open to theory with its normative
implications; some are not. Some are open to God; some are not.

Besides the sciences, there are the humanities, and, as I have
no need to insist, much modem humanism is prone to ignore
God and to ridicule religion, when it is not militantly atheistic.
Whether certain youth movements indicate a significant break in
the trend, I cannot say. But I venture to affirm that an authentic
humanism is profoundly religious.3T

Such an authentic religious humanism is in profound contradiction
to any superficial humanism that locks social classes within themselves.

The better educated become a class closed in upon themselves
with no task proportionate to their training. They become effete.
The less educated and the uneducated find themselves with a
tradition that is beyond their means. They cannot maintain it.
They lack t}le genius to transform it into some simpler vital
and intelligible whole. It degenerates. The meaning and values
of human living are impoverished. The will to athieve both
slackens and narrows. Where once there were joys and sorrows,
now there are just pleasures and pains. The culture has become
a slrrm J8

Such has been the case with the humanism spawned by modem
sclence.

Just as philosophic theory begot humanism of common sense,
so too modem science has its progeny. As a form of knowledge,
it pertains to man's development and grounds a new and fufler
humanism. As a rigorous form of knowledge, it calls forth
teachers and popularizers and even the fantasy ofscience fiction.

Such a scientifically influenced humanism has become a principle of
social transformation.

tt holds forth not an ideal offixity but a program ofchange. It was or is the automatic
progress ofthe liberal, the dialectical materialism ofth€ Marxist, the identification of
cosmogenesis and christogenesis by Piene Teilhard de Chardin.',

37 Second Collection, 144-
38 Method in Theologt, 99 .
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...it also is a principle of action, and so it overflows into
applied science, engineering, technology, industrialism. lt is an
acknowledged source of wealth and power. and the power is not
merely material. It is the power of the mass media to write for.
speak to, be seen by all men. It is the power ol an educational
system to fashion the nation's youth in the image of the wise
man or in the image of a fool. in the image of a free man or in the
image prescribed for the Peoples' Democracies.re

One's educational ideal, then. one's educational "mission," then, is

extremely important. What is to be the guiding image, the humanism,
inlorming Catholic university education today? Can it be found in
John Paul ll's Ex corde ecclesiae? Can that vision be expanded and
broadened to include various historical constituencies? How important
are these questions about the humanism that will influence contemporary
education? "ln its third stage, then. meaning not merely differentiates
into the realms of common sense, theory, and interiority, but also acquires
the universal immediacy of the mass media and the molding power of
universal education."

The point is that this question of the humanism that will inform
contemporary Catholic university education is extremely important.
"Never has adequately differentiated consciousness been more difficult
to achieve. Never has the need to speak effectively to undift'erentiated
consciousness been greater."ao

It was to the credit of Bemard Lonergan to have outlined the nature
of the diflerentiated consciousness necessary for the contemporary
Catholic university. Like Ignatius in his day, Lonergan has provided
a very important tool for allowing Cospel values to inform Jesuit and
Catholic education today.

Methotl in lheologl 99 My emphases

Method in Theolog,,. 99.
i9
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Herg i_s py servant whom I uphold, my chosen one in whom my
soul delights. I have endowed him with my spirit that he may
bring true justice to the nations. (lsaiah 42:1)

Michael McCarthy
Vassar College

INTRODUCTION

The work of St. Thomas, particularly the moral section of the
Summa Theologiae, constitutes the convergence of all the
great currents of thirteenth century thought meeting in the
cultural center represented by rhe University ol PariJin their
full theological and philosophical flowering. (Servais-Theodore
Pinckaers, O.P.)

WE sraNo.qr a critical tuming point in the history of Christianity. Two
thousand years have passed since the birth of Jesus of Nazareth; it
has been nearly as long since the descent of the Holy Spirit upon the
frightened apostles in the upper room at Jerusalem. The ,.good news', of
salvation has been proclaimed to the ends of the earth, but the evident
evils of our common world persist and multiply: intractable poverty,
pervasive violence, systemic injustice, the scandalous neglect ofihe poor
and vulnerable. The Christian churches are deeply concemed about these
serious violations of God,s law, but their collective response to them

PBACTICAL WISDOM,
SOCIAL ruSTICE. AND
THE GLOBAL SOCIETY
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often seems halting and ineffective.
Jesus commanded the apostles to continue his redemptive mission

on earth. Christian redemption was intended to heal and renew the whole
of the human condition; "the blind see again, the lame walk, lepers are

cleansed, the deaf hear, the dead are raised to life and the good news

is proclaimed to the poor." (Matthew I I :5) Contemporary Christians
continue to give their allegiance to the gospel of Jesus, a gospel that
we have learned is ever ancient and ever new. It is ancient because

it originated with a Galilean rabbi and prophet in Roman-occupied
Palestine; it is continually new because it speaks with exceptional truth
and power to the deepest human needs ofevery time and place in history.
As the universal Christian community begins its third millennium of
existence, it is still called by God to transform the world through the

message and ministry of its founder. The twenty-first century confronts
the global community of laith with new questions and challenges,
new opportunities and dangers. Will we, the active members of that
community, have the courage, the wisdom, and the charity to rise to the
level and the demands of our time?

If faithful Christians are really to be "a light unto the nations," if
they are to respond effectively to the gravest problems ofour common
world, they will need to develop a new tbrm of practical theology that
integrates the enduring wisdom of their faith with the emerging insights
of contemporary secular inquiry. This integrative theological project

will also require the creation ol new collaborative institutions. Both the

new form of inquiry, theological reflection, and the new institutional
framework, Christian centers of integrative studies, have become

essential, I believe, to the redemptive mission of the Church in a global

society.

A. THEOLOGICAL REFLECTION

To what does the term "theological reflection" refer? The term itsellcan
signify any form of human inquiry that seeks a deeper understanding of
the substance ofreligious faith. In that broad semantic usage' theological

reflection is coextensive with the whole of theology, the study of all

things in their relation to God. My use of the term in this essay' which

explicitly derives from the pastoral directives ol Pedro Arrupe to the
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Society of Jesus, is considerably narrower. By "theological reflection"
I refer to a distinct form of practical inquiry inspired by and conducted
in the light ofthe Christian faith. This type of practical theology is not
without historical precedent. It can be found in the epistles of St. Paul
and the episcopal directives of St. Augustine and is continuous with the
Church's social encyclicals during the nineteenth and twentieth centuries.
Despite this continuity with Chdstian tradition, the practice oftheological
reflection as I conceive it is also importantly new. It is a unique product
ofseveral historical factors that have coalesced in the period after World
War II. These include: the ongoing process of reform and renewal,
aggiornamento, initiated by Pope John XXIII, the solidarity with the
modem world proclaimed by Gaudium et Spes, the pastoral constitution
on the Church in the modem world, the post-conciliar emphasis on
social justice and intemational peace, the preferential option for the
poor that shaped liberation theology, and a deepening recognition by the
universal Church of the need to think and act on the level of history. In
the language carefully crafted by the Canadian Jesuit, Bemard Lonergan,
theological reflection is a new form of pastoral inquiry that seeks an
active integration of the human good with full acknowledgement of our
collective responsibility for the course ofhuman affairs.r Let us carefufly
unpack that compressed and concise formulation.

l.The subject morer oftheological reflection are the most important
problems of the contemporary world: economic prosperity and justice,
responsible democratic govemance, world population growth and global
hunger, intemational peace and security, the sustainable protection
of the natural environment, the creation of an equitable and balanced
international order, the numerous challenges of biotechnology. The
repercussions ofthese problems are strikingly evident at the regional and
national levels ofour lives, but their root causes are often transnational in
character. Although theological reflection draws heavily on both Hebrew
and Christian scripture and on the doctrinal and pastoral traditions ofthe
Church, it derives its practical urgency from the most pressing concems
of the present age.

2.The method of theological reflection is typically interdisciplinary
and collaborative. To achieve a full and balanced view of such complex
practical matters, it is necessary to integrate provisional results from
a broad spectrum of specialized knowledge and competence. Such an

I Merhod in Theologt,366
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integrative process will require the active collaboration of theologians,
philosophers, historians, economists, political and social theorists,
and responsible democratic citizens engaged in business, government,
education, journalism, and the arts.

3. Who should be invited to participate in this practically oriented
interdisciplinary project? Theological reflection is a fundamental
apostolate not only ofreligious leaders and theologians but at some level
of all genuine Christians. It explicitly continues the work ofthe apostles,
making Christ's redemptive presence effective in human history and
giving visible witness to the Church's mission as a servant community
to all the nations.

4. Sensitivity to institutional bias and the distorting influence of
vested interests in particularly important in this collaborative endeavor.
This cautionary waming not only applies to the sinful history of the

Church, but also to the distorting effects of egoistic. group, and general

bias. Biased distortions can occur in the selective appeal to authorities, the

exclusion of unwelcome questions and evidence, excessive complacency
with the way things are, or unrealistic impatience with the demands of
authentic and enduring reform. Theological reflection requires heroic
discemment and charity, both personal and communal, and a heightened
sensitivity to the social and cultural contexts in which pastoral theology
is practiced. The traditional settings of theological inquiry, the library,
the study, the classroom, the episcopal office, all have their endemic
limitations. Theological reflection also needs to occur in the concrete
locations ofhuman action and suffering: in factories, hospitals, prisons,

govemment offices, union halls, and poor neighborhoods, for example.
There are clear advantages to creating independent institutional centers

of theological reflection for they provide collaborative communities

of interdisciplinary reflection and research. But there are important
disadvantages as well. Such centers can easily become too comfortable,

too closely tied to the interests of the dominant elites, too isolated from
regular contact with those directly involved in the struggles of ordinary
life.

5. The aims of theological reflection are explicitly practical. The

proximate aim is to generate well-informed and continuously revised

policies and plans for promoting good and undoing evil in local, regional

and national communities throughout the global society. The intermediate

aim is to create within the Church an effective and credible voice, a voice
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of Christian practical wisdom, in the discussion and conduct of public
affairs. The ultimate aim is to fulfill the gospel imperative of promoting
and advancing the kingdom ofGod on this earth.

Given the reality of sin, the fallibility of human intelligence, and
the depth of contemporary economic, political, and cultural divisions,
what expectations should Christians bring to this collective exercise of
historical responsibility? In the practice of theological reflection, how
is the proper balance to be maintained between realistic sobriety and
prophetic hope?

Christians believe that time is meaningful; it is created by God,
redeemed by Christ, and sanctified by the power of the Holy Spirit.
They also believe that historical time is essentially unfinished; it awaits
completion in Christ's second coming when the eschatological promises
of the New Testament are finally fulfilled. This dual perspective on time
and history both engages Christians in the struggles of the world and
detaches their hearts from complete absorption in contemporary events.

Human history is a tangled web of greatness and wretchedness, of
order and disorder, of achievement and destruction. In its concreteness,
it embodies both the goodness of crealed nature, the moral evil and
impotence that are the result of pervasive sin, and the healing power of
redemptive grace. The dynamic and unpredictable movement of human
history unfolds between the original peace of God's creation and the
ultimate peace that will complete Christ's final retum in glory. During this
extended and indefinite temporal interval, Christians are called to follow
Christ's redemptive example, to transform historical time by working to
establish the values of God's etemal kingdom in human affairs: peace,
holiness, justice, mercy, and self-transcending love.

In the course of his public ministry Jesus spoke repeatedly of the
kingdom of God. His gospel of the kingdom had two contrasting and
complementary aspects: the kingdom is presently at hand in the words
and deeds of Jesus himself, and yet it does not finally belong to the
temporal world. The kingdom is among you, here and now, yet its full
consummation lies in the eschatological future. Christians are obliged
to promote and advance God's kingdom on earth; yet the fulfillment of
divine providence awaits the final judgment by God at the end of time.
In the light of the gospel, of Jesus' teaching and practice, a Christian
political theology and a Chdstian theology of history should be neither
utopian nor tragic. The followers of Christ simultaneously accept his

175
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call to perlection ("Be perfect as your heavenly father is perfect") while
acknowledging the stark reality of evil and sin. Their abiding trust in
Christ's promises and in the power ol redemptive grace sustains their
hope fbr both the created world and etemal life. Their clear-eyed
recognition ol sin's destructive effects, both personal and communal, is
a concomitant source olsobriety and realism.

The theological mysteries of creation, sin, and redemptive grace

profoundly infbrm the Christian understanding of history. Without
creation and grace, the human condition would be tragic. a legitimate
cause for unyielding despair. Without the existence of sin, there would
be no accounting for the violence, disorder, injustice, and death that are

so much a part ofhuman reality. Sin separates human beings from God,
divides them within nature and history, and shatters the integrity of their
original creation. Bias and sin are the recurrent source ofwhat Lonergan
calls the social surd, the absence of intelligibility that permeates human

existence.r The Iived history of humanity is a tangled knot ofauthenticity
and alienation. of objective truth and distorting ideology. Christian
realism in responding to this uneven history embraces as its orienting
principles the moral ontology of created nature, destructive sin. and

redemptive grace. By acknowledging the continuous interplay of these

three intersecting forces. Christians can avoid both utopian fantasies

about human progress and the pessimistic reduction ofhuman aspirations
to the level of existing practice. By combining historical sobriety with
prophetic hope, Christians engaged in theological reflection can work for
the kingdom of God in this world without naive illusion or destructive
bitterness.

6. The spirit of theological reflection is realistic. compassionate,
and ecumenical. Committed Christians draw on their active love of God
to pursue the temporal concerns that they share with all of humanity.
The common human commitment to justice and peace engages believers
and those without religious faith in continuous. self-conecting dialogues
with the rich and the poor, the leamed and the unschooled. the powerful
and lhe weak. the young and the old. As Lonergan repeatedly cautioned,
competence, humility, and patience are essential to this demanding work.

It is difficult to be genuinely religious; it is very hard to leam, to master

new methods and fields of study; it is painful to recognize the limits
of our knowledge and understanding and our need to augment them
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with the corrective insights of others. Practical wisdom is rare, and its
effective conjunction with heroic charity is truly remarkable. The fruitful
collaboration of imperfect and divided human beings in the renewal
of the Church and the transformation of the world is an awesome and
never-ending task. We can become better at this collaborative effort, but
the need for conversion and renewal is permanent.

Authentic Christians have a moral obligation to act justly and
to promote justice in the larger world to the best of their ability. This
obligation is rooted in the gospel imperative '1o love your neighbor as
yourself." To proceed from this basic scriptural imperative to concrete
action is sometimes simple and direct. A young child runs into the
heavily trafficked street and the concemed adult pulls him back. A btind
person needs assistance entering a crowded room and the sighted person
offers direction and support. An old woman falls on an icy sidewalk and
the passing stranger helps her to her fleet and takes her home. In these
cases, the right course ofaction is immediately clear. However, in setting
national and global budget priorities, raising or lowering interest rates,
allocating foreign aid, shaping immigration policy, reforming a massive
health care system, distributing political authority among federal,
state, and local govemments, creating a fair and efficient tax system,
appropriately responding to intemational crises like those in Bosnia.
Kosovo, Rwanda, and Iraq, and developing an equitable global economy,
it is far less easy to determine what the imperative ofjustice requires.

Theological reflection, as we have described it, would be
unnecessary in this and similar circumstances if',the right thing to
do" were immediately evident to persons of goodwill. Since this is
manifestly not the case, how are justice-seeking Christians to proceed
in a responsible manner from the gospel imperative of neighborly love
to developing public policy initiatives that are wise and practically
effective? I believe that they need to perform a series of mediating steps,
each ofwhich is relevant in connecting their personal religious faith with
the actual requirements of social justice on a global scale.

What are these vital mediating steps that constitute the normative
practice of theological refl ection?

1. Deeply living the Christian faith in our daily existence. True
religious conversion demands sustained prayerfulness, asceticism,
personal repentance and self-denial, the wholehearted love of God and
neighbor. The authentic practice of theological reflection depends on a
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personal spirituality that draws us nearer to God and God's vision ofthe
world. This is the common goal ofthe lgnatian Spiritual Exercises, the

Benedictine Rule, and the meditative and contemplative practices of the

great religious traditions.
2. Prayerfully reflecting on the central Christian mysteries: the

creation ofthe universe, the fall ofAdam and Eve, the enduring covenant
with Israel, the reception olthe Mosaic law, the promises and wamings
of the prophets, the incamation and redemption of Christ, the descent of
the Holy Spirit, the founding of a universal church. the eschatological
vision of etemal life in the kingdom ol God.

3. Developing a credible theological anthropology centered in the

Trinitarian understanding of God: basing human dignity on our original
creation in God's mysterious image and likeness; basing human solidarity
on our universal immersion in sin and our common need for redemption;
basing the value ofordinary practical activities on the conduct ofJesus,
the carpenter's son, who chose fishermen and ordinary laborers as

his disciples; basing our trust in personal repentance and institutional
renewal on the descent ofthe Holy Spirit and the continuous gift of God's
restorative grace; basing our eschatological hopes on the promises of
Christ and his miraculous resurrection from the dead. A deep meditative

understanding of the Trinitarian mysteries shapes the intellectual and

moral horizon within which Christian theological reflection proceeds.

4. Articulating a Christian ethics, both personal and social, in
response to two fundamental questions: a) How should I act and live as a

mature and responsible Christian today? b) How should we live together

in free and self-goveming communities of interdependent persons?

Because practical Christian inquiry draws on severaI sources ol insight,
it is useful to distinguish, but neither to isolate nor to separate (Aquinas's

example is deeply relevant here) a theological ethics based on Hebrew

and Christian scripture and tradition from a philosophical ethics that

proceeds from the data ol moral experience. through practical inquiry
and reflection. to the articulation of moral principles and the assertion of
evaluative judgments. Theological ethics follows the path ofintellectual
synthesis. It develops from an explicitly religious origin, proceeding

from our trust in God's goodness and providence' and our beliel in the

revelation olChrist, the inspiration ofthe Holy Spirit, and the cumulative

wisdom of the teaching Church. to a set of fundamental moral beliefs

(doctrines), to an enlarged understanding ol their human implications
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(moral systematics), and finally to the practical assessment of their
concrete relevance for the here and now (pastoral communications). (See

Method in Theologt )
Philosophical ethics, by contrast, lollows the path of practical

analysis. It develops from below, proceeding from a descriptive
phenomenology of moral experience, through a series of deliberative
questions, to a set of concrete practical insights, to their articulation in
proposed courses ofaction, to the rational appraisal ofthe varying merits
of these altemative proposals, to informed and responsible decisions on
the best course of action for this particular time and place.

Both theological and philosophical ethics are profoundly affected
by the cultural transition from classicist assumptions to contemporary
historical mindedness. Classicism, as a cultural outlook, conceived of
ethics as a permanent human achievement, as a finite set of invariant
moral truths with universal and timeless applicability. Historically
minded moral agents, by contrast, recognize invariant moral precepts
(be attentive, intelligent, reasonable, responsible, open to grace and
historicity) and an invariant structure of moral deliberation, evaluation,
and choice, but they are acutely aware that the concrete significance of
these precepls and the concrete courses of action emerging from that
normative structure of reflection have to be determined through the self-
correcting process of shared practical inquiry. In theological ethics, basic
moral principles expressing how we should live, and what we should
do and refrain from doing, are justified by appealing to the theological
anthropology rooted in the central Christian mysteries. In the order of
theological synthesis we reason, nondeductively, from a shared moral
ontology and anthropology to prescriptive normative principles, and
then from those principles to the advocacy or criticism of concrete

courses of action. In philosophical ethics, the order of development is
reversed; here we proceed from concrete practical situations through the
pattem of deliberative inquiry to particular evaluative judgments. then
to an evolving set of moral principles, and finally to an articulated moral
ontology that takes full account of our uneven moral responses, both

those that exhibit sustained self-transcendence as well as those that are

affected by the several types of distorting bias.

Although theological and philosophical ethics are clearly distinct

they should not be separated. The two ways of proceeding' from a

scripturally based moral ontology and normative principles to concrete
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cases, and from practical experience to an explanatory ontology
and categorical precepts, are in fact complementary. This practical
collaboration is a critical example of the complementarity between faith
and reason, between divine revelation and free intellectual discovery,
on which Catholic Christianity has historically insisted. ln the conduct
of theological reflection, authentic ethical and political decisions rely
simultaneously on the scriptural and doctrinal heritage of Christianity
and on the independent moral reflection of the human community. The
ecumenical spirit and collaborative nature of this new form of practical
theology depend explicitly on this complex and mutually enriching
relationship.

5. By their different paths, theological and philosophical ethics
converge on the fbllowing concerns: our obligations to God, other human
beings. and the natural universe; the range and order ofauthentic human
goods; the ontological bases of human dignity and liberty and their
practical implications for political and socialjustice; ultimate existential
questions about the meaning and purpose of tife itself. While these

ethical questions are humanly unavoidable, the practical answers they
receive are deeply contested, not only between Christians and those who
do not believe in Christ. but also within the Christian community itself.
There are several sources of this striking moral disagreement. These
include critical intellectual and moral lapses on the part olthe existential
subject and the deliberative community: the absence of religious and
moral conversion; violations oflhe basic normative precepts; inadequate
factual knowledge; existential and cultural alienation; arrested or
distorted emotional development, to name only a few. A primary source
ofdisagreement is the critical mediating role played by institutional and
cultural analysis. Christians who share a common theology and moral
ontology often disagree at the level of political advocacy, because their
understanding of the concrete human situation is strikingly dift'erent. In
social and political ethics, the structural gap between articulated moral
principles and the formation and appraisal ofpublic policies is effectively
bridged by institutional and cultural analysis and criticism. But within
the human sciences themselves, there is an absence ofagreement on the
social and political importance of technology, the complex operations of
the national and global economy, the power and limits of government,
the intemational balance ol forces, and, most tellingly. on the particular
strengths and weaknesses ofthe difl'erent cultural and religious traditions
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that underpin social practice. Responsible policy-making and planning
invariably depend on multiple and potentially conflicting sources of
insight: the norms and principles of ethics, the institutional analysis
and cultural criticism of the human sciences, the depth dimension of
historical research, disinterested dialogue and debate among citizens and
their political leaders, and on the particular set of circumstances in which
human action really occurs. Egoistic, group, and general bias can distort
human inquiry and decision - making at each of these interconnected
levels. Disceming the presence of bias and critiquing the numerous
ideologies with which bias disguises itselfare essential to understanding
and correcting practical conflict. Because the operation of bias is
inevitable and the resort to justiffing ideology recurrent, theological
reflection is a fallible, self-correcting, constantly revisable, cooperative
blending of theory and praxis.

6. Religious faith and practical action coalesce when situated
human beings carry out the personal and public decisions that result
from their deliberative inquiry. There is no substitute in ethics for
informed and responsible men and women on the scene to enact the
plans and to execute the policies that have been jointly agreed upon. As
Lonergan constantly emphasized, the human good is always concrete. It
is in the lived concreteness of the home, the classroom, the shop floor,
the court house, the neighborhood, the subway, the pollution site, the
housing project, the welfare agency, the obsolete manufacturing plant,
the emergency room, the prison, the homeless shelter, the supermarket,
the public park, the thriving or abandoned commercial center that
good and evil are directly experienced and made real. In primitive and
relatively stable societies, the gap to be mediated between religious faith
and effective action is generally narrow. In our highly differentiated and

dynamic global society, that practical gap has become steadily broader
and deeper.

7. Theological reflection operates like a scissors with an upper

and lower blade. The upper blade is relatively invariant and universal; it
exhibits a notable continuity through the long course ofChristian history.

The lower blade is highly variable and particular; it undergoes significant
institutional and cultural variation with emerging differences in time

and place. The upper blade articulates the moral horizon or background

framework within which practical reflection occurs. The lower blade

concentrates on the concrete social and political circumstances which
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human conduct will ultimately affect.
There are three major components oftheological reflection's upper

blade: the Trinitarian theology ofGod; the intentional analysis ofhuman
subjectivity; a normative ethics of Christian principles and precepts
(based on the gospel and the Ten Commandments). They key component
ofthe lower blade is critical, factual analysis ofthe institutional, cultural,
and historical settings to which the principles and precepts ofethics apply.
Traditional Christian ethics has emphasized the normative dimension of
the synoptic upper blade, but its descriptive and analytic treatment of
human existence was overly metaphysical, and its knowledge of and
attention to the specialized and variable lower blade was comparatively
weak. The secular social sciences and the commonsense practicality of
ordinary men and women are typically attentive to the concrete demands
ofthe lower blade, but they tend to be inarticulate about or indifferent to
the normative principles and precepts that properly govem and measure
human practice.

The weakness of the upper blade taken in isolation is its lack of
effective specificity. It can tell rs, as Gaudium el Spes did, what is unjust
and unchristian in the way we live as individual persons and historically
organized communities. However, it is characteristically unable to
identify appropriate and effective remedies to correct what is wrong, or
to recommend insightful policies and plans to promote what is right and
good. The weakness of the lower blade taken in isolation is its lack of
principled normativity. Proponents of the lower blade tend to take the
factual status quo for granted and, in the name ofsupposedly hard-headed
realism. characteristically reduce normative measuring principles to the
level of existing practice.

Theological reflection, in the spirit of Arrupe and Lonergan. is an

exercise of Christian realism fully committed to the effective integration
of the upper and lower blades of practical inquiry. lts theological
convictions are explicitly Trinitarian: God the Father created the world
and saw that it was very good; Christ, the Father's son, redeemed the
fallen world from the devastating effects of human siu the Holy Spirit
constantly renews the created and sinful universe through the undeserved
gift of amazing grace. The anthropology of Christian realism is also
Trinitarian. All human beings are created in the image and likeness of
God. God's created image within us is distorted and darkened through our
crippling entanglement in sin. We nevertheless remain open to redemptive
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healing and creative renewal through the grace ofGod poured out for us
in Christ. With its tri-polar dialectic of created nature, disruptive sin,
and redemptive grace, theological reflection lakes full account of both
the greatness and wretchedness of human existence without losing the
disciplined energy and tenacious convictions ofChristian hope.

The upper and lower blades of theological reflection concretely
intersect in the formation and execution of public policy. It is in
shaping policy that principles and precepts are directly applied to the
factual universe. It is in enacting policy, in initiating and engaging in
cooperative action, that practical inquiry fulfills its normative purpose
of healing the effects of sin and of continuing God's creative work in
history. The indispensable virtue required for effective policy-making
and planning is practical wisdom. It is practical wisdom that unites the
moral vision and normative precepts ofthe upper blade with the concrete
realism and required flexibility ofthe lower blade. It is practical wisdom
that correctly determines the right thing to do, the best thing to do, here
and now, in this time and place.

But who are the practically wise? In everyday life, they are the
friends whose counsel we seek when we are confronted with important
and difficult personal decisions. In public affairs, they are the counselors
whom conscientious statesmen consult in the course of goveming the
political community. In both the personal and public sphere, they are the
adults whose practical advice and guidance we trust when the chips are
down. In traditional societies that were far more stable than our own and
more self-sufficient in meeting the needs of their members, the lower
blade of practical inquiry remained relatively constant, and practical
wisdom could be ascribed to the wise men and women, the respected
elders of the community, who knew from the funded experience of
cooperative life the right thing to do. But in contemporary global
societies, where the lower blade is in constant flux, and where human
knowledge and practice are linked in a mutually transforming symbiosis,
practical wisdom is much harder to achieve. The central thesis of this
lecture is that practical wisdom in a dynamic global society will require

interdisciplinary collaborative teams deliberately organized to integrate

the upper and lower blades of theological reflection in a self-correcting
process of leaming and doing.

As there is no substitute for the reliable comnon sense of men

and women on the scene who depend on their own practical insights for
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the implementation ol policy, there is also no substitute fbr the concrete
fcedback they provide to policymakers and planners on the success or
failure of their enacted decisions. Paralleling an empirical canon of
operations in science that regularly connects theory and practice, there
is a moral canon of operations in human affairs providing constantly
new data and evidence on the uneven and unexpected results of
cooperative action. This essential feedback procedure keeps theologians
and philosophers, cultural analysts and critics, policymakers and
planners in regular contact and dialogue with actively engaged citizens
and local communities. Reciprocal feedback lessens the dangers of
academic remoteness and unbridled idealism. on the theoretical side,
while checking the familiar tendency to group and general bias among
hardheaded practical "realists."

B. CENTERS OF INTEGRATIVE STUDIES

l'he distrustofreligion and the rejection oftheology have steadily narrowed
the sources of knowledge and moral energy on which Western culture
can draw in its practical reflection. Since the Buropean Enlightenment
of the eighteenth century, several important elements in the Christian
cultural synthesis articulated by Thomas Aquinas have been abandoned.
First, the truth of divine revelation was rejected by critical rationalists
like Spinoza; then the directive power of human reason was denied by
skeptical critics like Hume. When rational agreement about the common
good no longer seemed possible. political liberals insisted on mutual
tolerance and lbrbearance. The toleration of difference was intended to
diminish religious and moral con-flict, yet. by itsell it lacked the power
to remedy systematic economic and political injustice. Democratic
tolerance was later ridiculed by totalitarians of the right and left in the
name of their allegedly utopian ideals. The upshot of their tenible but
limited hegemony in Germany and the Soviet Union was unprecedented
barbarism and slaughter. The recent collapse of communism and
the evident limitations of unwieldy public bureaucracies have made
secular utopianism presently unfashionable. The prevailing mood of
political and cultural pessimism coincides with a resurgence ofclassical
liberalism that celebrates the economic efficiency of the commercial
marketplace. But global capitalism only deepens existing inequalities
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within and among nations; and its anthropological and moral vision of
self-seeking individuals and corporations is profoundly dispiriting. It is
futile to expect unfettered capitalism to heal the tragic divisions within
the modem world.

The profound lesson of the twentieth century I believe, is that
the age of innocence is over. The great secular ideologies, liberalism,
Marxism, laissez-faire capitalism, and nationalism, have been forced to
confront the intractable problem ofevil and moral impotence. In creating
and sustaining ajust human society, there is no evading the demand for
authenticity, personal, institutional, and cultural. But authenticity is
incompatible with egoistic, group and general bias, with the refusal of
repentance and conversion, with the denial ofGod. It is also incompatible
with the scapegoat "solution" oflocating the source ofinjustice and evil
in the other, whether the other is a govemment official, an entrepreneurial
capitalist or an ethnic, racial or religious adversary. Genuine conversion
always starts with oneself, with one's own community, with the
prejudices, habits and sins that compromise our created capacity to do
good and avoid evil. Ending the tenible injustices ofthe past, healing the
persistent and intractable bitterness they have engendered, reforming our
interdependent economic and political institutions, changing underlying
cultural attitudes and priorities, leaming to cooperate effectively across
religious and cultural differences, patiently enduring the struggle to bring
credible good out ofexisting evil, rising to the level and the demands of
our time, this profoundly redemptive work will require heroic charity,
transcendent hope, and a practical wisdom rooted in and open to religious
faith. It will require the effective cooperation ofeveryone devoted to the
cause of global justice and peace.

In the concluding pages ol Method in Theologt while thematizing
the eighth and final functional specialty communications, Lonergan
outlined a form oftheological praxis that he called "integrated studies."l
The aim of integrated studies is "to generate well-informed and
continuously revised policies and plans for promoting good and undoing
evil both in the Church and in human society."a These policies and plans
are to be based on deliberate interdisciplinary cooperation. They are to
emerge from the complementary insights of the functional specialties
in theology, the philosophical project of intentional self-appropriation,

3 Method in Theolog,chap. 14

4 Method in Theologt,366.
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and contemporary scholarly and scientific inquiry. According to
Lonergan, integrated studies would respond to a profound exigence in
the modem world, namely "to apply the best available knowledge and
the most efficient techniques to coordinated group action." To meet his
contemporary exigence would set the Church on a "course of continual
renewal," as it seeks ways "to meet the needs of both Christians and of
all humankind."5

In Lonergan's conception, integrated studies would draw upon
the following intellectual and spiritual resources: Hebrew and Christian
scripture; the Christian faith as historically practiced and taught; the
several traditions olChristian spirituality, including the Ignatian spiritual
exercises; the functional specialties in Christian theology, especially
dialectic and foundations; an historically grounded moral ontology
and anthropology; normative social ethics; rigorous institutional and

cultural analysis; comprehensive historical scholarship; the insights
of common sense practicality; public policymaking and planning; the

concrete enactment of well-informed policies and plans; continuous
practical feedback through the moral canon of operations. To coordinate
effectively such an immense range of sources and materials is a

formidable undertaking indeed. Clearly, what Lonergan has described

in these passage s in Method is a visionary project rather than an existing
apostolic ministry. And yet, Lonergan's integrative vision explicitly
articulates what Father Arrupe's call for "theological reflection" appears

to require, particularly if this new Christian apostolate is to meet the
demands ofour time at the appropriate level ofcollaborative excellence.
What practical conclusions should we draw then from this striking
convergence of Arrupe's pastoral directive and Lonergan's theological
vision?

In my .ludgment, a significant number of historical currents and
practical challenges are beginning to coalesce. The time is ripe for an
innovative global response to the demands of the new century and the
new millennium. To meet the gospel imperative of neighborly love, to
meet the Johannine summons to Christian reform and renewal, to meet the
Jesuit call for a faith that does justice, to meet the historical demand for
collective responsibility and global leadership. to satisS the democratic
imperatives ofpractical wisdom and popular consent, we need to create
a new type of institutional structure, a Christian center of "integrative

5 Method in Theologt,367
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studies," as the appropriate setting for the Church's ministry in practical
theology. We presently have within the Christian community highly
specialized experts in the many different fields of theory and practice.
What we conspicuously lack are operating centers of integration and
coordination to bring the different levels and kinds of human knowledge
jointly to bear on the most important contemporary problems. Christian
centers of integrative studies would effectively remedy that lack and
provide a suitable home for the collaborative enterprise of theological
reflection.

What should a center of public discussion and argument created to
promote the concreteness of the common good, locally, nationally, and
globally, actually be like? The modem West has inherited two opposing
models ofpractical inquiry. One ofthese models derives from the rhetoric
of the ancient Greek sophists. This model has inspired the adversarial
procedures embodied in contemporary legal practice. The eristic spirit
of lawyers and sophists is competitive and agonal; it presupposes
conflicting, often irreconcilable, interests among adversaries. The purpose
of argument is to defeat your opponent, to advance your own cause, to
maximize individual and collective advantage. This eristic adversarial
model now dominates the American political realm. American politics
has become an essentially partisan affair where organized interest groups
pursue their self-interest through lobbying, the funding ofpolitical parties
and candidates, and the struggle for favorable public relations. Group
bias is taken for granted (that is simply how the political game is played),
and the strategic advantage clearly lies with the dominant interests that
are better funded and organized. The weak, the poor, the young and
vulnerable are clearly threatened by this institutional arrangement, lor
they have minimal influence at the bargaining table where the major
public decisions are made. Those who champion the needs of the poor
are driven by this essentially adversarial process to become partisan
advocates in their own right for the socially disadvantaged within the
political system.

The altemative model of public discourse is based on the
practice of Socratic dialogue. In the Platonic dramas, Socrates is
the philosophical antagonist of the sophistic rhetoricians. He saw the
purpose of public conversation, ol shared practical inquiry, as reaching
a deeper understanding of and commitment to the human good, rather
than gaining partisan advantage or personal victory. Socrates was not
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naive. He clearly knew how the sophists and their political protigis
operated, but he was devoted to raising public argument to a higher level
of excellence and accountability. Thus, he was open and receptive to his
moral interlocutors, willing to begin the argument from their perspective,
and prepared to correct his own beliefs and opinions as well as those of
his dialogue partners. Most impressively. Socrates was never ideological
or doctrinaire. What mattered to him was the truth of the argument, not
one's cherished opinions or convictions. He was constantly alert for
bias in every lbrm, egoistic, group, general and philosophical; in fact,
Plato repeatedly shows through his dramas how ignorance and bias
systematically distort the process of argument. producing inevitable
aporiu and impasse. Even though Socrates rarely reached full agreement
with his interlocutors, he altered the way in which they saw themselves
and their world. He forced them to consider altematives. to confront
the full implications of their beliefs, to examine inherited prejudices. to
take the long view, to privilege the whole community over its partisan
factions, to acknowledge the disparity between what people publicly said
and how they actually lived. By his visible public presence inAthens, he
served as a detached and effective critic ofAthenian culture and conduct.
Socrates was a powerful model of situated self-transcendence, ofcritical
belonging, ofthe thoughtful citizen's disinterested engagement in public
affairs. It is also true that he was silenced by the Athenian demos, that
his opponents resented his dialectical inquiry that they typically refused

to embrace the rigorous self-examination he insisted was the mark of the
authentically human.

In American public discourse, the sophists and their pupils have
clearly triumphed over Socrates; adversarial eristic has supplanted the
practice ol authentic moral and political dialogue. We take egoistic and
group bias for granted, and confine nearly all public discussion to an
analysis of short-term costs and benefits. Even the subsidized research
centers we have created since the war are usually designed to be weapons

in the partisan struggle. Thus, we have right wing and leti wing think
tanks. but very few public thinkers and leaders to think and speak for the
critical center and the enduring common good. In this divisive and often
sterile political context, what we urgently need are interdisciplinary
collaborative centers that could serve as detached and effective voices,
both constructive and critical, on the great concems of our age. As we
no longer have the historical Socrates among us. we must find a way to
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create a collective Socratic presence and voice within our culture.
A Christian center ofintegrative studies would be designed to meet

the critical ethical requirement of practical wisdom. It would respond
simultaneously to two distinct but related demands, one with its roots
in classical Athenian politics, the other with its roots in the prophetic
tradition of Judaism: the Athenian root underlies the modem democratic
demand for informed and responsible public debate; the prophetic root
reinforces the ancient scriptural imperative of justice and neighborly
love. With its open, rational discussion of important public concems,
constitutional democracy should be the most educative form of human
govemment. It should create a public leaming-community in which
adult citizens regularly increase their understanding of and commitment
to the commonweal. Does American democracy today fulfill this vital
educational function; does it actually enhance the political understanding
and civic integrity of its citizens? The familiar examples of political
argument we witness on television, whether conducted by politicians,
joumalists, or talk-show hosts, are deeply demoralizing. There is no
shortage of public talk, but so little of it is really instructive, insightful
or inspiring. So little of it contributes to shaping the practical wisdom
democratic societies ugently need. As citizens, we rarely feel, after
listening to these acrimonious debates, that our understanding of the
central issues has been deepened, or that we are better prepared to make
a responsible civic decision about them. There is a serious danger today
that our civic peers, particularly our young citizens, are losing confidence
in public speech itself, the political capacity par excellence, because
they encounter so few examples of what responsible discourse can do
at its best. Distrust of politics, cynicism about our political leaders,
hostility to governrnent, the failure of individual citizens to meet their
own public obligations - these disturbing cultural trends will continue
to erode democratic self-govemance until the character of our national
conversation is profoundly transformed.

What role can a center oftheological reflection play in this process
of political conversion? The centers of integrative studies Lonergan
envisioned would be spaces of public liberty, where informed and
responsible citizens could engage in serious dialogue and debate about
our cultural beliefs and values, and about thejustice and effectiveness of
our economic and political policies. This critical public inquiry would be
eminently practical; it would be directed to what we are doing and how

McCarlhy
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we are living. and the changing character ofour connections with other
people and the natural universe. But it would be profoundly practical.
In the ongoing public discussions within a center ol integrative studies,
we would be able to draw upon the entire range of cultural resources
we have inherited. The depth dimension, so noticeably lacking in
contemporary public argument, would come from theology, philosophy,
history, economic and political theory, critical social and cultural
analysis, the study of international relations, works of art and literature.
This public moral conversation directed towards the critical appraisal
and reform of contemporary life, would be open to all who love and

accept responsibility for the world, and who are prepared to enlist their
specialized knowledge, their practical competence. and their moral
energy in the service of the commonweal.

How wouldthe exploratory discussion and argument in atheological
reflection center differ from contemporary public debate? It would
explicitly identifu and deliberately challenge the operative prejudices
of the dominant interest groups. The striking contrast between pa(isan
advocacy and disinterested critical inquiry would be clearly displayed
and group bias would be openly acknowledged and effectively checked.
Responsible public argument would consciously avoid the adversarial
polemics ol existing political controversy where the contending parties

are seeking to exploit whatever rhetorical and electoral advantages
they can. Although their purpose is practical, to discover, articulate and
support appropriate courses of action, these centers would be open and
exploratory in spirit. Unlike contemporary think tanks of both the right
and the left. they must be neither doctrinaire nor ideological in character.

Prepared to be truly counter-cultural. centers ol integrative studies
would put into question the moral horizon within which we presently
think and live. Like Socrates in ancient Athens and the Hebrew and
Christian prophets, they would challenge the legitimacy and imponance
ofthe human goods we commonly prize and pursue: economic success,

personal prestige, political power, maximal profit, sensual pleasure,

individual independence. the liberty to do as we please. [n the spirit of
the prophets. they would respect the dignity and honor the needs ofthose
presently excluded from the civic lorum because of their poverty, their
limited education, their inexperience. their lack oforganized power. For
your legitimate concerns to be taken seriously in these comprehensive
public forums. you would not have to be an established political player
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representing a powerful interest group or ideology. These centers of
liberty would seek to transcend the bias of short-term reasoning, a bias
that denies the practical relevance ol systematic and historical analysis,
or that assumes the futility of bringing theological and philosophical
perspectives to bear on the conduct ofpublic affairs. While contemporary
public debate is narrowly focused and driven by the shifting winds of
opinion research, the sustained political and moral conversation we need
is genuinely comprehensive and committed to taking the long view.

Theological reflection concentrates on the whole ofthe national and
global community rather than the part. on the common good ratherthan on
special interests, on the needs ofthe powerless rather than the ambitions
of the already dominant, on the deeper aspects of human interiority, the
unrestricted eros and exigence of intentional consciousness, that are
presently neglected or excluded from view It is acutely attentive to bias,
systematic prejudice, and rationalizing ideology in their limitless forms,
and it strived to counteract their distorting effects on public life through
informed and sustained dialectical criticism.

Theological reflection centers, ecumenical forums of public liberty,
such as we have described, would provide the setting for the civilized
and interdisciplinary practical inquiry the global society urgently needs.

They would be respectful of past achievement and yet oriented 1o

creative innovation. They would be attentive to cultural pluralism while
acknowledging the transcultural desires and norms that exist within every
human being. They would be sympathetic to the constraints of practical
politics, to the numerous factors that influence public policy formation,
but they would carefully distinguish between factual barriers to political
agreement and the normative obligations and principles that govem
responsible human choice. Ofgreatest importance, centers of integrative
studies would provide democratic citizens with what they presently
require and conspicuously lack in order to reach responsible public
decisions: a sense of history, theoretical depth, explanatory context, both
long-range and comprehensive perspectives, and the articulate fruits ol
systematic analysis and normative criticism.

The collaborative practice of theological reflection, the creation
of centers of integrative studies, the shaping of a public culture based

on personal and historical authenticity, provide a way, when effectively
combined, to connect the contemporary need for practical wisdom with
the democratic demand for enhanced public liberty and the Christian and
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prophetic commitment to the poor and the powerless. Without practical
wisdom, the Church cannot effectively integrate faith and justice. Without
a radically transfbrmed public discourse, democratic self-govemment
will remain inept and demoralizing. Without the "preferential option fbr
the poor," the least of our brothers and sisters will continue to suffer
disproportionately. Institutional Christianity, popular democracy, and the
prophetic tradition of social justice have not always been friends, but in
the twenty-first century, it is essential that they leam to cooperate for the

sake ofthe world community that now stretches across the entire earth.
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INTRODUCTORY REMARKS

Trrrs pepsn rs still a work in progress. My thinking is still evolving on
these issues. The climate for discussion of these issues today is much
more rigorous and contested than when Lonergan was writing.

Today it is more likely that theologians and philosophers be trained
in at least one other non-Westem religion or philosophical system.
Theology and philosophy are becoming global. Philosophy of religion
is also taught more frequently in view of religions other than simply
Christianity.r On the practical level, more and more of our students on
metropolitan campuses are coming from backgrounds other than the
Christian one. We are seeing this clash of cultures secular, Christian,
and "non-Christian" just at the time when Catholic identity is being
reasserted in the wake of Ex Corde Ecclesiae.2

I An inleresting textbook approach is Gary E. Kessler, Philosophy of Religion:
Towurds a Global Perspective (Belmont, CA: Wadsworth Publishing Company), which
includes selections fiom Sri Aurobindo, John Hick, Alvin Planlinga, Gavin D'Costa,
Purusottama Bilimoria, and others.

2 One ofthe leaders in the area of comparative theology is Francis Clooney S.J.

at Boston College. He, however, most often approaches these issues in light ofherme-
neulical strategies and ofthe questions theologians might leam to ask by reading texts

in other traditions. He has done some work in philosophy of religion but does not use
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The discussion ofLonergan's understanding of world religions and their
connection to Christianity moved forward with the recent publication
from archival sources ofLonergan's essay "Philosophy and the Religious
Phenomenon" and with the responses to this new text.r It clarifies
Lonergan's thinking on several points and gives some further indications
of how Lonergan's method with its functional specialties could also be
appfied to religious sludies. Method in Theolopgt is an exemplification
of what Lonergan understood as a generalized empirical method which
could also be applied to other fields: psychology, sociology. history, and
of course. religious studies.

In this case, Lonergan has done some work in thinking about how his
method might be applied to religious studies. The deeper philosophical
presuppositions behind this work are constant. The real is to be identified
with the intelligible, there is an isomorphism belween being and knowing.
Economics, history, psychology, and other fields in which knowledge is
sought fall under the category ofthe knowledge of proportionate being.
Proportionate being is included within the absolute being ofGod.

What are some of the points in "Philosophy and the Religious
Phenomenon" where the discussion of Methotl and other writings has

been expanded and clarified? First, it becomes clearer that what Lonergan
is proposing is a model, a heuristic structure, a paradigm such as could be

used in any field. Just as Lonergan was interested in Toynbee'sThe Study
of History with its use of ideal types as models, here he is interested in
models applicable to various world religions and is drawing on a set of
characteristics given by Friedrich Heiler.a The construction of models is
a basic and contested methodological problem as we shall see.

Lonergan's concept of horizons or the conversions. I do not see that he has dealt with
the question ofChristian revelation precisely as true and as Trinitarian.

3 Bemard Lonergan, "Philosophy and the Religious Phenomenon" ME|HOD:
Journal oJ Lonergon Studies l2:2 (1994): l2 I -47. Essentially, the entire number of this
joumal is devoted to a discussion ofthis paper ofLonergan. Fred Crowe has dated this
work to late 1977 ot early 1978. See in the same yofume of METtk)D, l2l-24.

4 Lonergan had drawn on Heiler in his 1969 paper "The Future of Christanity in
William F. J. Ryan and Bemard Ty"rlell, eds., Second Collection: Papers oJ Bernard J.F.
Lonergan 5..1. (London: Darton, Longman, and Todd, 1974), 149, l55t

I,()NERGAN AND OTHER RELI(;IONS
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Lonergan fully admits the tentative nature of his project. He is
aware that Heiler's work is also tentative and should not be absolutized.
He is aware of the problem of privileging religious experience of a
transcendent reality - not immediately named as "an experience ofGod"
- since this language is already Christian. Even referring to religious
self-transcendence in terms oflove can be questioned. It is not clear that
Buddhist enlightenment, for example, is simply the equivalent of what
Christians would call a mystery of love.s

Lonergan, as we saw, has also brought in other kinds of terminology,
for example "ultimate concern" from Paul Tillich. Knowledge bome
of love seems to include at the level of moral conversion a knowledge
of values and disvalues, of good and evil. But this would seem to only
push the problem back one step further. Value judgments without being
linked to revealed truths of a specific religious tradition are notoriously
conflictual. Again, Lonergan wishes to give preference to love over
knowledge:

For being in love occurs on the fourth level of waking
consciousness and, ordinarily, this fourth level presupposes and
complements the previous levels of experiencing, understanding
and judging. But what is ordinarily so admits exceptions, and
such exception would be what Paul described to the Romans as
God's flooding our hearts with his love. Then love would not
flow fiom knowledge but on the contrary knowledge would flow
from love. It is this knowledge that results from God's gift ofhis
love that, I suggest, constitutes the universalist faith proposed by
Professor Smith.6

The approach of Wilfred Cantwell Smith would hardly go
uncontested in the field of religious studies today. As Phitip Boo Riley's
paper, in the first round of responses to "Philosophy and the Religious

5 Vemon Gregson,45. An example of Lonergan's reducing all to love is the fol-
lowing: "Cod in the Gospel is outgoing and forgiving love. Goodness and all-encom-
passing care make up the characteristic of the Tao of Laotse. The great hean ofcom-
passion is the inmost essence ofthe divine in Mahayana Buddhism" in the article "The
Futue of Christianity" in Williarn F. J. Ryan and Bemard Tyrrell eds., Second Col-
lection: Pqpers by Bernard J. E Lonergan, S.J (London: Danon, Longman & Todd,
1974), r 50.
6 Lonergan, "Faith and Beliefs," unpublished paper section 3. The reference is to

a public lecture Jan. 9, l96t by Professor Wilfred Cantwell Smith at the Univenity of
Toronto. For information on this paper, see Fred Crowe, "Lonergan's View ofReligion"
METHoD: Joumal of Lonergan Studies 12 (1994): 147-79 at l5l n. 18.
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Phenomenon" indicated, many religion scholars would take a critical
distance from any sort olproposal for a universalist faith.

Scholarly response to Lonergan's proposal has shown that it is open

to attack from two directions:
From the Catholic side, it is open to the criticism that Christian

religious l'aith as being in love with God cannot be separated from the

form of revelation itself.? This is to say that the God who identifies
himself as Yahweh in the Scriptures and who is finally revealed in Jesus

of Nazareth, the Son ol God, presents to us both a pa(icular kind of
religious experience and certain linguistic categories.8 This would be

a kind of Balthasarian response to Lonergan's proposal as Bernard
McGinn has seen. It is a rejection of the attempts of Willred Cantwell
Smith and Friederich Heiler to say that all religious experiences have the

same characteristics and so are experiences ofthe same reality which can

be called God.
Lonergan knew that his model would have to be adapted to be

acceptable to Catholics as a model of revelation. My reading of his work
would be that he himself sees the tensions this model is exposed to. In
the still unpublished papeq "Faith and Beliefs," he says:

It was my hope to sketch a construct. a model, an ideal type
containing a systematic distinction between laith, bom olother-
worldly love and possibly common to alI genuine religions. and,
on the other hand, the many diverse and often opposed beliefs to
which religious people subscribe.e

He continues

7 See Neil Ormerod's, Method, Meaning and R*'elation: The Meuning and Func-
tion ol R.,velation in Bernurd Lonerganb Method in Theology (Lanham, MD.: Univer-
sity Pr€ss of America, 2000), 236. Ultimately a Christian theology ofrevelation would
be linked in Lonergan to the procession oflhe elemal Logos from the Father in terms

of the intelligible emanation of the concept fiom the act of undeBtanding and to the
procession ofthe Spirit conceived as the Love which issues from the truth expressed in
the Word. I owe this point to Ormerod,267-6E. I cannot discuss this problem here, but
clearly, as he indicates, this insight takes us way beyond the cultural-linguistic model

of revelation in George Lindbeck, The Nalure of Doctine fonress Press, 1984) and

beyond conceptualism and the "method ofcorrelation." There is much more about in-
camate meaning in Ormerod than I am able to incorporate here.

8 On this issue see Ormercd, Meaning, Method and Revelarior?, 205-239, where he

addresses criticisms that Lonergan's theological method is not Christocentric.
9 "Faith and Beliefs."

Lonergan and Interreligious Dictlogue
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But in concluding I must point out that my model is but a skeleton.
To apply it to any particular religion further parts may need to
be added. Moreover, because religions can differ in fundamental
ways, one must have different sets of parts to add and even one
may have to add them in quite different ways.r0

Here Lonergan appears to be in difficulty. On a purely formal level
he has the part-whole problem. Who is to assure us that different parts
added in different ways still form the same whole? How far can this
model be adapted before it is not one generic model for all religions but
instead a kind of family of relaled models, one model for each tradition.
If each model is different, it is not clear that they are all pointing to
the same transcendent reality or indicate the same horizon of religious
experience.

Lonergan's uses a two-pronged model. The inner word (the spirit)
comnon to all religions (as love) is balanced and clarified by the outer
word (prophecy, sayings ofthe sages). But this two-directional approach
is also liable to attack.rr Lonergan knows that if he puts too much stress
on the "inner word" he will seem to be heading in the unacceptable
direction of a modemist position:

My account of religious beliefs does not imply that they are more
than objectifications of religious experience. It is a view quite
acceptable to a nineteenth century liberal protestant or to the
twentieth-century catholic modernist. But it is unacceptable to
most of the traditional forms of Christianity, in which ieligious
beliefs are believed to have their origin in charism, prophecy,
inspiration, revelation, the word of God, the life, death, and
resurrection of Christ.r2

So Lonergan sees the problem. His skeletal model needs to be
fleshed out "in order to be applicable to this traditional type ofreligious

l0 "Faith and Beliefs."
I I Lonergan used this twofold word in "Mission and Spirit" he says Besidesldes

ex auditu there is fdes et infusione. The former mounts up the successive levels of
experiencing, understanding, judging, deliberating. The latter descends from the gift of
God's love through religious conversion to moral, and through religious and moral to
intellectual conversion. He references Aquinas Szrz. Theol., ll-ll, q.6, a. I . This whole
fifth section of the paper should be read to get a balanced picture. See Frederick E.
Crowe, ed., I Third Collection: Papers by Bernard J. E Lonergan, S .l (New York:
Paulist Press, 1985): 3l -33.

l2 'Faith and Beliefs."

McLaughlin
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belief." Lonergan then proposes to flesh out the model. The fleshing out
will come from the side ofan outer word addressing us as love. The love
between two people is not complete until it is expressed, even though it
may be felt in the hearts ofeach. "There would not be a steady increase
in knowledge of each other."rr So also religious love of God needs the

same kind of interpersonal element. It must go beyond the gift olGod's
love flooding our hearts:

We should not solely believe what results from the objectification
olthat love. Besides completing our personal self-transcendence
in the secrecy of our hearts, God would address his people as
his people, announce to them his intentions, send to them his
prophets, his Messiah, his apostles (the outer word).11

Here it would appear to me that Lonergan is still in danger ofslipping
into a modernist framework, or at least giving that impression. Is it true,
as he says, that the inner word is already completing our personal self-
transcendence in the secrecy ofour hearts before the outer word comes?

Ifso, the outer word is not really necessary, emphasis will be placed on

the invisible universal workings ol the Spirit.r5 If it is necessary, then
all outer words must be equivalent (Confucian, Buddhist, Hindu). lf
they are all equivalent then we are back in the modemist camp. Despite
Lonergan's intent, this model seems closer to the kind of position
which would ultimately reduce outer words to merely an assortment ol
phenomenal realities which represent a purportedly common noumenal
reality, a kind of Kantian reading.

Secondly, the "inner word" as pure experience is merely sensation or
feeling. One can feel a vague attraction to the beauty ofthe natural world,
to the sublime, but does this merit the designation religious experience or
rel i gious sel f'-transcendence?

In a way, Lonergan seems to concede that there are problems here. in

l3 "Faith and Beliefs."
l4 "Faith and Beliefs."
l5 Fred Crowe's analysis ofLonergan's theology ofreligions places great emphasis

on what he says is the neglected role ofthe spirit really sent in to the world and having
" a mission on earth as really distinct as the person ofthe Spirit is really distinct in the
God head." Thus persons who have never had the opportunity to hear the gospel will
be saved and already "belong to God's family" through the Spirit. Crowe sees the si-
multaneous presence ofmany religions, each both faithful and unfaithfulto the Spirit,
as pan ofthe mystery ofthe divine economy in history . See Fred Crowe, "Lonergan's
Universalist View of Religion," MEI'HOD. Journal of Lonergan Studies 12 (1994): 114.
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his last paragraph:

To conclude, I suggest, first that there is a construct, model, ideal
type grounding a systematic distinction between faith and beliefs
but, secondly, to be applied to disparate religious positions, the
model had to admit additions and transformations that radically
modifu perspectives and meaning.r6

As I suggested earlier, the model is radically modified the moment
that one tries to apply it. So radically, that it would seem to lose its own
identity or "wholeness" in the application. Bemard McGinn, while
sympathetic to Lonergan's attempt, has said that "the triumph and the
tragedy of foundation methodology" is that "it attains to a universal
viewpoint, in the specialty foundations whose persuasiveness is inversely
proportional to its concrete applicability."rT

Lonergan's approach to world religions is also open to auack from
scholars in religious studies who would disagree with the conclusions
drawn by Friedrich Heiler on elements common to all religions. The
disagreement is about Heiler's method, which they would say is not
objective or value-free but already implies a series ofvaluejudgments. As
such, it is open to the charge from the Academy of not being sufficiently
"critical." But the use of the word "critical" itself is problematic.
Critical means that in W. C. Smith's proposal for a universal faith, value
judgments are made which run counter to the plausibility structures
established by other disciplines, like anthropology, sociology, and
psychology. These have their own reigning paradigms which frequently
entail a Kantian epistemology as a background theory. As comparative
philosophy and comparative theology become more and more prominent
in the East-West interchange, the Kantian moment will be relativized as

a background theory. Many other ontologies are possible as are other

theories ofperception, the mind-body relationship and so on.

Another response to the accusation that Heiler's thinking is not

critical enough would be to invoke the resources that some religions use

to respond to the anthropologist, the sociologist, or the psychoanalyst'

Some religions such as Christianity and Buddhism have the conceptual

resources needed to reply to reductionistic attacks. (In Lonergan,

l6 "Faith and Betiefs," sect.5.

l7 Bemard McGinn, "Theological reflection on 'Philosophy and the Religious Phe-

nomenon' ", MEIIIO D: Journal of Lonergon Studies 12 ( 1994): 205-13'
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systematics has this function.'8) Religion scholars would then have to
decide how to respond to religious traditions characterized by a high
degree of reflexivity. A philosopher like Paul Ricoeur can reinterpret
Freud's project, with its various topographies and so find in the dialectic
between subject and analyst a way in which God's fatherhood can
be seen not as phantasm but as symbol and so create an opening to
transcendence.re Robert Doran challenges the immanentism olJung the
theologian while saving much ol Jung the psychologist and holding to
the value of dream interpretation as a moment of one's ongoing search
lor direction in the movement of life and one's search for the emotional
responsiveness to value which makes that movement energetic.r0

A subsidiary question would be, who then, speaks authoritatively for
the religion. The ordinary believer, the guru, or the academic? Scholars
today are sensitive to any accusation of colonialism or Orientalism.
Postmodem thought has made us think of speaking of Hinduisms and
Christianities and created a suspicion of meta-categories. I leave the
question of authoritative speech for another occasion. Most recently,
religion scholars have begun to write not just about but on behalf of
religious traditions. They admit to being practitioners of the religions
and even of the practices that they write about.rr Others however are

rigorously skeptical ofany advancement of truth claims.
Lastly, in this section, there is the fascinating issue raised by Lonergan

about whether a value-neutrality is proper in studying phenomena whose
very nature is to lay personal value-laden claims on individuals. If
value neutrality is not to be maintained as a methodological stance, then
Heiler's research, which looks for common values in all religions gains
legitimacy as does Lonergan's tentative use of it. Ifvalue neutrality must

l8 Bemard Lonergan, Method in lheologr (New York: Herder and Herder, 1972),
351.

19 See Paul Ricoeur, "Fatherhood from Phantasm to Symbol,, in The Corfiict of
lnlerpretqtions (Eyanston, I L.: Northwestem University Press, 1974), 468-497, and the
his classic work Freud and Philosophy: An Essay on lnterpretation (New Haven: yale
University Press. 1970).

20 Roben Doran, Theologt ond Dialectic oJ-History.
2l See the cunent issue ofJAAR 68:4 (Dec. 2000) with several articles on the topic

"Who speaks for Hinduism?" For example, John J. Thatamanil, ,,Managing Multiple
Religious and Scholarly Identities: An Argument for the Theological Study of Hindu_
ism." 791-803. One point would b€ that other religions as religions do not have the
same kind ofauthority structures or institutional mediations as christianity or cenainry
Catholicism.
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22 In Kessler, op. cit., both Gavin D'Costa 561-573 and Purusottama Bilimoria
573-592 take positions of this kind on the incommensurability of religious philoso-
phies.

23 See PaulJ. Griffiths, "Pure Consciousness in lndian Buddhism," in Rob€rt K. C.

Formu, The Problem of Pure Consciousness'. Wsticism and Philosophy $'lew York'.
Oxford University Press, 1990), 7l-97, which contains an extensive bibliography. From

Griffith's Buddhist viewpoint, mental events have both phenomenological attributes

and context without having a subject-object structure. Instead they are best described

as having an event-attribute-context structure. Thus the sentence "Amy sees the black

cat" should be rendered "there occun in the mental continuum conventionally labeled

'Amy'a mental event whose attribute is a visual presentation and whose content is a

black cat." The removal ofall constructive operations ofthe mind is one ofthe primary

be maintained, then some scholars will indeed describe Heiler's work as
pre-critical; "linked to an earlier period in the history ofreligious studies
where academy and seminary were confused". These scholars want to
separate a belief system as a kind of language from the claim that these
beliefs are true, that is from religious faith.

But the question is whether "value-neutrality" is even possible.
Putative neutrality may really be a form of enlightenment rationality
containing many unstated assumptions about the world. Neutrality then
becomes an implied religion ofthe empirical, one should theorize "as if'
there were a God to which these texts refer.

A third position different from both Lonergan and the "critical
thinkers" of the Academy would be to hold that each religion has its own
axiology and axiological criteria which can be employed only by those
who have been converted to that particular world of thought, valuation,
and feeling. Outsiders are incapable of correct value judgments because

each value system is sui generis,22 Aurobindo's complex metaphysical
system is a response to certain mystical experiences he had which are
qualitatively different from the kind ofreligious experience described in
classic Advaita Vedanta which is a competing view. These experiences,
together with the explanatory system which organizes them into a

whole cosmology, represent a more positive evaluation of the evolving
character ofthe material and biological world than Sankara's. Aurobindo
has a different cosmology and a different axiology. An Indian Buddhist
understanding of the meaning of consciousness and religious experience
would see both Aurobindo's supermental consciousness and Sankara's
Advaita Vedanta as filled with mental constructs that have to be broken
down to achieve enlightenment. This would represent a third axiological
system which is very difficult to relate to the first two.23 What Lonergan,
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Aurobindo, Sankara, and Buddhist systems have in common is that all
ofthem appeal to some kind of"religious experience" which is different
from the empirical consciousness by which one perfbrms the tasks of
ordinary living. We can call this a moment of conversion. enlightenment,
non-duality, or whatever but it is clear that this is a privileged experience.
Often one would seek to repeat this experience later in life or at least
recall it from memory.

It appears to me that Lonergan's Method in Theobg,when taken as

a model for method in religious studies as Lonergan clearly intends ends

up being a method in the Christian study of world religions which will
not gain the adherence of specialists in other religions because its value
judgments still inevitably drift into the Christian categories ofsin, grace,

redemption. and so on.
In other words, "being authentic." to use the most general language

possible, still seems to mean being authentic or being religiously
converted as it is seen from the Christian point of view. Lonergan thinks
he has gotten around this by appealing to a wordless experience of the
Transcendent common to all religions - a withdrawal from the world
mediated by language but I would argue that this puts him back in the
modemist camp. There is a danger of denying traditional Christianity
which privileges the uniqueness and finality of the incamation as it
imparts a direction to human history. The danger is that we create an

ersatz Religion of Ultimate Reality as mother of all religions, theistic and
nontheistic. The work ofJohn Hick has at times gone in this direction. 2a

The inner word without the outer word, is not merely incomplete,
it is virtually meaningless, in my view. Calling it an "inner word"
risks equivocation. Is one hearing a "word" or merely experiencing a

vague feeling of love or attraction of some kind? How is this attraction
different from a sensual experience of nature, or of beauty, or of the
erotic? Lonergan is aware of this problem but has not resolved it in
my estimation. Despite Lonergan's fascination with the "realization of
the Buddha," can Buddhist enlightenment really be summed up under
Lonergan's category of an authentic experience of religious conversion?

I have chosen as an experiment the theology or religious philosophy

goals oflndian Yogacara Buddhism (87) and is understood as a path to salvation.
24 For a critical response to Hick see Jacques Dupuis, Towards a Theolog ofReli-

gious Pluralism (Maryknoll, NY: Orbis, 1997). Dupuis's solution, however, has its own
problems and has been criticized by the Vatican. I hope to address these in a forthcom-
ing paper.
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of Sri Aurobindo as a test case for Lonergan's proposed philosophy of
religion. It is the metaphysical system with which I am most familiar and
also one which has an interesting level ofphilosophical sophistication.

Tuming to Aurobindo, the goal of religious conversion is to realize
our unity with the Divine, with Brahman. This goal is achieved by an
increasing mystical aw.reness of the oneness of all things including
inanimate objects, living beings, and human beings. Achieving an
intuition of this unity is possible because of the psychic entity within
each person. This psychic entity provides a direct contact with the
supermental consciousness which is guiding the universe. It is analogous
to the agent intellect in medieval Christian epistemologies.25

Ordinary analytical thinking uses only what Aurobindo calls surface
mind. Surface mind according to Aurobindo is deficient because by its
very nature it cuts reality into pieces which can be analyzed. It cannot
grasp the whole only the part.26 Here Aurobindo was influenced in some
of his constructions by the Neo-Hegelianism of F. H. Bradley.2T

Aurobindo understands ordinary consciousness as a bundle of
disorganized ideas and appetites which must be brought into harmony
with the Divine reality of Being Consciousness and Bliss. One's
thinking should reflect the oneness of all creatures in the Divine. We
are all extensions of the one divine being as it manifests itself in space
and time. Each person's mind and body in put a temporary organization
of that Divine reality and in death will dissolve back into it. The only
more permanent entity is the psychic entity within a prolongation of the
divine bliss-consciousness which has temporarily descended into the
manifestation, the earthly plane of existence and will reascend again at
our death.

In Aurobindo's yoga system it is possible to pass through higher
and higher levels of intuitive vision of the divine as well as increasing
emotional identification with the divine bliss. One's intellect sees the
unity and harmony of all of creation and one's heart feels the joy of

25 See David B. Burrell, Knowing lhe Unknowable God: lbn-Sinq, M(timonides,
.4qzincs (Notre Dame, [N: Univ. of Notre Dame Press), 29.

26 The Life Divine, 126-27.
27 See my Knowledge, Consciousness, and Religious Cowersion in Sri Aurobindo

and Bernord Lonergar fcregorian University Press, forthcoming). The point of dis-
cussion between Bradley and Lonergan would be over the problem ofwhat Lonergan
refers to as "intemal relations."
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cooperating with what the divine is doing through oneselfand in onself.28

There are degrees of "illumination": higher mind, lllumined mind,
lntuitive mind, Overmind, and Supermind. At times a personal deity
may be chosen as a focus for meditation... but at other times one simply
experiences a vision of the insubstantial, fluid nature of all ordinary
realities. As an example ofthis consciousness, we can read one description
ofwhat the proficient practitioner ofthe yoga is experiencing:

The Yogin is able to feel his body one with all bodies, to be aware
of and even participate in their affections. he can constantly feel
the unity of all matter and be aware of his physical being only
as a movement ol its movement. Still more is it possible for
him to feel constantly the whole sea of infinite life as his true
vital existence and his own life as only a wave ofthat boundless
surge. And more easily yet is it possible for him to unite himself
in mind and heart with all existences. be aware oftheir desires,
struggles,joys, sorrows, thoughts, impulses, in a sense as ifthey
were his own. At least as occurring in his larger self hardly less
intimately or quite as ultimately as the movements of his own
heart and mind. . ..Even our bodies are not separate entities.2e

It is difficult for us to think in terms of this kind of philosophical
monism. Ordinary we operate from a metaphysics of substance in which
we see our own bodies as ontologically separate from those olothers and

as exclusively material as opposed to spiritual.r" lnstead in Aurobindo's

28 This would seem to imply what Lonergan and Catholic tradition would call on-

tologism, seeing the divine with human eyes and mind. but this question would need

more discussion.
29 Synthesis ofthe Yoga,398.
30 We are still very Newtonian in the way in which we separate bodies, matter,

and energy. Perhaps the dramatic subject in Lonergan could be thought of as a kind
of energy-field since so much ofour emotional energy radiates out to others, for good

or ill. We are our emotions and nervous energy not merely our minds. Bob Doran's
work on Jung touches on this point frequently. Any one who has ever worked with
the mentally ill knows the kind of nonverbal transference of energy one gets caught

in. Lonergan's references to psychic contagion as phenomenon could be explored and

deepened. Considerthis passage in David Burrell which captures the problem ofselfas
relation and selfas spirit. Touching on Kierkegaard's concept ofthe self(Sic*ness rrto
Death) and on the model of subsistent relations in the Trinity, he says, "For relation re-

mains the most elusive ofAristotle's categories. not properly and accident for its being
is not i,, but ad; which is to say that it does not exist in another so much as "between"
the relqta, Medievals to be sure tried to minimize the ontological scandal by focussing
on the qualities ofthe subjects so related, so finding accidental conelates for particular
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system, matter, the vital, mind, overmind, supermind, and the Divine are
ascending degrees ofthe same substance and the same energy.rr

For Aurobindo, there is a divine consciousness present is all things
including matter. This divine consciousness emerges fully only in the
human being in which by virtue of a kind of illumination from above
and lrom the psychic entity within, the mind ofthe individual person is
effectively taken up into the divine mind. The individual purusha plunges
back into the cosmic purusha. Here Aurobindo draws on some of the
language of Samkhya, a classic philosophical system which influenced
the yoga.r2

At the same time, as one calls down the tight of intuition and energy
from above one is subject to the impact of the energy of other beings
provoking pleasure and pain. Emotional stability comes with relying
more and more on intuitions ofthe divine and resisting the impact ofthese
other forces. Aurobindo hopes that some day there will be a race ofgnostic
beings who will all share the highest level of supermental consciousness
in what amounts to a kind of mystical version of Lonergan's cosmopolis.
But here one sees the oneness of all philosophies and political systems
rather than painfully constructing it as an ontology of meaning built on
the lragile base of cultural systems. Even here Lonerganians fascinated
by the constructive aspects ofgeneralized empirical method realize that
without grace no one can respond to the just and mysterious law of the
cross and help to undo the effects of decline. And so Lonergan too, in a

relations. And that is ofcourse the case: to be differently related is to become a different
person in recognizable respects. Yet relating cannot be translated into these categories
without remainder." Burell's way of thinking one system against another is valuable.
See Bunell, op.cit. 22-24. It is not surprising then that Paul Ricoeur would use the more
flexible Hegelian categories to describe the Self-Other relation. See note l9 above.
Aurobindo sees the individual purusha as constantly buffeted by impacts fiom other
beings and other levels ofbeing, so for him relation is caught up in the interactions be-
tween all these levels. The self struggles to maintain its boundaries and to focus on its
vision ofthe Divine.

3l See The Life Divine,262-'10.
32 For consciousness in the classical Yoga, see Christopher Chapple, "the Unseen

Seer and the Field: Consciousness in Samkya and Yoga" in Robert K. C. Forman , op.
cit. 53-70. In the literal sense the descriptions of samadhi in the yoga and kaivalyam
in the Samkhya ultimately allow for the subshntial existence of neither the objective
sensorial world nor a locus of self-reference. In this place beyond words, there is no

content to speak oi no consciousness that stands apart, no seer to be seen but only pure

seeing
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kind of spare Anglo-Saxon way, is also a mystic.
Interestingly. Aurobindo says with most of Hinduism that there are

three ways ofsalvation: the yoga ofintegral knowledge, the yoga ofdivine
works. and the yoga oldivine love. It is not necessary to understand his
metaphysics and epistemology to be transformed any more than you have

to understand substantial form, the procession of the Logos, subsistent
relations in the Trinity, intemal relations in metaphysics, or emergent
probability in epistemology to be a Christian.

Key doctrines which shape Christianity are hard to reconcile with
Aurobindo's system. Among these are creation e.r nlllio. eschatology
rather than cosmic cycles, the incamation as unique event, and the
immortality and uniqueness of the individual soul. There are also
problems with Aurobindo's account of the freedom of the will, problems
he never solved.

Still in his own way, like much olNeo-Vedanta, Aurobindo is open
to the person of Christ as a manifestation of the Absolute along with
Krishna. and others. He is less open to traditional Christianity which he

saw as often anti-mystical and moralizing.
Catholic Christianity has wanted to maintain that non-believers can

be saved ifthey act in accordance with the dictates oftheir consciences.
This generally pertains to those who have not been exposed to the
Christian message. The case ofthose who have been exposed to it, like
Aurobindo in his youth, seems different....lt may be clearer lrom the
brief synopsis I have presented that Aurobindo's version of the Absolute
or the Divine is very dill'erent from the traditional belief in the Christian
God.

ADDENDUM

The following passage may convey some of the flavor of Aurobindo's
language in the 1000 pages olhis principle work The Life Divine.st The
Divine using its Consciousness-Force creates and maintains lorms of
itselfat all levels ofreality. The human mind can only concentrate on one
limited field of time and space. Gradually, it can open itself to the higher

33

582.
Aurobindo, The Lile Divine,5'h ed. (Pondicherry: Sri Aurobindo Ashram, 1970),
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levels of reality. The purpose ofthe birth ofthe soul in the human is to
struggle towards thejoy ofdiscovery of its true nature in the divine. This
passage describes the Divine creating, seeing, and maintaining forms of
itselfon all levels of its being from the Highest to its willed self-oblivion
in matter. It is a kind of view from the most divine level downwards:ra

In the infinity of being and its infinite awareness concentration
of consciousness, Tapas, is always present as an inherent power
of Consciousness-Force: it is self-held or self-gathered dwelling
ofthe eternal awareness in itself and on its selfor on its object;
but the objecl is always in some way itself, its own being or
a manifestation and movement of its being. The concentration
may be essential; it may be even a sole indwelling or an entire
absorption in the essence of its own being, a luminous or else a
self-oblivious self-immersion. Or it may be an integral or else
a total-multiple or a part-multiple concentration. Or it may be a
single separative regard on one field of its being or movement,
a single-pointed concentration in one center or an absorption in
one objective form of its self-existence. The firs1, the essential, is
at one end in the superconscient Silence and at the other end the
inconscience; the second, the integral, is the total consciousness
of Sachchidananda, the supermental concentration; the third, the
multiple, is the method of the totalizing or global overmental
awareness; the fourth, the separative, is the characteristic nature
ofthe [gnorance. The supreme integrality ofthe Absolute holds
all these states or powers of its consciousness together as a
single indivisible being looking at all itself in manifestation with
a simultaneous self vision.

34 See the Life Divine,59l .
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BenNnno LoNEnr;en HAS argued that the key to philosophy is the process
of inquiry, its structure, and its norms. He has developed a worldview
of emergent world process. His philosophical theology, relying heavily
on his subtle and original interpretation ofAquinas, has inspired David
Burrell to argue that Aquinas does not fit neatly into the category of
a classical theism that effectively divorces God from presence in the
world.r Lonergan's own emphasis on process, then, might naturally raise
questions about his relation to such process philosophers as Alfred North
Whitehead and Charles Hartshome. Indeed both Lonergan and process
thinkers espouse a metaphysics and adopt a theist standpoinl. They both
appeal in a fundamental way to subjectivity. They both adopt a critical
realist stance. And yet their respective starting points, methods, and
conclusions seem to differ in important respects. A dialogue between
the two philosophical approaches, if it could get beyond slogans, as
Burrell recommends, would seem to be a most fnritful one, as they both
offer substantive altematives to the dominant views of the contemporary
climate of opinion.2

This paper originally compared Lonergan with Hartshome, as one

I David B. Bunell, Aquinas: God and Action (London: Routledge and Kegan
Paul, 1979).

* Please see endnotes for all following references.
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of the key advocates ofprocess philosophy. The investigation. however,
discovered some significant affinities between Lonergan and Whitehead
on the philosophy ofGod that were more pronounced than those between

Lonergan and Hartshorne.r Hence the general title ofthis paper concerns

the relation between Lonergan and process thinkers. although, in order
to keep the scope of the paper within manageable bounds, the focus still
remains on Lonergan and Hartshome. As the subtitle indicates, the paper

makes no pretense of a detailed analysis of the subject matter, which
would require at least a monograph. It seeks to cover enough terrain
to establish that a dialogue between Lonergan and process thinkers
is not only a plausible one but a worthy one in the current world of
philosophical inquiry.

I. INTRODUCTION

Since the paper will consider primarily the connection between Lonergan
and Hartshome, let us introduce the topic by outlining in broad strokes

those points of similarity and divergence between the two thinkers that
best suggest the opportunity for further exploration.

l.l Similarities

Hartshome and Lonergan are strikingly similar in terms of a

typology ofintellectual personalities. Both thinkers articulate their views

in a comprehensive, careful, and ongoing manner. They demonstrate in
their own writings the openness of inquiry. They are both wide-ranging,
comprehensive, interdisciplinary thinkers. They are both polymaths,

familiar with the major fields of leaming. More specifically, they
are both exercised by one or more of the exact sciences and are both
pointedly concerned with issues of methodology. At the same time, they

are seeking an integrated rational theological vision. Hartshome has

extensive publications in theology, metaphysics, epistemology, logic,
and psychology, among other disciplines. He has had a special affection
for the study of birds. Lonergan, who pursued majors in mathematics

and classics in college, while admitting he was not an "expert" in all the

fields of inquiry he discussed, nevertheless has dealt extensively with
such prominent methods of inquiry as the scientific (including detailed
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treatment of relativity and quantum mechanics), the mathematical, the
common-sensical, and the artistic.a He has devoted special attention to
political economy and macrodynamic economics.5

Both philosophers acceptthe viability and necessity ofmetaphysics.
Hartshome agrees with Whitehead that contemporary philosophy must
abandon the narrow empiricist interpretation of experience that has
liquidated metaphysics and the Kantian approach to objects as merely
phenomenal determinants by the categories of the intellect. Hartshome
would posit, as a critical realist, a real relation between the knower
and other entities. Lonergan argues that philosophy can thematize the
latent metaphysics operative in all genuine human inquiry.6 This explicit
metaphysics will be isomorphic with the dynamic structure of inquiry.
Accepting the viability of metaphysics, both Lonergan and Hartshome
carry on a dialogue with the metaphysical tradition but attempt to purge
it of traces of antiquated science, replacing a static worldview with one
of emergent world process.

The metaphysics of both thinkers embraces theism. Hartshomes'
"neo-classical theism" claims that the theistic position is the only one,
in its cumulative case, than can, at once, affirm and make sense of the
intelligibility ofreality. Lonergan maintains that any sound metaphysics
must be theistic, for that is the only position consistent with the intrinsic
intelligibility of being and commitment to the process of inquiry
always brings with it an implicit affirmation precisely of the intrinsic
intelligibility of being.T

Finally, both Hartshome and Lonergan adopt a "subjectivist
principle" as the basis oftheir philosophizing. Hartshome would ground
philosophy on real experience, which goes much "deeper" than sense
experience. Indeed Hartshome, agreeing with Whitehead, regards the
modem epistemological model of a subject confronting an object as
an abstraction, in the pejorative sense of the term, from the dynamic
process of experiencing. Lonergan posits the "subject as subject"-the
conscious subject as performing cognitive and moral operations-as the
foundation of epistemology and metaphysics.8 The "subject as subject"
is not a given, as is, for example, sense data but is the function of the
performance ofthe subject as engaged in the process ofcognitive, moral,
and spiritual inquiry within an historically constituted horizon.
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1.2 Philosophical Significance of a Lonergan-Process Philosophy

Dialogue

Both Hartshome and Lonergan run against the contemporary
skeptical tide. Continental philosophy, in the form of existential
phenomenology, essentially has worked within the horizon of Kant's
Second Critique and, employing Kantian or Cartesian assumptions
about objectivity, which it sees as fundamentally mutilating subjectivity,
has looked askance at cosmology, metaphysics. and theology. Insofar
as Anglo-American philosophy has been under the sway of empiricism
and logical positivism, it has advocated metaphysical skepticism
and tended to view theological language as meaningless. At the same

time, the analytic philosophy of language has threatened to tum into a

subtle version of linguistic historicism. lf Continental philosophy has

tended towards subjectivism and Anglo-American philosophy towards
objectivism, deconstructionism has declared war on both parties by
attacking the existence of both subject and object. Philosophy has been

Ieft in the wake of this assault begging for an alternative to the modem
assumption of a subject-object bifurcation. Hartshome and Lonergan
olTer an altemative that can resuscitate the enterprise of metaphysics
while still addressing modem concerns.

Although Hartshome and Lonergan both are critical realists, have a

metaphysics, emphasize world process, hold to the centrality of theism,
and work from a subjectivist principle, neither their starting points, nor
their methods, nor their conclusions are identical.

Hartshome slarted out as an expert on Pierce, absorbed Whitehead,
broke from classical theism (e.g., that of Aquinas), and employed a

great deal of logical analysis. Lonergan, on the other hand, working
out of a nominalist sta(ing point reached up to the mind of Aquinas,
whom he discovered to be a critical realist (and perhaps not quite the

classical theist that he was for Hartshorne).e Lonergan then applied this
critical realist position to a host of contemporary philosophical issues,

addressing problems in epistemology, the import of modem scientific
method, the concems of existentialism, and the historical dimension of
human existence.

Hartshorne's method has been a judicious combination of the
metaphysical, logical, and phenomenological. He has formulated
arguments about epistemology typically in a metaphysical context.
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Lonergan has moved from a phenomenology of cognition (dealing
with the subject as subject) to cognitional theory (subject as object)
to metaphysics (object as object). His highly systematic approach, his
careful definition of terms, and his rigor in arguments belies the fact that
he is not presenting a system but rather exercises in "self-appropriation."

Some of the literature comparing Lonergan and Hartshome has
highlighted their different conclusions. Shubert Ogden, writing from
the perspective of Whitehead's (and Hartshome's) subjectivist principle,
has criticized Lonergan for his alleged limitation of consciousness
to intellectual activity, for treating consciousness as a given, for
overemphasizing and overvaluing the intellectual over the affective, for
retaining the arcane notion of substance in the face ofthe dynamism of
subjectivity, and for uncritically jumping from his cognitional theory and
metaphysics to his apparent classical theism.ro Michael Vertin, writing
from the perspective of Lonergan's subjectivist principle, has criticized
Hartshome for an implicit theory of a truncated subject that confronts
reality as already out there now (i.e., in extroverted space and time),
for a metaphysics based on that implicit cognitional theory, identi$ing
the real with an essential relation to the spatio-temporal continuum, and
for a theology that requires that God conform to the strictures of the
aforesaid metaphysics.rr We need not agree entirely with either Ogden or
with Vertin to be able to discem that, common ground notwithstanding,
Hartshome and Lonergan are also operating at times in very different
territory.

Given the thorough, nuanced, and penetrating manner in which
both Hartshome and Lonergan develop their philosophical altematives
to the anti-metaphysical, anti-theist, skeptical, and relativist trends ofthe
contemporary climate of opinion, their philosophies, we judge, deserve
a fair hearing. And given their differences in starting point, method, and
conclusions, a dialogue between their philosophical positions would
seem to be warranted. Such a dialogue would explore the rich possibilities
of critical realism as a philosophy that simultaneously embraces world
process, human development, and theism.

1.3 Dialogue over Dialeclic

The question remains: What should be the nature ofthe discussion?
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The answer, we think, is clear. To use Lonergan's terms: dialogue over
dialectic. That is, we must make the effort, first, to understand the
respective thinkers as fairly as possible, overcoming any woodenheaded
or text-proof reading that could easily support facile criticism; second,
based upon that understanding, to explore how far each thinker might
be compatible with the other over a range ol crucial topics; and, third,
to assess how each thinker would challenge. in a positive fashion, the
ideas of the other. Only when we have accomplished this task, we would
suggest, would it be most beneficial tbr us to engage in dialectical
criticism. That prior task is our aim in this paper. It has precedence. for
example, in John Robertson's attempt to absolve Lonergan ol charges

by process thinkers olholding too narrow an account ofexperience and

too traditional a concept of substance.r2 Accordingly, we shall focus on
the extent to which Hartshome's (and. to a lesser extent, Whitehead's)
and Lonergan's ideas converge regarding world process (including the
process ofhuman existence), methodological strategy, and divine reality.
We shall, then, be able to consider how a Lonergan-Process Philosophy
dialogue will be a mutually enriching challenge oleach perspective.

2. WORLD PROCESS

2.1 Hartshorne's Theory of The Natural Universe

Hartshorne, as Whitehead, breaks completely from the Cartesian
model of the universe as the rc^s extensa and lrom the Kantian model of
the universe as a mechanism composed ofphenomenal objects. He would
consign the relevance of the Aristotelian idea of substance and accidents
largely to the sphere of common sense. By contrast. bearing some
resemblance to Hartshome's theory ofthe natural universe is Leibniz's
notion ofa dynamic universe ofdeveloping agents, diff'erentiated along a

continuum of apperception. Hartshome, however, would divorce himself
from Leibniz's conceptualism and from the concept of "windowless"
monadic agents. In Hartshorne's theory, then, the universe does
not consists of static, given substances but rather of subjects along a
continuum ofincreasing organization and awareness. Areal entity exhibits
creativity and. indeed, historicity, for an entity constitutes itselfunder the
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influence ofantecedent events that it "prehends" and in its own synthesis
of what it prehends. Creativity, however, has distinct criteria, for as the
creative process by its very dynamism breaks from monotony, so it also
by its very intelligibility avoids a multiplicity that would head toward
chaos, rendering cosmic process a surd. This negotiation of monotony
and chaos means, for Hartshome, that the criteria ofcreativity reflect the
presence of aesthetic value in world process. Actual entities, moreover,
form a community, a complex network of relations integral with the
historicity and creativity ofthe individual entities. And the history ofthe
universe witnesses the emergence of more complex entities and more
complex communities of entities. Creativity, historicity, aesthetic value,
emergence - these are among the watchwords in Hartshorne's concept of
a dynamic world process.

2,2 Lonergan's Worldview of Emzrgent Probability

Lonergan's worldview of emergent probability has striking
parallels with Hartshome's theory of the natural universe. The most
obvious parallel, and one noted by commentators, is with respect to the
general structure of world process. If we examine, however, Lonergan's
explanatory notion of a thing and Lonergan's notion of finality, we shall
discover other surprisingly significant correspondences.

The universe, in Lonergan's view, is a directed dynamism in which
the effectively probable realization of its own possibilities means the
emergence of new forms and new realities. The directedness of the
process is the emergence of more complex realities. This involves a
transformation of universal explanatory pattems immanent in the data,
or "conjugate forms."r3 In Lonergan's universe, one set of conjugate
forms can give place to another. The result: the emergence ofnew forms.
This is in complete conhast, for example, to Aristotle's idea of a fixed
order of nature grounded ultimately on the etemal cyclic recurrence of
celestial motion.la

Lonergan argues for a universe that is not only emergent but
emergent according to probability schedules. The intelligible principles
of natural processes are most often "schemes ofrecurrence," where, in a
given series ofevents, "the fulfilment ofthe conditions ofeach would be
the occurrence of the others" - as for example, the planetary system, the
nitrogen cycle, and the routines of animal life.15 Lonergan, however, can
also find an intelligibility by abstracting from nonsystematic processes
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and discerning the ideal frequency from which actual, relative frequencies
do not diverge systematically.l6 We can muster the proper scientiflc
apparatus to investigate a universe whose immanent intelligibility is one
of emergent probability if we combine the intelligibility of statistical
laws to the notion ofa conditioned series ofschemes ofrecurrence. When
the emergence of an actual order at one level (e.g., the organic) is the
precondition, that is, potency, for the emergence ofa higher level order
(e.g., the psychic) and when the latter is the precondition for a still higher
order (e.g., the intellectual), we have a conditioned series ofschemes of
recurrence. And, given sufficient numbers and time, the higher orders
will be likely to emerge. The actualization ofone set ofpotential natural
forms can become the potency for the emergence ofneq higher natural
forms. What on one level is merely a random manifold of events can
on another, higher level be an actually functioning formal pattern oi
events. In other words, an emergent higher integration systematizes what
was merely coincidental on a lower order. Moreover, such a dynamic
integration systematizes by adding and modiSing until the old integration
is eliminated and, by the principle of emergence, a new integration is

introduced. Emergent probability is thus "the successive realization, in
accord with successive schedules of probabilities, ofa conditioned series

ol ever more complex schemes of recurrence."l'

2.3 Lonergan's Notion of Thing

This generic resemblance to Hartshome's theory of the natural
universe becomes more specific when we consider Lonergan's notion of
a "thing." We can grasp what Lonergan means by a thing only if we are

careful not to commit something like Lonergan's version ofthe "fallacy
ol misplaced concreteness." Lonergan lbllows Aristotle in stressing the

decisive role images play in getting insights.r8 But there are two uses

of images: the heuristic function and the representative function. When
we confuse the two functions and misplace the heuristic function - the
proper function in the process of understanding by substituting the

representative function, then we demand that the intetligible be the

imaginable.re We might also be inclined to regard abstractions as always
"impoverished replicas" of what must be concretely imaginable reality.':o

In such a case, we are dealing with "bodies," not things. Bodies are

imaginative substances that we confront "already-out-there-now-real" -
whether the Cartesian res exlenso, the Kantian phenomenal objects, or
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2.1 Lonergan's Notion oJ Finalily: The Relatedness of Things

When we tum to Lonergan's notion of "finality," we find the strong
possibility of another, startling connection to Hartshome. Finality, for
Lonergan, is the upwardly but indeterminately directed dynamism of
emergent world process towards ever fuller realization of being. It is
the effectively probable achievement of possibilities of ever higher
integrations. It may have an ulterior teleological complexion, but in itself
it is physis not telos.It is important to note that Lonergan's notion of
finality is not, any more than is Aristotle's idea of physis, an imaginative
and anthropomorphic projection on nature. It is simply the real directed
dynamism of the universe in accord with its proper intelligibility of
emergent process, classical laws, and statistical laws.26

When Lonergan applies the notion of finality to the relation of
different explanatory genera (i.e., kinds of things with distinct levels of
integration), he implies that there isa continuous gradation and relatedness

the positivist facts.2r By contrast, a "thing" is a "unity, identity, whole,
grasped in data as individual."22 Lonergan refrains from employing the
term "substance," with its Lockean overtones, and instead speaks of a
thing in terms of its central form, which is the concrete intelligibility
of the unity, identity, whole.2r The concrete intelligibility embraces all
the conjugate forms of the thing, all the intelligible relations to other
things. As a critical realist, Lonergan argues that conjugate forms are not
strictly the relations of things to the knower, particularly through some
imaginative projection. This would be a descriptive relation. Rather,
conjugate forms are explanatory relations, and thus they are the knower's
grasp ofthe relations ofthings to each other.2a The important point here
is that, for Lonergan, things in their concrete intelligibility -and reality

- are inherently related to other things. He affirms things as both unity,
identity, wholes and as intrinsically related to other things. Furthermore,
to underscore the intelligible nature ofthese relations, Lonergan is fully
conversant with Einstein's theory of General Relativity. Things are not
billiard ball masses but dynamic processes operating in distinct fields of
energy, whose mass is a function of spatio-temporal relations. Energy is
a notion reached not by differentiating and abstracting but by integrating.
It is a universal principle of limitation ground in prime potency. Mass
is a conjugate form implicitly defined by laws that relate masses to one
another. Mass, in short, is not the hard stuff of a "body."25
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among the things in the emergent universe.2T This "continuum" (in the
commonsense meaning of the term, not the technical, mathematical sense

employed by both Lonergan and Hartshome) ranges from the subatomic,
to the chemical, to the organic, to the psychic, to the intelligent.28 Each
explanatory genus is a higher organization olwhat is merely coincidental
on a lower manifold of events. The lower manifold conditions but does
not delermine the higher integration, as potency conditions but does
not determine form. Finality, as we have seen, brings to the relation
ol successive explanatory genera the aspect of directedness. Thus in
discussing the relation of organic, psychic, and intelligent levels of
integration in human beings, Lonergan can claim that the unconscious
neural basis neither means nor wishes in the proper senses of those
terms, for both meaning and wishing are conscious activities. But the
unconscious neural basis is an upwardly directed dynamism seeking
fuller realization, first, on the proximate sensitive level. and, secondly,
beyond its limitations, on higher artistic, dramatic, philosophic, cultural,
and religious levels. Hence it is that insights into dream symbols and
associated images and affects reveals to the psychologist a grasp ol
the anticipations and virtualities of higher activities immanent in the
underlying unconscious manifold.'?e

While Lonergan clearly wants to avoid projecting such conscious
operations as understanding, judging, and deciding onto neural
activities, he surely is suggesting a continuity and gradation when he

speaks of neural activities as "seeking fuller realization" on the higher
sensitive and intelligent levels and when he submits that "immanent in
the underlying unconscious manifold" of events are the "anticipations
and virtualities of higher activities." And if there is such a "continuum"
among the successive manifolds ol a human being - a unity, identity,
whole whose concrete intelligibility includes organic. psychic, and
intelligent conjugate forms then would not as thing whose highest level
of integration was the psychic level oforganization. a cat, for example,
have sensitive activities that would be "anticipations and virtualities" ol
intelligent living? Furthermore, would not a thing whose highest level of
integration was the organic level of organization, a plant, lor example,
have vegetative routines that would be "anticipations and virtualities" of
both sensitive living and ofintetligent living? Finally, we must ask, if the
directed dynamism of finality links the organic. psychic, and intelligent
levels of integration, would it not also link the subatomic and chemical
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Ievels to the rest? The import of these remarks of Lonergan together
with his overall concept of finality and the general tenor of his concept
of emergent probability all point unmistakably to amrmative answers.
It is quite true that the nervous system of a cat will not have the same
potential as that of a human being for "higher activities" and still less
will the cellular structure of a plant have the same potential, precisely
because the underlying manifolds of more complex things with more
complex levels of integration are organized in more complex ways. The
principle offinality, however, would suggest that the "continuum" holds
in these cases, even though the potentiality for "higher activities" will be
more in the nervous system ofa human than in the nervous system ofa
cat let alone in the cellular structure ofa plant. Still, if the potential for
"higher activities" is there in a human nervous system, then it is there as
well, in some fashion, in the nervous system ofa cat and in the cellular
structure ofa plant. The continuous gradation seems to be illustrated
in the increasing freedom that corresponds to increasing immanent
intelligibility or constitutive design or organizing complexity.3o While
atoms have their atomic weight explained by underlying subatomic
entities, chemicals, as aggregates of aggregates, in their multiplicity
have a degree of freedom from subatomic limitations. Multicellular
plants have a further degree of freedom since they are not controlled by
the manifolds they systematize. Rather, they are aggregates that exert an
immanently directed control over aggregates of aggregates of aggregates.
Amulticellular structure, according to Lonergan, is "dominated by an idea
that unfolds in the process of growth."3r Both plant and animal species
systematically systematize aggregates. Plant and animal species are
solutions to problems of living, where living is a "higher systematization
ofa controlled aggregation" ofsets of aggregates. With animals, organic
growth is subordinated to the still "higher idea of conscious stimulus
and conscious response," which grounds a corresponding increase in
operational freedom. An explanatory classification ofanimals thus should
be based on psychic differences. Human beings expand the possibilities
of freedom by systematizing psychic contents.32 Human inquiry insight,
reflection, judgment, deliberation, and choice play with images to grasp

intelligibility, chart courses of action, and decide. We should keep in
mind that the set of aggregates to be systemized by any given level
of organization along the spectrum is not a "body" but a functioning
scheme of recurrence, and that the higher the level of organization the

2t9
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more elaborate the conditioned series of schemes ofrecurrense.
We should not misconstrue Lonergan's language when he defines

"spirit" as pertaining to things that are both inteltigible and intelligent
and defines "matter" as pertaining to things that are simply intelligible.I
There is no Cartesian dualism here, lor the distinction of spirit and
matter does not abrogate the dynamic relation among kinds of things
along a "continuum," including a "continuum" of freedom. lf a critic
were to rejoin that the metaphor of a "continuum" (in the commonsense
meaning of'the term) is inappropriate. at least in a strong sense, because
the idea of higher organization itself entails qualitative distinctions,
we could point out that the qualitatively distinct organizations lorm a

succession ofhigher integrations along a spectrum ofemergence, where
probability schedules work with respect to conditioned series ofschemes
of recurrence. More importantly, Hartshome, too, we should recall.
talks ofthe emergence ofhigher complexity. Hence the extent to which
the term "continuum" is applicable to things in l,onergan's worldview
would also seem to be the extent to which the term would be applicable
to entities in Hartshome's theory of the natural universe.

2.5 Integrators and Operalors: A Hinl of Cosmic Historicity and
Aeslhetic Value

Notwithstanding the aforesaid conespondences between
Lonergan's idea of world process and that of Hartshorne, there may be
no obvious analogue in Lonergan's worldview of emergent probability
to Hartshorne's emphasis on the creativity and historicity of entities.
Nevertheless, we can find traces of the idea ofhistoricity in Lonergan's
discussion of certain aspects of cosmic process, particularly those
relating to emergence. And, although Lonergan never explicitly mentions
aesthetic criteria as associated with cosmic process, here, too, we can
find elements ofwhat Hartshorne means by aesthetic value in Lonergan's
treatment of the tensions of emergence.

In his discussion oforganic development, Lonergan introduces two
principles from mathematics that reflect the hallmark ofall development,
the tension of limitation and transcendence.r. The tension ol limitation
and transcendence is inherent in the finality ofall cosmic being, lor the
upwardly directed dynamism of world process is precisely a change in
law and schemes ofrecurrence. To effect such change two principles must
come into play: one that organizes sets of lower manifolds and schemes
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of recurrence so that they, the parts, function as a whole, the other that
moves organization toward a limit where the generic, rudimentary, and
undifferentiated become specific, effective, and differentiated and the
problems of instability and incompleteness are addressed in a flexible
series of advances. Employing terms, by analogy, from mathematics,
Lonergan calls these two principles, respectively, the integrator and the
operator.r5 These principles are intemal principles; they are not forces
operating from outside in some mechanistic and determinist fashion.
And there is at least a quasi-temporal dimension to these principles. The
integrator works with respect to the past since it exploits the possibitities
provided by a conditioned series of schemes ofrecurrence. The operator
works with respect to the futue insofar as it heads for the emergence
of new schemes. Although Lonergan introduces the principles of the
integrator and the operator in his discussion of organic developing, they
clearly are present in animal development and human development.36
Indeed, it is because the tension of limitation and transcendence is the
hallmark of human development that dread is the existential mood
accompanying the possibility ofhuman freedom.3T Equally, the principles
would seem to be at work on the levels of chemical organization and
of atomic organization. It is even possible, in light of contemporary
physics, that such subatomic particles as electrons and protons integrate
and operate with respect to the aggregates of quarks or strings.

But if the scheme of historicity implied in the principles of the
integrator and the operator applies to the emergence of new kinds of
things, which is the subject matter of Lonergan's analysis discussed
above, do they apply equally to the activities of concrete things, for,
after all, things do not usually transform themselves into new things? A
notable exception would surely be individual human beings, each one
ofwhom can integrate sensible presentations and images and operate on
them to create a world mediated by meaning and values.3E Still, there are
reasons to think that the model of integrator and operator can fit, at least
in a limited way, the dynamic process of individual things.

In the first place, explanatory genera and species do not exist
by themselves in some noetic heaven. Individual things exist, though
neither as "bodies" nor as windowless monads.3e Individual things, and

individual things alone, each participate, no matter how incrementally,
in the integration of lower manifolds and operation to new levels

of organization. Individual things, then, participate in the history of
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cosmic process. Or put another way, if historicity is a real component or
dimension of world process. then historicity must be really manifest in
the activities ofreal things.

In the second place, as we have seen above, world process is not
a mechanistic process, where extemal forces determine the activities
of things.lo When, for example, schemes of recurrence take place
according to the laws of a conjugate form. the laws function only if
certain conditions obtain and other conditions are absent. Each one ofthe
positive conditions, in tum, has positive conditions that must be present
for its lunctioning and negative conditions that must be absent. Each
ofthe negative conditions has a set of positive conditions that must be
met and a set of negative conditions thal must be in abeyance. And so
forth. We are faced here. Lonergan contends. with a concrete series of
diverging conditions, which opens the door for the relevance ofstatistical
laws and ideal frequencies.rr The integrators and operators work in the
context ofthe series ofdiverging conditions, and, along the "continuum"
ol freedom, the more complex the thing the more the thing's activities
depend upon the integrators and operators and the less upon simply the
antecedent conditions.

In the third place, we can add to this equation the dynamic relevance
of Lonergan's three metaphysical elements of potency. form, and act.ar

The events and occurrences of a thing coupled with the actual relations
ofthe thing to other things and to the real series ofdiverging conditions
affecting it at any given increment of time become in their totality a
potency lbr the further functioning ofconjugate forms and further events
and occurrences in an ongoing process. Cosmic process, then, exhibits,
at the very least, in potentia what, at the human level. is unmistakably
the traits of historicity.

Human life. for Lonergan, is a life in creative process. a conslant
negotiating of the tension of limitation and lranscendence impelled
by the norms of self-transcendence, which are the norms of cognitive,
moral. and spiritual inquiry. The process oi inquiry is a self-correcting
process of leaming structured by horizon. where horizon is the resultant
of past achievement and the possibility of future attainment.lr Creative
individual subjects contribute to communal development as individuals are
nourished by the communal horizon lhrough acculturation, socialization,
and education in an ongoing dialogical relation.ll The process of inquiry
is also constitutive of both individual human subjects and of human
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communities whose members share common experiences, understanding,
judgments, and commitments.a5 Performance, whether cognitive, moral,
or spiritual, becomes data for interpretation, affirmation, and decision.
Decision, in tum, leads to further performance, interpretation, affirmation,
and decision is a continuous circuit. On the communal level, this circuit
of self-constitution is mediated by the externalization ol meaning and
values in technologies, social institutions, and cultural sedimentations.a6
Herein we witness, according to Lonergan, the historicity of human
being.

Lonergan's emphasis on the centrality of the negotiation of the
tension of limitation and transcendence for both emergent world process

and for human historicity also suggests an analogue in his thought to
Hartshomes's idea of aesthetic value. The drive toward transcendence.
which Lonergan captures in the notion offinality and which is carried on
by the operator, indicates a cosmic "dissatisfaction" with the monotony
of established schemes of recurrence, while the integrator must respect
the principle of limitation and avert the danger of chaos. Furthermore,
the operator itseli even as it heads toward emergence of the new also
moves from the generic, rudimentary, and undifferentiated to the specific,
effective, and differentiated. On the human level of the spectrum ol
emergence, the negotiation of limitation and transcendence becomes a
responsibility of conscious grasp, rational, affi rmation, and deliberative
choice. But the negotiation has its pronounced affective - and aesthetic

moments and criteria. The entire process of self-transcendence is

underpinned by the affective moods of wonder, doubt, and dread.oT

Symbols, with their base in neural demands, orient the human inquirer
to the mysterious "known unknown."a8 The integration of psyche and

intelligence massively involves the human subject in the dramatic pattem

of experience, where, in Lonergan's words, the "fair, the beautiful, the

admirable is embodied by man in his own body and actions before it
is given a still freer realization in painting and sculpture, in music and

poetry. Style is in the man before it appears in the artistic product."ae The

"freer realization" ofthe "fair, the beautiful,lhe admirable" in art reflects

the human "straining for being," shows wonder in its elementary sweep,

and symbolizes the object ofthat wonder. Art, then, acts as an operator,

taking human beings out ofthe routines ofordinary living to dwell in the

possibility of a richer world. And yet art also integrates since it grasps

pattems and relations that organize the flow ofexperience and collapses
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meaning onto sensible experience.5o Through art human subjects may
also appreciate the presence of aesthetic value in nature. In language
that comes the closest to referring to aesthetic value in nature, Lonergan
describes human beings as "nature's priest" and nature as "God's silent
communing with man."5r

2.6 Emergence and lhe Hierarchy of Values

What Hartshome calls "aesthetic values" is differentiated into a
hierarchy ol values in the process of human moral inquiry.5r According
to Lonergan, moral values are what are intended in questions for
deliberation.5r Moral inquiry involves an attentiveness and openness to
what is worthwhile, in contrast to what is merely pleasurable or merely
satisfying. This apprehension of values is experiential, affective, and
spontaneous.5l Still, to work out how to achieve what is worthwhile in the
concrete situation, with all of its long+erm and short-term complexities,
requires insights in a self-correcting process of moral leaming and
judgments whose criterion is the absence of further, moral questions,
as indicated by the good conscience of a morally committed person.tj
To work out how to achieve what is worthwhile, however, is not yet to
decide to achieve what is worthwhile. Decision is the terminus of any
full increment in the process of moral inquiry, and it is decision that not
only issues in a course ofaction or inaction but also constitutes who the
moral subject is to be. Thus, Lonergan maintains, the operations of moral
inquiry - with their specific components of experience, understanding,
and judging that culminate in decision - occur on the existential level
of consciousness.56 Moral deliberation carries with it an expansion of
the moral subject's horizon and a cognitional self-lranscendence. Moral
decision carries with it a real self-transcendence.5T This means that moral
decision, as the culmination of the process of moral inquiry, leads to the
emergence of a different subject.58 It is thus a striking instance of the
cosmic process ofemergence and creativity and a supreme illustration of
the principle of finality. Nowhere is this more clear than in the fact of a
spontaneous preference scale of values.

Lonergan, following Max Scheler, argues that the apprehension of
values is spontaneously oriented to a hierarchy.5e The spontaneity would
seem to be rooted in the principle oflinality insofar as the moral feelings
and images would be emergent from the depths of cosmic process,
where neural demands, as we have seen, would be the .'anticipations

Lonergan and Process Philosophy
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and virtualities" of higher living. The orientation would be toward a
hierarchy insofar as the hierarchy was one of increasing transcendence.
The preference scale ofvalues reveals precisely such a hierarchy. At the
bottom of the preference scale are vital values, regarding, for example,
health and vigor. But going beyond such vital values as health and vigor
would be their very preconditions in the network of social relations,
which could guarantee the recurrent and effective realizations ofthe vital
values in question. So if nutriment, for instance, were a vital value, then
the economic order would be a higher value that would deliver nutriment
in a way that an individual could never achieve.m At the same time, social
interaction is not merely of utilitarian purpose but is also worthwhile in
itself as a human possibility transcending solitary existence. But in the
concrete situation which social order is most in accord with authentic
human possibility? Are not some more worthwhile than othersf' The
very act of raising this question is to go beyond the pure necessity ofa
good oforder and to enter the terrain ofcultural values, for culture, as the
set olmeanings and values that informs a way of life, is the framework for
selecting one constellation ofeconomic, political, and social arrangements
and rejecting others.62 Culture, however, is not simply a means to a social
end but is a fulfillment of the drive of the human spirit, a reflection of
the worth ofhumans as inquiring, self-transcending beings. Granted that
individual development takes place in a social context and with respect to
the sedimentations ofa cultural tradition, nevertheless, for Lonergan, the
standards ofcreativity and of ultimate authority are the norms of inquiry
resident in individual subjects engaged in the self-transcending process
ofcognitive, moral, and spiritual inquiry.63 Thus personal values are the
conditions of cultural values and go beyond them as their originating
value.e Furthermore, persons as self-constituting moral agents operating
on the existential level of consciousness are values in themselves, ends

not means. Persons are also inherently worthwhile as participants in
the self-transcending state of being in love, which itself is the ultimate
source, inspiration, and condition ofauthentic social, cultural, and moral
activities.65 This leads usto the ultimate state ofself-transcendence, where
the operations of self-transcendence reach full operational capacity and

fulfillment: the state of unrestrictedly being in love.ft This state is the

sphere of religious values. Here what is worthwhile is that which calls,

heals, and sustains on the rode of inquiry.67 The state of uffestrictedly
being in love is a participation in divine reality, an undertow ofreligious
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experience, that while a fulfillment ofdeepest human yeaming. yet raises

the ultimate questions that propel inquiry. including the question ofGod.
It is a state of grace that can simultaneously heal a disoriented psyche
and sustain the process ofinquiry in the face oftravail. It embraces vital,
social, cultural, and personal values as it moves the process ofinquiry to
negotiate the tension of limitation and transcendence.

All the values in the hierarchy are, by definition. worthwhile. The
prelerence scale simply reflects the greater attraction to the values that
are more inclusive. The choice of a higher value - as we have seen in
the case olreligious values - embraces all the lower values, respecting
human existence as a tension of limitation and transcendence. and the

choice of lower values requires recognition of the higher values as their
preconditions. The operative criterion for the hierarchy. then, is the

criterion of self-transcending activity in relation to transcendence. The

choice of what is worthwhile is simultaneously a choice of the subject as

self-transcending and a choice of action as participating in transcendent

reality. And as it negotiates the tension of limitation and transcendence,
avoiding both monotony and chaos, the choice of value. in accord with
the prelerence scale, marks the rich differentiation of aesthetic value in
the human process olemergence.

Thus we can glean lrom Lonergan's writing on emergent
probability the sense that creativity, historicity. emergence, and aesthetic
value, all watchwords in Hartshome's theory ofthe natural universe, are

all present along a continuous gradation, at least in potenlra, in cosmic
process, culminating in human selftranscending inquiry.

3. METHODOLOGICAL STRATEGIES

Lonergan considers himsell, above all else, a methodologist, and method
the key issue in contemporary philosophy. Hartshorne has written on how
philosophy employs numerous and complementary methods. Although,
as we noted in the introductory remarks. their methods are not identical,
we can discern a real convergence between, on the one hand, Hartshome's
logical mapping of metaphysical altematives and subsequent appeal to
validating experience and, on the other hand, Lonergan's functional
specialties of dialectics and foundations.
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3. I Hartshorne's Logico-Phenomenological Method

Hartshome has developed a distinctive method for metaphysical
inquiry that might be summed up in his occasional expression "logico-
phenomenological methodology." Employing a suggestion of C. S.

Peirce, Hartshome advocates the development of "position or doctrinal
matrices," which represent the exhaustion of formal possibilities with
respect to alternative metaphysical positions. The ideaisto usethe standard
quantifiers (all, no, and some) to generate the formal possibilities. For
example, the metaphysics of intemal/extemal relations between entities

- following the standard definitions of Bradley, Moore, and Russell,
whereby intemal and extemal relations are polar conceptual contrasts -
can be seen in terms of the following general propositional triad (which
could be ramified into more specific combinatorial possibilities in a

complete "Peirce diagram," but we here state the generalized matrix for
sake of simplicity of illustration):

A: "All relations are intemal" iff"No relations are extemal"
B: "No relations are intemal" iff"All relations are extemal"
C: "Some relations are intemal and some are not internal" iff"some

relations are extemal and some are not extemal"

Having a clear notion of the possible altemative positions, one

then examines each with respect to their experiential adequacy (the

phenomenological component) and their logical implications with an

eye toward determining either their coherence, consistency, or logical
adequacy. Applied to this particular case, Hartshome argues that A and

B are both experientially inadequate as we can find counterexamples to
both (e.g., my experiences are in no way intemally related to Dickens

novels, i.e., Dickens novels remain what they are no matter if I do or do

not read them, but Dickens novels are intemally related to my experience

upon my having read them, since I cannot be exactly the same person

in all psychic details without such novels). Altemative C, however,

accommodates the above example. Moreover, the classic debates of
Bradley, Moore, and Russell (on relations) seem altogether logically
marred by the flawed assumption that A and B are the only choices. To

assume they are is to assume that the subaltematives expressed in C
are not formally possible, which they are indeed. Thus, the assumption

"either A or B" (strong disjunction) is logically fallacious. C, then, is the
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correct alternative on both experiential or phenomenological and logical
grounds.

For Ha(shorne, the standard quantifiers approach of the doctrinal
matrix is consistent with his criteriological principle in metaphysics that
errors occur when judgments exhibit "monopolarity" or the affirmation
of one conceptual polar contrast to the exclusion of its counterpart (as

in positions A and B which are mutually exclusive). Metaphysical truths
are those which exhibit the highest level of generality or inclusion of
ultimate polar contrasts. For Hartshome, metaphysical truths always
exhibit "dipolarity."

It is an interesting question for investigation as to what extent
Lonergan embraces such methodological principles and procedures. The
idea ol doctrinal matrices is, we note, by no means alien to Lonergan's
notion of the historical dialectic casting up altemative positions for
consideration.

3.2 Lonergon's Functional Specialties of Dialectic and Foundations

lfwe consider Lonergan's analyses ofthe challenge ofthe historical
dialectic, the response to the historical dialectic, and the complexity ofthe
historical dialectic, we can find reasonable approximations in Lonergan's
method to Hartshorne's mapping of metaphysical statements, his appeal
to experience, and his overcoming of "monopolarity."

The historicity of human being extends to the enterprise of
philosophy. Philosophy has a genuine history. Philosophizing requires
a critical encounter with the philosophical tradition. Philosophical
formulations are framed within horizons, networks of interlocking
questions and answers, usually relying upon partially unacknowledged
presuppositions. Neither the formulations nor the horizons are final and
definitive. 'fhe intention of philosophical truth does not rest content
within any historically given philosophical horizon.68 Phitosophical
understanding can advance within established contexts and then move
beyond those contexts to effect a genetic sequence of philosophical
horizons. Philosophical positions that, on the surface, seem incompatible
may. in facl, be revealed as complementary, consonant, or sequences in
a line of progress. Still, philosophies have been many, disparate - and
contradictory.6e The history ofphilosophy includes the fact ofdialectical
opposition among philosophical horizons. The dialectic opposition stems
from what Lonergan calls "counterpositions." which are contradictions
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between a given philosophical interpretation and the actual performance
of philosophizing, usually rooted in failure to attend to the complexity of
cognitional performance.T0 Counterpositions, though, can be profoundly
helpful as they ruthlessly hammer out the inevitable implications of
dubious assumptions. The reversal of counterpositions can enrich and
strength authentic philosophical positions that could not have been so
clarified otherwise.Tr Beneath the myriad conflicts ofdoctrine the history
ofphilosophy displays a startling unity of program, goal, and intention.T2

Thus the philosophical past hurls its challenge at the philosophical
present. The conflicts among philosophies and among historians of
philosophy have the salutary effectoffurther clarifying basic philosophical
issues. It is therefore incumbent upon philosophers to analyze the nature
of the dialectical oppositions, to assemble materials for classification, to
separate the real from the only apparent differences, to classify the crucial
differences, and thereby to discem ultimate philosophical assumptions.?3
This effort is the task ofLonergan's functional specialization ofDialectic,
and the use of something like Ha(shorne's logical mapping would surely
contribute to its precision.

When we tum to the criterion for selecting from among the
dialectically opposed altematives, we see Lonergan making a radical
appeal to experience. Lonergan would have the philosopher attend to his
or her experience of knowing, understand the cognitive operations and
their structural relationship, and co-affirm that structure as the structure
of knowing and themselves as the knowers who perform precisely those
structural operations.Ta This personal retrieval of the experience of
the "subject as subject" issues in what Lonergan variously calls "self-
appropriation" or "intellectual conversion," and it forms the basis lor
establishing the epistemological and metaphysical positions consonant
with this articulated cognitional theory.?5 In this functional specialty of
Foundations Lonergan also appeals to existential factors. If one has a

commitment to values over satisfactions, or "moral conversion," and

an entry into the state of unrestricted loving, or "religious conversion,"
then one has additional resources for disceming, respectively, ethical and

religious positions.T6

3.3 Lonergan: Counterposilions and "Monopolarily"

While Hartshome has no such concentrated and systemalic focus on

cognitional performance, his method of resisting "monopolarity" bears
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some affinity with a recunent theme in Lonergan's method, namely, the
tendency ofcounterpositions to fail to grasp the complexity ofcognitional
structure and the structure of reality. Empiricists and rationalists, for
example, are correct in what they affirm, incorrect in what they deny.
Empiricists correctly affirmthe constitutive role ofexperience in knowing,
but ignore or downplay the equally import roles of understanding and
judging, while rationalists are correct in affirming the constitutive role
of understanding, but ignore or downplay the equally important roles of
experiencing and judging. Lonergan finds the disjunction between either
empiricism or rationalism a narrow viewpoint that must be transcended by
any full account ofthe performance of knowing.TT Similarly, Lonergan's
claim that "objectivity is the fruit of authentic subjectivity" - which
means that objectivity is a matter of fidelity to the norms ingredient in
the process of inquiry - transcends the disjunction of either objectivism
or subjectivism.T8 Lonergan's critical realism, moreover, by its very
focus on the norms of the self-transcending process of inquiry avoids
oversimplification of the notion of truth. The proximate criterion of
truth, for Lonergan, is a rational judgment in which there are "no further
relevant questions." The remote criterion of truth is the proper unfolding
ofthe desire to know. Hence, with respect to truth, Lonergan overcomes
the disjunction of either absolutism (as in rationalist deductivism) or
relativism.Te Lonergan would, furthermore, reject the disjunction that
would make the locus of truth either the activities ol a pure cogito or
the function ofthe sociology ofknowledge. Lonergan's heuristic notion
ol truth embraces the individual subject's fidelity to the desire to know
and faithful collaboration within a community of belief, where not all
knowledge is immanently generated.Eo Here Lonergan's notion of the
development of human knowing toward a convergence on the idea of
being or the real has a counterpart in Hartshorne's occasional expression
ofthe Peircean idea ofthe striving ofthe community ofinquirers toward
a comprehensive knowledge (at least olthe contingent truths pertaining
to this cosmic epoch and its history and the necessary truths common
to possible worlds). Lonergan's view of emergent probability likewise
portrays world process as inherently one of complexity - indeed one of
an emergent trend toward greater and greater complexity. Lonergan's
metaphysical reason for this position is based on his concept ofpotency
as harboring a tension ol opposites.8r Potency simultaneously is the
ground ol universal limitation and the ground olfinality and its drive to
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transcendence. In addition to intemal causes (such as the metaphysical
element of potency), there are also extemal causes (such as final and
efficient). On the exceedingly complex level of human reality, the tension
of limitation and transcendence is abundantly illustrated. Human history,
for Lonergan, is complex: it is as complex as are the various dialectics
that must be negotiated or engaged. It can be reduced, for instance, to
neither individuals ("great men") nor the larger collective forces; to
neither psychic influence nor intellectual operations; to neither ideas
nor material circumstances; to neither aspirations of groups nor cold
practical necessities; to neither a purely world-immanent nor a purely
otherworldly perspective.82 History has a multiplicity of horizons, each
reflecting particular traditions, experiences, and challenges. Clearly,
then, in these areas Lonergan would judge "monopolarity" to be utterly
counterpositional. While Lonergan would have reservations about
Hartshome's particular application of dipolar attributes to God (since
Lonergan claims that only active potency, and not passive potency,
pertains to God), when Lonergan discusses the perspective of religious
conversion, he stresses how the horizon of religious experience has a
transcendent pole (the "Wholly Other") and an immanent pole (deep

within the human heart).El

4. PHILOSOPHY OF GOD

Neither Hartshome nor Lonergan have "proofs" for the existence of
God in any classic deductivist sense. Hartshome presents a series of
arguments that offer a "cumulative case" for the theist position. Lonergan

offers a series of strategic inferences from his cognitional theory as part

of his moving viewpoint. If we focus on Lonergan's treatment of the

desire to know, the objective of the desire to know, nameln complete

intelligibility, and the expansion of the desire to know into the notion

of value, then we can grasp strategic implications for theism that find

significant parallels in Hartshome's analysis. Furthermore, if we consider

Lonergan's discussion of the divine attributes, we find, amid profound

differences, striking similarities with some of Hartshorne's ideas and an

even more pronounced kinship with Whitehead's approach.
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4.1 The Intrinsic Intelligibility of Being: Epbtemic and Cosmological

Atgumenls

An interesting affinity (so far as we know not commented upon in
the literature) concems certain arguments ofnatural theology. ln lnsight,
Lonergan offers an argument for the existence of God based on the
"intelligibility ofthe real."8a Just how we are to understand this argument
has been the subject ofa good deal of commentary. Some have construed
it as an ontological type argument (because of its heavy reliance upon
definitions) and others have taken it as a variety of cosmological
argument (because of the argument's eventual entanglement with the
notion ofcausality). StiU others have rejected this traditional typological
bifurcation and have construed the argument as a distinctively "critical
realist" one. However, as William Wainwright has noted, Lonergan
offers an interesting combination of streams of argument that include
the "ldealistic."85 It is here where we see a distinctive connection with
specifically Hartshome's version of the "epistemic argument" for theism.

Like Lonergan. Hartshorne is committed to the idea that
are no "intrinsic surds," entities, or states of affairs which are in
principle impossible to know. To use Lonergan's vocabulary, being
is completely intelligible. Since there cannot be intrinsic surds, and
since, according to Hartshome, the knowabitity of the real cannot be

adequately accommodated by either finite knowers or merely possible

acts of cognition (he provides a number of arguments to support these

contentions), he deduces the assertion that an omniscient being must
exist.Eo More precisely, he argues that to reject any of the premises
upon which his theistic deduction depends is to incur various cognitive
costs which he is unwilling to pay. While there are differences between
Lonergan and Hartshorne here (what Lonergan means by the "idea of
being" is not entirely acceptable to Hartshorne), notwithstanding, there
is a striking similarity of argumentation.

We could go at this lrom another point of view. Hartshome's version
of the cosmological argument also involves him at a crucial step in an
affirmation of Lonergan's thesis of the intelligibility of being.8? Among
the nontheistic alternatives to be rationally eliminated in Hartshome's
quadralemma lormulation of the argument is "A I Nothing exists."88
Clearly, the atlrmation of even a single possible world in which it
would be true Io say that absolutely nothing exisls would undermine the
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existence ofGod on both Hartshorne's and Lonergan's conceptions. For,
in that case, God would not be a necessary existent, since God would fail
to exist in some possible world if Al were true (necessity is that which
a// possible worlds have in common by standard definitions of modal
logic). Perhaps Hartshome's favorite rebuttal of A1 is the argument from
the knowability of being, an argument he embraces consciously along
with C. S. Pierce. For Hartshome, nonbeing is not a genuine possibility,
because nonbeing could not be knownby aconceivable knower. For even,
by hypothesis, knowing such a purportedly "possible state of affairs"
would falsifr "nothing exists," that is, since the verifuing experience
would thus exist.

Appros of Lonergan's vocabulary, Hartshome has been criticized
by Huston Craighead , as arbitrarily defining the concept of being in
terms of knowability: "Hartshome has won the game by definition.
He defines the real in terms of the knowable."8e But this objection is
unwarranted. Hartshome's definition is not arbitrary. To contradict the
notion that "being is knowable" is to claim that a proposition could be
meaningful which is clearly falsifiable, but could not be verified even in
principle. The most lucid and noncontroversial example we have of the
necessarily false are propositions which have the dual characteristics of
falsifiability and unverifi ability. "Polygamous bachelors exist," "fi nite
transcendental numbers exist," and "circles which are pentagons exist"
are falsifiable by existing bachelors, transcendental numbers, and circles
and are unverifiable in principle. If one objects that these propositions
exhibit internal incoherence or self-contradiction (e.g., being polygamous
logically entails being married and thus not being a bachelor) in a direct
way not seen in the proposition "nothing exists," it can be countered
that "nothing exists" can be reformulated without loss of meaning as

"nothing is a state of affairs." Yet "nothing" (in the sense of the nihil
absolulum) entails that there are to slales of affairs. So, A1 both does

and does not constitute a state ofafifairs.

1.2 The Unrestricted Desire to Know and Thebm

Another important connection between the two thinkers is that

Lonergan's notion ofthe "unrestricted desire to know" and the connection

he makes between this notion and the theistic idea has a closely similar

counterpart in the philosophy of Hartshome.m ln Beyond Humanism,

Hartshome argues at length that the search for truth can only have an
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implicit theism as its proper motivation.er The fervent quest for truth
in humanist figures such as Russell is paradoxically undermined by a
nontheistic concept ol the future which is devoid of value (assuming
the end of the cosmos somehow). Commenting on Russell's criticism
of Wiltiam James's conception of truth wherein "the valuable is true,"
Hartshome asserts in agreement with Russell that the converse in fact
holds wherein "the true is valuable." Hartshome adds, however. that
theism offers an explanation for how truth can be valuable and ofinterest
whereas Russell's perspective (where, lacking appeal to omniscience, no
value can be retained and all achievement ultimately will be lost) cannot
do so by definition.

4.3 The Value of the Universe

We touch here on another area ofconvergence, fbr Lonergan claims
that only the theistic position can consistently affirm that the universe
has value. Lonergan poses the question: "ls this whole process lrom the
nebulae through plants and animals to man, is it a good, a true value,
something wo(hwhile?" He claims that the answer can be aftrmative if,
and only if, one also alfirms the existence, omnipotence, and goodness

ofGod. For, as he argues, "goodness" entails a moral agent. Unless one
posits a moral agent responsible for the world's being and becoming,
one cannot apply such terms as goodness. value. and worth to the world.
The consequence ofa nontheist counterposition would be, then, to adopt
a "monopolar" outlook and formulate the following disjunction: either
human beings act as moral agents and are alienated from the rest ofthe
universe, or human beings drift into the rhythms ofthe psyche and nature
and are alienated from moral living.')r

4.4 The Divine Nature

A conrplete treatment ol Lonergan and process philosophy on the
metaphysics ofdivine attributes is a task well beyond the scope ofa single
a(icle. There are, however. some interesting points of comparison that
can be at least adumbrated here. Below we focus on the central notion of
God's knowledge and its relation to time and causality in both Lonergan
and process thinkers. lndeed, we concur with Bernard Tyrrell in his
suggestion that no dialogue between Lonergan and process philosophy
can take place without a careful consideration of divine knowledge in
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relation to "contingent realities."er And here we find some surprises as it
tums out that Lonergan's views are in some ways closer to those of A. N.
Whitehead than they are to those of Charles Hartshorne (or C. S. Peirce
for that matter).

Consider Tyrell's explication of Lonergan's position on God's
knowledge as found in De Deo ?izo (our italics):

...the primary object of the divine understanding is the divine
essence and the secondary objects - the total series of possible
and./or actual world orders are what are understood in virtue of
the unrestricted act's understanding ofitself...Lonergan says that
the secondary objects viewed sub ratione possibilis are known
in the manner of"beings of reason" because their total reality as
possibles is the divine active power.ea

The salient point of comparison here is that, for Whitehead, there
is a "total reality of possibles" which is within God's power alone to
know. In Whitehead's mature system in Process and Reality, God
possesses a "primordial envisagement" of the entire domain of "etemal
objects" (Whitehead's technical term for possibilities). Like Lonergan's
notion of possibles, Whitehead's eternal objects are complete and are
"forms ofdefiniteness." In a manner ofspeaking, they have the property
of "bookness" (to use Alvin Plantinga's terminology) as there is no
vagueness about their identity and their intrinsic distinctiveness.

This stands in marked contrast to the Hartshorne-Peirce theory of
possibles and its implications for divine knowledge. For Hartshome, there
can be no such thing as the eternal, once-and-for-all complete totality
of possibles for God to know, even though by virtue of knowing the

infinitely actual divine history God alone at any arbitrary time knows an

infinity ofpossibles (since what is actual is also possible). The essential
justification for this view according to Hartshome, is to be found in
the Peircean doctrine that possibilities are not "forms of definiteness"

as such, but are rather "dense continua." Dense continua, by definition,
cannot be exhausted in terms of atomizing all the qualia inherent in the

conlinua (ust as is the case with mathematical continua" say, a purported

exhaustive counting of all the possible well-ordered fractions between

the whole number termini of 1 and 2). That is to say, possibles are in their

very nature (to some degree) vague. To say otherwise, in Hartshorne's

view, is to imply that there is no difference between the possibility of
X and the actuality ofX except for the ethereal Foperty of "actuality."
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On Hartshorne's view, what actualization "adds" is the very definition
of what it means for an actual occasion to be the exact occasion it
is; that is to say, the becoming of an actuality is a process of making
definite that which was partly indefinite. It is a process of creatively
synthesizing inherited past occasions which set ontological parameters
for the becoming occasion and out of which emerges at least some novel
property (olthe becoming occasion) within those parameters. Thus, new
actualities become, which are, in tum, new possibilities. The domain of
possibles grows with the creative advance of actuality.

The domain of possibles is therefore completely prolean and
can never be exhausted. (For Hartshome, this is equivalent to saying
that God as modally coincident with actuality ard possibility is
inherently inexhaustible.) Lonergan would ask here whether it is a

merely terminological matter to differentiate, as he does, "possibility
as something conceptual" from "potency as something real."e5 On what
seems Lonergan's view Hartshome's discussion of the becoming of an
actuality should appropriately employ the term "potency" rather than
"possibility" (and, when it come to God, recall that. for Lonergan, the
relevant type ofpotency is active potency).

Lonergan's theory of God shares another subtle afnnity with
Whitehead's theory as contrasted with Hartshome's. For Whitehead,
like Lonergan, there is an important sense in which God is timeless
or nontemporal, and that sense is stronger than the notion of divine
timelessness in Hartshome's theology.e6 What we have in mind here
is the notion that, for the Whitehead of Process and Reality, God is a
nontemporal single actual entity and as such is not "in time but with all
time." God is "with" all temporal creation since God knows temporal
creation (for Whitehead, by prehending it), yet such knowing does
not impute temporality to God. For Whitehead, lhis is because, as a
single actual entity, God's everlasting concrescence never reaches
"satisfaction"or "closure," and thus God's relation to time is analogous
to that of the nascent occasion during its phases ofconcrescence, which
Whilehead insists (during his discussion ofthe "genetic analysis" of

phases of concrescence) "do not take up time."
By contrast, Hartshome attributes timelessness only to the abstract

"divine essence." God's essential properties - what it is that makes God
"Cod" such as necessary existence, omniscience. omnibenevolence, et
cetera - are immutable and timeless. On this point, Lonergan, Whitehead,
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and Hartshome are in clear agreement (despite the fact that there are, of
course, some important difierences in their respective constructions of
the precise nature of the divine attributes). But Hartshorne (and other
neo-Whiteheadians who have followed his "revision" of Whitehead,
such as John Cobb, David Griffin, and Schubert Ogden) hold that God is
robustly temporal in the sense that

God is not a "single actual entity" but is more strictly analogous to
the human person, that is, God is a "personally ordered series of actual
occasions." God knows the creative advance of the cosmos and takes

its prehensive data to form a new divine occasion of experience, which
in tum becomes the essential prehensive datum for each new creaturely
occasion of experience, and so on and on. Thus, for Hartshome, there

is clearly a "temporal dialectic" of prehensions (or cognitions) between
deity and creature which is absent from both Lonergan's and Whitehead's
conception of the divine-creature relation. We note, however, that in
the midst of this important difference, there is an odd sort of structural
affinity: For both Lonergan and Hartshome, there is a sense in which
God's creative power is connected to the self-reflexivity of divine
cognition. For Lonergan, God's creative power resides in God's own
urrestricted self-knowledge or understanding.eT Somewhat similarly, for
Hartshorne, God's knowledge ofthe creative advance by virtue of God's
universal and positive prehension of the natural universe resulting in a
new divine occasion - in effect, the act of God's knowing God's own
"body" - is the "essential" or "predominant" object of prehension in
creaturely processes, which functions literally as a sustaining cteatilve

action (in other words, on Hartshome's theory, without God to be

prehended there is no "divine body" or cosmos to be prehended and

thus literally nothing to be prehended, and in tum there is no sustained

existence of the creature).e8 Thus, despite the difference on the issue of
temporal dialectic, there is a sense for both Lonergan and Hartshome in
which it is true to say that "God's knowledge is the source of all things."

This is not to play down the important differences between

Lonergan and contemporary process philosophy on the doctrine of God.

Despite the above nuanced affinities, a fundamental difference resides

in the idea that by knowing the divine essence, God thereby creates or

ontologically constitutes the domains of actuality and possibility. Recall

that, for Lonergan, creaturely objects, when viewed sub ratione entis,

are "nothing other than the divine active power." Moreover, there is
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no clear distinction between God's unrestricted understanding of the
divine essence and the divine active power itself. As Tyrell puts its, "the
unrestricted act's understanding of everything other than itselfis Decazse
oJ'and in virtue of its understanding of itself."s For Hartshome, God's
knowledge of the divine essence will render knowledge of the most
abstract and necessary truths of metaphysics, logic, and mathematics.
However, God's knowledge of other concrete and contingent realities
depends partly on the contingent realities themselves and thus cannot be
identified with God's active power. Put another way, God's influence on
each creaturely process is a necessary but not a sufncient causal condition
for that creaturely process. In the process system there is consequently a
very clear affirmation of libertarian freedom such that for every occasion
and every personally ordered society of occasions some aspect of their
constitutive decision-making in which they come to "satisfaction" is
really "up to" the occasions. This is an essential part of what it meons lo
be creative. This picture would not hold, according to process thinkers,
ifCod's influence on occasions was all sufficient. By contrast, Lonergan,
as we have seen, clearly seems to affirm something akin to the traditional
notion of God's creation as creation ofall past, present, and future events

- events known all at once to God in a transcendent. timeless, unrestricted
act.

It should be bom in mind, however, that Lonergan's approach to
the issue of divine knowledge and human freedom, he would claim,
must be differentiated from the traditional rationalist and essentialist
metaphysics that starts out from a metaphysics of possible worlds and
deduces in some fashion this world. Lonergan, by contrast, starts from
the facts of this world. which includes events brought about by rational
agents with volition, and deduces the intelligible cause ofthis world as a
deity whose knowledge ofthe world order. and its subdivision ofevents
freely willed by rational agents, is, by analogy, that of a maker rather
than a speculator.roo

5. LONERGAN AND PROCESS PHILOSOPHY IN DIALOGUE:
MUTUAL QUESTIONS

The first requirement for genuine dialogue between two philosophical
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perspectives is to understand the respective horizons as precisely
as possible, not letting terminological differences spawn superficial
criticism. The second is to chart strategically important affinities. We
have attempted to follow these requirements as we have outlined above
significant parallels between Lonergan and Hartshome (and Whitehead)
and have done so on a scale heretofore unavailable, so far as we knoq in
the literature comparing the two philosophers. It is precisely the striking
similarities between the two thinkers that gives urgency and momentum
to the next phase ofthe dialogue, which we present here in a preliminary
fashion: salient questions addressed from the perspective of one thinker
to that of the other.

5.1 Queslions for Lonergan

Hartshome's philosophy is grounded in his subjectivist principle
of the experience of dipolar subjects responding in a creative process
to aesthetic value. It would be from the standpoint of this subjectivist
principle that the most compelling questions would be addressed to
Lonergan.

The first set of questions would regard Lonergan's apparent
affirmation of some kind of continuous gradation from humans to
subatomic entities, a spectrum in which, at least with some degree of
potency, entities exhibit creativity, historicity, and response to aesthetic
value. But how far would Lonergan press the continuity? Would he want
to ascribe creativity even to subatomic particles? Would the relative
emergence of "freedom" at the level of chemical compounds be in any
way analogous to the freedom ofan agent? Would Lonergan subscribe to
the notion that, the relatedness of things to each other notwithstanding,
natural entities form communities? Lonergan would need to clari$
more the extent to which his "thing" retains the Aristotelian property of
permanence.

A second set of questions would concern the failure of Lonergan

to apply to divine being the property of dipolarity. Why cannol intrinsic
intelligibility include this property? Is Lonergan inconsistent in having

a metaphysics of the world, or what he also calls "proportionate being,"
that highlights self-transcendence and process, but a metaphysics of
transcendence that seems to exclude self-transcendence and process?

Indeed Thomas Hosinki has tried to remedy this purported inconsistency

by substituting for Lonergan's "active potency" the self-transcendence

McPartland and Shields
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and openness to real future possibilities that is a cardinal feature of
emergent world order and associating it with God's dynamic being. Now
Lonergan would surely rejoin that the idea of being is the content of
an act of unrestricted understanding, where intelligence is the key to
being itsell Yet Lonergan's Insight, from the perspective of a process
thinker, might seem rather hastily to attach traditionalist, or "classical,"
theist attributes to God in terms of a f'aculty psychology that does not
do justice to the moving viewpoint of lnsight, which is based primarily
on intentionality analysis. It is not until the chapter on ethics and the
chapters on transcendence that Lonergan reverts to faculty psychology.
In his later works. he revised his approach to ethics and natural theology
in light ofa fully consistent use of intentionality analysis.r0r It is true that
Lonergan claimed in those later works that the argument he propounded
in lnsight lbr the existence of God was still a sound one (and Hartshome
would basically agree with this claim), though Lonergan placed that
argument within the larger, sublating context of religious experience.r02

The question remains, however, whether the argument for the attributes
of God would be changed in any way by the explicit recourse to
intentionality analysis. In particular, would the transformation from
language of "intellect" and "will" to language of the "intention of the
good" and the state of"unrestricted love" affect the argument? Although
Lonergan's post-1nsig/,, discussion suggests it would not, nevertheless a
more thorough working out ofthese matters would enormously clarifu the
issue and provide material for fruitful dialogue, particularly about divine
presence in the world. What does it mean for God to be unrestricted love
if God cannot be, in a full sense, self-transcending?

It is important to note, then, that Thomas Hosenski has addressed
this second set of questions in a systematic fashion.r0r Steering clear of
the kind of comparison and contrast we presented above between process
thought and Lon ergan's Insight/De Deo Trino philosophy ofGod - for he
holds that the Lonergan of Insight is clearly in strong disagreement with
process thinkers on the doctrine of God - Hosenski is rather interested
in the startling (ifhe is correct) metaphysical implications ofLonergan's
posl-Insight philosophy for the philosophy of God, implications which
point directly toward a process model oldeity. While not going into the
technical details of his reasoning, it will sumce for us here to simply point
out Hosenski's contention that il we follow through on the structures
disclosed by Lonergan's cognitional theory in light ofprocess thinking we

Lonergan and Process Philosophy
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find that "understanding is accomplished through 'conceptual' feelings,"
but knowing always requires "physical feelings."tG To conceive of God,
then, solely as the unrestricted act of understanding is insufficient as an
account of God because it leaves out the notion of divine knowledge.
Accordingly, God must be conceived as infinite subject, as that entity
which uctually knows and loves by virtue of loving and knowing all
actualities. But this in tum means that God must have "physical feelings."
The cognitionally amrmed structure of subjectivity should thus serve as
the guiding analogue for philosophical theology. As perfect subject, God
integrates both the conceptual grasp of all possibility and the physical
grasp of all actuality. Hence the conception ofGod as perfect subject is
an unmistakably dipolar conception ofGod. "But this," Hosenski argues,
"is the direction in which we are led when we conceive of God who
supremely illustrates the structure of cognitional process and being."to:
Our purpose here is not necessarily to endorse what to many may seem
to be Hosenski's controversial interpretation of Lonergan's cognitional
theory. It is rather to encourage the kind ofnuanced and extensive effort
he has made in taking a Lonergan-process dialogue seriously.

A third set of questions would address the status of the
ontological argument, the retrieval of which from Anselm Hartshome
considered one of his greatest achievements. Lonergan and Hartshome
are in clear disagreement about this argument. Lonergan prefaces his
"intelligibility" argument with a discussion of the ontological argument
in Anselm, Descartes, and Leibniz. Lonergan's rejection of these
arguments and "all other possible forms" is focused on what might
be called the "existential import" objection.rm The proposition that a
"greatest conceivable being must, by definition of'greatest conceivable,'
exist" is an analytic proposition, and analytic propositions do not yield
existence claims. Hartshome rejects this on the grounds (among others)
that there are pointed exceptions to this general rule about analytic
propositions or propositions which provide conceptual descriptions.

Sometimes only conceptual descriptions are necessary in order to make

existential judgments. An alibi which smuggles in a tacit contradiction
is enough to cause detectives to judge that, for example, "you were not

in fact with your spouse on a given evening." No restrictive or special

observation of the circumstances is required. How do we know that the

concept of God is not among the class of exceptions (other candidates

would be conceptual descriptions of units of time and the existence of
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time or descriptions of integers and the existence of integers greater

than seven, etc.)? God is either necessarily existent or impossible, and

thus properly poslliulsl arguments to the effect that the concept of God
is incoherent or meaningless are relevant to the theistic case, but not
issues conceming restrictive or special empirical states. Otherwise, for
Hartshome, God is one contingent being among other contingent beings;
God is "ontic" rather than "ontological." For Hartshome, the existence

of God is a matler of logico-metaphysical principle and not a matter of
special existential circumstances.

5,2 Questions for Hartshorne and Process Philosophy

Lonergan's philosophy is grounded in his method of cognitive,
moral, and spiritual self-appropriation. Cognitional theory is decisive
for Lonergan. Cognitional theory serves as the critical base from which
to discern epistemological, metaphysical, and theological (correct)

positions and (faulty) counterpositions. Thus it would be lrom the

standpoint ofcognitional theory and its expansion in other domains that
Lonergan would question Hartshome.

The first set ofquestions, then, would pertain to the, at least implicit,
cognitional theory of Hartshorne. While Lonergan would agree with
Hartshome that human understanding and reasoning are not all there

is to human experience, he would argue that it is crucial that a critical
philosophy expticate the operations, structure, levels, dynamic principles,
and norms ofinquiry. What exactly would Hartshome's cognitional theory
be. The parallels we have uncovered between Lonergan and Hartshome
might suggest that Michael Vertin's verdict is too harsh that Hartshome's
cognitional theory posits a perception ofentities "out there" in space and
time as the paradigm of knowing.t0'To the extent, howevet that Vertin's
judgment would be true to that extent Lonergan would discem a basis for
counterpositions in Hartshome's metaphysics and theology, including
arguments about the dipolar nature ofGod, the necessity ofGod to create
a world, or worlds, and the necessity of God to be actively involved
in the process of that world emergence. Clarification of Hartshome's
cognitional theory would clarifo the grounds lor his theology.

To cite one area of possible clarification. Hartshome, as we have
seen above. seems to find exceptions to the fully constitutive role of
judgment in cognition, which he then uses to validate at least some
version of the ontological argument. Conceptual descriptions simply in

),1)
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and of themselves can in some cases ground existential judgments. But
would the prime example he provides of such an exception - a self-
contradicting alibi that would allow a detective tojudge a criminal guilty
without recourse to direct observations of the crime - require, upon
further analysis, a set of existential judgments, such as the judgment
of fact in the first place that the criminal is a suspect, the judgment of
fact that the self-contradiction resulted from attempted deception rather
than stupidity, the judgments of fact contained in the contradiction, and
the inductive generalization that a self-contradictory alibi ordinarily
imputes guilt? Granted, there is no direct observation ofthe criminal act.
But Lonergan, being a radical empiricist no more than is Hartshorne,
would demand no such direct observation of the criminal - or of God.
Lonergan's criterion for existential judgment is the absence of further
relevant questions.r0s Perhaps, by this criterion, Hartshomes's ontological
argument may, in fact, contain implicit judgments of ultimate existential
import that would make it bear a closer relation to Lonergan's proof of
intrinsic intelligibility (which has itself been mistakenly interpreted as a
variation of the ontological argument).rm

The second set ofquestions, which would be the other side of the
coin from the first set of questions proposed to Lonergan above, would
inquire about how far Hartshome would push the idea of a continuity of
consciousness in the natural universe. To what extent can we legitimately
talk of feelings with respect to subatomic entities, atoms, chemical
compounds, or plants? What do we mean by the "awareness" of entities
at these levels? In what sense do such entities constitute communities? Is
the language of"feelings," "awareness," and "community" explanatory
analogous, ormetaphorical? How do we overcome the dangerofprojecting
human qualities on less complex nature? To be sure, Ha(shome would
reject vitalism. But Lonergan would be vigilant about containing the
statements of metaphysics within the field of verified explanatory and
intelligible relations.rr0 Is the idea of a continuous gradation in nature

of the sort Hartshome advocates a "limit-concept" that contains its own
inherent restrictions? Would the distinction of potency and act help
elucidate those restrictions?

The third set of questions would regard Hartshome's neo-classical
theism. What is the critical foundation for the assertion that limitation
and immanence are necessarily parts ofthe divine nature? How adequate
would it be to attribute the properties of beings in the natural universe
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to all being? More pointedly, would applying the property of dipolarity
to God be an anthropomorphic projection of self-transcendence onto
transcendence? Does the idea ofintrinsic intelligibility contradict the idea
of imperfection and striving? Ifthe perfection of knowing is the identity
of knower and known, then would the imputation of leaming to God
be to deny divine omniscience? Does the idea that for God there can be
future contingents presuppose some version ofthe confrontation theory
oftruth, alleging that in some sense God confronts the possibility ofthe
future? Does the distinction between divine understanding and divine
knowledge, where the latteradds to the former "definiteness," presuppose,

from Lonergan's viewpoint, a failure adequately to distinguish essence

from existence, a failure perhaps rooted in the tendency to viewjudgment
as in some sense a synthesis (rather than a mere posiling ot) concepts?rrr
And, in general, how much of Hartshome's rejection of classical theism
is a rejection specifically of its rationalist and essentialist version? Does
the very way Hartshome sets up the problem coupled with his own
penchant for a metaphysics of possible worlds suggest the adoption
of at least some of those rational assumptions, which Lonergan would
consider counterposilional?

This last section of the discussion is meant to be not the end

of dialogue but its prologue. To use Lonergan's language, genuine
philosophical dialogue would be committed both to reversing
counterpositions and to developing positions. While mutual questioning
can place in sharper focus the possibility of counterpositional elements
as a prelude oftheir reversal, mutual understanding about the remarkable
affinities of these two philosophies of critical realism can likewise foster
the rich possibility of developing positions. In short, dialogue would be
entry into that community of inquirers both Lonergan and Hartshome
commend.

lBlurrell, Aquinas, n. 18. David Burrell mentioned to George Shields at the lnterna-
tional Lonergan Conference in Rome that Hartshome had sent him a gracious letter,
thanking him for clarifying Aquinas's views in the bookjust cited. This seems to exem-
plify a dialogue beyond slogans.

rThe basis of the paper was an honors seminar on Lonergan and Hartshorne jointly
ofTered by the authors at Kentucky State University in 1999. A draft version of this
paper was discussed at the Rome conf'erence. We wish to thank Patrick Byrne for the
many fruitful comments and suggestions about the paper he gave at the conference.
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PART I
AN INTELLECTUAL DRAMA:

BECOMING A CRITICAL REALIST

'WtrrlN 
IHE caNves of an intellectual biography the occasion when the

intellectual desire of its subject first finds its inspiration and path, finds
for the first time some ofthe questions that are going to be the subject's
responsibility, is a solemn and even sacred moment. We know that with
Lonergan this first occurred when, toward the beginning ofhis philosophy
studies in Heythrop College, his curiosity was awakened by the problem
of knowledge. There began there a joumey that would occupy him for
twenty-eight years, culminating in the book Insigftr.

In Montreal that awakening was enlarged and refigured by his
encounter with the Depression and his subsequent attempt to understand
the causes of booms and slumps in an economy. Stewart's P/aro 3

Doctrine of ldeas) whose significance has been so comprehensively
examined by Mark Morelli, also moved him on.2 It was in the early days
of this first joumey that he arrived at the Gregorian University in the

autumn of 1933. The first part ofthe paper will trace how in the following

I J.A. Stewart, Plotob Doctrine of ldear (Oxford: Clarendon Press 1909).

2 *At the Threshold of the Halfuay House: An Investigation of the Lonergan/

Stewart Encounter," a paper read at the Lonergan Workshop, Boston College, Friday

June 23rd, 2000.
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three years the agenda started in Heythrop would be broadened by an
interest in the philosophy of history. At the end ofthat time, through the
inspiration of lectures by Bemard Leeming, crucial elements of his later
critical realism began to fall into place. The second part will examine
how, later in the decade, the first path found itself becoming a preface to
a widerjourney concerned with the method oftheology.

THE ACCIDENT OF HIS MOVE TO RoME

But how did Lonergan get to Rome as a student of theology at the
Gregorian University? The answer must be almost totally by accident.
His teaching regency in Loyola Montreal was due to end in 1932 and
his theology studies due to start in the autumn that followed. But during
that teaching year he had some kind of row with the rectot Thomas
MacMahon, a rector disliked by the young Jesuit teachers, but also a
province consultor. As a result Lonergan's passage to theology studies
was held back a year. He started, not in the autumn of 1932, but a year
later. If he had started his theology studies in 1932 he would have
remained in Montreal and would never have come to Rome.

But that delay did not guarantee that he would sta( in the

Gregorian. In fact he started his theology studies in Montreal in the
autumn of 1933. Soon after news was received that three Slav students
had withdrawn from the Gregorian. Providentially, their places were
made available for Canadians. Hingston, the provincial, interviewed
Lonergan, putting to him the question, was he orthodox? Lonergan
replied that he was but that he thought a lot about things. The outcome of
the interview was that he was to go to Rome lor his theological studies.
He and his companions were the first Canadian scholastics ever to study
theology in the Gregorian.

Afterhis difficulties in Montreal he waselated by this development
and there began his long involvement with the Gregorian University. He
would spend six olthe next seven years ofhis life there as a student and,
starting in 1953, twelve more as a professor. lt would exe( a defining
influence on his understanding oftheology, culminating in his discovery
there, in February 1965, ofthe functional specialties.

Before moving to Rome he visited his family in Buckingham and
asked his mother to play for him her favourite piece, "The Mockingbird."
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Sadly she exclaimed that her fingers were not up to it.r Although he could
not have know it, it was to be the last time he would see her alive.

THE POLITICALWORLD

Lonergan took up residence in the Bellarmino where, close by, from the
balcony of the Palazzo Yenezia. Mussolini would address the crowds.
Phit Doherty, one of his friends in Rome, recalled that he and Lonergan
used to use code names when they talked about Hitler and Mussolini.
According to Paul Shaugnessey, Doherty told him that on one occasion
he and Lonergan were just across the street from Hitler during one of his
visits to Rome.a

In Germany the Weimar Republic was gone by January 1933,
the year of Hitler's appointment as chancellor. The totalitarian wave was
rising and Jews, excluded from membership of the German Folk, began
to leave the country. In April of 1933 Heidegger was elected rector of
the University of Freiburg. During his fateful year as rector he promoted
National Socialism and anti-Semitism, events whose mark on the history
of twentieth-century philosophy will be permanent.5

On May lOth 1933, in the public squares of cities and university
towns there was a spectacular ceremony of buming of books. Authors
whose works were burnt included Einstein, Freud, the Manns, and
Kafka. In the autumn of 1933, just as Lonergan was arriving in Rome,
Sauerbruch, Pinder, and Heidegger took a public vow to support Hitler.
In a later lecture in Heidelberg Heidegger abused those who did not

3 Caring About Meqning: Patterns in the Life of Bernard Lonergan, ed. Pierrot
Lambert, Charlotte Tansey, and Cathleen Going (Montreal: Thomas More Institute pa-

pe$/82, 1982), 237 .

4 The Quirinale, where Hitler would have been received, is at the rear ofthe Grego-
rian University. Hitler is mentioned in volume 3 of Collected Works of Bemard Loner-
gan, lrcight, ed. Frederick E. Crowe and Robert Do.dn (Toronto: University of Toronto
Press, 1992), 534. The Nazis are mentioned in volume 2l ofcollected Works ofBemard
Lonergair,o For a New Political Economy, ed. Philip Mcshane (Toronto: University ofTo-
ronto Press, 1998), 4, and on page 6l ofThomas O'D. Hanley's notes taken at Lonergan's
coune on Insight in 1952-53.

5 See Hugo Otl, Martin Heidegger: A Political Life (London: Harper and Collins,
193). Rudiger Safranski, Martin Heidegger: BetN/een Good and Evil (Cambridge: Har-
vard University Press, 1998), chaps. l3-14.
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follow suit.6 A cycle of decline and disintegration had begun

THE THEOLOGICAL WORLI)

ln 1929, through the Motu Proprio Quod Moxime, the Biblical and
Oriental Institutes became united through association with the Gregorian,
an association that has since ceased. In the yearc that lollowed the staff
expanded to over three hundred. New faculties were added including,
significantly. a faculty of Church history in 1932. It was a time of
expansion. lt should be remembered that most ofthe teachers at the time
would have been shaped by the antimodernist movement in the early
years of the century.

In 193 I the Constitution Deus Scientiarum Dominus (God,
the Lord of the Sciences), whose drafting commission included Bea
and Lanzarini, was issued. The problem which it addressed was that
of locating what was then considered the heart of Catholic theology,
dogmatic theology, within the context of the growth of positive and
human sciences. The various disciplines involved were considered to
be constituted by a logical, psychological. and didactic coherence rather
than a merely a material conglomeration. At the summit stands the main
field ofstudy, the "disciplina praecipua." In theology it is dogma with the
fundamental and the speculative parts of moral theology. In philosophy is
the universal scholastic philosophy with all its divisions, logic, ontology,
cosmology, and so forth:7

Deus Scientiarum Dominus, with its emphasis on dogmatic
theology, was a part of a wider paradigm of Manual Theology, largely
inspired by Melchior Cano ( 1509-60). Whereas earlierthe terms dogmatic
theology were used to differentiate it from moral or historical theology,
for Cano they were used to difl'erentiate it from scholastic theology.
Dogmatic theology, as Lonergan later put it:

... replaced the inquiry of lhe quaestio by the pedagogy of

6 Maurice Friedmann, Mqrlin Buber s LiJe urul Wor*: The Middle Years, 1932- 1915

(Detroit: Wayne State University Press, 1988), chap.9. especially 159.

7 Summarizing here A. Bea's "The Apostolic Constitution, Deus Scientiarum Domi-
l?.l.'. lts Origin and Spirit," fiom Theobgical Studies,4, no. l, (March 1943): 34-52. The
quote is from page 39.
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the thesis. It demoted the quest of faith for underslanding to
a desirable, but secondary, and indeed optional goal. It gave
basic and central significance to the ce(itudes of faith, their
presu sitions, and their consequences. It owed its mode of

to Melchior Cano and, as that theologian was also a bishop
and inquisitor, so the new dogmatic theology not onlv proved

rity andits theses, but was also supported by the teaching autho
sanctions of the Church.E

Its sense that there could be no new and surprising insights
in theology was in contrast with Aquinas's intellectualism and the
exhortation of Vatican I to understand the revealed mysteries,

THE STUDENT OFTHEOLOGY

In his first year Lonergan was in a class ofjust over three hundred clerical
religious students. About its content he has remarked:

Fundamental Theology (which was taught by Tromp) was
a traditional term in scholastic theology. In the first year of
theology you learned "On the true religion" - you settled that
- and then "The true church," and then "The inspiration of the
Scripture" V and you were offto the races. It settled the premises
from which you were going to deduce the rest oftheology: the
"basic truths."e

Arthurus Vermeersch's Moral Theologt dealt with the theological
virtues of faith and charity, a course he would later teach. The third part
ofthe Church history course, taught by Robert Lieber, addressed modem
political questions such as t}re relation of the Church to revolution,
liberalism, nationalism, socialism, and bolshevism. It was a defining
experience in his emerging interest in the philosophy of history whose
influence can be traced in a text he wrote at the time, "An Essay in
Fundamental Sociology."

The year of study successfully completed, Lonergan spent fifty

8 "Theology in its New Context," A Second Colleaion (London: Darton, Longman
and 1bd4 1974), 57. See also Giuseppe Ruggiere, "Faith and History" 93 h The Recep-

tion of t/atican ll (Washington: University ofAmerica Press, 1987), edited by Alberigo,
Jossua and Komonchak, and translated by Matthew J. O'Connell.

9 CaringAbout Mea ng, 73, xe also 261f.
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days of his summer vacation in 1934 leaming German in the villa of
the German College in Rome. Despite the strain of being made feel a

guest in every sense of the word he felt there were good ideas to be

found among the Germans. He would request permission to repeat the

experience the following year, assuming his provincial did not mind
"my offending the extraordinary susceptibilities of some of the local
nationalists."r0 Presumably the emergence ofNational Socialism featured
in his conversations.

In his second year the main dogma courses dealt with God as

unity and trinity. The text for the former was volume I of the Summa,

supplemented by Lennerz's De Deo Uno and De Novlsslmis. Topics
included the existence, knowability, essence and attributes ofGod, God's
knowledge and will. Lonergan had a high opinion ofl,ennerz, a German
theologian, and would later use his text in Toronto when he taught a
course on providence and predestination.

In his second semester Filograssi introduced him to the classical
theology of the Trinity which he himself would teach in his years as a

professor in Toronto and later Rome. The course was structured around
theses on the processions ofa Word and of Love in God, on the Divine
relations, persons, and missions. The text was the Summa,l, qqs27-43,
complemented by Billot, De Deo Uno et Trirut. Later he was to remark:

"But I mean the tradition like Billot, who said that we get the Trinitarian
procession far more clearly in the imagination than in the intellect -
missing the whole point ofthe Trinitarian processions."rr The recognition
that Billot had lost sight ofAquinas's position on the matter would in time
become the source of a major new intellectual challenge and problem
for Lonergan, what precisely did Aquinas mean by processions in God?

Just over a decade later his Verbum arlicles will open with a reference to
Billot and the question, are the created analogies for the procession ofa
word in God to be found in the imagination or the intellect?

FOLLOWING HIS OWN QI-IESTIONS _THE KEELER ESSAY

Lonergan was further encouraged in his intellectual vocation by Leo

l0 Letter ofJanuary 22"d 1935 to Proyincial.
ll Caring Ahour MeLtning. 103.104.
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Keeleq an American professor of the history of philosophy at the
Gregorian. As at the time Lonergan felt his future was in teaching
philosophy, they clearly had common ground. He took the unusual step
of trying out his ideas on Keeler in the form of a 30,000 word essay
on Newman on assent.r2 This must have made an impression because
when Keeler's doctoral thesis, The Problem of Error from Plato to Kqn1
was published in 1934, he took the unusual step of inviting Lonergan, a
student, to review it for the joumal, Gregorianum.

The essay is notable in that Crowe finds in it a scom ofAristotle
and a favoring of Plato.13 In this Lonergan was influenced by his earlier
reading in Montreal, of Stewart's Plato's Doctine of ldeas. Liddy
considers that it gives us valuable insights into his statement in Insrgftl that
the halfway house between materialism and critical realism is idealism.ra
The question arises, to what extent is the remark autobiographical and
the essay on Stewart a stage in that developmenl?

For Plato, as read by Stewart, the relation between an idea and its
related particulars is similar to that between a mathematical equation and
instances ofthe curve of which it is the equation. Give specific numerical
values to the coefficients in the equation and you can then trace the curve:

The Idea of the circle, as defined by its equation in the general
form, is not itself properly speaking a curve...Such an equation,
like the ideal number, is at once many, as synthesizing an
indefinite plurality ofpositions, and one, as synthesizing them in
accord with a definite law...r5

An idea is a unity which synthesizes a multitude of relations. Such
was the impact ofthis that on four different occasions in his later life he

refened to it. In 1979 in Boston College he remarked:

Aristotle and Thomas held that you abstracted from phantasm
the eidos, the species, the idea. And my.first clue into the idea

12 Pages 7, 8,9, 13,23,24,27,2E,32,33,34,35, and 36 are extant, the archived
references running between A 14-237. For remarks on Keeler see CaringAboul Meaning
268.

l3 Frederick Crowe, Lonergon (London: Chapman, 1992), 34, n 49. See also page l3
of the fi'agments.

l4 Richard Liddy, Tra@orning Light: lntellectuol Cotuersion in the Eorly Loner-

gan (Collegeville, MN: Liturgical Press, 1993), 76-84, especially 84.

l5 Stewan, P/aro 3 Doctrine of ldeas (Qxford: Clarendon Press, 1909).74
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was when I was reading a book by an Oxford don by the name
of J. A. Stewa( who in 1905 had written on Plato's myths and in
1909 on Plato's doctrine of ideas. And he explained the doctrine
olideas by contending that for Plato an idea was something like
the Cartesian formula for a circle, i.e. (x']+ y2) : t' and that
exemplified the act of understanding for me, and the idea was
getting what's in behind the formula for the circle. So you have
something in between the concept and the datum or phantasm.
And that is the sort ol thing that you can't hold and be a naive
realist.r('

Stewart, I believe, broke Lonergan out ofhis naive realism. But it
still leaves us with the problem that what Stewart means by an idea is

nothing like what Aquinas. Arislotle. and Lonergan, by the time of the
Verbum articles, meant. I do not find Lonergan's above position on them
in any of his writings before the fourth Verbum article in 1949. Where in
that movement does the Keeler essay come?

The lragments of the essay that remain, open wilh Hume's
conclusion of his study of perception that causes cannot be seen. This
famously stimulated Kant and posed for Lonergan the queslion: what
does understanding apprehend? In this context:

4. Hence, the idea of substance has become the trial case, the
experimentum crucis, between the dogmatic and the critical
schools. For if understanding is ultimately apprehensive, then
"substance," what lies beneath or stands beneath the appearances,
must be had by apprehension; this is the scholastic position.
On the critical theory, the substance is known by an immanent
activity and so is not apprehended but merely understood to be
there; clearly, this corresponds exactly with our knowledge of
substance: we do not know what it is as we would. if we had
ever apprehended it; all we know is that it is there.rT

Lonergan is critical of the scholastics' spiritual apprehension of
substance (which in other contexts he seems to equate with intuition) and
sets out to explore the extent to which the critical account can be verified
in philosophical inquiry. Is there a suggestion here that understanding

16 Caring About Meuning,44, italics mine. See also page 4 ofthe transcript for Lo-
nergan Workshop, Boston College, June lgth, 1979, Toronto Arch ives.

l7 Op. cit., n 12,7 paragraph 4.
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was for him at this point an immanent activity, a suggestion of idealism?r8
Linguistically, "entendement" in French, "verstand'in German, the
medieval "intus-legere," and "epistemi" in Greek (but not yet insight)
suggest that by understanding we know something not sensibly presented.

Some prrz"lilg remarks follow on page 24 which illuminate his
mind-set at the time on a range of topics including the relation between
apprehension and facts of existence, the nature of knowledge (both of
which I have italicized), and the real distinction between essence and
existence:

The law of the object is distinct from the fact that the object
exists. This distinctness is due to the nature of our knowledge.
For the fact ofexistence is known by the apprehension; the law
of the object is known by understanding. Knowledge consists of
a conjunction ofpresentation and understanding into one whole:
the pure presentation of experience and the pure intellection
(abstract idea) are the entio quibus of knowledge (human). This
distinction the scholastic theory objectifies by a real distinction
between essence and existence; it puts the composition, not in
the mind, but, in some very obscure way, in the object. Whether
the critical metaphysician will assert such a real distinction or
not, I shall discuss presently. But if he does it will not be due
to the distinction in the mind but only on the analogy of this
distinction and as a theory to explain definite facts.

On page 34 we find the following:

On the one hand the hypothesis is not a mere guess; the
hypothesis has to be a possible explanation and a rather plausible
explanation. It is an act of understanding, an idea that has to
be evident in the object. Thus there is an intelligible relation
between the hypothesis and the facts;...

These remarks help us to some extent to understand the mind-set he

was moving fiom when in 1935 in his intellectual conversion he grasped

the nature of the relation between judgment and what exists.

l8 On page 13, after a comment on the exercises ofSt. lgnatius, he continues: "And
while on the poing one may mention how well the theory ofintellection as an immanent

act fis in with a philosophy of mysticism."
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THE \'ISIO\ STATEI\IENT

Critical metaphysics is a science of sciences grounded in induction. In
developing its theory olreality it will draw on all human understanding
through science of the objective world. Each science discovers its
particular empirical laws or relationships, Tycho de Brahe, Kepler,
and NeMon being mentioned. There follows the visionary punchline:
"Critical metaphysics takes the explanations arrived at in every field of
science physics, chemistry, biology, psychology, history, ethics, etc.

and f'rames a unified view ol reality in its totality."re The approach
is in contrast with the straightjacket of Kant's categories, in whom,
Lonergan comments, no one believes. Within this liamework Lonergan
brings things into a focus with his remarks: "Such then is the "Whole I
planned," the general scheme ofhuman life into which the acts ofassent
and certitude must be fitted and of which they form parts."20

Although fiagmentary, the Keeler essay on Newman is a major
text in the realm of Lonergan studies. Unlike many other texts it shows
him in process, struggling toward a destination in his problem solving
which is not yet in sight. I believe it gives meaning to the later phase of
the halfway house between materialism and critical realism.

THE AWAKENING OF HIS INTEREST
IN THE PHILOSOPHY OF HISTORY

That Lonergan was actively pursuing his dream ofa critical metaphysics
which would be a science of sciences, including history, is made clear
in the course olthe letter of January 1935. In it he stated that he had a
draft olan essay on the metaphysics ofhistory "that will throw Marx and
Hegel, despite the enormity oltheir influence on this very account, into
the shade."

It takes the "objective and inevitable laws" of economics, of
psychology (environment, tradition) and of progress (material,
intellectual: automatic up to a point, then either deliberate and
planned or the end ofa civilisation) to find the higher synthesis

t9
20

rbid.,23
rbid.,28
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It is a matter of intellect. Intellect is understanding of sensible
data. It is the guiding form, statistically effective, of human
action transforming the sensible data of life. Finally, it is a fresh
intellectual synthesis understanding the new situation created by
the old intellectual form and providing a statistically effective
form for the next cycle of human action that will bring forth in
reality the incompleteness of the later act of intellect setting it

2l Toronto Archives, File A 713, History. This file also contains drafts ofhis later
thought on the dialectic of history.

22 h Insigh,244, Lonergan talks about dialectic standing to genenlized method as

the differential equation to classical physics, or the op€rator equation to more recent phys-

ics.

of these laws in the mystical body.

Some insights into that work can be gleaned from the surviving
chapter ofhis "An Essay in Fundamental Sociology" entitled "Philosophy
of History."'?r It can be dated as prior to January 1935 but after his first
year course on Church history.

The essay is prefaced by a handwritten quotation in Greek ofthe
passage from the Republic on the need for philosophers as kings to rule.
The surviving text takes as its theme the question of the human control
of history. The successful emergence of liberalism since the middle ages
poses again not only the question ofwho controls the power in history,
but also whether that assumption ofpower is for progress or extinction.
It goes on to discuss philosophical foundations with reference to persons,
social acts, and the notion of progress. It then explores the phases of
history from the viewpoint ofa philosophy of society and history whose
goal is to master the process. It concludes with the problems ofdialectic,
of meaning, and of God's presence in history.

The problem about the meaning or purpose of the extemal flow
ol history leads us to the question, what is progress? In order to work
out a metaphysic of history, a differential calculus of progress, the
differentials separating offone epoch from another must be examined.
The fluctuations of history will stand to "the differential equation of
history" as the aggregate of values of a mathematical curve stand to its
differential equation:22

But what is progress?
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new problems. "

The human intellect is intellect in potency. Its development is
gradual and not the achievement ofthe individual but rather of the race.
It can operate in three kinds of situations. Firstly, there is the ordinary
action in which a man lives as his ancestors. Secondly there is the change
that follows from the emergence ofnew ideas scientific or economic
that understand the objective world, - ideas vitiated by the existence of
sin or elevated by the influence of divine revelation. Thirdly there is the
change that follows from the emergence olsystems ofideas, philosophies
or world views. In short the human intellect is a basic variable of the
equation of history.

Finatly he comes to consider the needs of the present and the
future. Central here is a critique ofthe modem state which has for him no
claim to make final and absolute decisions because of its imperfection.
Modern states are not conducted according to any intelligible principles.
Social theory cannot justily their pretended rights to making absolute
decisions as they are neither economically or politically independent.
Their actions are immoral and cannot but be immoral as witnessed in the
perversion of the newspaper and school and in armament manufacture
and almost everything else. Nationalism is the setting up of a tribal god,
and not merely in the case of Germany - at whom the whole world smiles
for its self-idolatry - but in every case. Clearly the radical menace of
National Socialism had not yet clicked lor him.

At the heart of the final analysis is the comparison, based on
Pauline teaching, of humankind in the image of Adam and of Christ. It
is from these themes, treated in Bemard Leeming's second year course
on creation and redemption, that the fundamental meaning of history is
derived. The greatest evil for Lonergan is that concretized in the historic
flow, "the capital of injustice that hang like a pall over every brilliant
thing."2a The Christian antidote to this is Christ's victory over sin and the
exercise ofcharity. Christ's social form is the koinonia which integrates
what has disintegrated.

Op. cir.. n 2l. 99.

Ibid.. 128. 129. Seealso l2l
.:,
24
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THE 1935 LETTER TO HIS PROVINCIAL

On January 22'd 1935, Lonergan wrote a most revealing letter to
his provincial in which he meditated on aspects of his projected future
as a teacher ofphilosophy and the difficulties he had with the prevailing
tradition:

...; in aword it is that, what the cunentThomists (Suzarezian?) call
intellectual knowledge is really sense knowledge: ofintellectual
knowledge they have nothing to say: intellectual knowledge is for
example, the "seeing the nexus" between subject and predicate
in the universal judgement: this seeing the nexus is an operation
they never explain. From an initial Cartesian "cogito" I can work
out a luminous and unmistakable meaning to intellectus agens et
possibilis, atstractio, conversion to phantasm, intellect knowing
only the universal, illumination of phantasm, etc. etc.

ls there a sense of the immanence of mind in his reference to the
Cartesian cogito?

Lonergan also refers to the naive realism of Suarez and the
Spaniards for whom:

(substance is "something there"); then, the brilliant Descartes,
who was brought up on this stuff; then the antilhesis of Spinoza
and Hume; then Kant (and do you see any difference between
Kant's need to go back to the causal origins of knowledge to
know the thing-in-itself and, on the other hand the Thomistic
conversion to phantasm to know the singular.

These points need to be compared with his later remarks about
Hoenen's articles which flag a considerable development in his thought:

Hoenen's point that intellect abstracted both terms and nexus
from the phantasm was regarded as Scotist language, both terms
and nexus belong to the conceptual order; what Aquinas held
was that intellect abstracted from phantasm a preconceptual
form or species of quod quid eral esse, whence both terms and
nexus were inwardly spoken.25

25 "lnsight Revisited," A Second Collection, 266-6'1. He repeats the account of
Hoenen's influence again in a work published as late as 1980, "Reality, Myth, Symbol,"
it Wh, Symbol and Reality, ed. A. M. Olson (Notre Dame, IN: Univemity of Notre
Dame Press, 1980),35.

Mathews
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THE REALISM OF THE INCARNATION:
LONERGAN'S INTELLECTUAL CONVERSION

In the autumn semester of 1935 Lonergan took a course on the

lncamate Word by Bernard Leeming, a course he himself would teach

in Toronto and Rome. Topics addressed included Christ's knowledge
and consciousness about which he would later write. But a central
question was aboul the mode of union of the etemal word olGod with a
temporal human nature, Jesus olNazareth. The Christian tradition ofthe
Patristic era teaches that Christ is a divine person in whom through the
incamation there are hypostatically united divine and human natures. By
a person, divine or human, is meant not a personality but an ontologically
distinct non-fictional existing indivisible unity. This means that in Christ,
considered as a divine person, there can be a human nature but not an
ontologically distinct human person. The Christian doctrine that Jesus
of Nazareth who was born in Bethlehem is not an ontologically distinct
existing indivisible human person is a position that, like the reality ofthe
air, brings us up short in our tracks. It challenges us to clarify what kind
ola reality are we talking about when we talk about Christ?r?

"lnsight Revisited," 266.

See lnsight,665 for a comment on the metaphysics ofproportionate and tmnscen-

26
27

Thirdly, he outlined his dream, already mentioned. oldeveloping
a metaphysics ofhistory as an exercise in the application ofhis ideas, his
cognitional theory. In January of 1935 this was Lonergan's fbcal interest.
The question of method in theology was not yet on his agenda.

The letter ended by posing to his provincial the question about
the unfolding ol his life's work. Ought it be left simply to providence,
or ought the involvement of superiors as agents of providence be

recognized? It was a problem that occupied him throughout the thirties
and on which he would seek advice in 1938. Its significance ought not
to be underestimated. The letter is indicative ofthe fact that the 3l -year-

old Lonergan had a dream and in its pursuit felt the dialectic of hope

and anxiety just as much or possibly even more than the rest of us.2o He

sensed that the conditions of possibility ofthe process itself at the time
lay in the hands of others.
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Clearly the doctrine implies a realism, a stance on the ontological
reality ofthe being of persons and their natures:

Can you have one person and two natures? The argument given
me by a good Thomist, Father Bemard Leeming, was that if you
have a real distinction between esse (existence) and essence, the
esse can be the ground ofthe person and ofthe essence too. Ifthe
esse is relevant to two essences, then you can have one person
in two natures. On that basis I solved the problem of Christ's
consciousness: one subject and two subjectivities.2s

In a letter to Bernard Tynel I in October 1967 he remembered picking
up the notion of the constitutive role ofjudgment in human knowledge
from Stefanu at the time when Leeming was teaching aboul the unicum
esse, the single existence of being in Christ. By a providential accident
during the academic year in which he took Leeming's course he was also
revising for his final examination with Stefanu. Stefanu taught him about
Marcehal who seems, as in the case in Rahner, to have rescued Lonergan
from naive realism. In Inslgft t Revisitedhe described what happened:

It was through Stefanu ... that I leamt to speak of human
knowledge as not intuitive but discursive with the decisive
component in judgement. This view was confirmed by my
familiarity with Augustine's key notion, veritas, and the whole
was rounded out by Bemard Leeming's course on the Incarnate
Word, which convinced me that there could not be a hypostatic
union without a real distinction between essence and existence.
This, of course was all the more acceptable, since Aquinas' esse
corresponded to Augustine's veritss ar.d both harmonised with
Marechal's view of judgement.2e

The one existent is known and affirmed by a judgment. But where
does this leave the understanding?

The above questions address distinctions in the object of our
knowledge. What happened in 1935 for the 30-year-old Lonergan was

that there clicked for him the fact that some of them were related to
parallel distinctions in our cognitional powers or operations. Through

dent being.
28 Caring About Mearing, 258. The quote continues: "lt wasn't the divine subjectiY-

ity that was crucified but the human subjectivity; it was the human subjectivity that dies

and rose again, not the divine person."

29 'Insight Revisited," 265.
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Stewart, Stefanu, Marechal, and Leeming Lonergan was beginning to
make the break with naive realism and knowledge as intuitive, both of
which were strong in the tradition that formed him. Involved in the break
was the grasp that existence is known, not by intuition, but by judgment
at the term ofthe discursive process ofknowing. One ofthe pillars of his
later philosophy was now falling into place.

Lonergan laterdescribed this development in him as an intellectual
conversion:

I had the intellectual conversion myself when in doing theology I
saw that you can't have one person in two natures in Christ unless
there is a real distinction between the natures and something else
that is one. But that is the long way around.ro

He had broken out of his Suarezian upbringing.

PART II
A PERSONAL DRAMA:

FROM PHILoSOPHYTO METHOD IN THEOLOGY

In the summer ol 1937 Lonergan took a holiday, visiting the Pitti
Palace in Florence where he enjoyed the Raphaels.rr At the beginning
of September he went to the Abbaye St-Acheul in Amiens, in the valley
of the Somme. lor his final year of prayer and formation as a Jesuit, his
Tertianship. The French in the locality had been expecting a war since
1932. With the question of Czechoslovakia on the agenda it must have
seemed near in 1937. The Tertian instructor. Pere Leontius Aurel, gave
the Te(ians infbrmation about the political developments during his
conferences. In May 1940 the town would be invaded, the Cathedral
alone escaping the bombs.

As in the novitiate, the thirty-day retreat was the major event. It
began two weeks after their arrival and involved three and sometimes
four conferences each day. Lonergan must have been impressed by the
experience because his notebook survives. The first week was concemed

30 The quotation is fiom a transcript by Nicholas Graham ofdiscussions at the Lo-
nergan Workshop. Boston College, June 13, 1978. For a related discussion see Richard
Liddy, op. cit., n 14, ll4f.

3l Caring About Meaning,222-23.
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with purification through God's operation on our unfreedoms or
sinfulness. The parallels between Christ and the world and the priest and
the world were set forth.

The second week focused on our cooperation with God's
initiatives in our lives. It went round and round the fundamental reality
of God's invitation to both the religious life and the priesthood, and
our response in faith. In the Old Testament humility, submission and
obedience were central; in the New Testament love not ofthe law but of
the invitation - follow me, is central. The three degrees of humility are
related to three responses to God's invitation to vocation - that of the
rich young man who goes away sad because ofhis wealth, of the excuse
to first go and bury my father, and finally that ofthe apostles. As well
as invitation, there is also mission. The Church ought not neglect the
foreign missions. But what was Lonergan's mission in the Church to be,
his invitation?

The group also had a certain amount of extemal input including
a lecture from De Lubac.rz After Easter of 1938 Lonergan was sent for a
week to Paris to the Ecole Sociale Populaire to listen to four leaders each
day speaking about specialized movements in Catholic Action. It was
here that he met Pere Desbuquois, a charming man who had time at his
disposal for meeting people and whose personal initiatives had resulted
in remarkable achievements.

He was a man I felt I must consult, for I had little hope of
explaining to my superiors what I wished to do and ofpersuading
them to allow me to do it. So I obtained an appointment, and
when the time came, I asked him how one reconciled obedience
with initiative in the Society. He looked me over and said: "Go
ahead and do it. If superiors do not stop you, that is obedience.
If they do stop you, stop and that is obedience." The advice is
ha-rdly-very exciting today but at the time it was for me a great
relief.I

32 Caring About Meaning, 33
33 "lnsighr Revisite4" 265
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ANALYTIC CONCEPTS OF HISTORY

What personal initiatives was Lonergan pursuing at the time? In the essay

"Insight Revisited" Lonergan refers to work he did during his Tertianship
year on the philosophy of history. The extant texts lrom the time are

comprised of three files of typewritten notes of seventeen, eighteen, and

nineteen pages, whose titles are slight variations on the theme ofanalytic
concepts of history.ra

Analytic concepts are concerned with the why, the manner in
which the compound is made up of elements, the movement of forces
and accelerations, the circle of spatial relations. An analytic concept of
history will prescind lrom accidental causes such as plagues and race. It
will attend to the why, the essential cause or explanation of history, what
makes it what it is rather than something else, the action of human wills
in the framework of solidarity.

Human action divides into three categories ol acts according
to nature, acts contrary to nature, acts above nature. As intelligence is

central to man's nature the three metaphysically ultimate categories
which will feature in the dialectic can be described as human actions
intelligible to man, as unintelligible, and as too intelligible.r5 The course

of history can be analyzed as the resultant of an ideal line of progress

from acts according to nature, of decline from acts contrary to nalure,
and of renaissance from the exercise of the supernatural virtues. Acts of
will and freedom are then central. He concludes that the whole can be

viewed as a multiple dialectic, a difficult term to explain. By an analysis
ofthe dialectic Lonergan hopes to arrive at an analytic concept of history.

Economic development liberates man from physical needs only
to impose upon him social dependence. In proportion as economic
development proceeds, the social unity is of necessity enlarged. As the

power of intellect becomes greatet its higher specialization requires a

broader basis.r6 At all times in every social community there is a body
of thought (in his earlier writings Geisl) that is socially dominant and

effective. Though it may change over time at each moment it is the rule,

dominant. Other thought is the exception. This dominant thought is

subject to a dialectical process:

Archives File 713, History. The different titles will appear in subsequent notes

lbid., "Outline ofan Analytic Concept of History." 6.

lbid..4.
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Taking the matter more largely, we observe that the dominant
thought at any time arose from the situation that preceded it; that
its tendency is to transform the situation; that ihe transformed
situation will give rise to new thought, and this not merely to
suggest i1 but to impose it.

By the dialectic, then, we mean the succession (within a social
channel of mutual influence) of situation, thought, aoion, new
situalion. new thought. and so forth.r'

The dialectic is really an inverted experiment in which reatity
continuously strives to mould the outlook of man into conformity
with itself by revealing the evil arising from his enors. Because of the
transference of ideas across frontiers and of reaction to them we find in
culture a multiple dialectic.

Decline is a deviation from the ideal. It can be minor, major, or
compound. Social tension arises because it is not clear that new economic
or political ideas are belter than the old. But what really brings about
decline is sin, the irrational. In this section we find his early thought
on the surd, individual, and group bias. Self-interest is not enlightened
because it is not objective. It centers the world in the ego ofthe individuat
or class and neither is the center:

Second, by reason of their advantages, the favored are able to
solve the antitheses that stand against their own progressive
well-being. By reason of their ego-centricity, they Sarely think
of solving any others. The bourgeois is full olthe milk ofhuman
kindness: but this bias in outlook makes him pronounce non-
existent or insoluble the antitheses that do noi directly affect
him.r8

There results a distinction between the privileged and the
depressed which gives rise to an objective disorder which contains the
irrational. It cannot be understood in the same manner as intelligible
progress from one situation to another.

There results, in stark contrast with development, a succession ofsocial synthe-
ses which are actually decreasing in intelligible content. Each ofthe stages in the suc-
cession of lower syntheses calls forth a human mysticism:

37 rbid..4-5.

38 Ibid., "Analytic Concepts of History in Bluned Ourline," ll, b
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the organized lie ofa society defending what it was and, for the
moment. preventing it from being worse than it will be. Thus
we have the mysticisms of naturalism and progress, of the
revolution in Russia, of nationalism and race in Germany; ...as
each ofthese falls short ofa whole view ofhuman nature. in that
measure it is a lie and its mysticism drug like in its effects.re

Decline sets a problem that has no intemal human solution.

ASSIGNED TO TEACH IN THE CREGORIAN I,JNIVERSITY

In June 1938 the consultors ofthe Canadian province, this time without
MacMahon, advised the provincial, Henry Keane, that Lonergan was a
suitable candidate for further studies in Rome. When completed they
also agreed that he could teach there for a while, adding the qualilication
that they should pay for his studies in case they wanted to recall him to
Canada at a later date. Around this time the Jesuit General was holding
a special congregation in Rome. He invited the assembled provincials to
donate men to the Gregorian University. Henry Keane donated Lonergan:
"l was informed of this at the end of the Tertianship and told to do a
biennium in philosophy."ao

On July 20th Vincent McCormick, the rector of the University,
wrote to his provincial, thanking him for the donation that the Canadian

Province had made of Lonergan. The letter continued:

Fr. Lonergan has left a splendid record behind him here; and we
shall be happy to see him back for further studies. I would suggest

- supposing his own preferences are not too strong for one field
rather than the other - that he devote himself to Theology. In
that Faculty there are hundreds of English-speaking students,
who will be needing his help in the future. At present there is
only one English-speaking professor in the Faculty.

The provincial would clearly fall in with his request.
Without knowing this after his Tertianship, Lonergan moved to

Milltown Park. Dublin, to prepare his notes for the first retreat he would
give at the Loreto convent in Wexford. On August l0th he wrote a letter

lbid., "Outline ofan Analytic Concept of Hislory," l2
"lnsighl Revisited," 266
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to his provincial which reveals how much he was still engrossed in his
reflections on history:

As philosophy ofhistory is as yet not recognized as the essential
branch of philosophy that it is, I hardly expect to have it
assigned me as my subject during the biennium. I wish to ask
your approval for maintaining my interest in it, profiting by such
opportunities as may crop up, and in general devoting to it such
time as I prudently judge can be spared.

Clearly the work he had done in Amien in his spare time was
exciting him. At this time, given his head, he would have written his
PhD on the philosophy ofhistory rather then epistemology.

In September Lonergan himself received a letter Ilom Fr.
McCormick informing him that he was to do a biennium in theology.ar
Since January 1935 Lonergan had wondered about the providential role
of his superiors in his unfolding quest. He was now getting his answer.
The shift from a career in philosophy to one in theology effectively took
him, at a moments notice, offone major road and put him on another. It
was a road on which the problem of method in theology lay in waiting.

HIS DOCTORAL DIRECTORAND TOPIC

Lonergan spent the last three weeks of September in Heythrop before
retuming to Rome just as the Munich conference, with its promise of
peace, was taking place. That prospect was devastated on October 5th
when Hitler invaded Czechoslovakia. Living in the room next to him at the
time was Michael Connelley, an Irish province Jesuit who remembered
Lonergan's typewriter incessantly on the go. Shortly after the invasion
they went for a walk up to the gardens. Lonergan was agitated by the
event and remarked to him that war was coming and that he wanted to
get out of Europe as quickly as possible. It was Connelley's impression
that he was well informed and understood the significance of what was
happening. This was the time of Kristallnacht.

Despite these distressing events his main task was to find a
thesis director. When in France Boyer had been suggested to him. He
was intelligent and had changed his view on the real distinction between

4l "lnsight ReYisited," 266
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essence and existence.a2 About his thesis topic he has said:

I had a good thesis because Charles Boyer said to me:

"There's this article in the Summa and I don't think the Molinists
interpret it correctly; and I don't think the Banesians interpret it
correctly. Find out what it means. .... Study the loco parallela
and the historical sources. See what light you can shed on the
question."rl

As Vincent McCormick and Henry Keane decided he should
change to theology, Boyer chose the thesis topic and issued the quite
focused directions. None of them could have foreseen the fateful
significance of their choices on the direction of his life. The topic was

approved on December 6th, 1938, under the title, "A History of St.

Thomas' Thought on Operative Grace."
The question, Ql I I, in the IJIae, is about the divisions of grace

into sanctifuing (graliae gratum faciens) and actual grace (a term never
used by Aquinas who used terms stchas auxilium or inclinatio), operalive
and cooperative, prevenient and subsequent. The second article ol the
question, which is the significant one, is on the division of grace into
operative and cooperative:

As was said above, grace can be understood in two senses. Firstly.
as the divine assistance by which God moves us to will and do
good; secondly, as the habitual gift implanted in us by God. In
both these senses grace is satisfactorily divided into operative
and cooperative grace. (Q111, a2, Resp)

42 From a conversation with Prof. Fred Lawrence, Dec 7th, I 984, described in note
9 of Frederick Crowe's "A Note on Lonergan's Dissertation and lts lntroductory Pag-

es," ML'I HOD Journal oJ'Lonergan Studrer (October 1985): I -9. This has to be related
to Leeming's course on the significance of the real distinction. Later, in a letter to his
Provincial on May 5'h, 1946, he remarked that Boyer could not answer his questions, so
he directed himself.

43 Curiosity qt the Cenl{ / Ones Life, Slatements qnd Questions of R. Eric
O'Connor Thomas More Papers/84, ed. Martin O'Hara (Montreal: Thomas More ln-
stitute, 1987), 215-7 6, 405t. and defense notes, page 15. where Lonergan nanates the
story. For background see volume I of Collected Works of Bemard Lonergan, Groce
ond Freedom, ed. Frederick Crowe and Robert Doran (Toronto: University ofToronto
Press.2000),63,200f.
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44 Grace and Freedoz, 153, see also 159-60

45 Caring About Meaning,4-5.

METHODOLOGICAL QUESTIONS

In discussing the passage Lonergan drew attention to the notorious
fact that for several centuries Molinists have uniformly concluded that
Aquinas was a Molinist and Banezians that he was a Banezian. Each
started from their dogmatic presuppositions and built up their arguments
accordingly. This methodological impasse he considers will not be
broken: "Unless a writer can assign a method that ofitselftends to greater
objectivity than those hitherto employed."{ And so the first part of his
thesis, only recently published, is devoted to the problem oftheological
method. The method which Lonergan will suggest involves the use ofa
theory of the history oftheological speculation. The question of method
in theology was surfacing.

More strategically his approach involved arranging the relevant
texts in a chronological sequence and carefully reading and interpreting
them. It was in this phantasm of the chronological sequence ofthe texts
ofAquinas that he began to gain access to the problem:

If Thomas treats the same question several times, compare
the passages. My dissertation was on operative grace, a topic
Thomas treated three times explicitly and each time he changed.
Operative grace was only sanctifuing grace in the Sentences.
It was sanctifuing grace and help, auxilium, in the De Veritate.
("Lead us not into temptation, eh?" and "We must pray for
perseverance.") So sanctifuing grace was both operans and
cooperans * but for persever ance, cooperans. ln lhe Summa he
had actual grace (though he never used that expression) but he
alsohad motus divinus or motio divina and both were sanctirying
grace, and the motiones divinae werc operans atdcooperans.To
arrive at his final position he was changing his mind on liberty
and he was developing his notions of operation. "How could
God change the will, pluck out the hea( of stone and put in the
heart of flesh? That is God operating on the will. Well, what's
that operation?" He was working on things like that.a5

The same approach could be applied to the question ofthe relation
between sin and fieedom. Parallel problems in contemporary experience
would have to do with the loss of control ofover our will that occurs in
addiction or the problem ofour freedom to change our will from bad to
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good.
For example, Thomas, treating the question "Can a man in

the state of sin avoid further sin?" says in his Sentences, "Certainly;
otherwise he wouldn't be free." In the De Verilale he has twenty-two
objections (negative, eleven; positive, eleven) and a solution that runs
over about nine columns in the Marietti edition. He answers both the
affirmation and the negative, but he has a theory of moral impotence
there. To handle that, you have to know about the surd. "Why did Adam
sin?" Ifthere were a reason. it wouldn't have been a sin. eh?o

The dogmatic datum forced Aquinas to revise his initial position.
Out of this confusion there began to emerge the notion of actual grace.

The question arose, are there graces that are not habitual but which
presumably could change our habitual state?

Aquinas was searching for a theological understanding of the
manner in which God operates on the human heart of stone, removes it,
cooperates with good will to give it good performance and yet respects

human freedom. The theological understanding that was being pursued
was closely related to the movement, in the different weeks, of the
Ignatian exercises which Lonergan lollowed each year in his annual
retreat and in the previous year had taken in their thirty-day day form.
In November 1975 Harvey Egan gave a lecture in St Mary's, Boston
College, on consolation without a cause. Only then did Lonergan link the
Ignatian Exercises with his dissertation on Aquinas:

I had been hearing these words (Consolation without a previous
cause) since 1922 at the annual retreats made by Jesuits
preparing for the priesthood. They occur in St. Ignatius's
"Rules for the Discernment of Spirits in the Second Week of
the Exercises." But noq after fifty-three years, I began for the
first time to grasp what they meant. What had intervened was
what Rahner describes as the anthropological turn, the tum lrom
metaphysical objects to conscious subjects. What I was leaming
was that the Ignatian "examen conscientiae" might mean not an
examination of conscience but an examination of consciousness:
after all in the romance languages the same word is used to
denote both conscience and consciousness, both Gewissen and
Bewusstsein. I was seeing that "consolation" and "desolation"
named opposite answers to the question. how do you feel when
you pray? Are you absorbed or are you blocked? I was hearing
that my own work on operative grace in St Thomas brought to

46 Curing About Meaning, 5-6
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life a positive expression of what was meant by Ignatius when
he spoke of "consolation without a previous cause." In Aquinas
grace is operative when the mind is not a mover but only moved;
in Ignatius consolation is from God alone when there is no
conscious antecedent to account for consolation.aT

The remark shows the extent ofthe chasm between the spiritual life
and theology at the time.

A first step in Aquinas's project was to think out in the most general

terms the meaning of operation. Being operated on is a phenomenon
that occurs at all levels in our universe, physical, chemical, biological,
human, divine. We can ask the questions, what does an agent do and
what can be done to it?, and our answers will be in terms of operations.
To operate is to enter into a relation with an entity on which one operates.
To be operated on is to enter into a relation ofdependence on an operator.
When an agent operates its operation produces an effect. So the question
arises, does the production ofan effect result in a change in the agent? It
was Aquinas's position that when the fire heats the meat or the musician
makes music or the teacher teaches that all the change was in the object
operated on. There does not occur any change in the operator.

Causes act in time. But for a cause to act effectively, that on
which it operates must be predisposed to the operation of the cause at
that particular point in time. So the wood must be brought to the axe,
the hair to the scissors, a disposition to leam to the pedagogy of the
teacher. What brings the object into the right relation or disposition with
the cause is termed premotion by Aristotle and application by Aquinas.

How then does God pre-move or apply the subject so that his
operation can produce a required effect at a given point in time? For
Molina God would tailor his operation to the situation so the individual
determined God's providence. For Aquinas the answer was through
providence and fate. He acknowledged Aristotle's assertion of the per

47 Letter to Thomas O'Malley, Dean ofArts and Sciences, Boston College, Novem-
ber 8n. 1978.

OPERATION IN TIME
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accidens and that there could be no science for us of the accidental.a8

The divine plan has a twofold existence. It exists in the mind of God
and there it is termed providence. It exists in the created universe and
there it is termed fate. God in his etemal providence understands exactly
all the myriad of situations and circumstances which an individual will
encounter in the course ofhis or her life. It is through those circumstances
as providentially ordained that God premoves the individual. Later he
will divide premotion into extemal and intemal. According to Lonergan,
God for Aquinas was a transcendental artisan planning history.1e

lnlhe Summa, Aquinas affirmed that by fate things are ordained to
produce given effects. Fate is a cause in conjunction with natural causes.

It is the disposition, arrangement. seriation of the order of secondary
causes. It is not a quality and much less a substance but belongs to the
category ol relation. Together such relations give a single fate for the
universe. Taken singly they give the many fates of Virgil's life: "Tb tua

.fala trahunt."50 Application is then the causal certitude of providence
terminating in the right disposition, relation. proximity between the
mover and moved: without it motion cannot take place now; with it
motion automatically results. Fate is the dynamic pattern ol relations
through which the design of the divine artisan unfolds in natural and
human history. Without fate things cannot act. With it they do. Thus fate
and application and instrumental virtue all reduce to the divine plan.

REASSIGNED TO TEACHING IN MONTREAL

On March 2"'t, '1939, 
as the European situation was worsening, the new

Pope, Pius XII, took up office lor what was to be a long and difficult
reign. In April of 1939 in the middle of his work on the thesis, Lonergan
communicated to his provincial his desire to retum to Canada for the

summer. He had been promised a trip to Canada, presumably after his
Biennium was finished and before he took up his appointment as a lecturer
in the Gregorian. He was now asking that the trip be brought forward.
The provincial wrote to the General in Rome communicating his request

commenting that he had been away for six years, was somewhat tired

Grace and Freedom,79f,
Grace and Freedom,86.
Grlce and Freedom,86.
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and unwell, and felt that a trip to his native parts would refresh him. He
made it clear that Lonergan was finding his exile hard but no mention
was made of the fact that his mother was seriously ill, surely a strange
and unusual omission.

The reply came in May tuming down the request for the trip. It
added that he was now to return to Canada after finishing his thesis and
was to teach there for a number ofyears before taking up his appointment
in the Gregorian. On September lst Hitler invaded Poland. Two days
later Britain and France declared war.

By Christmas of 1939 his mother's cancer began to deteriorate.
An operation was attempted in the New Year but was unsuccessful. So
far away the one who had made him feel special, loved by God, died.
Later he described the impact of the experience on him in a letter to
Fred Crowe of December 21", 19'16, at the time of the death of Crowe's
mother:

The death of your mother keeps reminding me of the death of
mine. It was in February 1940. I had been in Europe since 1933.
Fr Vincent McCormick, rector of the Gregorian broke the news
to me. He did it very nicely but I did not speak for three days. I
guess I was in a minor state of shock.

Three months later, on May I st, the thesis was handed in to
the secretariat, suggesting that after suddenly being switched from
epistemology, in which field he had been reading, to theology, Lonergan
wrote the thesis in almost 18 months. On May lOth, just as Churchill
came to power in Great Britain, Germany invaded the Netherlands
and Belgium. After a flurry of consultations involving the Jesuit curia
Lonergan was assigned an early date for his defense. As things tumed
out two days before that date he was forced to take the last boat leaving
Genoa for New York, the Conti di Savoi, his thesis undefended.

EPILOGUE

It is interesting to note how the two agendas, of Insight and Method
in Theologt, which were taking shape in the two chapters of his years
in the Gregorian fared. Il is my belief that the outbreak of war, which
accidentally moved him back to Montreal, enabled him to engage there

Mathews
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with the lirst agenda. After getting his thesis published and doing some
intense work on economics he made the decision in 1943 to research the
Verbum ariicles. This was followed in 1946 by the decision to compose
lnsight. A major factor in seeing that agenda through was his light
teaching load. If, as was originally intended, he had stayed on in Rome
in 1940 as a teacher of theology it is difficult to see the palh to Insight
following in quite the same way, if at all.

Somewhat to the dismay ofthe faculty in Toronto at the request

of the General, he retumed to the Gregorian in the autumn of 1953. He
began to teach the tracts on the Incarnation and on the Trinity, courses
that he had first taken in his student days in Rome. After Insight was
published in 1957 and he got some notes in place lor his courses he now
started to address the question of method in theology, initially opened
up for him in 1938-39. In his seminars, "On System and History," and
"On Understanding and Method," he began to explore the nature of
theological understanding.

At the beginning of the sixties Lonergan started to give courses
on method in theology. For four years he assembled a huge phantasm

but did not have the required insight. It came to him in February 1965

in the Gregorian. So it could be said that the seeds of the project of
method in theology were sown and reaped in the Gregorian. The insight
into the eight functional specialties in theology, combined with the later
insight into the relation between theology and religion, became the basis

of the book. In this we see the artistic rhythms of intellectual creativity
in his life. He found himself being drawn into the problem of knowledge
and as he was engaging with it was opened up to a wider problem. The
circumstances of his life directed him back to finish the first problem
before moving him to address the second. ln the accidents which brought
him here in 1933, which moved him from philosophy to theology, opened

up the question of method in theology, returned him to Montreal in 1940,

and brought him back in 1953 we see, I believe, what Aquinas meant by

application clearly at work in Lonergan's life.
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FOLLOWING THE BACK OF
GOD:A REFLECTION ON

LONERGAN'S NOTION OF
MYSTERY,

Hilary Anne-Marie Mooney
University of Education Weingarten, Germany

"YOU SHALL SEE MY BACK, BUT MY FACE
SHALLNOT BE SEEN"

L'r Exoous cruprEn 33 we behold an encounter of Moses with the
Lord which is said to take place just before the chosen people are to
leave Sinai and proceed further on their joumey to the promised land.
The atmosphere is charged not only with the tension of the proposed
migration with all its hazards, but with the dynamic of the approaching
and drawing back within the relationship of the man and his God. They
stand in front of each other as a demanding (one thinks of the episode
with the golden calf) but redeeming God, and a human who is in the
process of leaming God's ways. They also stand together as named and
named. Moses is known by his name by God and he has been told the
name of God. Of central importance in this scene is the exploration of the
presence ofGod, a presence without which the renewal of the joumey is
unthinkable. Moses is seeking an orientation within this divine presence.
He needs not only to savor the intimacy but also to know the limits of
the encounter; he needs to leam how much intimacy is being offered, or
more correctly, how much he can handle.

His inquiring reaches its climax in the loaded request: "l pray

I The thoughts contained in this paper were presented to a discussion group "Lon-
ergan and the traditions ofnegative theology" at the First Intemational Lonergan Work-
shop, Rome, May 2001.

Lonergan Workshop
22 201'l
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thee, show me thy glory."2 The Lord understands where the question
is heading, understands its momentousness. The answer which comes
is differentiated and measured. Not that it is measured in the sense of
being in any way begrudging. Rather it is measured in the sense that it
is carefully accommodated to the capacities of Moses to perceive God's
glory.

I will make all my goodness pass before you, and will proclaim
betbre you my name "The Lord"; and I will be gracious to whom
I will be gracious, and will show mercy on whom I will show
mercy. But, he said, you cannot see my face; for man shall not
see me and live.3

The terribleness of God's glory emerges: it is impossible to grasp God
and live. And yet in the next sentence this terribleness is counterbalanced
by the condescending concem of God.

Behold, there is a place by me where you shall stand upon the
rock; and while my glory passes by I will put you in a cleft ofthe
rock, and I will cover you with my hand until I have passed by;
then I will take away my hand, and you shall see my back; but
my face shall not be seen.l

Was the encounter with God ever portrayed in more intriguing terms?
Here is Moses sheltering in the cleft ofthe rock, shielded by the divine
hand, cradled by the divine concern that the human might not survive a
frontal encounter with the divine glory. And then the concession: you
shall see my back, but my face shall not be seen.

THE KNOWN REMAINS UNKNOWN

The transcendence of God has been a matter ofreflection for generations
of Christian writers.5 The human cannot comprehend the divine essence.

2 Exodus 33:18 (R.S.V. 1965).
3 Exodus 33: l9-20.
4 Exodus 33: 2l -23.

5 A good introduction to negative theology is given by Deirdre Carabine's book,
The Unknown God: Negqtive Theologt in the Platonic Trqdition: Plato to Eriugena
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This not due to any intrinsic lack of intelligibility in the divine essence,
rather it is rooted in the limited capacity ofthe human spirit to grasp the
infinite intelligibilif of God. Negative theology considers the limitations
of the human grasp of the divine on several levels. We may distinguish
the inability to comprehend God, from the inability to conceptualize
adequately that measure of knowledge which we have achieved, and
further from an inability to speak adequately ofthis knowledge ofGod.

Now few "negative theologies" are purely negative. A purely
negative theology would be condemned to silence. One way of
distinguishing between what we can know, and what we cannot know
about God is the affirmation that we can only know that God exists but
not what God is. This distinction goes back to the writings ofthe Jewish
first century author, Philo ofAlexandria. It also plays an important role
in the writings of the fourth century Cappadocian theologian, Gregory
Bishop ofNyssa. He repeatedly emphasized that we cannot know what
God's essence is; we can only know that Cod is. Gregory's presentation
ofthe transcendence ofGod is rooted in his understanding ofthe divine
essence as unbounded and infinite. For other authors it was not so much an
ontology of the infinite God which concemed them but rather a reflection
on the possibility of naming God. The most famous among the Christian
negative theologians is the so-called Pseudo Dionysius Areopagita.6 In
his work De mystica theologica he refers to an affirmative theology,T
and research has agreed that the distinction between affirmative speech
about God and negative speech about God is given unique attention in his
writings. In our affirmative speech we affirm something analogously of
God, and in the negative speech we negate a predication ofGod. Thus we
may engage "towards speech" about God or "away from speech" about

(Louvain: Peeters Press, 1995; = Louvain Theological and Pastoral Monographs, vol.
te).

6 Behind the pseudonym lies most probably a Syrian author of the late fifth and
early sixth century. SeeAndre\.v Louth, Denys the Areopagite (London: Geoffiey Chap-
man, 1989; = Outstanding Christian Thinkers).

7 "rd rupr6ro?o Tr|S KordqorlKrlE oeol,olia( ripvqoo V€y" De mysticq theo-
logio,lll, A. M. Ritter ed. (Berlin: de Gruyter, lggli = Patristische Texte und Studien,
vol. 36), 146, t-2; "l have praised the main notions of amrmative theology.', Compare
the translation ofColm Luibheid in: Pseudo-Dionysius. The Collected lVorks (Mahwah,
NJ: Paulist Press, 1987).
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God.8 We may speak of"kataphatic" and "apophatic" theology. Since the
divine essence is always more than what can be expressed by any term,
negation is the truer form of speech about God. In his third letter, the
Pseudo Dionysius considers the case of the enduring transcendence of
God in light olthe divine revelation to us in Jesus Christ. Here he claims
that the mystery remains hidden both after the revelation ofcod in Jesus

Christ and even amid this revelation: (rcri perd rrlv dx<pcrvorv 11 ivcr 16

Oerotepov ein<o rcri tv tr1 trqovoer)."
Even after the incamation. after the revelation of God in Jesus

Christ, the Pseudo Dionysius claims that what has been spoken remains
unsaid and what has been known unknown (d)"fui roi )"ey6pevov
ripp4tov p6ver rcri voofpevov ctyvororov).ru

At a first glance Bemard Lonergan might seem an unlikely candidate
for inclusion in the train of authors reflecting on the transcendence of
God. The calculating tone ofhis prooffor the existence ofGod in chapter
19 of Insight and the detail of his analogy for the divine based on the
content ofan unrestricted ac1 of understanding in that chapter, linger on
in our memory. Yet even within lnsight Lonergan mentions Aquinas's
position that ofGod all we have is knowledge that God is and knowledge
olwhat God is not.lrThis is a direct attempt to define the legitimacy and
limitations of his own metaphysics and his analogy for God. However, it
is indeed a fact that chapter l9 is not the most suitable place to witness
Lonergan's homage before the transcendence ol God. I suggest that
there are individual elements in his treatment ol the notion of mystery
which are more indicative of his respect for God as transcendent. Within
this treatment of mystery even the early Lonergan approaches God
in reverent acknowledgement that God will always remain, and must
always remain, a "known unknown." If we ask ourselves whether we are
justified in emphasising the hints in this treatment of mystery, we may
look to the later Me thod in Theologt to see whether it offers confirmation

8 See Carabine, The Unknown Gctd,2, and compare Paul Rorem, Pseudo-Dionysi-
us. A Commentary on lhe Texts and an lntroduction to Their lnfuence (Oxford: Oxford
Universily Press, 1993).

9 Epistula 3, Ritter, 159,7.
l0 Epistula 3, Ritter, 159,9-10.
I I See Bemard Lonergan, lnsight: A Studl' oJ Huuun Understanding, 5th ed. rev.

and aug., vol. 3 of Collected Works of Bemard Lonergan. ed. Frederick E. Crowe and

Roben M. Doran (Toronto: University ofToronto Press. 1992), 757.
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ofthese hints or adopts a completely different approach to the matter.

MYSTERY THE "KNOWN UNKNOWN"

In chapter 17 of lnsight Lonergan investigates the sense ofthe unknown.
Not any is in question but, like the Pseudo Dionysius,
Lonergan too speaks of a "known unknown." With his use of this
paradoxical expression Lonergan indicates that unknown which, on
the basis of what we do know, is intended by our questions for further
knowledge. He is indicating a dimension of human experience that
takes us beyond the domesticated and the familiar. The sphere of reality
to which mystery belongs is attended by an "undefined surplus of
signifi cance and momentousness."l2

I suggest that Lonergan's notion of mystery has applications on
several levels. It might be used to investigate the depths of nature
and indeed those depths of nature in which the hand of God is to be
discemed. We can think of the poet's discemment of the grandeur of
God which charges the whole physical world.r3 Lonergan himself, in a
passage treating the many fields in which the image as mystery arises,
alludes to a possible discemment of mystery in the words and deeds of
Jesus.ra Let us then apply Lonergan's notion of mystery to one scene in
the Gospel, Jesus calming the storm in the fourth chapter of the Gospel
according to Mark.r5

There are few natural phenomena which can rival the ability ofa storm
to communicate what mystery is. In such a storm scene the transition
from the ordinary, from the domesticated to the extraordinary and the
unpredictable is highly visible. Fisherfolk know their sea, be it an inland
sea or a stretch ofocean, know where to expect a good catch, know how

12 Insight,556.
l3 See "God's Grandeur," from Poems and Prose of Gerard Manley Hopkins, se-

l€cted with an introduction and notes by W. H. Gardner (Harmondsworth [Middlesex]:
Penguin Books, 1963 [fint published 1953D,27.

14 "To such images, then, let us give the name of mysteries. For ifthat is an am-
biguous name, if to some it recalls Eleusis and Samothrac€ and to others the centuries
in which the sayings and deeds of Jesus were the object of preaching and of reverent
contemplation, still that very ambiguity is extremely relevant to our topic" (1nsigit,
s7l ).

15 Mark 4:35-41 quoted fiom the R. S. V.
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one may skillully chart a course to the other side. And yet they do not
know the sea. They too are occasionally shocked by the change which a

sudden storm introduces into the landscape previously so familiar.
In the Gospel story, however, it is not the natural mystery which

is most striking, but the mystery surrounding the person of Jesus. The
scene is evening. At Jesus' suggestion the disciples set off in a boat in
order to reach the other side ofthe sea. "And a great storm of wind arose,

and the waves beat into the boat, so that the boat was already filling." [n
stark contrast to the turmoil and threat ol nature is the behavior of the
man from Nazareth. "But he was in the stem. asleep on the cushion."
His sovereignty in sleeping off shore, moreover in the midst of such
immediate danger, initates his disciples. "Teacher, do you not care if we
perish?" He rebukes the wind and says to the sea "Peace! Be still!" And
we are told the wind ceased, and there was a great calm. Of the disciples
we are told "... they were filled with awe, and said to one another, "Who
then is this, that even wind and sea obey him?" Uttimately their question
is a "Who" question, the question ofan identity deep with signiflcance.
It is the intention and partial revelation of the person of Jesus, man and
God, Jesus the known unknown which is the climax of this story.

Now in his early account ofthe notion of mystery in Ins ight Lonergan
gave several indications of the direction in which this notion would
develop in his later writings. The first is that he was moving toward an

intensifiedconsideration ofthe concomitance olmystery and affectivity.r6
Mystery's function is not merely cognitive. Already in Insight he could
write: "The achievement, then, of full understanding and the attainment
even of the totality of correct judgments would not free man from the
necessity of dynamic images that partly are symbols partly are signs."r7

The second is the role which the encounter with mystery plays in
human authenticity. The finality inherent in the orientation to mystery
belongs to the human as human; it is an intrinsic characteristic ofeach

l6 '... it will be well to distinguish between the image as image, the image as sym-

bol, and the image as sign. The image as image is the sensible content as operative on

the sensitive level; it is the image inasmuch as it functions within the psychic syndrome

ofassociations, affects, exclamations, and articulated speech and actions. The image as

symbol or as sign is the image as standing in correspondence with activities or elements

on the intellectual level. But as symbol, the image is linked simply with the paradoxical

"known unknown." As sign, the image is linked with some interpretation that offers to

indicate the import ofthe image" (rtslSlil, 557).

l'7 Insight, 570/57 I .
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human being.18

Let us now see how these two hints are taken up in Method in
Theologt.

MYSTERY AND RELIGIOUS EXPERIENCE

l8 On page 557 of /nrr?fu, Lonergan speaks ofa "directed but, in a sense, indeter-
minate dynamism."

l9 A. H. Armstrong, "Apophatic-kataphatic tensions in religious thought fiom the
third to the sixth century A. D.: A background to Augustin€ and Eriugen4" in F. X.
Manin and J. A Richmond (eds], From Augtstine to Eriugena: Essays on Neoplaton-
ism and Christianity in honour ofJohn O' Meara (Washington: Catholic University of
America Press, l99l), l2-21, here, 12.

20 This paper cannot teat Lonergan's writings on thos€ "mysteries so hidden in
God that man could not know them ifthey had not been revealed by God." Method in
Theologt (London: Danon, Longman & Todd, 2nd edition, reprint, 1975), 349.

2l Method in Theolog, 106.
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The great scholar of Christian and non-Chdstian Neo-platonism, Arthur
Hilary Armstrong wrote:

"In considering thevia negativait is important to distinguish between
the apophatic method of intellectual approach to God, or negative
theology, and the experience of supreme transcendence (which is also
deepest immanence) which impels to and is undergone in the search for...
the Divine mystery beyond speech or thought."te ln Method in Theologt
Lonergan's treatment of mystery is firmly linked to the sphere of religious
experience.2o

Religious experience is according to Lonergan an experience of
the love of God flooding our hearts. On the dynamic slate of being in
love he writes: "Because the dynamic state is conscious without being
known, it is an experience of mystery. Because it is being in love, the
mystery is not merely attractive but fascinating; to it one belongs; by
it one is possessed. Because it is unmeasured love, the mystery evokes
awe."2r Here the affective side of the fascination of mystery receives the
attention that was present in inchoate form in Insight.

In Method in Theologt the prooffor God's existence and the analogy
for the divine essence are complemented by an account of the question
ofcod and the human questing for God. It is here that the hint in lzsigftr
arising from the finality of the orientation to mystery, the link between
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the full human development and the orientation to divine mystery, clearly
emerges:

"Man's transcendental subjectivity is mutilated or abolished, unless
he is stretching forth towards the intelligible, the unconditioned, the
good of value. The reach, not of his attainment, but of his intending is
unrestricted."22 The next sentence shows that this intending is ultimately
an intending ofthe divine: "There lies within his horizon a region for the
divine, a shrine for ultimate holiness."23 He speaks ofa native orientation
to the divine.

SUBLATED CONVERSIONS

In the later writings ofLonergan, intending the divine involves a holistic
actualization of the human subject engaging the cognitive, moral,
and religious levels of human intentionality. The later Lonergan was
interested in the conscious appropriation ofthe subject of itselfoperating
on each ofthe four levels of consciousness intentionality. He also came
to speak of the phenomenon of conversion. By this term he indicates a

vertical exercise of freedom involving a movement into a new horizon
significant enough to involve a radical new beginningra.

In particular Lonergan speaks ofthree major conversions, intellectual,
moral, and religious. Intellectual conversion involves a rejection of the

myth that knowing is like looking. Instead one attains a critical j udgement
of self-affirmation, "l am a knower," wherein the three operations of
cognitive activity, reaching a climax in the judgement, are affirmed.
In moral conversion the shift is lrom a state of drifting to the dawning
realization that one is responsible lor one's own actions. One realizes that
one is responsible not only for the actions but consequently tbr who one

is. Religious conversion, Lonergan writes is "being grasped by ultimate
concem. It is other-worldly falling in love. It is total and permanent self-

surrender without conditions, qualifications, reservations."25

22 Method in Theolog, 103.

23 Method in Theolog:,103.
24 See Method in Theolog;,2371238 and following.
25 Llethod in Theologt,240. For a critical discussion of Lonergan's notion ofre-

ligious conversion, see my ?"ie Liberalion of Consciousness: Bernard Lonerganb

Theological Foundalions in Dialogue with the Theological Aesthelics of Hqns Urs von
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Now there is a dynamic interaction of the conversions. Lonergan
speaks ofthe interrelations ofthe conversions in terms ofthe "sublation"
ofone conversion by another. The sublating conversion goes beyond the
sublated conversion, introduces something new and distinct, yet it doesn't
interfere negatively with the sublated. On the contrary not only does it
need it, but it includes it and carries forward all the proper features ofthe
other conversion to a fuller realization26. Now one interaction to which
Lonergan devotes particular attention is that of religious conversion
and moral conversion. When a subject's heart has been flooded by
the love of God that person experiences an intensified discemment of
value and their decision making is carried forward to a new realization
and the richer context of a love relationship with God. The moral life
becomes the life of following, of discipleship. This richer context also
becomes the context within which the subject seeks truth in general and
the truth about God in particular. Both the religious conversion and the
moral conversion "sublate" the intellectual conversion of the subject.
Expressing Lonergan's thought concretely we may say that in the thus
converted subject, questing becomes a longing for the loving God, and
just who that God is, God's identity as it were, is hinted at by the very
demands the divine love makes on those following as disciples.

Readers who approach Lonergan through his major works Insight and
Method in Theologt may be surprised to leam that a strong Christological
spirituality is evident in his essays. The essay "The Mediation of Christ
in Prayer" is outstanding in its emphasis on the mutual influencing of
Christ and the Christian in the life of faith.27 Now by "prayer" Lonergan
was not merely indicating the moments which one spends in explicit
or exclusive devotion to the divine - in daily prayer or a liturgy or in
a meditative reflection. Rather he invokes the "Prav constantlv" ol I

Babhasar (Frankfirt: Verlag JosefKnecht, 1992), I l0-14.
26 Method in Theologt,Z4l.
27 "The Mediation Christ in Prayel" in Philosophical and Theological Papers

1958- l964,vol. 6 ofcollected Works ofBemard Lonergan, ed. Roben C. Croken, Fre-
derick E. Crowe, and Robert M. Doran (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1996),
160-82

PUTTING ON CHRIST
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Thessalonians 5: l7 and explains how the orientation to God extends to
all our activities28:

In loving our neighbor we are loving Christ. In making ourselves
good Christians and better Christians we are loving Christ. In this
process, which is universal, which can regard every act, thought,
word, or deed, and omission, there is a complete universality, a
possibility ofthe complete gro*th ofevery aspect ofthe person.2e

All our activities are made holy by the orientation to Christ and in
this way we grow in human perfection. What is emphasized in this essay

more than in other writings of Lonergan is that it is the object, the person

olChrist, who inspires this growth:

And in that growth, not only is there the mediation ofthe subject
by his acts, but the acts have as always an object, and in that
object the center, the focal point, is Christ.30

The life of prayer is individual in its form. AII the polymorphic and

individual acts of living may be embraced within a prayerful orientation
to Christ. An individual collage of acts centering on Christ may thus
emerge. The fruits which the life ofprayer bears are also ofan individual
nature: it fosters authenticity. "The acts of living and the acts within
prayer are referred to Christ. By that process we perfect ourselves, we
become ourselves. we become autonomous individuals...."rl

In living toward Christ, in this mediation of Christ in the prayer-filled
life, we put on Christ as model and intended object of our love. This
experience of following Christ is intensely personal:

It is Christ, not as apprehended by the apostles, by Paul and John,
by the church, by Christ himself, by the Spirit; it is our own
apprehension of him. It is, as it were, putting on, acquiring. our
own view of him. We put on Chdst in our own way, in accord
with our own capacities and individuality. in response to our
own needs and failings.r2

Now the personal and the traditional are not opposed to each other

I Thessalonians 5:17.
"The Mediation ofChrist in Prayer," 180

"The Mediation ofChrist in Prayer," 180

"The Mediation ofChrist in Prayer," 182

"The Mediation ofChrist in Prayer," 180

28
29
30

3l
32
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in this process but are presented by Lonergan as complementary. This
putting on Christ "... has its foundation in tradition and revelation, but it
arises from what is immediate in the subject. It develops in response to
the capacities, the needs, and the growth ofthe subject."r3

Lonergan uses not only the biblical metaphor of putting on Christ,
which expresses our cooperation with grace, but he also draws on a
beautiful image expressing our radical reliance on Christ: that of being
carried along:

One is becoming oneself, not just by experiences, insights,
judgments, by choices, decisions, conversion, not just frbely
and deliberately, notjust deeply and strongly, but as one who is
carried along.3a

33 "The Mediation ofChrist in Prayer," 180.

34 "The Mediation ofChrist in Prayer," 180.

35 ... ou ro orr;vor repi ro rcterlrlppdvov a).),a to aei (qroOwc ro rleiov
ro0 Karal,nq06vro6 pr; lotnoOct.Gregorii Nysseni, In Canticum cqnticorum homil-
rae, H. Langerbeck, (ed.), Leiden: Brill, 1960, (: CNO VI),352. Compare the transla-

tion of Casimir Mccambley in Saint Gregory of Nyssa: Commentary on the Song of
Sorgs (Brookline, MA: Hellenic College Press, 1987; The Archbishop lakovos Library

of Ecclesiastical and Historical Sources nr. l2).
36 ln Cqnticum cqnticorun homilioe,Langerbeck (ed.), GNO VI, 321.

REACHING OUT TO GOD

Over one thousand six hundred years ago, Gregory Bishop of Nyssa
reflected not only on the great mysteries ofour faith thereby taking part
in the trinitarian and pneumatological controversies ofthe fourth century
but he also reflected on the human joumey to God, on spirituality. In
particular his Commentary on the Song of Songs is a reflection on
the Christian interior life. Now he too drew attention to the dynamic
outreach ofthe human to the infinite God, exhorting his readers "not to
stop in your tracks at the grasped but ever to seek more and not to stay
put at that which has already been grasped."35 Again, commenting on I
Corinthians 8:2, he points out that in the case of knowledge ofGod it is
always so that the not yet understood is infinitely more than that which
has been understood: cr.ly'... ro prlTrro rcrrerl,rlppevov crzterpon)"crorov
tou rcttol,4 gOevto( eott...16
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Using the famous image of a spring ever issuing forth out of the
ground with fresh water and ever surprising its beholder with an unending
supply of water, Gregory writes that the human wonders at the continuing
revealing ofGod and is consumed by the desire to know more than that
which has already been grasped.s'

Thus Gregory ofNyssa is one ofthe tradition's best exponents ofthe
human questing in the light of the divine mystery.

FOLLOWING THE BACK OFGOD

Gregory commented explicitly on the verse of Exodus with which I
opened this paper. His commentary is not a critical exegesis but rather
an interpretation, an interpretation steeped in experience ofthe spiritual
joumey. What is this mysterious seeing God's back he asks? His answer

is one of the finest descriptions of the interplay of discipleship and

contemplation which the Christian tradition has bequeathed us:

The one who desires to see God.
sees the desired one through ever following
and the contemplation ol His lace
is the never ending going{o'\,!ards-Him
realised through closely following the Word." 18

The expression "the back ofGod" is understood as an indication that
the longing fbr God is never ending. It is an affirmation ofthe infinity of
our quest for God and the infinity of the divine essence. Those contours
ofthe divine that we are gifted to recognize are given to us in the Word,
and in the Word as approached through discipleship. Desire, the thirst lor
more, is also highlighted and the process of following, the ever-going-
towards-Him.

Gregory resolves the riddle of seeing God's back in terms ol the
circumincession of following and contemplation. The never ending

37 See ln Canticum canticorum homiliae Langerbeck (ed.), GNO VI,321.
38 ...6 i6eiv tov 0eov inrOupdrv tv rco ciei at)tri rirolouOeiv 6pri tov

noOoupevov ral r; tou rpoocimou cutoO Oeopio toriv 1 cirauoro( rpoq curov
nopeic 6ta rou xcrrozrrv 6neo0ar rqo i.o1cr roropOoupt vrt. ln Cqnlicum cantico-
rum houiliqe, Langerbeck (ed.), GNO, VI, 356.
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CONCLUSION

In this paper I have traced how Lonergan's understanding ofthe encounter
with mystery underwent a development. It grew from an account of a
"known unknown" into an account of the encounter with the mystery
that God is which occurs at the privileged nexus of religious and moral
experience which we call the life of discipleship. In the later writings
of Lonergan the encounter with mystery is the encounter with the love
of God, a love which is approached by seeking His ways and following
the Word. Christ is the object of many of our acts but not of all of them.
But as Lonergan points out, for the religiously converted Christian all
our acts are somehow related to Christ. In our measured moral decisions
and in our disceming of value we are putting on Christ. Through moral
uprightness we approach Christ through orr very following and thus
grow in knowledge of ourselves and of God.

Tracing this development is not in itself revolutionary. It is part
of the development within Lonergan's thought which many scholars
have traced. I suggest however that less attention has been devoted to
Lonergan's thematization of spirituality and that the task of establishing
a dialogue between Lonergan's position on the Christian tife and that of
other writers remains a task at hand. Bringing Lonergan's spirituality
into dialogue with the scripturally rooted tradition of spiritual writings
is not chiefly concemed with comparing the exegetical methods of the
respective authors. Rather the more significant task which is outstanding
today is the comparison of their respective accounts of the conscious
human outreach to God.

The comparison with Gregory of Nyssa suggested itself because,
among the early writers reflecting on God's transcendence, he in
particular thematized the dynamic outreach ofthe human to the infinite
God. Secondly, because the nexus of discipleship and contemplation
which is suggested by at least some of Gregory's texts bears comparison
with Lonergan's position that the ultimate context for mystery is the
religiously converted consciousness understood as sublating not only the
moral horizon but also the intellectual horizon of the subject. Gregory's

quest for the knowledge ofGod is presented by Gregory in terms of the
religious experience inherent in discipleship.
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metaphor for this, the biblical seeing the back ofGod, was chosen as the
theme of this paper. It suggests the circuminsession ofreligious, moral,
and intellectual experience in the Christian experience of following.

Over one thousand six hundred years of academic reflection and

shifts in methodology separate the two authors, Bernard Lonergan and

Gregory ofNyssa. And yet I would point out that over one thousand six
hundred years of lived discipleship, of relentlessly reaching out to God
and reflecting on that outreach span that century wide chasm. We may
read their (in many ways disparate) texts as thematizations of the one

Christian life with its outreach to the mystery of the infinite God.



EMERGENT PROBABILITY
AND THEANTHROPIC

PRINCIPLE

Iru ttt nounrrr chapter of Insight, after having described the two basic
heuristic structures of empirical method (the c/assrcal, the network olthe
individuation of systematic correlations in the data of experience, and
lhe stalistical, tumed toward the determination of probability schedules
in random groups of events), Lonergan distances himself as much from
the traditional determinist views of classical physics, as fiom the more
recent indeterminist views of quantum physics; and he proposes the
general intelligibility of our empirical universe in terms of an emergent
probability.t

Starting indeed from the basic notion of scheme of recurrence (a
circular group ofevents where the specific conditions for producing each
one ofthese provide for the emergence ofall the other events pertaining
to the scheme) and, upon further consideration, of a conditioned series
of schemes of recurrence (which agrees with assessing the intelligibility
ofthe statistical type, inasmuch as it regards the emergence and survival
of the schemes), Lonergan constructs an interpretative model, called
emergent probability, in relation to the whole universe of experience.
Since the model forecasts the modifications in the probability schedules,

I Cf. Bernard Lonergan, lnsight. A Study of Human Understanding, ed,. Frederick
E. Crowe and Robert M. Doran, vol. 3 of Collected Works of Bemard Lonergan (To-
ronto: Toronto University Press, 1992), 144-51.
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based on the progressive realization of the conditions predicted by
the conditioned series, it will be the case that a universe govemed by
emergent probability is capable of guaranteeing the emergence of
particularly complex schemes of recurrence, given that adequate spatial
and temporal parameters are assured.

At the basis therefore ofthe effective probability for the emergence
in our universe of an exceedingly complex phenomenology, such as

that provided by animal and plant biology, Lonergan hypothesized very
large spatio-temporal dimensions along lines of the then prevailing
cosmological theory, the so-called stationary slate. This theory availed
itself of the authority of Albert Einstein who. having rather arbitrarily
introduced a cosmological conslant into the equations of general
relativity, could describe our empirical universe as extended indefinitely
in space and time, and as substantially uniform on a grand scale. Only in
restricted regions and for limited periods of time is the possibility opened
up for complex lines of evolution, but these did not present any real
significance for the whole, which always appeared to be in equilibrium.

In following out the exposition, based always on his epistemological
analyses, Lonergan had a way of further enriching the interpretative
model of emergent probability. Indeed, in chapter 8 of Insight he speaks

about a generalized emergent probability: the emergent tendencies are
not limited to ensuring the appearance ofschemes ofever more complex
events in accord with progressive probability schedules, but they also
assure the emergence of genera and species of lhings characterized
by growing complexity. Then, in chapter 15, with the account of the
notions of finality and development, he could take into consideration
the concrete evolutionary sequence. which is conducive from the great
variety ofbiological life-forms to the emergence ofthe animal psyche and
subsequently 10 the intentional dynamisms characteristic of intelligent
life. This dnthropic .finalization no doubt suppo(s this construction
of integrated knowledge that Lonergan calls "the metaphysics of
proportionate being," but it also opens up an entire series of problems
and aporias.

Speaking of the human being in the concreteness of its historical
existence, Lonergan highlights the intrinsically dialectical character
of human living. History. indeed, attests not only to authentic human
development and achievements, but also, and with great frequency,
to the striking failures and aberrations; as a result. il the hermeneutic
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horizon remains the purely naturalistic one of immanentist closure, it is
especially difficult to give this emergence of intelligent life a finished
meaning. For Lonergan, indeed, the theoretical solution of the problem
posed by the historical development of the human being is attained
with the recovery of the metaphysical framework of creation, proper
to the Christian philosophic tradition, and with the recognition of the
importance and meaningfulness of religious experience.

Consistently with this plan, in writings after Insight, Lonergan
explicates a general theorem, open to renewal and to an enrichment
due to the knowledge proper to faith: the theorem of progress-decline-
redemption (whose explanation I obviously pass ovet'). But the
potentiality ofthis plan can at length also to be grasped in other directions:
in the capacity, for example, to interact with the great paradigm-changes
that have occurred in the field of science in the decades following lnsr'll.
I am referring obviously to the new cosmological theories, and more
pa(icularly, to the formulation of at anthropic principle in the area of
cosmology, to which I now would like to tum attention.l

I. THEIMPACTOFTHENEW
COSMOLOGICAL THEORIES

Exactly becausethe decadesafterthe publication ofllsr'gfrlhave witnessed
a radical paradigm-change in the field of cosmology (a transition indeed
from lhe stationary slate to the evolutionary view associated with the Brg
Bang),a one has to inquire what are the repercussions all that can imply
for the inlerpretative framework provided by Lonergan in his great work.
More particularly: to what extent is the scheme ofa generalized emergent

probobility proposed by Lonergan compatible with the formulation ofan
anthropic principle in the area of modem scientific cosmologies?

First of all, one must observe that the cosmological theory of the

2 Cf. S. Muratore, "ll teorema del soprannaturale," in N. Galantino, ed., Il Con'

cilio vent'anni dopo (Rome: AVE, 1986), 177-85; ld., Filosofia dell'essere (Cinisello

Balsamo, MI: San Paolo, 2006), 222-333.

3 Cf. S. Muratore, L'evoluzione cosmologica e il problena di Drb (Rome: AVE,

1993).
4 Cf. C. Taddei-Ferretti, "Creazione continua. Il futuro e la creazione," in Rasseg-

na di Teologia 4l (2000):223'59.
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stationary state, although noted by Lonergan, remained somewhat in the
background and, as far as discourse about the whole is concemed, could
be evaluated only on the level of"secondary minor premises." Lonergan
himself makes this clear in chapter 14 Insight. when he speaks about the
methodological control that it is possible to maintain when confronted
by discourse about the whole. Moreover, Lonergan, precisely in virtue
of the scheme based on emergent probubillry. was led to rehabilitate the
category of .finality, understood not in the sense of an "extrinsic final
cause" (as it was in the Aristotelian paradigm) but, consistently with the
cunon qf relevance employed by modem empirical knowledge, above
all as the acknowledgment of a./irct: that our universe is not completely
static and repetitive, and is open to the emergence of complexity in accord
with successive schedules ofprobability. In other words, even though he

had no way of using scientific arguments to overtum the cosmological
theory still accepted at the time, Lonergan was not quite ready to take
on all the baggage of its tacit presuppositions, not least its rather evident
immanentist closedness.

More particularly: whereas in the stationary state framework the
emergence ofbiological complexity and ofan anthropic phenomenology
came to be calmly interpreted as marginal events, not influencing any
"scientific" comprehension of the whole, Lonergan limited himsell to
noting that this was the prevailing scientific view at the moment5; but
he was not quite ready to develop a discourse about the whole on this
basis alone. This was because the discourse regarding the whole, typical
of Lonergan's metaphysics, ultimately found its presuppositions and
its criteria not in scientific theories, but in the dynamisms of conscious
intentionality. which posits the basic hermeneutic horizon that is
thematized by Lonergan as the universe of being. Fully consistent with
the foundation ofhis critical epistemology, thereflore. Lonergan distances
himself from the immanentist closure of scientistic rationality, which
identifies the real tout court with the empirical universe studied on the
basis of empirical inquiry. No wonder, therefore. that in chapter l4 of
Insight, Lonergan introduces the category of t'inality',by redefining it,
and considers the human mind - above all, the human being precisely

5 "[...] there has been suggested a corelation between the expanding universe
and the emergence ofadditional energy. Ifthat happens to become accepted, [...],,: /r_
sight,469.

6 Cf. lnsight,470-76.
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as person - a term related to the finality intrinsic to world processes,
capable ofdisclosing new horizons of meaning and achievements.

Just for this reason, confronted with Lonergan's overall plan, I do
not find it so incongruous to speak of an implicit anthropic principle
(in line, among other things, with Thomas Aquinas's anthropocentrism),
except that cosmological anthropic principle is not properly treated, but
an anthropic principle that is grounded, in the final analysis, only in the
context ofa metaphysics of creation and of Christian theology (where it
becomes a Clris tological principleT).

2. ANTHROPICFINALIZATION

The entry in the last decades ofthe nineteenth century ofthe cosmological
theory of evolution (especially the standard Big Bang one) and the new
formulation of a cosmological anthropic principle doubtless represent
a great novelty, even in the cultural sphere. The new cosmological
theory indeed, fumishes evidence not ofa generic evolutionary process,

characterized by the emergence of things and schemes of recurrence
in accord with successive schedules of probability (as interpreted by
Lonergan in the 1950s: in the sense that fdeterminate prior conditions
are realized. . .then the emergence of a sequence of more complex events
acquires a probability schedule such that / negative elements do not
inlewene...then that which is probable occurs sooner or later...in virtue
of which ...and so forth); but it provides evidence for an evolutionary
process in which the concrete possibility that especially complex
sequences emerge is connected with the presence of very special
conditions in the original situation and/or of laws and basic constants,
that characterize the basic laws (for which, r/the initial conditions and,/or

laws would have been slightly different, then there would not be able to
be produced the fruIher events, which, for the sake of understanding, are

indispensable for t}re emergence of a life based on carbon).
While the interpretative scheme of an "emergent probability"

that Lonergan elaborated by way of the most fundamental heuristic
structures of empirical science, which is limited to forming hypotheses

7 Cf. S. Muratore, "Antropocentrismo cosmologico e anrtopocentrismo l€ologi-
co," n Lq Civiltd Cattolicq 143 (1992)i 111,23647 .
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3. BEYOND COSMOLOCICAL ANTHROPOCENTRISM

There are those who liked to regard this recent lbrmulation of the
anthropic principle in the field of cosmology as a confirmation of the
unquestioned supremacy of scientiflc knowledge which is now capable
both of tackling the problems regarding meaning and of offering a

for sufficiently frequent and diffuse elementary processes, such that
emergent probability could then progressively select ever more complex
lines of evolution, the recent cosmological theories assign great

importance to the characteristics of the initial situation and/or laws and

basic constants, with the result of providing an ever more compact and

unitary description ofthe cosmic process, conditioned not only by what
is produced in the first "three minutes," but decisively oriented instead

toward a series of specific realizations culminating in the emergence of
life based on carbon and in the emergence of the obsener: intelligent
life. All this seems to imply a much more forcelul use of the category
of finality. In fact the question spontaneously arises: does the cosmic
process not realize a precise program? But how may one justifi this
finalization of cosmic evolution in the direction of the observer wilhout
transcending the methodological limitations of scientific knowledge and

without recognizing in the mind an ontological character that assures it
an undiscussed preeminence?

But another problem also imposes itself by reason of aporetic
loose ends. While the emergence of intelligent life in the context of
cosmological evolution indeed seems to offer a meaning for the self-

same cosmo-biological evolution, still, considered on a cosmic scale, this
emergence is presented as fragile, and seemingly ephemeral. Verification
of this can lead to the formulation of an entire series of hypotheses,

which, however, gain their plausibility from profound presuppositions
and general frameworks that often are fully implicit. It is at this point
that the critical and constructive contribution of Lonergan's metaphysics
can be evaluated in that it allows us to confront these problems with
an effective methodological control, which guarantees a profound
integration among different kinds of scientific knowledge, philosophical
criticism, and theological perspectives.
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8 Cf. Fang Li Zhi and Li Shu Xian, La creqzione dell'universo. Alle origini del
cosmo tra scienzq e filosofa,llalia.n fians. (Milano: Garzanti, 1990). For a critical con-
sideration, cfS. Mutatorc, L'evoluzione cosmologica e il problema di Dio,9l-106-

9 See, for example, what S. Weinberg writes almost at the end ofhis best seller, /
primi trc minuti,ltalian trans. (Milano: Mondadori 1990, 170): "The more the universe
seems comprehensible, the more it seems withoul purpose."

complete and definitive vision of reality.8 Il in fact, the emergence
ol intelligent life within cosmic evolution would render the whole
process perfbctly self-consistent, dispensing one from searching for
further metaphysical foundations, especially for those who would
credit a transcendental reference, a creator God or an organizing Sup€r-
Mind, then the immanentist closure of scientific questioning would be
definitively established.

We could say that the stupendous commitment provided by scientific
rationality in its attempt to comprehend the empirical universe today has
resulted in a strongly unitary vision of the cosmos that is compact, and
not yet definitive; but if it is true that now one can already completely
recount its past evolutionary history, and if the same aspects ofcausality
can be seen to function for the emergence of order and complexity, it is
certainly capable ofreinforcing the conviction that the universe that exists
is a highly intelligible one - a universe, therefore, whose characteristics
definitely orient one toward the expectation of complete intelligibility.

However, - and this is the challenge that emerges today within
the scientific commitment itself - intelligent life increasingly appears
to be the focal point of cosmological evolution. This is an emergence
that can not only give meaning to all previous development, but also
open up interesting prospects for the future. If this emergence should
suddenly cease, or extinguish itself(by accident, say, the impact ofgiant
meteorites, or, perhaps more probably, some type of inner implosion
brought about by human beings), before it can fulfill its real cosmic
function, everything would end without providing any meaning at all,
thus actually frustrating that spontaneous anticipation of a fulfilled
intelligibility. It is at least significant that not a few scientists are
pessimistic about such an eventuality.e

In brief: the very scientific exercise of Galilean-Laplacean
methodology, which was applied to separate the intelligibility of
natural processes definitively from problems of meaning and from the
anthropological implications, is now leading to its own supersession
due to the self-assertion of unavoidable questions conceming the field
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of nature and the field of subjectivity at the same moment: questions of
meaning. of value, of appealing to responsibility.r0

Such radical questioning not only motivates philosophical
intelligence (capable oftaking on new stimuli and vigor from the problems
raised by scientific knowledge today), but also can move theological
minds, by overcoming the cultural marginality which assessed the

overall development of Westem culture negatively. This is all the more
the case because while, lbr example, in the nineteenth century the global

attitude of the Catholic church when meeting the cultural challenge
of modemity would appear to have been one of clinging to traditional
positions, in the second part of the twentieth century this attitude has

changed decisively toward dialogue and critical confrontation at every
level and in all directions.

But it is not only a question of leaming to dialogue in all
fields. There are fundamental problems to be conlronted and solved,
overcoming the closures and absolutisms of the various rational
"figures" not only differentiated, but also (and very often) opposed

within Western modernity. Il in fact. the scientific view ol the cosmos

is the only valid one, the only one with an explanatory character, then
we would have no means to overcome the immanentist closure and the

naturalist interpretation of the human phenomenon: the explanatory
principle of the real would be fumished by the situation of the start of
the cosmic process and its fundamental rules alone; everything would
already be "written in stone" and the freedom and morality ofthe person

would make no sense. In fact. immanentist closure constrains one to
map a complete functionalization of the individual onto the history of
the species, and a functionalization of the species onto the history of
cosmic evolution. But if - as a theological reading of the real (but also

a renovated creationist metaphysics) testifies - the explanatory principle
transcends world process, then the situation of the start of the cosmic
process and its lundamental laws can be limited to providing only the
conditions ol possibility for the truly important event to be produced:
namely. that ofan existing being which. despite having been drawn lrom
the dust ofthe earth. hears the call ofthe etemal. and incarnales the need

l0 Cf. A. Masani. "L'universo e la vita. Problemi di senso nel contesto di una met-

odologia scientifica," in Rossegna di Teologio 38 (1997): 449-463; S. Muratore. "Re-
sponsabilitar per il creato: una lettura teologica," in S. Biolo, ed.. Responsubilita per il
creab (Torinoi Rosenberg & Sellier,1998), 2l-48.
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for a total intelligibility and an infinite perfection precisely because it
reveals the ontological depth ofa mind, and is not totally reducible to the
"stuff' and dimensions of the cosmos.

We could talk, at this point, of theological anthropocentrism, of
an anthropocentrism that imposes itself necessarily on the viewpoint of
creation. If, in fact, all creation is from God, and finds in God its ultimate
explanation and its unavoidable reference point, the creation also finds
its full meaning in reference to the fiee creature, to the human being who
is called to speak the universe, but who, above all, is called to recognize
his/her Creator and reply to the Creator in an interpersonal relationship.

At this point, philosophical and theological reflections can play
the role of a higher critical demand to sound the implications and
presuppositions of the new anthropic view. Theology can with great
satisfaction certainly take note ofthe connection between cosmological
evolution and emergence ofthe intelligent life, inasmuch as it is not unlike
the fundamental biblical doctrine of the creation; and it can maintain
that the sharp opposition often assumed to be operative between the
anthropic principle and the theistic principle is the result of the diffused
immanentist prejudice. At the same time, such a theology remains quite
reluctant to consider intelligent life, as it has emerged and developed
historically on this planet, a sure guarantee of progress. The strength ol
the theological intervention regards the fact that human history. in its
tum, poses new and disturbing questions. Scientific rationality usually
ignores or wronglyjudges this point, because it is still too conditioned by
the optimism of Enlightenment and positivist views. But, coming from
long before, theology has always reflected on the life ofhuman beings. It
knows well that the heart ofthe human being is evil or, at least, that there
exists an inevitable propensity toward evil in the heart of human beings.
Above all, intelligent life cannot be reduced to a mere superior technique
lor solving problems (i.e., to "intelligent elaboration of information"),
without completely misunderstanding the human being; on the contrary,
it opens up an ethical dimension ofhuman existence as well as a religious
one, at the same time as it also opens up the abysmal possibilities of evil
and ofsin, even to the extreme point of the demonic.

Without any doubt, the human world of flesh and blood, of culture
and science is a tragic world. This unavoidable tragic dimension of
human existence has to be grasped at a profound level, if one wants to
put the figure ofChrist in the right light. In fact, Jesus ofNazareth is not
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just a religious prophet, or just the founder of the Christian religion, or
the one who reveals the correct way to behave to be pleasing to God.
Jesus Christ is "God-saves," the redeemer ofhuman beings. the revealer.
in an ultimate way, olGod's saving and regenerating love.

Therefore, the anthropic principle is at least revealed to be

incomplete: it has an absolute need to be corrected by and integrated into
what we could call the "christological principle." We must not forget
that Christ becomes the universal savior and revealer through the event
that brings his existence to fulfillment.rr The cross planted in the world
ofhuman beings is not, indeed, a marginal event,just another incident in
history. On the contrary, it is the center of all the creation.

.I. A POSSIBLE DIALOGTIE

Today theology has an opportunity to mediate into the contemporary
cultural context the central datum of Christian faith by entering into a

fruitful dialogue and positive confrontation with scientific knowledge,
reorienting the expectations about the human being and the cosmos
toward a future of absolute transcendence, a future that, even in its
mysteriousness, maintains the concreteness of flesh and blood because,

as the Easter announcement proclaims, "The Lord has risen indeed!"rr
This announcement is the good news delivered to the poor ofthe world
and to all human beings ol good will, and it is capable of illuminating
every situation ofexistence, precisely because it opens up the future, the
definitive future.

Against every apocalyptic catastrophism and every nihilism,
therefore, St. Gregory of Nazianzus's fundamental anthropology - "All
that is assumed is saved"rs is of utmost value to theology as well as to
believing faith. In an integral vision illuminated and enriched by the datum
offaith, the future will therefore not be the washing away ofthis material
universe (hypothesized by recent cosmological theories). against which
one could oppose only the "community of pure spirits"; but, rathet the
future is the community of the resurrected, the new Jerusalem,ra which

ll Cf. Hebrews 5:7-10.
12 Luke 24:34.
13 Ep. ad Cledoniuu.
14 Cf. Reveletion 21-22.
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means the definitive form of this unique creation,rs in which there shines
forth the glory ofthe Resurrected One - the "Pantocrator" Christ - which
assures unity, fullness, and beauty to all things.

In some measure, therefore, this theological understanding seems
to be capable of taking on the definitive view of the original project and
of speaking in a new way about creation and the place of the human
being in creation. However, just this critical awareness proper to a mature
theology imposes the duty on today's theologian to discriminate carefully
between the datum of faith and its manifold cultural expressions (not
excluding those codified in the Scriptures), and to mediate appropriately
such a datum with autonomously elaborated scientific and philosophical
knowledge.

l5 Cf. U. Vanni,I'opera crealiva nell Tpocalrsse (Rome:AVE, 1993)
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For twenty-five years, the prime of his working life, Bemard Lonergan
was a professor of dogmatic theology, the first thirteen years at Jesuit
seminaries in Canada and the last twelve at the Gregorian University in
Rome. Not surprisingly, he described his basic viewpoint at the time as

that "of a believer, a Catholic, and, it happens, a professor of dogmatic
theology."r In this capacity he taught the tracts De Verbo Incarnato and,
De Deo Trino at the Gregorian in alternate years, from 1953 to 1965,
one tract or the other in the fall semestel2 following it in the spring
semester with a graduate seminar on method in theology. Coming in the
pivotal period between Insight and Method in Theologt, this "healthy
dialectic between the two types of courses" was, Frederick Crowe has
maintained, "an indispensable condition" for Lonergan's life-project of
developing a method for theology.3 Thus Lonergan utilized the courses
as experiments in theology, employing the cognitional theory he had
expounded in Insight even as he was forging the methodology he was to

I Bemard J. F. Lonergan, S.!., Irttighl: A Study of Hunan Understanding, ed.
Frederick E. Crowe and Roben M. Doran, vol. 3 ofCollected Works of Bemard Loner-
gan ( I 957; Toronto: University of Toronto hess, I 992), 754.

2 The only exception was 1964-65, when he taught De yerbo Incarnato for a sec-
ond year in a row.

3 Frederick E. Crowe, Lonergon(Collegeville, MN: Liturgical Press/Michael Gla-
zier, 1992), 80, see 80-103.
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INTRODT]CTION

advance in Method in Theologt. As Lonergan himself said, "Performance
must precede reflection upon performance, and method is the fruit ofthat
reflection."1

Although Lonergan utilized his teaching of the tracts on the Incarnate
Word and the Triune God to derive a method for theology, he also
recognized that this method was itself a means to do theology: an
instrument to facilitate collaboration among theologians in their
common task of understanding and communicating the significance of
the Christian religion for modem culture.5 Hence, the treatises Lonergan
produced for his tracts on the Incarnation and the Trinity deserve to be
examined, not just for the use to which Lonergan put them in deriving
a method tbr theology.6 but in themselves, as testaments to Lonergan's
performance as a theologian, ifnot also as harbingers ofthe results to be
expected from adopting his methodology.T

In evaluating the treatises, though, there is a major caveat to be
observed. Lonergan himself conceded, in retrospect, that only "chunks"
ol the treatises would be "permanently valid." Why? Because he had
produced them under duress and had never completed them to his own
satisfaction. They were, he said, a "practical chore," imposed upon
him by the "hopelessly antiquated" requirement at the Gregorian that

4 Bernard Lonergan, l/erbum: lloxl and Ideo in Aquinu, ed. Frederick E. Crowe
and Robert M. Doran, vol. 2 of Collected Works of Bemard Lonergan ( 1946-49; To-
ronto: University ofToronto Press, 1997), 10. See

Bemard Lonergan, "Method: Trend and Variations." in A Third Collectirtn, ed. F. E.

Crowe (London: Geoffrey Chapman; New York/Mahwah: Paulist Press, 1985), 13.

5 Verbum,223, idem, Method in Theologt (New York: Herder and Herder, 1972),
xi.

6 This is the approach common to David Tracy. The Achievement oJ Bernard Lo-
rergar (New York: Herder and Herder, 1970), 183-205; Craig S. Boly, S.J., The Road
to Lonergun':s Method in Theology: The Ordering ofTheokryical ldeas (Lanham-New
York-London: University Press ofAmerica, l99l), 72-l15, l'11-75, 197-243; Crowe,
Lonergon.80- 103.

7 Lonergan's Latin works are now all out ofprint. with the possible exception of
De Conttitutione Christi Ontologico el Ps),chologica, ad usum quditorum (Rome: Gre-
gorian University Press. 1956, 1958, 1962, 1964).
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a professor of dogmatic theology provide textbooks for his courses,
despite the "totally invalid" expectation that he demonstrate expertise
in every field they comprised from the Old and the New Testament,
to the church fathers and medieval scholasticism, to the Renaissance,
the Reformation, and contemporary philosophy.s For about the first
half of his tenure in Rome, Lonergan managed to retain the manuals
of his predecessor, Charles Boyer, as the official texts for his courses,e
augmenting them with mimeographed supplements on certain fine
points of speculative theologyro and mimeographed student notes of his
lectures.rr In addition, he published, first for De Verbo Incarnato arrd then
for De Deo Trino, monographs on the systematic part ofeach tract.12 But
as Boyer's manuals went successively out of print, Lonergan had then
to publish his own treatises for the entirety of both tracts. For De Verbo
Incarnato, the best Lonergan could manage, before illness curtailed his
career at the Gregorian, was several editions of a printed typescript of
notes for the course.rr But for De Deo Trino he was able to bring his

8 Bernard Lonergan, "An Interview with Fr Bemard Lonergan, S. J.," in.4 Sec-
ond Collection, ed. W. Ryan and B. Tyrell ( 1974; Toronto: University ofToronto kess,
1996),211-13. See also Bemard J. F. Lonergan, 5.1., Philosophy ofGod and Theologt
(Philadelphia: Westm inster, 1973), 15.

9 Carolus Boyer, S/aopsr|r Praelectionum de SS. Trinitqte, ad usum quditorum
(Rome: Gregorian University hess, 1949)a idem, De yerbo lncarnqto, ad usum audito-
rzz,2d ed. (Rome: Gregorian University Press, I952).

l0 Bernard Lonergan, Supplementum Schemqticum De Rqtione Convenientiqe
Eiwque Radice...et Fine lncarnqtionis [954]; idem, De SS. Trinilate Supple entum

Quoddan (1955).

ll Bemard Lon€rgan, De Verbo Incqrnqto [955-56]; idem, De Deo Trino (1956-
s7).

12 Bemard Lonergan, De Constilutione Christi Ontologica et Psychologica, ad
usum quditorum (hereafter CC/L), (Rome: Cregorian University Press, 1956, 1958,
1962, 1964) which has been translated and published as The Ontological and Psy-
chological Conslitution of Christ, lrar,s. Michael Shields, vol. 7 of Collected Works
of Bemard Lonergan (hereafter CClr") (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 2002));
idem, Ditinarum Personarum Conceptionem Analogican (Rome: Gregorian Univer-
sity Press, 1957, 1959) (hereafter DP).

13 Bemard Lonergan, De l/erbo Incunalo, od usum ouditoruu (Rome: Cregori-
an University Press, 1960, 1961, 1964) (hereafter DVI for the 1964 edition), which is
scheduled to be published in the Collected Works in volume 8, The lncarnale lyord, ar,d
volume 9, The Redemption. In 1972, after publishing Method in Theologt, Lonergan
debated about completing his Christology in accordance with his final methodology but
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work on the treatise to approximate completion, first by publishing the
analytic part of the treatise,ra and then by combining revised versions
ol both the analytic (now called the dogmatic) part and the systematic
part in a two-volume publication ofthe entire treatise.r5 So, in the end.

Lonergan tended to disparage his treatises as a bit ofunfinished business,
which, besides. had presented from the sta( with an impossible task.

But apart from Lonergan's own reservations about the ultimate
worth of his two treatises, there is some reason to regard them with
a critical eye. As he was writing them, Catholic theology, and indeed
the entire Catholic Church. was undergoing a cultural transformation,
only some aspects of which he was able to assimilate at the time. As
he was among the first to recognize. this was a transformation from the
classicist, post-Tridentine, antimodernist. and Neo-Thomistic mentaliti
espoused and enforced by the papacy since the mid-nineteenth century
to a historicist. existential, and ecumenical uggiornamento endorsed and
promoted by Vatican II (1962-65).r6 [n the field of Scripture, Lonergan

opted instead to retum to the economics he had set aside since the 1940s: see Crowe.

Lonergan, 104.
l4 Bemard Lonergan, De Deo Trino, Pars Anulyticq, qd usum audilorun (hereafter

DD7,4) (Rome: Cregorian University Press, l96l).
15 Bemard Lonergan, De Deo Trino, l. Pars Dogmotica, 2d rev. ed. (hereafter

DDZD) (Rome: Gregorian Univenity Press. 1964), which will likewise will be trans-
lated and published in the Collected Works in volume 11,The Triune Cod: Doctrines.
ldem. De Deo Trino ll. Pars Systemqtica, 3rd rev. ed. (hereafter DDZS) (Rome: Gre-
gorian University Press. 1964). part of which was translated and published as The lloy
b Niceq: The Dialectical Development of Trinitarian Theolog', trans. and ed. Conn
O'Donovan (London and Philadelphia: Westminster, 1976), and all of which has been
pubfished as The Triune God: Systematics. trans. Michael G. Shields, ed. Robert M.
Doran and H. Daniel Monsour, vol. l2 ofCollected Works of Bemard Lonergan (To-
ronto: University of Toronto Press, 2007) (hereafter DDT/SE). For the history of Lo-
nergan's cources and publications in Rome. I am indebted to a personal communication
from Frederick E. Crowe (March 25, 2001). See also Boly. The Road to Lonergon s

Method in Theologt 83-84.
l6 Yves M.-J. Congar, O.P, La.foi et la thtologle (Paris: Desclde. 1962),255-72'

idem, A Histo4' of Theolog,,, trans. and ed. Hunter Guthrie, S.J. (Carden City, NY:
Doubleday, 1968), I 77-288. For Lonergan's assessment of the transformation, see Ber-
nard Lonergan. S.J., " Existenz and Aggiornamento." in Collection, ed. F. E. Crowe, S.J.
(New York: Herder and Herdeq 1967) ; idem. "The Transition from a Classicist World-
View to HistoricaFMindedness," "Theology in its New Context." "Theology and Man's
Future," "The Future ofChristianity," "The Response ofthe Jesuit as Priest and Apostle
in the Modem World," "An lnterview with Fr Bemard Lonergan, S.J.," "Reyolution
in Cathofic Theology," in A Second Collecrior, l-ll, 55-68, 135-48, 149-64, 165-88,
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certainly welcomed Pius XII's authorization, in Divino Afiante Spiritu
( 1943), of Catholic exegetes to adopt a modem hermeneutic to determine
the literal sense of Scripture, arguing on his own pa( for the necessity
of a "positive," in addition to a "dogmatic," interpretation of scriptural
texts.rT He also integrated some of the best of contemporary Catholic
biblical scholarship into the scriptural theses in his treatises.r8 Yet in
his New Testament interpretation, Lonergan failed to exploit the use
Catholic exegetes were making of source, form, and redaction criticism,
just as he neglected to differentiate among the thtee Sitzen im Leben- of
Jesus himself, the apostles, and the sacred autlors - that the Pontifical
Biblical Commission (in 1964) advised Catholic exegetes to take into
account in determining the historical truth of the Gospels.re Much
less did he make use of the work of Protestant exegetes. Of the "First
Quest for the Historical Jesus" Lonergan took little note, alluding to its
participants simply as "more recent adversaries."2o And the "New Quest
for the Historical Jesus" he simply ignored, even as it was changing the
landscape of New Testament interpretation while he was writing his
treatises.2l

209-30, 231-38; idem, "Natural Right and Historical Mindedness," in A Third Collec-
tion, ed. Frederick E. Crowe, S.J. (New YorkMahwah: Paulisl Press; London: Geof-
fiey Chapman, 1985), 169-83. See also Joseph A. Komonchak, "Modemity and the
Construction of Roman Catholicism," cristianesimo nella sloria l8 ( 1997): 353-85. For
accounts of LonerBan's involvement in this transition, see Tracy, Achievement of Bet-
nard Lonergan, 189-96 and Crowe, Z onergan, 80-99.1cannot begin to list the abundant
literature on Modemism, Neo-Thomism, and contemporary theological developments
that would be pertinent to a comprehensive undentanding ofthis momentous event.

t7 DDT/D,5-14.
l8 See, for example, his citations of Lagrange, Cerfaux, Lyonnet, Gelin, Benoit,

and Stanley in DD7D, index.
19 The New Jerome Biblical Commentary (Englewood Cliffs, NJ: hentice Hall,

1968), I142b45b, 1168, ll73 (hereafter ,V"IBC). See Suipture and Chrisrologt: A
Statement of the Pontifical Biblical Commission with a Commentary, trans. and ed.

Joseph A. Fitzrneyer, S.J. (New York/Mahwah: Paulist hess, 1986).

20 DVt,5-t3.
2l See Stephen Neill and Tom Wrigltt, The lnterpretqtion of the New Testament,

1861-1986, rev. ed. (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1988); Albert Schweitzer, Iie
Quesl ofthe HistoricalJesus: A Critical Study of hs Progress from Reimarus lo Wrede,

trans. W. Montgomery, inro. J. M. Robinson (1906: New York: Macmillan, 1969);

James M. Robinson, A New Quest of the Historical Jesus (London: SCM, 1959); John

S. Kselman and Ronald D. Witherup, "Modem New Testament Criticism," NJBC,

I 130-45; John P. Meier, "Jesus," ,V,/BC, t 316-28.
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By contrast. Lonergan employed the wealth of historical
scholarship precipitated by the I 500th anniversary in I 95 I ofthe Council
of Chalcedon to defend the authority of this and other ecumenical
councils to define the doctrines of the Incarnation and the Trinity.22 To
enrich the theological understanding of the conciliar definitions, he

not only undertook a reconstruction of Aquinas's medieval analyses of
both doctrines in the metaphysical terms of "person" and "nature," but
complemented it with his own modem analyses of the doctrines in the
psychological terms of "subject" and "consciousness."2r Concomitantly,
Lonergan waded into the contemporary controversy over Christ's
consciousness, sparring with a raft ofopponents while making a brilliant
contribution to the discussion.'n Yet as Lonergan departed from Rome
in '1965, ending his career as a dogmatic theologian, the renaissance of
theological scholarship sparked by Vatican II was about to break the mold
of the neo-scholastic manual and take both Christology and Trinitology
in new directions. in the process outmoding the form and challenging the
content of Lonergan's treatises.l5

Still. despite Lonergan's own reservations about his treatises,
his De Verbo lncarnato and De Deo Trino remain important works,
meriting carelul study, not just for their historical significance but for
their permanent value - in form as well as content. In form, Lonergan's
contribution was to complement the scholastic and neo-scholastic
systematic or (synthetic) format of the treatises with an historical
(or analytic) component.z6 Boyer had already begun to move in this

22 DVI, 103-212., DDT/D, |3-248.
23 CC/1,57-82, 100-48 afi Dl4,2ll-313:, DP,52-91, 165-87 and DDT/9L,65-
4. 186-93.9.

24 Dn,269-3t2.
25 For summary statements of these new directions: William P. Loewe, "Jesus

Christ," and Edmund J. Dobbin, "Trinity," in J. Komonchak et al., eds., The New Dic-
tionary of Cdtholic Theologt (Wilmington, PA: Michael Glazer, 1987). 542 and 1058-

6l; Calherine Mowry LaCugna, "The Trinitarian Mystery ofCod," and John P. Galvin,
"Jesus Christ," in Francis Schttssler Fiorenza and John P. Galvin, eds., Systematic The-

ologt: Roman Calholic Perspectives,2 vols. (Minneapolis: Fortress. l99l), l:174-86
and 314-23. For an example of these new directions: Karl Rahner, The Trinity, tra$.
Joseph Donceel, intro. Catherine Mowry LaCugna (1967: New York: Crossroad, 1999),
73,75-76,80-E2, 104-5, 107, I lE-19; idem, Foundarions of Christian Faith'. An lntro-
ducrion ro the ldea of Christiqnity,tIarc. W. V Dych ( 1976: New York: Seabury/Cross-
road, 1978), 176-321.

26 Lonergan gave a running commentary on his project to add an anal)Iic counter-
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direction, dividing his manual on the Trinity between a demonstration of
the existence ofthe mystery from New Testament and patristic sources
and an elucidation of the nature of the mystery based on St. Thomas
Aquinas's Summa Theologiae,2l Bnt in his manual on the Incarnation,
Boyer simply adopted Aquinas's systematic (or doctrinal) order, as well
as his theological analysis, for his theses.2E Lonergan, instead, after
creating for either treatise a sophisticated systematic component based
upon his Thomistic cognitional theory, sought to formulate an historical
counterpart, leading from the New Testament sources for the doctrines
of the Incamation and the Trinity, to the patristic and conciliar dialectic
generative of both doctrines, to an appreciation ofthe mysteries inherent
in the doctrines. Only for the treatise on the Trinity, however, was he
able to bring this project to virtual fruition.2e Yet in Method in Theologt
he was able to distill the methodological implications of this effort,
particularly in his division of theological scholarship into an analytical
and a synthetic phase and in his accounts of the functional specialties of
history and doctrines.30 "All my work," Lonergan was later to say, "has
been introducing history into Catholic theology."3l

In addition to reforming the structure of a theological treatise,
Lonergan made substantial contributions to theology in each section
of both treatises - scriptural interpretation, the development of
doctrine, theological understanding, and philosophical foundations

- each representing a more comprehensive framework. In scriptural
interpretation, Lonergan adopted a modem critical approach, basing
his "dogmatic" interpretation of the sources of Christian doctrine upon
a "positive" interpretation of the authors' intentions, thereby making
exegesis, under the umbrella of positive theology, an integral part of
theology and a complement to dogmatic theology. In the development

part, an4 more generally, a historical component, to medieval systematic theology in
contemporary lectures and articles ("Theolory and Understanding," in Collection,l2l:'
"Theology and Man's Future," in,4 Second Collection, l3 5-48), as well as in the intro-
ductions to the evolving treatises. See also Crowe, Lonergan, 80-99.

27 Boyer, Synopsis Praelectionum, l0-89, 90- | 96.
28 Boyer, De Verbo lncarnoto,5.
29 For a detailed account ofthe process, see Boly, Road to Lonergqnb Method in

Theolory, 84-107, 17 l-'1 5, 197 -243.

30 M et hod in T heo log, 125 -45, 11 5-23 4, 29 5-334.
3l See J. M. O'Hara ed., Curiosity q, the Cenrer of Oneb Life: Stalemenls qnd

Questiotts of R Eric O'Connor (Monreal, l9M), 427; quoted in Crowe, Lonergan,98.
See also Crowe, Ion ergan 80-99;Tmcy, Achievement of Bernard Lonergan, 189'96.
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of doctrine, he employed a dialectic to demonstrate, on a first level, the
authenticity ofthe development of Christian doctrine, from its origins in
the New Testament to its definitions in church councils and papal decrees,
and, on a second level, the simultaneous groMh oian implicit acceptance
of doctrinal development. from early Christianity to the modem world.
In theological understanding, where Lonergan was in his element, he
sought to vindicate for theology the function notjust ofcorroborating the
truth, but ol understanding the meaning, of Christian doctrine, while he
also pursued a method for coordinating positive theology (biblical and
historical) with dogmatic and systematic theology into a self-validating
hermeneutical circle, with reciprocal phases of analysis and synthesis.
In philosophical foundations, the cognitional theory he had lorged in
lhe Verbum articles and Insight provided him with the matrix for the
method he gradually elaborated in producing his treatises - a method
he himself applied only to theology, but one he believed was capable
of unifuing all of the liberal arts.rr The core problematic, the unifying
theme ofthese four contributions, was what Lonergan called the central
problem of modem theology: how to introduce historical scholarship into
the field while developing a method that would prevent it from falling
into modernism.rs

I. CRITICAL INTERPRETATION OF SACRED SCRIPTURE

In his interpretation of the New Testament, Lonergan employed "a
critical understanding of the evidence" as opposed to a "precritical
belief in testimony," while he also sought to vindicate a "dogmatic"
interpretation and its complementarity to a "positive" interpretation. In
a critical understanding of the evidence, as he later explained, "one is
concerned to differentiate stylistic features, discem successive strata,
and compose a history of the synoptic tradition." By contrast, with a
precritical belief in testimony, "the greatest emphasis will be placed on
the words ofJesus Christ himseli for they are supremely credible."rl In

32 Method in Theologr, 24. See Crowe. Lonergan, El.
33 Bernard Lonergan, "Beliefl Today's Issue," in / Second Collection,96. See

Crowe, Lonergan, 85-99;Tncy. Achievement <tf Bernard Lonergon, 192-206.
34 Bemard Lonergan, "Christology Today: Merhodological Reflections (1975)."

80-81 in,4 Third Collection, ed. Frederick E. Crowe, S.J. (New Yo*./Mahwah: Paulist
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making this distinction, Lonergan was deliberately departing from the
approach Charles Boyer, his predecessor, had taken in his manuals on
the Incamation and the Trinity, and allying himself with the approach
contemporary Scripture scholars, Catholic as well as Protestant, were
taking in their interpretation of the New Testament texts.

At the same time, Lonergan differentiated the dogmatic
interpretation, critical though it was, that he thought dogmatic theologians
should give of New Testament texts from the positive interpretation,
complementary to it, that he recognized to be the proper approach of
Scripture scholars. By a dogmatic interpretation he meant the mode
by which dogmatic theologians could respect Pius XII's declaration in
Humani Generis that "the noblesttask oftheology is to show how doctrine
defined by the church is contained in the sources...'in the very same
sense in which it has been defined."'35 A positive interpretation, on the
other hand, meant, he said, the approach biblical exegetes took in giving
a historical interpretation of texts in terms of the author's own words
and intentions. A mutual recognition of the complementarity of these
two modes of interpretation, Lonergan contended, could bind biblical
exegetes and dogmatic theologians as collaborators in the one discipline
of theology as members of the respective subdisciplines of positive and
dogmatic theology. In addition, it would enable them to present a united
front against modern errors in both biblical interpretation and theological
speculation.36

First, let us identi! the modern errors in scriptural interpretation
that Lonergan sought to oppose. Then we will be in a position to
appreciate why he thought a collaboration between biblical exegetes and
dogmatic theologians in their respective modes of interpreting the New
Testament would be the antidote to these errors. Thirdly, we shall inspect
an example of his own use of dogmatic interpretation. With that done, we
can assess the success of his endeavor.

There were three sets of modem errors in interpretation that
Lonergan opposed, all ofthem deriving, he said, from a lack ofsensitivity
to historical context and doctrinal development.3T In increasing

Press Press; London: Geoffrey Chapman, 1985).
35 DVI,3; DDT/D, 5. See Henry Denzinger and Adolph Schdnmelzer S.J., eds.,

Enchiridion Symbolorum Defnitionum et Declarationum de Rebus Fidei et Morum,
33ed. Freiburg: Herder, 1965), #3886.

36 DDT/D,'7-14.
37 D DT/D, 17 -28, l l 5 -19, 209; DDT/SL, 5 l -52.
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degrees of gravity, they were posilivism and utnceptualism, archaism
and anachronism. and historicr.sm and rationalism. Positivism and
conceplualism were the deficiencies Lonergan deplored among modern
Catholic theologians for what he believed was their hesitancy about or
resistance to a differential but complementary methodology for theology.
Positivism was the reproach he directed at biblical and patristic exegetes,
who, he thought, were directionless, wandering here and there or idly
amassing huge heaps of information. useless for establishing the origins
ofchurch doctrine in Scripture or tradition. The counterpart. lor which he

criticized systematic theologians. was lhe conceptualism Ihey displayed
in philosophical speculation about and deduction from church doctrines,
without either drawing upon the scholarship of biblical exegetes and
church historians to establish the authenticity of these doctrines or
trying to understand them. as the First Vatican Council recommended,
by analogy to natural processes or else by the interconnection ol the
mysteries among themselves or their connection to humanity's final end.
The consequence, Lonergan suggested, was a dichotomy within Catholic
theology between two mutually exclusive forms of methodological
myopia.r8

A more basic set ol errors. archaism and anachronism. was what
Lonergan thought typically divided Protestant from Catholic theologians.
By archaism - characteristic, he asserted, ol Protestant theologians -
he meant an assumption that only the commonsense terminology of
the New Testament was apt for expressing revealed truths, together
with a condemnation of conciliar definitions and scholastic theology
as comrptions - stages in an illegitimate hellenization ofthe biblicat
message. The contrary enor of anuchronism distinctive, Lonergan
believed, of Catholic theologians - was the presumption that the terms
of conciliar definitions and papal decrees must and could be lound
explicitly in the words of the New Testament itself-. The ensuing mutual
disrespect of Protestant and Catholic theologians derived. Lonergan
concluded, from their shared disregard ol the historical development -
cultural, theological, and doctrinal - from the commonsense language

and particular circumstances of biblical revelation to the theoretical
a(iculation in conciliar statements of its universal import.re

Beyond the pale of errors Lonergan thought common to Christian

DDT/SL, t7, 36, 50-51, 58.

Drl,2'l; DDT/D,19-20, I19, 158; DDT/SL,5l
38

39
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theologians were what he called the modem and secular ideologies
of historicism and (semi)rationalism. Under the rubric of historicism
Lonergan excoriated the kind of critical or scientific historiography that
on empiricist or relativist grounds discounted a priori the possibility
of the Bible being a medium of supematual revelation.ao The contrary
errors he denounc ed were rationalism and, semirationalrsrn, the former of
which being the presumption that the truths of faith were all discoverable
by reason alone, the latter that they were fully intelligible once they were
revealed. From neither perspective, Lonergan contended, was it possible
to interpret the Bible on its own terms, as a historical artifact, necessary
and sufficient for the revelation of the supematural mysteries of the
Christian religion.a'

The antidote Lonergan prescribed for these modem errors of
interpretation was an inclusive conception oftheology, comprising both
positive and dogmatic functions, apt for reconciling the differences within
Catholic theology between biblical exegetes and speculative theologians.
Positive theology and dogmatic theology, Lonergan argued, should be
seen as subdisciplines - differentiated by end, object, and method -
within the single discipline of theology.a2 Whereas the end of positive
theology would be to grasp the sense, the intention, and the doctrine
of an author - biblical, patristic, conciliar, papal, scholastic, modem, or
contemporary - in all their nuances, the end of dogmatic theology would
be to establish how a doctrine defined by the church could genuinely
be found in the positively interpreted sources of revelation. Likewise,
while the object of positive theology would be to obtain a concrete
understanding of the individual intentions and actions of particular
historical figures in their own cultural contexts, the object of dogmatic
theology would be to analyze these intentions and actions as potentially

40 DVI,7-13; DDT/D, l15-16: DDT/51.43-44.
4 | D y I, 5 -8., D DT/ D, 25 I -53, 25 5 - 5'1, 262-7 t, D DT/S, I 8, 52.
42 In a contemporary lecture, Lonergan differentiated these two complementary

ideals ofexegesis more generally as "romantic" and .,classical',: the.,romantic', being
an effort to plumb the entire psychic richness of the text by feeling ,.one,s way into
the author's soul, into his imagination, his mind, his emotions, his will, his mode of
speech"; the "classical," aiming at "a meaning that is more intelligible, more acces-
sible, than that ofthe original text," because one ..transposes the original text to a mode
ofthought and speech common to all men insofar as they are rational." See..Exegesis
and Dogma ( 1963)," pp. 142-59 in Philosophical and Theological Papers tgSB- t 961,
ed. Robert C. Croken, Frederick E. Crowe, and Robert M. Doran, vol. 6 of Collected
Works of Bemard Lonergan (Toronto: University ofToronto Press, 1996).
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universal objects of faith, communicable to every culture. Finally,
although the methodology ofpositive theology could not help devolving
into a manifold of specializations in particular authors or fields each to
be studied meticulously, on its own terms, in a gradual, self-corrective

process of understanding - the method of dogmatic theology would, by

contrast, have the single function of culling from the results of positive

theology whatever could clearly and ce(ainly be said at a given time to

authenticate the derivation ofchurch doctrine from revealed sources. For

this collaboration between the positive and the dogmatic functions of
theology to succeed, Lonergan wamed, the one thing necessary on both

sides was sensitivity to historical context and doctrinal development.$

An example from Lonergan's treatises will illustrate the benefits he

anticipated fromaprospectivecollaborationbetweenbiblical exegeteswho

embraced their role as positive theologians and speculative theologians

who, correspondingly, saw themselves as dogmatic theologians. In both

De Verbo lncarnato and De Deo Trino lhere are lheses in which Lonergan

gives a dogmatic interpretation ol New Testament texts informed by

positive interpretations from biblical exegetes. ln De Verbo Incarnalo,
the theses concem the hypostatic union, Christ's personal grace, and lhe

redemption;aa in De Deo Trino, they pertain to the consubstantiality of
the Son with the Father and to the divinity and the procession ofthe Holy
Spirit.a5 The best example is, perhaps, the thesis on the hypostatic union,

the first and the fundamental thesis ofDe Verbo Incarnalo.
The thesis, as Lonergan slates it, is: "From the teaching of the

New Testament it is evident that one and the same Jesus ofNazareth is a

true man, pa(icipates in multiple divine prerogatives' and is true God."

To clarify the intent ol the thesis, he cites Pius XII's pronouncement

in Humani Generis lhat the noblest task of theology is to show how a

doctrine defined by the church in this case the dogma of the Council of
Chalcedon that one and the same Jesus Christ is true God and true man -
is contained in the New Testament "in the very same sense in which it has

been defined." By "man" in the statement olthe thesis, Lonergan says

he means simply what is, by common consent, truly judged to be a man

(that is, a human being) - not some abstruse hylemorphic conception of
humanity as a composite of body and soul. By "God" he says he means

D DT/ D, 5-l 4, 228-30; D DT/SL, 22, 28-29, 3 l'32.
D l,Z Thesis I (2-103),Thesis ll (313-32),andThesis l5 (443-82).

DDT/D,Thesis I ( I l3-54). Thesis 2 ( 155-77). and Thesis 4 (216-48)

43

44
45
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the God of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, as conceived and acknowledged
in both the Old and the New Testaments, but with the recognition of
the New Testament distinction between the Father and the Son. The
thesis itself - that Jesus of Nazareth is a true man (a true human being),
participates in multiple divine prerogatives, and is true God - is not,
Lonergan admits, expressed in so many words in the New Testament, but
is a certain kind ofconclusion: not, to be sure, a logical deduction from
New Testament truths to another truth, but a correct understanding and
explicit statement of a truth implicit in a complex set of New Testament
texts.a6

This is a thesis, Lonergan cautions, that has to be defended against
a host of adversaries - inveterate, ancient, and modem. The inveterate
adversaries (pagans, Jews, and Muslims) simply deny the divinity ofJesus
of Nazareth. The ancient adversaries (Gnostics, Ebionites, Adoptionists,
Arians, Apollonaris, Nestorians, and Monosphysites) were those who
opposed, for one reason or another, the conciliar definition as an authentic
rendition of the New Testament teaching about Jesus. And a vast array
of modem adversaries (rationalists, idealists, positivists; historicists,
subjectivists [including existentialists], fi deists; and modemists) deny
that the New Testament can, as a historical document, authenticate the
divinity of Jesus Christ.aT

The heart ofthe thesis is, ofcourse, Lonergan's demonstration of its
truth. Before tackling the demonstration itself, Lonergan delineates the
factors within the distinctive New Testament mode of conceptualization
from which it is to be elicited. The first factor is the parallelism in the
New Testament between, on the one hand, a gradual differentiation
between God as Father and God as Son within the biblical conception of
the God of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob and, on the other, a progressive
recognition ofthe divinity ofJesus Christ as the Son ofGod. The second
factor is the various literary schemes the New Testament authors chose
to depict the progressive revelation of Christ's divinity: the prospective
scheme adopted by the Synoptic gospels for the life of Christ; Paul's
retrospective scheme for anticipating the glory ofthe risen Christ in the
description ofhis earthly life; the inverse retrospective scheme by which
Paul and John assimilated both the historical Jesus and the risen Christ
to the preexistent Image or Word of God; and the synthetic scheme into

46 DVt,2-3,37.
47 DVl,3-t6
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which Paul integrated all of the other schemes. These schemes confirm
the historicity ofthe New Testament as the product ofa complex process
by which apostles and disciples gradually came to a belief in Christ's
divinity only as they also came to distinguish between Father and Son
in their conception of God. An appreciation of the function of these

schemes precludes both the anachronism ofexpecting to find the decree
of Chalcedon expressly stated in the words of the NewTestament and the
archaism of clinging to the words olthe New Testament to the point of
repudiating the conciliar decree.aE

With the table set. Lonergan then employs the distinctive
conceptualization ofthe New Testament in a tripartite demonstration of
his thesis. First, Jesus of Nazareth is true man (truly human): see how
the New Testament both depicls Jesus acting as a human being and

explicitly describes him as a human being. Secondly, Jesus participates
in multiple divine prerogatives: see how the New Testament represents

Jesus announcing the kingdom of God, dying and rising lrom the dead,

destined eventually to retum in glory, but meanwhile reigning in heaven

at the right hand ofthe Father, even as he existed before his earthly life
and indeed at the creation of the world. Thirdly, the same Jesus is true
God: see how the New Testament attributes to Jesus the names. titles. and

honors unique to God and even invokes quasi-theological terminology
in Paul, the Epistle to the Hebrews, and John - to affirm the unity and

equality olJesus with the Father, as the Image, the Word, and the Son of
God.r'

How successful was this interpretation? Certainly, Lonergan's
method of interpretation, exemplified in the cited thesis, represents a
giant step beyond the method to be found, for example, in the parallel
thesis in Charles Boyer's De Verbo Incarnato. There Boyer, without any

reference to the definition of the Council of Chalcedon, attempted to

demonstrate through a "precritical belief in testimony" - essentially a

fundamentalist interpretation - that the New Testament says explicitly
Jesus Christ was "the natural Son ofGod and true God." In a simulation of
oral testimony, he cites the texts in which Jesus is presented as testifuing
to being the Son of God and the apostles are presented as testirying to

their belief in his testimony - without any consideration of the layers

oftradition behind the text of the New Testament or any question about

DI4 l9-37; see afso D/1,76-77: DDT/D,98-l12, 162-65, l8l
Dtl.37-t02.
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the authentic meaning ofthe term "Son of God." Boyer simply takes the
word of Jesus and his disciples that Jesus was "the natural Son of God
and true God."5o

In constrast to this anachronistic interpretation, Lonergan undertook
a "critical understanding of evidence" - essentially a hermeneutic
interpretation - to show that the New Testament implies thal one and
the same Jesus of Nazareth was, in the sense intended by the Council
of Chalcedon, true God as well as true man (human being). Instead of
attempting to approximate direct contact with the oral communication
of the ipsissima verba lesu, he accepted the New Testament as text
mediating through the literary conventions of its authors the primitive
Christian community's recollections of the import of Jesus' words and
deeds. His argument proceeded from the texts describing and affirming
Jesus'humanity, to the texts attributing to Jesus a participation in certain
divine prerogatives, to the texts containing the literary schemes that New
Testament exegetes had discovered in Paul, the Synoptics, and John for
declaring their beliefin a unity and equality between Jesus and the Father.
This is persuasive evidence for the conclusion that the New Testament
does indeed imply the same truth, with the same meaning, as the explicit
statement ofthe Council ofChalcedon that one and the same Jesus Christ
is true God and true man (human being).

Yet Lonergan's own interpretation suffers from his failure to have
taken advantage of certain contemporary advances in New Testament
scholarship that would have enhanced the solidity and sophistication ol
his thesis. He did not allude to either the First or the New Quest for
the Historical Jesus.5r What makes this oversight especially serious is

that the point of the thesis, as even Charles Boyer had recognized in
his statement ol it, is in part to demonstrate that "the historical man,
known by the name Jesus Christ, is the natural son of God, and true
God."52 Likewise, Lonergan did not incorporate into his demonstration
of the progressive revelation of the divinity of Christ the progression
(recognized by biblical exegetes and commended by the Pontifical
Biblical Commission) from the Sitz im Leben of lesrs himself, to that
of the primitive Christian communities, and thence to that of the New

Boyer, De Verbo Incarnato,ll-31.
See notes 20 and 21.

Boyer, De Verbo Incarnalo,S (my translation)
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Testament authors.5r In ignoring this development, Lonergan failed to
base his dogmatic interpretation ofthe progressive revelation to the early
Christian community of Jesus' divinity upon the best available positive
interpretation by biblical exegetes. In this fundamental thesis on the

combination in Jesus of both humanity and divinity, Lonergan. although
he incorporated some ofthe positive interpretations olbiblical exegetes,

did not 1-ully exempliS the rapprochement he advocated between positive
and dogmatic theologians in the interpretation olthe sources ofChristian
doctrine in the New Testament.

Yet Lonergan's brielfor collaboration between the prospective and

connotative interpretation of the New Testament by biblical scholars

and the retrospective and denotative interpretation of it by dogmatic
theologians does seem to be the only way to avoid anachronism or
archaism in the authentication ofChristian doctrine. Biblical scholars can

preclude archaism by recognizing that the Christian tradition, particularly
in the ecumenical councils. could articulate in technical terms the same

truths, with the same sense, as were expressed in the ordinary language

of the New Testament. Correspondingly, dogmatic theologians can avert
anachronism by recognizing that the truths synthesized in the compact
and universalistic formulas of conciliar definitions could be found only
implicitly in the multiple and culturally specific schemes of the New
Testament authors. Only thus can the development of doctrine in the

ecumenical councils be defended against the charge ol betraying the

message of the New Testament and the message of New Testament be

rescued from the criticism of being an outmoded belief of an obsolete

culture.

2. THE DIALECTIAL DEVELOPMENT OF DOCTRINE

While Lonergan sought to show in his dogmatic interpretation of the
New Testament that conciliar dogmas were contained in the New
Testament in the same sense in which they had been defined, in his
account of the development of doctrine his intent was, conversely, to
show that New Testament teachings had remained the same truths with
the same meanings even as they underwent the cultural and theological

53 See note 19
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adaptations culminating in their conciliar definition as dogmas. His
argument was, in effect and probably in intent, a NewmanJike vra med,a
between the opposed "Catholic" position of Vincent of L6rins (ca. 434)
and the "Protestant" position of Adolph von Hamack (1851-1930).
Vincent's contention had been that there was no essential development
of doctrine between the New Testament and the councils: the orthodoxy
ofconciliar dogma was guaranteed by the fact that it was what everyone
in the church had always and everywhere taught - in contrast to heresies,
which were local and idiosyncratic innovations denominated after their
inventors.5a Harnack argued, on the contrary, that there had been a
radical development of dogma from the New Testament to the councils,
but the development had been a temporary if perhaps necessary evil,
for in defining dogmas to curtail heresy the church had unfortunately
Hellenized the New Testament by transforming the simple gosp€l of
Jesus into a set of spurious metaphysical theories.55 Lonergan split the
difference between Vincent's anachronism and Hamack's archaism. He
argued that there had indeed been a development from New Testament
teachings to conciliar dogmas, but that the development had preserved
the truth of the teachings, while altering the register of their meaning,
from ordinary to technical language.

Lonergan's argument for a real but authentic development of
doctrine comprised four elements: an analysis ofthe dynamic complex of
the components ofdoctrinal development, a dialectic ofthe development
ofthe Christological and Trinitarian dogmas, an epitome ofthe historical
stages ofdoctrinaldevelopment, and an incipient theory ofits legitimacy.56

54 DDT/D, 10. See Jaroslav Pelikut, The Emergence of the Catholic Tradition
( 100-600), vol. I of The Christian Tradition: A History of the Development of Doc-
trine (Chicago andLondon: University ofChicago Press, 1971), 333-39; Trevor Han,

"Creeds, Councils and Doctrinal Development," I: 654-55 in Philip F. Esleq ed., Ihe
Early Christian World. 2 vols. (London and New York: Routledge, 2000).

55 DDT/D, 184,260. See Adolph von Hamack, History of Dogma (1894), trans.

Neil Buchanan, 7 vols (reprint: New York, 196l),1:12-20. See also Hart/Ensler, 656;

James C. Livingston , Modern Christion Thought: From the Enlightenment lo yqtican ll
(New York : Macmillan; London: Col lier-Macmil lan, I 9'l I ), 257 -62.

56 DDT/D, 23-27. For a full-scale analysis of doctrinal development as a func-

tion of the historicity of truth, invoking Lonergan among others, see Winfried Schulz,

Dogmenentwicklung als Problem der Geschichtlichkeit der llqhrheitserkenntnis: Eine

erkenntnistheorelisch-theologische Studie zun Problemkreis der Dogmenentwicklung,

Analecta Gregoriana 173 (Rome: Libreria Editrice dell'Universita Gregoriana, 1969)'

esp. pp. 188-94,341.
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Lonergan analyzed the dynamic complex ofdoctrinal development
into four components: objective, subjective, estimative, and hermeneutic.
The objective component was the transition from the documents of the
New Testament with their multiplicity of literary schemes, couched
in a blend of ordinary and literary language. addressed to the whole
person - to the conciliar creeds and canons - with their compression
of multiple scriptural schemes into single fundamental concepts,
couched in technical terms (homoousion, for example), congenial
to an intellectual mentality. The concomitant subjective component
was the change in horizon from the undifferentiated consciousness of
the New Testament authors and their readership to the intellectually
differentiated consciousness of theologians and conciliar fathers. The
dialectic propelling this change of consciousness was the participants'
reciprocal estimalion of their respective efforts to transform the ordinary
language and Jewish mentality of the New Testament into the technical
terminology and Hellenistic mentality of church doctrine.5T Goveming
the entire development was the re cvsive hermeneatic according to which
the comparative personal authenticity ofthe participants govemed their
estimation ofthe correctness ofone another's interpretations ofthe New
Testament. Hence. Lonergan contended, the underlying unity in doctrinal
development amid cultural shifts, differentiations ofconsciousness, and
reciprocal estimations was the word of God as true, operating in the
minds ofthe participants to inspire their quest for personal authenticity.5s

Faced with this dynamic complex, dogmatic theologians could not be

satisfied. Lonergan argued, simply to rehearse what the participanls knew
and intended in their contributions to the development of Christological
and Trinitarian dogma. They also had to employ a heuristic structure
capable of detecting the underlying dialectic by which the participants
unwittingly and implicitly contributed, not just to the development of
doctrine, but to the very idea of doctrinal development.5e

Lonergan therefore employed such a heuristic structure to analyze
the dialectic of the development of Christological and Trinitarian

57 Lonergan invoked here and elsewhere the scholastic axiom "Quid.luid recipitur
secundum modum recipientis recipilur" lo emphasize the necessity for collaborators in
a project to recognize, understand, and judge one another's irremediably personal and
indeed idiosyncratic approaches in interpreting the common information at their dis-
posal: see DDZS 16,26-27,36, DDT/D,22,25.

58 DDT/D.23-24.
59 DDT/D. t'7-28.
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60 The model for this approach was the dialectic Lonergan had earlier employed in
lnrrgr, (chaps. l4 and l7) to conrast the positions and counterpositions in fundamental
philosophical conflicts, and that later he was to incorporate it into Method in Theol-
ogl (chap. l0) as a functional specialty for the resolution of fundamental conflicts of
historical interpretation. It consists in opposing two conceptions ofknowledge, objec-
tivity, and reality: self-fulfilling positions vs. self-refuting counterpositions. ln the posi-
tions, knowledge is conceived ofas a grasp ofthe truth in virtually unconditionedjudg-
ments; objectivity, as a consequence of intelligent inquiry and critical reflection; and
reality, as Ore concrete universe of being knowable through truthful judgments. In the
counterpositions, knowledge is conceived of as a perception of reality; objectivity, as

a consequence ofextroversion toward extemal reality; and reality itseli as the already
out there now. ln De Deo Trino, Lonergan drew upon this heuristic structure to argue
that the orthodoxy of the conciliar definitions was the reward of an implicit adherence
to the positions, whereas the heresies anathematized in the canons ofthe councils were
the sequelae ofan implicit embroilrnent in the counterpositions (DDT/S,40-ll2).

6l Here again, Lonergan seems to have mediated between the traditional suppo-
sition, associated with Vincent of Ldrins, that orthodoxy was original, while heresies

were novel deviations, and the recent claim by Walter Bauer (n Orthodory and Heresy
in Earliest Christiqnrry, trans. and ed. R. A. Kraft and G. Krodel (1934; Philadelphia:
Fortress, l97l ) that heresies arose first, precipitating the response of orthodoxy. ln fact,
Lonergan's position is remarkably similar to the current scholarly consensus rejecting
the paradigm ofa dichotomy between "orthodoxy" and "heresy" in favor ofa paradigm

of "intemal renewal and dissent," according to which Christian doctrine eventually
crystallized from an initial variety of competing options, some of which won official
approval while others were condemned: see Sheila E. McGinn, "lntemal Renewal and

Dissent in the Early Christian World," Il, 893-906, in Esler.

62 Both Alois Grillmeier, in Cirrs, it1 Christian Trqdition: From lhe Aposlolic Age

to Chalcedon (451), trans. J. S. Bowden (London: A. R. Mowbray & Co.,1964.),492'
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doctrine from the New Testament to the Third Council of Constantinople
(681),andontotheCouncil of Lyon (1274).60 In a nutshell, the dialectic,
as Lonergan traced it, was from the naive or uncritical realism of the
New Testament authors and apostolic fathers (position), through
the Stoic materialism and Middle-Platonist idealism of the heretics
(counterpositions), to the dogmatic realism of the church fathers and
the ecumenical councils (position).6rAt issue was the interpretation of
the labile, if not ambiguous, Greek terms for nature (plr sis), substance
(onsia), hypostasis (hupostasis), and person Qtrosopon) in representing
the truth of the New Testament teachings about Jesus Christ and the
Trinity. ln the nature of the case, this dialectic amounted to a certain
Hellenization of New Testament teaching.

Yet within this Hellenization there was a split between the
orthodoxy of the conciliar fathers and the heresy of their adversaries.62
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The Hellenization of New Testament teachings by the conciliar
fathers. Lonergan showed, consisted in adapting these teachings to the
differentiation of consciousness into the theory and common sense that
had occurred in Flellenistic culture because of "the Greek discovery
of mind." This adaptation entailed transposing the ordinary language
of New Testament teachings into the technical language of conciliar
dogmas w-hile keeping the truth and the meaning the same.('r By contrast,
the Hellenization of New Testament teachings by the heretics, Lonergan
demonstrated. consisted in anembrace ofthe false philosophies ofStoicism
or Middle Platonism as a medium for interpreting these teachings, to the
detriment of their meaning and truth. Consequently, the heresy of the
heretics consisted in subordinating the truth of New Testament teachings
to the premises of Hellenistic philosophy.6r In the dialectic of doctrinal
development. therefore, the conciliar fathers interpreted the meaning of
the Greek terms for nature, substance, hypostasis, and person in fidelity
to the truths of the New Testament. w-hereas the heretics construed the
truths olthe New Testament 10 conform to the meaning of these terms in
Stoic or Middle Platonist philosophy.o'

In retrospect. Lonergan demonstrated, the results were predictable.
To the question ofwho was Jesus Christ, the false philosophies ofheretics

95, and Pelikan, 44-55, agree with Lonergan that the alleged Hellenization of Christi-
anity implicit in the conciliar definition of dogmas was more like a "dehellenization"
because it rebutted the Hellenization explicit in the heretical subordination ofNew Tes-

tament truths to Hellenistic metaphysical theories.
63 DDT/D, l9-23. Lonergan expatiated on this point in "Exegesis and Dogma

(1963)" and "Theology as a Christian Phenomenon (1964)." pp. 156 and 245-47 in
Philosophicol und Theological Popers 1958-1961, ed. Roben C. Croken, Frederick E.

Crowe, and Robert M. Doran, vol. 6 ofCollected Works ofBernard Lonergan (Toronto:
University of Toronto Press. I 996).

64 Lonergan severely criticized Leslie Dewan for his failure in The Futurc of Belief
(New York: Herder and Herder, 1966) to distinguish between Hellenization as an ap-
propriation of the Greek differentiation of consciousness and as an accommodation to
the tenets ofCreek philosophy in his criticism oflhe development ofdoctrine f'rom the
New Testament to the Ecumenical Councils: See Bemard Lonergan, "The Dehelleniza-
tion of Dogma ( 1967)," pp. I I -32 in Bemard Lonergan, I Second Collection: Papers
b1' Bernard J. F. Lonergan, ^! l, ed. William F. J. Ryan. S. J. and Bemard J. Tynell, S.

J. (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1974). See also Cregory Baum O.S.A., Tre
Future ofBelieJ Debare (New York: Herder and Herder. |967).

65 D DT/D,7 . 107 , l 12. ln lhe conciliar decrees, therefore, hr.lao ousion and dyphy-
sr.rnas, though technical terms, carried no philosophical baggage, so that their use did
not entail an adoption ofHellenistic ontology: DDT/S.50.
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led them to deduce either that Jesus must be two persons because he had
two natures or else that he must have had either a human or a divine
nature because he was just one person.66 In the question ofwhat was the
Trinity, they were similarly induced, because of their false philosophies,
to conclude either that God was one person because God had a single
substance or that God had three substances because God was three
persons.6T By contrast, the church fathers and the ecumenical councils
remained orthodox, Lonergan argued, by hewing, despite their precritical
realism, to an implicit dogmatic realism: an affirmation in technical
terms ofthe truths expressed in ordinary language in the New Testament,
without adducing any extraneous philosophical explanations.68

At Nicaea (325), the dogmatic realism of the conciliar fathers led
them to define thal homoousion expressed in a single technical term the
same truth about the equality ofJesus' divinity to that ofthe Father as the
New Testament had expressed in multiple schemes couched in ordinary
language.6e Likewise, at Chalcedon (451) the conciliar fathers defined
thal hupostasis, prosopon, and phusis could express in technical terms
the same truth about the one Jesus Christ being both divine and human
as the New Testament had also expressed in ordinary language.T0 Hence,
Lonergan concluded, the dogmatic realism of the conciliar definitions
stated in universal terms the same truths as were expressed in the
culturally specific terms of New Testament naive realism, whereas the
heresies condemned in the canons of the councils were the regrettable
issue ofthe empiricism or idealism peculiar to the false philosophies of
Late Hellenism.Tr

To illustrate the emergent methodological issue of doctrinal
development, Lonergan added to his analysis of the components of
doctrinal development and his dialectic of the particular development

66 DVt,105-212.
67 DDT/D,11-75.
68 Lonergan argued that the use of the technical terms as heuristic devices (that is,

without any precise philosophical meaning) to affirm the truths of the New Testament

was an implicit development of Christian realism, while adding that the subsequent

discussion about the realism ofsuch use ofthe terms was the origin of"Christian phi-

losophy": see Bemard Lonergan, "The Origins of Christian Realism (1961)," pp. 80-

95 in Philosophical and Theological Papers; idem, "The Origins ofChristian Realism

(1972), in A Second Collection,239-262.
69 D DT/ D, 7 5 -87, 1 13 -54l. see D Vl, 105-21 1.

'10 DDT/D,178-215.
7 I D DT/ D, 19-22, 8'l -t tZi DDT/SL, 50.
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of Christological and Trinitarian dogmas a synopsis of the stages of
doctrinal development throughout the history ofthe church.72 The theme
of his story was that the participants in the process, unable to foresee
the outcome, did not realize they were engaged in the development of
doctrine, much less in the creation of the idea of doctrinal development,
and thus, understanding little about what they were actually doing. had
even less to say about it. Now it was time, Lonergan said, to reflect
upon and objectify the process.Tr Lonergan selected four incidents in
successive eras to illustrate his point.

l'he first incident was the Arian controversy, in which the overt
substantive issue was whether the Son of God was a creature, but the

underlying methodological issue was whether a confession of faith could
be made in any but biblical terms. So when the Council ofNicaea adopted
the technical term homoousion to resolve the dispute, St. Athanasius
justified it as an exception to the rule. But the unforeseen consequence
was that henceforth there was a tacit acceptance oftechnical terms, like
homoousion. for resolving doctrinal disputes insoluble in New Testament

terms.Ta

In a second incident, the official action ofthe Council ofChalcedon
was to condemn Severus ofAntioch as a Monophysite for claiming Christ
had only one nature while charging the council itself with Nestorianism
for declaring Christ had two natures. But in condemning Severus, the
council implicitly rejected the legitimacy ofhis appeal to a certain faction
of church lathers for his contention that "phusis" signified a complete
and concrete being. The Monophysites seem, therefore, to have rejected
the council's definition. not so much because of a doctrinal error about
the number of nalures in Christ, as because of a methodological dispute
about the propriety ofinterpreting scriptural terms according to particular
kind of patristic diction.T5

Then, in the Middle Ages, Augustinian theologians accused their
Aristotelian rivals ofjettisoning Augustine's (and other church fathers')
theological teachings for pagan philosophical theories. The problem was,
though, that the Augustinians failed to recognize the methodological

72 Frederick Crowe points to this survey as Lonergan's fint extended excursus into
the relation between history and theology, an issue that would become paramount for
him h Method in Theologt (Crowe, Lonergan, SS).

73 DDT/51.47-48.
74 DDT/51.48-49.
75 DDT/51,49.
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distinctions between optional theological interpretations and the
mandatory truths of the faith and, more generally, between understanding
the natures ofthings andjudging the truth ofsuch insights. Yet by the end
ofthe thirteenth century even they came, in practice, to realize that the
theoretical (read Aristotelian) terminology of systematic theology was a
valuable tool for clari$ing the meaning of New Testament teaching and
patristic tradition.T6

Finally, in the modem era, the methodological issue, latent in all
ofthe previous incidents, became manifest. In the face of Enlightenment
rationalism, theologians resisted adopting a method for theology
that would enable them to collaborate with one another in tracing
the development of the truths of faith from their sources in the Bible,
through Christian tradition, to their interpretation in modem terms.
This was the blind spot Lonergan believed had precipitated the contrary
errors bedeviling theology: positivism and conceptualism, archaism
and anachronism, historicism and rationalism.TT Only a complete and
comprehensive methodology, he contended, could enable theology to
both differentiate and integrate the functions of positive, dogmatic, and
systematic theology.Ts

In the meantime, Lonergan began to identifr, within his tracts
on the Incamate Word and the Triune God, elements for a theory of
doctrinal development. It was a coaxial theory with two poles and
two interconnecting filaments. Of the two poles, one was a matter of
faith, the other a matter ofexperience. One pole was divine providence,
which, Lonergan believed, promoted a fruitful understanding and

'16 DDT/SL,49-50.
77 See above, notes 37-41.
'18 DDT/9L,50-53. With this epitome ofthe history of doctrinal development Lo-

nergan sketched the background to his own predicament as a dogmatic theologian at

the Gregorian University in Rome at mid-twentieth century: there he was, attempting
to teach the entire tracts on the lncamate Word and the Triune God inclusive ofscrip-
tural sources, historical development, and theological elaboration - because lheology
lacked a method for instituting a division of labor among theologians in their common
task of interpreting the mysteries of faith in mdem terms. Thus, as he dealt with the

substantive issues of Christological and Trinitarian theology, he was also envisioning

the method he thought theology needed to become a modem scientific discipline. In
Method in Theologt he would, propose a melhod he believed capable of enabling both

the comprehension ofthe development ofdoctrine ftom the New Testament to the mod-

ern era and the formulation of an understanding of Christian doctrine appropriate to

contemporary culture.

Murnion
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truthful definition of the inexhaustible riches of revealed mysteries. At
the same time, he conceded, it also permitted misbegotten conceptions
and false (that is, heretical) assertions about these mysteries, but only so

that. ultimately, the greater good ofa clearer understanding and a firmer
confession ofthe mysteries might prevai[." Thus Lonergan credited the
Holy Spirit for the dialectic that eventuated in the infallible certitude
of conciliar definitions.8o The matching pole Lonergan adduced was the
manif-est pressure of constant cultural change, chuming up ever new
challenges to the elucidation and communication ofrevealed truths. Thus
Lonergan pointed to the shifts in the expression ofrevealed truths from
Hebrew to Hellenistic thought-forms. from ancient to medieval culture,
and from the Middle Ages to the modern world.Er

Of the two interconnecting filaments Lonergan instanced, one was
positive and the other negative. The positive filament was the natural,
and supematurally enhanced, human desire to understand the meaning
and know the truth of revealed mysteries. Thus Lonergan referred
repeatedly to Vatican I's endorsement ofthe possibility ofa fruitful, albeit
analogous, understanding ofrevealed truths,82just as he also championed
the authority of the magisterium of the church to define infallibly just
what those truths were.Er The opposing negative filament was the human
liability to errol deriving from the darkness of mind and weakness
of will caused by original sin. Thus Lonergan admitted that had it not
been for heresies there would never have been the need for ecumenical
councils to issue the definitions of dogma and anathemas of error for
which they were convened.Ea The import of Lonergan's theory is that
doctrinal development is not a begrudging accommodation to cultural
variation and transformation, much less a corruption of the original
Christian kerygma, but a divinely inspired, intelligent, and responsible
effort to unfold and defend the meaning and truth ofdivine revelation in
culturally appropriate terminology.

Lonergan's treatment of the development of Christological and
Trinitarian dogma in his 1wo treatises - the analysis ofthe components

'79

53.
80

8l
82

83

84

Dvl,201 -10: DDT/D,209-15l. DDT/SL, 16-l'1,22.26-7.31-32.36, 41, 48, 50,

Dl4, 152; DDT/D, 152-54,228-29.
D DT/S L, 42, 53, 58, 6t, 64.
D DT/ D, 228, 27 1 -7 5 : D DT/SL, 5 l.
D DT/ D.22E-29.
D Vl, 207 -8; D DT/ D, I 08, I 83, 196, 202. 209- I I : D DT/S L, 5, 48, 52
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ofthe development, the expansive dialectic ofthe actual development of
the dogmas from the New Testament to the councils, the subsumption of
this development into a summary history of doctrinal development, and
an incipient theory of doctrinal development - goes beyond historical
description to theological argument. With cogent reasoning and
copious documentation, Lonergan defended the thesis that the conciliar
definitions enunciated in theoretical terms the same truths with the same
meaning that the New Testament had revealed in ordinary language. By
distinguishing between the cultural shift from a Hebraic to a Hellenistic
mentality and the methodological differentiation of consciousness into
cornmon sense and theory, he demonstrated how the Hellenization of
New Testament teachings could result in either orthodoxy or heresy.

Orthodox theologiansand the conciliar fathers engaged in the benign
Hellenization of transposing the culturally specific, ordinary language
of the New Testament into theoretical terms of a universal validity,
communicable to any rational person. Heretics, by contrast, pursued the
malign Hellenization of construing New Testament teachings according
to the tenets ofthe false philosophies of Stoicism and Middle Platonism,
thereby trapping these teachings in a particular and obsolescent culture.
Lonergan compounded the force of this argument by instancing the
development of Christological and Trinitarian dogma asjust one stage in
the development of Christian doctrine, however inadvertent it may have
been, from the New Testament to the modem era. And he argued that
the legitimacy of this development derived from an interaction between
the puissant sway of divine providence and the stimulus of cultural
change, mediated by the interaction between the innate (and divinely
enhanced) human desire to understand and the inveterate human liability
to misunderstand - a combination capable of promoting the truthful and
correcting the erroneous interpretation of divine revelation.

Yet certain questions can be raised about Lonergan's exposition
of the development of Christological and Trinitarian dogma. First, is it
theological enough? Lonergan reduced the dialectic between orthodoxy
and heresy to a philosophical conflict - between the position ofrealism
(from naive to dogmatic) and the counterpositions of materialism and
idealism. No doubt this is a persuasive explanation for the truthfulness
oforthodoxy and the falsehood ofheresy, as well as an astute recognition
of the genesis of the dialectic in a common effort to devise a technical
account of New Testament teaching congenial to Hellenistic culture.
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But the manifest concem of all the participants in the development
of Christological and Trinitarian doctrine was to remain faithful to
the teachings of the New Testament. whatever may have been their
incompatible philosophical allegiances. Therefore the question arises
whether there might have been an intrinsically theological difficutty in
the church's quest for an authentic technical definition ofboth dogmas.

In this regard, Jaroslav Pelikan has contended that it was virtually
impossible fbr the church fathers to encapsulate all of the "innumerable
teachings" ofthe New Testament about the lncamation in a single lapidary
formula. A common stratagem they employed was therefore to choose
one among several eligible key texts as a principle oforganization. to the

consequent disregard oftexts outside the ambit of its connotation. Those
who selected as their proof-text John I : l4 (along with Philippians 2:5-8
and Hebrews l:3), for example, interpreted the Incamation in terms of
the hypostatic union, making themselves tikely to neglect the evidence
in other texts for the genuine humanity of Christ. l'hose who, on the
other hand. chose John 2:19 (along with Colossians 2:9) as their proof-
text interpreted the Incarnation as the Indwelling ol the Logos. leaving
themselves prone to neglect the evidence in other texts for the unity of
Christ's person. A quasi-resolution ol the conflict between these two
schools, Pelikan added, was reached in a tenuous coalescence around
the historical scheme of preexistence-kenosis-exaltation, exemplified
in Philippians 2:6-ll, as a medium for incorporating the contrary
perspectives of hypostatic union and Indwelling ol the Logos into a
common understanding ofthe Incarnation. Even at that, the settlement at
Chalcedon depended upon imperial intervention and enforcement, while
the ambiguity of homoousion fostered irremediable divisions within the
church.E5 Pelikan's account ofthe development of Christological dogma,
therefore, adds a specifically theological (and sociological) dimension to
Lonergan's more philosophical account.

Another question is, how historical is Lonergan's account? As
is customary in the literary genre of theological treatise. Lonergan's
account of the development of Christological and Trinitarian dogma is
essentially an intellectual history of theological progress. Orthodoxy
prevailed over heresy, he argues, because it represented a sounder set of
ideas for rendering the truths of the New Testament in technical terms
of a potentially universal validity. But a social history of the quest for

85 Pelikan.243-66
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orthodoxy would show that it was sought as much for its cultural and
political import as for its religious and theological significance.

No doubt, the religious exigency within the church for a rule of
faith had already been patent in the baptismal and confessional formulas
quoted in the New Teslament, just as the theological desire for a genuine
if limited understanding ofthe mysteries ofsalvation had already become
evident in the Pauline epistles and John's gospel.86 But the campaign
for orthodoxy from Nicaea to Chalcedon, and thence to Constantinople,
was initiated and prosecuted by Christian Roman emperors, beginning
with Constantine, who desired a common creed to unite the world
(oikoumene) of the Roman Empire. Retaining Augustus's adoption of
the title ponttfex muximus {iom the Middle Eastem tradition of divine
kingship, they convoked ecumenical councils, presided over them, and
enforced their decrees. lf Eusebius can be believed, Constantine even
proposed the adoption of homoousion as the criterion of orthodoxy at
Nicaea. His successors followed his lead by adding a series ofdoctrinal
pronouncements, all designed to impose an ideological unity upon the
fissiparous regions of their empire. A comprehensive history of the
development of Christological and Trinitarian dogma would therefore
have to depict it as a social construct, the product of political pressure
as well as theological concem.87 This need not imply, however, an
endorsement ofthe "'fall'ofthe church" thesis- that at Nicaea Constantine
initiated the subversion ofpristine Christianity88 - but it would recognize

86 Hart/Esler, I: 636-53.
87 Pelikan, 262-77; Bill Leadbetter, "From Constantine to Theodosius (and Be-

yond)"; Ivor Davidson, "Later Theologians of the West"; Hart; Michael Bland Sim-
mons, "Graeco-Roman Philosophical Opposition"; l:264-8'1,602-6,650-52,ll:.861-62
in Esler; Richard Lim, "Christian Triumph and Controversy," pp. 196-212 in G. W.
Bowersock, Peter Brown, and Oleg Grabar, eds., Late Antiquily.. A Guide to the Post-
classical llorld (Crnbridge MA and London: The Belknap Press of Harvard Univer-
sity Press, 1999); Peter Brown, Power and Persuasion in Lqte Antiquity: Tcyards a
Christian Empire (Madison Wl: Uniyersity of Wisconsin hess, 1992), I l8-58; Garth
Fowden, Empire lo Commomyealth'. Consequences of Monotheism in lale Antiquity
(Princeton: Princeton University hess, 1993), 80-99; Robin Lane Fox, pagans and
Ctuistians (New York: Alfied A. Knopl 1987), 609-81; W H. C. Frend, The Rise of
Christianity (Philadelphia: Fortress, l9E4), 229-66, 473-591,741-85; Ramsey Mac-
Mulle\ Cbistianizing the Roman Empire (A. D. 100-400), 43-51, also 52-l l9; Jaro-
slav Pelikan, The Excellent Empire: The Fall of Rome and the Triumph of the Church
(San Francisco: Harper & Row, 1987), 67-l15.

88 Daniel H. Williams, "Constantine, Nicaea and the .Fall, ofthe Church,,' pp. I l7-
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that Christian orthodoxy resulted from an interdependence between the
theological needs ofthe church and the political ambitions ofthe empire.

A final question: how ecumenical is Lonergan's synopsis of the
history ol doctrinal development? The trajectory he outlines - from the

early Arian and Monophysite controversies, to the medieval conflict
between Augustinians and Aristotelians, to the modern impasse among
Catholic theologians is fairly parochial in scope. By contrast, Pelikan's
scheme of the history of doctrinal development includes, besides the
Catholic tradition ( l 00-600), Eastern Christendom (600- I 700), medieval
theology (600-1300), the Relormation (1300-1700). and the impact of
modem culture upon all ofthe Christian churches ( I 700 to the present).8e

Naturally, Lonergan could not have rivaled Pelikan's encyclopedic history
of doctrinal development in his synopsis, but he would have been more
instructive about the ramifications of doctrinal development if he had

at least acknowledged the successive tuming points where development
precipitated major divisions within Christianity. A more comprehensive
narrative would also have illustrated how the need lbr a methodological
revolution in theology, toward which Lonergan pointed his survey. is

common to all olthe Christian churches, not just Roman Catholicism, if
they are to account lor and exploit the development ofdoctrine.

.J. MODERNIZATION OF THEOL(X;Y

lnlroduction

Lonergan's principal goal in his treatises was to modernize Roman
Catholic theology without lapsing into the modem counterpositions
rationalism, liberalism, or modemism; historicism, neo-orthodoxy, or
existentialism - that he himself indicted as adversaries to various ofhis
theses.eo He sought thereby to supplant the Counter-Reformation, anti-
Enlightenment, and antimodemist paradigm of theology what Yves

35 in Lewis Ayres and Careth Jones, eds., Chrislian Origins: Theologt, Rhetoric and

Conuunity (London and New York: Routledge, 1998).

89 Jaroslav Pelikan, The Christian Trodition: A History ofthe DeveloPment of Doc-

,rine 5 vols. (Chicago and London: University ofChicago Press, l97l-19E9).
90 See D/l Thesis 1,5-16.
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Congar had pejoratively dubbed "dogmatic theology" - according to
which a treatise comprised a set oftheses, each vindicating the truth ofan
official Catholic doctrine with proof-texts from Scripture, the Councils,
the Fathers, and the ordinary magisterium, but without any concem for
an understanding of the doctrine itself.er Reason, to the extent it was
employed, was commandeered to demonstrate a"theological conclusion,"
a corollary drawn fiom a doctrine in the major premise, combined with
a revealed or a rational minor premise, in a deductive syllogism.'q2 By
contrast, Lonergan, citing Aquinas's distinction between two kinds of
disputation, sought to shift the function of theology from recapitulating
the proofs from authority for established doctrines into a complex and
collaborative scientific understanding of Christian doctrine:er a science
at once religious, ecclesiastical, Thomist, and historical, in both method
and theory.

Lonergan, following St. Thomas, defined theology as an
intrinsically religious endeavor because of having God as both object
and subject. God was the.final object of theology, Lonergan argued,
because the function oftheology was to understand God and everything
else in relation to God. In contrast to other sciences, the molive ob1ect
of theology was not empirical data but the revealed truths about God
and the world enunciated in Christian doctrine, dogma in particular.ea
Likewise, God was the principal subject of theology, alone capable
ol comprehending in his omniscience the supematural mysteries of
his own essence and of his actions ad extra. The immediate sublect
of theology remained, of course, the theologian, who sought, through
reason illumined by faith, first to corroborate the derivation of church
doctrines from their sources in Scripture and tradition, and then to seek
a fruitful albeit limited understanding of these doctrines in arguments

9l Dy|,357. Lonergan's reference is to M. J. Congar, "Thdologie," in Diction-
naire de Thdologie Catholique, ed. A. Vacant, E. Mangenot, E. Amann, l5 vols. (Paris:
Letouzey et Ane, 1903-1950),29:432; a revised and updated version ofthe article can
be found in Yves M.-J. Congar, O.P.,l History of Theologt (Garden City, NY: Double-
day, 1968), see pp. 25 I -54, and 9, l4-15, 18, 193-94,21'7,221-23,148.

92 DDT/51, 5, 13-1 8, 27-3 1, 50-55, 63, 81 -82.
93 DDT/SL,8-9;' DDT/D,3, 5, 7 (note 4). The locus in Aquinas is Quodl. tV.9.3

( l8). See Lonergan, "Theology and Undentanding," C, l2l -41.
94 DDT/SL, I l, 20, 35, 57, 6l ; see DS, 30 I l. This was a position on which Loner-

gan reversed himself in Method in Theolog.
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from analogy and appropriateness (9x convenien tla).es Thus Lonergan
concurred with Aquinas in defining theology, in Aristotelian terms, as

a subaltemate science, one whose self-evident first principles, based in
God's self-knowledge, were taken on faith by the theologian who sought,
in light of them, to understand God and everything else in relationship
to God.

Theology was likewise an essentially ecclesiastical science,
Lonergan maintained. The magisterium had the sole authority not just
to determine the truth of the doctrines a theologian might aspire to
understand, but to adjudicate the truth of any understanding he might
achieve of them.e6 Hence, Lonergan took as his authorization for making
the understanding of Christian doctrine the function of theology two
declarations of Vatican I. One was that understanding, knowledge, and
wisdom about Christian doctrine had marvelously grown and progressed

over the centuries, in both individuals and the Church as a whole. The
other was that reason illumined by faith could, by seeking carefully,
piously, and soberly, obtain a fruitful understanding of supematural
mysteries in terms of naturally known analogies and the nexus of the
mysteries among themselves and with humanity's final end.'7 Likewise,
he cited as his mandate for investigating the Scriptural and Patristic
origins of conciliar definitions Pius XII's declaration that the noblest
task of the theologian was to show that dogmas were contained, in the
very sense in which they were defined, in revealed sources.e8 Lonergan,
therefore, regarded theology as an ecclesiastical enterprise in which
dogmatics and systematics had the respective functions of confirming the

truth and elucidating the meaning of Christian doctrine for its effective
communication in the church's pastoral and evangelical mission.

Similarly. the reason he gave for taking Aquinas as his model
for transforming theology into a modern science was the church's
commendation of the wisdom, the intelligence, and the scientific rigor
St. Thomas Aquinas had displayed in.forming theology into a medieval
science.ee Lonergan's fundamental debt to Aquinas was his appropriation,
inthe Verbum arlicles, ofAquinas's derivation ofhis theory ofknowledge

DDT/D,250-51,27 6-98; see DS, 3008, 3010.

See "Theology and Understanding," Col/ection, 133-35.See also DS,3012-13
DDT/D.5,120,250-51.274-7 5: DDT/51.32. See DS, 3020, 3016.

DDT/D.5 (see 5-14); DDZSL. 22. See DS, 3886.

DP,27: DDT/SL, 18, 33-41, 53, 64, 68.
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from self-knowledge.rm After developing this conception into a full-
fledged philosophy in Insight, Lonergan made it the historical and
theoretical foundation of both the form and the content ofhis treatises.r0l
Aquinas's two ways of understanding, a via analyt ica/re solut ionis versus
a via synthetica/compositionis (as Lonergan interpreted them) inspired
the format into which, under the rubrics of Pars Dogmatica and, Pars
Systematica, he gradually divided the treatises.ro2 And Aquinas's theory
of knowledge supplied the metaphysical version of the psychological
analogy Lonergan employed for his theories of Christ's consciousness
and knowledge and the processions of the Persons in the Trinity.r0l

But Lonergan's deference to Aquinas changed over the course ofhis
career. At first, Lonergan regarded Aquinas as his master, characterizing
his own reconstruction of speculative theology as a fulfillment of the
Leonine mandate to augment and perfect the iconic version of it in
Aquinas's Samz a Theologiae.Btt as he became more impressed both by
the historical record of doctrinal development and theological progress
and by the contemporary exigence for theology to comprise positive
and dogmatic as well as systematic components, Lonergan reevaluated
Aquinas's historical importance and reconsidered the relationship ofhis
own work to the precedent set by Aquinas. He reduced Aquinas to a
medieval epigone of Aristotle, while he presented his reconstruction of
theology as an original creation, a modem counterpart rather than a latter
day replication of Aquinas's medieval edifice.l0a

Finally, Lonergan's embrace of modem historical consciousness
affected his conception of both method and theory in theology. The
stages in Lonergan's development ofa method for theology were marked

100 Verbum,222-27; see also brsight,769-70.
l0l DDT/D,4,note l; DDZS, 5, notes I and 2.
102 DDT/D,180: DDT/5,33 ff.Lonergan was abl€ to complete this program only for

his treatise on the Trinity.
103 CC, 57 -1431 Dyl, 213-312, 332416; DP, 52-195, 253-7 ti DDT/S, 65-21 5. 273-

290.
104 Follow the sequence from Yerbum 24, 59, 87-99, 104-5, 108- 10, tS2-63, tg2-

204, 209-13,222-24i to Insight, 769-70; to "lnsight Revisited, preface to a Discus-
sion," Colleaion, 152-55, 159-63; to "Method in Catholic Theology,', philosophical
and Theological Papers,4546; to "T\e Future of Thomism,,' in A Second Collection,
44-49;to "Aquinas Today: Tradition and Innovation," in I Third Collection,35-54. See
William E. Mumion, "lntellectual Honesty in Aquinas and Lonergan,,' Unpublished
paper delivered at the Third Intemational Lonergan Workshop, Erbacher Hof, Maina
Germany, January 2-7, 2007.
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by his progressive assimilation of history into the pursuit oftheological
understanding: from doing theology as simply speculation; to dividing it
into dogmatic and systematic functions; to recognizing positive theology
asa propaedeutic to dogmatics; to finally conceiving theology as acomplex
of functional specialties, leading from historical research, through
transcendental method, to contemporary pastoral communication.r05
Likewise, Lonergan's main contributions to theological theory consisted,
not just in a modem reconstitution ol Aquinas's medieval mode of
metaphysical theology, but in reconceiving theology as an intrinsically
modem historical science couched in existential terms. It was precisely
because theology concerned actual existence, the concrete history of
humanity inclusive of sin and grace, that Lonergan claimed that it. rather
than philosophy, was the queen of the sciences, capable in its wisdom of
establishing its own method and ordering the other sciences.r06 Hence,

Lonergan embraced historical consciousness as not just the viewpoint
but the substance as well of his theology.

Developmenl of Method

Lonergan's development of a viable method for theology was

an even greater contribution to the discipline than the theoretical
innovations he brought to the treatises on the Incamation and the Trinity.
As early as 1940, in the introduction to his dissertation, Gratiu Operans,
Lonergan anticipated the method he would eventually formulate: "That
middle course [between the a priori scheme of systematic theology and
positivisml consists in constructing an a priori scheme that is capable ol
synthesizing any possible set olhistorical data irrespective oftheir place

and time."r07 ln Insight he specified that theological method was the

formal element "that makes a treatise a treatise" - "the pattem of terms

and relations through which the materials may be embraced in a single
coherent view"r08 And in Method in TheolopXt, by embedding theological
method in transcendental method, he presented it asjust one instantiation

105 DP,25,27; DDT/SL, 18,41. See Method in Theologt,337, andTracy, Achieve-

menl of Bernord Lonergon, 39-44,206-69; Crowe, Collection, xxv; Boly, Roul to Lo'
nerganls Merhod inTheology. 22, 28, 92, 95.

106 Verbum,221-22i idem, "Theology and Understanding," 135-41: idem, lnsight,

7 64-68: CC, 4344: D P, 4 t : D DT/S L, 54.
107 Bemard Lonergan,Groce qnd Freedon, l56.Seeidem, lllethod inTheolog'
108 Insight,163.
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of a methodology capable of uniting all workers in all scientific fields
through their adoption of "common norms, foundations, systematics,
and common critical, dialectical, and heuristic structures."r0e

In the successive versions of his two treatises on the Incarnation
and the Trinity - along with his monographs on their components and
presuppositions, the notes of his concurrent seminars on methodology,
and the offshoots of this manifold scholarship in his contemporary
lectures and articles - Lonergan experimented with the measures
necessary to develop his heuristic construct oftheological method into an
articulated structure of functional specialties. His self-declared strategy
for formulating theological method was a "pincer" movement in which
he sought to discover how the "upper blade" of transcendental method,
descending from the general to the particular, might engage with the
"lower blade," ascending from the particular to the general, to generate
an effective method for theological scholarship.rr0 Three stages can be
discemed in his quest: assembling the elements and constructing the
framework of theological method, from the writing of his dissertation
through his first two years in Rome; the exploratory integration ofthese
elements, along with history, into the successive editions ofhis treatises;
and an approximation to a definitive exemplification of his methodology
in the last editions ofhis treatises.rrr

Stage I: Assembling the Elements and Constructing the Framework for
Theological Method (1 939/40-1 953/55)

At the time Lonergan wrote Gratia Operans, he already knew he
wanted to develop a method for theology and had a good idea ofwhat the
method would be like. Yet when he began his teaching career in Montreal,
he followed the conventional format for a theological treatise - the very
format to which he explicitly opposed his own nascent methodology -
and continued to do so through the first biennial cycle of his courses
in Rome. Meanwhile, though, he was assembling the elements for his

109 Method in Theologt,24.
110 Grqce qnd Freedom, 155-80; see Insight, S'7, ll4-15, 128-51, 337-38, 486, 546,

554, 600-601, 603, 609.
I I I I am much indebted for this approach to Lonergan,s development ofhis method-

ology to Boly's The Road to Lonergaa 3 Method in Theology, although I give a differ-
ent chronology and present a different interpretation ofthe stages in Lonergan's devel-
opment.
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methodology both through a study of Aquinas's analyses of grace and
freedom and knowledge and love and through a series of monographs,
capped by Insight, on methodology.r12

ln this period, while Lonergan regarded Aquinas's Srmma
Theologiae as the prototype for his project of developing a method for
theology, he also admitted natural science was the paradigm for the kind
of science he thought theology ought to become. What enabled him to
keep both beliefs in tension was the isomorphism he discemed between
Thomist and scientific thought because ol a common commitment to
the goal and the techniques of understanding.rrr Only toward the end of
this period did Lonergan acknowledge that he also had to incorporate
historical method into his methodology if theology was to appreciate
the historicity of the mystical body of Christ and vindicate its claim to
queenship of the sciences.rra

ln various monographs Lonergan explored three elements of
method, while in lnsight he elaborated an integral methodology for
inquiry into the meaning ofbeing. The three elements were a conception
of theology as fundamentally a process of understanding, a division of
scientific understanding into an historical and a theoretical phase, and the

adoption of the hypothetical syllogism as framework lor demonstrating
understanding ofa subject. But the signal achievement was Insight with
its argument that methodology was a function of objectiffing the results
of self-knowledge.

The first ofthe elements of method Lonergan adopted was a doubly
based definition of theology as a process of understanding, the basis in
both cases coming fromAquinas. The basis Lonergan alleged for theology

ll2 The monographs in order of publication include: "St. Thomas's Thought on

Gratia Operans" (written by 1940; published 194l-1942). reprinted as Grace und

Freedom: Operative Groce in lhe Thought ofSr. Thomas Aquinos, vol. I ofCollected
Works of Bernard Lonergan (2000)i "The Form of lnference" (1943), in Collection,

l-15 (f967)i De ente supernaturqle (1946): lbrbum'. llord and ldea in Aquinat"
( I946- 1949), reprinted in vol. 2 of Collected Works of Bemard Lonergan ( 1997); ft-
sight: A Study of Human tJnderstanding (written by 1953; published 1957), reprinted

in vol. 3 ofCollected Works ofBernard Lonergan (1992); "Theology and Understand-

ing" ( 1954), in Collection.l2l-41 ( 1967); and "lsomorphism of Thomist and Scientific

Thought" (1955), in Collection, 142-51 (1967).

I l3 "The lsomorphism ofThomist and Scientific Thought," C-o llection (1955'. 196'7),

t42-51.
ll4 tnsight.743-,14: "Theology and UnderstandinS." Collection (1954, 196?)' 135-

39.
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beitg primarily a process of understanding was a distinction Aquinas
made between two kinds of disputation. One, a catechesis for younger
students, proceeded in a "resolutory" sequence from revealed truths to
their intelligible order and was intended to remove any doubt about the
truth ofdogmas by citing proofs from authority. The other, a magisterial
opus for more mature students, descended in a "compository" sequence
from the intelligible order of dogmas to the dogmas themselves and
aimed at inculcating an understanding of the dogmas by giving reasons

for why they were true. To the former kind of disputation Lonergan
compared the kind of treatise he sought to supplant - a conventional
treatise in (pejoratively speaking) "dogmatic theology," with its string
of theses consisting of proof-texts and theological conclusions. The
latter kind he took as the precedent for the kind of treatise he sought to
design, one govemed by an a priori scheme capable of communicating a
perspicuous understanding of the dogmas on a particular topic within a
coherent pattem.lls

The basis Lonergan cited for claiming theology was essentially a
process ofunderstanding was the distinction Aquinas had made between
two complementary operations of intellect, simple apprehension and
judgment. Whereas the intent in simple apprehension was to understand
the essence of something and express its meaning in a definition, the intent
in judgment was to assess the truth ofa definition and express the verdict
in an assent to the affirmation or negation ofthe definition. On the basis of
this distinction Lonergan differentiated between the function oftheology
and the authority of the magisterium in the development of Christian
doctrine. While theology, he said, had the function of understanding the
meaning of Christian doctrine - its origins in revelation, its subsequent
development, and its analogical significance - the magisterium had
the authority to judge the truth, not just of Christian doctrine itself, but
of any theological interpretation of it as well.rr6 On these two bases

for the form of a treatise and the function of theology - Lonergan
claimed understanding was the distinctive intention oftheology, thereby
elevating it above mere catechesis while maintaining its deference to the
magisterium.

I l5 Grqce and Freedom, 160;, De ente supernqlurale, l. The citation in Aquinas is to
Quodl.4.9.3 (18).

I l6 "Theology and Undentanding," 134-39; "lsomorphism of Thomist and Scien-
tifi c Thought," Col/ect ion (1955 a 1967), 142-5 1.
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The second, and most important, element of method Lonergan
adopted in this period was a distinction between complementary ways
or orders of knowledge. At the beginning of the period Lonergan was
satisfied with two ways or orders. But in Aquinas he found a more
complex scheme of several sets ofways or orders. Yet by the end of the
period he reverted to just two ways or orders, the scheme he eventually
incorporated into Method in Theolopgt in his distinction between the
historical and the theoretical phases oftheological method.

ln Gratia Operans the distinction Lonergan postulated between

two ways or orders in knowledge was a complementarity in the history
of theological speculation - in this case, about the relationship between
grace and freedom. The complementarity consisted in an interaction
between understanding the particular in terms of the general and the
general in terms of the particular in order to reach a scientific albeit
inductive conclusion about the meaning of operative and cooperative
grace. This "pincer" movement comprised a dialectic between an a priori
scheme about the general form of speculative development based upon
the nature ofthe human mind and the a posteriori collection and synthesis
of the empirical data for the history of speculation on supematural
grace. The consequent conclusion would be a "dialectical position,"
one asserting the negative coherence of noncontradiclion in the dogma
while simultaneously denying the positive coherence of a complete
understanding of it. I r7

ln Verbum, though, Lonergan recognized that Aquinas (with some

dependence upon Aristotle) had proposed a more complex scheme of
several complementary ways or orders in knowledge: between simple
apprehension and judgment, within simple apprehension, and also

within judgment.r18 The most basic distinction Aquinas made within
knowledge was between simple apprehension as direct understanding
and judgment as reflective understanding.rre Within simple apprehension
itself, Aquinas postulated three sets ol complementary orders: between

an order of inquiry or discovery and an inverse order of resolution;
between an order ofresolution or analysis and a complementary order of
composition or synthesisl and between an order of inquiry or discovery

I 17 Gratiq Operans, I 53-92.
l l 8 See Plrys. l.l ; M et o. 2.l (27 E'): Veri. 12. l c; 1 5, 3c; SI 1.79.8c, 9c, l 2c

ll9 lerbum.12-58 vs. 60- 105.
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and an inverse order of composition.r2o And within judgment, Aquinas
posited two sets of complementary operations - the first, between an
initial order of resolution and a consequent order of composition and
division; the second, within composition and division itself, between the
coalescence ofconcepts about an object into a proposition and the assent
to a correspondence between the proposition and the object itself.r2l

Yet in the final chapter of Verbum, as well as in his monographs
from this period, Lonergan collapsed Aquinas's three sets of ways or
orders into one set: the complementarity Aquinas posited within simple
apprehension between resolution and composition in the process of
leaming a subject. Lonergan argued that invention, analysis, and resolution
were all synonyms for the single historical order/way of moving from a
holistic grasp of things in their relationship to us as knowers, through
a set of dilemmas or experiments, to a grasp (immediate or analogical)
of the essence of things in themselves or of intellectual first principles.
Likewise, the complementary order/way - a thematic progression from a
grasp (immediate or analogical) ofthe essence of things in themselves or
intellectual first principles, through a series ofexplanatory hypotheses, to
a description ofhow things appear to us in the concrete - could be called
indifferently doctrine, synthesis, or composition.r22 Lonergan made this
binary division between the historical and the textbook presentation of
a science the basis both for the division of his treatises into dogmatic
and systematic parts and for the eventual distinction within theological
method between its historical and theoretical phases.

The third element of method Lonergan adopted during this period
was the hypothetical syllogism as the medium for reasoning to an
understanding of an issue. In "dogmatic theology," as we have seen,
reasoning consisted in the use ofa deductive syllogism to demonstrate the
possible implications of an established dogma by drawing conclusions
from the dogma as the major ofthe syllogism together with a revealed or
a rational minor. By contrast, Lonergan used the hypothetical syllogism,
the Aristotelian syllogism 'faciens scire," to reach and communicate
an understanding of a dogma in itself. In doing this he was adopting
Aquinas's position that reasoning was actually understanding in process:

120 Verbum, 66-7 I , 73-7 5 .

l2l Verbun, 74-77, 6l -62, 62-66 ys. 7 l-78.
122 De enle supernaturale, li l/erbum,2l3-22; "Theology and Undentanding,,' Col-

lection (1954: 1967'), 125-35.
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a process originating from an implicit understanding of first principles
and terminating in an explicit understanding of an object.rrr Hence, the
hypothetical syllogism could be used to demonstrate either a temporal
sequence or a causal influence. It could be used to trace the history of
the progress made from an initial recognition of the data for an object
to the discovery of its basic elements, but it could just as well be used

to frame how a theory led from a formula for the interconnection of
the basic elements of the object to a conclusion about the appearance

of the object in the concrete.rra So in the dogmatic part of a treatise,

Lonergan used the hypothetical syllogism to configure the development
in the understanding of a doctrine from its discovery in the ordinary
language ofrevealed sources until its definition in the technical language

of a conciliar dogma, preservative of both its meaning and its truth.r2r

And in the systematic part, he used the same technique to demonstrate

how a particular theorem, articulating in metaphysical or psychological
terms the meaning of a conciliar definition, succeeded in providing an

analogical understanding of the dogma addressed in the definition.rro
ln the hypothetical syllogism, therefore, Lonergan found the technique
for theology to pursue both of the ways or orders he thought it used to
understand the meaning of Christian doctrine.

But in lnsr'gfrt Lonergan hopscotched over his investigations into
the elements of method to broach an integral methodology - comprising
statistical, classical, genetic, and dialectical heuristic structures - for
the study of being. Lonergan presented this methodology as at once an
objectification olthe transcendental method implicit in the exercise ofthe
human ability to know and explicit (in principle) in philosophy and the

hislorical product olthe categorical methods generated by the sciences,

mathemalics, and history in their emergence from the matrix of common
sense. The effect was to transform metaphysics from its traditional role as

a systematic exposition of the meaning of being as known into a method
for inquiry into the meaning of being as to be known.r27

123 Verbum,65-66; "Theology and Understanding," Collection 095a;' 1967), 125-

2'1-

l24 "The Form of Inference (1943')," Collection, l-l5l Verbum, 66-71, 74-75. See

I ns ight. 305-306, 335.'1 32,'l 39-40.
125 See, for example, DDT/D,l2O-28.
f 26 See. forexample, DDT/S,75-102.
127 The complete summary of /nsrght will have to wait until the final section ofthis

articfe, Philosophical Foundations. For my analysis of lnsighl,l am much indebted to
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Given that this methodology is supposed to be applicable to entire
spectrum ofthe arts and sciences, Lonergan did not employ every aspect
of it in his theological treatises. We have seen how he used genetic and
dialectical methods in his analysis of the development of doctrine.r2E
Classical method, as applicable to interpretation, while it is certainly
apparent in his dogmatic interpretation ofthe evidence for the doctrines
of the Incamation and the Trinity in the New Testament,r2e is above
the guiding methodology for the systematic portions of both treatises.
Statistical method would have been applicable to the research underlying
the positive interpretations of the New Testament by biblical exegetes.
But Lonergan's conception ofpositive interpretation would have to await
his treatment of it in Method in Theologt.t30

At the end of this stage, therefore, Lonergan had not only
assembled the elements, but had also constructed the general framework
for formulating a method specific to theology. He had focused upon
understanding as the primary and essential function of theology. To
describe the process ofscientific understanding, Lonergan had borrowed
from Aristotle (via Aquinas) a distinction between two complementary
ways or orders: the analysis (or invention or resolution) of objects as
they appeared to us into their essential elements and the complementary
synthesis (or doctrine or composition) of the same objects fiom their
essential elements. And for both phases ofunderstanding he had adopted
the hypothetical as opposed to the apodictic syllogism for his medium
of argumentation because of its aptitude for reaching an understanding
of an object. Moreover, he had elaborated an integral heuristic structure

- comprising statistical, classical, genetic, and dialectical methods - for
an investigation into the meaning of being. By situating a method for
theology within this framework of a methodology for alt of the liberal
arts, Lonergan had precluded the possibility of its being either an ad hoc
or an auxiliary method, peculiar to theology and stigmatizing it as an
outlier to modem methods of studv.

Joseph Flanagan, Quest for Self-Knowledge: An Essay in Lonerganb philosophy (To-
ronto, Buffalo, London: University of Toronto Press, 1997), 95-l I9, 149-93, for high-
lighting how the four heuristic sfuctures in Lonergan's methodology coovcrye upon
a conception of world order and thus constitute a formal metaphysics ofhistory rather
than a speculative metaphysics ofbeing in general.

l2t See footnote 60.
129 See notes 214,45,46.

130 Merhod in Theologt, chap.7 (pp. t49-173).
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Stage ll: lntegrating the Elements of Method into Theoktgicrtl Trealises

( t 953- 1959)

In Stage II Lonergan began to coordinate the framework and the

elements of method he had identified in Stage I into a rough outline of
theological method. His efforts can be traced in the four literary genres

he employed during this period: theological treatises, supplements to the

treatises, monographs on the speculative po(ion of the treatises, and the

notes for his course on theological method. In the mimeographed student
notes of his treatises, De Verho Incarnalo ar.d De Deo Trino, Lonergan
can be seen shifting from the semi-scholastic model he had inherited
in Boyer's manuals to a historical format - partially recast. in the latler
case, inlo an analysis/synthesis cycle. In the mimeographed supplement
lo De Verbo Incarnalo, he offered an argument from appropriateness for
interpreting all of God's external actions, while in the mimeographed
supplement lo De Deo Trino, he sketched an argument from analogy
applicable to the processions intheTrinity. In each ofthe two monographs,
De Constilutione Christi and Divinarum Personar m - although he was

directly concemed with theological theory (about Christ as person and
subject, about personhood in the Trinity) - Lonergan interpolated a

chapter on theological understanding, focusing in the former monograph
upon the role of philosophy and in the latter upon that of history. And
in De Intellectu et Methodo he summed up his reflections on theological
method in this period by rooting methodological imperatives in a

theologian's habits of mind and, indeed, his personal responsibilities.
During this period, while Boyer's manuals remained the official

textbooks for his courses on the Incamation and the Trinity, Lonergan

began to transform the format of the treatises from Boyer's semi-

scholastic design to a more historical presentation for both tracts and, in
addition, into a division within the tract on the Trinity between historical
analysis and theoretical synthesis. Boyer had already departed from

the strictly scholastic approach of his predecessor. Louis Billot' whose

treatises were commentaries on the pertinent tracts of Aquinas's Summa

Theologiae,tlt by introducing into his manuals a historical component,

comprising theses on the New Testament sources and the conciliar

l3l Ludovicus Billot, SJ, De Deo l/no et Trino: Commenlorius in Primam Pqrtem

S. Thomae (Rome: Gregorian University Press, 1935; idem, De l/erbo Incarnab: Com-

mentqrius in Terliam Pqrtem S. Thomae (Rome. Gregorian University Press, 1949).
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definitions of both doctrines, before tuming to a Thomistic component
on the meaning of the doctrines. In fact, Boyer may even be said to
have broadly anticipated Lonergan's project of dividing his treatises
into analytic and synthetic parts by the division of his manual on the
Trinity into a section on the existence ofthe mystery and a section on its
nature.l12

But Lonergan was engaged in a thoroughgoing, if ultimately
unfinished, revision of the structure and function of both treatises. He
was determined to replace the "dogmatic theology" model designed to
corroborate the truth ofa set ofconciliar definitions in a series oftheses.
each consisting of proof-texts fiom the New Testament, the fathers, and
medieval theologians, along with a "theological reason." His replacement
was a scientific model aimed at communicating an understanding of a
dogma through, at least, a historical analysis in successive theses ofthe
origin olthe dogma in the New Testament, its subsequent doctrinal and
theological development by the Fathers and in the ecumenical councils,
and its speculative reconstruction by medieval and modem theologians.
Optimally, the treatise would also include a complementary theoretical
synthesis of the meaning of the dogma from the vantage point of a
crucial philosophical theorem reached at the term of historical analysis
and capable of recapitulating the development of the dogma in reverse
order. Lonergan's primary example was Aquinas's use ofthe concept of
"procession" to ground an understanding of the Trinity in terms of the
relations among the Persons, the Persons themselves, and the missions
though which they had revealed themselves in history.r33

Lonergan's progress can be traced in the mimeographed student
transcriptions of his notes for both of his courses: the editions of De
Verbo Incarnato from the 1953-54 and 1955-56 academic years, and the
editions ofDe De o Trino fromthe 1954-55 and 1956-57 academic years.rra
In both cases, the later edition, while remaining basically the same as the
earlier, improves upon it by modifications ofand interpolations between

132 Carolus Boyer, S. J. Sl,zops is Praelectionum de SS. T,,inirare (Rome: Gregorian
Univemity Press, 1949): see pp. l0-89 vs. pp. 90-220; idem, De Verbo lncarnato,2d ed.
(Rome: Cregorian Uniyersity Press, 1952).

133 D P, 23 -29; DDT, 36-41.
134 In my personal library I retain a composite copy ofthe earlier and the later edi_

tions of both sets of mimeog.aphed notes, which I obtained during the second cycle of
each course. I shall refertoDe Verbo lncarnqto 1953-1954/1955-t956as D\I/M and to
De Deo Trino 1954/ 1955/ 195G1957 as DDT/M.
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various theses.
The first point to be noted is the differences between Boyer's

manuals and Lonergan's notes. Beginning with the first edition of
both treatises, Lonergan reduced the number ol theses: in De Verbo

Incarnato, from thirty-eight to fourteen; in De Deo ?ino, from twenty-
seven to twelve (inclusive of six ftom Divinarum Personarum). He

accomplished this reduction by consolidating some theses to correspond

to their common origin in conciliar definitions and by eliminating others

devoted to outmoded scholastic disputes. In addition, Lonergan, instead

of distributing the New Testament sources of both doctrines among

several theses, made a comprehensive critical compilation of the entire

New Testament basis for each doctrine at the beginning of each treatise

for De Verbo lncarnqlo in the first edition; for De Deo Trino in the

second edition.
Secondly. Lonergan used the second edition of each treatise to

revise the first. In the 1955/1956 edition of De Verbo lncarnalo, he

introduced a series of methodological and theoretical refinements: on
the direction of the movement in the evolution of the dogma (Thesis

1); on the various terms for and kinds ol sanctifuing grace (Thesis 7);

on the problem of the liberty of Christ in his passion (Thesis I I ); on the

mode of understanding the cross of Christ and the concept of vicarious
satisfaction (Thesis l3); on understanding devotion to the Sacred Heart

in light ofthe evolution of the doctrine of the Redemption (Thesis l4).
In addition, he revised Thesis 6, on divine existence as the constitutive
cause of the hypostatic union, to incorporate the theory he advanced

concurrently in De Constitutione Christi.
In the 1956/57 edition of De Deo Trino. Lonergan announced at

the outset that the noles contained only the more positive aspect of the

treatise, the speculative part to be found in the concunently published

Divinarum Personarum.He also inserted into the treatise an introduction

on the evolution olthe doctrine ofthe Trinity - culturally, transculturally,

and dogmatically in a movement in which the shift from an ordinary

to a scientific mode of speaking about God in general and the Trinity in
particular eventually precipitated the Arian crisis of the fourth century.

And as previously noted, he also added a comprehensive exposition of
the New Testament sources for the doctrine ofthe Trinity.

To elucidate methodological issues too fundamental 1o be

incorporated into the treatises themselves, Lonergan wrote a supplement
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135 Supplementum Schematiatm de Ratione Cowenientiqe eiusque Radice; De Ex-
cellenia Ordinis, De Signis Rationis Systemalice et lJniversaliter Ordinatis: Denique
de Convenientia, Contigentiq, el Fine lncarnotionis (Prome.. Priyately Published, 1954).

136 De SS. Trinitqte Supplementaum quoddam composuit P Lonergan S. J. (Rome:
Privately Published, 1955). See Verbun, 12-59, 106-51, l9l-2t3 and Divinarum per-
sonqrum, 241 -7 I .

137 De SS. Trinitare,36-41. See Bernard Lonergan, "The Natural Desire to See God"
(19 49), C o I I e ct i on, 84-9 5.

l3E Bemard Lonergan, 5.1., De constitutione Christi onlological et psychological:
Ad usum quditorum (Rome: Gregorian University press, 1956).

to each treatise: on the argument from appropriateness for De Verbo
Incarnato; on the argument from analogy for De Deo Trino. ln De
Ratione Convenientiae...lncarnationis, Lonergan argued that in light of
divine revelation, the principle of interpretation for the mystery of the
Incamation (as of grace and glory) was, in the context ofthe actual order
of lhis u;niverce, appropriateness: that is, given the fact ofthe Incarnation,
it can only be supposed that God freely chose it, in his infinite wisdom,
as the appropriate way to restore the goodness of the universe, defiled
as it was by Adam's sin./rJ In later editions of De Verbo Incarnalo,
appropriateness would become a leit motif in Lonergan's interpretation
of both lncamation and Redemption.

ln De Sanctissima Trinilate, Lonergan undertook, primarily,
the pedestrian task of transcribing from the Verbum articles elements
of Aquinas' theory of the psychological analogy to the Trinity - the
metaphysics of intellectual operations, the image of God in man, and the
analogy from the temporal image to the etemal exemplar - elements he
would also incorporate into append ices of Divinarum Personarum.tl6 BuI
in an interesting appendix, Lonergan pointed to Aquinas's theory of the
natural desire for the beatific vision as the existential basis for postulating
such an analogy between the human mind and the Blessed Trinity.rrT
Just as appropriateness became his primary principle of interpretation
for the mysteries of the Incamation and all of God's extemal operations,
analogy became Lonergan's primary principle of interpretation for the
internal mysteries of the Triune God.

Lonergan's most important methodological advances during this
period, however, occurred in the two monographs he published on the
speculative (or synthetic) part of each treatise: De Constitutione Christi
Ontologica et Psychologica for De Verbo Incarnato;l38 Divinarum
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Personorum Conceptio Anologica for De Deo Trino.tle Although both
monographs were primarily devoted to the theories pertinent to each

treatise, Lonergan included in each of them a chapter on theological
method. I n Dc ('o nstilutione Chrisri he was concemed how understanding,
in its nature and ramifications, was constitutive oftheology as a science,
while in Divinarum Personarum he analyzed the dimension history
introduced to the scientific development oftheology.

In "On Theological Understanding," the methodological chapter
ol De Constitutione Christi, Lonergan explained how the conception
of theological understanding he employed in his treatises constituted
theology as indeed an authentic, albeit subaltemate and analogical,
science. By "understanding" he meant "the apprehension ofmany Iaspects
ofa problem] by means ofone [concept]," and by "science." "the certain
knowledge of things through their causes."rao His explanation of how,
in these terms, theological understanding was truly scientific had three
steps: a comparative analysis of the scientific status of philosophy and
theology; the fourfold mode ofpredication about God; and the concrete
implications of this fourfold mode.

What all sciences have in common, Lonergan said, is the final object
ofunderstanding being, while what is proper to each is the formal object
(quidditas) in concrete matter moving each to understand. Philosophy
and theology have in common, though, notjust their final but their lormal
object since in both cases the formal object is what is by its essence being
ilself (ipse ens per essentiam).Yet they are distinguished by the medium,
the method. and the extent oftheir understanding. Whereas philosophical
understanding originates and terminates in a grasp of concrete things
in nature through their causes, theology originates and terminates in
a grasp ol revealed truths through their supernatural reasons. Hence,

whereas philosophy proceeds, purely rationally. by a resolution olthings
into their causes and a complementary composition ofthings from their
causes, theology proceeds, through reason illumined by faith, to the

discovery ol the supernatural reasons for revealed truths and, through
faith illumined by reason, to the explanation ofrevealed truths in terms of
their supernatural reasons. Thus philosophy is a normal and independent

science since it describes the causes why things really are through an

139 Bemard Lonergan, 5.J., Divinarun personarum concePlion ttnalogical: Ad
usum auditorum (Rome: Gregorian UniYersity Press, 1957).

l40 C(',45-46, 53-5 4 and 44,4849.
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analysis ofthe causes ofour knowing them, whereas theology remains
an analogous and sub-altemate science since it is confined to knowing
only the causes for knowing things - understanding the more immediate
causes ofknowledge in terms ofthe more profound causes ofknowledge
- without ever knowing the cause (God in himself) for why revealed
truths really are the way they are.

In "On the End, Order, and Mode of Speaking [of Theology],"
the methodological chapter of Divinarum Personarum, Lonergan
demonstrated how the movement of history swept along the oscillation
between dogmatic and systematic theology in the progressive
understanding of the revealed and defined truths of the faith.ra' The
end of theology, he said, was understanding, not proving, the revealed
mysteries of the faith. As such, theological understanding - since it
was hypothetical, analogical, imperfect, and always developing - was
neither true nor false. But it still operated within the ambit of truth since
it originated from the revealed and defined truths of the faith and was
directed to ajudgment about the truthfulness of its grasp ofthe mysteries
of salvation. The object of theology was, of course, God, but the way
theology spoke about God varied. Beginning with the ordinary (literary)
lang"ags 6, \rihi.h God was spoken about inrelationto us (in Scripture, the
Fathers, and partially in the councils), theology shifted to the theoretical
lang'rags by which it spoke of God in Himself (in systematic theology),
before it shifted down again to the ordinary language by which it spoke
of God in relation to contemporary cultures (in pastoral theology and
missiology). The movement to the end of understanding was motivated
by the problem of finding a principle for understanding revealed truth.
In part logical, insofar as it consisted in an alternation between dogmatic
and systematic theology, this movement was fundamentally historical
because the inexhaustible riches of revelation combined with constantly
changing cultural conditions required a perennial development of the
cycles of dogmatic research and systematic understanding.

ln De Intellecto el Me thodo,the notes for his course on methodology,
Lonergan advanced two major arguments.ra2 First, he synthesized the
methodological points he had expounded in De Constitutione Christi and

14l DP, 7-51, a section subsequently incotrytuted l,Ilto DDT/5,7-64.
142 B€rnard Lonergan, De lntellectu ea Methodo (mimeographed notes, Rome: St.

Francis Xavier College, 1959); translated by Michael Shields as Understanding and
Method,rev. ed. (Toronto: Lonergan Research Institute,2OOl). See Crowe, Lonergan,
79, note 5E.
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Divinarum Perxtnarum, arguing that theology needed both philosophy
and history to accomplish its function of understanding revealed and
defined doctrines. Philosophy w.ls necessary to answer the need for a
method to unifu treatises so that they did not remain just a series of
theses offering proofs of church doctrine, but could become, instead,
systematic recapitulations olthe historical progress in the understanding
of church doctrines. History was necessary as well to comprehend
that not only had the sciences developed over the course of time, but
the meaning of science had developed as well, particularly with the
Renaissance discovery of history, thereby rendering the scholastic mode

oftheology, bereft of history, obsolete. Hence, the task ofthe theologian
had become to understand, rather than just to prove, church doctrines,
and also to recapitulate within himself the historical development of
modem science. so that he could overcome the contemporary chasm
between the theoretical language of theological tracts and the symbolic
language of evangelization.

Secondly, Lonergan argued that the exigency for method in
theology was not just a need for theologians to get up to speed on
philosophy and history but also a requirement forthem to assume personal

responsibility lor the manner in w'hich they sought an understanding
of Christian doctrine. The contemporary theologian, he said, had
to adapt for theology, as personal habits of mind, the fundamental
precepts of method: understand; understand systematically; reverse

counteqpositions; develop positions; judge responsibly. Understand -
the basic act of scientific discovery, by which inquiry becomes insight

- becomes for theology faith seeking understanding, as necessary today
as in the past. Understand systematically - adopt a heuristic structure for
a complete explanation of all of the phenomena in the whole concrete

universe - becomes for theology the imperative to make theology a

science integrated with all other modem sciences in the pursuit of
understanding the whole concrete universe. Reverse counterpositions

- convert from the symbolic, interpersonal mode ol understanding in
common sense to science as a theoretical understanding ofthe concrete

universe of being - becomes for theology, effectively, a rejection of late

medieval conceptualism and nominalism for the sake of adapting the

Renaissance discovery of history to a recognition of the development

of doctrine. Develop positions - realize knowledge is the drive of
intelligent inquiry and rational reflection, through truth, to a grasp of
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being - becomes for theology the application of historical categories to
the history of theology, particularly to the interpretation of the crucial
transitions from common sense to science and from one scientific system
to another. Judge responsibly - the supreme rule in every science for
engaging reality as concrete through virtually unconditioned judgments
based on hypothetical syllogisms - becomes for the theologian a personal
transformation ofthe five methodological precepts into ajudgment about
the truth ofhis theories, guided by divine faith and subject to ecclesiastical
supervision.

In Stage II, thereflore, Lonergan did the heary lifting ofbeginning
to integrate the elements and framework of method that he had identified
in Stage I into his treatises on the Incamate Word and the Triune
God. In the treatises themselves, he undertook the tortuous process of
converting them from the scholastic mode of a series of doctrinal proofs
to a unified historical pursuit of genuine understanding. ln supplements
to the treatises, he formulated the key strategies of appropriateness, for
the understanding of divine operations within the concrete, historical
universe, and of analogy, for understanding operations within the
godhead itself. In his two speculative monographs, he demonstrated the
necessity for the respective contributions of philosophy and history to
theology as a scientific understanding of divine revelation and church
doctrine. And in the notes for his course on method, he summarized the
implications of scientific method for theologians committed to the task
of making theology into a modem historical science. All that was left
was to reconstruct the two treatises on the basis ofthese advances.

Stage III: Approximation to a Defnitive Edition of the Treatises (1960-

t 96s)

In the third and, as it tumed out, final stage in the development
of his treatises, Lonergan achieved an approximation to his goal of a
definitive lormat for dogmatic theology in the broad sense in which it is
distinguished from moral theology, as the speculative from the practical
understanding of revealed and defined truths, and is inclusive of both
dogmatic theology in the narrow sense of the corroboration of the
definitions of revealed truths and systematic theology as the analogical
understanding of the meaning of revealed and defined truths. It was also
the stage at which he came to a profound understanding of history, as
lived and as written, and was able to integrate it into his conception ofthe

349
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relations between dogmatic and systematic theology. The approximation
to a definitive version of the treatises was, as we shall see, closer for his
treatise on the Triune God than for his treatise on the Incamate Word.

The media in which Lonergan communicated his new appreciation
of history were (1) the mimeographed "Notes from the lntroductory
Lecture in the Philosophy of History"' r4r (2) the mimeographed notes De
Methodo Theologiae;|aa and (3) "Metaphysics as Horizon."ra'

In "The Philosophy of History," after distinguishing within written
history between occasional (or narrative), technical (or scientific), and
explanatory (or philosophical) history, and defining philosophy of
history as a subset of "philosophy of," Lonergan concentrates on the
lived history about which written history is concemed: what he calls
historicity. He analyzes historicity as comprising three facets. The first
is the existential consciousness of the subject insofar as one's self-
interpretation expands from one's individual memory to the collective
memory of a people, so that "history becomes the objectification of the
objectification of the existential memory of the people." The second
stage is the dialectic by which the correspondence or conflict between a
people's - or even humanity's - self-development and the objectification
of this development works itself out: see, lor example, the contrast
between Hegel's and Marx's versions of the dialectic of world history.
The third is the stages in the development ol consciousness - from the

undifferentiated consciousness of primitive peoples, to the differentiation
between common sense and theory in Greek civilization, to the modem
historicization ofconsciousness that are themselves the product ofthe
historical process. Here Lonergan is sketching the historicization ofthe
collective self-consciousness to which he knew modern theology had

to adapt if it was to communicate the meaning of Christian doctrine
effectively.

The specific challenges ofthe modem historical context to theology
Lonergan addressed in De Methotlo Theologiae. Again, there are precise

conceptual clarifications about method in general and about the

antitheses lacing theology as a science - but the fundamental problem
Lonergan sees theology facing is that the notion of science has changed

143 "Notes ftom the lntroductory Lecture on the Philosophy of History" (Montreal:

Thomas More Institute, 1960).

144 De Methodo Theologiae (Rome: Cregorian University, 1962).

145 "Metaphysics as Horizon," Gregor ianun 44, no.2 (1963): 307- 18.
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from the Aristotelian conception of certain knowledge about necessary
causes to the modem empirical conception ofprobable knowledge about
states of affairs - along with the concomitant transformation ofphilosophy
from scholastic metaphysics to phenomenology, existentialism, and
personalism. But he sees these changes as more an opportunity than a
problem for establishing theology's standing as an authentic science.
For theological theories are generally probable rather than certain; they
deal with historically developing rather than naturally stable events; they
are concemed with the contingent facts of, for example, the Incamation
and Redemption, rather than with necessary conditions for physical and
biological evolution. Thus he argues that theology in confronting the
challenge ofmodem science has to avoid the contraries ofan extrinsicist
deductivism and an immanentist idealism through a critical and
methodical realism in which metaphysics serves to uni$ common sense,

the natural sciences, philosophy, faith, theology, positive theology, and
systematic theology. In other words, Lonergan saw theology has having
to assimilate the methodology he was attempting to forge in the research
program that took him from lnsiglr t to Method in Theologt.

As the center of such a program Lonergan pointed out, in
"Metaphysics as Horizon," was the concrete subject. This review
article of Emerich Coreth's Metaphysik was not about history as such.
It was, in fact, a critical comparision of Kant's, Gilson's, and Coreth's
conceptions ofmetaphysics. But the medium Lonergan chose for making
the comparison was the concept of horizon as specified by the tension
between a subjective pole in the knowing subject and the objective pole
in being. And he distinguished himself from all three of the objects of
his comparison by holding that the subjective pole was, in the concrete,
"the inquirer, but incamate, liable to mythic consciousness, in need of
a critique of counterpositions,...develop[ing] in a development that is
social and historical, that stamps the stages of scientific and philosophic
progress wilh dates, that is open to a theology that Karl Rahner has
described as an Aufhebung der Philosophie." Lonergan, therefore, saw
the metaphysics underpinning his theology as intrinsically personal and
historica[.

Lonergan incorporated this new appreciation of history into the
latest editions of his two treatises. He was ultimately more successful
with his treatise on the Triune God. In De Deo T?ino: Pars Analytica
(1961) he broke definitively from the linear format he had inherited
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from Boyer. Now he conceived the analytic part, containing the entire
historical portion of the treatise as, (implicitly) together with a synthetic
theoretical counterpart, lorming two complementary parts of the whole
treatise. He divided this analytic part almost exactly in two, with the
first section devoted to the dialectical development of the doctrine of
the Trinity in the first six centuries of the Christian era, and the second
section covering the four main developments of the doctrine the

consubstantiality ofthe Son, the divinity of the Holy Spirit, the Blessed

Trinity as a whole, and the procession of the Spirit and a meditation on
the mystery ofthe Blessed Trinity. ln the next edition of the treatise, in
1964. Lonergan issued the two pafis together the Pars Analytica now
called the Pars Dogmatica, and Divinarum Personarum (1957) now
denominated Pars Syslematica. The Pars Systematica went in reverse

order from the Pars Dogmotica - starting with the processions within
the Trinity, and continuing with the consequent relations, persons, and

missions.
In keeping with these changes in the content of both parts of the

treatise, Lonergan modified his introductions to them as well. ln the
Pars Dogmatica he now added a list of the differences between the
positive and the dogmatic interpretations of the New Testament, as well
as an explanation of the development of doctrine in the Fathers and the

Councils that he had earlier included in the Pars Analytica. ln the Pars
Systemalicahe now amended the introduction in Divinarum Personarum

- about the end, order, and mode of speaking about theology to say that
history was not the process extemal to the cycles ofanalysis and synthesis

in the development of theology, but was rather the entire process of
analysis itseli perpetually providing the systematic function oftheology
with new developments of doctrine to understand and synthesize. In the

introduction to the Pars Dogmatica Lonergan now also enlarged his

conception of theology to include moral theology as well as dogmatic

theology in the broad sense and refined his conception ofthe broad sense

of dogmatic theology to include positive, dogmatic (historical), and

systematic theology, with pastoral theology and missiology also forming
integral parts.

Although Lonergan said in De Deo Trino: Pars Systematicu

that any theologian who did not succeed in dividing a treatise into its
dogmatic and systematic parts was bound to keep repeating portions of
the treatise in every thesis, he did not succeed in accomplishing this goal
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in De Verbo Incarnato. The best that he was able to do, beginning with
the 1961 edition, was - instead of giving a list of theses, each of them
attempting to prove a conciliar definition with a composite of a dogmatic
note, a list of adversaries, some scriptural proof-texts, perhaps a couple
of comments from the Fathers, and a theological conclusion - to analyze
in historical sequence the New Testament sources ofthe doctrine of the
hypostatic union, the development of the doctrine in the ecumenical
councils, the theological analyses of the hypostatic union as it applied
to Christ as Person and as Subject, and the consequent implications for
Christ's grace, knowledge, impeccability, and liberty. In the 1964 edition
he gave a much more sophisticated analysis, in Thesis 12, of Christ's
knowledge.

In neither edition, however, did Lonergan integrate his analysis of
the Redemption with the Incarnation. He started over again, beginning
with the evidence for the Redemption in the New Testament, followed
by critical reconstruction of St. Anselm's theory of satisfaction, and
concluding with his understanding of the mystery in terms of the law of
the cross. The entire treatment is sensitive, profound, and brilliant, but
even though it interprets Redemption as the motive for the Incamation,
it fails to integrate the theses on the logic ofthe hypostatic union into the
overall plan of Redemption.

Construction of Theory

While Bemard Lonergan's most impo(ant contribution to theology
was his development of a method for organizing theological treatises

- both intemally and in relation to positive theology, on the one hand,
and pastoral theology, on the other - he also made major substantive
contributions to theology in the content of his treatises. In the sections
on Scripture and doctrine, we have already examined his substantive
contributions to dogmatic theology, but his most significant substantive
contributions in the treatises were to systematic theolo gy. De Constitutione
Christi and Divinarum Personarum, the systematic supplements he
subsequently incorporated into the treatises, were ,otrs de force, just
as astounding in their creativity and ingenuity today as when they were
first published. Yet Lonergan's most brilliant contributions to systematic
theology were, not so much any individual theses in either treatise, as
the set of theorems he used in both treatises to elucidate the meaning
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and dispel the obscurity ofthe revealed mysteries ofthe Incarnate Word
and the Triune God. These theorems include the psychological analogy,
divine transcendence- and the law ofthe cross.

Lonergan employed these theorems under the aegis ofthe dogmatic
constitution Dei Fillu.r from Vatican I. In chapter 4, On Faith and Reason,
it states that reason, illumined by faith, could, by seeking carefully,
piously, and seriously. obtain a most fruitful, God-given understanding
of the mysteries of faith, both in terms ol analogies to what is naturally
known and in terms ofthe relationship ofthe mysteries to one another and

to humanity's final end.ra6 But in following these guidelines, Lonergan
added, it was going to be necessary to augment and perfect traditional
modes of understanding by modem ones - specifically. by reconceiving
St. Thomas Aquinas's melaphysical terminology lor the analogy between

God and humanity in psychological terms.ra? Only in this way could
there be an increase in understanding the mysteries commensurate to the

historical progress and the development ofdoctrine that had occurred in
the meantime.l{8

In deference to Vatican I, Lonergan did seek an understanding of
the mysteries ol faith in terms of their connection to one another and
to humanity's final end. He explored the relation of the mystery of the
Trinity to all ofthe other mysteries ofthe faith;r1e of the Trinity to grace,

charity, faith, and glory;r5n and of the missions of the Son and the Spirit
to each other.r5r In perhaps his most penetrating and original analysis, he

interpreted the mystery of Incamation and Redemption in terms of what
he called the "law of the cross": God's decision. in His infinite wisdom
and goodness. to save the human race, not by forestalling the possibility
ofevery evil. but by converting the evil of sin into the supreme good of
salvation.r5r

But Lonergan's most important theoretical contributions to
systematic theology were the analogies between divinity and humanity

1 46 DS. f 796. See D V I. 25 4-57, 258-59, 340, 423 43.
|47 DDT/S. 78, 93-95, 255; DVI, 341, 344-47, 349, 353-54, 358, 4I2- I6, 438-39,

451 . 457 . 460-63 , 47 3-7 5 .

t48 Dt/t, 412-16.
'149 DDT/D,Thesis 5 (pp. 2a9-98).
| 50 D DT/S. 234-35. D P, 214- I 5.

l5l DP,57 ff.,165-72a DDT/S,221and Dt{ Theses l5-l'1: Dl/l.292-93,393,414,
421, 425, 430-3 1 : see also DVl, 31 5-16, 517.

152 D14 Thesis l7 (pp.50243).
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that he employed to generate an understanding of each treatise as well
as to coordinate them with each other. First in importance is, ofcourse,
the psychological analogy, based upon transcendental method, which
Lonergan adopted to illustrate both the consciousness and knowledge
of Christ and what he called the intelligible emanations implicit in the
processions ofthe Blessed Trinity.r53 Although Lonergan gave the analogy
a distinctively modem spin by reconstruing St. Thomas's metaphysical
interpretation of it in psychological terms, its provenience goes back
through St. Thomas to St. Augustine.lsa

In regard to Christ, he exploited the analogy to show that just as
Christ can be thought of ontologically to be one substance and person
with two natures, so also can he be thought of psychologically as one
conscious subject with two consciousnesses, human and divine, through
which he was respectively conscious ofhimself as human and as divine.r55
Conelatively, while the Trinity can be thought of ontologically as three
persons with one nature in a single substance, it can also be thought
of psychologically as three conscious subjects with one consciousness,
by which they are each differentially conscious of themselves and one
another, of their processions and their respective relationships, and of
their essential unity.r56 Not only does the psychological analogy promote
an understanding of each mystery on its own; it has the systematic
advantage of assimilating the understanding of both mysteries into a
single perspective correlative to the integral mystery of the Triune God
as Father, Incarnate Word, and Spirit.

While Lonergan acknowledged that the psychological analogy
provided no more than a hypothetical understanding of either Christ's
person or operations or of the processions within the Trinity, he
nevertheless maintained that it was the only legitimate analogy for
understanding either mystery.r57 Formally and explicitly, it is grounded
in the self-consciousness ofthe theologian (teacher or student), reflecting

153 CC,9-25,83-99: DE 57-62; DDT/D,276-98; DDT/S,70-74.
154 Sainr Augustine, De Trinitqte (ML, 42l' CCSL, 50); The Trinity, introduction,

translation, and notes by Edmund Hill, O.P, John E. Rostelle, O.S.A. (Brooklyn, Ny:
New City Press, 199l),270-321.

155 DV|,2t3-t5,225-26,252-53,258-59,286-89,294,296, 298_300, 305_306, 313,
332-62, 390, 398, 406, 4 12-1 6.

156 CC, 57-82, lOO45l' DVl,3l3-4t5; DDT/D, 2j 1 ,276-98: DDT/5,30-3 t, 38-39,
65-l r4,99, ts2-73, t82-8s,186-93, 205-8.

157 DDT/5,252.
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upon the exercise of one's own rationality and morality.r58 But materially
and implicitly, it is also to be found in the New Testament itself, for the

authors, conscious of their own rational and moral natures as mature
adults, spontaneously *rote about the rationality and morality ofhuman
behavior in ordinary language and adapted the same language to speak

symbolically ofboth Jesus Christ's rational and moral consciousness and
the processions of Word and Spirit within the Blessed Trinity.r5e With
that double warrant for the psychological analogy, Lonergan contended

that the legitimacy ol any other analogy to the Trinity was (virtually?)
inconceivable.

A second theorem Lonergan employed in both treatises was that of
divine transcendence. ln its simplest form, divine transcendence means
that whatever can truly be said contingently about God's operations ad
exlra is so constituted by the infinite perfection of God himself that it
requires nothing for the truth olthe proposition but a convenient extrinsic
term as a consequent condition. This is a theorem Lonergan appropriated
from Aquinas when he wrote his dissertation on Aquinas's conceplion
ofoperative grace.160 The argument behind it is that the infinity ofGod's
perfection suffices to explain anything contingently predicated of God,
without supposing either that God must be changed, much less perfected,
in the process, or that there must be a necessary or antecedent condition
for his action. The only requirement, besides God's infinite perfection,

for the contingent predication of anything about God is simply that

there must actually be, as a consequent condition, the extrinsic term
corresponding to the effect of God's action.r6r

For creation, for example, to be predicated of God, there need be

only the infinite power ofthe divine substance itselfand, as a convenient
and contingent extrinsic term, the actual concrete universe. For the

divine missions to be attributed to God, there must be, besides God's

infinite power, the processions within the Trinity and their convenient

and contingent extrinsic terms. Thus, in the case ofthe mission by which
the divine Word became incamate. there must be, besides God's infinite
power, the procession within the Trinity by which the Father generates

158 DDT/D,276-98t DDT/S, 70-'14, 86'92, 99, 158, 196-208; Dt'1,2'14,278-79,
29 | ,293 , 332-33,338, 406.

159 DDT/D.276-98.
160 See "Transcendence ofGod" in the index ofConcepts and Names

't6l CC,2't IL,49-56,59 ff.,69-82; Dt/l, 245-57,26l-68' 300-306' 315,322-23,

336,340,423-43.
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the Son as his divine Word, and, as a convenient and contingent extrinsic
term, Jesus existent human nature with its human consciousness. And in
the case of the mission by which the Spirit inhabits the souls ofthejust,
there must be, besides God's infinite power, the procession within the
Trinity by which the Father and the Son spirate the Spirit as their divine
Love and, as a convenient and contingent extrinsic term, the habit of
sanctifoing grace in the souls ofthejust.162

The benefits of this theorem are many. It preserves a recognition
of God's infinite perfection. It enables a common explanation of God's
actions in the natural and the supematural orders. It identifies the missions
ofthe Son and the Spirit with their processions within the Trinity. And it
requires nothing but the concrete reality of divine effects to correspond
to truthful predication about Cod's contingent actions.

The third major theorem Lonergan drew upon in both treatises
was "the law of the cross": a development of his thesis in De Ratione
Conventiae...lncarnationis that with the eyes of faith, we can believe
that the reason lor evil in this world is that, given the Incarnation, God
decided, in His infinite wisdom, to permit evil so as to bring about, through
the Incamation, the greater good of redemption.r6r In De Verbo Incarnato
Lonergan expatiated on this theorem to propose an understanding ofthe
role of Jesus Christ's passion and death within the composite mystery of
the Incamation and Redemption.r6a And in De Deo lrino he refened to it
to explain how heresy might function as a catalyst for the development
of doctrine.r6s

Once again, a single theorem not only suggests a solution to a
particular theological conundrum in each treatise; it also contributes to a
synthetic conspectus of the Christian revelation. As Lonergan remarked
in De Deo Trino, an understanding of a revealed mystery should enable
us, first, to hold the mystery so firmly that we can promptly, easily, and
delightfully discuss it; secondly, to reduce what we know about the
mystery to an intelligible unity with philosophical conclusions about
God and other theological tracts; thirdly, to remove any hesitancy we
might have about attempting to understand the mentality of Scripture,
the Fathers, or theologians; and, finally, to quickly detect what is false

162 CC, 49-82: DP, 197-202, 206-12l' DDT/D,216-37; DDT/S, 107-t09,2t6-221,
226-37, 24o-59; D Vl, 254-67, 261 -68, 300-306.

163 See note 155.

164 D,{, Thesis | 7; see also Theses l5 and 16.

165 See note 79.
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and easily recognize what is true in judging contemporary intellectual
movements.lr'6

In sum, Lonergan made significant methodological and substantive
contributions to theology in his two treatises. Admittedly. the extent
to which he developed his methodology in the treatises was not yet
adequate to the task he had posed for it of unifuing the various functions
of theology into a dynamic and self-conective whole. Yet much of what
he was to formulate clearly and succinctly in Method in Theolog,, he

advanced provisionally and rudimentarily in the treatises. The historical
progress that he said united the logical cycles of analysis and synthesis
in dogmatic and systematic theology would become in Method a

hermeneutical circle, with history as the first phase and theory as the
second, in a perpetual development of theology. Positive theology he
would divide into research, interpretation, and history, the first three
functional specialties ofthe historical phase oftheology, while he would
designate dogmatic and systematic theology as the functional specialties
ol doctrines and systematics in the theoretical phase. The conjunction
of dialectic and foundations that he was to make the pivot between the
historical and theoretical phases he anticipated, fundamentally in Insight,
but also by application in the conditions he stipulated for understanding
the mystery of the Trinity and, by extension, every other mystery of
the Christian religion.16T And his explicit recognition of the need for
the subdisciplines of pastoral theology and missiology to translate into
commonsense terms the technical terms of systematic theology presaged

his decision to terminate the theoretical phase of theology with the
functional specialty of communications.

While Lonergan's substantive contributions to theology, dogmatic
as well as systematic, may have little abetted his project of developing
theological method, they manifested his commitment as a dogmatic
theologian to delending the truth and plumbing the meaning of the

Christian revelation. The psychological analogy, divine transcendence,

and the law of the cross are crucial theorems for comprehending and

synthesizing revealed mysteries - not just of the lncamate Word and

the Trinity. but ofgrace and faith, of the church and the sacraments, and

of last things as well. It is hard to see how they can be ignored in any

definitive synthesis of systematic theology.

166 DDT/S.260.
167 DDT/D.276-79
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On at least one substantive point, though, Lonergan was wrong.
In the portion of the psychological analogy conceming the comparison
of the act of love to the procession of the Spirit within the Trinity, he
misinterpreted Aquinas and, arguably, was mistaken as well about the
nature of the love appropriate to the analogy. Contrary to what Lonergan
contended, Aquinas said that the procession of rational love within the
will comes not simply from the intellect, but from the will as well. For
rational love proceeds as dilectio, commitrnent or devotion, from the
inclination of the will to the good and its intention ofhappiness, as well
as from the intellect making an electio, a rational decision based upon
an understanding of the truth. And regarding the delictio by which the
Spirit proceeds as Love, Aquinas said explicitly that it is directly parallel
to the dictio by which the Son proceeds as Word. He added that just as

the saying of the Word presumes the act of understanding identical with
the truth of the divine substance, so the commitment of the Spirit in love
presumes the love identical with the goodness ofthe divine substance.168

What is more, only this analysis of love is warranted on theoretical
as well as historical grounds. For only the representation ofrational love
as an act of commitment emanating from the joint action of intellect
and will is an appropriate analogy to the procession of the Spirit. First,
only this conception allows for a differentiation of the deliberate act
of commitment in rational love from the spontaneity of love as simply
a natural inclination or a vital instinct. Secondln only this conception
meets the proviso, which Lonergan maintained with Aquinas, that only
a procession by way of prodtcl Qter modum operati), such as occurs
in the speaking of a word or the making of a commitment, can be
predicated, albeit analogously, of the all-perfect God. Why? Because
only a procession by way of product is free of the imperfection inherent
in a procession by way of operation Qter modum operationrs), such as
occurs in an act of understanding and in the act oflove as an inclination
or instinct. So on both theoretical and historical grounds it must be
admitted that Lonergan erred in his explanation ofthe application of the
psychological analogy to the procession ofthe Spirit within the Trinity.

l68SeeespeciallySTl.27.3.3t4,esp.4.2,4.3:5;28.4:36.14;37.tcandl.l.See
also William E. Mumion, "The Three Facets ofAquinas's Theory ofLove," An Unpub-
lished Paper for the Twentieth World Congress of Philosophy: Philosophy Educating
Humanity, Boston, MA, Augusl 1998.
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,1. PHILOSOPHICAL FOTINDATION

Bemard Lonergan's philosophy informed both of his theological
treatises. In the preface to every edition of every volume of these

treatises, except for De Verbo Incarnato,he refened to what he called the
historical and the speculative backgrounds to the treatises that were to
be found, respectively, in the Verbum articles and in Insight.t6e So it will
be necessary, first, to summarize the philosophy Lonergan formulated in
Insight, and then to remark upon the pertinent applications of it to the

treatises on the Incarnate Word and the Triune God.

The Metaphysics o/Insight

ln lnsight Lonergan reconceived metaphysics as a method lor
inquiry into the meaning of being, rather than remaining, as it had

been traditionally, a systematic exposition of the meaning of being.
He presented this methodology as at once an objectification of the

transcendental method implicit in the exercise ol the human ability
to know and the historical product of the emergence ol the sciences,

mathematics, and philosophy from the matrix of common sense. Thus he

defined metaphysics as the integral heuristic structure of proportionate
being and, by extension, of transcendent being as well.r70 The genius

of this approach was that it originated in an appeal to the reader to
appropriate the dynamics of one's own self-consciousness as the basis

of transcendental method, developed as a critical introduction to the set

of categorial methods emergent from modem sciences, mathematics,
and philosophy, and terminated in a comprehensive worldview of the

concrete universe. The importance ofthis metaphysics for theology was

that it provided a methodological framework for including it with all of
the other arts and sciences in a collaborative search for the meaning of
being.

Lonergan's explication of his definition of metaphysics as the

integral heuristic structure of proportionate being and. by extension. of
transcendent being included an exposition of the evidence for such a

conception of metaphysics - the subjective pole or viewpoint - and the

actual erection of the metaphysics thus defined - the objective pole or

169 CC.6: DP,5: DDT/D,4: DDT/S,5.
170 lnsight. 416-17, 507- I ll see also chaps. l9 and 20
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l7l See especially chap. ll, 18, and 19.14 and 20.4; see also chaps. 1,6-7, 9-10.
15.7 afi 17.l-2). I am giving just this cryptic description ofthe process of self-real-
ization here because I will be giving a more expansive portrayal of it in summarizing
Lonergan's adaptation of it lo his treatises.

l?2 See chaps. 12, 13, 15, and 16.

horizon. The evidence for it he described with the military metaphor
of breakthrough, envelopment, and confinement. The breakthrough
consisted in the self-realization of the human subject: self-affirmation
as a knower in a factual judgment (specifically of oneself as a knower),
rational self-appropriation as a responsible decider in an actual
decision (converting essential to effective freedom), and existential
self-transcendence in a belief in the possibility of an unlimited act of
understanding (what he would later call in Method in Theologt the three
moments of transcendental method: intellectual, moral, and religious
conversion).r?r

The envelopment consisted in the human subject's recognition of
the complementarity between knowing and the protean notion of being

as notion, as concept, and as idea. As notion, being is the object of
the detached, disinterested, and unrestricted desire 1o know. As concept,
it is whatever is intellectually grasped, rationally amrmed, responsibly
chosen, and faithfully believed. And as idea, it is, generically, an
unrestricted act of understanding and, specifically, God, as in fact the
unrestricted act ofunderstanding. Hence, the envelopment ofthe evidence
for metaphysics as method progressed from one's recognition of the
isomorphism between knowing - as experience, intelligent inquiry, and
rational amrmation - and the known - as conjugate and central potency,
form, and act - to one's affirmation of an identity between the knower
and the known in an infinite act of understanding.r?2

The confinement consisted in a dialectic between positions and
counterpositions on knowledge, reality, and objectivity: the positions
being conceptions inviting development because they cohere, not only
with one another, but also with the activities of inquiring intelligence
and rational reflection; the counterpositions, on the contrary, being
conceptions inviting reversal because, though coherent with one anothet
they are incoherent with the activities ofgrasping them intelligently and
affirming them reasonably. For knowledge, the position is to recognize it
as intelligent inquiry and rational reflection, whereas the counterposition
is to postulate that it is a matter of confrontation and perception. For
reality, the position is to identifu it with being; the counterpostion, to
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suppose it is the already out there (or in here, or up there) now. And
for objectivity, the position is to make it the consequence of intelligent
inquiry and rational reflection, while the counterposition is to presume

it derives from animal extroversion.rTr In the pursuit of truth, through
intelligent inquiry and rational reflection, the outcome of adopting
the positions is a sense of the mystery of being insofar as it remains
unknown, but sticking with the counterpositions traps one in the morass

of mythic consciousness. r?a

Besides supplying the evidence lor believing metaphysics to
be the integral heuristic structure of being - through his analysis of
human self-realization, his exposition of the complementary notion of
being, and the dialectic between the positions and counterpositions on
knowledge, reality, and objectivity - Lonergan showed how actually to
erect the integral heuristic structure that he claimed metaphysics to be.

Negatively, his argument consisted in a dialectical critique of common
sense, science, and philosophy.rT5 Positively, his argument consisted

in demonstrating how the methods of the sciences, mathematics, and

history filled out the implications of transcendental method implicit in
the detached, disinterested, and unrestricted desire to know.

One way to configure Lonergan's integration of the four heuristic
structures into a composite methodology is as an implementation of
the pincers or scissors movement by which he thought knowledge was

produced by the interaction between the data of experience and the

unrestricted desire to know.r'6 Thus the integral heuristic structure of
the four heuristics can be depicted as an interaction between statistical
and dialectical methods, mediated by the interaction between classical
and genetic methods, in the pursuit of knowledge. In this compound
interaction statislical and dialectical methods are both concemed with
the concrele sources of intelligibility feeding into and bounding the

abstract intelligibility to be gained from the joint use of classical and

genetic methods. Together the four heuristics provide a comprehensive
methodology for the investigation of proportionate being, inclusive of
its possible openness to transcendent being. The result is an anticipation
of world order as the outcome of the successive effect of emergent

t73 See chaps. I I, 12, and 13.

174 See chap. 17.l.
175 See chaps. 6 an d 7 ,2 to 5, and 14.4

116 lnsight,l l4- 15, 337-38, 600-609.
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probability, development, and vertical freedom.
While statistical method is concemed, at one pole of knowledge,

with the intelligibility of empirical data as such, dialectical method
is concemed, at the other pole, with determining the parameters of
intelligence. Statistics mediates between the practical self-interest of
common sense in the concrete and particular and the detached theoretical
interest ofthe sciences in the abstract and universal by establishing ideal
frequencies for the instantiation ofinvariant functions in the concrete. The
method of statistical analysis is a modem development of transcendental
method precipitated by the inverse insight that scientific laws can
serve to express the ideal frequencies of concrete events overlooked
in determining the invariant functions of concrete variables. Hence
statistical laws state the probabilities for the occurrence of specific kinds
of events in certain populations, always allowing for nonsystematic and
diminishing deviations from ideal frequencies the larger the number
of individuals in the sample and the longer the period of time for their
operation.rTT

At the other extreme, dialectical method, originating in Plato's
dialogues, mediates between the foundation of transcendental method
in the dynamism of native intelligence and the conflicting positions
about the functions and value of intelligence operative in common
sense and theory. Positively, dialectical method elucidates and fosters

the process of rational self-appropriation by which one acknowledges
and accepts one's own ability to act rationally and responsibly. Yet
dialectical method also reflects the inverse insight that rational self-
appropriation is less a simple development from ignorance and naivet6
to knowledge and maturity than a complex conversion from error and

sin to truthfulness and goodness. So it also has the daunting task of
unmasking and removing the obstacles to rational self-appropriation
posed by biases, false philosophies, sell-indulgence, and inauthenticity.

In cases of fundamental intellectual conflict (over objectivity, reality,

and truth), dialectical method functions as an existential process ofboth
self-exposure and personal confrontation, as one reveals one's own
viewpoint in contention with altemative viewpoints, in the expectation

that a position expressive of the uffestricted desire to know will be self-

corrective and beneficent whereas any counterposition will prove to be

177 lnsight,l6-161.
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self-reluting and harmful. r78

Thus statistical and dialectical methods function as the outer
arms ol the "pincer movement" between the data of experience and
transcendental method: through inverse insights the former grasps the
intelligibility latent even in concrete events and the latter unmasks the
obstacles to the quest for rational self-appropriation. But the influence
of these two methods must be mediated by the interaction between
classical and genetic methods. Classical method, the traditional approach
of ancient and medieval philosophy raised to a new sophistication in
modem mathematics. is concerned with systematic understanding -
with reaching a disintere$ed and theoretical explanation of things in
themselves, as opposed to the self-interested and practical commonsense
description olthings as they appear to us. Classical method proceeds by
abstracting from the incidental and the contingent to grasp, in ancient and
classical philosophy, the essential and necessary natures ofthings or, in
modem mathematics. the invariant lunctions of measurable variables.rTe

ln conjunction with statistical method, classical method projects
schemes of recurrence for the probable actualization in the concrete of
the possibilities inherent in the natures ofthings or invariant functions.rs0

Genetic method, by contrast, seeks primarily an understanding ol
the generation of both higher viewpoints and higher systems from their
origins in simpler precedents, but it is equally pertinent to an analysis of
the degeneration of enlightened viewpoints and complex systems into
their components. In its primary function, genetic method is concemed
with the recurrent process by which operators (as Lonergan called
them) random events unintelligible within the confines ofa particular
viewpoint or system - demonstrate an ability to become integrators
of a higher viewpoint or system that both assimilates and enriches the
lower viewpoint or system. A dynamic modern version of the static
medieval conception ofthe universe as a chain ofbeing, genetic method
is applicable to an understanding of both the intelligibility of nature and
the meaning of culture. In nature, it illuminates the successive higher
integrations of physical, chemical, biotogical, psychic, and intellectual
forces into progressively more complex and powerful entities. In culture,

178 Insight, 21 4-27, 242-44, 267 -69, 44648, 509, 630,'108-22.
179 lnsight, 109-ll,122-23, 126-38, l5?-80, 486, 503-504. The canons of empiri-

cal method for research in the natural sciences have their counlerpart in the canons for
inlerpretation in the human sciences: see chaps. 3 and 17.3.8

180 See chap.4.
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it illuminates the successive higher integrations both ofparticular aspects
ofculture - such as the differentiations ofcommon sense into the arts and
sciences (as well as developments within each of the arts and sciences)

- and ol entire cultures - such as the progress from primal culture to
civilization, the state, and the modem world. Just as effectively, genetic
method in conjunction with dialectical method can detect both the
obstacles to progressively higher viewpoints or systems and the causes
of the breakdowns by which higher viewpoints or systems disintegrate
into their component parts in lower viewpoints or systems. As the method
of both natural and human history, genetic method can be employed to
chart devolution as well as evolution, decline as well as progress.r8l

The outcome of the interaction between classical and genetic
methods, mediating the interaction between statistical and dialectical
methods, is a theory of world order as the progressive outcome of
emergent probability, development, and finality, inclusive of vertical
freedom. Emergent probability, applicable to everything in the universe,
is the consequence of the increasing possibility of successively higher
viewpoints or systems the greater the number of individuals in a system
and the longer they have to operate: as they explore horizontally the range
of probable instantiations ofthe possibilities inherent in the system, the
chances increase of a random event capable of precipitating a vertical
leap into a higher system.rs2 Development, itself a higher viewpoint
than emergent probability, applies to all living things - both individuals
as t}tey mature, some becoming more powerful and independent than
others, with a concomitant comparative advantage to propagate their
line; and collectives as they institutionalize their inlemal exchanges and

compete or cooperate with other collectives to adapt to, and perhaps

triumph oveq their environments.rsr Finality is the dynamism emergent

in the succession of higher viewpoints toward fuller intelligibility and

systematization, as well as the attainment of ever greater but never

complete fullness through an effective probability.re Finality is evident
particularly in the vertical fieedom specific to human beings, as they

transcend their horizontal freedom to assimilate and accommodate to

their cultures by raising the claims of not just a more authentic humanism

l8l ltlsight, 25047 , 4U-501 , 597 -98, 630 .

182 I nsight, 138-5 l, 2U-87, 290-92.
183 Insight, 37 43, 476-507, 594, 596.
t84 ltsight,473-11, 490-91, 506-507, 557-58, 648-656, 687-88.
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but of the infinite value olbeing itself.'E5

Given thatthis methodology is supposed to be applicable to an entire
spectrum ofthe arts and sciences, Lonergan did not employ every aspect
of it in his theological treatises. The self-realization of the reader that
Lonergan called the breakthrough to the evidence of metaphysics as the
integral heuristic structure of being he also made the prerequisite for the
student oftheology to gain an analogical understanding ofthe mysteries
of faith. As far as the categorial methods go. we have seen hou, he used

genetic and dialectical methods in his analysis of the development of
doctrine.r66 Classical method. as applicable to interpretation, while it is

ce(ainly apparent in his dogmatic interpretation of the evidence for the

doctrines of the Incamation and the Trinity in the New Testament,r8T is,
above all. the guiding methodology for the systematic portions of both
treatises. Statistical method would have been applicable to the research

underlying the positive interpretations ofthe New Testament by biblical
exegetes. But Lonergan's conception ol positive interpretation would
have to await his treatment of it in Method in Theologt.tEE

The Employment of the Metaphsic.r o/lnsight in the Trealises

In employing his philosophy in his treatises. Lonergan impo(ed
large chunks of it into appendices in the systematic portions of the
treatises. but his most important use of it was to underpin and generate
the substance of both treatises.

De Constitutione Christi, the first volume of either treatise to go
into print, contained as much philosophy as theology the chapters
on the notion of person, the constitution of a finite person. and human
consciousness containing the conceptual and theoretical ingredients
for the chapters on Christ's ontological and psychological constitution.
Divinarum Personarum, the second volume to reach print, included,
in addition to the philosophical elements Lonergan incorporated into
his introduction on theological method and his opening analysis of
intelligible emanation, three lengthy appendices (one-sixth of the
book) on the philosophical concepts he employed in his analysis ofthe

185 Insight, 63246, 650-53, 684-92, 7 I 4-l 5,'120,'143
186 See footnote 60.
187 See notes 44, 45, 46.
188 Method in Theologt, chap.7 (pp. 149-173).
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persons ofthe Trinity: immanent operation, the act of understanding, and
relations.rEe

But Lonergan's reliance upon his philosophy was not confined to
the explicitly philosophical sections of his treatises. He called upon it
to underpin the structure and generate the substance of both treatises.
The central concept of this philosophy was the subject, the polymorphic
subject, a construct Lonergan introduced as the key to philosophy in
Insight and evidently believed was just as much the key to theology.reo
Perhaps the two most important applications he made in his treatises
of this construct were in his confrontation of the reader to develop the
subjectivity necessary for believing the supematural mysteries of the
Incamate Word and the Triune God and lor appreciating the theological
explanations and in his correlative analysis of Christ's subjectivity.

Lonergan's most direct confrontation of the reader occurred in De
Deo Trino. Jusl as in Insighl Lonergan prompted the reader to appropriate
his own rational consciousness in order to have the reader grasp the
explanation he was giving of insight and judgment, so at the conclusion
of the dogmatic part and at the beginning ol the systemati c part of De
Deo Trinohe also invited the reader to recognize within his own rational
and moral self-consciousness the basis for the psychological analogy
he was going to employ for the Trinity. This was tlre same analogy to
the Trinity, he claimed, that the New Testament authors had invoked,
except that they had depicted in symbolic language what he was going to
represent in theoretical terms.

At the outset Lonergan asked the reader to examine whether he
had ever had the experience of telling the truth on the basis of sufficient
evidence or of ever honorably making a decision because of an
acknowledged moral obligation. This experiment would be a success,
he said, regardless of whether the reader affirmed, or denied, or doubted
if he had ever had either experience. For anyone who was not a child or
was not asleep or insane, Lonergan contended, must have experienced
his own rationality whenever he sincerely affirmed, denied, or doubted
anything. He then led the reader along a path in which he was asked, first,
to reflect upon whether he had ever violated his rationality or morality;
secondly, to recognize the habitual state ofconsciousness underlying his
conscious acts; and, thirdly, to distinguish between any ofhis previous

189 DP,24l-96.
190 lnsighl,452:, see index for additional references
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experiences of exercising rational and moral consciousness and his
present experience of thematically acknowledging it.

Given the presumptive success of this maieutic, Lonergan then
asked the reader to follow him as he sought to demonstrate that there

was sufficient evidence in the New Testament to believe that the authors.
John in particular, had described in symbolic terms the same exercise
of rational and moral consciousness he had led the reader to recover
within himself. Citing a raft of texts, he argued that the New Testament

authors had indeed described this kind of consciousness in the sams

context in which they wrote about the missions ofthe Son and the Spirit.
The probable implication. Lonergan concluded. was that they too had, at

least implicitly, believed that the divine consciousness in the emanation
of the processions of the Word and the Spirit was analogous to human
consciousness in its rational and moral operations.rer

Then. to connect the systematic with the dogmatic parl of De Deo

Trino. Lonergan again asked the reader to engage in introspection upon

his rational and moral consciousness. In this case. his intention was to
get the reader to recognize that an appropriation of his own intellectual
consciousness, rational and moral, in the act of achieving existential
autonomy was the necessary condition fbr grasping what Lonergan
meant by the concept of intelligible emanations he was about to use in
analyzing the nature ofthe processions ofthe Word and the Spirit within
the Trinity.rer

Intellectual consciousness, Lonergan reminded the reader,

originates in the conscious and transcendental desire to know the

meaning of being, develops through questioning. and issues in the
precepts to inquire, to doubt. and to deliberate. To the extent one adheres
to these precepts, intellectual consciousness becomes the conscious
determination through which one achieves autonomy, insofar as a word
originates from understanding, and a choice from the word.. Autonomy,
Lonergan clarified, comprises three elements. There is the autonomy of
liberty, by which one chooses because one judges and insofar as one
judges. There is the autonomy ofrationality, by which onejudges because

one perceives sufficient evidence and judges according to the perceived
sufficiency of the evidence. And there is the autonomy of clarity, by
which one defines because one perceives the intelligible in the sensible

tgt DDT/D,2'16-98.
1 92 D DT/S.'t 0-7 4. 86-92
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and defines it according to its perceived intelligibility.
Now it is true, Lonergan conceded, that the autonomy one thus

achieves through intellectual consciousness can be exercised both
practically and speculatively: practically, in deciding what to do or make;
speculatively, in asking about the universe, understanding it as best one
can, judging whence it came and how it exists, and then exulting in a
kind of contemplative love for it. But the primary exercise of autonomy,
Lonergan contended, is the existential autonomy with which one inquires
about oneself, understands how one ought to be, and judges how to
make, in the concrete here and now, the existential choices necessary for
making oneself actually be what one ought to be.re3 The degree ofone's
success in achieving existential autonomy was, Lonergan argued, the
measure ofone's capacity for believing and understanding the mysteries
of the Christian faith-

The autonomy to be achieved in intellectual (rational and moral)
consciousness that Lonergan celebrated in De Deo Trino anticipated
the notion of conversion, with its ancillaries oi meaning and religion
and its functions in dialectic and foundations, that he was to elaborate
in Method in Theologt.tea Meanwhile, in the treatises themselves, it
provided the perspective from which, as we have seen, he framed the
dialectic by which he analyzed the development of doctrine, from the
New Testament to Nicaea and Chalcedon, as a movement from naive or
uncritical realism through empiricism and idealism to dogmatic realism.
The same perspective is evident in his critique of the adversaries he
indicted in various theses: the thesis on the New Testament doctrine
of the hypostatic union;re5 the theses on the consciousness and the
knowledge of Christ;re6 and the theses on the consubstantiality of the
Son to the Father, the divinity ofthe Spirit, the unity of substance and
the trinity of persons in God, and the procession of the Spirit from the
Father and the Son.re? What Lonergan argued the adversaries lacked in
each case was a critical realism grounded in what he,in De Deo Trino,he
called existential autonomy and, in Method in Theologt, transcendental
method.

ln writing his treatises, therefore, Lonergan was clearly conscious

193 DDT/S,86-92.
194 Method in Theologt,237451. see 5'1-124, 130-32,235-71.
195 DVr,3-16.
196 D vt, 27 t -73, 354-58.
197 DDT/D,I 14-20, 156-5E, 182-85,225-28.
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of reckoning with polymorphic subjects. people at every level and

degree of personal development, whether they were the readers he was

addressing or the adversaries he sought to refute. Taking account of
polymorphic subjectivity was his modem adaptation of the scholastic
aphorism, "Whatever is received is received according to the mode
of the recipient (Quidquid recipilur secuntlum moelum recipienlis
recipilur)." The decision, he realized, whether or not to believe an

alleged supematural mystery, whether or not to appreciate a proposed

analogical understanding of it, depended not just upon the credibility of
the evidence, or the brilliance ofthe theory, adduced for it. It depended
just as much upon the credulity ofthe person assessing the evidence, the

docility of the person considering the theory. for it. In the case of the

divinity of Christ, for example. he said the decision whether to accept the

evidence of the New Testament authors was an existential judgment, for
which the gift of the Holy Spirit, together with the habit of sanctifying
grace, was a necessary precondition. Hence, without explicitly making
an accusation of bad faith, Lonergan excoriated the scientific or critical
historians who, for all of their professional expertise, simply failed to
accept the truth of Christ's divinity.re8

Another important use Lonergan made in his theological treatises

of his conception of the polymorphic subject was in his analysis ol
Christ's subjectivity. He invoked the construct as well, of course, in his
analysis of the processions in the Trinity.re but his application of it to
Christ's consciousness and knowledge was perhaps more original and

certainly more relevant. The joint issue of Christ's consciousness and

knowledge was something Lonergan worked on from the beginning to
the end of his tenure in Rome. His initial statement on the consciousness

of Christ appeared in De Constitutione Christi (1956), the earliest part

of either of his treatises to reach print. and the last statement he made

about the knowledge ofChrist appeared in his final revision of De Verbo

Incarnato (1964). On these topics he made his greatest progress over
St. Thomas Aquinas. Whereas Aquinas had analyzed Christ as a person

in the metaphysical categories ol being, person, and nature, Lonergan
analyzed Christ as a subject in the psychological categories of subject,
presence, and consciousness. ln taking this step, Lonergan consciously
and deliberately joined in the shift from medieval to modem culture

198 Dvt.5-16.
199 D P, 52-9 1 : D DT/S, 65- l 14
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that he was later to describe as a change from classical consciousness
to historical mindedness, from theory to interiority, from substance
to subject.2m Fittingly, Lonergan's analyses of the consciousness and
knowledge ofChrist were the issues on which he most vigorously entered
into contemporary controversy, and they probably remain the points in
his treatises of the greatest interest, to theologians and to the general
public alike.

The problem about Christ as a subject, Lonergan said, was not, as
some other theologians had supposed, how the man Jesus of Nazareth
became conscious of himself as a divine person.2or It was how the divine
Word incamate inthe man Jesus ofNazareth, as represented by the authors
of the New Testament, became conscious and knew of himself as both
divine and human. Lonergan's answer was to analyze Christ as a subject
in terms of the same existential autonomy he enjoined of a reader who
expected to believe in the supernatural mystery of the Blessed Trinity
or to appreciate the psychological analogy of intelligible emanations to
personal processions in the Trinity.

Lonergan began by defining consciousness as presence, as opposed
to perception. The kind of presence he had in mind was the experience
one has ofoneselfin being alive and awake, inquiring about the sensible
objects in one's presence, hatching hypotheses about them, judging the
hypotheses in terms of the sufficiency of the evidence for them, and
deciding what good they are. Consciousness of this kind is the subject's
own awareness of oneself as a subject, without knowing oneself as an
object. This was a view ofconsciousness consonant with the Aristotelian
and Thomistic assumption that knowledge originated in an identity
of the knower and the known, and developed as an attempt to get to
the truth about reality by objectively differentiating between the two:
between the intentional consciousness of knowing and the conscious
intentionality of the known. This effort entailed, for a knowledge of
the world, inquiring into the intelligibility of sensitive data, hatching
hypotheses, making sound judgments, and reaching free decisions, just
as it required for a knowledge of the mind, inquiring into, hypothesizing,
judging, and deciding about the intelligibility ofacts ofsensing, inquiring,

200 "The Transition fiom a Classicist World-View to Historical-Mindedness," in,4
Second Collection, l-10.

201 For the remainder ofthis section, see DI4, Thesis l0 (269-3 t2) and Thesis l2
(332416\.
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hypothesizing, judging, and deciding. ln either case, the knower had to be
present to oneself as knower to appreciate the significance and authority
ofthe operations by which one distinguished between the subjectivity of
one's own intentional operations and the objectivity ofknowledge about
either the exterior reality ofthe world or the interior reality ofthe mind.

By contrast, the conception of consciousness as perception
presumed that consciousness was introspection, a knowledge of oneself
as an interior object to parallel the knowledge ofexterior objects gained

through investigation: the perception of an "already in here now real"
of the mind to balance the perception of an "already out there now
real" of the world. This conception of consciousness presupposed the
Platonist conception of knowledge as an operation whose function was

to overcome an original duality of subject and object by a perception

of the object through intuition (generally of sensibles or singulars) or
conceptualization (generally of intelligibles or universals). There were
two insuperable difficulties with this position. Regarding the grasp ofthe
object, there was no reason to believe perception manifested anything
more than a subject's own sensibility or intelligibility. Regarding the

subject, without the presence ol consciousness there was no reason

to believe the subject could either be aware of the presence of an

object to oneself or could become oneself an object knowable through
introspection.

Having established consciousness as self-presence, Lonergan
argued that Christ as a subject was simply Christ as a person present to
himself. The person present to himself was the divine Word incamate
in the man Jesus of Nazareth. He was present to himself as a single
psychological subject, but with both a divine and a human consciousness

corresponding to his divine and his human nature. Through his divine
consciousness Jesus of Nazareth was not only conscious of himself as

divine, he also knew himself to be divine, because of the real identity
of subject and object in God's infinite act of understanding. This divine
consciousness/knowledge must have been ineffable, Lonergan said,

something like the human mystical knowledge of God, because the

lack ol any sensible data about God prohibited Jesus from formulating
concepts or making judgments about his own divinity. But it must still,
tacitly but insistently, have govemed Jesus' every action and inspired
his entire mission. Much as the tight of being (or the agent intellect)
inspires in us the wonder by which we desire to know everything about
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the meaning of being, but without ever calling attention to itself or
being easily recognized, Lonergan suggested, so also must Jesus' divine
consciousness/knowledge have inspired in him the existential autonomy
by which he chose to preach the kingdom of God and to redeem
humankind.

The Incamate Word, Jesus ofNazareth, Lonergan continued, must
also have been conscious of himself through his human consciousness.
Though the subject he must thus have been conscious ofwas his divine
person, he would have been conscious of himself, not as divine, but as
human. For through his human consciousness he had to be conscious
of himself as doing the same things every human being does: waking
and sleeping, walking and talking and eating, and sensing, inquiring,
judging, and deciding. Yet, because he was the Word ofGod, Jesus must
have had in his human consciousness an obediential potency for the
beatific vision. In the beatific vision he must, immediateln have known
himself, in the Word, as God, and, mediately, through the divine essence,
he must also have known, albeit globally, everything he needed to know
about his mission. For Jesus to accomplish his mission, Lonergan argued,
this mediate knowledge must have included everything God actually
does, past, present, and future. This knowledge would have beenjust as

ineffable as Jesus'divine knowledge, and for the same reason: the lack
of any sensible data from which Jesus could have formulated concepts
or made judgments about it. With these provisos, therefore, Lonergan
endorsed the teaching, traditional in the church since the seventh century,
that Jesus, even as human, suffered no ignorance because ofhaving been
blessed from birth with the beatific vision.

Yet, Lonergan argued, since both the divine knowledge Jesus had
through his divine consciousness and the beatific knowledge he had
through his human consciousness were ineffable, they did not impede
the normal development of his human knowledge. No doubt his divine
and beatific knowledge guided and govemed all his actions, Lonergan
acknowledged, because what Jesus knew as the Incamate Word was what
he revealed to us to take on faith. Unless he knew what he was talking
about, we would not have any valid basis for our faith. Still, through his
sensitive and intellectual op€rations Jesus must have performed all ofthe
natural and supematural acts necessary for him to have led a human and
historical life. Only through these acts could he have been true human as
well as true God. And only through these acts could he have leamed how
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to convert his ineffable knowledge, divine and human, into the effable
knowledge he needed to communicate to us the truths of our Iaith. Hence,
Jesus of Nazareth, Lonergan concluded, must have developed, through
his human consciousness, the existential autonomy necessary to make
himself, through his human actions. into the redeemer he had to become
to fulfill his mission as the lncamate Word of God.

The picture Lonergan drew ofChrist as a subject was as traditional
in its theology as it was modern in its philosophy. The philosophy was,
though, Christian in inspiration. Lonergan developed it to communicate
an understanding ofthe mysteries ofthe Christian religion. Earlier, the
church fathers had to make a distinction between person and nature, for
which there was no precedent in Aristotle's essentialism. to differentiate
between what was one and what was two in Christ. And Aquinas had
to add that a person was a distincl subsistent in an intellectual nature
to distinguish the persons in the Trinity from the substance of God.
Likewise, Lonergan had to define a psychological subject as a person
present to oneself', rather than simply a conscious center of conscious
acts. for the concept of subject to be applicable to a divine as well as

a human person. In each case, the struggle to attain an analogous
understanding of the mysteries of the Christian faith in terms of human
attributes prompted a revision of the ideas about these attributes that
refined the original understanding olhuman existence even as it elicited
a new surmise about the meaning of divine existence.

The same must also be said about Lonergan's concept ol the
polymorphic subject. capable, at the peak, ofexistential autonomy. This
was the concept he used to prescribe the qualities necessary for anyone
to believe in the supematural mysteries of the Christian religion or to
appreciate an analogous understanding of them. It was, correlatively, the
concept he adopted as an analogy, however obscure and imperfect. for
the consciousness and knowledge of Christ in the hypostatic union as

well as for the processions ofthe Persons within the Blessed Trinity.
Yet more remains to be done if the polymorphic subject is to

become suitable lbr evoking a felicitous understanding of the mysteries
of the Christian religion in a postmodem and muhicultural world. First,
consciousness must be explicated in terms of liminality, rather than

interiority. il the subject is not to be interpreted as the transcendental
ego bedeviling modem philosophy from Descartes to Husserl. Secondly,

the subject must be recognized as having intrinsically social as well
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as individual dimensions if it is not to be interpreted in terms either of
liberal atomism or existential narcissism. Thirdly, the polymorphicity of
the subject must allow for a plurality of identities from which to begin
the ascent to existential autonomy - black, brown, yellow, and white;
Asian, African, and Westem; gay and straight; female and male - if its
humanity is not to be interpreted according to the reigning paradigm of
white, Western, straight masculinity. The construct Lonergan conceived
is, I am sure, plastic enough to permit such a refinement and expansion.

Scripture, doctrine, theology, and philosophy: these are components
of Bemard Lonergan's treatises on the Incamate Word and the Triune
God. He forged them from material in the Verbum articles and Insigftt,
and from them he drew many ofthe concepts he wasto include in Method
in Theologt. But the treatises stand on their own - brilliant, erudite,
profound, and pious - testimony to Lonergan's dedication to the task of
becoming a theologian before he could hope to prescribe a method for
theology. The classes in which he taught the tracts inspired a cohort of
students who have spread his teaching throughout the world. Perhaps
the impact he had through his teaching upon their minds and their hearts
was as powerful as the influence he has had on his readers through his
writing.
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THE TRANSITION FROM
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THE CONSTITUTION "DEI FILIUS"
OF VATICAN IAND ITS LIMITS

WueN rN 1961 I proposed to Bemard Lonergan the project for my
dissertation, I aroused great interest in him. My plan was critically to
investigate and comment on the First Vatican Council's Constitution "Dei
Filius" on ldes and radio. Besides the published Acta of the Council,
the basis was supposed to be the until then unpublished Votum by the
most important theologian at the Council, Johann Baptist Franzelin,
S.J., available in the Secret Vatican Archive.r Lonergan had refened
repeatedly to the Constitution in his courses, "De intellectu et methodo"'?

and "De methodo theologiae."r And so Bernard Lonergan became my
Doktorvater.

For Lonergan the Constitution "Dei Filius" was the Magna Charta

for all of twentieth-century systematic theology, for its foundations and
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4 Bemard J. F. Lonergan, Method in Theoktgt (London
Todd, 197 I ), 338.

5 Method in Theolog'.331-39

Darton, Longman &

for its method. Lonergan however also knew the limits of "Dei Filius."
The Constitution did not pose itself the challenge arising lrom historical
scholarship, whose methods have in the meantime even found entry
into theology. It did not deal with the problem ofhistoricity of faith and
belief, and of its biblical and dogmatic expression. The later crisis of
Modemism was the consequence.

In contradistinction to many theologians, Lonergan was also able to
elucidate the causes as to why Vatican I could not accept the historicity
both of the Bible and of the dogmas at all. Within the framework of
the "abstract logic ol classicism"{ in which the Council remained, the
acknowledgment of historicity must have entailed relativism.

The Constitution "Dei Filius" teaches that faith does not contradict
reason and that the a.l.censas.fidei is a rationally responsible act. This
teaching was very important for Lonergan and corresponded with his
own preoccupations. Bu1 he criticized the classicist form in which this
teaching was presented. As he explains in Method in Theoktgt, modern
apologetics wanted to ground the rational credibility of faith with the aid
of a demonstrative procedure, which pretended to coercive objectivity.
The Constitution also moved within the framework of this idea. The recta
ratio,Io which it appealed - according to Lonergan - is an abstraction. s

It is abstracl because it prescinds from the concrete subject whose ralro
it is. But objectivity can never be targeted independently ofthe concrete
subject. Only onthe path ofself-transcendence ofthe subject is objectivity
attained, and the fundamental form of self-transcendence is comprised
of intellectual, moral, and religious conversion. This conversion is not
possible without grace. Even so, the knowledge of faith's credibility
or worthiness to be believed, which is unattainable without grace, is
thoroughly rational.

This articulation, which Lonergan already proposed in his courses,
seemed to contradict that ofthe Constitution "Dei Filius," which teaches
the possibility of the natural knowledge of God that it reckons among
the praeambula fidei. With the available acta of the Council, I was able
to show that the Council only intended to pronounce on the lundamental
possibility of the natural knowledge of God, but not on the factual
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conditions that are necessary for reason to know the existence ofGod. This
outcome ofmy research corresponded exactly to Lonergan's conception,
which led to the honor of a footnote citing my dissertation in Method in
Theologt.6 Usually, the Constitution also made the distinction, to which
Lonergan could refer, between the quaestio juns and the quaestio facti
in the concrete order.

For the connection among objectivity, self-transcendence, and
conversion, Lonergan at this passage in Method in Theologt invokes
John Henry Newman's Grammar of Assent.' We know today how much
Lonergan owes to his early reading of the writings of Cardinal Newman,
to which he himself alludes repeatedly. Both, Newman and Lonergan,
acknowledge the significance ofthe decisive characteristic of modemity.
Human beings, more than ever before, are aware that they are subjects
responsible for their actions and for their history. It was of concem
to both of them not only to refer to the Christian roots of the modem
consciousness of the subject but also to emphasize the possibility and
the necessity oi apprehending and integrating this consciousness of the
subject theologically. For me personally, I regard Lonergan's teaching
about the necessary self-appropriation of the human person as an
intellectual, moral, and religious subject to be one of the most important
contributors by a philosopher and theologian, in order to overcome the
deficit pertaining to the modern consciousness of the subject and to the
awareness of freedom.

Vatican I itself regarded modem humanity's becoming subjects of
their history with ambivalence. On the one hand, the Council rejected
it, because the Reformation, the French Revolution, and the natural
sciences and philosophy of the early modern period paved the way for
it in an anti-ecclesiastical form. In the prooemium to the Constitution
"Dei Filius," the Council reduced all the evils of the modem world to
Reformation, Revolution, and science, which had betrayed not only
the Christian faith but reason as well.8 On the other hand, the Council
insisted that it behooves Christian faith to be based upon a rationality
and morally responsible decision. With its stress upon this essential

6 Method in Theologt,339,t.5.
7 Method in Theolog/,338,1.3.
8 Hemann J. Poettmeye\ Der Glqube...,27-45.
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characteristic of Christian faith or belief. the Council linked itself to the
modem consciousness ofthe subject. The fact that this link remained so

ineffectual is connected precisely with the fact that it remained caught -
as Lonergan writes - in the "abstract logic ofclassicism." Hence. in spite
of itsiustified concems, the Constitution "Dei Filius" was a victim of the
same illusionary ideal ofan objectivity independent ofthe subject, which
was also pursued by the natural science of that time.

A further object of my conversations with my Doktorvater about
"Dei Filius" covered those problems dealt with in the chapters entitled
"The Development of Doctrines," "The Permanence of Dogmas," and

"The Historicity of Dogmas" in Method in Theologt. ' Lonergan saw

that in relation 10 the development of dogma the ideas of the fathers
and theologians of the Council remained caught in an abstract logic.
They conceived of this development mostly as a logical unfolding from
implicit to explicit. However, because the Council distinguishes between

the true meaning of the dogmas and their formulation, its stalements did
not close the way toward taking the historicity ofthe dogmas seriously.

Thus. that which Lonergan proposes as the "concreteness of method"ro

leads beyond the Council without having to contradict it even here.

I would like, however, to come back to the question addressed as to what
degree as asser.r us fide i is an actboth enabled and bestowed by the grace
of God and at the same time one that is rationally responsible. In modem
theology this problem is termed the 4r4lysis.fidei. The analysis.fidei was
considered the most difficult question in systematic theology. Joseph
Kleutgen, S.J., the other impo(ant theologian of the Vatican I, called it
the "torture ofthe divines."rr In his dissertation, "lnsight and Conversion:
The Starting Point ofthe Fundamental Theology in Bernard Lonergan,"
Grzegorz Dobrocyzynski suspects that the structure of the problematic
of lhe anulysis.fidei played the role ofthe godfather in Lonergan's work,
with its "stress of the cognitional structure and its manifold aspects."

9 Merhod in Theologt,319-26.
l0 Method in Theolog,338.
ll Erhard Kunz, "Analysis Fidei," in Lerikonfur Theologie und Kirche,3d ed. Vol

L (Frieburg: Herber, 1993),585.
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12 As a matter of fact, the analysis Jidei constitutes a central doctrinal
component in the Jesuit teaching tradition. In addition, it was a problem
with which Newman was also concemed in several of his writings.

Dobroczynski's suspicion is confirmed by the recently published
dissertation of Mlhelm Tolksdori completed under my direction. The
title of this dissertation reads, "5ulrri. fidei: John Henry Newman's
Contribution to the Discovery of the Subject in Regard to the Act of
Faith in the Context of the History of Theology."r3 The dissertation also
contains a chapter on Bemard Lonergan. Tolksdorfobtained (from Stefan
Notz, who is working on a dissertation on Bemard Lonergan and David
Tracy with me) the unpublished manuscript ofa course which Lonergan
hetd at Regis College, Toronto. The title of this course reads, "Analysis
fidei."ra

As we studied this text, we discovered how illuminating it was not
only for the evolution of Lonergan's thought, but also for a Newman-
Lonergan comparison. Here, that is to say, precisely in the framework of
the traditional treatise of the analysis .fidei, Lonergan has broken off an
entirely new path for speciffing the relationship betweenfides and rution
inthe assensus.fidei. What strikes the eye here is the contrast between the
old and the new, the interconnection between the continuity of the state

ofthe question and the innovative solution. New wine in old wineskins

- that becomes palpable here, similar to the matter in which Lonergan
would have read the tradition tracts in the Gregoriana. The 1952 course
is a very dense and precise Latin text. Here we can only sketch in what
is most important and some innovations.

The text is divided into twenty points. Lonergan begins with the
processus logicus el pyschoktgicus that leads to the assensrs.fidei, in
which the assensusfidei was regarded as if it were the result ofa logical
process ofdrawling a conclusion. The point here however according to
Lonergan is not the grounding of knowledge in the ordinary sense, but
the grounding of faith or belief in revelation is communicated in order
to be believed first and only then understood. In the cognitional process

that leads to the assensus fidei, Lonergan distinguishes three levels:

experiential, intelligentia, and refiection - a scheme that we encounter

12 Grzagorz Dobrocyznski, Eittsicht und Bekehrung Ausgangspunkt der Fundq-

mentaltheologie bei Bernard Lonergan (Frenkfurt: Peter Lang, 1992),1M.

l3 Wilhelm Tolksdorf, "Analysis Fidei," in Lexikon fur Theologie und Kirche,3'd

ed. Vol l. (Friedburg: Herder, 1993), 585.

14 Tolksdo4 "Analysis Fidei," 551, n. 18.
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in Insight s section called "The Notion of Judgment" as the "level of
presentations," the "level ol intelligence," and "the level olreflection."r5
As it is stated there, they constitute "a cumulative process" whose final
act is judgment which fits into the context of other judgments.

This isexactly what happens in the processus logicus etpyschoktgicus.
Lonergan starts with experiential, that is, from the empirically given
claims of Christian revelation. The intelligenetla which follows,
which encompasses the process us logicus, arrives at two insights: it is
reasonable to believe the revealing God. And: it is reasonable to assume

that the human being is ordered to a supematural goal.
The level of rellection follows, namely, of lhe actus intelligendi

refiexus. It arrives at the judgment that the preceding logical insights
are sufficiently evident, so that the consequent judgments can proceed

rationabiliter. The actus intelligendi refiexus is the first step of the
processus pyschologicus.ltisnamed by Lonergan the cardo, or the key to
the entire cumulative process leading to the as.rezsus.fidei. Because upon
it depends the rationabilitas of the succeeding steps of lhe processus
pyschologicus - each single one of which is a judgment that constitutes
the human being as a subjeclum.lidei. These are successively lhe iudicium
practicum credibilitatis, the iudicium practicum credentitiutis, the
volition.finis supernaluralis, the volition medii seu ipse pius credulitatis
afJbctus, and finally, the assensus .fidei itself. [n contradistinction to the

classical analysis.fidei, in which these acts appear simply as logical acts,
Lonergan presents them as existential acts proper to a personal decision
with ethical implications, which havethe utmost practical transformations
as a consequence. They are nothing else than steps of a conversio, of a
conversation.

For these reasons and because these acts are ordered to the finis
supernaluralis and to the assensus fdei, they stand under the influence
of grace. Grace is as affective as gratia sanas, in order to overcome
obstacles, as gratiq illuminans upon the intellect, as gratia inspirationis
upon the will, an dlastly, as gratia elevans, in virlue olwhich the assenszs

.fidei becomes an assensus liber, supernaturalis, obscurus, inJbllibilis,

.firmus super omnia, irrevocabiiri. Even when under the influence of
grace, the acts oflhe processus pyschologicus <onsidered apart from the
asensus.ficlei itself - are (luod substantiam actus nalurales. They occur

l5 Bernard J. F. Lonergan, lnsight: A Study of Hunan lJrulerstanding (London:
Longmans, 1958), 271-78; Grzegorz Dobroczynski, Einsicht ..., 130-32.
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as rationally and morally responsible. As individual and personal acts,
they are shaped differently by each person. The processus pyschologicus
is thus a personal path, whether in the case of one initially coming to
faith, or ofone who, as already believing, is growing in his faith. For this
reason, Lonergan calls lhe subjectumfidei a homo viator.

The ac tus inte I I i ge nd i refie x us, with whichthe proc e s s us pys c ho lo g ic us
begins, Lonergan characterizes as the initium fidei supernaturale.ln lhe
case ofthe infidelk, he correlates this, like the whole ofthe process of
the processus pyschologicus, with the gratia conversionis ad fidem. ln
Method in Theologt Lonergan specifies what occurs here in the processus
pyschologicus as intellectual, moral and religious conversation. 16 But
the concepte ofconversion already emerges here.

The actus intelligendi refexus we already encounter in his book
Insight as a "reflective act ol understanding" and again as a "key act" in
the section, "The Analysis of Belief." r? Hence, in the "Analysis fidei" of
1952 we can already note the transition from the classical analysis fdei
to Insight.

In his dissertation Wilhelm Tolksdorfcompared Lonergan's "Analysis
fidei" with the corresponding utterances of Newman. 18 At issue are

especially the writings "Theses de fide," "On the Certainty," "The
Newman-Perrone paper on Development," and of course The Grammar
of Assent. As with Newman, so also with Lonergan, faith or belief is
a general principle of knowledge, applicable both in everyday thought
and in science. It rests upon the scientia alterius, as Lonergan explains
in his "Analysis fidei." Religious faith or belief is a particular case, but
no exception when it comes to the acquisition of knowledge, and it is

anything but irrational. For Lonergan as well as for Newman, Christian
faith or belief is a personal and existential path of the subjectum fidei or
the homo viator.ln both, there is a cumulative cognitional process with
the three stages of experiential, inlellectio, and refieclion. For both, faith
or belief as an assent on the basis ofjudgment, in whose genesis the

"reflective act of understanding" for Lonergan and the "illative sense"

for Newman plays a decisive role in mediating the suffcienta evidens for
the rational and moral responsibility of the assensus Jidei.

Newman obviously stimulated Lonergan to give attention to the

6 Method in Theologl, 238-41 ; Dobroczybski, Einsicht. . . 
'255-58.

7 l,tsight,707 -13 .

8 Tolksdorf,,,lnal/s is f de i, 563, n. 8 I ; 5671 576, 587f, 598.
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f9 Tolksdorf, ,4ralyr is Jidei, 568. n. I l0 with reference to C. Dobroczynski.
20 Bemard J.F. Lonergan. "The Concept of Verbum in the Writings of St. Thom-

as Aquinas" in Theological Studies 7 (1946): 349-392.,8 (1947): 35-79, 4O4-44: t0
( 1949): 3-40, 359-93.
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significane ofjudgment in cognitional process, to distinguish between
notional and real assent, as occurs in Lonergan in the distinction of the
processus logicus from the proces.rus pyschologicus. and to acknowledge
that tight connection between assent and certainty. re

In Lonergan's "Analysis fidei" of 1952 there is also set down his
study ofthe cognitional teaching ofThomas Aquinas published between
I 946 and 1949 under the title "The Concepl of Verbum in the Writings of
St. Thomas Aquinas." 20 So he names the judgment that follows upon the
level of intelligentia thelerbum interius incomplex .t, and the judgment

that occurs on the level of rellection, the verhum inlerius complexus.
As an outcome ofthe investigation ofthe "Analysis fidei" of 1952 in

comparison with Insight and Melhod in Theologt the following may be

established: Bemard Lonergan took up the concems and the propositions
of Vatican I's Constitution "Dei Filius"; just as did the latter, so too he

dealt with the rationabilitas and the credibilitas of the assensus fidei.
At the same time he pointed the way to overcoming the limits of the

classical anslysi fidei; he analyzed not only the logical structure of the
path toward and in faith, but the concrete steps which the subjectum.fidei
performs on this path of conversion. What he demonstrated initially in
I 952 with respect of the structure of the assensus.fidei, in lnsight became
a general theory of knowledge and in Method in Theologt a theological
theory ofknowledge.
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DESIRE IN QUEST OF AN OBJECT

Franc is c o Quij a no, O. P.

I wrsH ro thank Fred Lawrence for inviting me to participate in this
workshop. While I was in Mexico, I wanted to spend some time to Boston
College. I couldn't get then to the mountain; but now the workshop came
to Rome and here we are!

I should avow two things. I have been in Rome almost six years,
and this is the first time I dare to break through the stronghold of the
Gregorian University. But from this stronghold the Jesuits have already
broken through my windows in Santa Sabina and succeeded in hitting
my shelves with various Lonergan book-bullets!

After some years struggling with the translation of Insight into
Spanish, I finally finished it. This doesn't mean at all that I am a scholar.
I have taught philosophy for years while being at the same time on the
spot as a troubleshooter in the very heart ofcommonsense experience, as

I do full time now. So, what I can present will be a mere patchwork sewn
together on the road or in the skies!

I would like to present some issues about human desire: desire in
quest ofan objecr will be the main topic. I take this topic as a tool in order
to give a hint (not a full understanding) of what seems to be happening
with our desires in the context of modem (or postmodem) culture, that in
recent years is marked also by widening globalization.

It is something like what Aquinas teatsin Prima Secandae, questions

1 to 5, particularly questions 1, 2, and 5: what is happening, in the context
of our modem and globalized cultue, with the deepest of all human

desires, the appetitus beatitudinis.It is such a desire that at the level of
sheer human experience strives for an obscure and undetermined bonum

perfectum el completivum (q.1, a. 5).' It is such a drive for happiness that

would fulfil all human desire: appetere beatitudinem nihil aliud est quam

I Thomas Aquinas, Summa theologice, I-II,qq. I a5.
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appetere ut voluntas salietur (q. 5, a. 8).2

I begin with a sonnet by e. e. cummings, who presents this very issue:

how are we opened by our desire and by our quest for meaning to an

ever wider and transcendent horizon, and how are we to cope with that
openness which is at the core ofour destiny in this earth and beyond.

so many selves (so many fiends and gods
each greedier than every) is a man
(so easily one in another hides:
yet man can, being all, escape lrom none)

so huge a tumult is the simplest wish:
so pitiless a massacre the hope
most innocent (so deep's the mind offlesh
and so awake what waking calls asleep)

so never is most lonely man alone
(his briefest breathing lives some planet's year,

his longest life's a heartbeat of some suni
his least unmotion roams the youngest star)

how should a fool that calls him "1" presume

to comprehend not numerable whom'I

MODERNITY AND GLOBALIZATION

Moclernity and globalization are different phenomena. At a very
descriplive level, this complex net, globalization. seems to deal mainly
with the technological and economic inlrastructure of progress; and
modemity corresponds to the levels of politics and culture (what
Lonergan treats in Insight, chap. 7).

While being different, both phenomena seem to go together. Present
globalization can be traced back to its beginnings in the later Middle
Ages market and monetary economy, then through mercantilism to

2 Thomas Aquinas, Summa theologiue. I - Il, qq. I a 5.
3 e. e. cummings, Complete Poems t901-1962 (New york: Liveright, 1994).609
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the rise of modem capitalism (Braudel); it is linked with conquests,
colonizing, intercontinental trade, and the rise of world economies in the
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries (Wallerstein) that were dominated
by colonizing countries.

As for modernity, or what Lonergan calls the empirical conception
oJ culture, we have different sorts of emancipation occurring over the
past four centuries, that opened up new autonomous realms for human
thinking, new modes for social and political organization, and new ways
for exploring human desires and potentialities.

Both phenomena create a new horizon, rather than new multiple
horizons, at least from the side of the human subject. It is as if the old
Aristotelian saying, anima est quoddamodo omnia,breaks out now in its
sheer potential openness to human destiny.

GLOBALIZATION AND DESIRE

What is the impact of globalization on our desires and on our immediate
tasks? This is something that occurs at the level ofeveryday life: we have
in front of us an immense shop-window that exhibits an abundance of
consumer goods, of opportunities for pleasure, of means to go beyond
what we have already experienced. As Nicholas Boyle puts it crudely,
we are involved in a circle of desire and work: "As consumers we need
ever wider choice and ever higher quality and so impose on ourselves
as producers ever sterner requirements, lo which we become ever more
resistant, for betler work and longer hours. "'

Offered in the global marketplace, it seems, is whatever we want.
However, our desires are not fulfilled. For us who are already within the
net ofthe global market because we have more or less the means to get

what we wish, there seems to be always something more that we could
acquire or enjoy, and so our desires are not fulfilled. For those who are

excluded (an immense majority of humankind), the marketplace offers
just window-shopping, because they have no means to cope even with
their very needs for survival.

4 Nicholas Boyle ,llho Are ll/e Now? Christian Hunanism and the Global Market

from Hegel to Heanay (Edinburgh: T & T Clark, 1998), '16.
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This process ofever producing new goods and opportunities, pulled
out by our own drives to acquire and to prove, seems to produce a sort of
zapping ofhuman desire: so huge a tumult is lhe simplest wish.

Scientific research, technological development, and the burgeoning
of communications offer the ground for unknown possibilities to
the human quest for happiness. A sort of implicit reasoning takes the
lead: what is possible is worthwhile getting or attempting to do; it is
possible because we have the means to get it; then let us go ahead and
get it. Sheer possibility, supported by technological advance and capital
resources, is the ground for exercising our choice. It is something like the
old theological dictum: potuit, voluit, ergo.fecitl There are omnipotent,
sovereign, whimsical gods behind that!

This supporting structure (technology, science. production,
commerce, communications) is the potential ground for our desires.

What about the formal ground?

UODT,R]\ITYAND DESIRE

This ground seems to be what we call modernity. At the core olit there
is the openness of the human mind: how should afool that cctlls him " 1"
presume / to comprehend not numerable whom?

Modemity is the scenario and the result of an eager and widespread
experiment which tries to comprehend and to express our "not numerable
whom". the "whom" ofeach one ofus, and the "whom" ofthe members
of our manifold humankind.

This experiment has gone, and continues to go, through different
levels of human experience (pace Lonergan). At the sheer experiential
Ievel, it is the enjoyment of, or the longing for, a sort of happening that
grants immediate happiness to our nude sensibility, if not complete and
for ever at least successively in the present instant. It is the longing for
the happiness of human encounters such as those between the beautiful
model and the bitter judge in Kislowsky's Red, a pan of the Three
('olours tilogy.

It has gone through an overall exercise of intelligence and
reasonableness in search lbr understanding and grounding in our
knowledge of the cosmos, of human beings, of our history.

It has gone though the level of responsibility and freedom in social,
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political, and national emancipations and revolutions that have marked
our history over the past four centuries.

There are, ofcourse, inthis huge human experiment all sorts ofbiases,
deviations, aberrations, blind alleys, fatal errors, crimes, of which the
past century gives us a crude nemesis. Octavio Paz touches this nemesis
of progress and modemity:

The good, we have sought the good:
to straighten the world.
We didn't lack resoluteness:
we lacked humility.
What we sought we sought without innocence.
Precepts and concepts,
a theologian's arrogance:
beating with the cross,
founding in with blood,
building up the house with bricks of crime,
decreeing an obligatory communion...

And what was worst: we were
the public that applauds or yawns in their stalls.
The guilt that ignores that it is guilt,
innocence
was the greater guilt.
Each year was a mountain ofbones.5

What is the shape of this quasi form of modemity, what is the
modem conception of the human subject behind it? I found in Charles
Taylor's Sources of the Sef(also in his Hegel) a suggestive expression
for it, what he calls the expressivist turn in our self-experience and self-
understanding:

...The expressivist revolution constituted a prodigious
development of modem post-Augustinian inwardness, in its
self-exploratory branch...We certainly saw the bases for a
strong orientation to inwardness in the transpositions wrought
on Augustine by Descartes and Montaigne, and in the practices

5 Octavio Paz, 'Noctumo de San lldefonso," Vuelta (Mexico:. Seix Barral, 1976),

7 t -83.
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of disengaged self-remarking, and religious and moral self-
exploration, which arise in the early modern period. But only
with the expressivist idea ofarticulating our inner nature do we
see the grounds for construing this inner domain as having depth,
that is, a domain beyond our furthest point of clear expression.

ALTE,RNATIVE WAYS

Before adding a few simple reflections, I quote another poet, Czeslaw
Milosz, Tidings:

Of earthly civilisation. what shall we say?
That it was a system ofcoloured spheres cast in smoked

glass,
Where a luminescent liquid thread kept winding and

unwinding.

6 Charles Taylor. Sources oJ the SelJ: The Moking oJ the Modern ldentity (Cam-
bridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1989), 389.

That examining the soul should involve the exploration ofa vast
domain is not, ofcourse, a new idea. The Platonic tradition would
concur. But this domain is not an "inner" one. To understand the
soul, we are led to contemplate the order in which it is set, the
public order of things. What is new in the post-expressivist era
is that the domain is within, that is, it is only open to a mode
of exploration which involves the first-person instance. That is
what it means to define the voice or impulse as "inner."6

According to this conception, we tend to make sense, ifever, ofour
lif'e and we search for happiness and plenitude by permanently exploring
our hidden potentialities and through an oveneaching realization ofthose
potentialities. Meaning ud Julfilment, if ever, are found on the move,
they are a sort of happening; they are not something that we accept as
given or taken for granted.

This is the main trend nourished by the very nature ofour spirit and
supported by an expanding material development. Is this fact a fate or is
it a prophecy for our freedom?
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Or that it was an array of sunburst palaces
Shooting up from a dome with massive gates
Behind which walked a monstrosity without a face.

That every day lots were cast, and whoever drew low
Was marched there as sacrifice: old men, children, young

boys and young girls.

Or we may say otherwise: that we lived in a golden fleece,
In a rainbow net, in a cloud cocoon
Suspended from the branch of a galactic tree.
And our net was woven from the stuffof sings,
Hieroglyphs for the eye and ear. amorous rings.
A sound reverberated inward, sculpturing our time,
The flicker, flutter, twitter of our language.

For from what could we weave the boundary
Between within and without, light and abyss,
lfnot from ourselves, our own warm breath,
And lipstick and gauze and muslin,
From the heartbeat whose silence makes the world die?

This experience of the modern human subject, in the context of
globalization that works at different levels (technological, social,
political, cultural, communicative), presents various questions.

I would like to note first the predicament of the enormous gap

between our moral aspirations and the practical means we have to cope

effectively with them. This gap is fulfilled with what Taylor, following
Bernard Williams, calls "the attachment to a hypergood of purity," E that
is, a restricted notion ofthe moral as an obligation. This way of feeling
and thinking imposes upon us who participate in the play of exploring
our potentialities, and upon many people who are set aside, an immense

burden that we cannot support.

Or perhaps we'll say nothing of earthly civilisation.
For nobody really knows what it was.7

7 Czeslaw Milosz, Bells in l/rnter (New York: The Ecco Press, 1978), 5.

8 Taylor, Sozrces of lhe SeA, $.
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And what is worse. we establish through this benevolent feeling of
purity the standard that other people should attain in order to consider
themselves relatively happy human beings. By the very dynamics
of material progress and the opemess of our expressivist nature, this
standard is ever mounting and ever demanding more means to get to it. A
good example of this is given by Paul Krugman: the mounting expenses
of health care in the United States that will leave out of it those who
will not be able to afford its costs. His comment: a system that explicitly
allows that money purchases our own lives, is something that is difficult
even to talk about. And he puts the crucial question: how can we create a
set ofinstitutions that really could say no?

The unlimited overgrowing of our aspirations goes beyond any
conventional way ofapproaching moral questions, because it touches the
very limit of the human condition: we simply are not gods. It is basically,
I would say, a metaphysical issue that requires a renewed understanding
of our human condition in terms ol radical precariousness, and at the

same time of trust in the spark of human freedom that could lead us to
real attainable happiness.

In Kantian terms. the whole bulk of our civilization is involved in an
ethic of imperatives that impulses us to an ocean of possibilities (years

ago, Banco del Atldntico in Mexico used this slogan, utterly Leibnizian,
to announce itself), whose practical conditions will never be fulfilled
whatever means we manage to have.

A Mexican wfiter (poet and keen essayist on quite different fields:
economics, politics, culture. religion) expresses our moral and practical
predicament in these terms:

For over the past centuries, moral imagination has developed
projects for a more human life (sincerity, naturalness, freedom,
equality, fratemity, autonomy, perpetual peace, free loving
choice, creative work, etc.) whose engineering, economy, social
organisation, etc., have been realised only partially, symbolically,
demagogically...

Unfbrtunately, the moral demands seem to be more contagious
than the capacity to realise them. From the awareness of what
is possible for the "advanced" focuses. an epidemic of good

9 Pauf Krugman, The Age of Dininished Erpectations (Cambridge, MA: MIT
Press, 1997), chap. 6.
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intentions spreads out over the whole planet...

...The possibility that opens itself beyond any limits can be
seen as sometling terrible, that may bejustified only as a divine
summon and at the risk ofoffending the gods, or as an invitation
to progress. Still, it's an invitation we have not to wait for, but
that we have to pursue (reversing the pursuit itself.l in order to go
after all that is possible beyond any limits. As if all imperatives
werejust one: do (read, travel, produce, eam, accumulate, spend,
waste, prove, leam, develop, build, help, save, do) all that is
possible.

The will to explore every possibility, to realise all potentialities: an
unlimited appetite for being and for power; a full accomplishment
that demands and deserves ever).thing."r0

This seems to be one of the main issues we confront nowadays: how
are we to cope with this fleeting object, a phantasm, of our desire. I
will not suggest any particular altemative way to come to grips with this
predicament. I will indicate four realms - economic, political, cultural,
and purely human - where we can try altemative ways to it. At the core
of them there is the finite spark ofour freedom. In the background, you
will guess lzsrgir chapters 7, 18, and 20: " In the first place, there is such
a thing as progress, and its principle is liberty. "tt

What is at stake in these realms is a dialectical tension between finite
and infinite, the boundary we weave between within and without. There
is a principle that keeps the poles ofthe tension together: the heartbeat
whose silence makes the world die.

Nicholas Boyle and Gabriel Zaid express this tension ofour freedom
that is open through our deepest and utmost desire to an infinite good, and

at the same time constrained by our finite precarious human condition.

The system, true, is global, but it is also closed - constained both
physically and by our own demands as consumers. Recognising
ourselves as self-constraining consumer-producers we recognise
not only our own finitude but that of the world we inhabit.r2

l0 Gabriel Zaid, f/ progreso improductivo (Mdxico: SigloXXI, 1979),46-48-

I I Bemard Lonergan, Insighl: A Study of Human Underslanding (Toronto: Univer-

sity of Toronto Press, 1992), 259.
l2 Boyle, llho Are lle Now?, ll9.
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ln the aesthetic stage oflife, every one ofus wants everything: to
live is a finitude with infinite aspirations. It is so until the horizon
of death, of time that flies out, of the ethical imperative, makes
us perceive that we will do some things and not other, and that
lreedom does not reside in the infinitude ofwhatever is possible,
but in the concrete accomplishment ofthis and tha1, ofone thing
and not tlle other.rl

It is a crucial issue that is to be faced in terms of self-understanding
and ofan understanding ofour human historical condition. Before even
confronting us at a moral level, the global net where we live propitiates
a flight from understanding. This flight is hidden by the gigantism ofthe
economic paraphemalia. the ever mounting standard of happiness that
our sensibility establishes, the betting game in the marketplace and the
pretension of a nonmeasurable outreach of our desires. This apparent
infinitude ofour net is, in fact, limited. ls it possible to avoid surrendering
to trivial infinitude without escaping from the limited net?

GIGANTISNT ANI) ECONOMIC FREEDOM

Is the global market really free? If we consider the movement of
capital, the agreemenls to overcome national frontiers for investments,
merchandise, work, and services, maybe yes. If we consider that private
initiative has widened and the state's has diminished, maybe yes, even
though protectionism is still played out.

However, the main constraint for a free global market is an almost
unconscious one: the fact that the global market is restricted to the three
biggest economies of the world (USA, Japan, and the EU) and to the
welfare to which they have reached. For the rest of the world, welfare
reaches only the upper and middle classes. That is to say, the global
market is tied to a limited group of consumers, its production is oriented
to those demanding consumers, and for that it requires a huge amount
of capital. The whole system seems to tum around that phantasm of
our desire: material progress viewed as an infinite oller and an infinite
demand.

Where can we find the realm of genuine economic freedom? This

l3 Gabriel Zaid,"Un teorema sobre el progreso improductivo,,' Vuelta magazine,
no. 205. 15.
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PYRAMIDS AND SOCIAL FREEDOM

Economic gigantism calls forth all sorts of bureaucratic pyramids,
whether govemmental, private, unionist, ecclesiastical, or academic. It
is a paradox, as Nicholas Boyle points out, that the supposed reduction
of state involvement in the economy in the United Kingdom under Mrs.
Thatcher produced more bureaucracy, whose task was to check out how
private agents behaved according to its norms. Social pyramids are

constraining and produce a ladder-scaling mentality.
It istrue that industrial scale production, agricultural and transformation

industries oriented to massive consulners of the big modem cities,

requires those sort of huge enterprises. But huge enterprises, whoever

may be the owners or directors, incorporate massive files ofexecutives,
clerks, workers, all ofthem obliged to servile work even ifthey are very

l4 Cabriel Zaid, "Del mercado al gigantismo," Letos Libres27,14-16

realm could be the authentic human market, as studied by Femand
Braudel. He considers that the capitalist modem economy, grown out
of mercantilism, is a by-product of economic life, a parasite. In a recent
essay, "Del mercado al gigantismo," Gabriel Zaid suggests that the whole
industrial revolution down to our days has been in fact supported by
cheap capital exploited eagerly: the given capital of nature, fossil energy,
coal, oil, and gas. He has also in various keen essays penetrated in the
mystery ofcheap capital: the paradox ofa nonproductive progress. That
is, progress based on decreasing productivity of capital that requires the
concentration of huge amounts of it loaned at surprisingly cheap rates.
Gigantism, he concludes, requires to be subsidized.ra

The concentration of cheap capital is used by the biggest economies
of the world, and leaves the rest of them with poor means to overcome
poverty and their purely survival needs. The nonproductivity of capital
has various overtones. Some central questions are: where capital really
is, how it is used, how it moves, how it is wasted. We need perhaps
a detective story to find the answers. Hemando de Soto, a Peruvian
economist, wrote a book (that I have not read yet) with the title, The
Mystery of Capital. And some of you here have studied the question of
capital circulation treated by Lonergan.
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well paid.
The whole human economy nonetheless, does not rest on the biggest

enterprises. There is an enorrnous worldwide population that works on
their own at a small (and beautiful) local level. There are also what we
may call "intermediate societies" ofhuman scale because ofthe territory
they occupy or the loyalties they imply. These lesser human groups are

the social and political locus where all ofus live, encounter other people,

and find our destiny. In the social womb ofthese groups the spark ofour
freedom enlightens us, as we become what we are and what we want to
be.

Besides the economic organization of worldwide outreach and

the political organization at national and intemational levels, we need

communities of human scale, whether religious or cultural, whether for
leisure or work, to become fully human persons,for from whot couldwe
weave lhe boundary / beneen v,ithin and without, light and abyss, / if
not from ourselves, our own wurm breath, / and lipstick and gauze and
muslin...t5

BETTING AND CULTURAL FREEDOM

ln practical terms. the phantasm ofour desire is floating between a sort
of double bet played in the marketplace: the bet of those who invent,
produce, and offer new goods and opportunities to attract our desire;
and the bet ofthose who wish to acquire another new good or to attempt
another opportunity to reach a new token ofhappiness. To keep the play
going on requires a good deal ofmoney. We are free to bet. For what are
we to bet?

There is no question of us putting aside the marketplace, nor of
lancying that modemity is overcome by postmodernity and that this
one will be overcome by a new thinking mood. The global market, the
communicative exchange, the pluralistic culture of our time, are well
settled and will expand.

The modem culture ofliberties offers us already institutional carriers
for the exercise of our freedom: the whole issue of human rights,
democracy. commercial and political agreements. Still. the betting game

l5 Czeslaw Milosz. Bells in l/larer (New York: The Ecco Press, 1978). 5
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ofthe market tends to hide the real issue: we are free, but free for what?
In the center ofthis/or what all ofus stand, the whole humankind and
our destiny. The market plays its bet: the paradise ofthe offer. We play
ours: to try once again. This play pretends that we may experience a
passing happening, one after the other. But these happenings that fulfil
momentarily our desires and consecrate the success of the market
obscure another more profound and utmost desire. The fascination ofthe
betting game impedes us to discover it.

At the root ofour freedom there is the singularity ofeach ofus, there
are other persons, there is the life we share with them, the history ofeach
one, and the one we create together, there is our destiny. Who are we?
Where do we go?

These questions lead us beyond the betting game in the market,
beyond the seemingly ineluctable cycles of economy, beyond mere
political pressures and war-games. Our utterly human global net is made
from another substance, it shields prophecies and signs for our freedom:
and our net was woven from the stufl of sings, / hieroglyphs for the eye
and ear, amorous rings. / A sound reverberated inward, sculpturing our
time, / the fiicke4 fiulter, t'n itter of our language.t6

DESIRE AND HUMAN FREEDOM

Desire is a bio-psychic drive at the roots of pleasure, it is wish, appetite,
ambition, greed, voracity; it pulls us beyond any measure. Desire is
ambiguous: so fruge a tumult is the simplest wish: / so pitiless a massacre
lhe hope / most innocent...tj

As the sweetness is delightful to every taste, but for some the
most delightful is the sweetness of wine, for others the sweetness
of honey, or something like that; however, the sweetness that is
the most delightful by itself should be that in which someone
who has the best taste delights the most. Similarly, that good
that is complete in an uppermost degree should be the one that
is desired as ultimate end by someone who has a well disposed
feeling (l-ll, q. l, a. 7).18

l6 Milosz, Czeslaw, Bells in l/inter, New York, The Ecco Press, 1978.
l7 e. e. cummings, Complete Poems 1904- 1962 Q,lew York: Liveright, 1994),609
l8 Thomas Aquinas, Summa theologiae,I - II, qq. I a 5.
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THE "HISTORICITY" OF
CONSCIOUSNESS AND THE

ONTOLOGY OF THE PERSON

Giovanni Rota
Seminario Vescovile,

Bergamo, Italy

INTRODUCTION

a) The Topical Relevance of the Category uPerson."

"Person" is a term that impressed itself indelibly upon the "world"
of Westem civilization, forming both thought and conductr. Though
arising in a theological and philosophical context, it succeeded over time
in penetrating political, juridical, and moral spheres.

The modem world's "tum to the subject" has sought to recuperate the
dimensions of consciousness, existence, and history, while fieeing itself
from "metaphysics." As a result ofthe neglect of metaphysics, "person"
has not attracted much attention in "specialized" literature. Nonetheless
public debates about moral, political, and juridical questions frequently
appeal to "person" more or less directly2: recall the ongoing struggle over

Lonergan Workshop
22 2011

I This essay summarizes a train ofthought which emerged in my doctoral thesis
and has been deepened through discussions with my colleagues in the School ofTheol-
ogy where I teach (Bergamo, Italy) and with John M. McDermott, sj., who directed
my work at the Pontifical Cregorian University and kindly translated this paper. Cf. G.
Rott, "Persona" e "nqlura" nell'itinerario speculativo di BernardJ.F Lonergan, sj.
(1901-1984), (Disssrtatio Series Romana - 23; Roma - Milano: Pontificio Seminario
Lombardo - Glossa, 1998).

2 Cf. P RrcoEr.rR, "Meurt le personnalisme, revient la personne," in Leclures,ll
(Paris, 1992) l9E: (Revient la personne! Je n'insiste pas sur la fdconditC politique,
dconomique et sociale de I'idCe de penonne. Qu'il me suffise d'dvoquer un seul pro-
bldme: celui de la ddfense des droits d€ l'homme, dans d'autres pays que le n6tre, ou
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the defense ofhuman rights, genetic experimentation, and euthanasia. An
immediate public consensus is often attained by calling all to "respect"r
the dignity of the person. But consensus reveals itselfas merely verbal
as soon as a concrete application is attempted. Even ifcontext and "rules
of the game" provide such an apparent unanimity of meaning that in
ordinary language "person" can be used without immediately creating the
chaos of equivocal predication, explicit reflection changes the situation
radicallya. Univocal clarity shatters into an equivocal multiplicity of
meanings.

"ln the midst of this widespread disorientation" about the identity
and task of man in the world, which has assumed "the dimensions of
a social crisis"s, Bemard Lonergan's reflections can indicate a way

out. He achieved in a critical manner the transition from metaphysical
research to intentionality analysis of the subject and so developed a
method to serve as the thread ofAdrienne leading us from the labyrinth
of meaninglessness attendant upon the unrestricted growth of isolated
scientific specialization. This method would offer "a universal viewpoint
from which individuat temperament can be discounted, personal

evaluations can be criticized, and the many and disparale reports on man,

emanating from experts in various fields, can be welded into a single
view"6. From this viewpoint the recovery ofthe category of"person" can

celui des droits des prisonniers et d€s ddtenus dans le notre pays, ou encore les dif-
ficiles cas de conscience poses par la legislation d'extradition: comment pourrait-on

argumenter dans aucun de ces cas sans refdrence d la personne? Mais je veux me con-
cenrer sur I'argument philosophique. Si la personne revient, c'est qu'elle reste le meil-
leur candidat pour soutenir les combats j uridiques, politiques, dconomiques et sociaux

dvoqud par ailleurs;je veux dire: un candidat meilleur que toutes les autres entit€s qui
ont dti emportees par les tourmentes culturelles dvoqudes plus haut. Par rapport a "con-
science," "sujet." "moi," la personne apparait comme un concept survivant et ressus-

citeD.

3 Ct I. KeNt, Fonduione della metaJisica dei costumi, ed. by V Mathieu (Mi-
lano, 1994) 142f.

4 B. Lonergan suggests that Socrates had a similar experience in Athens at the end

of the fifth century b. C.'. Understanding and Being: The Hal(ux Lectures on lnsight,
ed. by E.A. Morelli and M.D. Morelli. Revised and Augmented by F.E. Crowe with the

collaboration of E.A. Morelli, M.D. Morelli, R.M. Doran, and T.V Daly (CWL 5l To-
ronto, 1990) 39. All texts cited without indication ofthe author are to be atlributed to B.
Lonergan.

5 "The Original Preface of Insight," in Method: Journql oJ Lonergon Studies 3ll
( r985) s.

6 Ibid..6.
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be attempted.

b) Lonergan's Reflections on "Person"

Lonergan's interest in the "person," both word and res, is closely
tied to his Trinitarian and Christological reflections, where he rethought
its meaning in accord with the Leonine program "vetera novis augere
et perficere". Employing the results ofprevious studiesT, De Deo Trino8
and, De Verbo Incarnatoe formulated a definition of "person" embracing
its ontological and psychological aspects. Although these works are a
milestone in Lonergan's reflection, they do not supply his definitive
termro. They revealed an unusual mixture ofthe old with the new. Not only
was the originality ofhis thought poured into the ancient literary genre of
a theological treatise designed to support the professor's lectures and to
facilitate private studyrr but also on certain points Lonergan's thought was
still developing". If the methodological and conceptual infrastnrcture
of these treatises depended heavily on the investigations published in
Grace and Freedom, Verbum, and Insight, Lonergan did not ignore the
challenges arising from the discovery ofhistorical consciousness and the
results of historical research as applied to theology.

Insight swely had faced the questions raised by modem science
and the Kantian critical tum in philosophy'r. Employing "generalized

7 Especially Grace and Freedom: Operatiye Grace in the Thought ofSt. Thonos
Aquinos,2"d ed., ed. by F.E. Crowe and R.M. Doran (Toronto,2000); Verbum: tlord
ond ldea in Aquinas, 2"d ed., ed. by F.E. Crowe & R.M. Doran (CWL 2; Toronto, 1997)
and lnsight: A Study of Human Undersrandrlg, 56 ed., ed. by F.E. Crowe & R.M. Doran
(CWL 3; Toronto, 1992).

8 De Deo Trino l: Pars Dogmatica,2d ed. (Romae, 1964) (henceforth: DI /); De
Deo Trino Il: Pars systematica,3'd ed. (Romae, 1964) (henceforih: DT lt).

9 De Verbo Incarnaro, 3'd ed. (Romae, 1964).

10 Cf. "An Interview with Fr. Bernard Lonergan, S.J.," in,4 Secon<l Collection: Pa-
pers by BernardJ.E Lonergan, S"/., ed. by W.F.J. Ryan & B.J. Tyrrell (London, 1974)
212 (henceforth: 2Q.

I I Cf. tbid., 2l lf.
12 This becomes obvious in comparing the methodological introductions to the

various editions ofDe Deo Trino, in both the dogmatic and the systematic parts: DT I
( l96l ) 5- l2; ( 1964),5-14; Divinarum Personarum conceptionem analogicam (Romae,
1957)7-5lt DT ll,7-64. On this point cf. F. Caowe, Lonergan (London, 1992) 129-130.

13 Cxowr., Lonergan, 62-63.
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l4 Cf. P LAMBERT - C. TANSEv - C. Gotrc, ed., Caring qboul Meaning: Pqtterns in
the Life of Bernard Lonergan (Montreal,1982) 68 (henceforth: Caring).

l5 Cl "Lonergan's Own Account of Insight," in Lonergan Studies Newsletler Xll
(199 t) 22-24 .

l6 Cf. "Bernard Lonergan Responds," in P McSlrANE, ed., Languoge, Truth, and
Meaning: Papers from The Internalionul Lonergan Congress 1970 (Dublin,1972) 307
(henceforth: L on guage).

l7 Caring,105-106.
l8 "lnsight Revisited." i\ 2C,2'76.277.
19 Cxowe. Lonergon, 97-99.
20 F.E. Crowr, "Early Jottings on Lonergan's Method in Theology," in Science et

esprit 25 (1973) l3 I . On the slif in Lonergan's thought cf. also F.E. Crowt, "An Ex-
ploration of Lonergan's New Notion of Yalue," in Science et esprit25 (1977) 123-143
and the observations of W. RYAN e B. TyRREr.r. in the introduction to 2C, vii.

21 P RoBERr, "De l'analyse du sujet connaissant i la reprise des dimensions exis-
tentielle et religieuse chez Bemard Lonergan," in Science et esprit 44 (1992) 128. Cf.
Caring,88,90f.

22 Method in Theology (London -New York, 1972) (henceforth: Metho .

23 "lnsight Revisited," in 2C,277 . During the Lonergan Congress (1970) Loner-
gan made it clear that his method was valid not only for theology but also for every hu-
man science that was investigating a cultural past in order to guide its future: "Bemard

empirical method"ra, i.e., identifying the intrinsic conscious,
intelligent, and operational norms i,? actu exercito of human intentional
consciousness (/Toesls) which underpin every known corltent (noema),he

analyzed the mind's procedures in mathematics, physics, and common
sense to "recover" human cognitional structure in its own terms and
ftndamental relationsr5. As a result Lonergan critically produced, first, a

theory ofknowledge, and thereafter an epistemology, and a metaphysics
empirically verified in knowing processesr6.

But his transfer to Rome forced him to take notice of the European

cultural milieu with problems not previously consideredrr: those of
Geislesv,issenschaJien, hermeneutics. and historical criticismr8, and,

consequently, the challenge ofthe existential, historical subjectre. He had

to deepen his understanding ofthe structure of intentional consciousness

and to bring to maturity that "shift"20 in his own reflections which we can

synthetically describe as "a transition from the analysis of the knowing
subject to the analysis of the existential and religious subject"zr. The

resultant method, spelled out in Metfutd in Theolog,,)':, permitted the
integration of the nineteenth century's achievements in hermeneutics
and historical studies "with the teachings of the Catholic religion and

Catholic theology"':r.
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Even if Lonergan dedicated his final years to economics, a subject
on which he had worked passionately in the '30s and '40s2a, further
considerations, developed in many talks, seminars, and study weeks,
significantly deepened the results obtained in Method. Although the
topic of "person" was nol directly treated, nonetheless the imponance
of the theme supplies the underlying dynamic of his research, insofar
the "classic" idea of person is challenged by the results of today's
psychological and sociological inquiries, which deeply emphasize the
historicity and relativity involved in our attempts to attain the truth and
achieve the good. These final studies also underscore the primacy ofthe
practical and religious dimensions of reality and the need of adequate
method capable ofresponding to the problem ofauthentic meanings that
constitute the person, society, and history.

I. THE "QUADRUPLE TRANSITION"
IN THE UNDERSTANDING OF MAN

As just noted, Lonergan's encounter with phenomenological and
existential philosophies brought about some important transitions in
his understanding of man and, as an upshot, in his final elaboration of
the "basic and total science"25. I think that there were four important
transitions after the discovery of the uniqueness of "human nature"
persuaded him to surrender the primacy ofmetaphysics to a psychological
analysis that became an analysis of the conscious intentionality of the
concrete, social, and historical human subject.

a) The first transition was "from essence to ideal"26 i.e., from a

Lonergan Responds," in P. McSHANE, ed., Foundations ofTheologt: Papers lrom The

lnternqtional Lonergan Congress 1970 (Dlblin, l97l ) 233 (henceforth: Foundations\.
Cf. also Caring, 57 .

24 Cf. Coring, 30f.,225;' Cxowe, Lonergan, 132-1331' lo., "Lonergan's Essay on
Savings: Editor's Introduction," in Lonergan Studies Newsletter 13 (1992) 21-28; F.

LlwnrNca, "Editor's lntroduction," in B. LoNerce,N, Macroeconomic Dynqmics: An Es-

sqy in Circulation Analysis, ed. by F.G. Lawrence, PH. Byme, and Ch.C. Hefling, jr
(CwL l5; Toronto, 1999) xxv-xliiii.

25 Cf. "Questionnaire on Philosophy," h Method: Journal of Lonergan Srudies 2V
( l eE4) 3.

26 B. toNsrcar, Tbpics in Education: The Cincinnqti Lectures of 1959 on the Phi-
losophy ofEducation, ed. by R.M. Doran and F.E. Crowe, revising and augmenting the
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consideration of what man is in potency to what he ought to become
through his own decision. Whoever begins with the Greek definition of
manas an unimal rationale musl recog n ize that according to this "logical"
essence (grasped by determining its genus and speciflc difference) man

does not evolve. For any individual, "no matter what he does, how
intelligent or stupid he is, how wise or silly, how saintly or wicked"rT, is a
living being potentially rational. and in this possibility any development
is so excluded that difl'erences "are merely accidental," so much so that
all development is excluded2E. But these differences are not accidental to
the man who is a rational being in act. Olhim a decision about himself
is demanded. His own tieedom is called into play. and freedom is not
given to him once and fbr all. The challenge ofthe decision about oneself
perpetually recurs, and always under the threat of failure. Consequently,
"time enters into the essence of being a man"re. "The self I am today is
not numerically different from the self I was as a child or boy. But it is
qualitatively different"r0. Hence an analysis ofman cannot restrict itself
to the "logical" essence: in man's essence decision, freedom, and time
must be included.

b) The second transition, following upon the first. was "from
substance to subject"3r (or "from human nature to the existential human
subject"I). "Who is a man? Who is to be a man? The answer is "l,"
"We." That use ofthe first person supposes consciousness"rr. Whoever
is awake and conscious is aware ol his obligation to be human, of his
involvement in his own decision, of his own possible success or failure.
In particular modem philosophy effected the transition from substance to
subject, which implies that consciousness is constitutive of the subject.

unpublished text prepared by James Quinn and John Quinn (CWL l0; Toronto, 1993)

79 (henceforth : fopics).
27 Topics,Sl.
28 "Existenz and Aggiornamento," in Collection: Papers by Bernard Loneryan,2"d

ed. revised and augmented by F.E. Crowe and R.M. Doran (CWL 4; Toronto, 1988) 223
(henceforth: C).

29 Topics,80.
30 "Self-Transcendence: Intellectual. Moral, Religious," Seminar and Lecture at

the Hobart and Williams Smith Colleges. Ceneva, New York, Oct. 10, 1974,2.
31 Topics,81. Cf. also "A New Pastoral Theology" (Nov. 12, 1973), The Larkin-

Stuqrt Lectures at Trinity College in the University ofToronto.19.
32 "Horizons and Transpositions ," Leclure qt Lonergan Workhop, v'ith theme:

Crisis oJ Liberol Educarior?. Boston College. June 21, 1979, 18.

33 Topics,Sl.
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Indeed "we are always substances, but we are subjects only when we are
awake, and we are subjects in different degrees according to what type
ofactivity is going on in us"'4.

c) The third transition was "from faculty psychology to flow of
consciousness"rs. The study of the subject is different fiom the study of
the soul: "It prescinds fiom the soul, its essence, its potencies, its habits,
for none of these is given in consciousness"36. Since "a contemporary
philosophy is under the constraint ofan empirical principle"37, insisting
that a basic, total science have fundamental, verifiable terms and
relations38, the data of consciousness supply the fundamental evidence
for such a methodological constructionre.

d) The fourth transition, resulting from the nineteenth century
discovery of history, brought the awareness that man is "constituted in
his humanity by historicity, by this historical dimension of his reality"ao.
Hence today "the development, the presentation, of any science or any
subject" should be "four-dimensional, and philosophy is no exception"rr.
Surely whoever follows a "classicist, conservative, traditional" position
can consider human reality abstracting from every aspect by which one
man differs from another and so arrive at "a residue named human nature"
and at "the truism that human nature is always the same"a2. But whoever
studies concrete persons must recognize the progress and historicity
involved in the constitution of meaning that makes man a subject actually
intelligent, rational, and moral. Consequently two different perceptions

34 "The Philosophy of History" in B. LorsrceN, Philosophical and Theological
Papers 1958- 1964, ed. by R.C. Croken, F.E. Crowe and R.M. Doran (CWL 6; Toronto,
1996)72.

35 Topics, E2. Yet Lonergan tacks on immediately, p. 83: "There is nothing wrong
with faculty psychology, but it is not enough for our present purposes, because it does
not take us near enough to the concrete).

36 "The Subject," in 2C,73. "Potencies are not data of consciousness; operations
and dynamisms are." (Caring,43) Lonergan explains why he abandoned faculty psy-
chologr in "Philosophy and the Religious Phenomenon," in Method: Journal of Loner-
gan Studies l2/2 (1994) 129.

37 "Philosophy and the Religious Phenomenon," 126.
38 "Bemard Lonergan Responds," in L anguage,307,312.
39 Cf. "Theories of lnquiry: Responses to a Symposium," in 2C, 37; "Bemard Lo-

nergan Responds," in Language,3O7 .

40 "Philosophy of History" in Philosophical andTheological Papers,72.
4l lbid., 79.
42 "The Transition fiom a Classicist World to Historical-Mindedness," in 2C, 3.
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of man are possible:

One can apprehend man abstractly through a definition that
applies omni et soli md through properties verifiable in every
man. In this fashion one knows man as such: and man as such,
precisely because he is an abstraction. also is unchanging...
On the other hand, one can apprehend mankind as a concrete
aggregate developing over time, where the locus ofdevelopment
and. so to speak, the synthetic bond is the emergence, expansion.
difl'erentiation, dialectic of meaning and of meaningf'ul
performance. Onthis viewintentionality, meaning, isaconstitutive
component of human living; moreover, this component is not
fixed, static, immutable, but shifting, developing, going astray,
capable of redemption; on this view there is in the historicity.
which results from the human nature, an exigence for changing
forms, structures, methods... a3

Hence, "if differentiated consciousness is itself a product of the
historic process, it becomes evident in a particularly clear way that
there is a dimension ol human nature contained in historicity itself'aa.

Historicity and history constitute human reality: man can only exist as

selt'-determining; he is the being that has to be what he is; hence decision
(the fburth level of consciousness) is constitutive of his reality, which is

intrinsically individual and social.

2. THE CONTINDRUMS WHICH EMER(;E FROM THE
RECOGNITION OF MAN'S HISTORICAL NATURE

The recognition ofman's historical nature epochally marks contemporary
thought, but the lack of precision about that nature's specifying
characteristics undercuts any possible consensusl5. This paper attempts
to expand path traced out by Bernard Lonergan. We have to justify

43 lbid..5-6.
44 "The Philosophy of H istory," in Philosophical and Theological Papers,78.
45 A "culturalist" interpretation seems to run a double risk. One tends either to

"historicism," which sees in cultural enterprises only an infinite process ofsubjective
self-referential interpretations. or to "transcendentalism." which interprets the differ-
ences which emerge in history only as "categorical" (hence "accidental") manifesta-
tions of an immutable, transcendental structure, which gaa universal constitutes of it-
self the truth dimension of the categorical reality.
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the constitutive role of history in the actualization of consciousness'
formally dynamic structure. This involves showing "how" and .,why"
pre-reflective experience does not contain in itself a realized meaning
but obtains it in that actualization of the subject which it both renders
possible and demands. We shall develop this proposal in eight steps.

a) At the center of Lonergan's speculative joumey is to be found
the discovery, thematization, and application of the formally dynamic
structure of human consciousness, which is experiential, intelligent,
rational, and moral. This is his only "a priori"ro.

b) To establish consciousness in this central position signifies the
recognition that the question of truth concems not only knowledge but
also, and more radically, consciousness. Only by considering the subject
and his effective constitution can one face in a non-formalistic way the
question of truth. Lonergan himself has shown the Scholastic insistence
on the objectivity oftruth apart from the subject led to the neglect ofthe
subject as the only condition of truth's emergence and existence. ..The

fruit of truth must grow and mature on the tree ofthe subject, before it
can be plucked and placed in its absolute realm"a7.

c) Consciousness bears witness to its own passiviry. Lonergan
stressed this original dimension ol consciousness, especially in the
period of his research on St. Thomas. Against the theory ofvital acts, he
defended the "passion" of the actus perfecti in sentire, intelligere, and
velle as a received perfection. This pati does not imply any diminution
of the one receiving because it is called most properly a perfcitt. The
immediate experience ofconsciousness testifies that it is self-awakened
in the original experiences of life, which anticipate the inseparability
of the world and the self. Meaning is given to consciousness in these
spontaneous experiences of life. These are suffered. Our original

46 "Mission and the Spirit," in A Third Collection. Papers by Bernard J.E Loner-
gan, 5.J., ed. by F.E. Crowe (New YorUMahwah - London, 1985) 28 (henceforth: 3C).
Cf. Method,302.

47 "The Subj ect," in 2C,7 I . Cf. Merhod, 265,292. tn,,T'lte Subj ect," T0, Lonergan
makes the distinction: "intentionally it [the objectivity of truth] is independent of the
subject, but ontologically it resides only in the subject: yeritas formaliter est in solo
iudicio." Lonergat always rejected conceptualism for overlooking that the act is the
subject's and happens according to the subject's own constitution. Cf. Verbum,39 n.
126, t94-t95.
48 Verbum,l3lff., 146ff., 151ff. For(vitalacts>t cf. lterbum,22l n.Bgi DT ,267-

272.
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49 "The Origins ofChristian Realism," in 2C,254.
50 B. LoNERcAN, Philosophy ofGod, and Theology. The Relationship between Phi-

losophy ofCod and the Functional Specialty, Systematics (London, 1973) 58.

5l lbid..59.

relation to the world is an "affective" experience, a being "affected by."
Hence consciousness is the symbolic locus where a passivity interior
to the subject is experienced. This passivity can be specifled in three
ways: regarding one's own body, the other, and social and institutional
relations. Hence man knows that even belbre acting he is acted upon
(in Scholastic terminology man is actualized). He is already taken up
into an experience that has to do with him befbre he determines himseli
an experience ordered to his determination. In this original. constitutive
passivity meaning is not created by the subject but is freely assumed by
him in its manifestation. Man becomes aware of himself in a desire that
responds to the challenge which anticipates himself. Thus consciousness

bears witness to an original "debt," which calls it to freedom and

constitutes it as responsible.
d) Consciousness'passivi/yreveals itselfuniquely i nthe inte r sub i e c I ive

constitution ofthe person. Even if"person" emerged from the Trinitarian
and Christological disputes that inevitably arose between the systematic
differentiation ofconsciousness eft'ected by Aristotle and its transposition
to a Christian context by Thomas Aquinas, contemporary research on

intersubjectivity has proceeded in "psychological, phenomenological,

existential, and personalist channels"ae. In particular "the contemporary
view comes out of genetic biology and psychology"5o. These studies

show that the community, not the individual, is primordial. For the child's
"1" emerges only within the "we" of the family. Within the community,
through intersubjective relations, differentiation of the individual person

originates. So "person" denotes always a singular person with all his
individual characteristics resulting from the community in which his self
lives. Through the community the self is formed and forms itself. "The
person is the resultant of the relationships he has had with others and

of the capacities that have developed in him to relate to others"51. In
particular the original relation-experiences with their sense of totality
manifest this passivity. Paradigmatic are relations between parents and

children and between man and woman. The former communicate the

comprehensive meaning of life. The latter supply the interpretative
figure for the meaning oldifference and olevery relation to the "other."
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The passivity of meaning indicates an anteriority and an othemess which
find their most immediate manifestation in the "face" of the other. The
event which precedes me is the "proximate" presence of the other. The
relation to the other is therefore constitutive of consciousness. The other
is neither not outside me nor subsequent to me; the other is in me. The
appeal ofthe other to me constitutes my identity because his concem for
me awakens me to my freedom as responsibility and concem for him.
Clearly the subject can will only if his identity is anticipated as possible,
yet no verification ofits possibility exists aside from the effective relation
which the "I" establishes with other subjects.

e) The presence of the other manifests the original ethical dimension
of consciousness. Human experience emerges as the experience of a
freedom called by an absolute meaning. This absolute is revealed to the
subject in the "feeling" and desire for the good life as mediated through
civilized forms. The absolute meaning experienced anticipatively becomes
effective for the subject only in his decision. There man makes himself,
for the act does not confirm an already given a priori, but establishes it
in an original meaning. In deciding about the anticipated meaning of
experience the action tums back upon the subject who inevocably forms
his own existence in the realized choice. Action realizes itself as self-
actualization since in deciding what he does man decides who he is.

Choosing not only settles ends and objects; it gives rise to
dispositions and habits; it makes me what I am to be; it makes
it possible to estimate what I probably would do; it gives me a
second nature, an essence that is mine in virtue ofmy choosing;
still it does not give me an immutable essence, achievement is
always precarious, radical new beginning possible. In choosing
I become myself; what settles the issue is not extemal constraint
nor inner determinism nor knowledge b:ut ut quo my will and
ut quod fiyself; in the last analysis the ultimate reason, for my
choice being what it is, is myself2.

In deciding man constitutes his true identity as subiect, i.e., as one
"constrained to be free" and therefore "to decide." Thus human action

52 B. LONERGAN, Erktentiqlism: Lectures al Boston College, July 15-19, 1957
(Montreal: Thomas More Institute, mimeographed edition, 1957) 4 (henceforth: Er-
istentialism). "At its real root, then, foundations occurs on the fourth level of human
consciousness, on the level ofdeliberation, evaluation, decision. It is a decision about
whom and what you are for and, again, whom and what you are against." (Method,26})
Cf. also "Bernard Lonergan Responds," in Fourulations,230-23l.
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manifests a triple dimension: while deciding about the meaning offered to
him - he accepts or refuses various opportunities - man decides about
himself - in deciding what to do he decides who he is. Deciding about
himsell, i.e., consenting to and entrusting himself to that meaning which
anticipates him by authorizing and requiring his decision. he decides
about the meaning of the totality. For he must decide about himself as a

whole. This basic actualization ofthe subject is termed ethical insofar as

it constitutes the matrix of the moral tbrm of experience.
Contemporary phenomenological and hermeneutical research has been

able to demonstrate that consciousness is "set" in the decision, i.e., within
its most original ethical dimensions. Consequently the gnoseological
structures of intentionality have to be reinterpreted in the context of
this original practical mediation of consciousness. Phenomenological
investigation does not limit itself to noting that consciousness is open
to a meaning which cannot be deduced from willing; it affirms rather
that no meaning will be given to man apart from his willing. Man's
free self-orientation occurs only in the act of consenting-entrusting in
response to what anticipates the act. This act possesses the depth ofself-
determination. Truth is simultaneously recognized as a gift insofar as it is
accepted as a task, and vice versa: it is "for me" insofar it is "other," and
it is "given" insofar it is "to be accomplished." Correspondingly freedom
awaits its liberation because life's ambiguous "face," both promising and
threatening, generates suspicion about the goodness of its origin as well
as about the meaning olits goalsr.

Q This quality ofthe relation ofconsciousness to truth indicates what
I mean by historicity as constitutive of the subject's existence. If we
mean by evidence the form in which truth becomes accessible to man,
we have to conclude that the evidence constitutes itselfin a synthesis that
is originally practical. If self-appropriation really requires understanding
the conscious structural normativeness and necessity in the realm of
actuation, consciousness' intentionality ought to be understood as

originally practical5a. Lonergan's analysis of the conscious, dynamic
structure of intentionality arrives at the "transcendental precepts" (be

53 Obviously here one should introduce a consideration ofconsciousness of guilt
and Lonergan's explanation of sin. For an inchoative presentation cf. G. Rore, "Per-

sona" e "natura. " 148-152.

54 Cf. analogous reflections by D. Tn,rcv. "Bemard Lonergan and the Retum of
Ancient Practice," in F. L,rwru;lct-, ed., Lonergun l{orlcshop, vol. l0: The Legocy of
Lonergon (Bostor College, 1994) 319-331.
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attentive, be intelligent, be reasonable, be responsible). Their actuation
and meaning are bound to the necessity ofsubjective decision. But does
this explanation sufficiently clari$ the effective role ofdecision as self-
disposition starting from the understanding of a meaning which renders
the decision possible? We must still explain the ontological importance
of the hermeneutical act that accomplishes the synthesis between the
emergence of meaning and the free decision appropriating it. This
connection is radically historical and thereafter its evidence cannot be
anticipated.

Lonergan has warned against attributing to method the false certitude
ofa structuralism, even if it is a structuralism ofconscious intentionality:

And in this the one great delusion, to my mind, is the belief
that there is an island of safety called "method." If you follow
the method, then you will be all right. In the sense that there
is some allegorism, some set of rules, some objective solution,
independent of each man's personal authenticity, honesty,
genuineness. And that does not exist. The only solution lies in
"the good man"55.

No mechanical method, independent ofthe subject, dispenses him of
the responsibility ofjudging56. No human authenticity can be automatic5?.
But how does one justiff the "excess" of the act, of "the good man" in
relation to the formality of intentional structure?

55 "The Human Good," in Humanitos 15 (1979) 126.
56 The fifth methodological precept in De intellectu et merhodo (notes taken by F.

Rossi de Gasperis and P. Joseph Cahill during a course at the Cregorian University in
spring semester, 1959) says on this point: <responsabilitas iudicandi est acceptanda).
Lonergan then comments: "Saepe ex methodo expectatur quod tollat responsabilitatem
iudicandi, atque methodus fingitur tamquam aliqua institutio publica succurrens indi-
gentes. Hoc methodus facere non potest." (p. 46). Then he notes that a fundamental ob-
jection is usually raised against his fifth precept: "enim tola cognitio pendet a iudicio, et
hoc implicat responsabilitatem individui qui illud facit, iudicium erit bonum si homines
erunt responsabiles; quod de facto raro accidit. Unde methodus, prout a nobis propo-
nitur, totum opus scientificum opinionibus singulorum relinquit." Lonergan responds:
"scienliae non possunt progredi sine usu iudicii personalis singulorum individuorum, et
quod iudicium est actus personalis." (p. 47).Cf. lnsight,297-299; "Method in Catholic
Theolory," in Piilos ophical ond Theological Papers,38-41.

57 "Man is called to authenticity. But man attains authenticity only by unfailing
fidelity to the exigences ofhis intelligence, his reasonableness, his conscience." ("The
Ongoing Genesis of Methods," in JC 152-153) Cf. also "Horizons and Transposi-

tions," 9.
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The answer fbrces us to expand Lonergan's analysis of the problem
of existence58. He attained the solution to the hermeneutic and historical
problem of dispersion of meaning by referring to the dynamic and
intentional structure ofrational consciousness5". Yet his analysis indicates
the "disparity" existing between lhe slructure ol consciousness and the

acluolion of the same. The truth ofthe human subject's personal identity
is not attained by merely analyzing the universal normativeness of
rational self-consciousness, because the self-conscious subject not only
knows himself but also realizes himsell as truth specifically in exercise,

in the actuation of the subject who ought to recognize, appropriate, and
prosecute responsibly the intelligent and responsible dynamic structure
of the rational consciousness (cf. the topic of conversion). This "ought"
makes two things clear: first. actuation can not be understood only as

conformity or objectivization of what is already completely given and

determined in its structure; second. freedom is the positive characteristic
of spirit insofar as it is different from nature60. A freedom. which cannot
be reduced to the quality of the human operation inscribed in the
contingency of the world (i. e., only virtually unconditioned).

Ultimately the human person decides about the meaning of his
permanent, operative structure in practice, more exactly in the decision
which, as Insight already stated, is a level of consciousness beyond

58 This topic is explicitly treated in De constitutione Christi ontologica et psy-
chctlogica supplementum, 4th ed. (Romae. 1964), l4-19, in DT Il. 196-204, and more
generally in Existentiolism. Obviously these presuppose the investigations of lnsighl.
One should be aware that Lonergan attributes two dilference meaning to "existence-

existential." The 6rst, which belonBs to the vocabulary of general metaphysics, refers

to the esse that actuates an e,?s and is recognized in the act ofjudBment (lnsight,274).
The second appears in De Constitulione Chtisti e in DT in reference to the human prob-

lem of becoming a "subject of later time," i.e., of understanding, judging. choosing,

and want to be what one ought to be. despite the "radical evil" which afflicts man's in-
dividual and social existence eyen as he awaits a supematural salvation-revelation that
is edired, prayed fbr, but never demanded as a riBht. These two meaning are not exactly
equivalent. and perhaps they explain the double concept ofnature which J. McDermott
claims 10 6nd in Lonergan as in other transcendental Thomists: "Person and Nature in
Lonergan's De Deo Trino," in Angclicum 7l (l9S4), 1 84 n. 56. As a matter of fact the
uniqueness of the "human nature" puts into question the gnoseological, epistemologi-
cal, and metaphysical model of Aristotelian-Thomistic derivation which is grounded in
the certain knowledge ofcauses; consequently in order Io deal with historicity it has to
rely upon a double notion in its analyses ofgeneral metaphysics (esse) and freedom.

59 DT 11.44, Existentiqlism,2S.
60 DT |t.42.
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intellectual and rational consciousness6r. One might say that the tn-rth
of man has not yet been "equaled" by knowledge; for as such his truth
still has to be "made." Therefore the problem of existence cannot be
ascribed only to contingency, potentiality, and the human subject's
structural incapacity. It indicates the uniqueness of the spirit whose
actualization does not consist in the empirical translation of what is
already determined in essence but constitutes its own truth (inseparably
theoretical-practical). Hence stopping at the formally dynamic structure
of rational consciousness appears rather to dissolve than to resolve the
existential problem and the historical problem; as a matter of fact the
structure constitutes itself fully in its truth finally only in practice, indeed,
in the act of decision. The level of consciousness' actualization cannot
be considered extemal to its truth, as if it were formally predetermined
in the permanent order of rational consciousness, which would remain
ultimately exterior to the person's history and freedom62.

Thus we have to overcome the temptation of an epistemological
model which shapes the knowledge of truth as originally speculative.
In such a model the criterion of truth concems knowing separate from
willing, and the evidence of willing is interpreted as an extension,
within a practical viewpoint, ofthe criterion gained in the analysis ofthe
theoretical dimension ofconsciousness. Instead we must initiate a deeper
investigalion of the same evidence of the original knowing in which
the theoretical and the practical are inseparable63. The will's decision
actually does not relate extrinsically to a content, whose evidence is
defined independently of consciousness' practical dimension. The act of
realizing truth manifests a form that is undeniably theoretical-practical.

The original structure of evidence not only demonstrates the
reductive character of the empirical-positive approach but also

6l lnsight,63l-642.
62 "Reality, truth, and fieedom are given togelher not in the sense that one arrives

at their connection through a deduction, but because reality's characteristic of truth in-
cludes the determination of my freedom. Their intenelation is not deductive because
it is mediated by freedom. Praxis is not concemed with the actuation ofa truth already
established on a reflective level, but it refers to the form ofexperience which guarantees
access to the foundation because it lays the foundation itself." (M. Epts, Ratio Fidei: l
nodelli della giustificozione della fede nella produzione manualistica cattolica della
teologiofondamenlale tedescq post-conc iare (Roma - Milano,1995) 295-

63 A. Belrulerrr, "Uassolutezza della verita e I'evidenza della fede," in Teologia
l5 ( l99 r) 38.
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denounces the more subtle ambition of speculative thought to
determine the meaning of truth on a conceptual level which
effective experience can only verify. Because the truth of
experience is only effective in its free actuation, not only can the
meaning of the truth be known solely in the decided decision but
also this decision contributes to determining the meaning ofthe
truth which renders the decision possible. The truth demonstrates
its own transcendence because it grounds the free character of its
own appropriation and it integrates the response as a moment
of its own truth. Because the human response belongs to the
truth, in it is the foundation for what one can and should call the
historicity of truth6a.

A return to Lonergan's theoretical model allows us to define the

theoretical problem in terms of the following questions: Is generalized

empirical method adequate for the thematization ofthe ontology inscribed
in action? What is the relation between consciousness' a priori and
freedom's practical mediation? Does not a method risk misconceiving
man's free, historical act as the correct application of procedural rules
and hence falsely assigning to freedom the role of merely "confirming"
or "transgressing" a truth already structurally predetermined?

It was not by chance that Lonergan considered the "practical"
dimension a subsequent expansion of the transcendental structure
recovered through the mediation ofthe "tripod" ofdoctrine ofknowledge,
epistemology, and metaphysics, but never as codetermining the structure
itselfl5. For that reason religious experience as the fulfillment of the

subject's self-transcendence was ascribed to the category of love, which
apparently "transgresses" or "surpasses" the inventory of rational
evidence66. For Lonergan repeats Pascal's aphorism that the heart has

reasons which reason does not knouf'. Thereby he underlines the

insufficiency of the rational model adopted to grasp the "reasons" of
the dynamism of the moral and religious conversion that realizes the

64 A. BERruLrrl, "La decisione e la veritd," in Servitium, n. 87 (1993) 63. Cf. A.
BERruLr,rlr, "sapere e libertir," in G. Cor-oulo. ed., L'evidenzo e laJbde (Milano: Glos-

sa, 1988) 444-465 and "Ermeneulica e libertd," in Filosofo e Teologia 8 (1995) 40-47 -

65 Ct G. Rcttt, "Persona" e "nqtura," 329 n. 197. For this "tripod" cf. "Cogni-
tional Structure," in C, 213.

66 Philosophy ofGod, 59.

6T "The Future of Christianily," in 2C.l62t Method,l l5; "Christology Today," in

JC, 77; "The Ongoing Genesis of Methods," in -lC, l6l. B. Pasc.qt-, Pens des, n.283 ed.

Brunschvicg.
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subject's self-constitution. Such is the outcome of modem reason. For
this reason excluded from the sphere of "reason" and indeed of "truth"
all that cannot be shown, through experimentation or logical deduction,
to be "universal," i.e., not only as true but as true for all. Consequently
it factually defined as "knowing the truth" that form of consciousness
which by decree has to remain indifferent to desires and affections. In the
extreme case truth does not need the subject because it has to neutralize
the risky subject's possibility ofchoice, his freedom. As a result proper
procedure should not seek to construct a shelter for the heart's reason
against the rigorous, impersonal laws ofreason, but question the alleged
adequacy ofthis model of"reason" for grasping the truth ofconsciousness.

g) We have been led in this direction because the notion of person
calls attention to the human subject's "excess," his ineducibility to
"nature," the dynamisms of transcendental subjectivity, and even the
very instruments employed for understanding the person6E. In this sense
"person" possesses a significance primarily critical. For "person" draws
attention to the original ineducibility of man's ontological constitution
to that of worldly beings, even though conceptualization must inevitably
rely on these for understanding man's constitution. On account of this
"disparity" man has to appropriate his "rational self-consciousness" in
order to "exist" authentically, as Lonergan never wearies of repeating.
Thus, on the one hand, man recognizes that his complex nature, inserted
into a whole universe govemed by the law of generalized emergent
probability, is assigned to him as a "given." As the previous condition
of his own existence to which he "ought" to respond, his nature is
removed from his total, free self-disposition. On the other hand in acting
he decides about the meaning of his own nature insofar as he decides
ultimately about himself, constituting himself in his own personal
differentiation6e. Therefore the ontological intenogation initiated by the
person cannot be resolved by its fanscendental moment. The subject's
ultimate qualification cannot be metaphysically derived, since it depends
on a free self-disposition. This involves not only the power ofchoice but
also the same power ofself-realization. This free self-disposition actually
renders effective the very transcendental relation to the absolute - a
relation, which is the condition for the characteristic ofthe consciousness'

6E Cf. P. RrcoEUR, "Meurt le personnalisme, revient la personne," in Lecture II,
195-202.

69 Underslanding and Being,229.
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freedom. Paradoxically the topic of sin, which Lonergan studied in its
personal, social, and historical aspects and effects, manifests the operative
capacity of a "quasi-transcendental" dimension, fruit of man's historical
activity. We have to rethink the relation between truth and history in such

a way as not to separate them but so to articulate them as to restore the

ineducibly unique and historical character of man's relation to truth and

hence truth's character of "event."
h) The starting point for understanding truth as e],er?/ can be taken

from Lonergan's analysis of self-transcendence, which arrives at its
final eflicacy in "being in love"'o. He roughly classified love in three

basic types: love of familial intimacy between husband and wife, parents

and children; love toward one's mate, loyalty with regard to the civic
community, which motivates us to contribute to human well-being; and

finally love of God. This final love is a "radical being-in-love"7r with
God with all one's heart. with all one's soul. with all one's mind. and

with all one's strength (Mk. l2:30). Various times Lonergan identifies it
with "the love ofGod poured forth in our hearts by the Holy Spirit that is
given to us" (Rom. 5:5). It is "a being-in-love that is without conditions
or qualifications or reserves. and so it is other-worldly, a being-inJove
that occurs within this world but heads beyond it. for no finite object or
person can be the object of unqualified, unconditional loving"Tr. Hence

it "actuates to the full the dynamic potentiality of the human spirit with
its unrestricted reach and. as a full actuation. it is fulfillment..."7r It is
"the crowning point ofour self-transcendence"Ta. Lonergan connects the
person's self-constitution with the religious relation:

The person is the resultant of the relationships he has had with
others and ofthe capacities that have developed in him to relate
to others... If persons are the products of community, if the
strongest and the best of communities is based on love, then
religious experience and the emergence of personality go hand

70 "The Response ofthe Jesuit as Priest and Apostle in the Modem World," in 2C,

l7O. l7l, Method.289. ln one passage, Lonergan adds lo the usual four transcendental

precepts (Be attentive, be intelligent, be rational, be responsible) a fifth precept: "be in

love;' (Method,268)
7l "Natural Knowledge ofGod," in 2C,129.
72 Loc. cit.
73 Loc. cit.
74 "The Future of Christian ity," in 2C, 153.
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in hand75

The relation to the other, which is constitutive for consciousness,
manifests an absoluteness irreducible to the two subjects involved.
Though neither person can ground absoluteness, it nevertheless occurs
in an actual relation. Every reciprocal relation, and pre-eminently the
relation achieved in love, demands as the quality of its truth a necessary
and free self-sacrifice, which can lead even to the giving of one's life
for the beloved. The relation is necessary insofar as a Sollen and not a
Miissen is involved, and it is free since the sacrifice can only be awaited,
and never claimed as a right. The absoluteness present in this relation is
notjustified by the subiects taken as individuals because the condition for
the relation demands that neither pretend to be the relation's foundation.
Thus the relation opens to the question about God, i.e., the question about
the real foundation capable ofjustifring the absoluteness involved in the
experience. True reciprocity excludes the subjugation ofany one partner
to the desires ofthe other. For the absoluteness, which supplies the norm
for reciprocity, is irreducible to the partners involved precisely because
no substitute for either can be found and even no relation can "equale"
this quality; in reality every interpersonal relation is only a "sign" of
the meaning which it bears. Every interpersonal relation is animated by
the ultimate ground which calls it into existence even while remaining
beyond the control of the people involved.

In this way the Absolute manifests itself as the Foundation
guaranteeing and illuminating the original meaning of the desire
constituting the subject. For this reason the "notion of God" can only
happen as an event; it arises in consciousness and is nourished by
religious symbolism so that the "desire," quickened by the experience
of reciprociry can realize itself. There is a "Third" who stands surety
for it. This "Third" is not a thought about God that would be subject
to my control. For He remains even when I am not actually thinking
about God. Consciousness originally seeks not a thought about God, but
the confirmation in reality ofthe absoluteness that it carries in itself: an
Event manifesting its Foundation.

75 Philosoplty ofGod,59
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3. THE CHRISTOLO(;ICAL *EVENT"

76 Therefore the uniqueness ofJesus grounds the absoluteness of His revelation

and dictates the conditions for recognizing Him (faith). But because in the phenome-

nology ofaction such conditions are shown to coincide with the conditions ofthe origi-
nal evidence. in the Christological event everyone can recognize that freedom enjoys

access to its foundation, placing itselfthere as faith.

a) The thematization ofthe practical intentionality of consciousness

implies the recognition of (actual) history's primacy and the subordination
of the transcendental to the event. From a theoretical point of view it
renders legitimate the transition to the level oftheology. The model just
elaborated refers intemally to truth's realization as a conclusive event
of human existence. The event brings definitively to light why God can

reveal Himself only within the form of reciprocity: this is not only the
place or extemal form of His revelation; the truth of God is not extemal
to the reciprocity.

In accord with this orientation contemporary theology has stressed

the Christian faith's irreplaceable reference to history as its characteristic
element. For the biblical God's revelation is historical not only because

it unfolds on the stage of history but. more radically, because it causes

man's free agreement as its intrinsic moment. Consequently human

history becomes the revelation of God in the sense that man's response

decides God's very identity. God cannot enter our history without
making the history of the man who recognizes Him the lorm of His own
revelation.

The category of event signifies that man's response is intrinsic to
God's intended revelation. If God's initiative, both irreversible and

unilateral, grounds an authentic reciprocity, to say that revelation occurs

in history would be an understatement. History is more than a frame for
revelation; revelation occurs as history?t'.

b) The history of Jesus bears witness to the realistic foundation of
the "desire" animating the relation of reciprocity with its human hope.

For in that history the unexpected act ofGod comes into the open. God

is not the projection of man's desire because man is not extrinsic to God

but the very one addressed by God. Only for God is it true that His being

addresses itselfto man. The power ofthat address constitutes man before
God as absolutely individual.

The "history ol Jesus" manifests and realizes God's will to inscribe
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man's othemess in the constitutive self-distinguishing of His own
being. Christ is the first bom ofcreation and the first bom from the dead
(Col. l:15.18); this means that He is the reason for which man exists
(creation) and can be fulfilled (salvation). Man is capable of fulfillment
and ought to tend toward it, because the truth of his finitude consists
in his having been created. The priority of God's self-distinguishing
"guarantees" man's absoluteness and uniqueness: he is not a moment
of the divine self-constitution but is the addressee of God's free act.
Creation is not necessary. For it is "more than necessary." It belongs to
an order transcending necessity, the order of freedom. The meaning of
Rahner's statement that the economic Trinity is the immanent Trinity
and vice versaTT intends to protect the convictions of Easler faith that
in history God gives Himself and, more radically, that in history the
permanent "novelty" that is God realizes itself. The absolute priority
of the immanent Trinity allows us to think that the story of salvation
constitutes a "novelty" for God Himself; for His truth allows ilself to be
codetermined by the human story of freedom. Theological ontology is
concemed, not with an immutable essence of the spirit which is opposed
and foreign to matter and becoming, but with the event of freedom,
which makes matter and time the place and form of its communication.

c) In this context "person" can be taken as the cipher for the
fundamental problem of theological language; once it is understood not
as a concept, which would be applied analogously to God and man, but
in such a way that "person" gives the reason why one can only speak of
truth in a theological sense within the horizon defined by the reciprocity
of God and man78. Significantly in Christological and Trinitarian dogma
the same term "hypostasis" defines the personal distinction in God and

the hypostatic union ofthe incamate Word; it insists on both the absolute
priority of God - Trinitarian dogma prevents man from effecting the

distinction in God - and the realism of His identification with man

for whom such a history can never be transcended and absorbed -Christological dogma protects the truth that the human so belongs to God

as to be personally identical with Him.The homoousios ofNicea provides

the principle according to which the incamate Word is not the extrinsic

77 K. R.lsurr, "Der dreifaltige Gott als transzendenter Urgrund der Heilsgeschich-

te," in J. Fsrren - M. LoHRrR, ed., Myslerium Salutis: Grundrip heilsgeschichtlicher

Dognatik, II (Einsiedeln, 1967) 593-609.

78 A. Berrursrrt, "ll concetto di persona e il sapere teologico," in V. MELCHIoRRE,

ed., L'idea di persora (Milano, 1996) 4.
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union oltwo natures but the reality from which we have to understand
both God and man. Theological discussion interpreting the issue raised
by the Christological event has to study explicitly God's becoming man.
In this "the humanity of God is not a generic likeness of God to man,

which in one way or another would play down the difference, but is
God's positive disposition to make His own man's existence"Te. Hence
"anthropology belongs to the very structure oftheological truth"60.

As a consequence theological theories about "person" assume the

status of "category" or "model"8r, i.e., of an entire web of terms and
relations expressed in a determined cultural and philosophical context,
whose relevance has to be judged by their aptitude to express God's
Christological truth.

-I. EPIL(X;T E

I can now conclude that the notion of person plays a "key" role in the
history ofthought, especially in the spheres of morality, law and political
practice8r, as well as in faith's understanding because it preserves the
fundamental ontological question oftruth, despite the risks of its generic
use8r. Lonergan teaches us that we can and should confront the question
of the person's definition without limiting ourselves to affirming
rhetorically the issue involved, a process always exposed to nominalistic
abuse. We have to investigate the root of man's relation to truth.

79 lbid., 3 l.
80 rbid..4.
8l Method,284f., and more generally,28l-293.
82 L. Ssrrrs, "Penser la personne," in Nouvelle Revue Thiologique l16 (1994)

679-7 0O, 862-87 3; Y. M r r.cu ror.n e, " Prese ntazione," in L'idea di persona, Y l-Y lll.
83 P Seoueru, "La nozione di penona nella sistematica rinitaria," in Teologia I

(198s) 23-39.
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RAHNER'S EPISTEMOLOGY
AND ITS IMPLICATIONS
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Louis Roy, O.P
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Ottawa, Ontario

Tss CauornN Jasurr Bemard Lonergan and the German Jesuit Karl
Rahner both lived from 1904 to 1984. Because of their intellectual
acumen and their eagemess to face basic issues, their contribution to
Catholic theology is considerable. This essay employs Lonerganian tools
to assess Rahner's approach to God. The first part introduces Rahner's
epistemology. The second links that epistemology to his views on God
and theology.

RAHNER'S EPISTEMOLOGY

Rahner's initial interests clearly resided in fundamental theology. His first
two books are best interpreted in the wake ofhis fellow Jesuit, the Belgian
Joseph Mardchal (1878-1944). During the 1920s and 1930s, Mar6chal
carried out a systematic comparison of Thomas Aquinas and Immanuel
Kant in the last three of his five "Cahiers" entitled Le point de dipart de
la mdtaphysique.' For him the human mind is essentially dynamic and its
basic orientation manifests finality. In Cahier Y he stresses the fact that
the human intellect spontaneously op€rates according to a purposeful
ordering of its acts and its grasped objects toward truth. One can observe

I Joseph Mardchal, Le point de dipart de la ndtaphysique (Paris: Desclde de
Brouwer and Bruxelles: L'Cdition universelle,2nd ed., 1937). Excerpts translated into
English are offered in.4 Marichal Reader, trans. Joseph Donceel (New york: Herder,
1970).
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2 See Gerald A. McCool, The Neo-Thomists (Milwaukee: Marquette University
Press, 1994), chap.6: "Joseph Mardchal," esp. 127-35.

3 Michael Vertin, "Marichal, Lonergan, and the Phenomenology of Knowing,"
in Creativily and Method: Essays in Honor of Bernard Lonergar, ,1.,1., ed. Malthew L.

Lamb (Milwaukee: Marquefte University Press, 198 | ), 4l l-22.
4 Karl Rahner, Spirit in lhe l{orld, trans. William Dych (New York: Continuum,

1994); see also his l94l book, Hearer ofthe Word: Laying the Foundationfor a Phi'
losophy oJ'Religion, trans. Joseph Donceel, ed. Andrew Tallon (New York: Continuum,
1994). For a positive appraisal ofthe transcendental openness to the infrnite. see Louis

Roy, Trunscerulent Erperiences: Phenomenologt and Critique (Toronto: UniYersity of
Toronto Press,200l), chap.8: "Marichal, Rahner, and Lonergan."

5 Spirit in the llorld, pt. 2, chap. 3, $6; see J. A. DiNoia, "Karl Rahner," in lie
Modern Theologians: An lntroduction to Christian Theologt in lhe Tv'enlielh Century,

ed. David F. Ford (Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1989), vol. l, 183-204, at l9l-192.
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in its workings an undeniable orientation toward being in its complete
intelligibility.' Because ofthe attention he pays to our acts, in pa(icular
to judging as discursive and not intuitive, Mar6chal partly escapes the
constriction of conceptualism. But, as Michael Vertin has demonstrated,
his thematization ofthe consciousness that accompanies those acts is not
so thorough as Lonergan's.r

Capitalizing on Mardchal's contribution, Rahner's first book. Gelsl
in llelt: Zur Metaphysik der erullichen Erkennlnis hei Thomas von Aquin,
published in 1939, is the result of his reading Thomas Aquinas with a

sensitivity that is at the same time Kantian, Hegelian, and Heideggerian.
From Kant, he borrows the sense of the a priori; from Hegel, the

explication ofthe dynamic spirit; from Heidegger, being as a question.
As the title ol the book, Spirit in the ll/orld, suggests, the human

spirit is located in the sensory world. It always operates in conjunction
wilh the finite, and yet it unfolds into the infinite. While being conditioned
by a pa(icular phantasm. the mind experiences an intellectual liberation
by applying the general form to innumerable instances. A whole field of
endless possibilities is thereby opened, the range of which is necessarily
affirmed as unlimited. so that the mind finds itself oriented to the infinite
in a "pre-apprehension" or "anticipatory grasp" (Vorgrffi.'

Contrary to what several Thomists think, I have no difficulty
with Rahner's thesis, based on Mardchal, that every judgment entails
a Vorgrdf of absolute being, even though he may too quickly identifu
being in general ( esse commune)with absolute being, also called absolute
mystery.s After all, did not Thomas write, "All cognitive beings also
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know Cod implicitly in any object of knowledge"?" Nor do I hesitate
to approve of Rahner's insistence on the Beisichseiz (Being-Present-to-
Self) as concomitant with the knowing process, pace Comelius Ernst.?
As is well known, self-awareness is a major theme in Lonergan also.
Indeed I agree with many of the points made by Spirit in the World.

Unfortunately, Rahner's cognitional theory remains incomplete."
He overlooks the insight and he underrates the judgment. The omission
of what Thomas calls intelligere is typical of modemity. In the sixteenth
century, Cajetan had attempted a response to Scotus; the outcome had
been an amalgam of Thomist and Scotist components of knowledge.
Independently of Lonergan, the great historian Yves Congar found
out that "Scotist vocabulary became the vocabulary of subsequent
Scholasticism."' In the 1920s, because of the influence of Cajetan and
of Suarez, virtually all the scholastics were to a large extent Scotists
insofar as epistemology was concemed.,o The young Rahner was deeply

6 Thomas Aquinas, De yeritqte,22,2, ad l', quoted by Rahner in "Thomas Aqui-
nas on Truth," Theological lrvestigalions (New York: Seabury Press, succeeded by
Crossroad,23 vols., l96l-92), l3: l3-31, at 28. Thomas explains, "Just as nothing has
the note of appetibility except by a likeness to the frrst goodness, so nothing is know-
able except by a likeness to the first truth."

7 Comelius Emst, Translator's Introduction to Karl Rahner, Theological lnvesti-
garionr l: v-xix, at xii, n. l, with a criticism of Spirit in the llorld,69.

8 In the wake of Lonergan, I undersknd cognitional theory to be the answer to
the question, What am I doing when I am knowing? Epistemology is the answer to the
question, Why is doing that knowing? This essay is not concerned with metaphysics,
which is the answer to a third, basic question. See Bemard J. F. Lonergan, Method in
Theolog) (Torcnto: University ofToronto Press, 1992), 25.

9 As pointed out by Lonergan in Philosophy ofGod, and Theologt: The Relqtion-
ship between Philosoplry of God and the Functionql Speciqlty, Systemqtics (Philadel-
phia: Westminster Press, 1973), 3l; Lonergan refers to YvesM.-J. Congar, A History of
Theolog/,fians. Hunter Guthrie (Garden City, NY: Doubleday, 1968), 130 f.

l0 With few exceptions, for instance Pierre Rousselot, who broke away fiom con-
ceptualism in L'intellectualisme de sqint Thomas (Paris: Alcan, 1908), English trans-
lation: lntelligence: Sense of Being, Faculty of God, trans. Andrew Tallon (Milwau-
kee: Marquette University Press, 1999). In an interview entitled "The lmportance of
Thomas Aquinas," Rahn€r mentions the influence of Suarez on the J€suit School. See
Fqith in q Wintry Season: Cotwersaliow and lnterviews with Kqrl Rahner in lhe Last
Years of His Lfe,ed Paul lmhofand Hubert Biallowons, trans. and ed. Harvey D. Egan
(New York: Crossroad, l9E6), 4l -58, at 42, 48. Throughout his oeuvre, Rahner does not
discuss the epistemology ofScotus or ofSuarez. He adopts Scotus's position regarding
the reason why the world was created and the necessity of the Incarnation sven with-
out original sin. He disagrees with Suarez's interpretation ofa text by Ignatius in ..The
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influenced by the conceptualism not only of the modem scholastics,

but also of Kant and Hegel, who shared conceptualism's overlooking of
insight."

Whenever Rahner talks about knowledge in the scientiflc sense, he

centers it around the concept, as Kant and Hegel did. In "Thomas Aquinas
on Truth," a piece written in 1938 which sums up the results of Spirit in
the World, he writes, "Thomas stands, rather, in the line ofthe tradition
ofAristotle, Thomas, Kant, and Hegel in regarding this principle oftruth
as consisting in a formal a priori of the spontaneous intellect itself."''
Throughout this article, several times he suggests that Thomas's, Kant's,
and Hegel's epistemologies are the same, while mentioning but one area

of discrepancy between Thomas and Kant.
More specifically, he wrongly reports that Thomas's slnple.r

apprehensio is"the forming ofa concept."'' So far as I can observe, I don't
find in Rahner's writings any reference to the excitement and pleasure

ofhaving insights (the intelligere ofThomas), an enjoyment that tums to
joy in the case of interpersonal knowledge. In later writings also, the act

of understanding is not mentioned; the unthematic, transcendental self-
presence and the conceptual, categorial objectification are juxtaposed,

without any insight to account for the passage from the former to the

latter.'r
Even where we should expect to find the recognition that the act of

Logic of Concrete Individual Knowledge in lgnatius Loyola," The uy\namic Element in

the Church (New York: Herder, 1964),84-170, at 137-41.

l1 Helpful though some studies of Rahner's philosophy are, nonetheless they do

not mention his conceptualism. For instance, Jack Arthur Bonsor, Rahner, Heidegger
and Truth: Kqrl Rqhner 's Notion of C hristian Trtnh, the Inlluence of Heidegger (Lan-

ham, MD: University Press ofAmerica, 1987); Robert Moloney, "Seeing and Know-
ing: Some Reflections on Karl Rahner's Theory of Knowledge," The Heythrop Journal
l8 (1977): 399-419; and Thomas Sheehan, Kqrl Rahner: The Philosophical Founda'

/ior"r (Athens: Ohio University Press), l9
l2 "Thomas Aquinas on Truth," Theological lnvestigotions, 13:20-21.
l3 "Thomas Aquinas on Trulh." Theological lnvesliSalions, l3: 17. Those ofmy

readers who are perhaps beginning to be put off by my criticisms of Rahner ought to

consider that one of his fellow Jesuits, who commends Rahner's writings, nonetheless

envisions the possibility that Rahner may have done violence (Gewullsqmkeit) to some

of Thomas's texts. See Johannes B. Lotz, "Ztr Thomas-Rezeption in der Mardchal-

Schule." Theo logie und P hi I os ophie 49 (197 4): 31 5-94, at 389 .

l4 For example, "On the Theology ofthe Ecumenical Discussion," Theological In'
vesligations 11:24-67 . at36-40]. Foundations ofChristian Fqith: An lntodttction to the

Ideq of Christiqnity, trans. William V Dych (New York: Crossroad, 1984), l6- 17.
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understanding is much more than entertaining ideas (i.e., in t}te section
entitled "The Light of the Active Understanding," in the article entitled
"Thomas Aquinas on Truth"), the insight is ignored and the concept
remains central. There Rahner writes:

The intellect gives conceptual form to this material [sense
impressionl, and so makes it that which is intelligibile actu,
that which is known at the conceptual level and emerges as a
synthesis ofthe sensory material and the a priori ofthe intellect.'s

In the wake of Mardchal, Rahner stresses the importance of
judgment. Nonetheless, he exaggerates the capabilities ofperception. He
writes, "According to Thomas sensibility as such, to the extent that it
apprehends the existing thing at all, apprehends il as it truly is in itself."
There is "a finite act ofperception that'takes in'an individual object as
such as it presents itself,n irs ow n identity."" * S"cording to it [Thomas's
theory of cognitionl sensibility is a finite experience in which a finite
being reveals itself and is 'taken in', a kind of knowledge in which a
sensible object is possessed in its manifestation of itself as it is in itself.""

If sensibility or perception already reaches reality, does judgment
become redundant? In Rahner's opinion, no. The limitations ofsensibility
derive from things' "obtuse particularity," from "their lack of reference
to anything beyond themselves." Sensibility cannot "stand back, so
to say, from the impression it has received and from its object, and...
judge of it as it is in itself." "What sensibility experiences is always
a genuine reality, yet it cannot express any judgement upon it, which
means that strictly as such it never rises to a level at which it is capable
of being true or false.",' Therefore, judgment is needed so as to bring
together perception and conception: "every one of our judgements and
every one of our concepts contain two elements: a sensible element and
an intellectual one (representation and conceptionl."'" 11o,'"" the non-
difference, in Rahner's sentence, between the judgment and the concept.

Although Rahner never discusses Scotus's epistemological texts,
he adopts a position which resembles the one propounded by the
"subtle doctor." The latter's account of knowledge can be fleshed out

l5 "Thomas Aquinas on Truth," Theological lwestigations,
I6 "Thomas Aquinas onTruth," Theological IwesIigalions,
I7 "Thomas Aquinas onTruth," Theological Inyestigqtions,
l8 "Thomas Aquinas on Truth," Theologicol lwesligations,
l9 "Thomas Aquinas on Truth," Theological lwestigations,

13:24.
l3: 24; italics are mine.
l3: l9; italics are mine.
13..20.
l3:18.
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as fbllows. Out of the sensible species, the intelligible species emerges,

thanks to an abstractive process. The universal concept - or essence

is the intentional content of the intelligible species. It is present in the

intelligible species before the inlelligere ocatrs, and it puts the knower in
direct relation with the object. Objectivity, or truth, is obtained before the

acts of understanding and judging; it is not constituted by these acts. In
his eagemess to guarantee objectivity, Scotus places the decisive moment
at the beginning ofthe process, when the extramental and yet universal
object sets off the intelligible species that will soon impress the mind.'" It
is a matter of what Lonergan calls the "already out there now real." No
wonder that Scotus diminishes the function of both understanding and
judgment in the access to truth; they are reduced to seeing and affirming
the nexus between concepts.?'

For Scotus the concept comes be.fbre the act of understanding,
whereas for Thomas it makes its entry only after lhe act of understanding.
As the result of an insight (intelligere) followed by a "saying" Qlicere),
Thomas's concept is a "word" (verbum) which turns out to be much
richer than Scotus's concept. In line with the latter, Rahner locates truth
at an early stage, that is, in the work of the sctive intellect. The "principle
of truth" consists "in a light ofthe understanding itself which permeates

and informs the material ofthe sense knowledge, and raises it in acts of
judgment to the level ofobjective apprehension and conceptuality."" In
this telescoped account, the "understanding" is left unexplained and the

"word" is absent.
ln Verbum, Lonergan offers an exact reading of Thomas Aquinas's

epistemological texts. The gist of Thomas's position is as follows.
There is already a certain generality (not yet a universality) achieved
by the cogitaliva, which unifies the particular data ofthe various senses.

This half-sensitive and half-intellectual potency is also named the

ratio particularl.r or the intellectus passivus. In connection with this
generalized image or phantasm, the active intellect produces a form

20 See Giorgio Pini, "Scotus on Concepts," a lecture given at Boston College on

April20,200l.
2l See Bemard Lonergan, Verbum: Word and ldea in Aquinas,vol.2 ofCollected

Works of Bemard Lonergan, ed. Frederick E. Crowe and Roben M. Doran (Toron-

to: University of Toronto Press, 1997), 39, n. l26l see Index ofConcepts and Names,

"Scotus."
22 l'erbum,2l . Rahner here speaks of "understanding" but not in the Thomas sense

of intelligere.
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(forma) or likeness (similitudo) called species intelligibilis because it is
susceptible ofbeing understood. At this phase the species is about to shine
in the phantasm. Insight (intelligere) occurs in the intellect as receptive
(intellectus possiDrTls) when the intellect is actuated, in the very act of
understanding, by the species qua intelligitur. Such understanding can
be either a simple apprehension (apprehensio) expressed in a definition
(definitio, ratio, intentio, which possesses a universality), or a reflective
apprehension (compositio or divisio, which grasps the sufficient ground
for affirming or negating a specific state of affairs) expressed in an
intellectual commitrnent (iudicium, enuntistio, propositio afirmaliva
seu negotiva). At each ofthese two stages, the intellect says to itself what
it has grasped, in an irmer word (verbum interius, also called conceptio,
conceptum, conceptus). Like the preceding apprehension, the inner word
is either simple (stating the meaning) or complex (positing the truth of a
synthesis between subject and predicate).

The neglect of the twofold apprehension (simple and reflective)
and of the corresponding twofold concept (definition and judgment) has
deplorable philosophical and theological consequences. I will underline
afew theological consequences in the next section. To finish the present
section, however, let me call attention to an instance of philosophical
consequences. Rahner declares :

Thomas's teaching is not completely consistent. If, for example,
he had really taken seriously his own theory ofthe anima forma
corporis (the soul as the form of the body), then he would not
have been able to speak in general ofan anima separata (a soul
separated from the body).rr

While Thomas recognizes that prior to the resurrection of all, the
state of anima separata is avery imperfect one, almost against nature, he
nonetheless maintains it, because his beliefin the spiritual and subsistent
character of the soul derives from his account ofthe acts of insight and
judgment.'n

23 Faith in a Wintry Season,52.
24 On this topic, see L.-8. Geiger, "Saint Thomas d'Aquin et le composC humain,,,

in L'dme el le corps, ed. Odette Laffoucridre (Paris: Fayard, 196l), 201-20. On the
spirituality of the human central form, see Bemard Lonergan, truight: A Study of Hu-
mon Understanding, vol 3 of Collected Works of Bemard Lonergan, ed. Frederick E.
Crowe and Robert M. Doran (Toronto: University ofToronto press, 1992), 538-43, and
Index, "Spiritual."
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RAHNER'S VIEWS ON GOD AND THEOLOGY

This second part will disclose the implications of Rahner's epistemology
in four areas: the doctrine of God, the beatific vision, the Trinity, and

theological pluralism.

THE DO(]TRINI.] ()T' (;0I)

The shortcomings of Rahner's epistemology become evident when we
examine his view ofhow human beings know/do not know God. Although
he thinks that by and large he follows Thomas's teaching on this topic, he

departs considerably from him. As many commentators have observed,

the angelic doctor walks a tightrope as he combines affirmations and

negations regarding God. He maintains that our analogical knowledge
ofGod is valid. For his part, Rahner downplays kataphatic language and

insists on apophatic silence. ln his excessive emphasis on negations, he

pushes center-stage Thomas's doctrine that we cannot comprehend God.

By incomprehensibility, however, Rahner seems to mean unknowability.
For Thomas, the fact that God is incomprehensible entails that we shall
never understand him perfectly, whereas tbr Rahnet it entails that the

human intellect will never know Cod, who will always remain hidden.
In "The Mystery ofthe Human Person," Rahner voices disagreement

with Thomas and exclaims:

HowcouldAquinas say thatthe essence ofhappiness consists in an
act ofthe intellect, when he knew that God is incomprehensible;
when he prayed: "l worship you, O hidden godhead," and knew
that in the beatific vision God's incomprehensibility does not
disappear?"

In Thomas's theology, the incomprehensibility ofGod is beautifully
balanced by his inteltigibility. His God is both incomprehensibilis and

infinite cognoscibili.r, "infinitely knowable."ru In Rahner's theology, this

infinite knowability drops out of the picture and God undergoes, as it
were, an everlasting eclipse. For him, the believers' experience of the

The Conrent of Faith (New York: Crossroad, 1993), 80

Aqtinas, Summ t Theologiae, I, 12,'7.
25

26
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Does Rahner not open the door to an ambiguity which many ofhis
readers may fail to notice? Without saying so explicitly, he frequently
crosses the line between a statement about our knowledge and a
statement about God. For instance, he concludes an article quoted above
with this extraordinary assertion, "the intellect only achieves its own
fullness of being when in hope and love, in a freedom which properly
belongs to it, it surrenders itself to incomprehensibility as its own
beatitude.",o "lncomprehensibility" has two undistinguished meanings
here, both problematic. In the first sense, how could surrendering to ozr
cognitional limits make us happy? Instead, it seems that Rahner has in
mind our recognition that God is incomprehensible - the second sense
of incomprehensibility. But again, how could this recognition make us
happy? He writes, "man can reach final bliss only with a God who is

27 "The Concept of Mystery in Catholic Theolory," Theological lwestigations, 4:
36-73, at 42; "Poetry and the Christian," Theological lwestigations, 4: 57-367, at 358
and 359.

28 "An lnvestigation of the Incomprehensibility of God in St Thomas Aquinas,',
Theological Investigations, 16: 244-54, rt 252.

29 "The Human Question of Meaning in Face of the Absolute Mystery of Cod,,,
Theological lwestigations, l8: 89-104, at 94. In this text and in other upcoming quota-
tions, italics are the author's.

30 "An lnvestigati on...," Theol ogic al Iw es I igal i ons, I 6: 254 -

mystery is more an experience of darkness than an experience of light.
In the phrase "superJuminous darkness" which repeatedly recurs in his
writings, "darkness" is the substantive whereas the luminousness is the
accompanying adjective.,,

Naturally Rahner understands Thomas's doctrine of
incomprehensibility to be primarily an anthropological statement. Yet he
goes too far when he concedes, "Only in a highly derivative and tenuous
sense should one regard divine incomprehensibility as an 'attribute' of
God himself."" In another piece, he is more precise:

We cannot however understand this incomprehensibility as a
special characteristic of God, which he has together with the
other attributes different from that, which then yield the fullness
of meaning for which we yearn. These other attributes of God,
which we declare to be the meaning of our existence, are
themselves incomprehensible; this incomprehensibility is not
one attribute of God alongside others, but the attribute of his
attributes.D
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incomprehensibly greater than himself and for that very reason the true
blessedness of man."'' I would agree partly with him if he is saying that
to trust freely and fully, with hope and love, in God's incomprehensible
and therelbre infnite gtsodness is what makes us happy.

To contrast Rahner and Thomas on this issue: for the former,
happiness consists in trustfully loving the God we do not understand;

for the latter, happiness consists in gratefully loving the God whose

goodness we understand more and more. Out ofa deep sense of mystery,
then, two incompatible conclusions may be derived. For Rahner, God
and the world are so profoundly unintelligible that what we know and

shall know amounts to a mere human construction which fails to actually
characterize reality. For Thomas, God and the world are so profoundly
intelligible that what we shall know is infinitely vaster than the little we
know on earth."

On this issue, the Lutheran theologian Eberhard Jiingel voices a
moderate, friendly criticism of Rahner's position. Having affirmed that
God in himself is not darkness but rather light, Jiingel insists that our
awareness of God's hiddenness is a consequence ofrevealed knowledge.

And this is utterly different both from the non-knowledge ofGod
and from the knowledge that presents itselfon the basis ofhuman
self-knowledge, namely that God is unknowable. Under no
circumstances does revelation allow theological insight into the
hiddenness of God to be understood on the model of Immanuel
Kant's famous statements conceming reason which has reached
its own limits.. . .The hiddenness of God is something other than
his incomprehensibility."

In my opinion, Jtingel rightly disagrees with Rahner because he

understands Rahner's "incomprehensibility" to mean unknowability,
in the manner of Kant. Furthermore, Jiingel is ill at ease even with the

concept of hiddenness, and he prefers to make mystery the paramount

3l "The Human Question..." Theological lnvestigarbrs, l8: 103.

32 Rahner seems to have abandoned his early Thomistic position that "being is be-

ing-able-to-be-known (Setn rirr Erkanntsein*dnnen)" (Spirit in the llorld,67) or that

"one cannot ask about being in its totality without affirming the fundamental knowabil-

ity, in fact a certain apriori knowness ofbeing as such" (68), that is, "a thoroughgoing

determination ofknowing by being" (liii).
33 Eberhard Jtingel. "The Revelation of the Hiddenness of God," Theological Es-

sayr /1, trans. Amold Neufeldt-Fast and J. B. Webster (Edinburgh: T&T Clark, 1995),

120-44. at 124-25.

430
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concept

I disagree with Rahner's equation of mystery and hiddenness,
which has its parallel in the equation of mystery and
incomprehensibility. Though the mysteriousness of God
certainly increases with knowledge of him, it is nevertheless not
evident that mystery should mean hiddenness, indeed, that being
brought to /r'gfrt should simply be 'an altemative formula' for
being taken back into the darkness of incomprehensibility.la

So Jiingel keeps Rahner's notion of mystery to indicate the limits
ofour knowledge ofGod and tones down hiddenness in order to preserve
the fact of our knowing God through revelation.

One would be wise not to let the revelation ofthe hiddenness of
God be the last word, but rather to introduce some differentiations
within the concept of the hiddenness of God, to allow one to
speak of overcoming the hiddenness of God in a way that does
not in any way touch the mystery of God.,'

In l2l5 the fourth Lateran Council declared:

We firmly believe and confess without reservation that there is
only one true God, etemal, inlinite (immensus) and unchangeable,
incomprehensible (incomprehensibilis), atmighty and ineffable,
the Father, the Son and the Holy Spirit (DS 800).

That council also stated, "For between Creator and creature no

similitude can be expressed without implying a greater dissimilitude"
(DS 806).

In Rahner's piece, "The Hiddenness of God," the

incomprehensibililas underlined by that council and subsequently

reiterated by Thomas is rendered by Unbegreifichteit, a German word
which is ambiguous.'u On the one hand, it means incomprehensibility,
that is, ruling out full grasping or encompassing"; on the other hand,

given that Begrif is the concept, Unbegrefiichkeil also suggests

34 Jungel, "The Revetation ofthe Hiddenness of God," 125-26. The last words are

a quolation fiom Rahner, "An lnvestigati on-. .," Theological fuvestigations, l6'.250.
35 Jtingel,"The Revelation ofthe Hiddenness ofGod," 126.

36 Jilngel,"The Hiddenness of God,," Theological bvestigdtions, l6i 227-43' at

231.
37 I am indebted to hofessor Hermann J. Pottmeyer for letting me know that the

root metaphor of ,egr€rpn is the human hand seizing or capturing something'

Roy
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THE BIiATIFIC VISION

Throughout "The Hiddenness of God," Rahner contrasts the unthematic
presence of divine truth with a conceptualistic view of knowledge. The
inadequate account ofknowledge that he rejects is "conceptual mastery"
(229,238,240), "a model ofknowledge in which an object is penetrated
and mastered" (231), "theoretical understanding" (231, 239), "seeing
through an object" (233).

Rahner's problem stems from his caricature of rationality. The
following text is typical.

Rationality as such is not directed in the first instance to the
particular content ol a proposition; rather it is ordered, in a
constantly new way, to the methods and validity ofthe connection
of propositions to one another. It is aimed, therefore, at least
approximately and within distinct areas ofhuman consciousness,
at the building of systems.*,

Given this distrust of knowledge. wrongly equated with the
conceptual, and of rationality as establishing connections between
general propositions, Rahner is bound to proclaim that "the ending is
the advent ofGod who is the enduring mystery and is accepted in love"

38 May I call attention to Lonergan's praise ofthe Samzr4: ..the intellectualism of
St. Thomas ... shines as unmistakably as the sun on a noonday summer hills of ltaly.',
See Verbum, chap.5, Epilogue, 226.

39 Immanuel Kant. Critique of Pure Reason, trans. Norman Kemp Smith (New
York: St. Martin's Press, 1929), B146.

40 "Faith, Rationality and Emotion," Tieologicql lwestigutioru, l6:60-7g, at 6l;
Rahner's italics.

unconceplualizability a semantic shift from the daylight of Thomas's
intellectualismr3 to the night ol conceptualism, in which the antithesis
conceptualizable/unconceptualizable is taken for granted. Instead of
Thomas's view, Rahner seems to adopt here Kant's view that human
knowledge (Erkenntnis) consists in the concept (Beqrtfr) to which
a sensible intuition (Anschauung) must correspond." Accordingly,
anything that lies beyond the conceptual - and mostly God - is hidden in
the sense of being unknowable.
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(239). He adopts the position that heavenly beatitude consists principally
in loving. His dissatisfaction with conceptual knowledge leads him to
assert the primacy oflove not only on earth (which Thomas accepts) but
also in heaven.

Rahner's depreciation of insight and truth depends on his own
assumption, which we examined earlier, that knowledge is basically
a matter of acquiring and linking concepts in a controlling manner. If
knowing amounts to this sort of conceptualization, which, as we saw, is
taken to precede understanding, of course it has no place in the vision
of God. Hence, Rahner mistakenly characterizes Thomas's intention as

follows:

to force man out ofthe brightness ofthe dimension which he can
comprehend, and into the mystery of God where he no longer
grasps but rather is grasped, where he no longer rationalizes but
rather adores, where he no longer controls but rather is himself
subject to a higher control.o'

By contrast, for Thomas the eternal happiness is the result of videre
(analogically understood as intelligere) in interaction with qmare.ln
personalist terms: because we love God, we want to know him; constantly
receiving insights (freely given by God) into the Trinitarian life, we
appreciate and love the divine Persons ever more. Walter Principe notes:

For Aquinas, the integrity or full perfection of beatitude
necessarily "requires" an accompanying overflow from vision
ofGod into blissful delight, love, and joy such that nothing other
than God's infinite goodness could ever attract the human heart
(1-2.4.1,5.4, ll.3). And if the essential act of beatitude is for
him the intellectual vision of God, this act of vision itself is a
great good that human persons seek and attain through love:
then, on reaching this vision, the object oftheir affective longing
and desire, they experience its perfect completion in affective
bliss (1-2.3.4; 1.12.11.a

One should read the articles of the Summa theologiae jwt referred
to and compare Principe's understanding with Rahner's version:

4l "On Recognizing the lmportance of Thomas Aquinas," Theological lwestiga-
tions, l3'.3-12, at8.

42 Walter Principe, "Affectivity and the Heart in Thomas Aquinas' Spirituality," in

Spiritualilies of lhe Hearl: Approqches to Personal Wholeness in Cbistian Tradition,

ed. Annice Callahan (New Yorh: Paulist Press, 1990),45-63, at 52.
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Thomas sees the nature of the beatific vision as consisting of
intellectual knowledge alone. In doing so, he denies nothing of
the reality. But I think that, if Thomas had on this question made
radical use of the interchangeability of being as true and being
as good (ens verum et ens bonum). he might have formulated
otherwise or possibly even seen more clearly the nature of the
beatific vision.o'

lncidentally, in his remarkable essay on the spiritual senses in
the Middle Ages, Rahner wonderfufly details Bonaventure's position
regarding ecstasy. In this life, ecstasy, as the highest mystical state, is
intrinsically affective. Rahner does not mention and in that context does
not have to mention - the fact that for this Franciscan doctor. the beatific
vision consists ofboth intellectual beholding and loving.* However, not
having taken note of this fact, he may have remained unaware that his
own view of the beatific vision contradicts not only Thomas's, but also
Bonaventure's. In fact Rahner's stance is indebted to Scotus. for whom
beatitude formally consists in an act of the will."

One additional point calls for comment. Two aspects of Rahner's
representation of human knowledge must be criticized. First, it is

conceptualistic and second, it is monolithic. Instead of opposing
knowledge and a quasi-irrational experience of the mystery (we shall
find more about this in my section entitled "Theological pluralism"), he

should have diflerentiated several kinds of knowing. Thinkers such as

Thomas, Polanyi, and Lonergan all distinguish between discursive and
nondiscursive knowing. Howeveq in Rahner's oeuvre, I have found one
happy exception: he correctly differentiates the Ignatian discemment
of divine will from the "cognition of the rationally discursive and
conceptually expressible kind."* Conceptualistic though the language
remains, yet here he points in the right direction, that is, to a differentiation
of knowing. Had he pursued this line, he might have avoided his
antithesis between two caricatures, namely, of scientific knowledge, and
of religious trust apparently dissociated from thinking.

43 Faith in a WintO, Season,49.
44 "The Doctrine ofthe 'Spiritual Senses' in the Middle Ages," Theological lnves-

tigations, l6'. 104-34, esp. I l7-25; Bonaventure, Breviloquium, part 7, chap.7.
45 Duns Scotus, Opus Oxoniense,lV, dist.49, q.3 and q.4.
46 "The Logic of Concrete Individual Knowledge in Ignatius Loyola," 94-95, in-

cluding n. 9.
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THEOLOGICAL PLURALISM

Rahner's view oftheology in the contemporary world can also be situated

in the context of his epistemology. He states:

all the single insights of life (however modest, ambitious, loving,
unsentimental, indusnious, critical, "positive," intelligent, and

47 "Remarts on the Dognatic Treatise 'De Trinitate'," Theologicol lwestigations,

4:'17-102, at71. see Matthew Levering, "Wisdom and the Viability ofThomistic Trini-

tarian Theology," The Thonist 64 (2000): 593-61 8.

48 "Remarks on the Dognatic Treatise 'De Trinitate'," Theological lnvestigatiorc,

4:85-86.
49 "The Mystery ofthe Trinity," Theological Invesrigatiorc, 16:255-59, il256'
50 The Trinity,frans. Joseph Donceel (New York: Herder, 1970), 19,47-4E; see also

I l5-20 (with two foomotes on Lonergan's D€ Deo Trino), wherehe does not reject and

yet severely restricts the fruitfulness ofthe psychological analogy'

5l The Trinity,4E.

THETRINITY

In addition to the beatific vision, the treatise on the Trinity is a subject
matter in which Rahner betrays the fact that he does not share Thomas's
understanding of the Word. About the Trinity he writes that "the supreme
mystery is also the most obscure."aT Construing Augustine's "speculative
concepts" as "essential concepts," and lamenting that they are not
"personal" concepts, he concludes that "they do not work."o* Let the
readers ponder this assertion by Rahner:

Any attempt today to present the Christian doctrine ofthe Trinity
must involve a "liberation" of the usual traditional propositions
from their "splendid isolation", in which they have been
encapsulated in scholastic theology.l'q

Elsewhere he indulges in disparaging and indeed caustic remarks
on "the Augustinian-psychological speculations."5o His skepticism is

consistent with his disregard of the insight, which supplies the analogy
for the generation of the Son. The Word is indeed the expression of
an unrestricted acl of understanding and, pace Rahneq not a matter of
"conceptual objectivation" (again understood in the Scotist sense).5'
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so tbrth they may be) will never form a whole. We do not then
imagine that there could be a well-tempered synthesis of all
these disparate insights which could cater for them all.52

lfhe is thinking ofan overall Hegelian synthesis, or ofa positivistic
erudition based on a huge amount of merely juxtaposed data, we cannot
but agree. But how about thejoy olacquiring, even here on earth, thanks
to a succession of related insights, a worldview which becomes more
and more coherent? Let us think of Thomas's inteiligere multa per unum,
interpreted by Lonergan as the "synthetic character of understanding.""
I am afraid Rahner replaces swhfdes quaerens intellectum by an act of
hope consisting in a transcendental decision in favor of God.'

In fact, he is rather insistent:

Yet, how simple Christianity is. It is the determination to
surrender to God's incomprehensibility in love....A Christian
is a true and most radical skeptic. If he really believes in
God's incomprehensibility, he is convinced that no individual
truth is really true except in the process (which necessarily
belongs to its real essence) in which it becomes that question
which remains unanswered because it asks about God and his
incomprehensibility. The Christian is also the individual who
can cope with this otherwise maddening experience in which (to
formulate it with poor logic but accurate description) one can
accept no opinion as wholly true or wholly false.55

At the end of his careeq Rahner adopts a somewhat relativistic
stance regarding theology. He registers the coexistence, in the mind
of many contemporary believers, of laith with "skeptical relativism."
Bravely addressing the widespread epistemic situation ol Catholics who
dissent from several church doctrines. he does not see such denials as
extreme cases, however many, tbr which remedies must be sought. In an
essay where he discusses this issue, he extols the graced transcendental,
through which people subjectively receive revelation. without mentioning
the importance of the categorial.," Usualty. he accords a secondary and

52 The Content 01 Fairh,80.
53 l'erbum.65-66.
54 See, for instance, "The Foundation ofBelieftoday," and..Faith Between Ratio-

nality and Emotion, Theological Investigations, l6:3-23 and 60-'lB.
55 The Contenr of Faith,8l.
56 "On the Situation of Faith," Theological lnvesrigqt ions, 20: 1 3 _32, esp. 2g-29.
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yet real significance to the categorial. But not here. Again, he departs
from Thomas, for whom first truth is indissociable from the articles of
belief.l' For the angelic doctor, those articles arejudgments, not concepts
in the Scotist sense. as Rahner construes them.

Rahner accepts the fact of theological pluralism and intelligently
endeavors to show that it precludes neither dialogue nor acceptance of
church pronouncements.53 Although his form of pluralism is not to be
equated with relativism, it is more intractable than the form of pluralism
that Lonergan acknowledges. In a dialogue with William Dych, Lonergan
respectfully begs to disagree with Rahner's construal of theological
pluralism. It is in method that Lonergan finds the possibility of limiting
theological pluralism. In a rebuttal of Rahner's very words,'n Lonergan
says:

I believe one will find ways to control the present uncontrollable
pluralism of theologies, one will cease to work alien, alone,
isolated, one will become aware of a common site with an edifice
to be erected, not in accord with a static blueprint, but under
the leadership of an emergent probability that yields results
proportionate to human diligence and intelligence.e

57 Aquinas, Szzza Theologiae,2-2.1.1-2; see Romanus C essario, Christion Fuith
and the Theologicol Lrl (Washington, DC: The Catholic University of America Press,
1996),53-57,62-66.

58 "Pluralism in Theology and the Unity ofthe Creed in the Church," Theological
lnvestigalions, I l: 3-23. One ofthe commentators who are most sympathetic to Rahner
is nevertheless ill at ease with this asp€ct ofRahner's thinking; see Cerald A. McCool,
"Person and Community in Karl Rahner," tn Person and Community: A Philosophical
Exploration, ed. Robert J. Roth (New Yor*: Fordham Univenity hess, 1975),63-86,
esp.79-83.

59 Rahner, "Reflections on Methodologr in Theology," Iheological lnvestigqlions,
I l: 6E-l 14. at 74.

60 Bemard J.F. Lonergan, "A Response to Fr. Dych," in Theologt and Discovery:
Essoys in Honor of Karl Rahner, S.J.,ed. William J. Kelly (Milwaukee: Marquette Uni-
versity Press, 1980),54-57, at 55. Unlike Mccool and Lonergan, Mary E. Hines, Paul
G. Crowley, and Richard Lennan do not see any problem with Rahner's construal of
doctrinal pluralism; see the special issue on Rahner in Philosoplry and Theologt 12

(2000), no. l.
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CONCLUSION

Despite some overlapping, the discrepancy between Thomas and Rahner

as well as between Lonergan and Rahner is more significant than has been

acknowledged in transcendentalist circles.u' lt has to do with the fact that
Lonergan movedout ofthe conceptualism ofhisday and became aThomist
in matters of cognitional theory, whereas Rahner saw conceptualization
as the kernel of rationality and unwittingly remained a Scotist. Perhaps

this difference between the two thinkers can be explained by the fact that
the Lonergan of Verbum paid sustained attention to cognitional theory as

the door to Thomas's epistemology and metaphysics, while the Rahner
of Geist in lVeh concenlrated on epistemology and metaphysics, without
dwelling long enough on cognitional theory proper.ul

I readily recognize that Rahner made a significant contribution
to the understanding of Catholic faith. Unfortunately, in the last

decades of the twentieth century, his moderate antiintellectualism and

antidogmatism have become, in the minds ol the Rahnerians of the

leli, a green light for an unbridled creativity accompanied by a more
pronounced antidogmatism. Against his best intentions, Rahner's lack
of cognitional theory has fostered disrespect for Christian insights of
the past and has legitimized the primacy of the imagination in its free

choice of symbols.o' His continual stress on the mystery and on human

6l Gerald McCool repeatedly fails to recognize that epistemological discrepancy.

Regarding Thomas and Rahner, see his piece, "Karl Rahner and the Christian Philoso-

phy of St. Thomas Aquinas," in Theologt and Discovery, 63-93; regarding Lonergan

and Rahner, see "Twentieth-Century Schotasticism," in Celebrotingthe Medievql Heri-
tage: A Colloquy on the Thought of Aquinas and Bonqventure, ed. David Tracy (The

Journal of Religion, vol. 58, Supplement, 1978), Sl98-5221, at 52l8-S219. See also

"The Philosophical Theology of Rahner and Lonergan," in God Knowable and Un-
knowable, ed. Rob€rt J. Roth (New York: Fordham University Press, 1973), 123-5'l i on

126, McCool contrasts Rahner and Lonergan with the conceptualist Thomists, but on

132-33 and again on 143-44 his Rahner speaks the language of conceptualism; on 145

even his Lonergan has become a conceptualist!
62 On the difference between cognitional theory and epistemology, see my footnote

8.

63 See Elizabeth A . Johnson, She llho ls: The Mystery ofGod in Feminist Theolog-

ical Discourse Qlew York: Crossroad, 1994). Misled by Rahne( she incorrectly thinks
Thomas's position on Cod amounts to "a lheological agnosticism" ( 109), of which she

approves. Having left out Thomas's key distinction bet\veen metaphorical and proper

words, she puts forward only pragmatic criteria for disceming the respective validity

.138
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transcendentality has brought about a relativization of the ecumenical
councils, of the doctors of the church, and of the magisterium. Evidently
Rahner would disapprove ofthat trend among his disciples. Nevertheless
the seeds of that deviation from sound doctrine are found in his deficient
epistemology.'

ofwhat she hails as "a revelry ofsymbols" ( I l8). Notice the entire deregulation of im-
ages (l l7-20). On this issue, see also Louis Roy, "lnclusive Language Regarding Cod,"
Worship 65 (1991):207 -15.

64 I am gral€fuI to Rev. Giovanni Sala, SJ, for offering comments on the first draft
of this essay. As this essay was going to the press, I came across a lucid article by
a competent philosopher, Andrew Beards, "Rahner's Philosophy: A Lonerganian Cri-
tique," G regor ianum 81 (2006): 262-83.
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WE NeEo ro look at the plan for leaming that God has put within EVERY
human being. When this inner need is not recognized and used, it causes
tension within young people and also within teachers.

Philosopher Bemard Lonergan's favorite walk when in Rome was in
the Borghese Gardens. Ayoung child was running down a ramp ahead of
his mother when he tripped and fell. Lonergan says that he found himself
beinding down as if to scoop up the young child, although he was at least
twenty feet too far away. He realized that this was an involuntary action
that came from a natural link that human beings have with one another.
I think that this link should also be recognized within our education
system.

Has education changed much since Lonergan's time?

It is state control that brought to birth the function and the class
of educationalists. To obtain money from taxpayers, politicians,
the rich, foundations, to plan and construct buildings, their
adjuncts and equipment, their libraries and laboratories, to devise
curricula, set standards, impose tests, to select, train, organize.
direct, inspect, hire and fire teachers and professors - for such
tasks there were needed, not mathematicians nor scientists
nor linguists nor litterateurs nor historians nor economists nor
sociologists nor psychologists nor philosophers nor theologians
nor even pedagogues. There had to be created a new caste, a new
priesthood of the new philosophy, the men of universal wisdom
able to consult and judge specialists in any particular field. To be
able to select and judge all the specialists and pass the ultimate
pronouncements on all issues, there was needed a universal
wisdom; and the universal wisdom that is the justification of the
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educationalist is philosophy of education."'

Certainly within England it hasn't changed much except to have even
more pressure imposed in the hope of raising standards.

I recently read howJesus'great Sermon on the Mount (The Beatitudes)
might be met by the students and the hierarchy today. I'm afraid I don't
know the author, but it went something like this:

Simon Peter: Will this count?
Andrew: Will we have a test on it?
James: When do we have to know it by?
Philip: How many words?
Bartholomew: Wil[ I have to stand up in lront of the
others?
John: Does everyone have to leam this?
Matthew: How many points do we get for this?
Judas: What is it worth?

Then one ol the Pharisees asks to see Jesus' lesson plan. and asks

what are his terminal objectives in the cognitive domain!
It is very amusing and yet it is also desperately sad that unwittingly

we go against the way that GOD has programmed us to learn. Montessori,
Newman, and Lonergan understood, but have been crying in the
wildemess. Here is a suggested scheme based on their understanding.

The stages for certain ways of development are universal. They are,
according to Montessori, birth to six, six to twelve, twelve to eighteen,
and eighteen to twenty-four.

David Fleischacker, president ofThe Lonergan lnstitute for the "Good
Under Construction," Washington, D.C., has linked these to Lonergan's
stages which he calls immediate, mediation, self-mediation, and mutual
self-mediation stages.

When then is the problem? We turn to Lonergan: "[W]ith regard
to the philosophy of education itself, the fundamental problem is the
horizon of the educationalist....So the genuine function of a philosophy
of education is to bring the horizon of the educationalist to the point
where he is not living in some private world ofeducationalists, but in the

I Bernard Lonergan, Topics in Education: The Cincinn.rti Lectures of 1959 on the
Philosopht, of Educalioa, vol. l0 ofCollected Works ofBernard Loneryan, ed. Robert
M. Doran and Frederick E. Crowe (Toronto: University ofToronto Press, 1993), 13.

The Philosophy ol lnternutional Educulion
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universe of being."' This is for everyone. Lonergan stresses this point
of "for everyone" when he says about truth: What once is true is always
true. It can be transported to make it accessible to all men, and all places,
all natures. and all cultures.

I realize that in all the phases, the way time plays a part is very
important, as it is perceived diferently at each stage. This is a way of
knowing what is important for the fullest development ofthat age group.
Pythagoras (Plutarch's Morals), when asked what Time was, said that it
was the soul of this world.

I. BIRTH TO SIX YEARS

For the first stage (birth to six years), time in the PRESENT is what
matters to the children. They repeat actions olinlerest many many times
without being conscious of time passing. There is always an urgency in
the present activity.

Montessori says of this stage: The child has an intense sensitivity. in
consequence the things about him awaken so much interest and so much
enthusiasm that they become incorporated into his very existence.,

Lonergan says of time perception: 'Now" is not a mathematical
point. It is the psychological present. The psychological present is not a
mathematical limit.

This first stage ofdevelopment is so important to understand because

it is the basis for all the other stages.

All children need to know love at this stage to be able later to give
love. It is the whole ofthe environment which is taken in like a photograph
in its entirety, so that by the end of the third year the child has become a

little Indian, or American, or African, or whalever, and has the complete
language and all the cultural differencs of behavior.

When absorbing the language or languages around him, the frontal
lobes are active and absorb all language around him easily. Later when we
come to leam a language, these lobes are not available for this purpose,

and we have to leam with a different part ofthe brain and the power of

443

2 Topics in Educqtion 106.

3 Maria Montessori,The Absorbent Mind(New York: Dell, 1982), 24.
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easy absorption has gone!

The mind is so absorbent at this stage that the adopted child during
these first six years absorbs the speech of the adoptive parents and so

becomes like them, copying the intonation and also their mannerisms.
As the children at this stage take in all the traditions and reactions

around them through this absorbent mind, we can understand how
important the later "self-appropriation" of Lonergan is. to weed out
from what has been absorbed whatever is inappropriate to real loving
action. The will is important for this later stage. Freedom to use the will
to explore the environment through the senses is a characteristic of this
first stage, forming the basis for future understanding.

Lonergan speaks of the underlying flow, the practical insight, the
process of reflection, the decision.a This is how the mind works at this
stage.

To give a description olthis within a young child, here is the story
of Christopher. Christopher in a Montessori class, at the age of three,

liked to fit a tray of triangles into their right shapes. He loved feeling
the shapes and when just four he wanted to know the name ofeach. He
was very interested in the right-angled triangle. Some weeks later he

asked me very urgently to go outside, he wanted to show me something.
He showed me a ladder against a wall and said with great excitement:
"Look! A right-angled triangle!"

Lonergan says: reflection has no intemal term, it can expand
indefinitely.'

I have so much to say for each stage, but here I can only just touch
upon the content.

Ofcourse at every stage the great attributes ofhumanity are important:
dancing, singing, music, art, and the joy of movement. Through drama,
physical activities, and team sports, children leam to submit their own
wishes to the greater good.

4 Bemard Lonergan, Insight: A Study ofHuman Urulerstanding, vol. 3 ofCollec-
ted Works of Bemard Lonergan, ed. Frederick E. Crowe and Roben M. Doran (Toron-

to: University ofToronto hess, 1992),632-39.
5 Insight,634.
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2. SIX TO TWELVE YEARS

The next stage ofdevelopment in all humans is from six to twelve years.
Time in the PAST has now a fascination for this age group as well as
the present. They are interested in everything to do with the earth itself;
with living creatures and with past ones such as dinosaurs. They enjoy
the wonder and awe ofthe world and show great interest, for instance, in
fossils and volcanoes.

This is the green age for interest in facts and definitions, and if they
are not made to answer other people's questions, then their own questions
come very fast. We tend to make children think that all they have to do
is to put up their hand and answer our questions, whereas the way we
acquire knowledge is to ask our own questions based on our own unique
experience. Then we enjoy the chase, for our answers when found always
lead us on to other questions that form within our consciousness. This
is the way advances in understanding are made. They are not made by
being programmed to regurgitate other people's answers by rote.

All subjects really are linked because everything comes from or goes

back to the real world. Through this linking, children are conscious of
their Creator.

In the first stage they absorbed the religion ofhome and now during
this stage they like to take an active part.

A very important part of education at this time are the History Time
Lines with pictures, models, and so forth to put beside the time lines.
Through this process of putting down against the right dates, pictures,
objects, and data, they get to know and understand the progression of
humankind's understanding and questions for knowledge. For instance,
through seeing the inventions throughout the ages, the child realizes how
understanding develops from what is already known. When he places
cards showing the discoveries he realizes that science is not finished, it
is on the way.u

Through these time lines and the placing of information, pictures,
objects, writing against them, the child sees the development and
attributes ofhumankind as a whole. All these materials have their special
place within the environment and by their groupings within the areas,
the child is helped to understand the diferent types ofthought. The child
sees the pattems of thought for mathematics and sciences, for literature

M5

6 Topics in Education,136.
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and for poetry.
The surroundings are kept in order by the students themselves, which

makes for self-discipline and caring. Children are able to repeat activities
and take time so that they really understand. This understanding rather
than rote leaming is the most valuable gift to our children. ln kryics in
Educ.tlion Lonergan quotes Einstein saying that there was so much to
be prepared for examinations that it was impossible to be intelligent!'
The thing that saved Einstein was coming across a series of volumes

that presented knowledge as a LINKED WHOLE. Newman believed
that all knowledge forms an organic whole or unity. We have done

education a great disservice by dividing learning up into such tight
subject compartments. One piece of knowledge in one science always
has connections with the others, and this should be seen and explored.

Children at this stage enjoy writing a great deal, and it is useful to
have perhaps a retired person for a few hoursjust to proofread the writing
and to direct the children to exercises for remedying constant mistakes.

These should be done before more writing is done. The teachers should
still mark the writing for the content.

Our present system encourages children to think of leaming as being
for self-aggrandizement, the end being examination honors. Although
achievement is great, they must be helped to understand that learning is
for the development of society, and part of their education should be to
give some oftheir interest and knowledge in return back to the places of
learning and, whenever possible, to society in general.

The teaching materials forthis age (from six to twelve) should be made

during the last two years of the STAGE ABOVE, during the penultimate
year before their present senior exams. During their craft work for a short
period of time, the older students should choose their favorite subjects

and make three-dimensional self-corrective sensory materials and also

two-dimension materials with definition booklets for this younger age

group. This is like a practical brain map and helps the students with their
own basic revision and understanding. They should provide charts and

other ways for self-correction for the younger children. They should
research to find places ofinterest to visit and videos and films that show
what their materials teach, but within the context of the child's real life.

One of the great ways to stimulate children at this six to twelve age

group is to get people at the top of their fields, who are in love with

7 Topics in Educolion,lT.
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their subjects, to come and give a talk about them. I had Buckminster
Fuller, the great American scientist and geophysicist, who came and
talked about "Space Ship Earth." We were also privileged to meet the
first spacemen who went to the moon. All types ofpresentations such as
videos, films, computer programs, and visits ofall kinds should be used
to delight the children and arouse their questions.

It is easy to help a child to find the answers to its questions today
with modem technology. When I knew that someone was coming to talk,
I prepared mateials and put within the environment things that I thought
would be useful to follow their interested questions.

Children enjoy tests when they understand a piece of work. I
envisage Achievement Centers where examinations may be taken at any
level at any age and at any time. These should be placed if possible
at Leisure Centers. The candidate knows the right time for success.
Random questions can be made available at each stage of any subject.
People enjoy learing at all ages, and some children may have reached
an advanced stage in a subject whilst an adult may be at the first stage.
Ages and dates should not be involved in true understanding and testing.
They should be free to try at any stage. It is so dangerous when we make
someone feel no good and a failure.

The children change physicalty and also in character at this age. The
birth parents'genes become active within their development and the
child now begins to look like the birth parents. The character begins to
develop and no longer is the family sufficient but the child now seeks
out friends in any spare time. The family still plays a very important part
in safeguarding the child but at the same time the need is to be helped
toward more independence.

3. TWELVE TO EIGHTEEN YEARS

The young people of this age are very unlike their previous years. They
are changing spiritually, physically, mentally, and emotionally. Time for
them, like for the very young child, is so very important in the present,
and their great need in the present is for friendships and companions. In
the West they spend hours on the phone and with their mobile messagers,
going in and out of friendships. They enjoy meeting and laughing and
exchanging views and during these the time flies for them. Time at other
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periods goes slowly!
During this time of great transition the results of surveys show

that both sexes do better when separated for a time. I would suggest

separation for this first year whilst they get used to their new identity.
They have changed so much and now need affirmation oftheir new self.
Every cell in their bodies has altered and they are a mixture ofboth birth
parents and their environment. They need to get to know and to like
themselves as being of God's creation ifthey are to be able to love their
neighbour "as themselves." This fundamental self-liking is essential for
mental health.

In our presenl society adolescents rebel to make parents and others

realize that they are no longer the same person as they were and that
they are still altering. They need help now to know themselves and to
understand how they form opinions and make choices.

By helping to prepare the nursery equipment before a term beings,

they will become interested and begin to understand more the different
types of meaning: meaning in symbols, nonlinguistic meaning as in artl
literary meaning, technical meaning. They experience communication
meaning and that special intersubjective meaning during this special
age for friendships and communication. As Newman says in his motto,
"Heart speaks to heart." There is great sensitivity at these ages, and they
are very easily hurt. They feel uncertain in their new role,and we have a

duty to help them to know themselves.
In many countries of the East, thirteen is a marriageable age. This

previous year is important for all of this age, to be sure of their own
identity and for leaming physically and psychologically about both

sexes. Thankfully, we now have more equal opportunities, but it is vital
that we begin to appreciate the very real differences ofthe genders.

Modem brain research identifies diflerences. Modem brain research

has shown that in males, the area in the brain activated for fighting
overlaps with that activated in intercourse. Now we know why throughout

the ages when wars are fought there is usually rape. To understand is half
way to prevention.

The physical power of women is less than that ofmen. as is seen in
the categories ofthe Olympics. There is so much to be discovered by the

children during this year. They need to know their own body and how
best to keep it healthy, but most of all they need to realize the need for
integration ofbody mind and spirit for a fulfilled life.
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We should at this stage, find out what these young people would like
the world to be like, and to think for themselves what values would be
needed to bring this about.

In order to help them feel good about their basic character it is helpful
to let them find the character that is most like themselves, choosing from
the ancient main categories used thoughout the ages. When they have
chosen the one they think most like themselves then they should think of
the talents that go with these character lraits. These talents are for their
use within society. These are the talents that they are here to use rather
than to bury, so that they help their ideal world to come about.

The young person is then affirmed and knows that he has a role to
play. He needs to realize that there is actually no other person like them
in the world and so no one can take their place.

Here are the main characteristics. They should choose the character
that they think is the most like themselves. They may see themselves in
more than one but should pick the one that their friends say that they most
resemble. No character is better than another! These are the choices:

l. principled and orderly
2. caring and generous
3. self-assured and competitive
4. creative and intuitive
5. perceptive and analytic
6. likable and dutiful
7. accomplished and energetic
8. self-confident and strong
9. peaceful and reassuring
Again, there are certain TALENTS that go with the characters. These

are the talents that must not be buried but must be used to help society.
(The numbers are the same as those for the character traits.)

1. Speak out for right values. Encourage order.
2. Look after the materially and spiritually poor.
3. Give confidence and support to those in difficulty.
4. See possibilities and help bring about.
5. Good at spotting the difficulry and solving problems.
6. Popular and dependable
7. Use active nature to help others achieve.
8. Use your leadership for promoting true values.
9. Help to reconcile.
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Now that they are able to feel good about themselves, they are ready
to make their own interior and fascinating joumey as suggested by the
philosopher Bernard Lonergan.

Bom within each one of us is this potency to be free. They have
seen the strength of the Absorbent Mind stage when they were with
the nursery age children. They have seen how the children absorb the
environment and accept all the tradition and culture from their parents
and surroundings. These traditional actions were sometimes suitable for
the previous generation, and they often came lrom even earlier times.
These often were not applicable but were actions arising out of inherited
habit. Sometimes arising from these are actions not applicable for the
present new generation and sometimes actions without positive loving
respect for fellow human beings.

They can now see the need to question, and they seek to know the
foundations lor their present actions. They are now ready to receive the
truth through illumination as to the real source of their actions. Now
they may begin this exciting joumey of self-mediation as described by
Lonergan. No one else can make this journey for them, and no one else
can play their part within society.

The goal is to know the operating structure of their own way of
knowing. They do this by shifting their attention lrom the content of
knowing to the actual activity of knowing itself. As they become aware
ofthe procedure, they witl be both subject and object. They can correct
their ideas and make judgments after collecting and viewing relevant data,
questioning and reviewing before looking and judging the foundations
ofthe action. They will find that they have sudden illumination, not only
as to the source of their actions but also as to links with other pieces

of knowledge. Suddenly the link witl be made by their minds as other
synapses of the brain link up to other points of understanding and show
even new applications ofthe knowledge.

Before any action they must leam to review their collected data and

make a judgment. They must be taught always to act responsibly as a

result of their findings.
They will now get to know the source of their action, where their

own will arises from deep within themselves. They will understand the

source of their loving actions originating from deep within their own
uniqueness.

This experience meets a very deep human need within for the

The Philosophy of' lnternational Educcrtion
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unbounded intimacy that results from this communication of love,
and they themselves will feel part now of the fundamental universal
viewpoint.

But first, they should know the common forms of escape that
we all tend to use, as noted by Lonergan in lnsight. (l) To avoid this
self-consciousness, we may give the explanation of our avoidance
by referring to our environment and our ancestry. (2) We may talk of
"extenuating circumstances." (There must never be this inconsistency
between knowing and doing. The two must always be in harmony.) (3)
We may confess, and yet say within ourselves that there is really no hope
ofbeing able to mend our ways! We deceive ourselves by rationalizing."

Knowing all this they are now ready for this extraordinary ongoing
joumey where the roots of their actions will be illuminated. T. S. Elliot
in Little Gidding writes:

We shall not cease from exploration
And in the end ofall our exploring
Will be to arrive where we started
And know the place for the first time.

When both genders join together, when they are affirmed in
themselves and so feel confident in themselves, then we have to prepare
them for the society in which they live.

The age of fourteen is a wonderful one for apprenticeship to leam a
skill of their choice. It has been found that at fourteen they are ready to
watch before trying whereas at sixteen they think that they know more
than they do!

They can now leam useful home skills such as cooking, plumbing,
sewing, carpentry repairs, or other things needed for their society.

Sixteen is the age when they really hate "being bored." This is the
stage when they need excitement. We can see this whenever there is
trouble in the world, for this is the stone-throwing age. They enjoy the
danger. Leisure activities should include thrills such as bike racing and
possibly a motor bike track. Virtual reality is useful too. In early humans
this was the hunting stage, and this urge for danger and excitement has
to be met and be given a legitimate outlet. The work that they now do
in all subjects should contain topics that they will need to know about,
for them to be able to take a proper place within society. We tend to

8 lnsighr,622-23.
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LAW

Rules within families
Rules within schools
Traffic law
Domestic laws
Civil law
Age and the law
Criminal law
European law
International law
Appeal procedures
Possible changes

MONEY

Eamed money
Inherited money
Business and profit
Stock exchange
Poverty definitions
Historical poverty
Budgeting for imaginary incomes
Personal debt
Interest rates
Mortgages
National debt
Intemational debt

Practicalways should also be available loreaming money. Throughthe
school shop there comes an understanding ofbookkeeping, stocktaking,
prices. and profit margins. Everyone is expected to earn through helping

leave this too late and many young people miss this help because they
leave school without frrther education. We have to make sure that before
leaving school all students understand how their society works so that
they will feel part of it. Many aspects of each topic should be explored,
bringing the linking together of many subjects.

Here are some suggested topics:
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with the whole environment. Jobs are priced and chosen, the less popular
jobs being priced higher. Money is eamed in school currency; this may
be used at the school shop or exchanged at the school bank where the
exchange rate is fixed and where a charge is made for the exchange.

The university students near the end of their time might give to this
age group a glimpse of some of their topics in their chosen discipline
by bringing round to the schools a mobile classroom. It could show for
instance a study with examples ofdifferent types ofsoil and textures. The
aim is to widen the understanding ofthe world around to get a glimpse of
advanced detailed study.

Religion for this age group has developed from the Absorbent Mind
stage, through the active and understanding stage, to the personal and
mystical relationship stage where relationship is now so important.

Their self-mediation will have strengthened their knowledge of God
because when they are in contact with their own uniqueness, true values
become clear, and they will develop a oneness of faith and reason. The
Holy Father speaking of Cardinal Newman on the bicentenary said: He
came to a remarkable synthesis of faith and reason like two wings on
which the human spirit rises to the contemplation of the Truth.

Now that the development of their own religion has a personal
mystical content, it is time to explore the meaning of life and death. At
this age the aim should be to fit the person for their life. One ofthe topics
explored through different ways can be death, as that is an attribute of
life.

DEATH

Their own faith
World religions
Death and customs
Burial customs of own faith
Traditions
Taboos
Wars and death
Ethnic cleansing

Another popular one among the older student is the brain:
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THE BRAIN

The human brain
Types of intelligence
Types of personalities
The mystery of the mind
The stages ofdevelopment in all humans
The characteristics ofgreat people in history
Disorders of the mind
Genetics
Evolution

During this time, outings and communal activities like bonfires and
singsongs, poetry and drama, choirs and orchestras are so very valuable
because within these the individual has to leam to curb their individuality
and relate to others for the sake ofthe whole.

During their penultimate year they can sum up the linking of all
subjects by making Mind Maps. They can make a game by making
separate labels to place at the correct places.

As they come to the next age group and many go on to university they
come through self-meditation and jettison unwanted absorbed behavior;
now they come to MUTUAL self-mediation.

Lonergan gives the example of contingent parts of a watch working
together to make for smooth accurate running. Our contacts and our
actions resulting from these relationships - our loves, our anger, our
worries. all our contacts and actions with others are now a means
of mutual self-mediation and consequent groMh. This is a natural
progression. Lonergan says in "The Mediation of Christ in Prayer": "ln
this process, which is universal, which can regard every act, thought,
word, deed, and omission, there is a complete universality, a possibility
ofthe complete growth ofevery aspect ofthe person." It is sell-mediation
through others, and the others are we and all men.'And again: It is NOT

9 Bemard Lonergan, "The Mediation ofChrist in Prayer." vol. 6 of Philosophical
ond Theologicol Papers 1958-1961. Collected Works of Bemard Lonergan, ed. Roben

1. EIGHTEEN TO TW[,NTY.FOT-IR YEARS
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a matter of study of oneself or analysis. lt is a living, a developing, a

growing in which one element is gradually added to another, and a new
whole arises and prayer develops.'"

This age group has sensitivity to time in the FUTURE. They have
very strong ideals and great vigor and enthusiasm, which they are ready
to use in the world. Throughout history many of this age group has been
ready to die for what they believe. Ideals, howevet without the Holy
Spirit inspiring loving actions to gain the ideal, go sadly wrong and profit
no one. Many great ideals have gone wrong because action for an end
was perpetrated without love being with the will, the willingness, and
the willing.

Montessori, Lonergan, and Newman say that for each to play their
part in God's creation, the knowledge of the way of truth and love must
be present. This is why it is of utmost importance that the young people at
this age undergo mutual self-appropriation as well as self-transcendence,
and that they discover within themselves the loving communion with
God.

Lonergan linked vocational courses such as law and medicine under
one roof. He envisaged exchange of ideas and theories through all the
various disciplines. Newman saw this as very important because any
advance in any subject, if true, will have an effect on the knowledge
within other subjects and will throw light there.

I suggest that after the first year as outlined by Newman, with a unity
olexchange of leaming, the student should be free for the next year to sit
at the feet ofan exponent of their subject but in a different country and
culture. Those not at university would also gain by an exchange, living
and working also in another county. It should not be difficult to arrange
this. Where Newman saw the need for unity olleaming we now see also
the importance of unity with other cultures and nationalities.

There are many wonderful exponents of Newman's vision for the
university. If we follow through much that is suggested, we shall bring
through our education, students who realize what Fr. Joseph Flanagan
S.J. says in Quest for Self-Knowledge, that "Truly authentic knowers
are continuously struggling knowers, always on the alert for further
questions that will advance their accumulative knowledge and reverse

C. Croken, Frederick E. Crowe, and Robert M. Doran (Toronto: University ofToronto
Press, 1996), 180.

l0 "The Mediation ofChrist in Prayer," t79.
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their mistaken assumptions."',
As Brian Cronin says on self-appropriation: When practiced it

engenders the values of truth, attentiveness, ,nd reasonableness. ''
And Montessori in Funclions of the University: "Every contribution

able to bring out the latent power of love and to throw light upon love
itself, should be welcomed with avidity and considered of paramount
importance."

Following God's own pattem placed within all humans is this
UNIVERSAL WAY FORWARD.

ll Joseph Flanagan, Quest Jbr Self-ltnowledge: An Essay in Lonerganls Philosoplry
(Toronto: University of Toronlo Press, 1997), 232.

l2 Brian Cronin, Foundations of Philosophy,: Lonergan\ ('ognilionql Theory and
Epistemolog: (Nairobi: Consolata Institute of Philosophy Press. 1999), 42.
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fTranslatedfrom the ltalian by Dr Donald Buzzelli, Washington, D.C.]

I. INTRODUCTION

LoNencaN's TEACHTNc otr human knowledge is centered on the thesis
that our knowledge of reality is mediated by meaning. This is to say
that we know reality through acts of meaning - specifically, through acts
of conceiving and judging. Our mind posits acts of meaning through
its intellectual, rational, and moral dynamism, commonly called
intentionality. This conscious dynamism tends toward the knowledge of
being and the willing ofthe good. Because ofit man is a subject superior
to all worldly reality and is the link between matter and spirit.

Intentionality is an intelligent and rational cognitive dynamism with
an unlimited range; it thus is a conscious anticipation of the objective
toward which it tends, which is being. In this sense, it is our original
way of knowing being, what Lonergan calls the "notion" of being. In
the cognitive process by which our mind gradually passes from the
anticipation ofthe whole ofbeing to the knowledge of this or that being,
our intentionality is first expressed in the formal act of meaning that
is conceiving. It then is realized in the complete act of meaning that is
judging. Mth the first act our mind thinks reality; with the second it
knows reality.

But alongside the properly humanknowledge that occurs injudgment,

Lonergan llorkshop
22 2017
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there is also another kind of knowledge. It does not come about through
intentionality. but through the dynamism of spatio-temporal extroversion
that belongs to both humans and animals.r It is to Lonergan's credit that
he was able to clarify the nature of these two forms of knowledge and

the relation between them. He thus was able to recognize the role of
sensibility in the human cognitive process without weakening his claim
that it is not sense, but the intelligent and rational meaning produced
through our cognitive dynamism, that mediates to us our knowledge of
reality.

The nature of human spirit is manifested in the two fundamental
kinds of question that we can pose. Spirit is an intelligent dynamism
in search of the intelligible through questions for Intelligence (What is

it?) posed with regard to the content of (sense) experience. It is also a
rational dynamism in search of truth and, by way of truth. in search of
being through questions for reflection (Is it really so?) posed with regard
to the intelligible object thought at the end of the preceding stage of
cognition.'

Lonergan reached two important conclusions that correspond to these
two questions. The first was that the intelligent meaning that constitutes
human knowledge is the meaning that the intellect grasps in the material
provided to it by the sensibility. This was Lonergan's discovery in his
study of the verbum - actually, his rediscovery of what is mosl valid in
the tradition that goes back to Aristotle and St. Thomas.

The second was that the intelligent meaning grasped in this prima
mentis operolio [first operation of the mind] subsequently acquires a

rational component in the reflection prior to judgment, since at that stage

olcognitional structure the mind seeks an absolute meaning, in a sense that
will be clarified below. Lonergan designates this meaning that grounds
the affirmation of judgment by the term "virtually unconditioned."
Though it was already present in the work on the verbum in St. Thomas,
this second element was the special contribution of Insight. Two factors

I lnsighr, xvii, xxviii/ I I f, 22. All quotations ftom Lonergan's writ ings w ill be giv-
en without indicating the author's name. Similarly for quotations from St. Thomas, for
which I shall indicate both the work with its divisions and also any numerus cunens in
the Marieni edition. For /rrifil I shall indicate both lhe pages in the first ( 1957) edition
and those in volume 3 ofthe "Collected Works ofBernad Loneryan" ( 1992).

2 Human spirit is also a moral dynamism in search ofthe good - the question for
decision, "What should I do?" This last stage ofthe dynamism, which affects the cogni-
tive process itself, will not be examined here.
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were decisive for this discovery. The first was the attention that Lonergan
gave to modem science, with its clear distinction between the stage of
hypothesis and the stage of experimental verification. The other was the
attention he paid to the idealist immanentism of Kant, whom Lonergan
criticized for not having recognized a constitutive factor of human
knowledge in the unconditioned that our mind seeks,.

Lonergan sometimes used the corr[non expression "sufficient
evidence" to indicate the ground ofjudgment. But he was not content
with this metaphor taken from our sense knowledge by sight. He tried,
by introspective analysis, to graspjust what our mind "sees" thatjustifies
it in saying that the object it thinks, as a result ofan inquiry following on
the first question, is something real or is not.

The transition fiom speaking of "sufficient evidence" to speaking
ofthe "virtually unconditioned" therefore was, lor Lonergan, a decisive
moment in his general program of overcoming our spontaneous
conception of knowing as a sort of seeing. That conception is harmless
in itselli and it is justified by the principle that our knowledge begins
with sense experience. This is why, in the case ofrealities that transcend
the sphere of possible experience, we refer to experience and to the
insight that arises from experience in order to reach some understanding
oftranscendent reality. But in the case of the cognitive operations ofthe
intellect, we are dealing with spiritual realities (though connected with
sensible representations) that are conscious, so that they are given to
us in intemal experience or consciousness. Here it is possible to move
beyond a conception based on the analogy with sensible knowledge,o
by attending to the data on our intellectual activity in order to reach an
understanding ofthat activity as it is in itself. Our spontaneous conception
of knowing as seeing becomes misleading and leads us into myth when,
in philosophical reflection, it becomes the guiding principle that any
cognitional activity must be like ocular vision if it is to be objective, that
is, if it is to reach being.'

ln this paper I would like to present Lonergan's analysis, with
particular attention a) to the collaboration ofintellect and sensibility, and
b) to the role that our sensibility plays in seeking that ground forjudgment

3 lnsight, 340t / 3@f .
4 Among the cognitive operations of sense, the op€ration of sight is, for us, the

most evident and the mosl "loved,", as Aristotle noted at the beginning of his Meta-
p|rysics.

5 Cf. "Cognitional Structure," in Collection,214-19.
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that Lonergan appropriately calls the "virtually unconditioned". I shall
mainly refer to Chapter X of Insight, "Reflective Understanding", in
particular to the first two sections (279-283/304-308). There Lonergan
took up again what he had leamed from St. Thomas in the second chapter
of Lbrbum conceming judgment as the positing ol a synthesis. The
positing ofa mental synthesis, or assens s, occurs at the end ofa reflective
activity in which the intellect retums from the synthesis achieved in the
prima mentis operalio to the sources ofthat synthesis in both sense and
in intellectual light. With his analysis, Lonergan precisely identified
the function of the intellect's retum to the sensibility, which originally
provided the material for the intelligible synthesis that constitutes the
object that the mind thinks. The data ofsense as interrogated in reflection
enable the intellect to move from thinking an object to affirming it and so

to knowing it as a being.

2. THE FINITE MATERIAL BEING IS THE PROPER OBJECT
OF HUMAN KNOWLEDGE

Human knowledge is a knowledge of being or reality. In this it diflers
from animal knowledge, which has as its object sensible reality. Not,
howeveq insolar as sensible reality is being, but only insofar as it is
relevant fbr the biological and the psychic (but merely sensitive!) life of
the animal. To say that human knowledge is a knowledge ofbeing is to
say that it tends toward knowledge of everything that ls, and thus toward
knowledge of everything.

But within the unlimited sphere of being. only material being is the

object that is proportionate to our proper mode of knowing: Our mode
ol knowing is "made to measure" for material being. It is indeed true
that acts olmeaning. that is. acts ofconceiving andjudging, mediate our
knowledge of reality. but the meaning that our intentionality is directly
capable of is only the meaning grasped in the material reality that is the

object of sense.u I'he reason is that our intellect's act of understanding
(and without previous acts of understanding and conceiving we cannot

6 The only exception is the meaning immanent in the spiritual reality ofour very
conscious acts at the level of intellect and will. But even these acts are connected with
our psychic activity on the level ofsense.
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move on to judging) is essentially an intelligere in sensibili [insight into
the sensible]. Our intellect, as a faculty of a soul that is forma corporis
[the form of the body], is by its nature turned to sense.T These limits on
meaning are therefore limits on our knowledge of reality

But this statement must be clarified. Our intentionality inquires
beyond the limits of the "world", that is, beyond the limits of the whole
of material reality. But our mind can reply to this inquiring only on the
basis of what it knows about proportionate being, that is, on the basis of
the proper intelligibility of this world (including man). It does this, first,
by forming an analogical concept of transcendent being and, then, by
affirming in judgment the transcendent being so conceived, on the basis
of the existence of the material world.

In this paper,I intend to limit myselfto ourknowledge ofproponionate
being. I will concentrate my analysis on the reflective moment, the third
moment of the cognitional structure, which moves from thinking a being
to affirming it in judgment and thus to knowing it as a reality.

3. FROM EXTERNAL EXPERIENCE TO KNOWLEDGE
OFWORLDLY REALITY

The characteristic moment ofjudgment is affirmation, mentally positing
in an absolute way the thought object that is the final product of the
second phase of the cognitive process. This second phase starts with the
question for understanding and ends with the formation of the concept.
To form a concept is to reduce to unity the manifold given in sense
experience. The mind is able to perform this synthesis only after it has
grasped intelligible relations among the data by an insight. The synthesis
may be that expressed in the concept of a "thing," which results fiom
an insight that grasps a unity in all the data presented by experience,
considered in all their aspects. Or it may be a synthesis that further
qualifies what has already been grasped as a "thing,", for example, that
Peter possesses the character of being prudent.

Just because performing a synthesis is specifically the role of
understanding, one must say that the traditional Scholastic terminology
that speaks of judgment as a compositio (the affirmative judgment) or a

7 "conversus ad phantasma": Cf. Sarz ma Theol. I, q.84, a.7.
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divisio (the negative judgment) is inadequate and ambiguous. St. Thomas
habitually uses this terminology, but he is aware that the characteristic
moment oljudgment is the assensus. the affirmation or negation of the
synthesis performed at the preceding level of understanding." The same

inadequacy, though not only terminological, is also widely present in the
non-Scholastic philosophical tradition. Not only does Kant define the
judgment as the act by which "the relation ofa subject to the predicate is
thought."" but his whole doctrine ol the judgment consists in explaining
this synthesis - through the twelve a priori syntheses or categories. For
just this reason, he assigns to the unconditioned that our reason seeksro

only the supervisory function ola regulative principle that puts in order
the knowledge of objects that we have already reached by combining
intuition and concepts."

In fact, only after lhe intelligible synthesis has been perfbrmed does

our rational intentionality pose the question lor reflection: "ls it (truly)
so?" For our intentionality in search of being there is no immediate
passage from the content of sense to the affirmation of the judgment

"This exists." For what is "this"? Without a specific something, the "is"
ofjudgment makes no sense and would thus enable us to know nothing.
Now the intelligibitity (he formal meaning) olwhich our mind is capable
is the intelligible grasped in the data ofsense and expressed in a concept.
Only on the basis of such a specific intelligibility is the mind in a position
to ask directly about existence, by asking ola finite being or event: "ls
that (truly) the case?" But to put this question is to anticipate ajudgment:
"This object. presented by sense and thought by the intellect, is." We call
this anticipated judgment a prospective judgment.

The question forreflection starts the reflective momentofthe cognitive
process, which aims at grasping a sufficient reason for answering "it
is" or "it is not." Since the "it is" that it seeks is not conditioned by
any restrictions, the justification that the intellect must have in order to
answer must also be an unconditioned a virtually unconditioned. as we

shall see. Through the unrestricted inlenlionul being of the afirmation
that concludes the cognitive process, we come to know the real being
olwhat up to that point was being only in the sense of"thought being."

8 See in L'erbum, chap.2, the two distinct sections

and 2. "Judgment."
9 Kant, Critique oJ Pure Reason, A6.
l0 Kant. Critique (i'Pure Reqson, B xx f
ll Kant,Critique ofPure Reoson, A50-52.

l. "Composition or Division"
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ln the following pages our attention will be fixed on the kind of
judgment that serves as an entrance door to our knowledge of reality.
This is the concrete judgment of fact, the judgment that concludes a
cognitive process that starts from sensible or extemal experience.,, The
judgments by which we reach a knowledge of transcendent reality will
remain outside the present inquiry. Such judgments are justified simply
by application of the principle of causality: In order to be explained,
contingent being refers us back to transcendent being.

There is another kind ofjudgment whosejustification does not call for
a separate examination. These are judgments posited within a restricted
horizon of intentionality. In the first place, there arejudgments that occur
in hypothetical-deductive systems. Through an insight, it is possible to
define a set of terms and relations so that the terms fix the relations and
the relations fix the terms, while the insight fixes both. Once the primitive
terms and relations that delimit the horizon of intentionality have been
posited, it is possible to deduce from these premises, by the rules of
logic, consequences that will be expressed in as many judgments. These
judgments too consist in the absolute positing ofan object (the deduced
consequence); thus they also have the character of being true or false.
But the reason that justifies them is the coherence of the consequence,
which at first is hypothetical, with the basic set of terms and relations.
The reflection prior to this judgment therefore consists in an insight that
grasps this coherence.

In these judgments, the intentional "is" of affirmation has a limited
meaning, limited by the premises that are at the basis of the system.
The known object consequently is a merely logical, or hypothetical, or
mathematical, and so forth, being, corresponding to the character olthe

l2 Judgments that start fiom our intemal experience or consciousness also lead to
knowledge of reality. Consciousness is the experience that the subject has of itself as

subject when it operates psychically, that is, consciously, in acts at the empirical, intelli-
gent, rational, or moral level. These judgments make us know the reality that we our-
selves are as subjects. For example, the judgment "That conversation disturbed me."
For simplicity, I will not examine here the reflection that leads to grasping the virtually
unconditioned that grounds suchjudgments. But it resembles the reflection we will dis-
cuss when we examine judgments about the "extemal" world. The only difference is in
the two different kinds of data that reflection may retum to. In his study of knowledge
Lonergan places the emphasis on concretejudgments offact, as judgments lhat mark an
increment in our knowledge ofreality. This is one ofthe fundamental points on which
he differs from Kant, whose Crirrque places universal and necessary judgments in the
forefront (Cf. /rsi8hr, 340 / 363t.).
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4. THE CHARACTERISTICS OFTHE
CONCRETE JUDGMENT OF FACT

The judgment that makes us know a flnite being, and whose genesis

we want to explain, is the concrete judgment of fact.'' [t is concrete in
the sense that it concerns a real being that, as existing or occurring, can

only be singular. Opposed to the concrete is the abstract, that which
abstracts from individuality and singularity and so is universal. There
exist universal representations, namely those that refer univocally to an

unlimited number of individuals. Such are our concepts. But the concept

as an act of our mind is singular. Nothing that is universal exists or
occurs.r5

l3 Cf. "Metaphysics as Horizon," in Collection, 19l.
l4 "Fact" indicates both conlingent existence and contingent occurrence. Cf. "1r-

sight: Preface to a Discussion," in Collection, 152, where Lonergan refers to /astgil,
83. 248, 43'7 / t 06, 27 3, 462.

15 In the material being, which is the Proper object of our knowledge, the intel-

ligible metaphysical principle or form (whether substantial or accidental) is by its own

nature universal. It is universal in the sense that, while remaining the same as an in-

telligible, it can be actualized in numerically different individuals: "Omnis.formo, in

The Virtually Unconditioned as the Ground oJ-Jrulgment

restricted horizon within which that object is thought. The two following
judgments, which are both true, exemplift the difference between
the being that is known through a judgment posited within a limited
horizon, and the being that is known through ajudgment posited within
the unlimited horizon, starting from the data of experience. Hence they
exemplif! the ontological difl'erence between the two affirmed objects:
"The square root of -9 ls (exists)," "The moon is. "''

The cognitive process that leads to knowledge ofreal being (a worldly
being, in this discussion) starts, not from premises posited by the mind,
but liom a sense experience, and then it unfolds within an unqualified
and therefore unrestricted horizon of intentionality. Only on the basis of
sense experience and within the original horizon of intentionality does

our cognitive process, passing through the stage of understanding and

arriving at a concrete judgment of fact, make us know a real being. The

reflections that follow are intended to show how our mind comes to grasp

thejustification for affirmation in the case ofa concrete j udgment offact.
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quantum huiusmodi, uniyersalis est. [Every form, as such, is urnivenal.)" (De Veritate,
q. E, a. I l). For this reason, the concepts that we form when we express the intelligible
thal we have grasped in the sensible together with the matter that is relevant for that in-
lelligible (the "z,areria sensibilis commms [common sensible matter]" Srz na Theol.
I, q. 85, a. l) are universal: "man," "temporal," "white," and so forth. But as real, that
is, as a metaphysical principle constitutive ofthe material being that exists or occurs,
this intelligible is singular. It is singular owing to the singularity ofthe individual that
is constituted by this intelligible, along with matter and act. "lpsa natura cui accidil vel
intelligi vel abstrahi, yel inlentio uniyersqlitalis, non esl nisi in singularibus; sed hoc
ipsum quod est inlelligi vel abstrahi, vel intentio universalitqtis, est in intellectu. lThe
nature itselfto which it falls to be understood, or to be abstracted, or to bear the inten-
tion ofuniversality is only in individuals; but that it is understood, abstracted, or bears

the intentionality ofuniversality is in the intellect.l (lbid., a. 2 ad 2 [English Dominican
translationl).

16 Even a judgment posited within a restricted horizon of intentionality has the
character of absoluteness. But in this case the "is" ofjudgment does not mediate the
real being ofthe object thought, since this object is within a horizon restricted by con-
ditions that have been posited by the one who judges. The one who judges therefore
int€nds to assen the ontological status ofthe object in just the way he thinks it. In these
judgments there is thus a gap between the relative value ofthe content ofthe assertion
(a merely logical, merely mathematical object, etc.) and the absolute value implied in
the performance ofthejudgment. The one whojudges inevitably (!) intends to say that
really and truly this reality is merely logical, mathematical, etc. Ci "Metaphysics as

Horizon," in Collection, 192f.

Now the concretejudgment of fact, by which we know that something
is, has an aDsolate aspect inthe sense that the intentional est is posited by
our mind operating within its own unlimited horizon. In asserting that the
object, that at first was only thought, "is," we do not mean to say that the
object is insofar as it satisfies conditions that we have previously posited
ourselves. The "is" of the concrete judgment of fact does not assert that
something "is from the point of view of..." or "is provided that..." or
"is with respect to..." When I assert that the Wendelstein "is" in Upper
Bavaria" I indicate the region where that mountain is found, but I in no
way restrict the value ofthe "is." Forjust this reason, the intentional "is"
ofthejudgment makes us know the real being by virtue of which a thing
exists in itselfapart from the causes to which it owes its existence.,u

The concrete judgment of fact also has a contingent aspect. This
judgment is the answer to a question for reflection, which asks whether
the object thought really exists. This indicates that the subject is aware
that it is not absolutely necessary that what he thinks exists. On the
contrary, he is aware that definite conditions must be fulfilled before he
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can rationally assert that the object thought exists in itself, independently
of his thinking it.

Il it is true. then, that the affirmation of the judgment. because of
its absolute aspect, requires a corresponding absolute justification,
it is equally true that this justification cannot be a lormal absolute,
an absolute with no conditions at all. lt must be a virlual absolute. a

conditioned whose conditions in lact are fulfilled so that it is equivalent
to an unconditioned. The virtually unconditioned is. on the intentional
plane, the counterpart to contingenl being on the ontological plane. A
conlingent being, also, does not exist necessarily by virtue of its essence;

it exists because definite conditions have been realized, in the first place

the aclion of an eftrcient cause.

We must now examine in what sense the question for reflection (the

question v,hether the object thought exists) expresses a conditioned.
We must further identify the conditions whose tulfillment makes the
prospective judgment, as conditioned, a virtually unconditioned, so that
it can be expressed as an absolute affirmation of the object. From what
has been said. we see that the mental process that is able to grasp the
prospective judgment as virtually unconditioned can be represented
schematically as a hypothetical syllogism in modus ponens:

lf p then q: the judgment q grasped as conditioned, together with its
conditions p,

But p: the fullillment of the conditions,
Therelbre q: the judgment grasped as virtually unconditioned and

therefbre groundedly assertible.
But a syllogism is already made up of three judgments. We want

to know how we manage to make judgments in the first place, so that
reasoning in accordance with the hypothetical syllogism cannot be
the primary and general way in which we arrive at a judgment. Such a
formalized deductive inference serves only to illustrate how our mind, in
more original and not totally formalizable ways, arrives at the appropriate
reflective understanding. In very general terms, we can say that our
intellect is in process and discursive, both in having direct insights and
in having reflective insights.''

Grasping an intelligible by a direct insight (into the data of
experience) and grasping the virtually unconditioned by a reflective
insight are two distinct and complementary moments in cognitional

l'1 Cf . l,brbun. 6'7f .
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structure. In another perspective: A finite intelligible (and the content of
every direct insight is finite) indicates only a possibility of being. The
same possible is known as actually existing, and thus as real, only if is
grasped as virtually unconditioned. The reflective insight does not add
any further intelligibility to the intelligibility grasped by direct insight;
rather, it reveals the groundedness and absoluteness of a contingent that
in fact is.

5. REFLECTIVE INQUIRY COMPARES THE OB.IECT OF
THOUGHT WITH THE DATA OF EXPERIENCE

Lonergan illustrates the reflection that follows the question "ls it so?"
with the story of the worker who comes home in the evening to find his
house in a much different state from the way he had left it in the moming.
At the sight of it he makes the judgment "Something happened." By
recognizing the same intelligibility ofa'thing" (the same unity-identity-
whole) in the content of two experiences he had at two different times,
he grasps the specific event that is the (accidental) change of that thing.

The data preserved in memory conceming the state of the house in
the moming, and the present data of experience in the evening, provide
the worker with evidence that his understanding-hypothesis ofa sinister
event during his absence is well-founded. Hence he cannot help affirming
rationally and thus knowing that something has happened. The worker
obtained confirmation of his hypothesis that something happened by
comparing that explanation with the content of two experiences, what he
remembers seeing in the moming and what he sees now.

Such a comparison, and thus the reflective insight it leads to, is
possible because both terms of the comparison arc objects immanent
in the cognitive process. 1) The intelligible, "an event consisting in the
change of state of the house," is the object of an insight into the two
different sets of data about the same house at two different times. It thus is
immanent in the insight. Now the worker wonders about the ontological
status of this intelligible: Is it only a thought event, or did something
really happen? 2) The object seen in the morning and the object seen in
the evening are immanent in the visual experience.'e
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I 8 In saying that the object seen is immanent in the act of seeing I do not intend to
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It is important to recognize the immanent character of the object of
thought (the intelligible indicated by the term "event") and ofthe object
of sensibility. This means that the mind's retum to experience, in which it
has grasped the intelligible about which it now wonders whether it "is,"
is not a return to a thing that is material, extemal, and existing in itself.
The reason is that sense does not know worldly things and events as

realities! Rather, it is a return to the data of sense in their pure givenness.

But while, at the stage of understanding, the mind was in search of the

intelligible that the data bear, now, at the stage ofjudgment. it is in search

ofthe correctness or groundedness ofthat intelligible. Hence, in the same

content ofexperience in which the mind discovered an intelligible, it now
seeks the f'ulfillment of the conditions that permit it to know whether the
thought intelligible (a thing or event) truly "is."

Thinking a thing or event is in itself an intellectual (spiritual) act,

but i1s content, the intelligible, refers essentially to something sensible;
indeed. it is the intelligible t/a sensible object. This reference of the

concept to a material element is a reference to what in the Scholastic
tradition is called the maleria sensibilis communis. In our knowledge of
the world (thephysls) there is always implied the first ofthe three degrees
of abstraction, physical abstraction.'n To reach knowledge of material
reality in its status as reality, we first of all ask of the data fumished by
sense experience the question "What is it?" The road that brings us to
knowledge of reality passes through our knowledge of the intelligible.
Now the intelligible qaa intelligible (the "form" of a material thing)
cannot be an object of sense, but as the inteltigible ry' a sensible it is
grasped in the material concrete object. It thus is grasped in an object
constituted not only by form but also by matter.

The matter that constitutes the object of sense is irulividual. The
Scholastic tradition speaks of a materia signala, a determinate matter,

deny that (normally) what we see is a reality existing in itself. But I want to recall that

our sensibility does not know what it sees, hears, touches, and so fonh as a reality, as

existing in itself. This is because the dynamism of sensibility is not an intellectual and

rational dynamism that asks about being. Being is knowable only to one who asks about

it. The aim of the present essay is to examine how we move from asking to answer-

ing and therefore to knowing what we ask about. The dynamism ofour sensibility is a

dynamism of extroversion. so that the "categories" on the basis of which it knows its

obiects are the "already out there now" lhat characterizes the object of sense and its

releyance to the biological and psychic life ofthe animal.

l9 See in particular Summ{!Theol.l, q.85, a. l.
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underlying the dimensions of the object. Now the intelligible grasped
in the object of sense as being specifically t/us intelligible refers to a
conesponding matter. The intelligible "thing" refers to a manifold of
sensible data that are interconnected and enduring, so that they constitute
a unity-identity-whole. The intelligible "house" refers to those materials
that are its walls, beams, windows, and so forth, which are arranged so

as to constitute a reality suitable for sheltering people. (These in tum
are already materials grasped together with their intelligible structure,
their "form.") The intelligible in the event "it is thundering" refers to the
auditory datum that is the typical sound that occurs during a certain kind
of atmospheric disturbance.

But this reference to the sensible matter that is constitutive of the
intelligible, and therefore of the concept, is a reference lo materia
communis, common matler. It is thus a reference to matter as an element
in potency to form (which per se is universal). But as individual,
matter is not the bearer of any intelligibility. We spontaneously abstract
from it when we try to understand something, because we know that
individuality, lhe hic et nunc, does not as such explain anything about
the material world. St. Thomas illustrates the reference ofthe universal
concept to matter when he says that the concept of "man" refers to a
human body (flesh and bones, which are de ratione speciei fcharactenstic
of the speciesl), but not to this body (this flesh and these bones, which
are partes individui [parts ofthe individual]).r'

St. Thomas characterizes our knowledge of the singular as a reality
by calling it a knowledge that is had indirecle, et quasi per quandam
reflexionem [indirectly, as though by a kind of reflection].'' The intellect
does not directly know the material singular, even though that is
the object proportionate to our mode of knowing. This is because, in
order to ask about something as real, it must first answer the question
for understanding. It does this by an insight into the content of sense

experience, in which it abstracts from individual matter and therefore
from the singularity ofwhat is known.

20 Ebd., ad 2; also q. 3, a. 3: " Moleria irulividualis, cum accidentibus omnibus in-
dividuantibus ipsam, non cqdil in delnitione speciei: non enim cqdunl in delnitione
hominis hae catnes el hqec ossq, aut albedo vel nigredo, vel aliquid huiusuodi. lTlrc
individual matter, with all the accidents that individuate it, does not fall within the defi-
nition of the species. For the definition of man does not include this flesh and these

bones, or whiteness or blackness, or anyhing ofthat kind.l"
2l lbid., q.86, a. l;cf. Verbun,lT9-86.
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After it has conceived a universal object and asked whether it exists,
the intellect returns to the content ol sensation to verify the conditions
that are able to make the prospective judgment (the conditioned) into an
unconditioned that can be affirmed. Judging as affirming consciously and
groundedly that "It really is so" (intentional being), is the very means by
which the one who judges comes to know the real being of what he has

experienced and understood.
Now returning to the content of sensation means retuming to the

individual matter that up to that moment the intellectual process has

left aside. With this return, one recognizes that the universal intelligible
thought by the intellect coincides with the singular object presented by
sense. This is because the materia communis to which the intelligible,
as the intelligible of a sensible object, refers coincides with the materia
signata.The inlellect, in fact, first grasped this intelligible (together with
its reference to the materia communis) in the matter presented by sense,

which is the maleria individualis. The judgment of existence therefore
has the following structure: Tfris singular object presented by sense,

which the understanding has grasped in its intelligible and therefore
universal component, 11, that is, is affirmed in thejudgment and therefore
is known in its real being. For example, "This is a man". The intellect
grasps a universal ("man"), but knows that it is real because it knows that
it is realized in the singular object presented by sense. It is through this
reference to sense that an object conceived in its intelligible component
is known as a singular existent.

We can describe the reflective moment in which we come to know
the correctness of a direct insight, as follows: The task ol the critical-
reflective moment is to ascertain whether all the data that would be

relevant to the object thought are in fact given in sense experience, and

whether in this experience other data are present that the insight has not
taken into account, but that might put the correctness ofthat insight into
question.

We can do this because our question for understanding asks about
the intelligible present in the content of experience lrom a particular
point of view. We do not ask either about the totat intelligibility of the

universe (which is not given to us in a single experience!) or about the
exhaustive intelligibility of a single object presented by sense. To ask

about an exhaustive intelligibility would be to consider an object from
innumerable points olview that are not intrinsically interconnected. The
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fact that we do not undertake that kind of inquiry does not hinder us
from reaching true knowledge. Indeed, true knowledge, knowledge that
makes us know reality as it is, is not exhaustive knowledge! Nor does the
absolute positing of the judgment (in which alone truth is given) imply
the exhaustiveness of the affirmed understanding.r,

We therefore grasp the justification necessary for answering yes to
the question for reflection by returning to the intelligible that is grasped
by the intellect and to the sensible that is presented by the sensibility and
thus is known in its pure givenness. This confirms the teaching of St.
Thomas according to which our knowledge ofthe real (which can only
be a singular) is the fruit ofa collaboration of sense and intellect.

The explanation of the concrete judgment of fact as the fruit of a

collaboration of sense and intellect also permits us to understand how
we can exercise our intelligence and rationality, in a dream, so as to
produce concrete j udgments of fact by which we know (or, more exactly,
think we know) reality. In fact our imagination can reproduce or make
up images of singular realities on the basis of which our intellect can
grasp an intelligibility and then conceive an object. Then, retuming to
the image, the intellect can verifi the fulfillment of the conditions of the
thought object, and thus grasp the judgment as unconditioned. Through
the affirmation of the judgment, it can then know the object as real. It is
only when we awake that we realize that the fulfillment of the conditions
was based only on images of the imagination and not on images that
correspond to the content ofa tnre sensation. We thereby realize that we
were having a knowledge not ofreal beings, but only of imagined beings.

22 See in /nsrgit the discussion ofthe distinction between vulnerable insights and
invulnerable insights (284 / 309), as well as the refutation ofrelativism (342-47 / 366-
71, and also 490-97 / 514-20), which holds that the whole univene is a single scheme
ofintrinsic relations, so that to be correct an understanding would have to be an exhaus-
tive underslanding of everything. But in fact it is possible to delimit an experience and
fix on one aspect under which to consider its content, without thereby neglecting data
that are relevant to the insight sought. Consequently, in the reflective moment we can
verifu in the individual matter mediated by sense the limited number ofconditions for
the conditioned expressed by the prosp€ctive judgment.

23 During a dream we can only partially control these. This explains the ffagmen-
tariness, incoherence, and enors in our knowledge when dreamlng. Cf. Suuma Theol.,
I, q. 84, a. 8.; De yeritqte, q. 12, a.3, ad2; Verbun, 75.
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6. TWO ERRONEOUS INTERPRETATIONS
OF THE REFLECTIVE MOMENT

Lonergan worked out his theory ol knowledge by an introspective
analysis directed to identifling the acts that make up our cognitive
process. It further identified the norms that are immanent in our
intentionality, which successively summon forth the different cognitive
acts and combine them into the whole that is human knowledge in its
capacity for knowing being. ln short, Lonergan's procedure was to work
out a theory of knowledge by taking as his guiding thread the question

"What do we do when we know?" What operations do we perform, and
in conformity with what norms?

This procedure consists in inquiring into the data of our internal
cognitional experience, and so it is parallel to the procedure of the

sciences of nature, which inquire into the data of extemal experience.

But as an alternative to this, there is a short cu1 by which other theories of
knowledge have been worked out. This divergent path does not neglect
the data entirely, since it is not possible to speak ofexperience. concepts,
judgment, and so forth without some relerence to internal experience. But,
for the philosophers Lonergan intends to distance himself from with his
introspective procedure, the criterion for a cognitive act to be considered
properly cognitive is the spontaneous, but nonetheless easily misleading,
analogy with eyesight. Our intellectual operations are cognitive il, and to
the extent that, they resemble seeing, that is, insofar as they implement
the extroversion typical of ocular vision: a stretching toward something
there inthe space that opens before our eyes, and reaching it, but in a way
that does not eliminate the extroversion (the duality) between knower
and known. Only acts of this kind achieve true and objective knowing,
knowing that arrives at knowledge of an ob-ieclum (Gegen-standl that
stands before the subject.

When we make a judgment that is not merely a guess but is

grounded, we know that our judgment is true, that is, that it conforms

to the reality known. But if knowing is essentially seeing, then to know
that our knowledge is true will be to see the conformity between the

mental representation and the known thing in itself. This "seeing," prior
to and grounding our true knowledge, is the "sufficient evidence" for the
judgment.

As I pointed out at the beginning, Lonergan accepts and even uses
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this expression to indicate the ground ofthe rational judgmenl. The use
of metaphorical terms to refer to spiritual realities is quite spontaneous,
even inevitable, for us, given lhal omnis nostra cognitio a sensu initium
habet fall our knowledge takes its start from sense],,o so that all of our
understanding is ultimately an intelligere in sensibili. But we have to
realize that these are images and metaphorical expressions, and so we
need to ask how far the metaphor is useful for grasping and expressing
nonsensible realities. With this, I have touched on the general problem
of how we can reach an understanding (and then a knowledge), that
is the least inadequate possible, of realities that are outside the sphere
proportionate to our mode ofknowing. This is the problem ofanalogical
knowledge.

Fortunately, this problem does not arise in our inquiry about human
knowledge - or rather, it does not arise with the same seriousness as

when we are dealing with our knowledge ol transcendent realities. We
are conscious ofour cognitive operations by that intemal experience that
is our consciousness. Hence we have data on these operations, as we do
not in the case oftranscendent reality, so that we can have a direct insight
into them. This is so even though these are not purely sensible data,rl
so that they do not provide us the kind of phantasm or representative
image,u that our intellect by its nature is tumed to.

Introspective analysis of the stage that leads from the question for
reflection to the judgment permits us to go beyond metaphor. We discover
that the "sufficient evidence" for making a grounded judgment actrrally
consists in grasping a virtually unconditioned. Evidence thus consists
in grasping, by a process in which intellect and sense collaborate, that
the prospective judgment ("ls the thing the way we think it?") is an
unconditioned insofar as the conditions on which its correctness depends
are in fact fulfilled.

This performative-introspective method (the method of attending
to our cognitive performance) is at the base of Lonergan's theory of
knowledge. With it, we are in a position to grasp where the error of
the intuitionists lies, that is, the error of those who, to investigate the
"sufficient evidence," start out from the general principle that makes

24 Cf. Summq Theol.l,q.l, a.9; q.17,a.l.
25 They are connected with the sensibility, however, insofar as the intellectual cog-

nitive act is in functional connection with the sensibility.
26 Cf. "A Note on Geometrical Possibility," itr Collection, 105 Nrd275.
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seeing the anulogalum princeps [standard of comparison] with respect
to any other cognitive operation.

l. Lonergan compares the prospective judgment with i1s sources in
the act ofsensation and in the act ofdirect insight, so that he is comparing
elements within the cognitive process itself. For the intuitionists, this
becomes an intellectual act of comparison turned on the one hand to the
mental representation and on the other hand to the thing in itself. It is
therefore the act olan intellect that views both terms of the comparison,
one immanent in the cognitive process and the other transcending that
process. Only in this way, by seeing the truth ofthe prospectivejudgment,
which is the conformity of the mental representation with the thing
itself, do we have the necessary and sufficient evidence that justifies the
affirmation of the judgment.

Now il we require this kind of seeing. we are inevitably led to the
following dilemma": Either the intellect sees. that is, knows, the thing
in itself or it does not. If it sees it, then the comparison is possible, but
useless, since it would actually be a comparison between two items of
knowledge; the first would be the thing itself, as klown through an act
of knowledge (of what kind?!) prior to judgment. the second would be

the mental representation (which is also an item of knowledge), about
which we want to decide whether or not it corresponds to the thing. But
if, prior to judgment, we already know the thing as it is, there is no reason

to compare the mental representation with this knowledge. It is quite
sufficient to stop at this direct (?) knowledge without resorting to the

comparison. But if, on the other hand, the thing in itsellis not known, it
is not possible to institute the comparison.

2. A second erroneous interpretation of the reflective moment is

concemed with the function of sense experience in reaching knowledge
ofreality. We have seen the decisive role that experience plays in human
knowledge. Human knowledge is, in its essence, knowledge of being,
and therefore it has an unlimited scope. At the same time. it is the activity
of a "spirit in matter," so that the scope of the reality that is its proper

and proportionate object is limited to material being. This explains why
a) the sta(ing point in our search for being is sense experience. why
b) the understanding we are capable of is an understanding in sensibili,
and finally why c) the concrete judgment of fact, by which we reach

knowledge of reality, involves a return to the data of sense.

27 Cf. ferbun,'72: Insight, 634 / 658
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Clearly, then, our sensibility functions throughout the cognitive
process, and in particulai in the movement from thinking an object to
knowing it as real. But sensist realism (which is both the spontaneous
and the most primitive form of intuitionism) interprets, (really
misunderstands) this functioning to mean that sense experience as such
is the act that mediates our knowledge of the object as being. For the
sensist realist there is no need to justifu any mental representation that
differs from the act of sensation, and so he sees no need to examine the
reflective moment of the cognitive process. For him, the true and proper
act ofknowing the real lies in sensation. Ifhe ever recognizes acts proper
to the intellect, these can only be the epiphenomena ofa knowledge of
reality that is already achieved by sense.

We can already presume that this view is false from the following
considerations. At least in the case ofthe higher animals, we have good
grounds for believing that they enjoy a sense knowledge comparable to
ours. Nonetheless, they do not know the object seen, touched, or smelled
in its ontological status as being. The realism of a dog, for example,
is the realism of the extroversion proper to sense, which grasps the
"external world" in its spatio{emporal dimensions and in its relevance
to the biological and psychic life of the animal. This is so because its
conscious dynamism for knowledge is neither intelligent nor rational.
The animal is not endowed with the a priori articipation of being that is
constitutive ofthe human spirit. By virtue of this anticipation we pose

the question for understanding "What is this?" when confionted with the
data of sense, with a view to knowing being. And once that question is
answered we further ask, "ls it so?"

Only man is an intelligent in search ofthe intelligible and a rational
in search ofthe true and ofbeing, and only for him can a sensible object
lead to the knowledge of being. Just because man is in search of being,
the sense experience to which he retums in reflection provides the
fulfillment of conditions, so that the conditioned that is the prospeclive
judgment becomes an unconditioned. And this permits him to answer yes
to the question "Is it really so?" The question about being is a quesrion
about what is and so about what, insolar as it is, does not depend on
any condition that is not already realized. The answer to this question
can only have the same meaning as the question itself. But the question
is about being without any restrictive qualification. Hence the answer
achieves the knowledge intended by the question: knowledge of being,
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knowledge ofwhat is and ofwhat, insofar as it is, transcends the knowing
subject.

7. THE VIRTUALLY UNCONDITIONED ALLOWS US TO
KNOW BEING THROUGH THE JUDGMENT THAT IT

GROUNDS, BUT IT DOES NOT EXPLAIN THE EXISTENCE
OFTHAT WHICH IS THEREBY KNOWN

Being is intrinsically intelligible; it is the objective ofan intelligent and
rational dynamism that, just because it has an unlimited range, aims at
knowing all that is. Outside the realm to which the dynamism of our
intentionality is tumed, there is only what is not, that is, nothing. But we
cannot ask about being except by first passing through the intelligible.
Only with regard to what we have first grasped by answering the question
for understanding "What is it?" can we ask whether it "is." With regard
to what is not intelligible, what is contradictory (a square circle), we
cannot seriousll ask whether it is.

We saw above that our mind is able to answer the question whether
something is. When we succeed in answering this question affirmatively,
we know that the object that at first was only thought rs. But this does

not mean that in addition to our direct insight we have a grasp of the

intelligibility of the existence or occurrence of that object. The mental
process that leads to a knowledge of existence is not a second insight
that understands existence. Reflective understanding is an act of our
rationality that grasps a justification lbr our affirming that the object
thought is. This justification is the virtually unconditioned, which has

the same intelligible content as the direct insight.
But the content ofthe direct insight (e.g., the content ofthe concept

"man") cannot be known as existent as long as we know it only as

universal. Still, it indicates the conditions for its existence: it exists, if
matter as pars speciei (part of the intelligible) or materio c'ttmmunis,

structured in conformity to the form that it bears and thus thought in the

concept, is known, by the intellect retuming to sense, as being at the same

time the maleria indbidualis presented by sense." The individual matter

28 The intellect can recognize this because in the direct insight it grasped the intel-

ligible (the structure ofthe mafter) in the individual matter presented by sense.
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is an object of sense (and not simply something imagined in imagining
a finite being), and the reflective intellect asks whether this object of
sense is, for example, a man. As a result, the intellect recognizes in this
sensible object the individual fulfillrnent of what it thinks universally.
Thus, to the question whether the singular object is really a man, it can
rationally answer: "Yes. This is a man." The object ofsense fulfills with
its individual matter the material elements that are implied in the thought
intelligible.

From this description ofthe reflective moment, two decisive things
emerge for our question about how we come to know the existence or
occurence ofa finite reality: a) the knowledge of being does not occur
before the intentional esl of the judgment; b) sensation, reconsidered
in the light of the question about the existence or occurrence of an
intelligible, provides the final element that brings the prospective
judgment from conditioned to unconditioned. Sensation does not know
anything about the existence ofthe material object that it makes known
to us in its pure givenness." Nonetheless, in the reflective moment it
assumes the function of being the fulfillment of the conditions required
for judgment about the object that the cognitive process has grasped
in its intelligible component.ro This function can be clarified with the
following syllogism: A finite object thought actually exists only if,
besides the maleria communli that we think in thinking the object, we
also know the materia individualis through the same sensation that
provided us the material for thinking the object. Indeed, only an existent
can strike (affect) our senses.r' But we do know the zateria individualis

29 Sensation knows nothing about existence for the simple reason that it knows
nothing about being.

30 "Experience, though it is not as such the source ofthe concept ofbeing..., still it
is the condition of the transition from the affirmation of the possibility to the amrma-
tion ofthe actuality of being," (Verbun,57).

3l "lndeed..."But it is necessary to point out that the explanation adopted here can
be applied to our problem in two radically different ways. The naive realist invokes
this principle to assert that we therefore know the existent through sensation. The criti-
cal realist anends to the intermediate process between sensation and judgment. This
process includes a) the moment ofdirect undentanding, without which the est ofjudg-
ment would not have sense; b) the moment ofreflective understanding analyzed above.
Finally, we should note that the principle stated here does not mean that the reflective
moment consists in an application of the principle of causality. From a specific event
known as real we can deduce another specific event as its cause. But here the question is
how we come to know the reality ofan event or existent in the first place.
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in this sensation. Therefore the object exists.
This means that the virtually unconditioned is reached through the

collaboration ofintellect and sense. What for the sense is only the content
ofan act ofsensation becomes, for the intellect in its reflective stage, the
fulfillment ofthe conditions indicated by the thought intelligible content.
In other words, the intellect in its reflective moment does not grasp a new
intelligibitity in the content of sense. (Matter as materia individualis is
not the bearer of any intelligibility. ) Rather, it understands. in the light
of the content of the direct insight, that this materia individualis is lhe
matter needed to move from the hypothesis that the object of sensation
is a man to the affirmation that this object is a man. (Because only a man
has as his own a matter that carries in itself the intelligibility of "man,"
and only in an existent man is the matter that bears this intelligibiliry- at

the same time materio individualis.)
From this analysis we see that reflective understanding does lead to

knowledge ofan existent, but it does not explain wly the object that at

first is only thought exists. Reflective understanding ascertains in the

sensation thal the materia individualis that is necessary for a material
object to exist is actually given. This indicates that the object in fact
exists, but it does not explain the existence itself. The existence is known
as a fact, but it is not (yet) explained. lt is the fact ofa contingent existent,
parallel to that fact which is the virtually unconditioned, a conditioned
whose conditions have come to be known as fulfilled - which does not
imply a knowledge of u,iy they are fulfilled.

But the fact of contingent existence and occurrence can and should
be explained. This can already be seen from our spontaneous tendency
to ask "Why does this thing exist?" or "Why did this event happen?" just
as earlier we posed the question for understanding when confronted with
experience. We spontaneously suppose that the existence and occurrence
known in the concrete judgment of fact are no less intelligible than
the content of sense experience. There is no thing as existing, or event

as occurring, that we suppose to be objectively without explanation,
whatever may be our effective interest in and our capacity for reaching
such an explanation.

The progress of man in his knowledge of nature is the result of
an inexhaustible series of questions that have been posed in order to
understand what things are and why they are. To renounce in principle
the explaining of existences and occurrences in the world would be
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an extreme form of obscurantism. Such obscurantism is rejected by
our intelligence, which in its insuppressible dynamism for knowledge
presupposes that nothing that is absolutely unintelligible can exist or
occur.

In particular cases we can know why this thing is and why this event
occurred, by referring one contingent being to another. However, this
does not provide a true and proper explanation of contingent existence
and occurrence but only shows that they in fact exist and occur. What
is thereby known is not the explanation of contingent existence and
occurrence as such, but only the explanation of this existent and this
event. The question always comes back again, as long as an adequate
answer has not been given.

It is not possible to limit intelligibility to the form of a material thing
that we know when we understand the content of a sense experience.
The content of an insight, together with the materia communis to which
it refers, constitutes an object thought (an essence) about which we
spontaneously ask whether it really exists. This very fact means that the
intelligible of itself implies apossible being: "Intelligibility is the ground
of possibility."s, The possibility that a thing exists is so dependent on its
intelligibility that when we grasp something as being entirely without
intelligibility, as being contradictory in those very features that define it
(a square circle), we do not seriously ask whether it exists. In such a case
the very possibility ofexisting is excluded a priori.

A finite intelligibility does not of itself imply actual being, precisely
because it is limited. Because it is intelligible, it intrinsically grounds
being, but because it is finite this being implies both being and non-
being. The specific determination of an intelligible (such as 'tree" or
"storm") is at the same time a negation of infinitely many other limited
intelligibilities, and it therefore is a negation of as many possibilities
ol being. This means that the finite inteUigibility, while it is positively
oriented to being, is not in its own essence being. Indeed, if it were by
identity being, it could not be a negation of being at the same time. Only
an infinite intelligible is by identity being itself, but this implies that it
is not only a possible being, but ur actual being. What is by its essence
being must necessarily exist!

Being is therefore intelligible, indeed in itself it is the primary
intelligible on which every other intelligible depends. On this point we

32 Cf. Verbum,57; "ANote on Geometrical Possibility," nCollection, 102
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can refer to the Aristotelian principle" that the Scholastic tradition has

formulated in the aphorism: "Propler quod unumquodque tale et illud
rnagis [Whatever causes a certain character in others must have that
character, and to a greater degreel". Thus, that by which everything is

intelligible and therefbre oriented to being must itself be maximally
intelligible and so maximally oriented to being. with an orientation that
goes beyond mere possibility so as to be actually and necessarily being.
The magis tale is the mafime tale [i.e.. "to the greatest degree"] when

we are speaking of the causu per se of all the beings that share in the

same order of determination. Equivalent to this Aristotelian aphorism
is another aphorism. with obviously Platonic ove(ones. that also

comes from the Scholastic tradition: "Primum in unoquodque genere

est causa ceterorum [The first in any kind is the cause olthe rest]." St.

Thomas quotes it frequently. giving as its source the above passage lrom
Aristotle."

Because of its finitude, there is a split in finite being between its

essence and its existence. A finite being. insofar as it is a being, is a sharing

in the first intelligible. so that it too is intelligible. But the extent to which
it is a being and thus intelligible, j ust because it is a finite extent, implies
that it is only a possibility of being; hence it does not actually exist by

virtue of its own essence. A finite essence does not explain and so does

not ground its own actual existence. Thus on the one hand, the essence of
a finite being is not existence; on the other hand, the finite being in fact

exists; therefore, the finite being receives its existence. ultimately, from
that primary being that is the only adequate cause, and so the first cause,

ol everything that exists. But this does not prevent a finite being from
receiving its existence through another finite being operating as a cause

secondary to the primary being.
The split between essence and existence is the reason why we are

able to arrive at knowledge that a being in fact exists, even though the

cognitive process by which we do that does not include an explanation

of the existence or occurrence of that being. The process that brings us

to know a being that is propo(ionate to our mode of knowing always

involves an experience. Without experience, we would not ask about

being and therefore would not come 10 know anything. That cognitive

33 Cf. Metaplrysics, ll, l: 993b 24t
34 Cf. Contro Genles ll.15l.924l' De Pore ia,9.3,a.5:SummoTheol l,q.44;a. l;

l.ll. q.22, a.2 ad l.



process also involves an insight. Without that insight, the intentional
being of the judgment would have no meaning and therefore would not
mediate any knowledge of real being. But our cognitive process does not
involve an understanding of the existence ofa proportionate being. That
is so because contingent existence and occurrence are not intelligible
in themselves; they are understood only when they are brought back to
a noncontingenl extrinsic cause.r5 For us to know a contingent, finite
being, only an indirect path is open,,u the path ofdeducing its existence
from the existence of another finite being. This second path also is by
way ofthe concrete judgment offact and thus does not involve a true and
proper explanation of contingent existence or occurrence.

This knowledge that "combines the concreteness of experience, the
determinateness of accurate intelligence, and the absoluteness of rational
judgment" Lonergan calls factual knowledge.,' A fact is a virtually
unconditioned: "it might not have been; it might have been other than
it is; but as things stand, it possesses conditional necessity.".' This is
the only necessity that our mind is able to grasp, given that we cafflot
grasp formal necessity, namely the necessity of that intelligible that is
identically being itself.

The rational facticity of the concrete judgment of fact enables us
to know the real, finite existent or event. But that is not to say that this
fact is a pure fact. We know the fact as a reality without knowing the
explanation of its existence or occurrence; we should not, however,
conclude that objectively there is no explanation. For this would mean
that the fact is outside the sphere ofbeing and is therefore nothing, since
being is precisely the intelligible.r,

Ifthis is the case with our knowledge ofevery finite being taken as an
individual, there is no reason why it should not be valid for the totality,
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35 The noncontingent extrinsic cause that explains and therefore grounds contin-
gent b€ing is the infinite intelligible, God, who forjust this reason is the ipsum esse
subsistens [subsistent act of being itself]. But in order to know the infinite intelligible
and infinite being - with an analogical knowledge that does not include, and cannot
include for us, a proper understanding ofthat intelligible - we must already know that a
contingent being (the world) exists.

36 This is the knowledge ofthe singular "indirecte, et quosi per quandqm referio-
nem": Summa Theol I, q. 86, a. l.

37 Cf."lnsight: Preface to a Discussion," inCollection, 152,1.21.
38 Insight,33l / 355.
39 lnsight,65l-657 I 674-6EO.
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that is, for the actually existing universe. With regard to the universe in
its totality the principle is still valid: non est procedere in inJinitum fno
process can go onto infinityl. St. Thomas employs this principle whenever
there is a question of moving from the finite and contingent being to its
ultimate explanation in the first transcendent cause, God*. This is not
because olthe impossibility ofa crealion ab eterno or the impossibility of
an actually infinite numerical quantity.'' It is because ofthe metaphysical
principle that there cannot be a sharing in the intelligible and in being
without a transcendenl primum lhat grounds the created being by sharing
its own intelligibility with the creature. In the finite material being, this
sharing is realized in the thee metaphysical principles that are intrinsic
to such a being: the potential intelligible (mafter), the formal intelligible
(form), and the actual intelligible (being).

The ultimate explanation of contingent existence or occurrence is

found by ascending to a transcendent being that is the intelligible itself
and that, as such, is capable of explaining both its own existence and

that ofevery contingent being. This intelligibte will be an efficient cause

that brings about the fulfillment ofthe conditions ofevery finite being. It
will be an exemplary cause thal is able to explain the inteltigibility ofthe
entire scheme according to which all the conditions of the conditioned
are fulfilled. lt will be a final cause that grounds the universe of finite
reality by a rational and free choice whose object is the intelligibility and

the good of the universe."

40 Cf. lbid., q.2, a.3.
4l St. Thomas recognizes by failh "nundun ab aeterno nonfuisse [that the world

was not from etemity]." But he leaves open fiom the point of view of human reason

the question "utrum potuissel semper fuisse fwhelher it might always have been]," as

long as such an eternal world is recognized as"cqusatum a Deo securulum tolum quod

es, [caused by God in all that is]" ("De aelernitate mundi conlra muruurantes," in

Opuscula theologica (Turin: Marietti, 1973): 295). Similarly, on the second question he

writes "adhuc non esl de,nonstrqtum, quod Deus non possil focere ut sinl infnito qctu

Iit has not yet been shown that God could not make an actual infinity ofthings]" (lbid.,

310).
42 Cf. lnsight,655-57 / 678-80.


